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For Reference-

Do Not Take

From the Library

Digitized by the Internet Archive

in 2013

tvery person who maliciously

cjts, defaces, breaks or injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, modei,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California,

1915, Section 623.

http://archive.org/cletails/connoisseurillus217janlon
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Kenedy Galleries

John Marin
in Miniature
Illustrated catalogue, $10.00

Paris Scene, 1908

Watercolor on paper; 10 Vb x IB'' « inches

Signed lower right: "Marin"

CATALOGUED: ]ohn Marin: A Sh/Iistk

Aimh/siii mid Catalogue Raisoinic by

Sheldon Reich (Tucson: University of

Arizona Press, 1970), Part II, No. 08.15.

Circus Lions, 1941

Watercolor on paper; 7Vh x 11'/2 inches

Signed lower right: "Marin 41"

catalogued: John Marin: A Shjlistic

Analysis and Catalogue Raisonne by

Sheldon Reich (Tucson: University of

Arizona Press, 1970), Part II, No. 41.12.

Downtown, New York, circa 1925

Watercolor on board; 7% x 10 inches

Signed lower right: "Marin"

catalogued: John Marin: A Sh/!istic

A}iah/sis and Catalogue Raisonne by

Sheldon Reich (Tucson: University of

Arizona Press, 1970), Part II, No. 25.29.

Kenedy Gallenes
40 West 57th Street, New York 10019

(212)541-9600

Tuesday-Saturday, 9:30-5:30
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Moisturizers can't do it all.

You need

Swiss Performing
Extract
This super-rich nourishing lotion

can help your skin look better instantly.

Read the facts:

Blended in the U.S.A., Swiss Performing Extract

penetrates right down to the basal layer of cells with

soluble protein , a substance plentiful in young skin.

It performs 24 hours a day to promote resilience and

good tone. Specifically, dryness lines will become less

noticeable instantly and you will be on your way to

better looking skin. Estee Lauder skin.

ESTEE
LAUDER
NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS

My



^ ROLEX
CROWN COLLECTION

THE ROLEX TRIDOR
Presenting two exquisite chronometers in the Rolex Crown Collection,

the men s andladies' Rolex Tridor. Both feature the new Rolex

. Tridor bracelet, a fusion of white, pink and yellow 18 karat gold, the perfect

complement to an 18 karat white gold case. The Lady Datejust^

on left is set with 36 sparkling brilliants, while the man s Day Date'

features the Pleiade dial with brilliant markers and an 18 karat gold fluted bezel.

Each beautifully exemplifies the essence of the watchmaker's art.

Only at your Officiai Rolex Jeweler.

*fl(!j-

^Ex .;,-'

Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc.. Rolex Building. 665 Fifth Avenue, New York. NY 10022
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Auction: Wednesday, January 21 at 10 a.m.

Important 17th & 18th Century
[jh^ii & Continental Furniture and Decorations

ding Old Master Paintings, Georgian Silver, Tapestries and Rugs
Sale may hepreviewedSaturday-Tuesdayprior to auction date.

Fine Louis XV
carved and giltwood

marble top console,

circa 1750.

52 inches long.

Forfurther information contact

Brian Smith orNeysa Furey.

William Doyie
GALLERIES

175 East 87th Street • New York 10128 • Telephone (212) 427-2730



GALERIE CHEVALIER
Dominique et Pierre Chevalier, Experts

THE FINDING OF MOSES
A Paris pre-Gobelins tapestry, circa 1640, height 11 ft., 6 in.; width 12 ft., 7 in.

After Simon Vouet, Premier peintre du Roi, (1590-1649).

ANTIQUE TAPESTRIES - EUROPEAN RUGS AND CARPETS

15, Quai Voltaire 75007 PARIS - (1) 42 60 72 68

157 East 64th Street, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 - (212) 249-3922

Restoration and cleaning workshops

64, bd de la Mission-Marchand - 92400 COURBEVOIE (PARIS - LA DEFENSE)
Tel. (1)47.88.41.41
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FRED ALGER MANAGEMENT, INC.
$200,000 investefQ in Post-Impressionist masters in October 1975

would be worth $864,000 today. In the same span, $200,000 invested with

Fred Alger would have become approximately $1,891,000. This artful

performance is now available to you. Like to know more?
Call Krista Woodall at 1-800-422-5242, ext. 303.

Art value based on Sotheby Art Index as reported in Oct. 6, 1986 Barron's. Performance is for Alger's

fully discretionary equity-oriented accounts managed for an entk-e year (1986 accounts manage<l

through Sept. 30). Results i-eflect capital appreciation and reinvestment of dividends but not payment
of advisory fees to Alger. Past results do not guarantee future perfoi-mance.
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MY EYE hv Thorruis Hoving

UNESCO; INOR OUtT

Some
oi the best news in the hist tew

months was the announcement that

the ctirrupt scalawag Amadou-Mah-
tar M'Bow, of Senegal, wasn't going

to run for another term as director-

general ot UNESCO. Unless it was some

ploy to he drafted for reelection, it was the

single decent act in his vile tenure, which

began in 1974. In those twelve years

UNESCO turned from its original mission

of fostering international cooperation in

education, science, and culture to take a

decidedly anti-Western stance on all

fronts. M'Bow also insisted that the rich

nations should pay UNESCO's ever-rising

bills and thus underwrite their own exclu-

sion from power at UNESCO. The United

States pulled out in 1984, accusing M'Bow
of mismanaging the organization and giv-

ing it an anti-Western bias. It certainly

was a large part of the problem. So, now
that he's leaving, at the end of the year,

the question becomes: Should we apply for

reentry into UNESCO.'
According to my tally, there are six

arguments in favor. And six against.

AGAINST
1. Since each of the 158 member nations

has an equal vote, the majority will rule.

That means, in our times, that no matter

who runs it, the place will remain a prime

venue for anti-Western sentiment.

2. By the same token, no new leader will

alter the organization's extreme pro-Arab,

anti-Israel tendencies.

3. With a full-time staff of 3,085, and over

two hundred meetings in more than forty

countries in 1986, UNESCO has become
a bureaucratic Augean stable that not

even Hercules could purify. Fully one half

of UNESCO's $147 million budget pays

tor personnel—stationed in Paris.

4. The international organization has

ceased to be effective in any area except

politics. Little practical work has been

accomplished in the past five years in such

key areas as hunger, disease, and poverty.

It's therefore an appalling waste of Ameri-

can taxpayers' money.

5. Because there's no veto (and in all prob-

ability there never will be), the biggest

funders have no proportionate say in what

happens to their funds.

6. The organization is a haven for Soviet

spies who use UNESCO perks like diplo-

matic passports and frequent travel as a

convenient cover (in 1983 France's Presi-

dent Francois Mitterrand expelled forty-

seven KGB officers from France, of whom
twelve were employed at UNESCO).

IN FAVOR
1. The corruption of UNESCO is partly

our fault. At first we didn't think much of

the institution and therefore failed to send

our best people. When things began to go

awry, we didn't fight hard enough to stop

the decline. By rejoining UNESCO, we
can reverse the trend.

2. After the embarrassing scandals sur-

rounding M'Bow—he has repeatedly been

caught using UNESCO to enhance his

wealth, comfort, and power, to the point

of turning the top floor of the headquarters

into a rent-free penthouse for himself—we
can ensure that the next leader will not

gain such personal power. Even the Third

World bloc that staunchly supported

M'Bow will help in that effort.

3- After we pulled out we achieved virtual-

ly nothing on our own in the areas covered

in UNESCO's mandate (not that

UNESCO did, either).

4. The morale of those who work in

UNESCO is at a nadir. Our return would

be welcomed, even if not publicly.

5. Without the presence of the United

States, such projects as the much-needed

preservation of a host of marvelous sites of

antiquity will never go forward. The
organization needs our drive and commit-

ment—not to mention our funds.

6. Despite its sorry record under M'Bow,
UNESCO is still the most noble and chal-

lenging experiment of the twentieth cen-

tury, with its goal of world peace through

the open exchange of educational, scienti-

fic, and cultural information. If we believe

in that goal, we should act on that belief.

What's the call.'' For or against.' As
strong as the negative arguments are, I still

think the United States ought to apply for

reentry. Why? When we left we made our

point. M'Bow eventually got the word not

only from the other Western nations who
stayed but also from Third World coun-

tries. The organization is ready for re-

forms, and they won't happen without us.

Even though the rancid smell of corrup-

tion lingers over UNESCO, it remains a

forum in our struggle to strengthen the

moderates of the world and weaken the

extremists. Finally, in a world of power

politics, UNESCO still can shine as an ex-

periment in international idealism. I think

it's time to embrace the prodigal son.

But not without tough negotiations. D
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STERpC HOUSE
Georg Jenserii sterling is treasured on all

continents and the Smithy's appointments

gracethe didjng halls of the Danish Royal

Court ahd.ifhe great houses of Europe.

The renowned design and workmanship

can now be obtained in remarkably

affordable silverplate. Shown here, top to

bottom, Gotham, Rosenborg, Bernadotte,

Mermaid. Send $1 for full-color brochure.

r

ROYAL COPENHAGEN PQRC
GEORG JENSEN SILVERSMIT

683 Madison Avenue, N^T Nri0021

'

(212)759-6457 (1)800-223-1275
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All the Qold
IN Bulgaria

Much ot the cultural reputation oi modem
Bulgaria is founded on forklift trucks, bari-

tones, and roses. But it's not too surprising

that a land locked in the pith ot the Bal-

kans, bounded by the Black Sea, Greece,

and Turkey, should have produced an

ancient culture comparable in many re-

spects (and superior in some) to its better-

chronicled neighbors.

The most visible proof of this is a ^
remarkable array of gold and sil-

ver treasures unearthed from all

parts of the country- during the

course of this century', particu-

larly after the Second World
War. Made of materials that are subject to

the least decay and corrosion, these ves-

sels, goblets, and bowls have survived to

form one of the most impressive and con-

tinuous caches of precious metalwork in

the world. The latest important find, the

Rogozen Treasure, can be seen this winter

at the British Museum (December 3,

198^March29, 1987).

Rogozen is a small village in northern

Bulgaria. In December 1985 and January-

1986, 165 vessels, mostly bowls and jugs,

and three cups of high-quality silver, some
gilded, were uncovered. Most are datable

to the fourth century B.C.; some, earlier.

The treasure probably derives from several

workshops over a period of as much as a

hundred years. Among the most striking

details, a representation of the Thracian

fertility and hunting goddess, Bendis, a

series of griffons meshed into an almost

heraldic composition, and inscriptic^ns

bearing the names of Thracian kings in

Greek letters are all outstanding.

In contrast, say, to that of England, sit-

uated at a remote extremity of Europe, the

soil of present-day Bulgaria has been tram-

pled on and fought over for millennia

—

first by the enigmatic Thracians and then

by Greek and Redman colonists. It telt the

full force of Byzantine expansion after A. D.

400; was one of the most intense zones of

Slavic migration—the country having

been named for the group that finally

established a kingdom in A.D. 681; and

then endured several centuries of inter-

Slavic rivalry before succumbing in the

fourteenth century to some five hundred

years of what they still call in Bulgaria the

"Ottoman Yoke."

The impact of all oi this was consider-

able on the architecture ot the land and, oi

course, on the artworks that the buildings

Stag-head dnnkmg cup from Panagyurishte:

hou' much more like it remains to be dug up?

once contained. And while there are some
spectacular survivals—the superb Hellen-

ic frescoes in the Kazanluk Tomb, from the

fourth centur>' B.C. , and an eleventh-cen-

tury A. D. frescoed ossuary at the Bachkovo
monaster^', among others—the most sub-

stantial legacy from Bulgaria's rich and

complicated past continues to be the

exquisitely wrought gold objects that have

been retrieved from underground tumuli

and grave enclosures.

There is no definitive account in Eng-

lish of these Bulgarian treasures, though

the public in the West got a chance to see

"Thracian Treasures from Bulgaria" at the

Metropolitan Museum in 1977 and gold

from Varna in West Germany last year.

But visiting Bulgaria—you can get off in

Sofia on trains hound for Istanbul, if you

have an appropriate visa—remains the

best way to see the gold, especially the col-

lections displayed in the capital's excellent

Museum of National History. The oldest

and heaviest here, thirteen vessels of pure

twenty-two-karat gold, weighing about

twelve and a half kilograms, probably date

from the thirteenth century B.C.—the pe-

riod of the Greek legends. Several of the

vessels have exceptional designs and work-

manship, and social or ritual functions

that have been only speculated upon.

Perhaps the most famous treasure in

Sofia is the Panagyurishte, discovered in

1949. It consists of eight drinking vessels

(rhytons) and an exceptional bowl

(phiale) studded with four concentric

rings: three of African heads and one of

acorns. The gold is exhibited with bronzes

and appliques of the same period (fourth to

third centuries B.C. ) for context.

CONNOISSEUR
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In Varna, on the B! ck Sea coast,

another fascin;»ring muscLiin, opened only

in 1983, displays finds that are of even

greater importance. It is generally ac-

cepted that Varna's 3,000 small gold

objects, foun! in an acropolis in 1972,

may be the world's first worked gold, dat-

ing to around 4000 B.C. At least one West-

em scholar has proposed, partly on the

basis of this find, that there developed an

independent European metallurgy, which

while postdating that of Sumeria was prob-

ably not directly related to it. This is a con-

tention ofsome significance for the history

of Western civilization. Given also that

there are about 15,000 Thracian tumuli

alone in the country, many as yet unex-

cavated, the story of Bulgarian gold may
not yet have reached its climax.

—]ohn Welchman

Centaurs, sword-uneLimg warruns,

and Hercules as a child strangling the snake

decorate one of the eight massive

Panagyurishte goLl drinking vessels.

COURTESY HOLLY SOLOMON GA[LEP> NV (31
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Qauquin in

WiLLIAMSTOWN
~

Filled with Bouguereaus and Geromes,

Degas and Pissarros, Monets, Sisleys, and

no fewer than thirty-seven Renoirs, the

genteel Sterling and Francine Clark Art

Institute, in Williamstown, Massachu-

setts, has always given a pretty good idea of

how French academic classicism begat Im-

pressionist modernity. So, what's a Gau-

guin like Breton GiW m Prayer ( 1894) doing

in a place like this.' Well, it stays true to

the founders' taste for charming subject

matter while significantly extending the

range oi the collection to the Postimpres-

sionist period. Executed during a year-long

stay in France between the artist's two long

residencies in Tahiti, this Gauguin has

been seen only twice before in the United

States, the last time over fifty years ago.

The painting, acquired last September for

"between two and three million dollars"

from the Lefevre Gallery in London, also

further confirms Williamstown as "Art

Town U.S.A."—so dubbed by this maga-

zine (July 1984) for having more master-

works, per capita, than any other .Ameri-

can community.

The Muse in

THE Tube
There are images on your television

screen. Nam June Paik says, that you nev-

er see—ghosts and echoes that may be-

come fleetingly visible when, say, you

freeze-frame something on your VCR. For

more than a decade, 54-vear-old Paik, the

14

acknowledged father of video art, has

tried to capture these evanescences from

the screen, but he only recently chanced

on the hard- and software necessary to do

it. "Laser-generated photography," ac-

cording to the Korean-bom artist, is a

process that is hard to explain ("Believe

me," he says, "I'm quite dumb in elec-

tronics"); hut it is more or less about vid-

eo signals hitting a laser that, in turn,

transfers the electronic nudge to photo-

graphic film. Even before the video

images hit the laser, Paik processes them

through the kind of terribly sophisticated

computer graphics programs used on TV
commercials. (He also found a way of

applying the electro-imagery to canvases,

which he showed recently, along with the

photographs, at the Holly Solomon Gal-

lery, in New York.) The results, like the

images at left of the performance artist

Laurie Anderson, are remarkably dy-

namic and elegant. But if the medium is

fresh and exciting, the subject matter still

has some catching up to do. It has tended

so far toward celebrity pals of Paik's, like

Anderson, Allen Ginsberg, Merce Cun-

ningham, and John Cage. Coming up,

Paik says, are homages to Joseph Beuys

—

and Humphrey Bogart.

CONNOISSEUR



SHISEIDO B.H24 DAY/ NIGHT ESSEf E
BIO RHYTHMIC SKINCARE. 2 MINUTES. 4 DROPS. 24HOUR TREAl \u NT.

Your skin has a biological clock all its own. And
now there is a skincare made to respond to it.

From the Shiseido Life Science Laboratories of

Japan, where skincare science is an art, Shiseido

bio-technology has duplicated one of nature's

most powerful moisturizers. And concentrated it

in every drop of new B.H-24 with Bio-Hyaluronic

Acid.

B.H-24 Day Essence gives concentrated
protection when light and environment can be
most damaging.
B.H-24 Night Essence concentrates
nourishment when cell rejuvenation is at its

fastest rate. Used day and night, B.H-24 responds
to the particular needs of your skin. Without a

complicated regimen. Now 4 drops a day is all

you need for the smooth, clear radiance of
younger-looking skin.

Shiseido B.H-24 Day/Night Bio-Rhythmic
Skincare. At last, you have time for younger-
looking skin.

B.H-24
Day/Niqht Essence

Bo Essences Jour et Nuit

yVliyEIDO

CONTEMTS CONTENUS
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Study at two of the grandest

"Ireasiire Houses
of Britain"

Sotheby's and the Duke
ot Butcleuch invite you to

participate in an exclusive

series of courses this summer
at Boughton House in

Northamptonshire and Bowhill

House in the Scottish Borders.

For complete details: In London, call (01) 408-1 100.

Sotheby's Works of Art Clourse, 30 Oxford Street, London
WIR IRE. In New York, call (212) 606-7822.

Shown: Hilliard miniaturefrom the collection at Bowhill.

SOTHEBYS
FOUNDED 1744

orman

ibamsi
8-10 Hais Road,

Knightsbridge. London, S.W.3.

(opp. west side Harrods)

Telephone 01 -589 5266

An eariy Hepplewhite period

centre writing table in

finely figured mahogany
with ends finished to match

the drawer fixMits.

Circa 1775

Height 3m ins

Depth 31V4 ins

Width 59V4 ins

80.2 cms
80.2 cms
152 cms

New catalogue ofrecent
acquisitions $8

CONNOISSEUR'S WORLD
New Video

~

Paul Cadmiis: £ii/unt Temhle ai 60. 57

minutes. Distributed by Home Vision.

$39.95. Documentaries about art are often

ponderous classroom affairs with question-

able critical standards. In contrast, here

we find a film narrated by the subject him-

self, the vibrant Paul Cadmus, who leads

the viewer into his painting studio, spins

anecdotes from his early years as a WPA
artist, and offers insights on his own work

in a fifty-year career as a self-styled "gro-

tesque realist." Rather than packaged

analysis, this art film provides the viewer

the chance to pose his own questions.

L'Age d'Or. Directed by Luis Bunuel.

1930. 63 minutes. Distributed by Corinth

Video. $59.95. This delirious picture is

il

Bnlhunt/v strange: Bumicl' s L'.Age d'Or.

the sacred text ot the surrealist film canon.

Banned in France until the mid-1970s

—

one assumes tor its freewheeling mockery

ot the bourgeoisie and the Catholic

church—the film was not released in the

United States until 1981. It is Bunuel's

first long work and an encyclopedia of for-

gotten film techniques. It's also a three-

alarm laugh riot.

Stranger than Faradisc. Directed by Jim Jar-

musch. 90 minutes. Distributed by Key

Video. $79.98. This low-budget feature

On the road to nowhere: the heroes investigate

Florida, in Stranger than Paradise.
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"/?estless crowds. Unpredictable

weather. Miles of hostile terrain. Shop-

ping in stores isn't for the faint of heart

Which is precisely why the Spiegel

Catalog is so important to us.

"Spiegel offers the most beautiful

furnishings I've seen anywhere:

Gorgeous crystal, china and table

linens. And more. From people like

Waterford, Mikasa and Henredon. All

without leaving the comfort of our

home. Just one toll-free call to Spiegel,

and whatever I want is on its way

They're open 24 hours a day And

returns are picked up, free. Best of all,

as a Spiegel Preferred Customer, I get

important catalogs throughout the year.

'The only question we have about

Spiegel is: how we survived for so

long without it!'

^Hfcftl..

aT

-^^Hjf

>••

v-^i

Fisliion mi home lurnishings from the Spiejet »



How to buy your Caribbean island liome
A villa, condo, land or business of your own can put you in paradise

and be a sound investment, too. Here's how we can help:

k ^"V^^^'
kL^^.v- 'i ""Ml^^N

W^ ifmm. •*»'. *^- _jl||llliy
For sale in Barbados 3-br converted sugar mill

Private islands with homes

w^w

If you've ever thought of owning a tropical island

home for investment, retirement or vacation use.

Island Properties Report is for you

Each issue focuses on a single island in the

Caribbean, the Bahamas and beyond — reports

on politics, the economy, tax laws, schools,

hospitals, living costs — what to look for and look

out for — what it's really like to live there.

PLUS PAGES OF LISTINGS: villas condos
private islands, land, businesses for sale. PLUS
region-wide Quarterly Reports on little-known

investment opportunities, island living, island

books at discount, how American ex-pats are

"living their dreams." PLUS Travel Savings on

air, hotels, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed or full

refund if you tell us within 90 days.

FREE when you subscribe now: Hammond
Caribbean Wall Map + 2 Special Reports on
Renting Your Property (incluaing IRS rules) and
Making a Living in the Islands.

Enroll me (or one year i'2 .SSues) tor only S39 00 Incluoe

nv FREE bonuses

Payment enclosed _ Charge my
( ) Diner's ( ) MC ( ) Visa

(include card no and expiration date)

Address

Zip.

Montserrat 3-br villa, pool, breathtaking view St 10.000

!(;;;;5V^ Island Properties Report

I Box 58CR3 Rte. 4. Woodstock. VT 05091 • 802/457-3734

.1---- Credit Card Phone Orders: |S02) 457-3734 ----

CONNOISSEUR'S WORLD
won the Camera d"Or at the Cannes Film

Festival and scored a resounding critical

success in the United States. Part oi the

growing American independent (i.e.,

non-HolK-wood) film genre, and possibly

its most engaging product to date, Stranger

than Paradise is a road movie about a trio of

young bohemians who set out for adven-

ture and find themselves loitering in some

of the grayest parts oi the American land-

scape. A black-and-white quilt ofdeadpan

humor, the movie equally rewards the ca-

sual moviegoer and the vanguard cine-

phile.

Boris Godunot. 1 1 1 minutes. Distributed

by Corinth Video. $69.95. Video offerings

in performance arts have greatly multi-

plied recently; among the worthiest is the

Bolshoi Opera's treatment oi Boris Godu-

nov. A filmed spectacle, not a stage pro-

Wussorgsky' s Boris Godunov

—

the Bolshoi

Opera s spectacular color-film version.

duction, shot in color in the Soviet Union
back in 1954, this version of Mussorgsky's

opera redoubles the heroic score with

extravagant production values. A huge

cast (led by Alexander Pirogov in the title

role) and grandiloquent cinematography

impart an epic scale probably unachiev-

able on the stage.

World Series Highlights. 50 minutes aver-

age. Distributed by Major League Baseball

A FAN CAN REVIEW
A DECADE OF GREAT BASEBALL

IN ONE AFTERNOON.

Productions. $52 each. This is a series

itselt, one documentary' for each year of

the Series from 1943 to 1985. Narrated by

announcers and filled with action, the

tapes taken together make up an extraordi-

nary historical artifact. At about a half

hour a clip, a fanatic can review a decade

of great championship baseball in just one

afternoon. —Ed Ball

18 CONNOISSEUR
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Important Paintings by
Old Masters

Auction to be held on Tuesday, January 13, 1987 at

10 a.m. in our galleries at 502 Park Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10022. For catalogues telephone

718/784-1480. For further information contact Ian

Kennedy, Rachel Kaminsky or Alexander Parish at

212/546-1177

FRANS HALS: A Girl singing; and A Boy with a Viol,

both signed with monogram—oil on panel, lOVi x 10'/4

in. (26 X 26 cm.) diamond shaped. CHRISTI
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The Devil
IN jFl^^^^'

Projectiuj, li' .- .i wtxicied promontory like

the prow of a ship, i'. new house nears com-

pletion outside Washington, D.C. Ap-

proached up a long curving drive, the

house appears, then disappears behind a

hillside. As the car swings back at the top

of the ascent, the whole form of the place

is now in sight, affirming the nautical first

impression. The house is very long, almost

motile, a cruiser coursing through the

undulant landscape.

Soon to be occupied by a local physician

and his family, this is the latest project of a

group of architect-builders from Stockton,

New Jersey, who call themselves the Jersey

Devil. The choice of a south Jersey sprite

as eponym is revealing—first, of a general-

ly lighthearted approach to their art, a

quality also evident in the working moni-

ker assigned to the new house: the Hoagie.

The name turns out to be powerfully des-

criptive. The new project is dominated by

a long, curved hero of a roof, which over-

hangs the more variegated forms below.

As the terrain slopes away at the west side

of the house, a complementary, Wrightian

cantilevered deck emerges.

Hands-on architects: the Jersey Devil

quartet (from left), Greg Torchio, Jim

Adamson, Steve Badanes, and John Ringei.

Jutting bowlike, the cantilevered deck from the latest house by the Jersey Devil.

The group's name also speaks volumes

about its origins and character. At a time

when architectural practice is ever more

dominated by firms that sound and look

like the old, traditional kind, the Jer-

sey Devil retains both the flavor and the

attitudes of what used to be called the

counterculture. At the building site, the

dimensions of this affinity become clear.

The four "devils"—^Jim Adamson, Steve

Badanes, John Ringel, and Greg Tor-

chio—are all present, dressed in work

clothes, banging away with the rest of the

crew. The house going up is not simply

handmade; it's made by the hands of those

who imagined and designed it, an intimate

involvement that shows in carefully

crafted detail after detail. And, when the

working day ends and the hired hands bar-

rel out of the driveway toward home, the

devils stay behind. As they do with all

their projects, they live on the site, here,

in a battered old Airstream trailer and in a

caretaker's house built first.

The ethic of the counterculture also

shows in a strong sensibility toward energy

and the environment. The Hoagie house

boasts a number of extremely innovative

environmental controls. Running down
the center of the roof, illuminating the

spine of the house, are a series of "Roto-

Lid" skylights, the Devil's pride and joy.

Developed with the aid of a grant and pat-

ented, Roto-Lid is an ingenious mechani-

cal device that allows a skylight to provide

effective solar heating and daylight illumi-

nation all year round, a chronically per-

plexing difficulty. It IS typical oi the Jersey

Devil's approach that it engages architec-

ture not just at the level of manipulating

image (though it is mighty strong in this

department) but also as a problem-solving

discipline, an arena for innovation in

domestic ecology.

Their work does have a look. As con-

tinuers of an available-resources, hand-

wrought carpentr>' tradition (which, as at

the Hoagie house, often involves the col-

laboration of other crafts people in embel-

lishment), they make buildings in which

carpenters' virtues are paramount. There's

THEY MAKE BUILDINGS IN
WHICH CARPENTERS'

VIRTUES ARE R'\RAMOUNT.

an abiding joy in joinery and finish, in the

individual character of materials, in a

sense of relationship between house and

setting. But don't think of them as naifs, as

superannuated hippies plying their simple

virtues. They are architects, schooled and

conscious, and quite hip to the style wars

of the current scene. They're clearly situ-

ated on that axis which runs from Frank

Lloyd Wright through Bruce Goff and are

roughly subsumed under the rubric of the

organic, which simultaneously values

craft, appropriate technology, and formal

daring.

The Hoagie house has taken the Jersey

Devil two and a half years to build, and it

shows. At nine thousand square feet, it is

their biggest project to date, a size that

20 CONNOISSEUR
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SHARE THE
SENSE OF

REMY MARTIN
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jsively Fine Champagne Gc)^ac
Send a gift of Remy anywhere. Call toll-free 1-800-531-9528



(^ONNOISSEUR^S WORLD
diey seem agreed is a reasc- able maximum
for the inti!'-. ,•: wHy in .hich they work.

Comparer ru tht fiunureds of thousands of

square fccr the big iii.ns crank out, this

may not secia like : great deal. But it is.

There is nobody truer to the cause of archi-

tecture than the Jersey Devil.

—Michael Sorkin

The Hoagie house seen from the air:

the formal daring of Wright meets the latest

in climate and light controls.

Ramenco.the Movie
Some him titles simply shouldn't he trans-

lated; foreign audiences, losing the flavor

of the original, may find themselves de-

ceived. The English title oi El Amor Bru-

jo
—"Love, the Magician"—sounds like

that of a madcap Fred Astaire-Ginger

Rogers romance. But that is not what the

director Carlos Saura had in mind when he

announced that with his latest film, he

and the choreographer Antonio Gades
"have created a new genre: the Spanish

musical, one that is authentically our

own."

No top hats here; no show girls or hall-

room gliding either. Instead, there are

Gypsies—raven-haired women and
straight-backed, knife-carrying men

—

who raise their voices in cries and cadenc-

es familiar to neither Eastern nor Western

THE MAGIC
OF EL AMOR BRVJO IS EL

ARTE FLAMENCO.

music, who do not simply dance hut exor-

cise the demons ot their passion in dance.

The magic oi El Amor Brujo is el arte fla-

menco, which the Gypsies have been prac-

ticing in Spain since their arrival t^ere

from India centuries ago.

Flamenco is not merely the singing,

clapping, and dancing that tourists are

accustomed to seeing in tablaos: it refers to

the whole of Gypsy culture. The word fla-

menco (literally, Flemish) was attributed

to or appropriated by the Gypsies upon

their arrival, since it is thought that some

may have entered Spain via the Nether-

lands. The term includes Gypsy belief in

superstitions and the occult (a Gypsy will

not eat at a table where the bread has been

broken or cut lengthways), their laws and

code of honor (stricter, even today, than

the Mafia's), and their traditional celebra-

tions, of which Christmas Eve and wed-

dings, both depicted in the him, are the

most spectacular.

American audiences may be most famil-

iar with Saura's 1976 film Cria Cuervos.

With his collaboration with Antonio Ga-

des, for over twenty-five years now the

world's leading flamenco dancer and cho-

reographer, the former director oi Spain's

National Ballet and one-time choreogra-

pher at Milan's La Scala, the Spanish

director has been able to represent on the

screen a culture and tradition otherwise

inaccessible to foreign audiences. EI Amor
Brujo is the third in the trilogy ot Saura-

Gades collaborations that began with

Blood W.:ddmg (based on Garcia Lorca's

tragedy of Gypsy honor) and found inter-

national success with Carmen. This film,

which unlike its predecessors follows a

direct narrative wherein the songs and

dances emerge as an integral part oi the

characters' lives, may turn out to be the

most accessible of the three.

Based on Manuel de Falla's (1876-

1946) ballet of the same name, El Amor
Brujo presents the stor>' ofCandela (played

by Cristina Hoyos), a Gypsy girl who is

unable to marry her lover Carmelo (Anto-

nio Gades) because she is still pursued by

the ghost of her former suitor. Through
the help of a good friend (played by Laura

- u
r/\

del Sol, the lead in

Carmen) who se-

duces the ghost, the

wedding takes place.

Few Spanish art-

ists have been im-

mune to the influ-

ences ot tlamenco,

and so that tradition

has been made a pe-

culiarly Spanish her-

itage. De Falla incor-

porated the popular

melodies and
rhythms ot flamenco

into his own compo-
sition to give It its

haunting quality.

Saura and Gades have enlarged the score

with traditional flamenco songs and
dances brought from the Gypsy caves of

Sacromonte, in Granada. There they

found their cast of extras, some two

hundred Gvpsies who lend the film its

human landscape and ensure its authentic-

ity. Many songs and dances that, as in the

case ot all oral and popular traditions, run

the risk ofdisappearing are here preserved.

Following their imperative for authentici-

ty, Saura and Gades also changed the ori-

ginal setting, the Gypsy caves, to the now
more familiar shacks that surround most

large Spanish cities. Silhouettes of aban-

doned cars, scaffolding, scrap metal, and

telephone wires provide a contemporary

backdrop to the songs and dances that fill

the perpetual night sky of the movie.

—Alison Hughes

Star-crossed lover: Cnstina Hoyos,

above and below, stars unth Antonio Gades

in Carlos Saura's new movie.
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Roam Europe In

CuNARD Luxury-Classic,
ContemporaryOrY^cht-Like.

Now Cunard offers you a choice of

Europe's most picturesque and
hard-to-reach destinations in one to

three weeks—aboard the one-and-

only Queen Elizabeth 2, the classic

Vistafjord, or the yacht-like Sea

Goddess II.

Only Cunard offers three

exciringly different types of

sailing luxury.

QE2 will resume service in May, fol-

lowing a six-month, $150-million

transformation: an all-new Sports

Centre and outdoor Jacuzzi® Whirl-

pool Baths; redesigned restaurants

and a main ballroom with tiered

seating; an international range of

luxury boutiques; an expanded IBM
Personal Computer Centre and a

new executive Business Centre; and
20-channel satellite TV capability.

With all this and more—a complete

casino, disco under the Magrodome
and the famed "Golden Door Spa at

Sea"®—QE2 is Tomorrow's Super-

liner Today.
^"

On Vistafjord, you enjoy the

classic cruise experience at its best-
highly personalized service; unhur-
ried, single-sitting dining; and free

access to the celebrated "Golden
Door Spa at Sea,"® with indoor and
outdoor pools, a sauna, gym and
Jacuzzi® Whirlpool Baths.

Appealing even to those who
might never have cruised. Sea God-

dess II offers the freedoms and plea-

sures of a private yacht shared by
never more than 58 couples with

similar backgrounds and tastes.

Dine when and with whom you
please, or even opt to be served

course by course in the privacy of

your suite-room.

Europe's best in 5 to 22 days!

From May through November, QE2
offers cruises of a week or two from
Southampton to Iberia, the Canary
Islands or West Africa. Vistafjord

sails for one to three weeks from
Hamburg, Southampton, Genoa,
Naples, Venice or Marseilles to the

best ports in Scandinavia, the North
Cape, the Baltic, the Black Sea, the

Mediterranean and Western
Europe. With sailirigs to or from
Malaga, Monte Carlo and Venice,

Sea Goddess II offers cruises of

seven to 11 nights, sailing to pictur-

esque yacht harbors and ports not

frequented by larger ships.

CUNARDi
Queen Elizabeth 2 Sagafjord Vistafjord Sea Goddess 1 Sea Goddess 11

Convenient air/sea packages,
cruise combinations.

These Cunard cruises offer money-
saving air/sea packages and special

low-cost Concorde options. Com-
bining cruises or combining a cmise
with a QE2 transatlantic crossing

can also result in significant savings.

Consult your travel agent.

QE2 registered in Great Britain, Vistafjord registered in

the Bahamas, Sea Goddess II registered in Norway

Cunard, Box W4, Farmingdale, NY 11737.

Rush me, free, tiie brocfiure(s):

n Vi:itafiorci & QE2 EunipeCnii^cf, including

Sea Gi),y(/css Life 'S7 (Q872)
n QE2 Traiisathiutic (Q9I0)

Send me the following videotape(s). 1

enclose a check for S7.95 each, payable to

"Vacations on Video " (Arizona residents,

add 6.5 percent sales tax.)

n Vistafjord video D Sea Goddess video
n QE2 video (available Summer, 1987)

n VHS version D BETA version

NAM I

ADDRtiSS An Nt)

ClI-l SIATE /-IV

MY rRAVEL ACENT
K-35001

1986 CUNARD
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Chapeaui
Hats are making a comeback among style-

conscious Parisians. Schoolgirls are

crowning their neatly pulled-back hair

with flea-market hats, postpunks are sig-

naling their individuality with predictably

unlikely headgear, and soignees Pari-

siennes are again beginning to find hats as

indispensable to their "look" as earrings or

dark glasses, all in the cause of seductive

drama or, at least, charm.

But why?

It may have something to do with Chris-

tian Lacroix. With his recent lavish crea-

tions, the young designer for Jean Patou

not only pulled the venerable house into

the fashion headlines (see Connoisseur of

last November) but also did a great deal to

refurbish the notion of wearing hats. Be-

sides his sensational headgear, Lacroix has

come up with such exquisitely wearable

pieces as a little black cocktail hat, which
consists simply of a tiny cap with a stand-

up bow at the nape.

Many of this season's hats manage to be

both fairly small and striking. Some of the

best of those seen on the street come from

Philippe Model, who has emerged in the

Hats are big in Paris: above left, a fashion

student's extravagant experiment; top nght,

furry drama by Lacroix; bottom right,

Philippe Model's sensible turban.

last two years as one ot the most inventive

and polished of the new generation of hat-

ters. Model's sister Laurence, who runs the

shop at 33 Place du Marche St. Honore,

has noticed a rise in sales of the more ex-

travagant styles and colors. "After all,"

she remarks, "it's easier—and cheaper

—

to buy a really great new hat than a whole

new outfit. " (The most inventive hats cost

between $100 and $250.)

The hat trend is still new and attracts

attention, but people claim to wear hats

primarily for their own satisfaction.

"Women trying on a hat are trying out a

different image of themselves," explains

one Model customer making the rounds of

the shop. "When you find your hat, it's not

an extravagance; it's a transformation."

—Regan Charles

Another Menuhin
IN THE Making?
Five years ago, a diminutive ten-year-old

girl from Japan played for Pinchas Zuker-

man at a master class of the Aspen Music

Festival. Her choice of repertoire? The
taxing Second Violin Concerto by Bartok.

Her performance? "It was overwhelming,"

recalls Zukerman. "1 never thought any-

one that young could have such incredible

soul."

Midori Goto is now a remarkably

poised, unpretentious fifteen-year-old

whose debut recording ofdouble concertos

by Bach and Vivaldi with Zukerman and

the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, and a

solo performance of Bach's E Major Con-
certo, was released this past fall by Philips.

Since 1982, she has studied at the Pre-

College Division ot the Juilliard School

with Dorothy DeLay, the noted violin

pedagogue. "At age ten," says DeLay,

"Midori was able to handle more of the

standard repertory than most tw-enty-year-

olds."

Indeed, she has already appeared as

soloist with such orchestras as the New
York Philharmonic, the Toronto Sym-
phony, and the Philadelphia Orchestra,

conjuring up memories of the youthful

Yehudi Menuhin with her elegantly pol-

ished playing and brilliant technique.

Most of her engagements have been at

youth concerts or summer music festivals,

or with regional orchestras, such as the

New Haven (Connecticut) Symphony,
where she will appear on February 17.

"The idea with Midori," notes her man-

ager, Lee Lament, the president of ICM
Artists, Ltd. , "was to give her the perform-

ing experience she needs without thrust-

ing her into the spotlight."

At Tanglewood, last August: Midori Goto.
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/ GEVALIA:

BECAUSE 134 YEARS AGO,
ONE STUBBORN SWEDE

WAS OBSESSEDWITH CREATING
THE PERFECT CUP OF COFFEE.

In 1853. in tlie

little seaport

tovvii of (liivle,

Sweden, Victor

Theodor
Engwall sorted

and roasted and
]'^orJJ}:^^ufiMtL , tasted and test-

ed. Tirelessly, he experimented
with the best, most exotic coffees

that came into port until, at last,

he achieved what he so stubbornly

sought: a uniquely perfect coffee.

THE KING APPROVES

It is said that one chilly day,

Gustav V, King of Sweden,
stopped in Gavle and tasted it. So
enchanted was he that Gevalia

Kaffe was appointed coffee to His

Majesty and the Royal Court.

Today, this remarkable coffee

is still made in Gavle by people

imbued with Engwalls obsession for perfection. Genera
tions of Swedish kings have awarded it the Royal Seal of

Approval, and Gevalia has become Sweden's most popu-

lar, most beloved coffee.

That's quite an achievement
since Swedes feel as passionately

about coffee as the French do fine

wine. They appreciate that up to 6

\ arieties of highly prized Arabica

beans from countries like

Kenya, Guatemala, and Costa
Rica are blended and bal-

anced with infinite care to

create the high flavor

notes, the delicate

nuances in Gevalia.

There's yet another

secret to Gevalia's
ByAppomtnwnt to Hut Majesty

the Kinq of Suvden.

GE\^LIA
KAFFE

flavor: its impeccable freshness.

Even the finest whole beans rapidly

grow stale when exposed to air in

gourmet shop bins. But Gevalia is

roasted in small quantities and
immediately vacuum sealed in

golden foil 1/2 lb. pouches to pre-

serve the just roasted freshness.

REGULAR & NATURALLY
DECAFFEINATED

Gevalia" Kaffe comes whole
bean— we will grind it for you if you
prefer— in a variety of full-bodied

roasts. But perhaps

the biggest revelation

is Gevalia Decaf-

feinated. Caffeine is

removed naturally

by a European
process using the

same substance that

creates the effervescence in

sparkling water. The result: coffee that maintains full

coffee flavor. Now, drinking decaffeinated is no longer

a compromise.

A REGAL BRIBE

As this exceptional Swedish coffee is not available in

mass market quantities, the only way to order it is from

our Import Service. Just fill out the attached reply form.

We will send you the white ceramic

Regal Gevalia Kaffe Canister embossed
in gold with the Royal Crest of Sweden.

(Retail Value $18.00. ) It's yours free

with trial membership. But fair

warning. Once you sip superbly

fresh, rich Gevalia, you're likely|

to become obsessed with it.

THE COFFEE FAVORED
BY KINGS.

A Kt'Kill (111!

SlHOlli-ftail valu

' 1987 Vicl Th Engwall & Co II reply lorm is missing, lor lull delails please wrile 10 Gevalia KaHe Impon Sei Depi W PO Bo« 5223, Clillon N J 07015 Or call! -800-441-2528 fT
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Ai! went ... jiUi'.',. : tlan ur.til last

AiiRust. Nvtu- 1 ''J.n, :
yeA .xt Tangle-

wood wi'^- '-c Uo- >p. - r-i.piiony Orches-

tra under Luni.srrl [vrnstein. In a now-

famous ini ^icHi, rh': '

. --ing on her three-

quarter-size icki'e -r ij'ped during the final

movement of hcmsicm's Serenade for Vio-

lin, StWni,' Orchestra, Harp, and Percussion.

Undaunted, "^K^' appropriated the concert-

ObFSTAGE, SHE IS JUST
ANOTHER NINTH-GRADER

WHO DISLIKES FISH.

master's Stradivarius, broke another E

string, then took the associate concert-

master's Guadagnini, and completed the

work with aplomb. The next day, the New
York Tunes ran a front-page story head-

lined, "Girl, 14, Conquers Tanglewood

with 3 Violins." Later that week, there

were interviews with other newspaper re-

porters and coverage of the event on
ABC's "World News Tonight."

Midori took the publicity in stride but

was disturbed by the attention focused on

the string-snapping episode. "I'm kind of

upset," she explains, "because some of the

journalists didn't even know what I

played. I really like the Serenade. " Mido-

ri—as she prefers to be called—attends the

Professional Children's School, in New
York, and practices the violin four to five

hours a day. After learning the notes of a

new piece, she divides it into sections and

tries "to decide what kind of character

ea^h one has to me." Sometimes, she asks

DeLay to accompany her to key perfor-

mances. "I'm sort of a glorified rabbit's

foot," suggests DeLay, who adds that Mi-

dori is "astonishingly mature musically."

Offstage, however, she is just another

ninth-grader who dislikes fish—especially

sushi. Asked how she feels about occasion-

al absences from school, such as during a

three-week tour of the Orient last Novem-
ber with the St. Louis Symphony, she

replies, in typical teen fashittn, "It's okay.

I just miss my friends."

The real challenge for Midori's mentors

lies ahead, as demands for her special gifts

increase. In the past, too much pressure

and public adulation have proved harmful

to some prodigies. "You have to let a young
artist be young," observes Lamont. Zuker-

man, who continues to take an interest in

his talented colleague, thinks she'll do just

fine. "Midori is a force of nature, like the

ocean," he maintains. "You can spoil it,

but you can't destroy it. It has its own inner

current."

—Barbara jcpson

Brussels Bouffe
Brussels has gotten a bum rap. Okay, it is

not particularly attractive or even charm-

ing—the most famous landmark is a foun-

tain of a boy urinating, and the city is over-

populated by NATO technocrats. To ap-

preciate Brussels, you have to overlook all

that—for the city's food. Its epicurean

pleasures take second place to none in

Europe. Brussels cuisine and delicacies will

more than sate those who adore eating and

drinking and are delighted to spend the

day doing little else.

For breakfast, try the Mokafe, in the

Galerie du Roi. The coffee here is a mar-

vel, as good as any found in Italy. It is

served with a pitcher of cream, along with

a piece of chocolate or a buttery ginger-

flavored cookie called a speculoos. Belgians

eat pastry in the morning, usually a flan

plump with fresh fruit, marzipan, or cus-

tard. The choices are all displayed here.

Cramiqne, the chewy Belgian equi\alent

ot raisin bread, is another option. Ask for

jam with it, especially the kind made from

the tart groseille.

After reading the papers, scribbling a

postcard, and watching pedestrians, it's

time you thought about lunch. Simple fare

at a cafe is recommended, because dinner

here is filling. Indigenous to Brussels are

tasty open-faced sandwiches called tar-

tines. Have the fromage blanc. which has

the consistency ot cream cheese and the

tang of chevre, or jambon d'Ardennes, a

salt\\ Parma-like ham.

These and more ubiquitously European

snacks, like croque-monsieur and om-
elettes, are ser\'ed at La Mort Subite, one

of the oldest cafes in Brussels. Located on
the Rue Montagne aux Herbes Potageres,

with its fading Beaux-Arts decor, noisy

ambience, and brusque service. La Mort
Subite is popular with natives. It is named
after a brand of beer, whose label translates

as "sudden death." The best Belgian beers

are ver\- strong and not exported, .•\part

There are jew places on earth so devoted to fine food: Brussels is

seen here from the Grarui' Place, an important site of snack-eating and people-watching.
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Derek Shrub, who developed

the celebrated Sotheby Works
of Art Course, has devised a

series of exclusive three-month

courses for the would-be

dealer, as well as the amateur
collector

Three programmes, planned to

complement each other, will

feature a central study on sub-

jects such as fi rniture, silver

or porcelain in an informative

and historic context.

The studies will also examine the

condition of objects and consider the

need for restoration or conservation

and how this affects the market value.

Course Director Derek Shrub does
not aim to teach what is easily read,

but advice will be given on essential

sources of reference. The lectures will

be strictly practical: visual analysis in

terms of date, style, materials and
technique will be emphasised.

Using the wealth of collections from

museums, private houses and
auction rooms, the study material is

unusually varied in content and
quality. Participants will be offered

privileged visits to private and
national collections, allowing a rare

opportunity for close and detailed

examination.

Apart from the teaching skills of

Derek Shrub, leading museum
specialists and experts from the trade

will conduct regular seminars as part

of each course.

Guidance on career opportunities will

be given at the end of each course
for those who plan a future in

antiques.

g<
Please send me your brochure for

1987 Course.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

To: Derek Shrub

The Deighton Consultancy

5 Langley Street, Covent Garde i

London WC2H 9JA

Tel: 01-836 2973

from La Mort Subite, consider Duvel or

any of the Trappiste variety, dark beers

brewed by Trappist monks. If you don't

specify a type, expect to receive Belgium's

Budweiser, Stella d'Artois.

Spend the afternoon on the food-shop

circuit. Belgian chocolates are legendary,

and better yet—should a craving for just

one truffle unexpectedly erupt—they are

sold by the gram. Neuhaus is deservedly

considered the finest. Its flagship store is

located a few doors away from the Mokafe.

From there, Dandoy, just off the Grand'

Place, is only a stroll away; this is the place

for speculoos, which are also sold by the

gram. Wittamer, squeezed between pricey

antiques dealers on the Place du Grand
Sablon, is an irresistible patisserie, re-

nowned for its Black Forest cake and its

lingot d!or, a dizzying concoction of cus-

tard, fruit, meringue, and flaky pastry.

You'll want to sit and consume some, but

unfortunately it's strictly takeout.

French fries are a common snack, and

there are /rites vendors all over town.

Nothing special, really. Instead, search

out a mussels stand, where these Belgian

delicacies will be served on the halt shell

with a creamy vinaigrette. If some folks

wince at the thought of raw mussels—on

street corners, no less—they may be

assured that these are available only in sea-

son and are delicious.

At cocktail time, drop into the Falstaft,

across the street from the stock exchange.

This brightly lighted, art deco cafe is Brus-

sels's hippest hangout, and finding a table

may be difficult. Order "half and half," a

refreshing combination of white wine and

Champagne.
It's hard to find a bad dinner in Brussels.

The choice of restaurants is overwhelm-

ing, with many devoted to seafood special-

ties, and some already enjoying interna-

tional reputations. The intimate restau-

rant L'Ogenblik, in the Galerie des

Princes, is one of the city's secret gems. An
abundant window display of fresh vegeta-

bles greets patrons; the menu changes

weekly. A recent meal began with cold

leeks and prawns, followed by thick strips

of salmon and sole, entwined together and

served in a beurre blanc sauce, and for des-

sert, wild strawberries and red raspberries

with cream. On another occasion, sauteed

wild mushrooms, mixed grill of hsh, and

hot apple tart.

Two other possibilities: the Scheltema,

on the Rue des Dominicains, for the pla-

teau de fruits de mer, a cornucopia of cold

shellfish, and Au Stekerlapatte, on the

Rue des Pretres, for superb beet. Both res-

taurants are livelv, unpretentious, and fre-

quented by locals.

End the day, stuffed and happy, in a bar.

Brussels comes alive after 1 1 P.M. , and bars

tend to stay open until the last customer

leaves. L'Art Toumant, on the Rue des

Vieux Marches aux Grains, specializes in

American-sryle mixed drinks. The atmo-

sphere is low-key, the crowd young and

fashionable. —William Harris

Tim Samovar Holi^
A hard winter is less difficult to bear when
you can withdraw to other times and other

places, in which the season had some cozy-

ing rituals and objects.A samovar is both,

gurgling in a quiet comer of a cold winter's

day and sparking reveries oi Chekhovian

warmth. To those who say that that was

then and this is now, Beem Royal Interna-

tional, of West Germany, with regional

offices in California (phone: 818-242-

7781), responds with an electric samovar

that looks like a czarist relic but is in fact

modem and efficient. (They also have

models with an up-to-date, functional ap-

The Russian tea

maker also inspires

reverie, they say.

pearance, if that is more to your taste.

)

The samovars, gold- or silver-plated,

range from $150 to $700 in price, and the

largest holds up to five liters of water,

which along with the teapot on top can

steam softly all day, supplying a seemingly

endless stream of hot tea and comfort.
—Melik Kaylan

Edited by Robert Knafo
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PRESENTING THE PARIS VACATION
THAT'S LUXURIOUSLY ELEGANT
AND IRRESISTIBLYAFFORDABLE.

If you're a connoisseur of the

finer things in life, the Air
France Aristocrat is for you.

From November Isf, 1986 until

March 21st, 1987 you can spend
a week living like an aristocrat

in Paris amid the splendor of the

Cnllon, one of the world's most
celebrated grand luxe hotels.

At a price that's surprisingly

affordable.

Included are :

• Round-tnp transatlantic air trans-

portation on Air France.

• Accommodations at the famous
Hotel de Cnllon, including hotel

taxes and service charges.

• Daily continental breakfast in

your room or at "Les Ambas-
sadeurs" restaurant.

• Air France's exclusive Dine-A-

Round plan for three gourmet
meals: one each at Les Ambas-
sadeurs Restaurant in the Crillon,

the Paris Restaurant in the Lutetia

Hofe/ and the world renowned
Grand Vefour Restaurant, in the

Palais Royal Gardens.
• Private chauffeured limousine to

and from the airport and hotel.

• 10% discount at "Le Prinfemps','

the most Pansian Department
Store.

• And more.

The Air France Aristocrat. 7
days/6 nights. From $1,128* for

New York departures. Also

available from Washington, from

$1,198; Miami, from $1,288;

Chicago, from $1,218; Houston,

from $1,256; Los Angeles and
San Francisco (10 days/9 nights),

from $1,498:

Call your Travel Specialist or

Jet Vacations at 1-800-538-0999.

For a free video cassette pre-

view, call 1-800-AF-PARIS. In

New York City, 212-247-0100.

A PARTNER IN:

UNITED'S MILEAGE PLUS AND
CONTINENTAL'S TRAVELBANK.

AIR FRANCE J^^
LET us SHOW YOU OUR FRANCE

*AII prices bosed on Special Winter APEX air fare,

subfect to governmenf approval ond availability A
$ 100 or $200 supplement may apply for all gotev^ays

depending on date of departure Add $3 US depar-

ture tax and %5 US customs user fee 7) -day advance

purchase required Hotel price is per person, double

occupancy Cancellation penalties may apply



AUCTIONS
An INSIDER'S REPORT:

BELLE fiPOQUE BRONZES AND
MUCH AMERICANA

Relative
calm reigns

over the market in

January, affording the

chance to do a Uttle

stock-taking. In the

battle of the two titans last

season, only Christie's

showed real sales growth;

hut apparently a titan

doesn't strike twice: this

time it seems to be the turn

of Sotheby's to gather the

big share ot "name" collec-

tions and ring up a brilliant §

year. 5

Not all is figures, howev- ^

er; equally important per- |

sonnel changes have been ^

afoot. Charles AUsopp, s

who has had a hand in vir- 8

tually all the global successes of Christie's

for nigh a quarter century now, has taken

over as chairman of Christie's UK. He's

odds-on-favorite to succeed John Floyd as

head of the whole shebang in the not too

distant future. Up in New Bond Street,

the revered Orientalist Julian Thompson
trades portfolios with the quondam
Thatcher arts minister and scholar Lord

Boucher's A Boy with a Girl Blowing

Bubbles, on sale at Sotheby's hJew York.

Cowrie. Cowrie becomes chairman of

Sotheby's UK, and Thompson, head of

Sotheby's International. Together with

the recent appointments ofSimon de Fury

and Christof Graf Douglas as heads of the

From the Co7\goleum collection:

Arthur Fitzwilliam Tan's Bass Fishing.

Swiss and German operations respective-

ly, these moves give the Sotheby's Hold-

ings president, Michael L. Ainslie, an ex-

traordinar>' management team. That So-

theby's has attracted or retained gentle-

men of such exceptional stature should

dispel any lingering murmurings that the

Yanks who acquired the venerable house

in 1983 would abuse it.

The big story in 1987 will not be the ott-

rumored takeover of Christie's by Phillips

(it won't happen, period!) but rather the

fate of legislation presented to the

Chambre Nationale des Commissaires-

Priseurs last September. If ECC freedom-

of-trade statutes allowing community
members to operate in one another's coun-

tries were extended to

French auctioneers, the re-

sult would be an auction-

industn,' equivalent ot the

"Big Bang" in London's fi-

nancial markets. At present,

the Commissaires-Priseurs are

sheltered from extramural com-
petition by their status as quasi-gov-

ernmental agents. How quickly the

Anglo-American, German, and
other houses would sweep in re-

mains to be seen, given the

legal guarantees of title and

authenticity required by

French law. Still, the mere

promise of competition mav
rouse the sleeping French

giant.

London

—

Sotheby's, Janu-

ary 2-28. "The Glory of

the Garden." A simply de-

lightful conceit concocted

in concert with the Royal

Horticultural Society, re-

vealing and reveling in out-

standing paintings, furni-

ture, decorative works, and

assorted oddities—artistry

out ot England's passion tor

the parterre. A personal fa-

vorite is Henry Danckerts's seventeenth-

centur\- depiction ot Mr. Rose, the royal

gardener, presenting the first pineapple

ever raised in England to Charles II. This is

an exhibition, not a sale, but I can't imag-

ine a more pleasant counter to Januar>''s

dreary' grays.

New York—William Doyle Galleries,

January 7. Belle Epoque. The second of

this "new" category-, put together by the

specialist Michael Meek and featuring the

nineteenth-century revivalist styles as

well as Eastlake, Arts and Crafts, and art

n A watering can and

other garden cunos, on view

in Loridon jrom]anuary 2.
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iding Fine Am^
Furniture and American Paintings

Auction to be held on Tuesday, January 27, 1987 at 2 p.m

.

in our galleries at 502 Park Avenue in New York.

Viewing is from January 17 through January 26. To
order illustrated catalogues, please contact Christie's

Publications Department CO, 21-24 44th Avenue,

Long Island City, N.Y. lllOl. Tel.: 718-784-1480.

For further information about this exhibition and sale,

please contact Dean Failey at 212/546-1181 or

Jay Cantor (Paintings) at 212/546-1179.

View of the President's office at the Congoleum
Corporation.
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AUCTION^
deco and nouveau tumiture, decoration,

and art. The art glass will be highly sought

after and there will be a handful of Tiffany

lamps, with which Doyle enjoys great suc-

cess. Don't overlLK)k the bron:e sculp-

tures, a greatly undervalued field if you

know your artists and foundries.

New York—Christie's and Sotheby's,

January 13 and 15. Old-master paintings.

The Christie's sale seems slightly stronger

in earlier Continental works from the likes

of Bassetti, Groth, Hals, Pynacker, Ricci,

Watteau, Wouwerman, et al. Tlie Sothe-

by's edge is mostly in later material, rang-

ing from Boucher's voluptuous A Boy udth

IF AMERICANA IS

YOUR SPECIALTY, THE FINES'
IS YOUR SALE.

ti Girl Bitmmg Bubbles, one of eleven pic-

tures representing the final act in the

tabled Patifio dispersal, to an outstanding

selection from the Heathcote Foundation

collection, featuring superb English por-

traits by Hoppner, Gainsborough, Rae-

bum, and Reynolds, as well as several

important Dutch still lifes. But the real

star is Botticelli's Virgin and Child with the

Infant St. John, circa 1491-96, from a pri-

vate American collector and estimated at

$400,000 to $600,000.

New York—Christie's, January 27. The
Congoleum collection of American fur-

niture and paintings. This extensive and

first-rate collection formerly graced Con-

goleum's Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

headquarters. Some 200 lots of furniture

—

Queen Anne through Federal—show the

greatest strength in material from the mid-

dle quarters of the eighteenth century, as

well as a handful of contemporaneous

English pieces. There are a number of viv-

id sporting scenes (carrying some equally

vivid estimates) that are well worth your

attention.

New York—Sotheby's, January 30 and

31 and February 1. Selections from the

Fine Americana art collection. The Fines

really knew their stuff, so if this is your spe-

cialty, this is your sale: painted boxes and

chalkwork, carvings, important painted

furniture, quilts, hooked rugs, tinware,

and weather vanes. A large group of

English pottery of "American interest"

from the period 1780-1840 (enameled

creamware, pearl ware, "Gaudy Dutch,"

Pratt ware) may steal the show.
—James R. Lyons

CONNOISSEUR



special February Auctions
February 17 through February 19

American, English and Continental Furniture and Works of Art
Silver, Oriental Works of Art, Jewelry, Rugs and Carpets

American and European Paintings and Sculpture

Exhibition: February 13 through February 16

For further information please call 415/861-7500. Illustrated catalogues can be purchased by mail from our main gallery.
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Frederick Stuart Church, 'The Sorceress", 20" x 36"; Pair of French plated epergnes; Fine Regency Giltwood and Scagliola marble side

table, circa 1815; Swedish neoclassical ormolu mounted porphyry urn, circa 1790; Manchester Kashan carpet

AUCTIONEERS >«/^ APPRAISERS
220 San Bruno Avenue at 15th Street, San Francisco, California 94103-5018, 415/861-7500

Telex: 910372218 1/BUTTERFLD SFO



A great Cote Rotie can he rivaled hy only a

handful of the world's finest wines, but few

Americans seem to realize it. It's time to

wise up. The 1985s will he released later

this year, and they are well worth a special

effort to find.

The year 1985 was remarkably success-

ful for French wine, hut in only one area

did it transcend other very good years for

flavor intensity, complexity, bouquet, and

character—Cote Rotie. In 1985, the

wines there could be called fabulously

great, better than the 1983s, equal to the

great 1978s and 1969s. The famous north-

ern Rhone appellations of Hermitage and

Cornas, a little south oi Cote Rotie, had

very good, even excellent, vintages, but

none were as majestically rich and exciting

as the Cote Roties—the most dramatic,

intense wines I have tasted since my first

tasting of 1982 Bordeaux reds.

While prices for Cote Rotie are increas-

ing, the best still sell for half, even a third,

the price of a i^and cru Burgundy or first- or

second-growth Bordeaux. It is amazing

that wine enthusiasts will think nothing of

trying a mediocre bottle of red Burgundy

for $35 or $40, while ignttring a superior

Cote Rotie on the same shelf for $15. As
people become more sophisticated, this

should change, and the great 1985 vintage

will help.

Visitors to Cote Rotie ("the roasted

slope") are often shocked by their first

glimpse of these vineyards on hillsides ris-

ing sheer from the river. The best sit on
narrow terraces, some dating back to Ro-

man times, that must be cultivated by

hand. One, the Cote Brune, with a clay

soil, produces heavy, dense, tannic wines.

The other, Cote Blonde, with a limestone

soil, prt:)duces wines that are more supple

and seductive. The two authorized grape

varieties are the noble Syrah and the fra-

grant, almost exotic, white wine grape the

Viognier, often picked and vinified with

the Syrah. Legally, a Cote Rotie can have

up to 20 percent Vit:)gnier, though :> per-

cent is common.
The great difficulty of cultivatmg the

Cote Rc^tie slopes has meant that over half

the appellation remains unplanted. Those

WINE
Cote rotie:

this undervalued wine is

one of the greats

by robert m. parker, jr.

ptirtions not yet planted in vines tend to be

above the steep hillside on level ground

called the plateau. Most growers acknowl-

edge that the best Cote Rotie can be made
only from the steep slopes, with their per-

fect exposure to the sun, and many are

worried, because it is so easy to plant vine-

yards on the plateau. The entire appella-

tion of Cote Rotie produces about 18,000

to 20,000 cases of red wine—not much,

given the demand tor so sumptuous a wine.

This production is roughly equi\alent to

that of one Bordeaux chateau.

Recent vintages have been kind to Cote

Rotie. The 1985 produced remarkably

concentrated, fragrant, rich, dense wines

with heavy tannin but lush textures and

long finishes. They are less hard than the

1983s but more concentrated and forward,

because of lower acidities. While 1984 was

an average vintage here, many wines are

quite good, well colored, with decent ripe-

ness; 1983 is an excellent vintage, but the

wines are still closed up and extremely tan-

nic, though with a depth of fruit to outlast

the tannin; 1982 was a troublesome vin-

tage to vinif^' because of torrid tempera-

tures during the harvest, hut the newly

released Cote Roties from Guigal and

Gentaz-Dervieux are fabulous.

Most growers claim that the best time to

drink a Ccite Rotie is when it is between

five and fifteen years old, though vintages

such as 1978, 1983, and 1985 will hold

longer. A good Cote Rotie has an explo-

sive bouquet of cassis fruit, sometimes of

violets and paperwhite narcissus. In the

great vintages, a roasted-hazelnut or chest-

nut aroma and a smoky perfume add to

their complexity. Cote Rotie is a much

CONNOISSEUR



SOTHEBY'S
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

These fine properties are just a sample of our current listings. For more information, color

brochures and a com{)limentary copv of Sotheby's Portfolio of Distinctive Properties, please

contact our Referral I)ei)artment at (203) 531-0200.

Holmdel. Monmouth Countv. New Jersey
GREENVIEW COLONIAL
Elegant, new (ioorgiaii C'olonial-sivlc ii'siilente wiili

50-1001 |x)ol, l)aNkell).ill conn. HS-fool fnlfrt.iinini'iil

patio. 2 atiis, Mail)le lloofs. Ku-niii (loots, domed
ceilin>;s and siate-ol-lhe-an systems ihionghoiil. i'l.'MW

sqiiatx' feel o( livini> space.

$1,775,000
Exclnsiw l.cxal Arfiiiate Biokei

:

GLORIA NILSON REALTORS
telephone: (201) 71 7-5(SOO

Biochuiv #(18-51

Brookline, Massachusetts
BUCKMINSTER MANOR
Convenient to Nivvtoii and Boston, a splendid 3-ston'

UKH V'icloiian Manor renovated in I98(i. Ibtal ol ll

lx-di()oms; inagnilicent woodwork and tiieplaccs: ball-

looin. hilliatds room, music loom. Fit si-flocn deck and
se(oiul-llooi balcony. Claniagc house.
$975,000 BMKhiiu-#C;5-'_>(M
F.x(lusi\e Local .Mfiliate Broker:
HUNNEMAN 8c CO.
Telephone: (til7) 731-2447

Bemardsville, New Jersey
DISTINGUISHED MOUNTAINTOP ESTATE
Supeih countiT relicit. ciimsliian and/or develoj)-

rncnl property spanning 1.') ,i< us of fields and wood-
land with pond. Ke\i\e(i main residence hnill in 1910
olleis (i bedrooms; gu<si. c .irilaker's and carriage
luuises; barn; gieenboiise; stable.

$.'5,f)()0.0()0 Bi-ochmc #C8-50
E.\clusive I.<Kal Affiliate Bioker:
TURPIN REAL ESTATE, INC.
Telephone: (201) 7()f)-6.50()

Clinton Comers. Dutchess County, New York
HUNT RETREAT
A (harming letreat imaginatively converted from an
older barn. Overlooking 131 ± magnificent acres with
two (M)nds. a stream and riding tfails. Studio, work-
shop and former caniage house now tenants' cottage.

85 miles to Manhattan.
$.540,000 Bi-ochure#CI-211
F.xcliisive Lixal Affiliate Brokei

:

HEATHER CRONER REAL ESTATE, INC.
Felephone: (914) ti77-9822

Newport, Rhode Island
BONNIECREST HARBOR*RONT
CONDOMINIUM
3 sioi\ (ondominium in tx'autifiilK (onvened fudor-
M\lc M.iiior House on waterfroni gidimilsthat include
,1 kniiis court, pool. Ix'ach and bo.ti latililies. Spacious
siuico and polished wood inteiiors. fi i(M>ms. 2 family
baths. I half bath. I staff bedroom.
S575,00() Brochure #C;i .'5-29

Exclusive Local .'\ffiliale Broker:
GUSTAVE J.S. WHITE REAL ESTATE
Telephone (401 ) 849-3000

Lyme, Connecticut
COVE MEADOWS
In a secluded cove on the Connecticut River in historic

Lvme, this new Post Modern residence sits on 6 ± acres.

2-stoiT (ileal Hall with balconies; 4 bedrooms with
water views. 9 divisible acres.

$635,000 (main residence on 6 acTes)Bro( hure #C4-I39
$275,000 (for 3-acre lot, subject to prior sale of main
residence)

Exclusixe Lo( al Affiliate Broker:
THE DUNHAM COMPANY, REALTORS
Telephone: (203) 434-9100

Darien, Connecticut
SOUTH TRAIL
1 + acre retreat near Darien's waterfront oilers a

superbly updated 5-beclroom residence which opens
to a pnvate. Ijeautifully lapdscaped setting of prized
gardens, pool terrace and stately cvergieens. lop-of-
tne-line systems.

$895,000 Brochure #C4- 143
Exclusi\e Local Affiliate Broker:
SCOTT ASSOCIATES, INC.
Telephone; (203) 655-1423

Jupiter Island, Florida
BRAND NEW OCEANFRONT HOME
.\n outstanding waleifroiit home. never lived-in. Finish

to your own exalting tastes. The spacious floor plan
includes 3 Ixdiooins, den, 4 baths. Imakf.isi loom,
living r<M)in with fireplace, 2-car gauge, laig'e patios

and pool. lj)veK beach.
$1,390,000 Br(Khure#C3-121
Exclusi\c l.()(al .Affiliate Broker;
FENTON & LANGE
lislephone; (305) 546-2381

Lyford Cay, Nassau, Bahamas
ROCKAMOOR
1 his 7-nx)m Colcjnial residence with 4 bedrooms and
3'/l' baths on a handsomely landscaped acre in (he

1 .OOO-acre Lyloicl Cay Club fK)a,sts trav ceilings, p.iddle

fans, terra cotta floors, guest hcjuse/cabana. pool, 2-cai

garage.

$1,675,000 Bicxhuie #C9-f)2
Exclusive Local .\ffiliale Bioker:
THE LYFORD CAY CO.
Telephone (809) 32(5-4380

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY
1334 York Avenue • New York, NY 10021 • Telephone: (212) 606-7070
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A look •:; s.,,.r'L' uf Core Rotie's best pro-

ducers fo!!> v^,, vvir'"' c.f malysis of recent

vintages. Quantiiies :?i j limited, but they

can he tounu in most major metropolitan

wine shops.

fitiennt and Marcel Guigal

In the last tive or six years, this hrm has

emerged as the dominant house ot the

entire Rhone Valley. With each new vin-

tage, Etienne Guigal's son Marcel brings

his formidable wine-making talents to an

even higher level, through hard work,

meticulous care of the wines in the cellar,

and willingness to pay top dollar tor the

supplementary grape juice he buys. He
goes for tremendous power and concentra-

tion, while maintaining impeccable bal-

ance. The wines are never filtered—an

easy way out at the expense of flavor and

vintage characteristics. Guigal has three

vineyard designations: La Mouline, La

Landonne, and La Turque. While he is

criticized by some for aging wine in new
oak barrels as they do in Bordeaux, and

because they think his Cote Roties are too

THE 1985 COTE ROTIE IS THE
BEST WINE I'VE TASTED SINCE

1982 BORDEAUX.

powerful and concentrated, the criticism

is sour grapes. Virtually every three-star

Fr^^nch chef and wine connoisseur beats a

path to Guigal's door, hoping to be

allowed the privilege of purchasing a few

bottles of his Cote Roties. The 1985s were

fabulous, although since Guigal keeps his

top wines in oak barrels for three years they

will not be released until 1989. However,

his 1983s, just as good though slightly

more tannic, are being released now. They
have great extract, remarkable dense ruby-

purple colors, and unbelievable finishes

and will need ten to twelve years' cellaring

to shed their tannins. The La Landonne
Cote Rotie of 1983, bethinks, will last for-

ty to fifty years! The trouble is that, except

for his regular (excellent) Cote Rotie,

there are only 500 to 600 cases each of his

single-vineyard wines. They are among
the greatest in the world.

Albert Dervieux-Thaize

Albert Dervieux lives at the northeni end
of the Cote Rotie. He has been president

of the growers association since i953, and
as he talks about his beloved v, me his

bushy eyebrows are wonderfully anim, red.

WINE ~
His wines are traditionally made, long-

lived, and among the most backward when
first released. He uses 5 percent Viognier

in the blend and keeps his wine in large old

wooden casks for two to two and a half

years. He thinks new wood barrels mask

the true character ofCote Rotie. Dervieux

produces around 1,500 cases from three

different vineyards: Fongent, from ten-

year-old vines grown on the Cote Blonde;

La Garde, from fifteen- to twenty-five-

year-old vines grown on the Cote Brune;

and his best wine. La Viaillere, from fifty-

five-year-old vines grown on the Cote

Brune. His wines are egg-white fined but

never filtered and need a full decade of cel-

laring to show their impressive character.

His 1985s were almost black, with fabu-

lous bouquets of black cherries and black-

berry fruit, and remarkable length and

concentration on the palate. His 1983s are

much more tannic, less accessible versions

of the 1985s, but no less concentrated.

Marius Gentaz-Dervieux

One of Cote Rotie's greatest wine makers,

Gentaz produces only 600 to 800 cases of

wine from his three acres on the Cote

Brune, so his genius will never be widely

recognized. He so abhors new oak barrels

that some of his are a hundred years old,

and he claims that filtration ruins the

wine's character. He keeps his wines in

barrels for twenty to twenty-two months.

The tiny quantities are sold to the choicest

French restaurants and a handful of wine

shops in America. His 1985s promise to be

the best since 1978. His 1983s, while more

tannic and backward, are wonderfully

rich, with a scent of ripe raspberries and

spring flowers in the bouquet, and great

extract and full body on the palate. His

wines are hard to find, so if vou ever see a

bottle, grab it.

Robert Jasmin

One of the most serious wine makers in the

Rhone Valley is Robert Jasmin. He pro-

duces only 1,000 cases ot wine from five

acres of vines divided evenly between the

Cote Brune and Cote Blonde. He thought

his 1983 the best vintage since 1947; now
he thinks his 1985 is better. He always

used the maximum Viognier permitted (20

percent) in his wines, which must often

have accounted for their precocious appeal

and seductive charm. In 1985, however.

Jasmin dropped the Viognier from his

blend, aiming at a firmer, even more
intense wine. He never uses new oak bar-

rels and bottles his wine after fourteen to

eighteen months. His wines have been

consistently excellent, even in some of the

mediocre vintages. His 1985 looks superb,

his best since the great 1978 and 1976. It is

supple, rich, and velvety, with excellent

concentration of fruit, medium to full

body, and more muscle, color, and depth

than usual. It should be drunk between

1988 and 1996. The 1984 is, of course,

much lighter but has the telltale raspberry,

cedary fruit. His 1983 is a harder, more

tannic wine than the 1985 but has the sub-

lime bouquet o{ raspberry and peppery

fruit, with a scent of toasty vanillin oak.

Rene Rostaing

Rostaing is one of the new stars of the Cote

Rotie, a part-time vintner who oversees

the management oi his five acres of vines.

He learned his skills from his father-in-

law, Albert Dervieux, and produces only

500 cases o{ Cote Rotie. There are three

types: a Cote Blonde, with 15 percent

Viognier added; a Cote Brune; and a Cote

Brune-La Landonne, from seventy-year-

old vines. His wines are aged in 30 percent

new oak barrels and are neither fined nor

filtered. Several of his recent vintages

have been among the greatest Cote Roties

I have tasted—in other words, among the

greatest wines 1 have tasted. His 1985s are

black-purple, with remarkable concentra-

tion: stunning as the 1985 La Landonne is,

the Cote Blonde is even more sensational,

with the concentration and length of the

greatest vintages ot Petrus or Mouton-

Rothschild. Bcith will be superstars. Ro-

staing's 1984 Cote Blonde is the top wine

of that rather maligned vintage, wonder-

fully fragrant, velvety, rich, supple, almost

sweet, with oodles of ripe fruit and an

exceptional finish; given the difficult vin-

tage conditions, it is simply unbelievable.

His 1983s have probably disappeared from

the market, but all need another six to

eight years of cellaring.

CONNOISSEUR



'Winter's Silence', watercolor. 39'/.' X 25' . ins."

THE MOSS PORTFOLIO, Dept. 22. 1055 Thomas Jefferson St. M.W., Washington, DC 20007 (202) 338-55^'

40 page, full color catalog of prints— $10 -;

. Available in offset lithography



Illustrated catalogue

available for S12 by mail.

For further informati<

please call JoAnna Sc

at 415/861-7500 ext. 216.

Butterfidd^Butterfidd
AUCTIONEERS VA. APPRAISERS

220 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103-5018

415/861-7500

INE
Paul Jaboulet Aine

Jahoulet purchases grapes trom growers to

make its Cote Rotie called "Les Jumelles"

(The Twins). While this firm produces

other splendid wines, their Cote Rotie,

while good, rarely hits the heights. It is

made to he drunk quite young but can last

eight to ten years. The best vintages for

Jaboulet's Cote Rotie have been 1976,

1978, and 1985, followed by 1983 and

1979. He thinks his 1985 is the best wine

he has made since the wonderful 1976. It is

surprisingly deep, loaded with blackberry-

fruit, and has a ripe, smoky, concentrated

smell and taste, and velvety tannins.

Max Chapoutier

The Chapoutier firm is one ot the oldest

and most successful in France, producing a

bevy of reliable, reasonably priced wines

from throughout the Rhone Valley. From
its seven acres of vines on the hillside of

Cote Rotie, it produces a supple, ver>'

fruity, medium- to full-bodied wine that

may not hit the heights ot complexity

THE ENTIRE COTE ROTIE
PRODUCES AS MUCH AS ONE

BORDEAUX CHATEAU.

some growers achieve but is consistently

good. The 1984 Cote Rotie, just released,

is fruity, soft, quite elegant, but rather

light in style. The 1985 is extremely sup-

ple, very rich in blackberry fruit, medium-
to full-bodied, and alcoholic and should be

ready to drink in a year or two.

Among the younger stars are Beniard

Biirgaiid, who made one of the great 1984s

from this appellation and a splendid 1985;

Gilles Barge', whose wines are made in a

very tannic, robust, rich style; Gilbert Clu-

St'/, who does not have the best vineyards

but by tremendous effort is making tine

Cote Roties; and Edimmd Diiclaux, who
makes an elegant wine, much in the style

oi his mentor Robert Jasmin. Duclaux's

1985 is a wonderfully lush, supple wine

that explodes from the glass with the scent

of ripe raspberry fruit.

Though it is quite approachable when
young, Cote Rotie normally should not be

drunk before it is five to six years old.

Prices var>% but in general Cote Rtities

range between $15 and $20, with some of

the rare, single-vinevard vintages of Gui-

gal now costing about $40 a bottle. These

long-lived, complex wines are one of the

world's great values. D

Robert Ptirker i.s the ciuthcir oj Bordeaux and

p>ublisher oj The Wine Advocate.

LONDON, SWl
3 Sloane Gardens Club
Nestled in the heart of exclusive Chelsea/

Belgravia, this meticulously restored

towTihouse offers residential li\ing with laxurs'

hotel amenities. Period fireplaces and
\ ictorian decor grace the modern conveni-

ences. And with the nearb\' underground and

taxi rank just one block away, you're

e\en closer to the surrounding central

London living.

Information and reservations write or call:

Toll Free 1-800-992-2925

un Michigan 313/229-7500.)

Represented in the USA by:

H.ASTINGWOOD ASSOCIATES, LTD.,

223 East Grand Ri\er .^x'c.,

Brighton, Michigan 4S116
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Black Beauty...the legend lives on.

.•;-^v

<^ K'^.

^
Shown much smaller

than actual size of 1

1

long.

Handcrafted in rare black porcelain.

An original, by today's

foremost equestrian sculptor.

Running wild and free. . .galloping

through hi.s meadow home— Black

Beauty i.s a.s beloved today as when he

fir.st bounded from the page.s of the cele-

brated novel a century- agcj.

Now, the mo.st gifted eque.strian .sculp-

tor of our time ha.s captured Black

Beauty'.s irrepre.s.sible .spirit and majesty'

— as never before— in a magnificent

new porcelain sculpture.

Tliis original work of art has been cre-

ated by Pamela du Boulay of Great Bri-

tain, whose outstanding portrayals of the

horse are sought-after throughout the

world. Arid are in many important pri-

vate collections, including that of flRH

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh.

Each sculpture will be itidividucilly

hand-cast and band-finished. Each will

be crafted entirely in rare black porce-

lain— a medium so difhcult to craft that

few of the world's leading porcelain

houses even attempt it. What's more,

the unusual markings on the forehead

and foot of "Black Beauty " will be hand-

painted in pure white— a .striking con-

trast to the rich black bisque.

Measuring a full 11 inches in length,

this exciting imported sculpture is avail-

able t'.vt7//.s7rt^/)' from The Franklin Mint

and only by direct order The i.ssue price

is $150, payable in 5 convenient monthly

installments of $30 each. A Certificate of

Authenticity and a specially prepared

reference folder will be sent with your

sculpture.

To acquire "Black Beauty," mail the

accompanying Order Form by February

28, 1987.

OKDKR lOKM

Please mail by Fehnuuy 28, 1987.

Limit: One sculpture per order.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Penn.sylvania 19091

Please accept my wrder for "Black

Beaut)'," an original sculpture by Pamela

du Boulay, to be crafted for me in rare

black porcelain.

1 need send no money now. I will be

hilled in 5 montiily installments of $30.*

each, with the first payment due when
the sculpture is ready to be sent to me.

'/V//S m\' stcttc siili's ttL\ and
li total i>j $/i for s/uppiii^ and handlin,^

Sjunaiure
' ALL ORDERS

Mr
Mrs.

Miss

TO ACCEPTAN

.\ddress

.

Citv.

State. Zip_



iAN DIEGO RESIDENCE
ABOVE THE CITYANDTHE BAr:

On
the

unusual

Unique to San Diego and possi-

bly without peer, MERIDIAN
represents the latest of the new gen-

eration of high rise condominium

residences. Created as livable, full

scale homes rather than apartments,

each residence features spaciousness

and convenience. Inherent to

MERIDIAN are the most advanced

state-of-the-art life safety and

security systems ever developed.

Best of all, MERIDIAN includes the

amenities which provide for a gra-

cious lifestyle for those who live

here.

On
the

homes

On
the

On
the

amenities

On
the

location

MERIDIAN residences repre-

sent the value one would

expect in a custom home. The
design emphasis is on spaciousness

and quality. Each home features

grand master baths, abundant clos-

ets and large, well appointed

kitchens. Finelv detailed marble

Ever changing views are part of

each MERIDIAN home. To the

south, colorful sailboats glide by the

yacht harbor marina. To the west,

ocean vessels return from the "^ea

while a setting sun bathes Point

MERIDIAN includes a wide

array of amenities designed

for the security and convenience of

those who call MERIDIAN home.

An impressive drive entry leads to

the Main Lobby. Within MERIDIAN
one finds a large secure outdoor

Plaza in a park setting, fullv

A combination of exciting ocean

views, a delightful bay t^ront

and a dynamic urban setting were

the inspirations for MERIDIAN.
Within close walking distance are a

new yacht harbor marina, the

embarcadero, the arts and theatres.

baths, Poggenpohl kitchens Ther-

mador and Sub-Zero appliances are

the standard. The homes, which

range from 1,200 to 3,400 square

feet, are as distinct and unique as the

individuals who live here.

Loma in fiery spectacle. San Diegos

expanding skyline sparkles both day

and night. The mountains frame the

sunrise to the east. Then, coming

full circle to the south, the Coro-

nado Islands dot the Pacific horizon.

equipped Health Clubs, elegant

Guest Suites and The Meridian

Room for large scale entertaining.

And twenty-four hours a day

MERIDIAN is staffed to quiedy pro-

vide the service necessary to a

residence of this stvle.

t'ine restaurants, shopping and the

financial district. And, just a short

cab ride away are the museums of

Balboa Park, the Old Globe Theatre

and the international airport. At

MERIDIAN both natural beauty and

the urban experience are combined

in one inspired setting.

MERIDIAN
CONDOMINIUMS

Condominium homes from S208,000 to Si, 400, 000. Sales Office 700 Front Street, San Diego, California 92101. For appointment 619/2310777.
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DESKJN'nSLEYEL
The

striking composition shown above

is a rug designed by the architect

Richard Meier. At first glance, it

looks like a blueprint, the very pic-

ture of an "architect's rug," but the lined

shape that seems to mark a stair goes

nowhere. The grids might indicate tiled

floors or they might not. The dotted lines

could mark sliding doors or overhanging

roofs. The usual notations of architectural

drafting are controverted. Clearly, some-

thing special is being considered for the

floor.

Meier's rug was commissioned and pro-

duced by the distinguished rug-and-carpet

firm of V'Soske, ofNew York City. There,

the philosophy of the floor borders on mys-

ticism. Talk for a few minutes to the direc-

tors of marketing and of design, Ellen

Hertzmark and Roger McDonald, and
they will tell you, "The floor is the founda-

tion of space. The rug holds the room

COOL RUGS

BY TODAY'S HOT

ARCHITECTS

ARE GIVING
'

FLOORS A NEW

DIMENSION

BY PHIL PATTON

Mimicking a blueprint, Richard Meier's

Rug #1 seems the witty epitome of an

"architect's rug": it puts a floor plan on the

floor and depicts volumes in two dimensions.

together. It grounds a space."

In our time, rugs and carpets have

become almost invisible. Under the sway

of modem architecture, the rug, which

had previously often been covered with

crass and garish patterns, was neglected.

When Le Corbusier or Mies van der Rohe
used a rug, it was generally as a base to

show off chairs. By the sixties, neutral,

wall-to-wall carpet had become to the

floor of modern buildings what vast ex-

panses of place glass or rough concrete

were to its wall.

Since 1978, V'Soske has been seeking

to reverse the situation. V'Soske has com-

missioned a number of outstanding archi-

tects, including Meier, to design rugs.

Hertzmark and McDonald like to think

of their projects in terms of "a constant

exploration of the floor." The language

sounds like a paraphrase of an art critic

speaking of the "constant exploration of

JANUARY 1987 43
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Kogcr Ft'rri, jonncriy d pamlcr, seeks to rem-

tt'^ate painting and architecture. With its ver-

tifrimms sense cf up and dnum, his tmuio-u it/i-

in-u-rc'ctun^'/c t(mi/)().siti()ti /or Ru^ #1 (left)

cimveys the deanative swirl and su'eep of a

piece from the art mudenxe period.

the picture plane." And indeed, in a num-

ber ot rujjs, the concerns ot the architect

do give way to those ot a painter.

This is not V'Soske's hrst hold project.

The hrm has set such exacting standards of

cratt and developed such tine iiietliods ot

tutting ot tiher that it is renowned among
all kinds ot artists as well as architects and

designers. In the twenties, Stanislav V'So-

ske, the company's tounder, developed a

means ot hand-tutting wool and silk yarns

to produce pile ot varying height and den-

sity. (Previously, most American rugs had

been made by the loop-pile method. ) As a

result, the rug designer had at his or her

disposal a vastly expanded artistic range.

Artists who would never have

thought to design rugs betore sud-

denly became interested, especial-

ly when, in 1942, the Museum ot

Modern Art commissioned eleven artists

to create designs tor V'Soske to carry out.

One ot these, Stuart Davis's FlyingCarpet,

hangs on a wall at V'Soske's oftice, looking

as tresh as on the day it came off the loom,

in the late 1930s. Artists were not alone in

their appreciation ot the company's skills.

Frank Lloyd Wright employed their ser-

vices, as did such designers as Florence

Knoll and George Nelson.

V'Soske's rugs by architects go under

the collective title "The New Level."

Beyond the intrinsic interest of each one,

they serve together as a sort ot index to the

changing concerns o{ architecture in gen-

eral. For one thing, they help mark the

return of the decorative from its modern-

ist-imposed exile. For another, they dem-

onstrate the renewed desire of architects to

shape more than buildings. And they

reflect new concern for craft.

There are now more than two dozen

rugs in the line, each made by hand in lim-

ited editions. For each, V'Soske produced

as many as four different "proofs" betore

the tinal product was settled on. The ar-

chitects have been demanding taskmas-

ters. Several of them have even gone to

the company's manufacturing plant in

Charles Gwathmey says that his rug Le Soleil

Couchant (lop) was inspired by the sight ofa

landscape as viewed from an airplane. It

nonetheless shows strong architectural in-

fluences in its careful, almost Bauhaus com-

position.

Puerto Rico to discuss hues with V'Soske's

veteran dye master and apply the tinal

touches.

Rugs have confronted architects with at

least one crucial, and unfamiliar, problem.

"It is hard to design something with no up

and down," says Michael Graves, the tirst

contributor to the line. "It is hard to work

WHAT DO you DO
WITHOUT GRAVITY?

without gravity." For an architect, rug

design seems the aesthetic equivalent of

moving around in zero G: it inspires

strange somersaults and new twists. Work-
ing flat on the floor, no longer tied to the

T-square, architects have been able to let

out all sorts of hidden concerns. Although

the rugs are not all equally successful, they

are nonetheless all interesting.

The single quality practically all the

"New Level" rugs share is their sense of

release: release of their makers' painterly

and sculptorly aspirations. It may be signif-

icant that two of the architects, Michael

Graves and Charles Gwathmey, have

signed their rugs, a privilege not offered by

buildings. It is worth noting, too, that

Roger Ferri, who has produced one of the

most striking rugs, was a painter before he

was an architect.

If their rugs mark an escape from the

constraints of modem architecture, they

also show that today's architects know
their modem art. Charles Gwathmey says

Le Soleil Couchant was inspired by the sight

ot the country from an airplane. The view-

er might be likelier to suppose the inspira-

tion to have been the canvases ot Robert

Delaunay or Marsden Hartley. Alan
Buchsbaum's repetitive scribble pattern

for Pencilmarkings could have come from

Sol Lewitt, though the yellow sparks in the

interstices of light and dark give it a dash of

Op art, too. The volcanic orange breaking

through cement gray in Shelton Mindel's

Crack (included in the recent "High
Styles" design exhibition at the Whitney
Museum of American Art) at first glance

suggests a Helen Frankenthaler print.

With Task System, Henry Smith-Miller

and Laurie Hawkinson have perhaps gone

furthest toward the V'Soske ideal of "ex-

ploring the nature of the rug." Task System

is not one rug but a set of tive, each of a

different shape and associated with a dif-

ferent function: individual seating, group

Alan Buchsbaum's scribble pattern

for Pencilmarkings could come from

Sol Lewitt, though it also looks like a

fragment ofan architectural rendering.

<Vi v'A^^' ^ ^, '<
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the' architects explored

V'Soske's vast nalette of yam weights,

piles, and ti-'ilng directions and added

touches of reds, greens, and other shades

to create "suhblacks. " These results resem-

ble the programmatic art of the minimalist

sculptors, such as Carl Andre. TaskSystem

is sculpture degree-zero, perfectly in har-

mony with the "quiet, unobtrusive" archi-

tecture Smith-Miller says he prefers, espe-

cially the "silent, sublime, serene" archi-

tecture of Louis Kahn. "When you first

enter the apartments we've done, you

don't think anything is going on at all," he

says. The black rugs provide the same

sense of gradual discovery.

Michael Graves has made his rugs

resemble his buildings—or at least

the has reliefs and murals with

which he adorns them. His two

designs are pieces of Gravesian arabesque,

in the familiar red-browns and blue-greens

ofhis palette, landscape colors that, he has

said, reflect "the interior as extended gar-

den." But just as the lines are about to

resolve themselves into, say, a wall and

door or a mountain horizon, some other

overlying plane ruins the illusion.

Roger Ferri first came into contact with

V'Soske when he commissioned them to

mal e three huge tapestries for a building of

his in Texas and has now taken advantage

of V'Soske's commissioning him to leap

even more boldly into the pictorial. Chief

among his professional concerns is the

"reintegration of painting and architec-

ture." On Ferri's rug, playful dolphins and

swimmers frolic in a tondo within a square

whose dizzying sense of up and down, of

swirl and sweep, is as exuberantly and un-

abashedly decorative as any art deco mosa-

ic or Tiepolo fresco.

"Dancing" is a word Ferri uses to de-

scribe a design he admires, and it applies to

what goes on his rug. Architects spend a

lot of time making things stand in place.

Cutting a rug with V'Soske offers them a

rare opportunity to kick up their heels. D

The rugs of Michael Graves (right, Rug #2)
are examples of art copying architecture; they

resemble the bos reliefs on his buildings.

Phil Patton, the author ofOpen Road, uTote

about the architect Arata Isozaki for the

November 1 986 issue of Connoisseur.
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THE PLACETO SKI IN POWDER

OVERYOURHEAD

BYROBERTWOL

MHMjB 11 manl I Mill ki
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he snow just fell and tell," Su:i Kay was telling me, as we

drove trom the Salt Lake City airport up the mountain to

Snowbird. "Forty-six inches in eighteen hours. A real

Snowbird dump. It was glorious.

"It was over your head," she continued, "and light, so

light and dry. You just pointed your skis down the mountain and

floated through it. Weightless."

"You skied in snow over your head.'" I asked.

"One of life's great experiences," she replied.

"How did you see where you were going.'"

"Not very well. Sort of like moles tunneling down the moun-
tain. Got to pull your neck gator up over your face or wear a face

mask o you don't swallow the snow. It sprays all around you,

makes it tough to breathe. I've sometimes seen people skiing

around with snorkels on."

"Snorkels? Like underwater snorkels.'"

"Well, you are under water, in a way. Mostly, you just take a

deep breath and go," she said. "Another world. Everything is so

silent, and all that soft snow keeps coming down. The only sound

you hear is people giggling."

Suzi is the head of Snowbird's Hostess/Host program, a group ot

very good skiers who guide newcomers to the area their first day

out. Snowbird has the kind of mountain where you welcome that

sort of assistance. She was describing the storm of three days

before, which is what Snowbird, in Utah's Wasatch range, is

world-famous for: the lightest powder snow imaginable, fathoms

deep. Last year, more than 500 inches descended, compared with

Aspen's mere 250 inches, or Sun Valley's 200.

And it is not only volume that matters to the powder hounds

who cherish Snowbird; it is the texture of the white stuff. Most oi

the snow comes from storms that blow in from the Pacific North-

west. They pass over the vast Salt Lake and funnel directly up the

corridor formed by mountains that line the way from the lake up

to Snowbird. There, the storms dead-end, having dropped most

of their moisture on the way up.

Around the nation, powder freaks listen tor Snowbird weather

reports and call in to the resort. When they hear that a storm is

Great boivl of pou.'der: Srvnvbird's Little Cottcmci'nj ,\in\i'Ti
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approaching, the restaurant owner in southern California, the

stockbroker in Chicago, the ophthalmologist in Boston—three

of the area's more famous characters—stop their lives. They drop

their work and their families, grab their skis, and board the first

plane to Salt Lake City. They cannot miss a dump.

To ski such powder is perhaps a skier's greatest treat, but it is a

high not so easily attained. First, you need the right light stuff.

Other areas get powder, to be sure, but it is nowhere near so light

as Snowbird's. While you get some of the special feelings and

pleasures from that heavier stuff—and it is different from normal

skiing— it is still not a Snowbird high.

Most ski areas in the world are in climatic zones that don't

allow for any kind of powder. The snow is too heavy and wet.

Packed down, it can offer terrific skiing but, as all serious skiers

know, a pleasure level far below that of the elusive powder.

You
also need a special technique to ski powder. The first

time I encountered it was during a storm in Val d'Isere, in

France. There wasn't much of it by common powder stan-

dards, maybe eight to ten inches of fresh snow, but it was

more than 1 could handle. 1 couldn't turn in it, couldn't

seem to weight my skis properly, and couldn't control my skis in

it. All 1 could do was tumble in it and swallow it.

That was some years ago. 1 vowed then that I would one day

learn how to ski the stuff, not out ofrevenge but for the pleasure so

many spoke of: no one who falls in love with skiing can resist its

lure. But my chances were few. 1 tried in Vail, in Chamonix, in

Zermatt. The snow was always too heavy, and the jdvice of

instructors was unhelpful. Mostly, 1 was told to sit back on the

skis, rather than keeping the weight forward as I normally do.

Mostly, 1 kept tumbling and swallowing.

Then I heard of Snowbird. If they have so much powder, I

reasoned, they must teach people how to handle it. As for skiing

in it over my head, that was more than 1 really needed. Some-
where in between would be just fine, I thought, as Suzi's little car

chugged slowly up the mountain road.

Afide from its special snow conditions. Snowbird is different

from other resorts in a number of ways. First, it is completely

man-made. It is not a converted mining village like other western

areas, or an expanded farming village up in the mountains like

many European resorts. Before 1971, there was nothing here but

mountains. Then Dick Bass, son of a Dallas oil millionaire and

until recently one oi the ma-

jor shareholders of Vail,

opened the first of his super-

blocks.

There are now four such

buildings, with a total of

about nine hundred rooms,

built with prestressed con-

crete to survive an avalanche

and faced with granite select-

ed to blend in with the sur-

rounding mountains. The
main lift up the mountain

leaves from a plaza between

the buildings. All the shops in

Snowbird and a few restau-

rants are there as well. No
strolling through the village

after skiing for window-shop-

ping, or dropping in to a warm
patisserie tor strudel and cot-

tee. There is no village.

f

The buildings, which are separate hotels run by the central

Snowbird organization, are comfortable and offer their own res-

taurants and lounges, saunas and heated pools. People come here

to ski, not apres-ski, though Bass has grand plans to expand and

broaden the appeal ot Snowbird. They include a new convention

hall, a theater, and a continuing-education curriculum offine arts

featuring lecturers from all over the world—not to mention a

mountaineering center, restaurants with spectacular views, and a

major spa. Bass dreams ot "a fifty-four-toot-high hot tub up there

on the roof under the stars" and talks confidently o{ bringing to

GoiTig up the lift nuiy he cis it is everywhere else, but going down—well,

there is nothing like skiing in powder over your head.
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Snowbird "people from around the world on the cutting edge of

man's onward-and-upward thrust."

An
immensely energetic, appealing man who loves great

challenges—like climbing, at age fifty-six, Mt. Everest

—

Bass has invested over $75 million in this spot. He figures

that when he's finished, his stake will run to $500 mil-

lion, banks willing. He will also expand the skiing ter-

rain, conservationists willing, and knows exactly where the new
slopes will go, the new lifts, the four-story terminal building, the

solarium and restaurant. Bass is the sort of person who takes visi-

tors up to the summit at 7:30 in the morning, two hours before the

mountain is opened, to share his ideas. He expects to develop

JANUARY 1987

Snowbird himself, with the entire plan spread out over the next

twelve to fifteen years. Other investors don't seem to grasp his full

vision, though he almost had one who did: the late shah of

Iran.

In my great powder quest, I have decided to seek out Junior

Bounous. Junior runs the highly regarded ski school at Snowbird

and is one of America's greatest powder skiers and teachers.

A vibrant sixty-one, he has been teaching powder skiing since

the 1940s, when he was working a mile up the mountain road, in

Alta. "You had to learn powder there," he explains, "because in

those days we had all the snow we have now, but no equipment to

pack it down. I used to sand and plane down the bottoms of my
army-surplus skis to make them more flexible for powder."
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He has led me out to the lower part of Great Scott, its blind-

ingly steep top part ck«ed because of the danger of avalanches.

Most of the magical stuff of Suzi's storm, a few days before, has

been skied through and flattened out by either skiers or Snow-

bird's snow cats. Here, though, we can cut off from the groomed

trail Chip's Run and sail into snow two feet deep.

The
natives scornfully call this "crud, " powder that has been

sitting around for a few days and is somewhat tracked up by

skiers. Though I know it is not nearly so light as the freshly

fallen stuff, it is still the lightest powder 1 have ever

encountered. We cut across the mountain in a long tra-

verse, and immediately I sit back like a water skier, forcing my tips

to rise up in front.

Glancing back. Junior stops, and the lesson begins. "If you sit

back, you can't control your skis," he says in his soft, regulated

voice. "You've got to keep your weight forward, just as you do on

the packed snow."

"The only thing I've ever been taught about powder is to sit

back," I tell him.

He shakes his head once. "Weight forward and evenly distrib-

uted on both skis. Let's try it."

I watch him travel down the slope, bouncing slightly as he cuts

through the snow. I follow, making my own deep tracks, concen-

trating on "weight forward and evenly distributed. " Amazingly, 1

feel some control over the skis right away. For the first time in

powder, they do not seem as though they are running away from

me on their own course. Still, at the end of the little run, I crash,

trying to turn. 1 have shifted my weight to the downhill sKi, which

is what you do when you turn on packed snow, instead of keeping

both skis evenly weighted.

Junior assures me that my problems are very common. People

do sit back and they do have trouble at first keeping their weight

over both skis. "The feel in powder is altogether different," he

says, "and there's no sound and no sight. People have trouble with

all of that."

It's a spongy sensation, like pushing against a packed eider-

down, bouncing up and down. The feeling is unie^ue and deli-

cious, completely different from the terra lirma sensation of regu-

lar skiing. You can't see your skis, or even hear them. They dive

into the snow; that can be unnerving. And they become silent: no
more scraping sound as you shift from one edge to another, hack

Robert Wool who often writes about skiing, is at work on Tax Smart,

a book about the new tax laws.

and forth across the hard but eerily soundless snow.

We spend four hours just working to get that new feel, to keep

the weight balanced, and to have the teet push down together as if

on a "diving board" of compacted feathers under the snow. A
push down and a bounce up. Junior has a wonderful name fc:)r it,

"porpoise-ing," the skis being the fish that dives and surfaces,

dives and surfaces continuously down the slope. Skiing is a sport

of visual images, and by the end of the day and into the night the

screen in my mind is playing, over and over, footage of me bounc-

ing slowly, cleanly, while floating down the mountain.

We have two more days of struggle. I am going through the

snow, feeling that platform and saying "bouncy . . . bouncy

. . . bouncy," as 1 go "porpoise-ing" along. 1 am making my first

little S tracks, the snaky line that powder skiers leave on the

mountain as they descend a steep face. And though my style is

still awkward, 1 am, for the first time in all my years of skiing,

beginning to feel that sensual weightlessness that makes powder

freaks so obsessed with "the deep and the steep."

Riding the tram up for our last run, I ask Junior a question that

has been on my mind more and more as my modest grasp of pow-

der skimg improves. "Junior, how do you breathe when you're in

the stuff over your head?"

"In the superdeep," he explains, "we have what we call 'face

shot,' when the snow billows up your front and onto your face. It

could happen in fifteen inches of powder, certainly when it's over

your head. You might have to hold your breath for four or five

turns and stop. But the best way—after you get onto it," he adds,

with a deliberate emphasis to his voice
—

"is you coordinate your

breathing to your rise, your porpoise-ing. When you come to the

surface, you breathe." Junior is much too kind to add, "You don't

have to worry about that just yet."

As the tram rose, I looked out over Peruvian Gulch and Regu-

lator Johnson and the other steep bowls that Snowbird is famous

for and imagined them filling with powder: one foot, two feet,

three feet of the softest, driest snow there is; and 1 could even pick

my own spot. All the regulars at Snowbird have their favorite

spots when the dump comes, the single place on the whole moun-
tain they claim for their own, where they will rush to be the first to

leave their t)wn S marks m the virgin snow. 1 could even see my
own spot over in Peruvian Gulch, and I could feel that feathery

diving board underfoot. I took a deep breath as I porpoise-d

weightlessly; 1 could hear my own giggle. D

A powder buff breaking his own trail on a forested West Baldy slope.

All the regulars here have their favorite runs.

Fly to Salt Lake City. Snowbird is only forty-five minutes away.

It's rare to have a major ski area so close to an airport. You don't

need a car at Snowbird—everything is centralized—and you can

get there by bus for only $6.

Snowbird is a demanding mountain, an expert-skiers' heaven; but

there are also fine intermediate runs, and 1 certainly recommend
it to an intermediate who wants to improve or to learn powder

—

in fact, to anyone who wants to learn powder. The big dump, of

course, is not guaranteed, but every week or so Snowbird normal-

ly gets a fresh supply ofsnow. The packed-trail skiing is excellent.

The area's snow cats do an amazing job of grooming some of the

steepest stuff on the mountain, rendering them much more man-
ageable for less-than-super skiers. To check on snow and weather

conditions, call (801) 742-2222.

WHERE TO H.\T

The eleven restaurants, all run by the corporation, are well

managed, with fairly high standards. Fresh fish is flown into Salt

Lake City and trucked up daily. You can eat well if you steer clear

of weird "resort" specialties like veal Oscar (veal with king crab

meat, asparagus, and tarragon hoUandaise). Ample wine lists

abound, heavy on Califomian, at very fair prices.

WHERE TO STAY

There are four hotels of varying room sizes and packages, some of

them with kitchens, all managed by Snowbird Corporation. Call

(800) 453-3000.

This season, from November 22 to April 4, Snowbird is offering a

package of seven nights, lodging, lift tickets, and a day of ski

school for $565 a person, double occupancy.
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RESTORATION DRAMAS
I

S(.)theby's
Restoration, the New York tumiture-hxing arm

ot the great auction house, has an emergency—not the

kind that endangers Hte or Umh, but valuable goods and

dire financial consequences are involved. John Stair, the

director, has made a hurried house call. He has examined

a custom-built bookcase newly arrived from Italy, and he

has told the servants that the odd freshets of powder spilling from

the little holes mean that live woodworms are in residence.

Woodworm loves newish wood and recently caned seats and fresh

upholstery fabric, and is smart about finding its way to them.

Moreover, this imported colony has come to feast in a setting that

promises an eternal banquet: an immense room housing at least

$15 million worth of antiques, many of them sure to have been

repaired at some time with contemporary materials. "Frightening

stuff," Stair comments later, with a mock-serious shiver. "Br-r-r.

Munch, munch—they're eating this thing alive."

He has been on the phone to London, where the owner is stay-

ing, to explain the need for speed and has been told, "All right,

John. But I want you to handle it yourself." He has learned that

the only service capable of fumigating nine by fifteen feet of

expensive furniture is out of business. This is not a simple matter

of spraying wood with a can of bug annihilator. You want a veter-

an who understands lacquered surfaces and knows what to use to

avoid damaging them. You need a large vacuum chamber where

air can be forced out of the holes so that the gas will get at not only

the worms but the larvae as well. You need to know that the

furniture must sit in the chamber for thirty hours until the invad-

ers are dead and the gas vented. Finally, you need someone who
will also gas the interior of the spiffy cobalt blue company truck

that carted the pieces so that Sotheby's Restoration will not be

passing dread woodworm on to other clients' treasures.

All afternoon, Stair's assistant, Judy Acs, has been canvassing

exterminating services and antiques experts in the area. At one

point, she consults the Metropolitan Museum of Art restoration

department and then hangs up, casting lustrous blue eyes skyward

in amused wonderment. The Met man couldn't help, but he

knew where she would surely find the answer: try Sotheby's

Restoration, he told her.

In an hour of extreme uncertainty, it's comforting to hear that

somebody out there thinks you have all the answers. Sotheby's

Restoration has been around for little more than five years, and its

knowledgeable director would be the first to admit that he doesn't

know everything—not yet, anyway. But he and an office staff

consisting of two young women are dogged researchers. A day

later, Stair will escort a wall of worm-ridden bookcases to a reli-

able fumigator finally located in Port of Newark, New Jersey.

Although that is the sort of thing you do for a valued client who
spends millions for important antiques and plenty more for their

Giovanni Asaro carves the leg of ari origiiml governor's chair that is

obediently posing for him.

Helen Dudar wrote about the Fred Leighton jewelry store for our

March 1986 issu^.
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JOHN STAIR DOCTORS

AILING FURNITURE AND SOOTHES WELL-HEELED OWNERS
BY HELEN DUDAR PHOTOGRAPHS BY EUGENE RICHARDS



I

In his office. John Stair contemplates lamp bases before deciding uhich is most suitable for the Chinese vase plonked in front of him.

maintenance, pest control is not Stair's primary concern. He is in

the business ot repairing and rehnishing tine furnishings, and he

will do this tor anyone willing to pay up to sixty dollars an hour,

plus transportation and insurance costs, for the service, including

customers o\ Christie's, Phillips, or the shop around the comer.

The operation exists because tor years the statt at Sotheby Parke

Bemet was regularly beseeched by auction clients to recommend
a reliable restoration service and was often stumped. There are

good ones in New York, ot course, but the tricky part is getting the

job done at the price estimated and in the time promised.

A
Sotheby alumnus, John Stair was a logical candidate tor

the job. For one thing, he was to the business bom, the

grandson ot the London dealer who was halt the mem-
orable partnership ot Stair iSi Andrew, the son ot the

influential figure who operated Stair &. Co., on Man-
hattan's Fifty-seventh Street, tor more than fifty years.

He will argue with characteristic irreverence that a man gets a

head start in the trade when he grows up hearing his mother's

warning: "John, don't lean back in the Sheraton chair."

A rebellious student at a half dozen preparatory schools here

and in England, Stair fled the classroom before he was eighteen to

join the marines; he emerged from the military- at twenty-two and

was taken on in a bottom-of-the-heap job at Sotheby in London

in 1964, the year the house bought the American auction firm of

Parke-Bemet. Stair boasts that he was hired "strictly through

pull." Sotheby was looking for Americans to train in the auction

business and was not averse to starting with the son of the presi-

dent of the American Art and Antiques Dealers Association.

Stair spent four years on cataloguing, the trade's equivalent of a

solid college education. "You develop an intimate relationship

with every piece ot furniture that comes into the place." Eventu-

ally. Sotheby sent him home to open its branches in Toronto and

Los Angeles and launch its New York budget operation, PB-84,

now called the .A.rcade. Later he worked with his father as a dealer

and "played dealer," as he puts it, on his own. For two years he

headed Oxford Restoration, part ot his father's firm, and realized

that this role best suited his needs and talent.

In restoration, he discovered that he loved working in a ware-

house. Even more. Stair's rebellious streak called tor a life that

allowed him to discard business suits and ties forever. "When vour

restorer comes in a suit," he says with self-mocking authontv,
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"start to worry. " Stair claims to be singularly iintalcntcJ <u any ot

the work his shop does; indeed, he says no sensible person would
want hull applyuifi; wax to a ^garden-variety TV table. But he

knows a great deal about western European antiques and the prop-

er techniques ot caring tor them. Moreover, he has a piercing eye

for reckless inattention to quality goods. It is no accident that

Stair's roomy, cluttered ottice gives him a panoramic view ot the

retinishnig tloor
—

"That's where disasters can happen." The
crew there currently includes the tourth-generation Stair, C-ohn,

eighteen, who is learning the business from the wax down.

The
director ot Sotheby's Restoration is a large, bearded,

generously proportioned, gregarious man who radlatc^

amiability. Stair's habitual air of cordiality, however,

vani.shes when he sees fine furniture suffer mistreat-

ment. He once threw a cottee cup in the direction of

men who were moving chairs ineptly. Ncn long ago, he

could be tound roaring, "W/uu arc you doing!" at a trucker deliv-

ering an American oxbow desk worth at least $15,000. "He'd

broken a leg unloading it on the platform, and when I went down,

there he was sticking it back on at the wrong angle with some
cheap plastic-based glue that hardens in five minutes and can't be

dissolved. They all carry glue in their vans, and they don't tell you

when they break something."

Were it not for such shipping mishaps. Stair might have trou-

ble paying the rent. The rule ot thumb in the insurance business,

he says, is "three moves equals one fire." Trucker carelessness,

together with central heating, the ravages oi time, cigarette

butts, and dt)mestic accidents have helped Sotheby's Restoration

grow into the largest operation oi its kind in the country'.

Lodged in a battered lott building on a seedy uptown commer-
cial street near the East River, the business occupies three big

sun-washed floors and employs twenty-eight people, more than

half of whom are usually somewhere else. Stair has persuaded dis-

tant clients that it's often cheaper and safer to have the work done

on their premises, and his crews have traveled as far as California,

Canada, and Brazil. "We have four men who just got back from a

month in Texas on a job for a man who had $ 1 ,400,000 worth ot

furnishings moved from Toronto to Dallas. The truck turned over

on the way and the marble tops went through the commodes. It

would have cost $32,000 just to ship the things to New York. We
did the repairs down there at a cost of $28,000."

Stair estimates that, at any given time, his New York crews are

ministering to the needs of about $16 million worth of goods.

These might include a newly acquired $1.4 million French desk

with a cracked top, to mend which cost the collector $400; a

BouUe piece bought for $5,000 and repaired tor $4,000; a drop-

leaf table complete with cigarette bums that the house master

ebeniste built tor a woman who couldn't afford the original, auc-

tioned off at Sotheby's; and a set of eight gilded Venetian dining-

room chairs of stunning ugliness, poor copies of seventeenth-

century originals. "You want to hear something worse?" Stair says

as he shudders his way by them. "There are actually fourteen ot

them." Then he adds a favorite maxim: "Remember, bad taste

costs no more."

There is almost nothing Stair won't take on it the job is big

enough and reasonably rewarding. His men restored the thirty-

two art deco elevators ofthe Chrysler Building. They worked on a

sensuous wood Henry Moore tigure whose rear had received so

Right, top: Ock]mHyon, a lacquer restorer, working on an Or^e^^tld

lacquer-and-gilt pedestal. Center: On the top floor, the cahinetmakmg

department. Bottom: Katie Lapham, an art-history student and

apprentice, works part-time in the finishing area.

many fond pats while on exhibition in Japan that a sizable area

darkened by human skin oils required refinishing. They rein-

forced the interior frames and added seat belts to a pair ot match-

ing George III Chippendale camelback sofas bought tor installa-

tion on a private plane. For a famous singing actress who appar-

ently had middle-of-the-night ice-cream crises, they put hinges in

the carved central panel of a seventeenth-century English oak

headboard so that a small refrigerator could be installed behind it.

When Stair saw the big four-poster in her home, the secret fridge

held two pint containers of Haagen-Dazs and two spoons. Then
there was the client who kept bringing his furniture back tor fur-

ther attention "because it wasn't friendly enough"; and the wom-
an who returns her table for cleaning and polishing—at $600 a

throw—after every dinner party.
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Top: Ehud Rios, the supervisor of the finishing departmeiu, repLicing

mounts on a table that is already late for delivery . Bottom; Holding

his breath, Tom Hom applies gold leaf to a ChippemLile-style mirror.

Given Stair's appreciation tor objects ot age and beauty, he is

doomed to suffer from the reckless demands ofsome of his cUents.

His shop does a lively business gutting armoires and other pieces

so that they can be transformed into liquor cabinets or one ot

those amenities he contemptuously refers to as "entertainment

centers," places to hide TV set, VCR, and stereo equipment.

Leaning against a wall of his office is a fine ten-foof-high sev-

enteenth-century Chinese Coromandel screen of the K'ang Hsi

period. It belongs to "one of the wealthiest women in the world"

and cost her $125,000. She wants the bottom thirty inches ot

each panel sliced offand converted into rwenty-four small tables.

A pained Stair, who considers he has "a moral obligation" to warn
the client that she is damaging her properrs-, has told her the work
will reduce the value ot the screen by nearly $100,000, but she

diiesn't care. She has more money than she can spend, and she

lacks small, casual tables with prett>- Chinese scenes on them.

Stair will see that his men do "a good job," but it is not the sort of

work he approaches with pride.

In
Manhattan, it is Stair who makes the house calls and esti-

mates the cost of a job, the time it will take, and the insur-

ance value of the pieces. Still, when someKidy downtown at

the Sotheby's office fed a ream ofdata into a computer, even

he was astonished to learn that 87 percent of his business

came from a small, rich rectangle between Fifty-seventh and

Ninety-sixth streets, bounded by Lexington and Fifth avenues.

There are days, indeed, when all the work seems to be concen-

trated in one, powerhouse building. Stair has been on every floor

ot 820 Fifth Avenue, home to, among others, the Greek shipping

tycoon Spyros Niarchos; the master collectors the late Charles

Wrightsman and his wife, jayne; and the upwardly spiraling Gor-

don Gettys. One memorable transaction involved a rare black

lacquer French writing table which Stair took for a light touch-up

before it was shipped to London. There it was auctioned for more

than $1 million and sent back with a slight damage to Stair for

another restoration before it reached the new owner's apartment,

one tloor below the old owner's apartment.

The restoration game is an old-fashioned business. Hardly any-

thing can be done in a hurr>-, and some of the techniques and

materials used are nearly three centuries old. At least once a

month, a wary Stair is visited by a detail man touting yet another

fast-working wonder substance. It may be the latest miracle goo

for stripping finishes, a paste that hardens and can be peeled off

and in the process "raises all the grain and tears the wood up." A
few times a year, he will be offered an up-to-the-minute wax with

seven ingredients, five of which contain silicone, a material guar-

anteed to form an ugly film on wood surfaces.

Stair also has a long-standing quarrel with the American way of

applying fabric to chairs. Our upholsterers, he complains, use sta-

ple guns, which put two holes into old wood instead of one. This

is also the only country in the world where black cambric fabric is

applied to the bottom of chairs, making it impossible for anyone

to determine whether or not the frame is original.

The Scuheby's restorer is not, however, beyond modernity. His

equipment shelves hold boxes of hypodermic syringes, which

have proved to be the most useful instruments for injecting glue

into worm-gnawed interiors. A friendly doctor wrote a prescrip-

tion for him. Another physician provides even more exotic ser-

vice. One day, Stair looked at a pair of $280,000 Louis XVI side

chairs sent in tor repairs and realized that the pieces could not be

taken apart without some knowledge of how the old nails from

earlier repair jobs were angled. A gastroenterologist who is a reg-

ular client agreed to help. Now, from time to time, along with the

ulcer and ileitis patients, a Sotheby's Restoration craftsman can

be tound sitting in the specialist's waiting room, clutching a small

antique object in need of an X ray before work can begin.

Stair is one of those New Yorkers bound to the city by a love-

hate relationship, and he is apt to alternate complaints about the

harshness of the place with pride in its multiplicity. "You can get

anything done in New York," he says. "Anything." Sitting be-

hind his desk, he picks up an ivory object beautifully carved in the

shape ot a skeleton key; the top screws offand lo! it turns out to be

the darling of crossword-puzile composers, an etui, an early-nine-

teenth-centurv French needle case.
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-«ns

n the winter (it 1912 and a^ain in the tol-

lowing autumn, Matisse tra\eled to Mo-
rocco, where <iinon^ other marvels he

saw the odalisques who were to become a

primary subject ot his art in the N ice peri-

od (see box^. Matisse be^an to stay in Nice
during the inclement winter oi 1917-18,

and he returned to work, and live there

every winter thereafter until he eventually

settled in the town. It was in Nice that he

remembered the exotic female h^ures ot

his Moroccan visits and made them into

icons ot a sensuous tranquillity. Ot his ear-

ly days in Nice, Matisse recalled to an

interviewer: "Yes, I needed to have a res-

pite, to let myselt go and relax, to torj^et all

worries tar trom Paris. The OcLilisqucs were

the abundant truits all at once ot a lifjht-

hearted nostalgia, ot a beautiful living

dream, and ot something I experienced

almost ecstatically day and night, under

the enchantment of that climate."

Few images in modern art would seem to

be more about enticement, or more entic-

iiig, than that of the classic Matisse oda-

lisque in her characteristic setting: the

naked or seminaked body, languorously

posed on a couch or chair whose undula-

tions express and magnify her own. She is

surrounded by the highly colored planes

and shadow stripes ot a sunlit room, itself

further decorated by a Moorish screen or

an Oriental rug, with striped or patterned

textiles and oval tables bearing vases that

swell or bend or twist with bouquets ot bril-

liant flowers. Such a room is as full of sex-

ual and decorative vibration as a field in

June, where every sound, odor, color,

curve, and pattern of flower, grass, bird,

and insect buzzes with the same intent,

and where beauty has no other project

than procreation. In Matisse's work, na-

ture and artifact call to each other through

the echoing forms and colors in a language

of declared affinities, what the artist called

rapport: ''Rapport is the affinity between

things, the common language: rapport is

love, yes love." Earlier, Matisse told the

poet Louis Aragon, "I do not paint things;

I paint only the relationships between

things." And again, "I marry objects."

So intense is the mirroring and conver-

sation among still and living forms that

these brightly lighted rooms with their

French doors and windows, often open to

the odors and breezes of the Mediterra-

nean, nevertheless come to feel nearly

claustrophobic, and the odalisque image

itself seems replete and exclusive, as ful-

filled as ctimpleted thought. It is this sense

ot satiety that seems to belie the element of

enticement in Matisse's wt)rk, as though in

relation to us the artist were simultaneous-

ly playing the roles ()t procurer and bounc-

er. Invitation, by definition, welcomes the

entry of the onUniker (via the artist) into

the world of the picture; but where that

world is presented as not only attractive,

abundant, and available but also self-con-

tained and complete, one is inclined to

hesitate lest an entry be an intrusion. The
world of the odalisque is a gathering (of

depicted forms) to which we are not

invited. If Matisse is allowed in, it is

because he has taught himself how to

behave, studied the art of transparency so

that his presence will not disturb, indeed

will barely register. He penetrates the

world of the odalisque with his eyes, and

with an intellect that comprehends the

concept—and the spiritual implications

—

of perfection. His response to all the blos-

soming sensuality he re-creates is a kind of

chaste gratitude, a mysterious detach-

ment, more like that of a Zen Buddhist in a

brothel than that of a voyeur or eunuch in

the harem (as, say, late Picasso was in his

watcher and sleeping-nude images). In

these pictures, there is no yearning, not

the slightest hint of remorse. It is as if

Matisse's response, ecstatic though it is,

were on a short circuit and could move to

the transcendent from the eye and intel-

lect alone, bypassing the strictly physical

and erotic, or as if Matisse's sensuality had

something cold at its center, a check in the

midst of its very generosity.

Matisse's work is about the joys of look-

ing rather than those of making love,

about the seductions of the eye—a kind of

intoxication that causes rooms to tilt and

colors to vibrate but that, as often with

drunkenness, must be its own reward,

since it does not enhance performance.

Nor does this intoxication—a word Ma-
tisse himself used—preclude a religious

response, any more than it does, say, in

Sufi mysticism, where disorientation is the

route to sacred communion, and of which,

as a student o( Islamic art, Matisse was

aware. "Do I believe in God.'" he asked

himself in ]azz in 1947. "Yes, when I

WHAT DID THESE SENSUOUS IMAGES

REALLY MEAN TO MATISSE^

BYJANET HOBHOUSE

Cartier-Bressi >n tuok

this photograph oj Ma-
tisse in J 95 i in the

south oj France, where

twenty-five years earher

the artist held painted

the vibrant Odalisque

in Red Culotte with

Ewer and Round
Table, left.
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work." Loss of self was the shared religious

and artistic experience, a cor^stant goal of

his art, and one at which he arrived slowly.

That loss guaranteed free and undisruptive

presence in the chambers of the odalisque.

The eroticism in Matisse's work is

always checked, displaced, "sublimated,"

or short-circuited. In his first paintings of

bathers, the 1904-05 Luxe, Calme et Vo-

lupte, and in Bonheur deVwre, of 1905-06,

paradise is a curiously asexual gathering

place, something like a women's recrea-

tion center. A certain flavor of exhausted

lesbianism adheres to the images, less erot-

ic than supine, and somewhat literary. In

the paintings of the Nice period, however,

the character of the female model is

emphatically heterosexual. Her evoked

relationship may be with the colors and

objects around her, yet the artist's realiza-

tion of, and receptivity' to, her are a part of

the image. There is clear conversation

between her body and ..he artist's eye and

intellect; the connection, if not whole, is

intimate.

' et why isn't it whole.' Why such

aesthetic and cerebral response

to the undeniably erotic imag-

ery? Some of the answer may lie

in the artist's haphazard com-

ments on his subject. "1 do odalisques in

order to do nudes," Matisse said to an in-

terviewer in 1929 or 1930. Later, in 1951,

he commented, "As for the odalisques, I

had seen them in Morocco, and so was able

to put them in my pictures back in France

without playing make-believe." There is

something in these remarks, as in others

that insist he is only a "medium, " that may
seem to protest too much. He paints oda-

lisques in order to paint nudes that are real.

But so are naked models real, and the local

prostitutes. It seems more likely that Ma-
tisse chose the odalisque as his subject not

simply because he had seen her in Moroc-

co, and not at all because she was "real"

—

though her literal existence was more
comfortable for him than the fantastical

origins of his previous inhabitants of para-

dise—but because her reality was movable

and relative. She was, if not an invention

along the lines of the figures of Bonheur de

Vivre, then certainly rare and exotic, and

surroui.ded by the aura of sexual, if not

mythological, fantasy. The odalisque is

not only a highly decorative and some-

what theatrically costumed siren, whose

pantaloons, scarves, and bangles accen-

tuate her bare arms and breasts; she is also a

slave and perhaps a prostitute, and as such,

something of a passive screen on which the

owner of the hour—or the imagined own-

er—may project his desires and memories.

y
i

She is real and not real, a historical fact

and a mirage, the stuff of dreams m her

very actualirv. One may do with her as one
likes, just as one may do what one likes

with the painted image of a human ifone is

the painter. In both cases, ownership is

crucial; moral responsibility, limited.

Matisse's descriptions often insist on his

purely "religious" interest in his subject:

"All art worthy of the name is religious. Be

it a creation of lines or colors: if it is not

religious it is only a matter ofdocumentary

art, anecdotal art . . . which is no longer

an. Which has nothing to do with art. " At
other times, though, Matisse claims the

technician's interest instead: "Above all,"

he said in 1939, "I do not create a woman;
I make a picture." And Aragon reports,

"Matisse has affirmed that before the most

voluptuous model his attitude i"^ no differ-

ent from what it is before a plant, a vase, or

some other object." But here is Matisse's

full description of his subject, made in

1952: "Look closely at the Odalisques: the

sun floods them with its triumphant

brightness, taking hold of colors and
forms. Now the Oriental decor of the inte-

riors, the array of hangings and rugs, the

rich costumes, the sensual it>' of heavy,

drowsy bodies, the blissful torf)or of the

eyes lying in wait for pleasure, all this

splendid display of a siesta elevated to

maximum intensity of arabesque and color

should not delude us. I've always rejected

the anecdote for its own sake. In this atmo-

sphere of languid relaxation, under the

torpor of the sun washing over people and

objects, there is a great tension brewing, a

tension of a specifically pictorial order, a

tension that comes from the interplay and

interrelationship of elements."

The description itself is quite rousing

until that curious definition o{ tension

—

which must surely be sexual— is shunted

off to the sidelines of art-school jargon,

as though butter wouldn't melt in the pro-

fessor's mouth. As for "lying in wait for

pleasure," from whom?, one asks. But

Matisse describes well. The painting itself

balks at the erotic intensity, derails its own
momentum, just as Matisse did verbally

when dealing with this crucial aspect of his

subject. Here, a note to Aragon written

during the early 1940s: "The presence of

the model counts not as a potential source

of information about its makeup, but to

keep me in an emotional state, like a kind

of flirtation which ends in a rape. Rape of

:<*
%: ^1
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"I do not create a woman;

I make a picture." Oppo-

site, top: Antoinette with

Plumed Hat, Standing,

Nude Torso, I9I9;

opposite, bottom: Luxe,

Calme et Volupte,

1904; left: Standing

Odalisque Reflected in

a Mirror, 1923.
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"It is the environment that

creates the ohject. " Oppo-

site, top: Interior with a

Violin, 1917-18; oppo-

site, bottom: Two Oda-

lisques, One Being

Nude, Ornamental

Ground and Checker-,

board, 1928; right:

Seated Odalisque, Left

Knee Bent, Ornamental

Background and Check-

erboard, i928.
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what: Oi myself, of a certain emotmn.il

involvement with the cibjcct that appeals

to me."

1 do not intend to suggest that Matisse

was repressing a desire literally to piissess

his models, but that the issue ot possession

and even of rape is present in some of his

works (in the very hori:ontality and pas-

sivity, not to mention theoretical occupa-

tion, ot his reclining temalcs) and that his

tendency as an artist and an individual was

to shy from it, or rather to disarm it by dif-

fusing the eroticism throughout the work:

"My models, human figures, are never 'ex-

tras' in an interior," he told Aragon in the

forties. "They are the principal theme oi

my work. I am absolutely dependent on my
model; I watch her moving freely, and

then settle on the pose that seems most

natural to her. ... 1 often keep these

girls several years until I have exhausted

their interest. My plastic signs probably

express their psychok)gical state ( their et<^t

d'dme, a term that 1 don't like), in which

(or in what else?) 1 take an unconscious

interest. Their forms are not always per-

fect, but they are always expressive. The
emotional interest they inspire in me is not

shown specifically in my representation of

their bodies, but often in special lines of

values which are scattered over the whole

canvas or paper and form its orchestration,

its architecture. But not everyone notices

this. It may be sublimated eroticism,

which is not generally perceptible."

Matisse was fully aware of the sexuality

of his models and used this power to drive

himself in his work. The arousal was gen-

eralized, however, a flirtation that ended

in a "rape" of himself, or as he put it in

1940, in an orgasm that was purely aes-

thetic: "I'm trying to stay wrapped up in

my work," he wrote to his son Pierre. "Be-

fore coming here I had planned on paint-

ing flowers and fruit— I even placed sev-

eral arrangements of them around my stu-

dio—but this vague state ofuncertainty we
are still plunged into (for this country can

be occupied under the slightest pretext)

means that I am unable to bring myself, or

perhaps am afraid, to start working en tite a

the with objects that I have to breathe life

into and fill with my own feeling. So I've

arranged with an agency for film extras to

send me their prettiest girls. The ones I

don't use, I pay off with 10 francs. Thanks
to this system I have three or four young

and pretty models. I have them pose in

shifts, for sketching, three hours in the

morning, three hours in the afternoon.

And this keeps me in the studio, sur-

rounded by my flowers and fruit, and with-

out noticing it I'm gradually brought into

touch with them. Now and then my eye is

caught by a particular motif, a comer ofmy
studio which seems full of expression

—

even beyond my capacities, my energies:

and I wait for the coup de foudre that is

bound to come. This robs me of all my
strength."

This transfer ofsexual response from the

living source to her inanimate surround-

ings is characteristic of Matisse's work with

the nude or seminude in his Nice paint-

ings. The color and description of setting

has an intensity that often contrasts with

the cooler depiction of the central subject.

In Odalisque with Red Culotte (of 192 1 , and

again c^f 1926), all Matisse's expressiveness

is sunk in the color and elaborate folds of

the pantaloons, while the model herself

gazes elsewhere, detached and contempla-

tive, as removed from her own seductive-

ness as Matisse declares himself to be. It is

her melancholy that checks our response

to the image, splits it in two as it were, as

though her physical beauty were merely

incidental and not the primary subject of

the work. In The Hindu Pose (1923), the

mask face and Yogic containment of the

model cool her erotic presence, while the

flowers in the vase beside her burst mto
"expressive" bloom. And in Antoinette

(1919), the sexuality of the image is simi-

larly displaced, into the highly rhetorical

feathered hat of the otherwise naked girl.

None of these figures is half so intensely

sensuous or so tenderly, passionately com-
prehended as certain ecstatic objects in

paintings such as The Rococo Armchair

(1946), or the cohalt-blue-lined open

violin case of Interior with Violin (1917-

18). And which subject in the title has

greater femininity in Dancer and Armchair,

Black Background (1946), a work in which

Matisse seems to be demonstrating quite

specifically this kind of impartiality?

But
there is something else. Matisse

spoke again and again of his need

to identify with the model. "When
I paint or draw I feel the need for

close communication with the ob-

ject that inspires me whatever it may be. I

identify with it and this is what creates the

feeling that is the basis of my art," he said

in 1951. The odalisques were to some

degree self-projections for the artist, mir-

ror images in their passivity, contempla-

tiveness, and, above all, solitude. Ma-
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' 'M;y models are never

'extras' in an interior.

They are the principal

theme of my work.

Opposite, right: Oda-

lisque with Green

Sash, 1927; bekw.

The Pink Blouse,

1923; right: Blue

Odahsque (or White

Slave), 1921-22.
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flora of Nice but the costumes and man-
ners of the twenties Riviera, along with

some of Matisse's most important images

of women, in the interiors with model and

odalisque.

ANOTHER VIEW IN A NEW SHO
Since November 2, 1986, and continuing

until March 29, 1987, the cold air o{

Washington is warmed by Riviera sun-

light, as 170 paintings from Matisse's early

Nice period are on display at the National

Gallery. "Henri Matisse: The Early Years

in Nice 1916-1930," co-curated by Jack

Cowart and Dominique Fourcade, pre-

sents work from this major though rela-

tively unexamined period. Almost one
third of the paintings have seldom or never

before been on public view.

Matisse first began wintering in Nice in

1917 and continued to do so until the latter

part of his life, when he became a perma-

nent resident of the city. "What made me
stay," he wrote, "are the great colored

reflections of January, the luminosity of

daylight."

Far from being a kind of holiday art, the

achievements of these first wiiuers in the

sun possess an intellectual rigor and vitali-

ty that lie at the heart of their exuberance.

The work presents not only the light and

tisse's odalisques are notably iconic, single

figures (though pairs do exist), often mel-

ancholy, halt-abandoned, surrounded,

like the artist, by beautiful objects, indeed

inhabiting his space. The odalisque enters

the solipsistic paradise conceived by the

artist in his studio without fundamentally

disturbing it. In fact, the environment

itselt defines her. ("The object is not inter-

esting in itself," Matisse wrote in 1951.

"It's the environment which creates the

object.") She is in that respect kindred to

the artist when he contemplates his sur-

roundings, when he is no longer present to

himself, but when he feels the expressive-

ness of the beaut>' around him. In her pas-

sivity, vacancy, and solitude, in the poses

that can suggest lassitude and near-inva-

lidism, she is a reflection of the creator

when he is most inclined to create, a state

that Matisse once defined as beginning

"when the individual realizes his boredom
or his solitude and has need of action to

recover his equilibrium." If Matisse's oda-

lisque strikes us as erotically perceived,

though herself unerotic, it may be because

she is something o{ a negative element in

the work, part decoration like the objects

around her, part projection of the artist's

sensibility. She is the fusion of himself

with his immediate surroundings in a fan-

tasy image of the "other."

While the sexuality of the odalisques

tends to be bled into the world depicted

around them, or defused by the passive

expressions of the subjects—they are as

unthreatening and comfortably welcom-

ing as Matisse's "good armchair" in his

1908 definition of his art—in the drawings

of the period, there is no ambivalence

about the character of the nudes or the art-

ist's response to them. Seemingly com-

posed by the artist in an unguarded state,

these sketches are highly charged, as

though the absence of color gave Matisse

room to describe the erotic aspect more

fully. The poses of the models are emphat-

ically arousing, their faces alert, their bod-

ies alive: they are arched or twisting and,

above all, mobile in a way the painted

odalisques are not, as though the paint

itselfconferred objecthood, a kind offreez-

ing monumentalit>'. In the drawings, there

is a felt connection to the living models

and an absolute union of erotic and formal

responses: line expresses desire directly.

These drawings convey the sense oi skin

on skin, the presence of the artist's hand,

and the wish to touch that follows immedi-

ately from the visual impression. Even the

cartoon element in these drawings seems a

half-hearted disavowal; the artist's inten-

sity overwhelms it.

For Matisse, desire was an apprehension
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of beauty that fulhlled itself in communi-
cation. His was an art of presentation, of

giving rather than judging, or (as in Picas-

so, say) of the demonstration of power

over, and possession of, the subject. The
constant image of Matisse's art, whether

the version is Arcadian or studio-domes-

tic, was earthly paradise; his constant goal

as an artist was to move closer inside it, to

fuse with it by identification with the mod-

el until he could disappear, to paint him-

self into and then, in de Kooning's phrase,

"out of the picture." When in the Nice

period, he returned the living female to

this artist's Eden; she was partly a projec-

tion of himself, partly a companion for his

solitude. But his role in relation to her was

again that of God, who creates an erotic,

sensuous world but does not partake of it.

(Unlike Picasso, Matisse was not a jealous

God, but one motivated by the wish to

give pleasure, by love. "Is not love the ori-

gin of all creation?" he once asked.)

"I believe my role is to provide calm,"

Matisse said in 1951, "because I myself

have need of peace." But there are differ-

ent kinds of peace and different routes to

it. Matisse's was essentially religious in

nature, the product of a spiritual union,

involving the loss of self in the invented

other. "It's only that I tend toward what I

feel, toward a kind of ecstasy. And then I

find tranquillity." The sacred universe

that Matisse created finally with the last

cutouts was a world made of such tenden-

cies, identifications, and affinities: forms

of flowers evoke those of birds, fish, and

shells, expressing raf)f)ort through the com-
mon language of kindred shapes and
colors. In The Parakeet and the Mermaid,

for example, the arched female torso beck-

ons across a world of undulating plant life

toward the breast of the bird. Matisse feels

the nature of both these subjects, and his

own nature in them. "It is by entering into

the object that one finds oneself," he said

in a 1952 interview. "There was a parakeet

I had decided to make out ofcolored paper.

So I became the parakeet. And I found

myself in the work. " In the cutouts Matisse

is the medium through whom both the

Creator and his creatures express them-

selves, a two-way door, and thus invisible.

The artist found himself in more than the

model, the mermaid, and the parakeet. In

his last years, when he was working on the

chapel at Vence, he told one of the nuns,

"I am doing it for myself." "But you told

me you were doing it for God," she said.

"Yes," he replied, "but I am God."D

Janet Hubhome is the author ofa forthcoming

book on the nude in twentieth-century art.
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THE BARD
IN

HARTFORD
A BOLD DIRECTOR

LENDS SHAKESPEARE A FINE

AMERICAN ACCENT

hat are the prospects for

Shakespeare on the

American stage? Notw. -*-
T pose. If the English

ha\e problems performing the Bard—and

they do—what hope is there for us in

America, where no significant classical

tradition exists in the first place?

Mark Lamos, the artistic director oi the

Hartford Stage Company, doesn't spend

much time worrying about the macrotheo-

ry ot the matter. Roughly once a year, he

simply chooses a play of Shakespeare's,

assembles a cast from scratch, and puts on

the play—generously, graciously, with a

seductive lilt to the poetry and a refreshing

Liunos .sl'l's our (nncs in late Shakespeare.

freedom from affectation. Since 1980,

when he arrived, he has staged Shake-

speare five times. In October 1985, his

offering was that old favorite Twelfth

Night, stylishly presented as an extended

thirties house party, under the sparkle of a

mirrored globe from a ballroom, threaded

through with melodies of Cole Porter. The
anachronisms fit Shakespeare's romantic

comedy like a silken glove.

This year's Shakespeare, in rehearsal

now for a six-week run beginning February

14, is a rarity: Pericles, Prince of Tyre. It

tells of a blameless prince who has the mis-

fortune to discover a tyrant's guilty secret;

of his narrow brushes with death; oi his

daughter, thought dead, who preserves her

chastity though sold to a brothel; and oi

their reunion, in one of the most lovely yet

trembling scenes the poet ever wrote. At
this writing, Lamos and his designer, John
Conklin, had not decided on the sets—

a

strife-torn, "six o'clock news look," per-

haps, or a freer, fairy-tale setting.

Pericles marks the Hartford Stage's third

excursion into the group of Shakespeare's

four last plays, known collectively as "the

romances." The Tempest, the felicitous

staging of which is shown at right, and

Cymheline, which is only marginally less

obscure than Perick's, both came off to

resounding critical and popular acclaim.

(The fourth is The Winter's Tale.)

The romances are all like fables; they

deal with shipwreck, attempted fratricide,

couples sundered by mad jealousies, faith-

ful servants serving their masters at the

cost of their own lives. Though they begin

in turbulence, they end in harmony, with

scarcely imaginable reunions, the worst

Magic m the air: a scene from last year's pro-

wounds all healed by time.

Some directors distrust the romances'

deliberate storybook naivete. Lamos rev-

els in it. Having been trained as a

musician—to take up drama, he gave up a

violin scholarship at Northwestern Uni-

\'ersity, in Chicago, after two years of

study—he borrows a ready analogy from

music. "The late plays of Shakespeare are

like the late works of Liszt, or the late Bee-

thoven quartets," he says. "They have a

magisterial sense of personality—not self-
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:ion 0/ The Tempest, u'ltii Prospero t Philip Kerr, pointing) and the uinged Ariel (WiUiamO'Leary) charming the surviiors uj shipureck

consciousness, but real personality-, indi-

vidualit>-. They have a surface patina of

exoticism, but underneath, I feel, a real

inevitabilit\'. Tbiey speak of hope. I think

they speak especially strongly to our disen-

franchised age."

He acknowledges that the material de-

mands of American actors unfamiliar ways

of working. First, there is the technical

hurdle of the language. "It's hard for our

actors to leam how to move with the

stresses of the verse," Lamos observes, "to

sustain the sound through the end of the

long lines. And it's hard for them to pro-

ject the beaut>- of the language without

sounding pompous and rhetorical."

But the greater challenge, he says, is to

leave behind all the assumptions of the

modem theater. This, even more than his

handsome stage pictures and poetic pac-

ing, may be the secret of his special success

with Shakespeare. "To play Shakespeare,

we have to throw out eighty-six years of

Freud and Stanislavskv. From Chekhov

on, through all the pla>'wrights we perform

most, each bit of action is a clue to some

kind of 'trurh.' That truth is the subtext.

It's something you have to tease out and

discover. In Shakespeare, if a character is

lying, he tells you he's lying. TTie only way

to play this scene is to forget all about the

last scene and the next scene. There are no

transitions. I think that makes Shake-

speare very lifelike. Truth in Shakespeare

comes at you moment to moment. He
gives you truth up front." —M.G.
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ELECTR
IFYOU LIKETO CATCH A PLACE AT ITS FULLE!

w herever you are in Hong
Kong, you will he sur-

rounded hy people racing

to make money. The city

has never been driven harder by the

mighty engines of capitalism. For visitors,

this means that hotels have never been

more luxurious or vied as intensely to

dream up ways to make lite more pampered

or efficient. There is staggering choice in

the city's myriad shops, and owners will go

far to win your custom. Restaurants com-

pete to offer the most authentic regional

cuisine in the most impressive surround-
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ings. Flawless service has always been the

main draw to Hong Kong, rather than a

cultural life (although the city does have

its own symphony, and its theaters and

concert halls are busy). Businessmen come
to make deals and order suits. Their wives

shop. Everyone eats supremely.

The barrage of boutiques at every^ turn

makes shopping seem imperative, al-

though the sheer number can be frighten-

ing. Shopkeepers can be more interested

in making a quick sale than in providing

top-quality goods, and shoppers should be

both wary and knowledgeable. Those who

choose to face the challenge, especially in

the Central district of Hong Kong Island,

will be rewarded by seeing glimpses of local

lite, which is lived almost entirely on the

street. Hong Kong may be the most in-

tensely urban place on earth; it is certainly

the world's most populous 409 square

miles. Business transactions, family argu-

ments, meals, haircuts, and herbalist con-

sultations take place on the sidewalk.

If you go beyond pleasantries and busi-

ness exchanges with any Chinese (every-

one in business and most shopkeepers

speak English), you will soon learn that

CONNOISSEUR
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CITY
i fW IS THE TIME TO GO TO HONG KONG

nearly every Chinese resident—and 98

percent of Hong Kong's population of six

million is Chinese—wants to get out by

1997. Initial promises that Hong Kong
will continue exactly as is for fifty years

after the Chinese take over from the

English ("One country, two systems") are

already eroding as Beijing dithers over how
Hong Kong will be governed. Merchants

with business on the mainland already

complain of a hureacracy that rules out the

sort of greased-lightning transactions they

are used to. Many have already obtained

residency papers in an English-speaking

JANUARY 1987

country, a task businessmen report ;5 most

easily accomplished in Canada and Aus-

tralia, which welcome Hong Kong inves-

tors. The English, they say, are not offer-

ing passports to their longtime subjects,

and lists of applicants for immigration are

long and chances for acceptance low.

Within this urgent capitalistic frenzy,

the 21,900 English in Hong Kong lead a

nearly intact colonial life. Women drink

tea, play bridge and perhaps a game of ten-

nis at the neoclassical Ladies Recreation

Club, and exchange "amah dramas" (tales

of difficult maids, mostly from the Philip-

pines), while men tend to financial mat-

ters downtown. People dress for dinner,

attend balls, thrill to the occasional royal

visit, and look forward to home leave

—

when they confront the servantless, un-

privileged realities of modem life that

await them when they return.

The reason to go soon to Hong Kong is

to see a superbly functional colony at the

dizzying height of its financial influence, a

place where almost anything can be done

overnight. The sheer energy of the place is

atonic. Enjoy the spinning ofthe dynamo.

It will not spin as fast again.
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GETTING
THE

GOODS
A SELECTIVE GUIDE TO

THE WORLD'S
MOSTGLORIOUS SHOPPING CITY

BYCORBY KUMMER

First,
change your ideas about Hong

Kong bargains. You'll he better off

buying a camera at a New York dis-

counter, and you most likely won't

find the designer outfit you've been eyeing

all se-'son—and on the oft chance that you

do, it will be three sizes too small and

slightly more expensive than it was at

home. There are bargains in Hong Kong,

on the kind of clothes you wear on week-

ends and on porcelain, silk, table linens,

pearls, and jade. This guide will point out

places to buy all of these and list whole

categories of goods you might not have

expected Hong Kong to offer—and that

could take up many more suitcases than a

Nikon or a Nipon.

If you have a short time in the city, go

straight to Ocean Terminal, in Kowloon,

for a supermarket sweep. Malls are the

going thing in Hong Kong, and Ocean
Terminal is the best one for a good selec-

tion of everything sold in the city. It is

joined to two other large shopping centers,

Ocean Centre and Harbour City, whose

quality is more hit-and-miss. The shop-

ping arcades in the Peninsula and Regtnt

hotels, also in Kowloon, are very good.

A shopping trip in the Central district,

the main business neighborhood, on Hong
Kong Island, offers the best look at the

city's incessant activity. The arcades at the

Mandarin and Hilton hotels, and in the

Prince's Building and Swire House, are

all excellent. These buildings are connect-

ed by walkways to the Landmark, itselt a

complex of buildings that together have

the fanciest name boutiques in the city;

but beware. The merchandise is expensive

and edited tor Oriental tastes and sizes.

Nearby is the Pedder Building, one of the

few remotely avant-garde design centers in

Hong Kong, and worthwhile too tor its

many outlet-style stores.

For Chinese goods such as linen, porce-

lain, hand-painted screens, and even jade,

go to the Chinese department stores. The
best is Chinese Arts & Crafts, which has

many branches. (Others include, most

notably, the endearingly inelegant Chi-

nese Merchandise Emporium, at 90

Queen's Road Central, and several

branches ot China Products and Yue
Hwa.) For tabric, shop first at a good store

like The Royal British Tailor (121

Prince's Building) or Betty Clemo (mezza-

nine. Peninsula), and then see what you

can find at Cloth Alley (Wing On Street)

,

in Central.

You'll probably hear a lot about street

markets, which offer a little oi every-

thing—sportswear, sneakers, scarves,

sweaters, bolts ot tabric, cassette players,

tapes, belts, T-shirts. The selection is

much better at stores, where prices are

usually identical, and where you won't be

shoved by unrelenting crowds. Street mar-

kets do afford a gc:»od opportunity to prac-

tice bargaining. The shopkeeper who says

firmly, "One price," means it—but tr>' to

whittle down the price at nearly every oth-

er shop, even if it's by only a bit.

Look for the red-junk emblem of the

Hong Kong Tourist Association, one of

the most informed and useful tourist bu-

reaus in the world. The symbol implies (al-

though it does not guarantee) the estab-

lishment's taimess and reliability.

It the whole project ot going down your

shopping list seems daunting, ask Tempta-

tions Asia Ltd. to take you around (write

to them at 43-55 Wyndham Street, Suite

709, Central Hong Kong, or telephone

5-226-237). The extremely capable staff

will tocus your shopping list and guide you

through town in a chauffeured car or take

you to factories where you can order any-

thing from sets ot dishes and furniture to a

fur coat, or to factories and shops with

more designer goods than outlets and

street markets in town offer. Temptations

will also help you ship everything home.

Corby Kummer, an associaie editor of the

.Atlantic, is the author o/Shopwalks Hong
Kong.
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HOTELS
1. Hilton Hotel

2. Mandarin Ht)tcl

3. Hon^jkonj^ Hotel

4. Peninsula Hotel

5. Regent Hotel

6. Shanjjri-La Hotel

7. Royal Clarden Hotel

RESTAURANTS
8. Kin^i Bun
9. Luk Yu Tea House

10. Shanghai Garden
11. Carrianna

12. Yaik Sang
n. Orchid Garden
14. Fook Lam Motm
15. Rainbow Room
16. Red Pepper

17. King Heung
18. Cleveland Szechuen

19. Spring Deer

20. Great Shanghai

SHOPPING
21. Ocean Terminal

22. Ocean Centre

23. Sands Building

24. New World Centre

25. St. George's Building

26. Swire House
27. Prince's Building

28. The Landmark
29. Central Building

30. Pedder Building

31. Star House
32. Hennessy Centre
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THE LHiNESE^eRCHnNDISE EMPORIUtl LTU.

#• "a * ^ BL '^

Left: From the Banyan Tree, hand-painted umbrellas and other hidian charmers. Center: From Charlotte Horstmann, beautiful, pricey

antiques. Right, top: The Chinese Merchandise Emporium, where ever^'one shops. Bottom: The fancy Landmark shopping center.

FACTORY OUTLETS
Top-ot-the-line designer clothes manufac-

tured in Hong Kong rarely make it to out-

lets, and supplies of what does vary from

day to day. The outlets listed here are con-

sidered to be well run and reliable; they

also have many of the same items found in

Hung Hom, a hard-to-reach outlet area

that IS best explored with a guide.

In Central, Camberley (room 813,

Swire House) is known for sports clothes.

There is almost always Anne Klein II in

stock, but don't expect a complete range.

In the Pedder Building, Shoppers World
(room 104) and Wintex (room 404) are

worth checking tor sweaters and mens-

wear. Vica Moda (IB, Bank of East Asia

Building) has mostly silk dresses and coor-

dinates, lingerie, and leather belts.

In Kowloon, in the Sands Building,

Oriental Pacific (room 601) is a popular

and good sweater outlet with a consistent

range of Shetland and cashmere; and Top
Knitters (rooms 1006-1008) has a good
choice of sweaters and sweater dresses,

with some designer clothes. Granville

Road is chockablock with outlets, few dis-

tinguished and all crowded. Qa Va (1726

Star House) has an inconsistent but often

interesting supply of silk and woolen
clothes.

ANTIQUES
Authenticity is always a problem where

copies of porcelains, bronzes, and furni-

ture are turned out expertly every day. Buy

something because you like it and you're

comfortable with the price, not because it

seems to he a good investment. Really

good antiques are kept in back rooms for

serious buyers and cost as much as they do

in America.

Charlotte Horstmann & Gerald God-
frey Ltd. (104 Ocean Terminal) is well

known for beautiful and very expensive

merchandise as well as good reproduction

furniture; the reliability is rarely ques-

tioned. P. C. Lu & Sons (mezzanine.

Peninsula and Mandarin hotels) also has

lovely, reliable, and expensive antiques.

On Hollywood Road, the most reputa-

ble dealers include Honeychurch An-
tiques (no. 29), which specializes in Japa-

nese and Chinese porcelain, furniture,

carpets, and jewelry. Monsoon (no. 37) is

known for authentic monochrome porce-

lain, in which it specializes, and for Japa-

nese and Chinese textiles as well as intri-

cate game boxes. I-Wita Antiques (no.

35) has Chinese furniture and scrolls. Silk

Road (no. 20) is all Japanese—pots, imari

porcelain, furniture, screens, and dolls. It

is pricey, like nearly every other shop on

this stretch of the road.

JEWELRY
The most striking and original jeweln,' in

the city is by Kai-yin Lo (mezzanine.

Peninsula), whose modem designs using

precious and semiprecious stcines are fea-

tured by Dior and Hanae Mori, among
other couturiers. The shop has beaded

belts and both antique and modem acces-

sories. Trio Pearls, down the hall, has the

most spectacular (and expensive) pearls in

the city, as well as handsome jewelry.

S. H. Chan and K. S. Sze, both in the

Mandarin, are also top-quality jewelers.

Gold and precious stones are not good

buys in Hong Kong. Pearls, jade, coral,

lapis, onyx, and most other semiprecious

stones are. Anglo Tex (Room 804, 22 Des

Voeux Road) and Amerex (room 702,

Takshing House) are pearl wholesalers

that sell to the public. So does Om-Inter-

national (6 Carnarvon Road), whose own-

er will explain different grades of pearls

and IS known for fairness.

Unless you are a confident jade expert

avoid Jade Street, in Kowloon (except for

a lark), and stick to reputable jewelers.

Lane Crawford (Queen's Road Central

and branches), a department store with

English goods, has a reliable jewelry de-

partment and good selections of jade.

BESPOKE
Tailoring has become more expensive in

Hong Kong than it once was. The collar of

almost any shirt made there, and the cut of

most jackets, say "Hong Kong bargain"

from several blocks away. The only road to

an acceptable result is to bring a favorite

piece of clothing and leave it for a tailor to

copy precisely. The more fittings the bet-

ter; if your stay is too short to allow at least

two or three, don't go to a tailor. The
men's tailors in the arcades of the Manda-

rin, Hilton, and Peninsula have good rep-

utations. Women usually find it easier to

have the silk they buy in Hong Kong tai-
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K>red at home. Kin{j's Fabrics (20 Queen's

Road C-entral), liowever, makes heautitiil

cheung sum (sheaths slit on tlie side) tiom

imported silks.

Three shirtmakers each claim to he the

best in the city, and each does variable

work. Mec Yee (2S Stanley Street) is the

most Angli>phile ot the shirtmakers but

has a limited choice ot fabrics. David's

Shirts Ltd. (main shop, H Kimberley

Road; branches in the Royal Ciarden and

Mandarin hotels, and in New York) is a

shirt entrepreneur. The workmanship is

reliable, the chtiice wide, tlie salesmen ap;-

gressivc. Ascot Chang (14^ Prince's

Building, and at the Regent and Peninsu-

la) lives up to its high reputation and has a

good selection ot Sea Island cottt)ns—at

very high prices.

WOMEN'S CLOTHES
Two Hong Ki>ng designers—Jenny Lewis

and Diane Freis—are so admired that they

have inspired many copies ot their work.

Jenny Lewis (5 Swire House) makes
dresses in classic Chinese shapes, using

panels ot exquisite antique embroidered

silk, lace, and beaded work. Image Crea-

tion (259C Deck 2, Ocean Terminal)

others similar elegant beaded dresses, bags,

and shoes. Both shops design to order.

Diane Freis makes popular multipat-

terned dresses iii bright pastel ct)lors that

look pretty, fit anyone (most are "one size

fits all"), and pack perfectly. There are

several Freis outlets in Hong Kong, includ-

ing the one at 271 World Commerce
Building, in Harbour City. La Chine (125

Swire House) makes plausible Freis-

inspired dresses at prices that average one

third less. So does Mosaic Designs (609

Silvercord, across from Harbour City).

Most other local designers suit Chinese

more than American tastes. An exception

is David Sheekwan (third floor, Pedder

Building), who blends Italian styles with

an Eastern sensibility and makes the most

interesting clothes in the city. Many wom-
en like his distinctive oversize sweaters so

much that they buy bags full of them.

Furs are another good buy. Stores spe-

cializing in furs made to order and known
for the quality of their pelts, workman-

ship, and service are Siberian Fur (21

Chatham Road), Ottawa Fur (la Carnar-

von Road) , and Philip Chiu's Canada Fur

Store (150 Ocean Terminal).

HANDICRAFTS
This is perhaps the most appealing shop-

ping category in Hong Kong. Mountain
Folkcraft (12 Wo On Lane; also at 239b

Ocean Terminal) carries a wonderful se-

lection of folk arts and crafts from Asia,

JANUARY 1987

Indonesia, and China, including tie-dved

mdigo fabrics, boxes, baskets, old jewelry,

weavings, batiks, carvings, puppets, and

many other items. Hong Kong residents

shop at Banyan Tree (140^ World Fi-

nance Centre North) tor dhurrie rugs,

Indian silk paintings, carved wooden
boxes, Indian silk for upht^lstery, hand-

painted umbrellas, and other Indian

goods. A branch upstairs has modern rat-

tan furniture and lovely Indian cottons

designed to go with dhurrie rugs. Locals

also frequent Amazing Grace Elephant

Co. (236-242 Ocean Terminal) for its

well-chosen Asian handicrafts and cloth-

ing. Favorite items include Korean chests.

Thai bronzeware, Thai silk pillow cases,

Japanese vases, Korean copper, and ce-

ramic Vietnamese elephants that can be

used as end tables.

Finally, Welfare Handicrafts Shop
(176 Ocean Terminal and on Salisbury

Road) has pretty silk-covered boxes,

checkbook holders, address books, and

purses, among many other items that will

make terrific gifts. Profits go directly to the

artisans.

Street Galleries ( 38 Lok Ku Road) is a

complex ot three firms that otters tb.e best

selection of reprcxiuction antique Chinese

porcelain in the city. They also carry a

wide range of reproduction lacquer and

rosewood furniture. Western porcelain is

not usually a good buy, so bring prices if

you're looking for your favorite pattern.

Take them to Craig's (ground floor, St.

George's House) for English brands and to

Hunter's ( 1 22 Ocean Terminal) for other

European brands, including Lladro, Gino-

ri, and Herend.

Brass and bronze items make good gifts.

Jinda Company (second floor, 31 Wel-
lington Street) is a good source for brass

candlesticks, ashtrays, lamps, and trivets,

as well as Thai bronze flatware, which is

handsome and inexpensive.

If you want to hang something in rooms

furnished from Hong Kong and would like

to round out your Orientalia with some-

thing Japanese, visit Sumi Arts (room

106, ZA Wyndham Street), a small and

well-run gallery featuring modem Japa-

nese prints, silkscreens, woodblocks, and

etchings. D

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Cloth Alley has some
upholstery fabrics, and

so do Design Thai and

the Thai Shop. Thai

silk is heavier and finer

than Chinese silk, and

the most sumptuous
Thai silk is designed by

Jim Thompson. It is sold

exclusively through the

Altfield Gallery (42A
Hollywood Road), a

very handsome decora-

tor shop with antique

furniture and attractive

gift items, such as hand-

marbled paper objects

and botanical prints.

The best selections of

linens are at the various

Chinese Arts & Crafts

stores; the branch at

Star House is the favor-

ite of many people, but

all are good. The Chi-

nese Merchandise Em-
porium also has good

linens and cashmere
and camel's-hair blan-

kets, as well as service-

able and cheap luggage.

(It also has marvelous

toys.)

You'll find that Cat

A silk embroidered gown from the elegant ]enn-y Lewis.
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THE
SIDE-STREET

GOURMET
A NATIVE'S CHOICE

OF HONG KONG RESTAURANTS

BYNINASIMONDS
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Hong Kon^i has tew rivals as a culi-

nary paradise. Here, almost

every cuisine known on earth is

ottered—as well as some ot the

best Chinese tood prepared anywhere.

The variety is extraordinary'. While ever>'

regional schixil is represented, many think

nothing compares to the haute cuisine ot

the southern, Cantonese school. In Hong
Kong the best ot it is always available.

There are humble little eateries where

you can order steamed shrimp dumplings

or barbecued pork and assi^rted \egetables

served on a bed ot crisp, pan-tried n^iodles.

And there are splendid banquet halls serv-

ing Chinese haute cuisine—shark's tin,

abalone, turtle. The choice is vast.

T. C. Lai, an author, scholar, and wide-

ly recognized gastronome, has been hon-

ing his tine and discriminating palate for

years. When asked to name some o{ his

tavorite restaurants, he instantly replies,

"There are no great restaurants in Hong
Kong in the Western sense," but it pressed

he relents and sets about planning a visi-

tor's culinarv itinerary' and education. In a

week, we sampled some ot the tinest tood

Hong Kong has to offer while being

schcwled in the art of ordering and dining

in the traditional Chinese manner.

Meal One; Dinner at King Bun, and how to

order a traditiorud Chinese banquet.

At the King Bun restaurant, on Queen's

Road Central, Chinese and Caucasians,

businessmen and statesmen, residents and

tourists mingle to sample the delectable

cuisine of Leung King, considered one ot

the finest cooks in Hong Kong. The first

floor is for general dining, while the upper

three stories contain spacious private din-

ing rooms. The decor is comfortable.

We had our dinner in a private banquet

room, and in spite of the clatter of mah-

jongg tiles nearby, we had a great meal.

Our banquet for twelve began with a

tantalizing soup of duck and dried tanger-

ine peel. The broth was beautifully clear

yet fragrant and the duck so tender that the

meat fell from the bone.

Next, "golden coin" chicken with

prawns arrived. T.C. pointed out that the

name was a bit of a misnomer, since the

dish consisted o{ grilled, paper-thin slices

of Chinese ham, pork fat, and sliced duck

liver stir-fried with prawns.

In rapid succession we had a steaming

plate of tender shreds of lamb, celery,

bamboo shoot, Chinese black mushroom,

and spring ginger root tossed in a light

sauce and served over crispy-fried rice noo-

dles; a multicolored vegetable dish made
with Tientsin cabbage, broccoli, straw

mushrooms, and asparagus in light sauce

tlavored with Chinese ham; a succulent

wln>le chicken served on a hcd of salt; and
miniature tried dumplings (jc^n^^<()) stutted

with pork and shrimp and served in a clear

chicken broth tlavored with Chinese
chives. T.C. admitted that the broth had a

nice flavor but said the dumpling filling

ought to have contained bamboo sht>ot.

While we enjoyed the tix>d, T.C. ex-

plained how a Chinese banquet is ordered,

an issue he addresses in his recent bot)k At

the Chinf.sc' Table (Oxtord University

Press): "Unless you are completely unac-

quainted with Chinese tocxi, you should

avoid leaving the ordering to the restau-

rant staff, who tend to recommend the

more expensive dishes and encourage

over-ordering. In a Cantonese restaurant,

the idea is to order one dish per person.

Northern restaurants tend to serve larger

portions, and so fewer dishes may suffice.

"You should aim at a balance of tastes

and textures. A meal should begin with

dishes that are delicate in both taste and

texture and will not fail to whet the appe-

tite. A light stir-fried dish of seafood or

chicken and vegetables might do for a

start. Next, it is customary to serve a soup,

such as shark's fin or winter melon. By

then the diners are ready for something

more substantial, such as a whole chicken,

a roast duck, or a pair of superior soy

pigeons. This might be followed by a

minced quail wrapped in lettuce leaves,

and then a fresh steamed whole fish. To
wind up a meal, fried rice or tossed noodles

are usually served, followed by a dessert of

almond or walnut puree, or some other

sweet soup."

Our sumptuous meal ended with a sweet

walnut cream soup and delicately flaky

pastries stuffed with lotus-seed paste.

Meal Tuv: Lunch at Orchid Garden, and a

discourse on the importance ofvisual harmony.

On an unassuming section of Lockhart

Road, in the Wanchai district o{ Hong
Kong, some of the best Cantonese restau-

rants on the island are to be found. It was

at the Orchid Garden restaurant, on the

comer of Lockhart and Percival streets,

that we met for lunch the next day. The
tables are comfortably arranged on two

floors; the rooms resound with the subdued

roar of people enthusiastically enjoying

food and one another's company. As at

King Bun, the cuisine is Cantonese.

After what appeared to be a heated, ten-

minute discussion in Cantonese between

the maitre d'hotel and T.C. , our meal was

ordered. We were to sample—or so we
were told—only a modest selection of

dishes, since this would be a light lunch.

First came steamed skin ofpomelo (sim-

ilar to grapefruit but picked before the skin

becomes too bitter), garnished wirh tiny

shrimp roe. This was followed by stir-fried

prawns with split, crispy shells sprinkled

with a light sauce flavored with minted
garlic and ginger root, along with stir-fricd

beet and bitter gourd slices in a fragrani

black-bean sauce and a dish of tiny, wlu ile,

crispy-tried "white rice" fish. As if this

might not suffice, the meal continued with

a spicy stewed eggplant served with ground

meat in an earthenware pot {shaguo), and
steamed Chinese cabbage and duck-giz-

zard soup. There was plenty of steamed

rice on the side.

While we sampled the dishes, T.C. lec-

tured us on the importance of aesthetics in

classic Chinese cuisine. "Taste is the

response not only to flavor but also to

visual harmony. For this reason, the Chi-

nese sometimes take excessive pains to

prepare certain dishes more for decoration

than for consumption.

"Ingredients may be sliced, cubed,

diced, shredded, or minced, the more uni-

formly the better. The cutting of the prin-

cipal ingredients determines the shape or

preparation of the others, resulting in such

dishes as those we are eating today

—

chicken cubes with walnut, shredded pork

with bean sprouts, and sliced beef with bit-

ter gourd." Thus enlightened, we sat back

to ease our swelling bellies and to down
more of the delectable food.

Meal Three: Lunch at Yaik Sang, and a lesson

on proper etiquette at the dinner table.

The Yaik Sang restaurant is another oi

the famous Cantonese eateries on Lock-

hart Road. A window on one side of the

entrance is crowded with hanging strips of

lacquer-coated barbecued pork loin, duck,

and chicken. A massive, round cutting

block sits in the center of the window,

with a sharp cleaver on top, awaiting the

next order for barbecued specialties. In the

other window, a huge fish tank brims with

live shrimp, fish, and crab.

Inside, the decor is tasteful, even dressy,

and the help surprisingly patient and

friendly. As we sipped hot tea, T.C.

quizzed the young maitre d'hotel until the

menu for our "modest" meal satisfied his

exacting specifications.

We were served a magnificent ten-

course lunch that included a barbecued pi

pa duck (slightly smaller, less fatty, and

meatier than other varieties); a dish of

whole shrimp, shells split open, fried to a

crisp and seasoned with spicy pepper-salt;

and a tart, sweet rendition of lemon chick-

en, its sauce tasting disarmingly like lemon

meringue pie. The most impressive dish

was a "ten treasure" soup, containing lus-
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At the Luk Yu Tea House, oldest m Hong Kong, customers dnnk tea and nibbL ^ >m Jim sum.

cious bits ot crab, shrimp, chicken, black

mushroom, abalone, and lotus seeds,

served from a winter melon on whose sides

Chinese characters were ornately carved.

As we enjoyed the food, T.C. explained

a bit more about dining etiquette. "It is

said that the Western host invites his

guests to dinner, while the Chinese host

invites them to eat. No doubt the Chinese

take the eating aspect of dinner more seri-

ously, and a guest feels at liberty to indulge

himselt. He will choose the morsels he fan-

cies from the communal plate and make
any labial and guttural noises he fancies

while consuming soup."

We took all this to mean that we should

help ourselves without further ado to the

platters in the center of the table, and the

food quickly disappeared. The meal ended

with a soothingly hot sweet-almond soup,

which we all sipped noisily.

Meal Four: Final dinner, atFookLamWoon.
and a discussion of some costly delicacies.

Fook Lam Moon is reputed to be the best

and most expensive restaurant in Hong
Kong, though appearances hardly suggest

this. The restaurant has distinguished it-

self by specializing in expensive foods like

shark's fin, abalone, and conch. One small

bowl of shark's-fin soup can easily ctist

over $18. Such costlv delicacies have been

much praised, but some Chinese are not

fond of them. As our first course was serv-

ed, T.C. talked about his ambivalence.

"I know ver\' rich people who when they

entertain often invite ten tables of people.

It they serve shark's fin and abalone, as

they often do, the cost per table could eas-

ily be over $600. Then, if you serve Japa-

nese abalone. which is the best and retails

tor S600 a pound, each platter could cost

about $200. You get only one thin piece,

and most people don't even like it.

"

Our superb yet modest meal for six

began with a whole, cut-up "crispy skin"

chicken served with a fresh lemon dipping

sauce. T.C. said that the preparation

involved coating the raw chicken with a

hot, syrupy mixture and letting it air dry.

Once deep-fried, it assumes a beautiful,

crisp, lacquered finish. Fook Lam Moon
uses only chicken fed on rice still in its

husk, which produces meat with a firm

texture and delectable flavor.

Other highlights were a spicy stir-fried

lobster in garlicky black-bean sauce; fra-

grant steamed beef flavored with dried tan-

gerine peel; and boneless frogs' legs gar-

nished with thin slices of Yunnan ham.

T.C. also made certain we all had a good

taste of steamed "yellow oil" crab. "This

dish is available only in midsummer," he

explained almost reverently, "and takes its

name from its delicious roe."

For dessert, fresh lychees T.C. had

brought were arranged over crushed ice.

As we ate them, he told us about a Sung

dynasty poet, Su Tung-po, who after

offending the emperor was banished to

Kuangtung Province. He was so enthralled

by the fresh lychees that he wrote, "If I

eat three hundred lychees every day, I

don't mind being even in Kuangtung." D

h^ina Simonds is the author of Classic Chi-

nese Cuisine and Chinese Seasons.

Left: At Yaik Sang, "ten tred5urt'" soup in a carved 77U'/on, duck, and prauns. Right: .At King Bun. succulent chicken on a bed of salt.
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THE REST OF CANTON
King Bun Restaurant. 1 58 Queen's Road
Central. Phone: 5-446743. A substantial

meal for a party of four to six costs about

$20 to $30 per person.

Fook Lam Moon. 459 Lockhart Road,

Wanchai. Phone: 5-89126 39. Average

prices for four to six (including shark's tin

and abalone): $20 to $30 per person, in-

cluding beverages and tip.

Orchid Garden Restaurant. 481 Lockhart

Road, Wanchai. Phone: 5-8912512. For

tour to six, lunch is $5 to $10 per person;

dinner, $15. including beverages and tip.

Yaik Sang Restaurant. 456 Lockhart

Road. Wanchai. Phone: 5-8910730. For

tour to six, a tour- to tive-course lunch is

$10 to $15; a six-course dinner, $15 to

$20.

IN SEARCH OF DIM SUM
Since the Cantonese are great snackers,

their chets specialize in dim sum—dump-
lings, breads, noodles, as well as sweet and

savor>' pastries, served as hors d'oeuvres or

snacks. They are prepared all over China,

but by none so well as the Cantonese.

There is probably no better place to enjoy

them than Hong Kong.

Luk Yu Tea House. 26 Stanley Street.

Phone: 5-235464. This is the oldest tea

house in Hong Kong. On the tirsr floor are

handsome tables and booths, and leaded

stained-glass windows suggest the Hong
Kong of fifty years ago. During the dim sum
hours (8 A.M. to 4 P.M.) the place teems

with activity as customers socialize and

dim sum are passed around by waiters wail-

ing out their names. With the dinner hour

(5:30 to 9) tranquillity prevails. Food is

excellent and prices are reasonable. A fill-

ing selection of dim sum, $5 per person;

dinner for four to six, $20 to $25 a head.

Rainbow Room. Lee Garden Hotel, Hy-

san Avenue. Phone: 3-888683. This is one

of the best hotel restaurants in Hong
Kong. Delicious dim sum are served from

nine to three, and, from seven to ten P. M.

,

excellent Cantonese dishes. Dim sum av-

erage $8 to $10 per person; a banquet din-

ner for four to six, $25 to $30 a head.

BEIJING AND THE NORTH
The regional cooking of the north is prob-

ably one of the most diverse in the Chinese

cuisine, incorporating the refined dishes of

Imperial Palace cooking, along with hear-

ty Mongolian and Moslem dishes. Steam
breads, pancakes, and noodles rather than

rice are the staple. Northerners relish the

pungent seasonings of garlic, chives, seal-

lions, and sweet bean sauce. Famous
northern specialties are Peking duck with

Mandarin pancakes; deep-fried tine floun-

A GASTRONOMIC
TOUR

OF HONG KONG

der with sweet-and-sour sauce; bird's-nest

soup; stir-fried beef with scallions; and car-

amelized apples.

Spring Deer Restaurant. 42 Mody Road,

Kowloon. Phone: 3-7233673. Although

rather well worn, this remains one of the

best, especially for banquets. Book in ad-

vance and be sure the head master chef is

on duty that day.

King Heung Restaurant. Ground floor,

59-65 Paterson Street, Causeway Bay.

Phone: 5-771035. This is one of the city's

best Beijing-style restaurants. The decor is

simple, the atmosphere informal. Try Pe-

king duckling, hand-thrown noodle plat-

ter, stir-fried meat and vegetables with egg

cap, and candied apples or bananas.

SICHUAN AND THE WEST
Western regional cooking is known for its

spicy flavorings—chili peppers, Sichuan

peppercorns, garlic, dried orange peel

—

all used liberally. Noted specialties include

pang pang chicken with peanut or sesame

dressing; smoked tea and camphor duck;

stir-fried spicy chicken with peanuts; fish-

flavored eggplant; and silver-thread rolls.

Cleveland Szechuen Restaurant. 6

Cleveland Street. Phone: 5-673876. The
atmosphere here is informal, the decor

nondescript, hut the food is spicy and fla-

vorful. Smoked duck, orange-flavored

beef, cold noodles with a sesame dressing,

and sizzling rice with shrimp are deli-

cious.

Red Pepper Restaurant. 7 Lan Fong
Road, Causeway Bay. Phone: 5-768046.

Though many Europeans eat here, it

serves some of the best Sichuanese food in

the city.

SHANGHAI AND THE EAST
Few Americans know this exquisitely re-

fined cuisine. Its light, delicate seasonings

accentuate the natural flavors of the ingre-

dients. Dishes are mainly stir-fried,

steamed, or red-cooked. Specialties:

drunken chicken, beggar's chicken, stir-

fried fresh-water shrimp, steamed dump-
lings, and stir-fried eels with garlic.

Shanghai Garden. Hutchison House,

Central Hong Kong. Phone: 5-238322.

Though this restaurant is part of the Max-
im's conglomerate, it offers some of the

tastiest Shanghai cooking in the city. The
atmosphere is informal; the setting is rath-

er opulent. Stir-fried eels in garlic sauce

and fortune chicken are delectable, and

most seafood dishes are good.

Great Shanghai Restaurant, Ltd. 26 Prat

Avenue, Kowloon. Phone: 3-668158.

The main dining room, decorated in tradi-

tional Chinese fashion, seats about 500,

and there are private banquet rooms on

the sides. Beggar's chicken, fried bamboo
shoots, Shanghai noodles, and assorted

dumplings are recommended.

CHIU CHOW CUISINE
A close cousin to Cantonese, it is a cook-

ing style that originated around Swatow,

in eastern Guangdong Province. Seafood

prevails, and flavoring is light and deli-

cate. Specialties: deep-fried crab balls,

fried e-/u noodles, deep-fried goose, sliced

whelk or sea conch, and delicious assorted

dumplings.

Carrianna (Chiu Chow) Restaurant,

Ltd. 151 Gloucester Rc;ad. Phone: 5-

8938173. This restaurant is one of the

finest that serve authentic Chiu Chow
cooking. Its exquisitely prepared regional

dishes makes it exceedingly popular. Spe-

cialties: four-combination platter appetiz-

er, deep-fried crab and prawn balls, deep-

fried goose, and fried e-fu noodles.

Chiuchow Garden Restaurant. Second

floor, Hennessy Centre, Causeway Bay.

Phone: 5-773391. Part of the Maxim's

chain. Specialties are seafood dishes and a

delicious chicken-and-spinach soup.

In making reservations, allow at least one

day; more, if ordering special dishes.

Though Chinese restaurants do not as a

rule serve mixed alcoholic drinks, they

offer beer, rice wine, and assorted potent

Chinese spirits.

Most restaurants are open every day for

lunch (11:30-2:30) anddinner (^10). A
service charge is included in the bill, but

an additional small tip is appropriate and,

if the diner is American, expected.
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Chinese kids in Hong Kong enjoy the V\"e.ste77i lifc-stylc. uhik f/un ciucrs [overleaf) stick closer to passe mainland values.
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HVE-STAR
TREATMENT

THE TOP HOTELS
OFFER STYLISH COMFORTS AND

INCOMPARABLE SERVICE

Its
hotels are one of the glories ot Hong

Kong. Everything works in them; in-

deed, they may be the world's best-run.

Nonetheless, four stand out, and they

are described on the following pages.

Choosing the right one comes down to a

matter ot location and style. Kowloon is

full ot shops and restaurants; so is Central,

but it is also close to the business centers.

The Mandarin and Shangri-La are favor-

ites of businessmen; the Regent offers sleek

luxury; and the Peninsula, colonial echoes

that can make a stay feel like a vacation.

Each of the hotels has excellent restau-

rants that Hong Kong residents frequent

(see "Hotel Dining"). It you cannot get

into any ot the tour, don't fret. There is

one more that, with a recent renovation,

has gone from ver\- good to excellent: the

Hilton, in the Central district. Its elegant

new interior is one oi the handsomest in

the city, and its service compares tavorably

with that at our top tour.

The time to go to Hong Kong is the fall

and winter, when the mugginess is over

and the air crisp. (Even in February you

rarely need more than a light coat.) Most

concierge desks will supply abundant in-

The Regent Hotel has a joie de vivre that

formation about what to do with any free

time. The best source—the concierges use

it, toe~)— is the Hong Kong Tourist Associ-

ation, which also offers to-the-point walk-

ing Itineraries.

The prevailing impression at the Man-
darin IS of deep and imperturbable peace.

You drum on the soft leather of the recep-

tion desk, and the sound is like that of a

priest's fingers on a prie-dieu. The carpets

are thick, the footfalls of both guests and

attendants quite soundless. The sea-lanes

and the highways you see from the win-

dows of your room teem with traffic, and
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II hotels should radiate but precious few do. Girls don't walk but fly downstairs. (This dazzling staircase is of white Carrara marble.

)

yet it moves below as if in a silent film.

There is nothing overstated about the

hotel, which, though it is only twenty-

three years old, seems to have been one of

the colony's landmarks forever. No disco.

No conventioneers. Those who stay—tru-

ly the world's captains and kings, and the

very rich—are looked after with quiet dis-

cretion and perfect solicitude. There are

545 rooms ($170, for a studio, to $1,200,

for the Mandarin Suite), by today's stan-

dards a small hotel. Built of ferro-cement

in undistinguished sixties architecture, it

is not very pretty from the outside, yet it

nestles cozily on the harborfront.

Small, hut exquisite: the staff of 1,100

—a ratio of two to one when the hotel is

full, which is usual—seem able to perform

any task and at spectacularly unhurried

speed. I asked to have my shoes reheeled,

and they were hack, newly shined, within

two hours. 1 needed an exotic set of plugs

for my computer, and a small army of elec-

tricians fixed everything in five minutes.

Fresh flowers, huge baskets of tropical

fruits, extra towels, four daily newspapers,

a linen drugget by the bed—all this and

much more provided without my asking.

1 could find little that fell short of per-

fection, though it can take an age to get a

departing taxi if you haven't arranged for

the hotel Mercedes. The message-taking

—often a shortcoming in far foreign parts

—-was accurate to a fault. Women may
find the brassbound masculinity of the

Chinnery Bar a trifle intimidating, but

there is always the Harlequin Bar, with its

magnificent views of the harbor, or the

ice-cold Captain's Bar, with its tiny dance

floor and soft jazz after sunset.

And the poo! arid the health center!

They are Jrsigaed as Roman temples, all
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The Peninsula, opened in 1 928, has the discreet chann of a colonial survivor, arvi the attitude toward service is decidedly old-world.

pillars and warm marble floors, hut with

deep reclining chairs in leather. A genera-

tion of toilers for mighty hongs and great

taipans have come to these two upper

floors to have some of the tensions of the

colony smoothed and bathed out of

them.

If you stay at the Mandarin, no one will

advertise your presence. In consequence,

many with really important work to do in

South China come here, lending an am-

bience ot quiet power to a hotel that is

already an Oriental legend. And there is

no talk of ever changing the formula: old-

fashioned, mannered, precise, and exclu-

sive—that is what the Mandarin intends

to remain, whatever the future tor the noi-

sy old colony that scurries and bustles

beyond her protective windows. (5 Con-
naught Road Central; 5-2201 11.)

—Simon Wiricht's ^r

The Peninsula offers the discreet charm ot

a colonial survivor. Envisioned in 1919 as

an establishment to surpass anythmg ot its

kind in the Far East, the Pen tinallv

opened in 1928, its histon,' mirroring that

oi tough, glamorous Hoiig Kong. Built on

one ot the world's most expensive pieces oi

land, with only 210 rooms, it has survived

this city's commercial ruthlessness.

The hotel has been less tortunate at the

hands ot interior decorators, but under-

neath it all, the old girl has good bones.

Even the nondescript chairs in the vast

lobby can't detract from the graceful

cream-colored columns rising heavenward

to the gilded rococo ceihng. Beneath it,

on side balconies, a string quartet plays

from teatime right through the evening.

An over $17 million refurbishment of

rooms and restaurants, due to be com-

pleted this summer, should set things

right. The decor ot the enomious guest

rooms, with their twelve-foot ceilings, will

be one of comfortable refinement. More
than ever, royalty, stars, heads of state,

and loyal guests will reserve well in

advance fo." their favorite rooms.

An old-world attitude toward service

watts through the place. The room valets,

as thev are called here, are professionals.

These Chinese gentlemen unpack, draw

baths, polish shoes, or tidy up in courtly

fashion.

The guest-services booklet in each room
makes for compelling reading. One can

only wonder what would not be obtain-

able. Jogging gear, videocassette players,

sports facilities, and watch repair are

among the conveniences a phone call

away. Downstairs, many of Hong Kong's

finest boutiques are lodged in the Pen's

arcades, and if what you want can't be

found there, one of the hotel's Rolls-

Royces will take you where you want to go.

Whether you stay in one of the more mod-

est rooms (at $170 a night) or splurge on

the palatial Marco Polo suite ($1,200),

the grand old lady will provide you with

more comfort, amenities, and gcxid service

than you imagined possible. (Salisbury

Road, Kowloon; 3-666251.)
—Nancy Langstoi\

There is a resonance about the Regent, a

yeasty buoyancy and joie de vivre that all

hotels should radiate, but precious few do.
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An electric crackle permeates every facet

o( the uperation, effecting instant recov-

ery troin jet lajj and wowing even the most

jaded traveler.

Externally, the Regent is no architec-

tural marvel, hut the interior architec-

ture—the lobby is the work ot the Hong
Kong-horn josepli Chan— is something

else again. A relatively low ceiling and

rather subdued atmosphere abruptly give

way to an immense, siniring, light-tlcxxled

space backed by the constantly untolding

drama ot Victoria Harbour and Hong
Kong Island beyond, seen through a pic-

ture window to end all picture windows: a

Japanese-made glass curtain 260 teet long,

40 teet high, and halt an inch thick. A da:-

:ling white Carrara marble staircase

swoops gull-like in curving flight to meet

its rising inverse in a seamless join. The
Regency lobby is Hong Kong in micro-

cosm; Hong Kong m all its vibrancy, but

with its dissonances harmonized, its siz-

zling vulgarity made cool elegance.

The amenities and service (the latter

with no trace of servility) are unimpeach-

able. At the islanded reception desk, a

crack multilingual team of polished Brits

and urbane Chinese make something jade-

like of the gritty business of registration.

Upstairs, butlers materialize like genies,

instantly at the press of a button, flashing

convincing smiles, exuding convincing

solicitude. Send a microscopically flawed

garment out for cleaning, and a micro-

scopically meticulous valet service will call

your attention to the imperfection in a

personal, typewritten note.

The Regent's interiors were decorated

by Don Siembieda, an accomplished

printmaker whose works adorn many of

the 602 rooms and suites. Even the most

modest of these accommodations, the so-

called standard room, is superbly ap-

pointed and maintained. (Along with its

own medical service, health spa, bakery,

and such public accommodations as a

complete in-house secretarial pool and

business reference library, the hotel has its

own furniture shop, which eliminates all

evidence of wear and tear before damage

materializes.)

Should Siemhieda's name somehow be

lost to posterity, future art historians

might identify him as the Master of the

John. His marble-sheathed bathrooms

are, as Lord Byron remarked in another

context, "dressed to a sybarite's most pam-

pered wishes," with deep tubs, voluptu-

ously roomy shower stalls, spacious coun-

ters, felicitous lighting, and a spray of the

Singapore orchids, ubiquitous throughout

the Regent, that account for most of an

annual $2 million florist's tab.
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Not a bad little hotel, really. (Salisbury

Road, Tsimshatsm; 3-721-1211.)
—}ay Jcicohs

When you arrive at the Shangri-La from

Kai Tak airport, a front-office manager,

impeccably dressed in striped trousers and

morning coat, greets ymi and escorts you

to your room, where l'n)t chrysanthemum
tea awaits you, along with butter cookies

from the hotel's own bakery, a vase of or-

chids, and a gigantic basket of fresh trop-

ical fruits.

To stay in one of the Shangri-La's har-

bor-view rooms, such as ours, no. 1216,

with Hong Kong's rippling water traffic

outside, is to be encased in a soft, pale blue

and teakwood cocoon of comfort. Which-
ever of the hotel's 7 19 rcK)ms and suites you

find yourself in, it will offer a splendid view

of harbor or city. In the smart larger ac-

commodations, the beds are king-size, and

just about every need can be satisfied by

making use of an electronic bedside con-

sole. Two buttons draw or open gauzy day

curtains and opaque night draperies; oth-

ers control air conditioning, all of the

room's lights, butler and valet services, six

television channels, and a six-station ra-

dio. The closets are large and well de-

signed. Spacious marble bathrooms pro-

vide the expected toiletries as well as thick

terrycloth robes.

This luxury, which is given fullest ex-

pression in the Windsor Presidential

Suite, with its Queen Anne chairs and

Sheraton sidcK)ards, and the Normandy
Suite, reminiscent of an English club, will

cost you anywhere from $ 1 20 a day to

about $1,200 (for the Windsor). As a

guest, you'll have access to the hotel's ex-

cellent health-center facilities, which in-

clude a small pool. For those who travel on
business, as many visitors to Hong Kong
do, there is also the impressive Executive

Center, fully equipped with offices, secre-

taries, translators, and office machines.

The Shangri-La, like many other hotels

in the city, reflects the designing hand and

flamboyant taste ot Don Ashton. Its lob-

by, built in 1981 and recently refurbished,

is a broad expanse of marble and polished-

walnut panels into which are set two mas-

sive murals depicting the mythical Shan-

gri-La. Arches of white marble with gold-

leaf fluting add to its opulence, as do the

huge polished-brass planters and scarlet

carved-lacquer panels at the entrances to

the hotel's public rooms, one floor below.

This cavernous lobby—a favorite spot

for afternoon tea—swarms with white-

uniformed attendants who open doors for

you, hold elevators, carry parcels. You
need not even make the ten-minute walk

to the Star Ferry service, which connects

the two sides of Hong Kong's harbor, or

take what amounts to a sixty-cent taxi ride

there. Instead, a hotel shuttle is provid-

ed—Mercedes stretch, of course. (64

Mody Road, Tsimshatsui East; 3-721-

2111.)
—Eileen Yin-Fei Lo

At the exquisite Mandarin Hotel, the swimming pool is a temple of restorative tranquillity.
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HOTEL

DINING
EATING WELL-AND IN

THE GRAND STYLE

BYFREDFERRETTI

chefs at work in the kitchen uj the Regent Hotel

In
this city of 8,000 restaurants, virtual-

1" all good, some excellent, a tew truly

outstanding, many ot the finest are in

Hong Kong's hotels. Their names

—

Gaddi's and Man Wah, Plume and Eagle's

Nest, Lai-Ching-Heen and Margaux, La-

lique and Shang Palace, Pierrot and Tai

Pan—reflect the diverse culinary mix of

this exciting city, and in their dining

rooms can be found the tastes of French

and Italian cuisine—traditional and a la

minute—and Chinese cooking—haute

Cantonese and that descended lineally

from the Chinese court.

Dining luxuriously and well has been

possible in Hong Kong since Gaddi's

opened, in the Peninsula Hotel, more

than three decades ago, and the tradition

continues reassuringly. Swiss and German
chefs compete to work in Hong Kong's

hotels, which invest liberally in dining

rooms and kitchens and import any foods,

from anywhere, at any time. Chinese

chefs, classically trained in their own rep-

ertoires, refine these and become expert

pastry chefs as well.

These exquisite hotel dining rooms are

suitable, almost reverential backdrops tor

the food served. Several are aeries high

over Victoria Harbour, with its terries and

lighters, junks and sampans, freighters and

hydrofoils—a spectacle to be savored with

a choice Margaux and supremes de cailles a

la mousseline d'avocat. Others nestle in

back streets away from the harbor, their

distinction resting solely on what they

serve—food that is traditional and imagi-

native, Asian and nouvelle.

I admire the panels ot intricately carved

red lacquer in the Shangri-La Hotel's

Shang Palace, and my pleasure is en-

hanced by the crispness ot a tiny roast

suckling pig tor four, or the exquisite dou-

ble-boiled bird's nest in a sweet, hot coco-

nut soup. 1 sit in Pierrot, atop the Manda-
rin Hotel, happily viewing a print of Picas-

so's 1929 portrait of his son Paul as a circus

clown, and my mex^d is buoyed by the pan-

fried goose liver with mango in a sauce oi

fresh ginger that 1 am eating. 1 admire the

galler>- ot Lalique crystal in the Royal Gar-

den Hotel's Restaurant Lalique even

more when it is accompanied bv lobster,

braised sole, and scallops with their coral

in a basilic cream sauce. And in the

Eagle's Nest, a fine Cantonese restaurant

at the top of the Hongkong Hilton, with a

view ot the city, a place of comfort and

exhilarating food, the double-boiled win-

ter-melon soup with crab meat, roast

duck, crayfish, and yeh heung (the tiny yel-

low flowers the Chinese call "night fra-

grance") make the surrounding new high-

rise banks almost palatable.

There are fresh, new places such as the

glossy gray-and-beige Golden Unicom, in

the Hongkong Hotel, with Cantonese

food and Western tableside service, where

for op see, shredded duck, comes tossed

with slivers of melon, scallions, pickled

squash, jellyfish, ginger, shallots, crushed

fried peanuts, and sesame seeds, a presen-

tation that sings, "California cuisine."

And there is Hong Kong colonial tradi-

tion in Gaddi's. This restaurant, brilliant-

ly French, with a histor>- of fine Swiss

chefs, has been dazzling Asia for thirty-

four years. Its royal blue Tai Ping carpet,

its giant Christofle chandeliers that once

hung in Shanghai, and its seventeenth-

century lacquer screen from the Summer
Palace in Beijing provide an admirable set-

ting for Parma ham sliced off the bone,

bisque de homard au cassis, and roast chick-
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Dishes at the \\aiuLmn Hotel's restaurant: tifj\ fresh fruit with pomjret; sautecd shreiLled turtle ami eeL-ry unlh hamhot) shoots; bottom,

braised fresh crab claws with pi^am eggs; sauteed jresh prawns stuffed with shredded han\ and vegetables.

ens from Bresse with a rosemary sauce. Sit-

ting among prints by Laiitrec and Cassatt,

you love everything about this place.

Are there better grill rooms anywhere

than the green and copper Mandarin
Grill, in the Mandarin Hotel, or the Tai

Pan Grill, in the Hongkong Hotel.' 1

doubt it. The smoked salmon on their

boards is from Scotland, the carpaccio

from Venice, the turtle steaks from the

Cayman Islands. In the clubby Mandarin

Grill you can have your beef prime from

the United States, Angus from Scotland,

Kobe from Japan; your paillard of veal from

Holland; your lamb cutlets from Wales or

New Zealand; and the first grouse of the

season rushed from London.

Rather clubby, too, is Margaux, in the

Shangri-La Hotel, with walnut walls hung
with prints of long-ago races at Ascot. Its

superb wine list includes Margaux in every

vintage. A recent dinner there, cooked

with consummate care, included Balik

salmon with a mousse of fresh herbs, an

intense consomme with shreds of fresh

pigeon, a casserole of snails and forest

mushrooms, and Iamb roasted with shal-

lots and garlic. Marvelous! Another time,

try the duck breast from Rouen with a

sauce of black currants and Chinese tea.

Easily as impressive is Plume, in the

Regent Hotel, with two dramatically

lighted dining levels, all facing the kalei-

doscope of Victoria Harbour. Once seat-

ed, you are greeted with a Champagne-Mir
(Champagne with blackberry liqueur),

hot na'an bread from Plume's tandoori

oven, and a tiny tub of goose-liver pate

with green peppercorns. The food is clean

and elegant, presented with clarity and

directness. In a salad the tastes of crayfish

and Chinese yellow chives are perfectly

blended; a breast of duck is complemented
by a saffron-laced risotto. Another deli-

cious dish is juicy longans, melons cut into

tiny geometric shapes, and slices of fresh

water chestnut, all bathed in an icy puree

of sweetened water chestnuts.

just downstairs from Plume, in the

Regent, is Lai Ching Heen, clearly one of

the best Cantonese restaurants in Hong
Kong. Its preparations are traditional and

expertly done—roast suckling pig, bird's-

nest soup, chicken baked in sea salt, rice

steamed in lotus leaves—but its presenta-

tions are extraordinary. You will find your

table set with jade—a beautiful presenta-

tion plate, condiment dish, napkin ring,

and chopsticks rest, on which are propped

a silver spoon with jade handle and ivory

chopsticks banded in silver.

As beautiful a restaurant, though more

subdued, is Man Wah, on top of the Man-
darin Hotel, a small, princely place domi-

nated by a sixteenth-century screen of

black-and-gold lacquer from the Ming im-

perial court, set against walls padded in

deep blue silk. Many people consider it the

finest Cantonese restaurant in this Can-

tonese city. You may dine here on a soup of

shark's fin with crab coral, fresh tiger

shrimp steamed on a bed of lotus leaves,

pieces of meaty pork ribs cooked in a sauce

of rice vinegar and ginger, or chicken

roasted with cinnamon sticks and white

vinegar. Recently the Man Wah was se-

lected to re-create a three-day banquet as

it might have been served at the imperial

court. I was invited and felt myself to be, if

not quite an emperor, at least a palace re-

tainer—a feeling that tends to recur in the

dining rooms of Hong Kong. D

Fred Ferretti writes a column for Gourmet.
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PERFECT
PIG

THERE IS ONLY ONE PIECE THAT CHUNG WAH-PUI WANTS
FOR HIS SUPERB JADE COLLECTION

BYSIMON WINCHESTER
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PETER CHARLESWORTH

A
small pig, perhaps an inch long,

fashioned from the purest white,

nearly translucent jade and
manufactured in central China

during the Sung dynasty, would probably

make Mr. Chung Wah-Pui, one of Her

Majesty's loyal British subjects in Hong
Kong, the happiest man on earth.

Mr. Chung, who is a structural engineer

at a firm of local architects and glad to

admit that though not bom to wealth he is

now reasonably well-to-do, has been

searcning for such an animal for the last

decade. He says he must have inquired in

the dark back rooms of every antiques shop

between Kyoto and Kuala Lumpur; he has

offered his bid at every auction room from

Bombay to Boston; he has scoured the per-

sonal advertisements in every specialist

publication in every language from Span-

ish to Serbo-Croat. But so tar a blank.

No soothing white jade pig has come his

way, no exquisite porcine carving in

antique nephrite (which is what the best

white jade is) to caress during long eve-

nings in his collection room. The scores ot

thousands in folding money he has kept at

hand for the purchase remain untouched,

for the world of jade these days seems pecu-

liarly and frustratingly pigless. After ten

years, not a single beast has surfaced on the

market—at least, not one both suitable

and affordable. Mr. Chung, in cop'^e-

quence, is suffering acute symptoms ot

what he calls "a tearful disease."

An uncontrollable passion for jade is an

affliction, and, as Mr. Chung would be the

first to admit, he has a serious case. Nearlv

every night he comes home trom the office
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to his pretty seaside flat on the peninsula ot

Chung Hom Kok—a rocky spur on the

southern side of Hong Kong Island, best-

known for the British electronic spying

station at its very tip—and, after taking a

light dinner en famille, goes to sit with an

air ot solemn reverence on a hard, straight-

backed chair in his collection room. His

back is to the window, so he is not dis-

tracted by the view ot a sunset over the

South China Sea or by the junks bobbing

prettily on the waves. Nothing is permit-

ted to divert him trom his pleasure.

From dozens of silk-covered boxes, each

closed with twin hasps of ivtiry and lined

with black velvet, he removes his mena-

gerie of precious animals made o\ jade

found in north Chinese riverbeds and

Chim^t; Wah'Pm, one oj Hong Kong's

premier jLide collectors, joruiles a favorite.

quarries. He takes out the catlike creature,

who he believes was fashioned during the

emperor Yung-cheng's time, in the early

Ch'ing dynasty; he unveils a sleeping

horse, colored gray "with black fissures

and markings" and coiled around upon

itself, nose resting on haunches "in the

manner oi the T'ang dynasty"; on his

baize-covered table he places a pair of gray

jade heuses "not in combat but at play, sug-

gestive of the Sung dynasty or later."

There is a jade lapdog also from Sung

times, though its age makes it impossible

to divine who sat on the Heavenly Throne

as it was being carved. He arranges the

great green bullock, with a sleeping rider

astride its back, that some unknown work-

er carved, painstakingly and lovingly, dur-

ing middle Ch'ing times.

Animal after animal, some recogniz-

able, some mythic, some figurative; here a

chimera, there a rebus, here an ugly mon-
ster, there a lamb or a rabbit or another

animal of gentle aspect: some are fairly

large—the gray jade dog of the Sung

dynasty is ten centimeters long; others are

tiny, like the three-legged Ch'ing toad

"with two small russet areas reserved to

depict two pomegranates in the style of the

Suzhou workshops"— it is just tour centi-

meters long and weighs no more than a

couple of ounces.

It takes Mr. Chung half an hour to

remove all his choicest pieces from their

elegant silk cases. Then they are arranged

in rank upon rank on the blue baize,

beneath the soft glow of the study lamp.

Now he does what all passionate collectors

do: he picks up each piece and feels it grow
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In Mr. Chung's menagene of animals n\ade oj jade found m north Chinese riverbeds and quarries, there are mythical cats, a horse, dogs

(three of them appear above), lambs, toads, hidlocks, arid imaginary beasts of many aspects . . . but not a single pigi

warm in his hand; he caresses it, strokes its

flanks, explores its tiny crevices, smooths

its curves, runs his fingertips along its

sharper angles, traces the delicate cuts and

whorls and filigrees oi musculature or hair

or the facial expressions that the carver

engineered so many hundreds of years ago.

This he does with each piece for many
minutes, until he is satisfied that he re-

members every morsel of contour, every

molecule of subtlety.

He may take a delicate brush of camel

hair and remove the minuscule specks of

dust that have lodged in the carving ofone

of the more complicated animals; he may
gently buff the convex curves of one of the

smoother pieces with a pad of golden

lambswool. Or he may just line all his

beasts up, or otherwise arrange them in

myriad ways—by age, by species, by type,

by supposed maker, by the Chinese region

of their provenance, by the degree of per-

fection, by the order of his fondness for

them, by cost, by value (the latter two

categories being, in the world of jade, very

different), by color—pure white, butter

yellow, green, gray, or, choicest of all, the

color of mutton fat.

Then, after perhaps an hour and a halt,

he will gently repack every piece in its snug

velvet-and-silk lodging, put the boxes

away in the collection-room cupboard,

switch offthe lamp, and turn the key in the

lock. The animals will be there tomorrow

night and, with good fortune, tomorrow

and tomorrow.

It might be ungenerous to describe Mr.

Chung's deep feeling for his jade as an ail-

ment if the same sickness did not afflict

scores of otherwise reasonable beings

around the world. Over the centuries,

hosts of great and good men have become
enraptured with the stone. One of them
was the great Confucius.

"Wise men," he wrote, "have seen in

jade all the different virtues. It is soft,

smooth, and shining, like kindness. It is

hard, fine, and strong, like intelligence.

Its edges seem sharp but do not cut, like

justice. It hangs down to the ground, like

humility. When struck, it gives a clear,

ringing sound, like music. The stains in it.

which are not hidden and add to its beau-

ty, are like truthfulness. Its brightness is

like heaven, while its firm substance, bom
of the mountains and the waters, is like the

earth. The Classic of Poetry says, 'When I

think o{ a wise man, he seems like jade.'

That is why wise men love jade."

Chung Wah-Pui remembers very well

the first piece of jade he acquired. His

father, a carpenter, was a self-made man
and moderately well off when Wah-Pui
was growing up. After World War II, the

family moved to a house in Wanchai, an

area now jammed with strip clubs and mas-

sage parlors, but in those days a middle-

class village, close to the markets and stalls

that still sell all the marvelous oddities of

the Orient. The stall that the twelve-year-

old Wah-Pui liked to visit stood by the sea-

side, between the Luk Kwok Hotel and the

Wanchai police station. (Both still stand,

but the sea has been pushed a hundred

yards back by land reclamation.

)

"It was the New Year market in 1946.

You could get New Year sweets, and I

remember hot dogs, which had become
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ihe wa:;ii!ar atcer ihe war. There were all kinds

. f things tu \<u\'. Orit - ,11 specialized in

j. ciques. Yc'i.! roald j4^ : J Ming vase there

for two hum i red Hong Kong dollars in

those days— '!'.: nothing! I vividly re-

member p'ckiny up a piece of pure white

jade that had been carved in the shape of a

pear. I had no idea how old it was, whether

it was worth anything. But it had a won-

derful soft, friendly feeling about it. You

knew it was hard stone, but it felt almost

alive—the one quality of jade that all col-

lectors revere more than anything else. So

I bought it: five Hong Kong dollars—a few

cents. I put it in my pocket and I kept it for

years, transferring it from suit to suit. 1

loved it. And then I went off to London to

study and gradually—though it grieves me
to confess it— I forgot about it. 1 forgot all

about jade in general and that particular

piece. Goodness knows where it went."

It was another twenty years before that

uncanny feeling that a carved stone can

seem to be a living, breathing thing came

back. Mr. Chung was by this time working

near London, living with his beautiful

Hokkienese wife, FongYu, in a suburb. He
had by now acquired the credentials that

will enable him and his family to leave

Hong Kong before or after 1997, "should

the balloon go up," though at the moment
he says he feels "moderately optimistic"

about the colony's impending fate.

"One of the engineers in the company,

a Scotsman named McGuire, came up to

me one day and said, 'Mr. Chung, you're

Chinese, what do you know about jade?'

Anci he tossed down a pair of white jade

figures, animals of some kind, and we be-

gan to discuss them in engineering terms.

How hard the stone was. How tricky they

must have been to carve. How long it must

have taken—they don't cut with knives,

you know. It's all done with Carborundum
paste, or a river sand that they say is made
up o( a mixture oi quart: and almandine,

garnets and corundum. They polish for

weeks on end. It can take a man a year to

carve the tiniest figure. I got to know all

about this just looking at McGuire's two

pieces, and reading about how they were

made. He could see I was fascinated, but

he didn't want to sell them. They were

worth a hundred pounds apiece—every

penny I had. I wanted the pieces so ver>'

badly. And that, I suppose, is when it real-

ly started."

Then, back in Hong Kong, Mr. Chung
met the legendary- jade masterJames NX att,

who came from New York on buying expe-

ditions or to lecture, and who advised him
that all jades, even inexpensive pieces,

have the remarkable capacity to give real

sensual pleasure to their owners.

f)2

Above: The great green jade bullock with a

sleeping rider astride its back, made in

Ch'ing times. Below. Sleeping horse, "in the

manner of the T'ang dynasty.
"

"I began to buy, month after month. I

would scour the shops, all over the East. I

collected old pieces, discs, fish, pendants,

medallions, tablets. I found tiger pendants

of the late Shang times—sixteen hundred

years B.C. There were neolithic pieces,

thousands of years older than that. And
the jade still glow^ed and lived and felt

warm and soft. I adored it. It cost the

earth, but I was doing reasonably well and I

could just about afford the indulgence. I

was perfectly happy, collecting."

A salutary- disaster ensued. In the mid-

1970s he encountered one of the most

knowledgeable Eastern jade scholars, Ip

Yee, who lot^ked carefully at the small but

growing collection and, in a memorably

dark moment that taught Mr. Chung what

a high-risk occupation jade collecting can

be, pronounced very nearly all of it fake.

"It is so difficult to tell, with jade being so

very durable, just what is old and what is

new. It takes years of experience, months
and months of handling and feeling and

inspecting the pieces, before you can have

any sense of certainty about what you

have. The meeting with Dr. Ip was ver\'

chastening. It taught me to be careful. It

taught me to get it right."

.At this point, a Shanghai art dealer

named S. H. Chan kindled his interest in

very old jade, the archaic jade made before

the Han dynasrv^ began, around 206 B.C.

He scrapped his old collection, selling

most of the suspect pieces—for what they

were wonh, he insists, and no more—and
began the long, painful quest for truly old

pieces, mostly in the form of animals. He
learned—from books, from the great mu-
seum collections in Taiwan, New York,

and London, and from Dr. Ip and his disci-

ples—some of the deep subtleties of jade.

He learned how to distinguish the delicate

carving of old China from the cruder,

more mechanical cutting of today. He
learned the mysteries of jade's patina, the

degree of polish and flawless convexity

that no modem car\'er would be patient

enough even to tr\- to achieve. He studied

for years before he was ready to risk his sav-

ings once again.

"I decided against large pieces, vases

and bowls and statuar\-. I wanted small,

rounded pieces that had a lot of detail and

yet could tit into the palm of my hand.

Animals were ven,- popular throughout the

Ming and Ch'ing dynasties and before, so 1

settled for them. 1 also collect a few brace-

lets and amulets and combs, but animals

are my favorite. No live animals in the

house. My only pets are jades!"

Now it is acknowledged that Mr.

Chung's jades—the new collection that

has emerged in the last twelve years—are

exquisite. Alice Yuan Piccus, the Hong
Kong representative of Christie's and a

recognized expert, calls it "a small but per-

fectly charming collection, where every

single piece is a classic of its kind." A dis-

tinguished Scots lauTer, who prefers to he

nameless, like many other Hong Kong
jade collectors, says that Chung Wah-
Pui's animals and archaic jades "are, each

and ever\' one, a joy to behold."

When the Min Chiu Society, a group of

Hong Kong collectors dedicated to the

idea oi promoting a better understanding

of Chinese art and culture, arranged a

1984 display of the finest jades in Hong
Kong at the Museum ot Art there, no tewer

than thirty-five of the total of three hun-

dred jade objects on display were the prop-

erty of Mr. W. P. Chung. "If the man can

collect so well that in less than twenty

years he contributes more than 10 percent

of the best exhibition that Hong Kong can

put on, then he's certainly got a rare skill

and a rare degree of foresight," remarked

one of the Mm Chiu elders. "There are

collectors who ha\e more pieces. There

are richer men, too. But his choices have

been, in virtually all cases, just spot-on."

Back in 1982, when they were last val-
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Mr. Chung uit/i one of his best supphers. "]ade isn't something yoii leave on a sh,

uith it. Knouing that other men have had the same intimacy hundreds of yeai •

^iie to feel it, to develop an intimate Tl

^.\.es you a sense ?* :".r™..u^ uith them II

ued, some of his smaller pieces were worth

S700 each. His gray T'ang horse was worth

much more, at least SI 2,000, and its value

now is double that. Today his collection is

worth well over S 100,000. He reckons

that some of the smaller pieces could fetch

at least S 1 , 200 at an auction scheduled tor

mid-Januar\' in Hong Kong. But he is not

insured. "\X1iat tor.' Mere cash could nev-

er replace what 1 have collected. You can't

really translate the idea ot jade into some-

thing so basic as money."

Mr. Chung is an amusing man with a

wTy sense oi wonderment about whv he-

—

why anyone—collects at all. He has read

with some misgivings about the fascinat-

ing psychology of those whose joy is to

build a collection of whatever—butter-

flies, postage stamps, jade animals.

"1 collect jade because I love it. 1 am
convinced there is in my case no other rea-

son. It is not money. 1 find real, profound

joy in getting to know each piece in great

detail—the style of the animal, the precise

type of jade it is made from, the nature ot

the carving and polishing, the depth of the

patina, all the tiny subtleties about a piece

oi jade that can give you the clues as to

when and where it was made.
"

He holds up a chunk of uncut, transpar-

ent jade, weathered and pitted by years on
a riverbed. He bought it in L'rumchi, in

northwest China, two years ago. "1 just

love to imagine one of the old court care-

ers, under Shun-Chih, mavbe, or Kang-

Hsi, looking at this piece, perhaps tor

weeks and months, and then deciding. "Ill

make a pig!' And he cuts it roughlv. and

then he cuts and caries and polishes, and

it takes a vear. ten hours a day, with water

and powder and bamboo sticks and brushes

and hies, and then it is honed and polished

and carved again and polished again. And
hnallv there it is. a pig. a lovely little pig.

friendlv. warm, translucent, soft but not

soft, to be held and played with tor

hundreds of years. If he car\ed it during

Shun-Chih's time, it would mean that for

over three centuries people have been

handling and fondling it. Jade isn't some-

thing you leave on a shelf. You ha\e lofeel

it. You have to develop an intimate rela-

tionship with It. And to know that other

men have had just the same intimacy,

hundreds ofvears before you. with the very

piece you hold in your hand—well, it gives

you a sense of intimate connection with

them, too."

It is perhaps hardlv surprising that the

animal that Chung \^'ah-Pui imagines his

old can.er to have made is a pig—the vers-

pig tor which he has been searching shops

and galleries around the world. The reason

for his singular obsession is simple enough,

in a peculiarly Chinese wav. He was bom
in Hong Kong in 1935, the Year of the Pig.

To find the perfect white jade pig. then,

would be to add a s\Tnmetr\" to his collec-

tion transcending mere beauty or worth or

tame. "And as I collect these animals to

bring me happiness." he savs, "to achieve

this most subtle oi harmonies bv finding

the perfect pig—strange as it may sound to

the Western mind—would bring me the

greatest happiness of all." Z

Simon Winchester, a ue/l-knoun b':;.^ '.,. :•.--

naiist, is uor/dng on a book about S/umg/un.
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UNTDOWN
AT

HARRODS
HOWTHEWORLD'SLARGESTDEPARTMENT STORE

GIRDS FOR ITSNEW YEAR'S SALE

BY ISRAEL SHENKER
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID GAMBLE

The Harrods sale, high point of Lon-

don's shopping season, is a battle

royal. When all eleven doors open,

on January 7 at 0900 hours—hlisskrieg!

Climax of preparations comes on D-day-

minus-one, when the managing director,

like a commander-in-chiet with staff in

tow, tours the battlements—five floors, a

hundred selling rooms, 230 departments, a

hundred million dollars' worth of stock.

InNovemberof last year, supremo Frank

Drewitt retired, a veteran oftwo years, and

the standard passed to Tony Clark. In

honor of this changing of the guard and to

provide the new commander with intelli-

gence on the order of battle. Connoisseur

offers the following reconnaissance report

of what it was like the last time around.

•

1430 hours. "Okay," says Drewitt, putting

down his glass and stepping forth smartly,

"we've got a few acres to cover."

"We can butcher in the French style,

the American style, the British style,"

announces the food manager, with just the

right smidgen of bloodthirstiness. There
are 500 different cheeses. Brie is one-third

off. The buyer invites Drewitt to sample

snail caviar. Our com-

mander beats a polite, if

hasty, retreat, and we
are at his heels.

"How many smells

have you got in the

store?" Drewitt asks Ra-

chel Andrews, cosmet-

ics and perfumery. "Al-

Zero hour approaches (below) ;

Tony Clark (jar nghl) and sqiuul

Israel Shenker lives in the

U. K. and is a former New-

York Times reporter.

-,''y^"

most four hundred, " she answers. Between

cosmetics and the display hall is a mirrored

passage. "That hole cost four hundred

thousand pounds," Drewitt notes.

"I hope it rains tomorrow," says Lucy

Cunliffe, the umbrella buyer. Magnani-

mously, Drewitt takes this in stride and

asks the fashion-fabric buyer what his most

expensive fabric is. A silk, at £595 a meter;

that's about $900 a yard.

"Good afternoon, Mr. Drewitt," says

the toys buyer. "Good afternoon, Mr.

Drewitt," says her teddy bear. With five-

second delay, this Taiwan bear plays back

whatever it hears. The advance grinds to a

halt: each lieutenant wants his turn.

George Kendall is the Harrods security

chief. His target for the first four days is

fifty-eight shoplifters. The necktie buyer

—wearing the drabbest tie in the house,

with 25,000 brighter ties to sell—hopes to

collar thousands.

Some deputies know their targets by

heart. One has inscribed them in ink on

her wrist. Another clutches a paper satu-

rated with figures. "Put them under your

pillow tonight," Drewitt commands.

Drewitt wishes each officer a good sale,

shakes hands right and

left. One buyer, mired

in sticky tape, cannot

separate her hands in

time to offer either one

tor shaking.

1700 hours. Count-

down begins. The store

has been cleared of cus-

tomers. Staff are shift-

ing stock, lowering

prices, dreaming of vic-

tory on the morrow. D





E NORMAN
UONOUESTS

HEIUiUmiOllSVOinEHASCAI'TIVATEDTHEWnhU)

..1

UY MATTHEW (iUhEWITSCH
PHOTOfiHAPHS IW KinHAlU) COKMAN

When Jessye Norman visits Salzburg, a not unusual

event sinc.^ she is a great favorite at the music festival

there, it often happens that she orders a taxi and a car

arrives emblazoned with her photograph. Philips,

her recording label, has hired the doors as what the firm likes to

call "movable billboards." "It's always so embarrassing when I

happen to be m a cab with my picture on it," Norman says mer-

rily, conversing in her dressing room after a rehearsal for a per-

formance of Gustav Mahler's stupendous Eighth Symphony. Is

she kidding.' By chance, a cab waiting in the courtyard o{ the

Festspielhaus belongs to the fleet that carries the Norman image.

And sure enough, when she issues from the stage door, she climbs

in with no trace of discomfiture—except at the manners of a fan

who pt)unces from the shadows snapping a shutter.

"iMan muss zuerst fra^enl" she scolds, in ready Cjerman. "You

have to ask first!" The fan murmurs an apology, mumbles for per-

mission, gets a parting shot, and withdraws. The guards open the

gates, and Norman's car rolls into the jammed labyrinth of Salz-

burg's narrow streets, her serene, uptilted profile framed in the

window above the publicity portrait.

About her, there is the aura of a woman who knows where she

comes from and where she is going. At fi)rty, Jessye Norman has

the musical world at her feet. She deserves her place at the top.

Here is the assessment of Patrick j. Smith in the brand-new New
Grove Dictionary of AiTierican Music: "Norman's commanding sta-

ture and stage presence have made her a major operatic personal-

ity, but her special distinctit)n lies in her ability to project drama
through her voice as well as histrionically. . . . Her opulent and

dark-hued soprano is not always under perfect control, and at

times sounds smaller than her frame would attest, but at its finest

it reveals uncommon refinement of nuance and dynamic vari-

ety. " As her audiences know, the amazing thing is how frequently

and reliably Norman is at her finest.

She has made some unlikely converts, among them Robert

Wilson, the visionary theater artist who dreamed up Einstein on

the Beach and other landmarks of the contemporary sensibility.

He still recalls the first time he saw her, at a concert in

Paris: "When she walked onstage, 1 knew immediate-

Sketches, this page ami followmf^, are from Great Day
in the Morning, designed for Nornuin by Robert Wil-

son: "I always made her very small.
"
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ly that this was something special. And I immediately thought I

wt)uld like to work with her. It was her carriage, the beautiful

bones of her face, the way she sat. First of all, the long, slow walk

out onstage, and the way she sat and the way she stood."

Wilson met Norman after the concert and some time later got

to work on a series of stage images for her: a forest of outsize trees, a

bedrt)om with an outsize bed, and a view out an outsize window to

an outsize moon ("I always made her very small," he says). In

these settings, he thought, she might sing what she pleased.

Haydn, he suggested, or Mozart, or Wagner. It didn't matter. "I

know," Norman replied. "I'd like to sing Negro spirituals." The
result. Great Day in the Morning, played in Paris to tremendous

acclaim in 1982. Last year, Norman and Wilson teamed up again,

this time in Stuttgart fi>r Gluck's highly formal opera Alceste,

based on the Greek myth.
"1 really don't know about opera," Wilson confesses. "I've

always hated opera. It isn't easy with Jessye either. I mean, it's

easier. The thing about working with her is that she knows what

she wants. She has natural instincts, but they're correct and right.

I've seen her in shows by other directors, and she can be pushed in

the wrong direction. But she knows what's right.

"In Noh theater, they believe the gods are under the floor. The
contact with the fitnir is essential. With Jessye, the feet are firmly

planted. And firmly rooted. The sound a singer makes isn't in the

throat or whatever. The whole body makes the sound. With Jes-

sye, it's from the toes to the tips of her hair. It's her ears, her

elbows. The sound comes from the feet up. Because the feet are on

the floor."

If Wilson's words suggest a static, marmoreal stage presence,

that would be only part of the truth. In a climactic scene like that

of Dido's suicide in Hector Berlioz's Les Tro^^ens, she can summon
up the fury and elemental abandon of a Kabuki tiger.

Many people, even musicians, never know except by hearsay

that music can strike to the core of one's being. Nt:)rman found

that out almost as long ago as she can remember. She has never

forgotten the first time she encountered, at age ten, the singing of

Marian Anderson, on a 78 of the A/to Rhapsody, of

Johannes Brahms. "I heard her voice and I listened,

thinking, 'But this can't just be a voice! A voice

doesn't sound tfiis rich and beautiful.' It was quite a

revelation. And 1 wept, not knowing anything about

what it meant. I just thought, 'It must be terribly
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important, this music' " With appalled fascination, Norman
read the pioneering black contralto's autobiography. She read the

dignified accounts of the indignities visited on a black artist in the

segregated America ofthe thirties and forties. She demanded that

her mother tell her whether such things could he true.

The answer must have taught her, earlier than most, to think

hard about her own place on the world's great stage, and the habit

has not left her. She does not read reviews and so did not hear

until almost two years after the fact of the column by New York

magazine's music critic, Peter G. Davis, in which he

compared Norman's first Met appearance in Richard

Strauss's Ariadne auf Naxos and Leontyne Price's

farewell performance, as Aida, in the same house.

Davis praised Norman's volatility and passion at the

expense of Price, who, in Davis's view, had been in-

hibited and turned into a symbol by her status as the world's first

black superstar in opera, and whose artistic promise, he con-

cluded, "was never fully realized."

"What!" Norman demands. "What had he been waiting for.'

To open the new Met, as Price did, with new music no one has

ever sung before! To sing Trovatore as nt) one has ever done before

or will ever sing again! I just think people take incredible liberties

saying what they think we ought and oughtn't to be doing.

"You see," she says, pressing on, "it would be completely

•1 impossible for me to have any kind of career if it

hadn't been for people like Leontyne Price and Mar-

ian Anderson. Because, you see, of their strength of

character." She recalls how the Daughters of the

American Revolution barred Anderson from the cap-

ital's Constitution Hall. She recounts how a hotel
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Hou' dare these clowns mess with my
herome of Ariadne auf N

reiuscd to press Andei.S> ; ;
;

dress before a r;>ricer' '-'^

permitte 1 her <> p'

herselfonly ifs!:' -vera .jut-

,side to do it i' dark alley.

"I'm not sure '
• uid nave

had the strc!:, . a iA charac-

ter to so th? uigh with that.

And to think ot the poise,

the beautiful singing she

did in spite of it. So I can't

sit still for people who
would like to say that sing-

ers who have gone before

those of us who are coming

now, black American sing-

ers, have not expanded or

whatever as they should

have done. They've done

more than anybody ever

imagined. And those of us

who have any sense are

very grateful." She sits back, her features again composed in

august serenity. "And very proud."

In 1961, at sixteen, Jessye Norman—agirl whose total musical

experience up to that point had been singing at the dedication of

every new recreation center, supermarket, and church annex in

her native Augusta, Georgia—entered the Marian Anderson
Music Scholarship Competition, in Philadelphia. "Miss Ander-

son's sister was running the competition at that time," Norman
reports. "Miss Anderson herself was not there. Of course I didn't

win a prize at all. I had no repertoire and had never studied sing-

ing, really. But they couldn't have been more encouraging, and
told me to come hack after I had studied."

The judges at the competition were not the only ones to

recognize Norman's untrained talent. On the way back

home, the young singer and her chaperone stopped off to

visit relatives in Washington, where Norman also sang

an audition for Carolyn Grant, the head of the voice department

of Howard University. She was promptly offered a full-tuition

scholarship to come and study music—even though she was still

too young to accept it. "There are tiny miracles that happen in

life," Norman says with gratitude. (She has since endowed a

scholarship at Hc^iward in her teacher's name, though she prefers

not to talk about that. It might sound like bragging.) "Singing

isn't like playing the violin. We don't start having lessons at age

three. The very best thing that could happen to a voice, if it shows

any promise at all, is when it is very young to leave it alone, and to

let it develop quite naturally, and to let the person go on ft)r as

long as possible with the sheer joy of singing—rather than being

concerned with what comes later; the necessary concern over

vocal technique. When I started voice lessons, 1 remember Miss

Grant saying she hoped I would always enjoy the process as much
as I already did, but that I would have the patience to learn exact-

ly what makes singing possible, the purely physical aspect."

In tour years at Howard, Norman learned her lessons well.

After graduating, in 1967, she continued her studies first at Pea-

body Conservatory, in Baltimore, and then at the

University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor. Under the

terms of her fellowship, she also had to teach voice

to students in other musical specialties. "I've always

said that I don't think I ruined any world-class

voices," she remarks cheerfully. Theri, in 1968, the

tragedy! Ajidminant Nonrum cis the

axos, at Covei\t Garden.

voung singer took first prize

in the female vocal divi-

sion at the International

Music Competition of the

German Broadcasting Cor-

poration, in Munich, and

there was no more time to

teach. Maestros like Colin

Davis, Claudio Abbado,
Riccardo Muti, and Rudolf

Kempe were keeping her

too busy.

After a debut in 1969,

Norman sang four seasons

with the Deutsche Oper, in

Berlin. "It's like walking

through a mine field when
you're a very young singer

with an important contract

at an important opera

house in Europe," Norman
observes. "They've got this

whole long list of eighty operas, and you're meant to fill a need.

There's no other reason for them to have you there. They haven't

just taken you in out of the goodness oi their hearts. You're there

to work. And it's very difficult not simply to accept everything

that's proposed to you, even the heavy dramatic roles in things

like Parsifal or La Gioconda or any of the Leonoras—all of these

things that were of course much needed.

"But I don't think the dramatic soprano voice is invented. I

think it develops. I went to the opera all the time and heard so

many different singers. And I started to notice things. There were

so many singers who were not very old chronologically, but their

voices didn't sound very young." Norman was not one to ignore

such warnings. "I just decided," she continues, soon edging into a

tense singsong that mimics her anxiety at the time, "not from

anything except my own mind, 'I'm sure it must be exciting to

sing Trovatore when you're twenty-five . . . but you probably

oughtn't to do it.'
" With an excellent new contract in hand but

afraid of caving in to the pressures, she resigned. "People said,

'What courage.' It had nothing to do with courage. It had to do

with survival."

Five years were to pass before Norman sang opera onstage

again. In the meanwhile she spent time in Paris and then settled

in London, where, perhaps quite unself-consciously, she picked

up the classy Mayfair accent that still comes and goes. (She may
say "straightaway" for "right away" and "mean" for "stingy," and

call the famous concert series at the Royal Albert Hall "The

Prumms," but she sounds not a whit less cultivated when she falls

back into plain American.) Her career flourished in recording

studios and concert halls, principally in Europe; and in due course

she returned to staged opera.

On September 26, 1983, the opening night of the company's

centennial season, she made her debut with the Metropolitan

Opera, as the prophetess Cassandra in Les Troyens. Her incandes-

cent performance took America by storm—not altogether unex-

pectedly. Moving into this phase of her career, she had retained

Herbert H. Breslin, Inc., which masterminded (and still man-

ages) the Pavarotti phenomenon, to handle her

publicity. Even though the promoters got her on

the "Today" show and into Life, which is the sort of

thing they want most to do, Norman took stock and

took charge. She broke with Breslin, explaining

simply that being marketed "just doesn't suit me."
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Witluiur the winds ot

hype to tan the

tlcimes, Jessye Nt)r-

ni a n exerts—
through talent, artistry, generos-

ity, beauty, poise, and glamour

—

a piwer over audiences that is

wondrous to witness, and no-

where more so than in Salzburg.

From the moment she takes the

stage, she simply basks in glory.

She has her tans, ot course, as

what opera star has not.': the

delivery bt>y for the Paris tele-

graph office whose adulation in-

spired the tilm Diva'.; the electri-

cian who drove trom Cleveland

in the dead ot winter tor her

Ariadne auf Naxos at the Metro-

politan Opera, waited at the

stage door two hours atter the

tinal curtain to pay his respects,

and turned around and drove

back to Cleveland; the choristers

ot the American Boy Choir, who
last tall recorded with her an

album of Christmas songs, due

next December, and then lined

up, all forty of them, to get her

autograph. The Sahburg crowd,

though, does not make a habit ot

getting carried away.

Drawn in the maiii from Ger-

many's industrialist elite, these

are people who come to Mozart's

birthplace to take culture as at a spa they would take the waters.

They dress up; they sit straight in their seats, don't cough, applaud

when they are supposed to and not when they are not supposed to.

At the end of a recital, they stay put for an encore, at most two,

and then decamp en masse. But after Norman's all-Strauss pro-

gram before a sellout audience in the festival's largest hall, they

cheered for fifty-five minutes.

When a recital threatened to draw on longer than she wished,

the great soprano Elisabeth Schwarzkopf used to beam a gracious

smile and close the piano. Norman would not consider that an

option. "You have to be able to pull off that sort of thing. I'm not

sure that I'm quite . . . We still had people, and we thought,

We'll sing something, you know? I'll sing as long as I can stand."

In Salzburg, she regaled her listeners with six encores.

Underlying Norman's triumphs is an instrument unmatched in

its combined sumptuousness, range, force, and expressivity. Al-

though she usually bills herself as a soprano, her repertoire fans

out equally over the soprano, mezzo soprano, and true contralto

literature. Her working range runs from high C-sharp (silky or

piercing, as the phrase requires) down through a voluptuous mid-

dle range to rich, resonant low A's and G's (t)ne critic has called

them "deep ruby-red"). As Death in Schubert's song "Der Tod
und das Madchen" (Death and the Maiden), she even delves to a

low D that seems to enfold the maiden in dark, mys-

tic consolation. In her voice, conductors hear many
voices. In the last six months alone, she has sung

the soprano part in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
for Sir Georg Solti (recorded by London Records)

and Mahler orchestral songs in the central mezzo

Norman listens. Anadne, prepared jor death but destined fm
love, hears the voice of Bacchus as a mystic summons.

range with C Maudio Abbado. Had
a recording project ot Leonard

Bernstein's not fallen tht-)ugh,

Norman would have sung tor him
the contralto part in Verdi's Re-

e|uiein.

"I guess 1 place myself all over

the place," she says with her me-

lodious laugh. "And it doesn't

worry me that some conductors

with whom I've worked prefer to

use mc singing in the lower parts

or the upper registers or what-

ever. It all depends, really, rather

on what they have in their own
heads as a sound. For some con-

ductors, the soprano is a very bril-

liant, bright-sounding voice, and

if they hear a person who's sing-

ing B-tlats and C's, but the voice

is naturally a bit darker, they

think of that voice as being a low

voice, which is kind of their

problem, really. But I don't allow

myself to be cast in a particular

repertoire—or only in a particular

repertoire—because I like to sing

what I'm able to sing. I like the

voice to do what it can, rather

S than only what seems most com-

I fortable. I don't pretend that I

i can sing everything because I can

sing high notes and low notes."

Nor are those notes, glorious as

they are, an end in themselves.

Norman has found (ram time to time that a well-vocalized early

performance of a new piece, though not lacking "a certain cred-

it," leaves her unsatisfied. She is not content, she says, "until the

music becomes a part of me." For Mahler's oceanic song cycle Das

Lied von der Erde, it took several years. Nevertheless, from the

earliest entries in her long and distinguished discography (see

box), she has consistently displayed an astonishing immediacy

and interpretive finesse—qualities that have only deepened with

time. As the Egyptian queen in the twenty-five-minute concert

piece Cleopdtre, of Berlioz, she sustains a tragic grandeur through

a jagged succession of episodes beginning in shame and rage,

thence moving through lyric remembrance and doom-struck

incantation to frenzied self-reproach and, after the snakebite, one

dying flicker ot renascent pride. The composer's tires set every

facet of Norman's temperament flashing—all but her hum(.)r.

Probably it is Jacques Offenbach who catches that one best. As

the mythtilogical heroine of his operetta La Belle Helene, por-

trayed in the piece as a self-mocking flirt who can't help herself

("C'estlafatalite!"), Normansimply purrs with witty high spirits.

Small wonder she causes a little v/ar.

Whenever she sings, she knows what the words meaii, every

word. Apart from two short Ravel songs in Hebrew and some parts

in Latin, Norman sings in English, German, French, and Italian,

all languages she speaks. She is making a slow

approach to Russian. "You see," she says, "I have a

particular affliction. I am unable to say a word I

can't spell. I can't just remember a sound. I can't

learn a text pidgin fashion, because if I do, I can't

ever vary the emphasis in any way, because I don't
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KSYE'S lEWELS: HEh liEST HECOhDIMW
icssye Nonn.iP Jisc; giaphy runs to some hve dozen titles. Here

are some i-i the best.

Berlioz. Ni/ . ompc'-er seems to call on more of Norman's

countless niuods. Her Lcs I^uits d'£te, coupled with Ravel's Shehe-

razade (Philips), is splendid. HevCleopdtre (on Deutsche Gram-

mophon); on an alhum with Kiri Te Kanawa's performance of

Nuitsd'Ste. is a stunner, as is her Cassandra, which may he seen as

well as heard in the complete videotape of the Met's production ot

Les Troyens (Paramount Home Video).

Mahler. Norman's affinity for the composer's ironies and ripe

Romanticism makes her recordings of Des Knahen Wimderhonx

and Deis Lied voii der Erdc especially treasurahle (both on Philips).

With the Vienna Philharmonic, she brings the right eloquence to

the brief but crucial alto solos of his Second and Third sympho-

nies (the Second, under Lorin Maazel on CBS Mastenvorks; the

Third, under Claudio Abbado on Deutsche Grammophon).
Songs. Norman's dedication to the form has resulted in splen-

did albums of Brahms (two discs on Deutsche Grammophon, one

on Philips, all recommended) and, even more exciting, Schubert

(Philips). Twice she has participated, gorgeously, as one soloist

among several in reco.dings devoted to the songs ot Ravel. On

both, she sings the tinglingly sensuous Chansons Madecasses.

(One, a selection of five cycles, is on CBS Masterworks; the oth-

er, the complete Ravel songs, is on Angel-EMl.) Her album o{

spirituals (Philips) rings with a beautiful openness.

Songs with orchestra. Norman's voluptuous performances of

Chausson material, including Poeme de I'Amour etdela Mer (Era-

to), are worth seeking out. No less remarkable are her readings,

all on Philips, ot Strauss's autumnal Four Last Songs; Wagner's

Wesei\donck Songs and the "Liebestcxi" from Tnstan und Isolde;

and the part of Tove in Schoenberg's GurreUeder.

Opera. Except for her excellent Countess in Mozart's Le Nozze

di Figaro (her earliest major recording; Philips) and Sieglinde, in

Die Walkiire (Eurodisc), Norman's operatic recordings take her

into out-of-the-way repertory. Her liveliness and commitment
make each piece an adventure. Top of the line: Haydn's Armida

(Philips), Cluck's Alceste (Orteo), and Oftenbach's Ui Belle He-

line (Angel-EMI), in each ot which she sings the title role.

Note: The recording companies are adding and deleting titles

on LP, cassette, and compact disc so fast, it is impossible to stay up

to date with the catalogue. Most of the albums listed here are

available, or will be shortlv, in all three tormats.

know where 1 am—where the verbs are, where the nouns are, and

why the sentence sounds like this."

In preparing her material, Norman relies not only on words but

also on pictures. Ask her about Schubert's song "Der Zwerg" (The

Dwarf), an enigmatic Gothic horror story in miniature, and she

visualizes the scene on shipboard precisely. Mention Strauss's

"Schlechtes Wetter" (Bad Weather), and Norman will describe

the song's two characters, a mother and a daughter, down to the

knot in a scarf. "I feel you have to see a picture. I'm not sure other

singers work this way. I'm not sure this happens when I'm singing

on the stage, but I need it as a reference in my own mind when I'm

thinking about the song."

Jtssye
Norman is not one ot our era's divas tor a fashion plate a

la the willowy Kiri Te Kanawa or the svelte Kathleen Battle.

Nor, despite what New Ymk magazine has called her "formid-

able physical presence," does she impress as one oi those Vic-

torian matrons in tiaras, like Margaret Dumont, their bosoms

aglitter like spangled Gibraltars. By now her sure theatricality and
sense of pomp seem all but instinctual. Shortly, the audiences at

the Met will have the chance to judge again tor themselves, as

Norman appears after a season's absence in two new roles: as Elis-

abeth in Wagner's Tannhauser (this month), which she has not

sung here before, and as Madame Lidoine, in Poulenc's Diahgiies

oj the Carmelites (March and April), which she has never sung

anywhere before. Many admirers wish she would do opera more
often, but she does not like to tie up the required blocks ot time.

"It I do three opera productions a year," she points out, "that's

five months out ot my calendar. And I love doing recitals, you

know. It's probably the most demanding thing I do, and perhaps

that's why I'm tool enough to keep doing it. But I find I enjoy

opera productions a great deal. 1 love it. When you've got a fan-

tastic team of people together, there's hardly anything better. I

can't think what could be better.

"But very often, I'm afraid that we go wrong. We
don't plan enough, we don't have enough rehearsal

time, and then opera can be less enjoyable. So rath-

er than sing a lot of opera performances all over the

place, I would prefer to do productions that ha\'e me i^^-^

in mind and that would suit me, and music that suits me. Because

there are so many opera singers that it's crazy to sing ever>'thing

that's offered. One should do things that suit."

By which she does not mean settling into a comfortable, pre-

dictable groove. Apart from her work with Wilson, there are such

adventures in her future as a rendezvous—her tirst, its venue and

vehicle as yet unannounced—with the anarchic young director

Peter Sellars ("Bc^y, is he crazy or what!"). Though she names no

names, she is on her guard against the sort ot star director who
works up a formula and never goes beyond it. They may captivate

you once, Norman concedes, but not a second time.

"Because you know the tricks. A director has to have more

than a bag of tricks. He has to do more than have columns and lots

of fabric on the stage and a shiny floor. He has to do more than just

be clever about how to move crowds around. And he has to

allow—to have the faith in the intelligence o{ the people who
have been hired to sing the roles—that they might have one or

two ideas of their own that might work. Who knows?" Again,

that Olympian laugh. "It might be found that what we do quite

naturally is more suitable

—

for us—than what someone else might

want to suggest that we should do. Ot course, it can be that the

ideas vou have tor yourself are really quite ridiculous. But at the

same time, 1 feel there are too many directors who want to use

singers as puppets. And that just is not right.

"I'm very serious about studying and knowing about what it is

I'm singing and the part I'm supposed to be doing. And I'm afraid I

do have an awful lot to say. Whether it's ot any interest or not,

I've got it to say. It just comes out of me, just from preparing my
work, you know? If I sing the part of Phedre, I read Racine. It only

makes sense to me. I don't arrive at rehearsal waiting to have the

hand of the director, which is the direct hand ot God, of course,

to explain to me what it is I'm supposed to be doing."

Her self-assurance today and the sense ot harmony that goes

with it spring in part from happy memories. "My
parents were happy to have us, happy to have us

around, to support and encourage us," Norman
replies, when asked what inspired her as a child,

"and that's a great thing. I had a lot of inspiration

when I was growing up. Inspiration came from Babe
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"When she walked onstage, I knew immediately that this was something special. It was her carnage, the beautiful bones of her face.
"

Ruth. I refused ever to learn the ground rules of baseball, but just

the inspiration to get out and try it and do it and be good at it, you

know?—whatever it is."

In her enthusiasms, Norman has a sort of mercurial poise that

keeps shifting aspect, like the shards in a kaleidoscope. "I love

clothes, I love silks," she sighs, aglow with pleasure. "I love real

fabrics—cottons and linens and silks and things. 1 love beautiful

things. I love beauty in anything. 1 love beauty in an athlete, or

just getting up very early in the morning for rehearsals. I love

things that look lovely, very nice. A feast for the

eye. It makes you feel good inside. 1 love the rain. It

doesn't disturb. 1 love"—she draws the word out in a

swooning glissando
—

"looking at racehorses. I love

to see the horse in action, you know? There's such

beauty in a racehorse. It's quite a marvel."

In making her own marvels, Jessye Norman goes about with

clarity of purpose. "A lot of people need chaos," she muses when

asked what conditions her art requires, "and somehow emerges

this wonderful performance. I cannot do it. I need order, I need

calm. I need peace and quiet. I need fun! I need discipline. I need

flexibility. I need all these things. ' And these, to an extent, are

within her control. But an element no less vital lies beyond what

can be planned. Probably her deepest secret rests in that bound-

less receptivity of hers—that openness to experience in all its

multiplicities. What she has seen, what she has

heard, what she has felt and known transmutes to

music. Through her song passes the shiver of the

sublime, n

Matthew Gurewitsch is a senior editor of this magazine.
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BRING BACK
THF

BROWNS
ACELEBIUTION OF THE CIIAR.\CTER8 OF WHISKEY

PHOTOGR.\PHS
BY MICHAEL (iEIGER

Scotch Whisky,

No spirit can be said to have a more tempestuous or

romantic past than what is now loosely and inac-

curately called "Scotch"—a brown and mellow
spirit that, when it comes off the still, is as clear as

Highland spring water, a fact that astonished me
when 1 was taken as a youngster on a visit to the

Talisker distillery, in the Isle of Skye.

To me, the gleaming copper stills the color and shape ofgolden

pears looked immense. "They're mnhing but giant kettles," said

the manager who took us round. Underneath each still, within its

walls oi firebrick, a huge coal tire raged. We were shown the

whole process, which hadn't changed in a hundred years. We saw

the moist barley spread out on the old malting floor.

"It's growing before your eyes, " said the manager, "germinating

and making sugar." Then we saw the pagoda-towered kiln where

they dried the green malt to arrest its germination. There was an

acrid, pungent smell from the glowing turves of peat, and we
could see the thick gray smoke rising up to the barley to impart the

aromas that give malt whisky its unique flavor.

We saw the malt being milled and then mashed in huge wood-

en vats, fermenting and bubbling away as the yeast turned it into a

thin, low-strength brew. And then into the still room. "This is

where we boil the wash, and when the vapors rise up we condense

them, and we do that twice, and the best of it is Talisker whisky."

And there it was, flowing like liquid crystal behind the locked

glass doors of the spirit safe. And that is roughly the way they

make whisky all over Scotland, from Orkney, in the north, down
to the Mull of Kintyre.

When whisky comes fresh off the stills it's far too strong and

fiery to be enjoyed. Only after it has matured in oak casks for a

minimum of three years can it be described as Scotch whisky. In

the stone warehouses at Talisker the whisky lay for five, eight,

and even more years until it was taken away to the mainland to be

blended with perhaps twenty or thirty other malts and grain whis-

kies and bottled for the Scotch-and-soda drinkers of the world.

There are about a hundred malt-whisky distilleries, many of

them dating back to the early nineteenth century, a few with their

roots in the eighteenth. Nowadays the mashing and fermenting

cycle may be controlled by a microchip, the stills will be heated by

gas or oil, but the formula remains unchanged—fine barley, pure

spring water, and a hundred years or more of experience.

JANUARY 1987

BY Derek Cooper
It is the individuality of the ninety or so malts now bottled

singly that interests the connoisseur. In Britain, they are chal-

lenging Cognac and Armagnac as digestifs, while the Italians

drink more malt whisky than anyone else.

1 am constantly amazed that barley can produce so many
remarkably idiosyncratic manifestations of itself. David Grant of

William Grant &. Sons Ltd. will tell you that although the water,

the yeast, and the malt used to produce their two outstanding

whiskies, Glenfiddich and Balvenie, are almost identical, the

spirits themselves are recognizably different. And it is the same

with the eight distilleries on the small Hebridean island of Islay.

They share the same peat and water, yet if you take Lagavulin,

Laphroaig, and Bowmore, to name three of the best, they are as

different as Lafite and Latour are from Margaux.

A great malt creates its own character over the decades. That is

why when a still outlives its useful life it is replaced with one

identical to it, down to the last curve and dent. Stories are told of

fanatical distillers who will not even allow the cobwebs to be dis-

turbed, in case they contribute to the subtleties of the malt.

Some distilleries, like Macallan, mature their malt only in

sherry casks; others, like Glenfiddich, use a combination of casks

that previously held sherry or bourbon. There are tall stills and

small stills. "It all tells in the end," a famous distiller told me
recently: "the humidity, the quality of the barley, the speed at

which you drive your stills, even the direction the wind is blow-

ing!" If you find that hard to believe, 1 can introduce you to men
who will distinguish a malt matured in a warehouse with an earth

floor from a malt aged in a modem concrete warehouse.

An even greater influence is geography. The heart of Highland

distilling is at the river Spey, where you will find Glenlivet, Mort-

lach, Tamnavulin, Linkwood, Longmom, Glenfarclas, Aber-

lour, Cardhu, Knockando, and Baimenach. Then there are the

malts of Islay, malts from the Lowlands and from the east coast.

Again, the names conjure up varying degrees of dryness, fra-

grance, nuttiness, smokiness, sweetness, peatiness, and fruiti-

ness: Auchentoshan, Bladnoch, Rosebank, Blair Athol, Glen-

morangie, Fettercairn, Lochnagar, and Glengarioch. Some of

these malts are light enough to be enjoyed as aperitifs; others are

Derek Cooper is the author ofThe Century Companion to Whiskies

and The Whisky Roads of Scotland.
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1 i).; a^id lonH-l.M ing, to i mk as one would

The 'v;p'C; lity bl. r .—Chivas Regal,

L^iinplc Hai-^^ v.Mng, The Antiquary, Lo-

gan deluxe, 'vLk kinlav's Legacy, to name
hut six frori m luirahle !:;core of outstanding

names-—contain great malts selected with

great care and uarricd with consummate

skill. The role ot the blender in the whisky

trade is as important as that of the port

tasscr in Vila Nova de Gaia. But to my
mind, the single malts, like the great vin-

tage ports, with their individual identities

unmuffled by grain whisky, are the star performers.

There is nothing to beat tasting a well-matured malt in the

distillery of its origin. Whisky comes offthe still at around 12 over

proof, or 64 percent. It is usually sold at 43 percent by volume,

and even at that reduced strength it improves by the addition ot a

little water. Sparkling water lends a metallic flavor to a good malt;

soft hum water is the answer, preferably ice-cold.

I've always thought ot a good Highland malt as an open-air

drink. The late Major Grant oi Glen Grant used to take his guests

through his distillery garden, across the orchard, and up the right

bank ot the foaming bum that flowed down trom the hills. Atter a

suitable walk, the party would pause to admire the view while the

major took a big iron key from his pocket. Buried in the rocky

bank was a safe and, inside, a bottle of well-aged Glen Grant, a

few glasses, and a jug. The jug would he filled from the bum, the

glasses from the bottle; and, as I can vouch from ex;ierience, a

glass of malt never tasted better or more appropriate.

IrishWhiskey, by R\trick Skene Catling

Irish
whiskey is the most characteristically poetic distillation

of Ireland's ancient history and continuing conviviality.

The word whiskey itself is derived from Uisce Beatha, the

Gaelic for "the water of life," which obviously means more

than a mere quencher of thirst. Irish whiskey is the most

refined product of Irish agriculture and ingenuity. More
than that, it is a cultural quintessence, an expression of Ireland's

national philosophy: it is earlier than you think, and never too

late. In Ireland, every hour is the happy hour.

In all societies, as Aldous Huxley pointed out, humanity has

sought to discover or concoct modifiers of consciousness, to

escape into artificial paradises. These have been attained some-

times by accident, sometimes by deliberation, but never more

reliably than through the moderate use of conscientiously pre-

pared and well-aged ardent spirits. Of these, Irishmen claim, the

purest, smoothest, mellowest, and most heart-warming is whis-

key. And, may it never be forgotten, the Irish were the prime

creators of the stuff. Scotland, the United States, and Canada
make more of it, to be sure, but the record shows them to be

mere acolytes.

Over a thousand years ago Irish mission-

aries returned from the Middle East with

an enthusiastic report ot the alembic, an

apparatus used to distill perfume. The Irish

naturally soon learned to put femiented

barley into it instead of aromatic oils, and

so distilled alcohol. The word, inciden:al-

ly, is one of Arabic origin that means kohl,

the eye makeup. The Irish thus converted

Arabian cosmetology into the magical

science of making the whole world look

beautiful. When Henry II of England

invaded Ireland in the twelfth century, his

soldiers found that Uisce Beatha was a

transcendental consolation for military'

service abroad. They took the drink home
and shortened its name to whiskey.

The oldest distillery in Ireland and

indeed in the world is Old Bushmills, situ-

ated among small farms near the coast of

county Antrim, in Northern Ireland. The
legendars' Finn MacCool's Giant's Cause-

way, nearby, adds to the place's air of an-

tiquity—the local basalt, congealed lava,

was formed about sixty million years ago.

The distillery was built beside St. Columb's Rill, one of the river

Bush's blessedly inexhaustible tributaries, which rises in peaty

ground and flows over basalt rocks, giving the water and hence

the whiskey their subtlv distinctive flavor. The earliest historical

references to Old Bushmills testify- that distilling was going on

there as early as 1 276, and Old Bushmills has been in business on
the same tranquil site ever since.

The distilling process is basically the same now as it was in the

beginning, according to Dennis R. Higgins, a biologist, who
manages the Bushmills distillerv'. Modem technical innovations,

he says, are only minor refinements representing "scientific

rationalization ot established practice. What we have learned

from research in recent times about the mechanics and chemistn,'

of distilling has taught us reverence tor our forefathers' ancient

traditional methods."

The language is esoteric, but what happens is quite simple

—

except for continual, pragmatic, nice adjustments, requiring all

the distiller's inherited knowledge, personal experience, and

skill. Irish whiskey is made as follows. The raw materials are

malted barley, yeast, and water. The grist, ground malt, is

mashed with hot water into a sort of porridge, which is allowed to

settle in the mash tun. Biological action changes the grist's starch

into sugar. The diluted sugar, called wort, is drained off and

cooled on its way to the wash back, the fermenting vessel, where

yeast is added. Feeding on the sugar, the live yeast produces

—

eureka!—alcohol.

Then the distillation begins. The Irish put their alcohol

through a series of three pot stills, onion-shaped copper kettles,

with var^'ing capacities of 9,000 to 15,000 liters, whose design is

centuries old. Ireland's unique triple distillation is one of the

main factors contributing to the purity and delicacy of Irish whis-

key—as delicate as a fist in a velvet glove. Scotch whisky (with-

out the e) is distilled but twice.

The third Irish distillate is collected in the spirit receiver,

where it is diluted with water to the proper strength before being

stored for maturing in oak casks. The Irish import most of their

casks trom the bourbon distillers ot the L'nited States, who use

them only once. Whiskey gains its characteristic light amber

color from the years it spends in the casks.

By Irish law, whiskey must be aged for at

least three years; however, in practice, the

malt whiskey is usually aged for at least six

Years, sometimes as many as twelve or

more, and the grain whiskey, used for

blending, is always aged for at least four

years. When Irish distillers wish to give

their whiskey a deeper color and a roun-

der, slightly sweeter taste, they age it in

Patrick Skene Catling is a reporter, critic, and

novelist.
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-•< .1 -^lierry cjsks from Span. The present trends are toward light-

c !:i!'. nded w'•)i^kves avA rirher single malts.

"
v/'e sul'mii r' .e whisf .

; to close analysis in our laboratories at

all stages," Dr. Hsggins says. "But the most important tests are

organoleptic—by nose and taste buds."

To the layniar. as to the expert, the most obvious difference

between Irish ;ind Scotch whiskies is that the Irish has none of the

smoky overtones .vfScotch. The Scots deliberately induce smoki-

ness in their kiins; the Irish insist that it should be kept out. "We
use peat in a very subtle way," says Higgins. "It is there, but only

in the background, allowing our rich maltiness to come through.

Even in our lightest blends, the malt warmly glows."

Maturation having been completed, the malt whiskey is nosed

and tasted by the blender, who supervises its mixture with grain

whiskey in the blend vat. Finally, sufficient water, measured by

hydrometer, is added to the whiskey to bring it to exactly the

correct strength for bottling.

Old Bushmills distillery produces three excellent whiskies

—

Old Bushmills, aged for up to seven years; Black Bush, containing

proportionately more malt and aged about one year longer; and

Bushmills Malt, a single malt, aged for ten years or more.

After thoughtfully contemplating all three of them at the Pot

Still Bar of the distillery's Visitors' Centre, where all members of

the public in their right minds refresh themselves at the end of a

tour of the plant, I proceeded by car and train, almost the entire

length of the island, to Ireland's most modem distilleries, at

Midleton, in County Cork.

Irish
Distillers Group, a public company formed in 1966,

owns both the oldest and the newest distilleries, which

together distill all Irish whiskies. There are fifteen of them.

The leading brands, in addition to Bushmills, are Jameson,

Power's, Paddy, Crested Ten, and Tullamore Dew, whose

democratically persuasive slogan is "Give Every Man His

Dew." The Old Bushmills distillery produces 2.6 million liters of

pure alcohol a year; the Midleton Distilleries produce 18 million

liters. The group exports whiskey to more than a hundred coun-

tries worldwide, including the Soviet Union and, principally, ot

course, the United States.

After the higgledy-piggledy assortment of low granite buildings

at Old Bushmills, the vast, dull green, cubistic factories at

Midleton, occupying a 120-acre site on the Dungoumey River,

seemed starkly utilitarian.

In a lofty chamber, like the engine room of the biggest imagin-

able ocean liner, the bulbous copper pot stills for malt whiskey

and the tubular Coffey stills for neutral grain spirits looked reas-

suringly familiar. The new scale ofoperations is immense, but the

principles are immutable. Even the computer consoles are

manned by human beings, not by robots. The traditions of Irish

whiskey endure.

It was in the hospitality room (the bar) of the old distillery's

administration building that I met the master distiller, Barr\-

Crockett, the thirty-eight-year-old son of Maxwell Crockett,

who was Midleton's master distiller before him. Barry studied

archaeology, history, and economics but has a nose and taste buds

that are too acutely perceptive to waste.

He has produced the Irish Distillers Group's magnum opus,

Midleton Very Rare. He compiled it from the best ot every batch

ready to bottle in 1984, in such limited quantities that connois-

seurs of Irish whiskey have been falling over themselves to get it.

In Ireland, the legitimate retail price is about £48 ($65) a bottle,

but single bottles have been changing hands tor £100.

When I got a bottle of Midleton Very Rare in the Ball o' Malt

Bar at the Irish Distillers' headquarters in Dublm, 1 almost wept
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Mv n.iivc was solemnly recorded in the book

le is!:'-iered and every sale recorded. It is good

it reminaea > le ...;C K. Chesterton's lines: "If an angel out of

Heaven/Brin*^ . you other things to drink/Thank him for his kind

attentionjAJ.- and nour them down the sink."

Boi RBON Whiskey, byJohn Bowers
here come odd moments—say, when country music

breaks unexpectedly over the radio or really good or

bad news hits—when 1 reach for a bottle ofbourbon.

I drmk it with ginger or a splash of water over ice,

inhaling its slightly rough bouquet and letting its dis-

tinct, biting flavor wash down my throat.

Bourbon is what Americans used to mean when they ordered

whiskey. But times change. Vodka has replaced it as the drink of

choice, though bourbon's twinkling brown hue and sharp, semi-

sweet scent evoke emotions that a colorless and nearly tasteless

spirit can never arouse.

We may thank Captain George Thorpe and the Rev. Elijah

Craig for bourbon. Thorpe came to Virginia in 1620 to aid the

Indians but found the colonists in worse straits. To palliate their

suffering from "diseases of the mind" caused by "acute nostalgia,

"

he came up with a "drink of Indian com," made from a fermented

mash of grain. It was the first authentic com liquor in America,

clear, heady, packing a wallop.

Around 1789, Elijah Craig, a Baptist minister, turned Thorpe's

clear liquor into what we consider bourbon. An oak barrel in

which he was shipping whiskey to New Orleans had been charred

inside. When it was opened on arrival, a brownish, full-bodied

liquor came out. Craig was congratulated and next time purposely

charred a new oak barrel—the key to making bourbon.

This method was widely adopted, but the product was known
mostly by its location. Brand names did not appear until around

the time ofthe Civil War, when clear glass bottles replaced wood-

en casks, into which the competition was slipping rusty nails and

dead snakes. After Prohibition, the distillers' ranks were deplet-

ed, out the names remaining were distinguished: Old Crow, Jim

Beam, Early Times, Maker's Mark, OldGrand-Dad, and Virginia

Gentleman, among others. Jack Daniel's, incidentally, is Ten-

nessee whiskey that has been filtered through charcoal to leave it

more mellow, but people still call it bourbon.

A man who knows his bourbon is Robert E. Lee IV, vice-pres-

ident of the distillery that makes Virginia Gentleman. He once

gave me a leisurely tour. Unlike much manufacture in America,

distilling remains a glorified cottage industr>\ Ancient cypress

tubs hold bubbling mash; no one can remember when they first

went into service. There are "barrel timers" at work, men who

roll, turn, and position barrel after barrel in the warehouse with

the bunghole pointing up. No machine does it better.

Virginia Gentleman makes a sweet-mash bourbon; this means
that the cypress tubs are sterilized after each batch has "cooked."

Sour-mash whiskey requires recycling some residue from the last

batch into the new. All bourbon makers have their own, special

yeast to start the fermenting process, and it is used again and
again. The very yeast used in making the first bottle of Virginia

Gentleman, in 1935, still works its magic.

They talk much oi their special yeast, com supply, bottling

works, and full moons, but only a tew facts are needed to under-

stand bourbon. It must be aged in new white-oak barrels with

charred staves for at least two, but usually four or more, years; it

must be made of no less than 51 percent com, combined with rye

and barley malt to make a mash tor fermenting; it must be distilled

so that it comes out between 120 and 160 proof before aging (it is

later cut with deionized spring water to lower the proof); and

finally, to call itself bourbon, it must be made in the U.S.A.
Most bourbon distilleries are on "Whiskey Row" in Kentucky,

a stretch of small towns south of Louisville, in what used to be

Virginia's Bourbon County. Maker's Mark, a small, distinguished

brand, is produced by the Samuels family, which has been making

liquor since revolutionary days. "When I was a small boy," says

Bill Samuels, president of the company, in a down-home drawl,

"it used to be that if a bourbon didn't blow your ears off, it wasn't

any good. But my father started substituting winter wheat for rye.

It's made the whiskey pretty doggone smooth." Bill didn't taste

bourbon till he was grown. "It was always around the house, so it

never had a secret, luring quality for me. My folks taught me to

respect its power." Today all bourbon makers want to soften the

raw power of the whiskey, bringing it down to 80 proof and mak-
ing it smoother. Even Old Grand-Dad, a noble firewater that used

to dissolve your tonsils, has mellowed since the 1950s.

A drinker may refine bourbon's taste on his own. The mint

julep, with its sprigs of fresh mint, superfine sugar, and bourbon

served over ice in a chilled silver cup, is one way. Winston
Churchill's mother may have invented another, the Manhattan,

a drink consisting of sweet vermouth, bitters, and bourbon. Some
people drink bourbon in a glass of milk.

Gentlemanly Bob Lee not long ago lined up unmarked glasses

of unnamed bourbons and confidently asked me to name my
favorite. 1 sipped down the line, rinsing my palate after each with

water. Fortunately, 1 chose Virginia Gentleman, but soon they all

tasted pretty fine. I knew I'd had a drink. Somehow, a white-wine

spritzer doesn't do the same for me. D

]ohn Bou'ers often writes (jdyout the South and is at work on a book

about "Stonewall" Jackson.
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INVESTOR'S FILE

Few collectors would pass up the chance to

buy works of art at 1900 prices. After all,

the art market as a whole is up 1,000 per-

cent or more since then. Yet, amazingly,

tapestry prices are lower today than at the

turn of the century, when the massive buy-

ing programs of Huntington, Morgan, and

other moguls pushed prices to their all-

time high. Only two pictures had ever

fetched more than $300,000 when in 1902

Pierpont Morgan gave that sum for a gold-

ground tapestry. This was the peak of a

market that started in the 1880s, when
those legendary American millionaires

started furnishing their brand-new Gothic

and Renaissance palaces.

The market weakened during the First

World War, rallied in the 1920s, and col-

lapsed during the Depression. Prices never

recovered, and the slide continues today.

Demand has been moderately good for the

top 5 percent of the market, but overall, it

has dropped a further 10 percent to 30 per-

cent since 1975.

Faced with such a rotten record, inves-

Tapestries: ignored
and insulted, this is a

great art form

by robin duthy

tors have not been clamoring to buy. Yet

the case for tapestries is not hopeless. It is

true that, unless you have a mansion to fur-

nish, the cons will still outweigh the pros,

though the intrinsic beauty of the material

almost guarantees a comeback some day.

The great period of tapestry making in

Europe ran from the fourteenth to the six-

teenth century, though superb weaving

continued into the nineteenth. Fine work-

manship and glorious color, however, may
not compensate for the problems of exces-

sive size and undesirable subject. The im-

mense labor involved meant that only the

very rich could afford to commission tapes-

tries. They were usually needed to cover

the wal's of a castle and were woven to the

required size. Sometimes the height—or
drop, as tapestry people call it—runs to

eighteen feet or more. Few homes can

accommodate these monsters today, and

prices for them are usually lower than for

pieces half their size.

A midseventeenth-century Flemish

tapestry eleven and a halt feet high by sev-

enteen and a half feet long, depicting Dia-

na hunting a stag in a wooded landscape

with a border decorated with shells, rib-

bons, and flow'ers, recently sold at Chris-

tie's for just $10,000. Even this magnifi-

cent panel was out of the question for most

apartment or house dwellers.

Worse still, the subject matter ot most

tapestries leaves buyers cold. Of all the

subjects tackled over the last six hundred

years, biblical ones are the least popular.

The Trojan War and other battle scenes

are out offavor too, as are scenes involving

bloodshed—Salome being presented with

the head ofJohn the Baptist, for example,

or Judith and Holofemes. Sacrificial

scenes are therefore hard to sell. In the

1920s, the throat of the sacrificial lamb or

ox was sometimes rewoven, the wound
repaired, and the hand clasping the knife

transformed into a clenched fist—suggest-

ing a man apparently preparing to punch a

dozing animal—but it helped to sell the

tapestrv'. Even mythological scenes that

would create a stir in the auction gallery if

Wild men of the woods hunting: scene from afneze nwde ca. 1470, sold in 1981 for $1, 100.000, the world record for a tapestry.
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painted hy Rubens or Poussin arouse little

interest when they appear as tapestries. In

all cases, small figures are preferred to large

ones, which cannot help overwhelming a

medium-size room.

What nobody seems to value or care

about is the immense labor that went into

these hangings. Today, demand for new
tapestries is quite healthy, and weavers are

charging between $300 and $1,500 a

square foot. On this basis, anyone com-

missioning the Diana tapestry today might

expect to pay between $60,000 and

$300,000 and wait years for delivery.

In the midsixteenth century, Philip II of

Spain ordered a suite of panels, each one

forty feet long and with a total area of over

8,000 square teet. Since he was in a hurry

for them, the Flemish weaver Willem Pan-

nemaker used twelve looms, each operated

by seven men, and also worked a night

shift. Even so, the job took over hve years

and ran to 250,000 man-hours.

In the Middle Ages, tapestries captured

better than any other art form the spirit ot

Gothic art. Yet they were scandalously

neglected in eighteenth-century France,

and many were destroyed in the anticleri-

cal frenzy ot the Revolution. The greatest

of all medieval tapestries, the Angers

Apocalypse, commissioned by Duke Louis

I of Anjou around 1380, might have fared

better in the hands ot the Vandals them-

selves. Consisting ot six pieces, each about

eighty feet long and twenty feet high, and

illustrating the text of St. John the Evan-

gelist, this staggering creation must have

made as great an impact as the glinting rose

A Flemish large-Iea/ verdure tapestry, ca.

1 550, \iith cabbage leaves, birds,

and flouers; many small repairs; $40,000.

window of Chartres Cathedral. Visitors to

the chateau must have been impressed not

only by its size but also by the extraordi-

narily lifelike and moving expressions on
the faces ot the characters it depicted.

In 1782, the cathedral chapter of An-
gers tried to sell it off but received not a

single bid. For over half a century, parts

were used as doormats, pads for horses'

stalls, and drop cloths during cathedral

repairs. In 1848, it was finally rescued by a

canon, who did what he could to restore

and preserve it. Such indignities were sur-

prisingly common. One reason for the rar-

ity ot tapestries that incorporate silver and

gold thread is that many were burned to

recover the metal. In France, the revolu-

tionary government ot the Directory

burned 180 tapestries from the royal col-

lection for this purpose.

The old market cliche that art is fickle

hardly prepares one for the demotion of

tapestries to the level ot junk. When the

market finally began to rise a hundred

years ago, quantities of tapestries turned

up in French farmhouses, where they had

been used to cover wagons and haystacks

or keep potatoes from freezing. The Clois-

ters' Heroes tapestry had been cut up to

upholster chairs.

One reservation buyers might reason-

ably have about tapestries—though few

seem aware of it— is that they lost their

spontaneous artistic quality after 1500. It

was Raphael who unwittingly sounded the

death knell ot this greatest of Gothic art

forms. Commissioned by Pope Leo X to

design a series of ten tapestries depicting

the Acts of the Apostles for the Sistine

Chapel, he made cartoons—now in Lon-

don's Victoria and Albert Museum

—

which laid down with the greatest preci-

sion the zones and shadings of color he re-

quired. From that moment, tapestries be-

came little more than woven paintings.

Gothic tapestries, with their little rabbits,

dogs, birds, and exquisitely observed

meadow flowers, put in according to the

whim of the weaver, had become old-fash-

ioned. The mille-fleurs phase was over, and

with the Renaissance began the ascendan-

cy of painting over weaving.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, famous artists—Teniers, Boucher,

and Coypel among them—took to design-

ing tapestries. The weaver now became lit-

tle more than a copyist, subservient to the

cartoon designer. Against this ascendancy
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...:,. people and animals, this surgery can

lead to telltale signs—a knee entering at

lett, tor example, or the hmdqiLarters of a

horse e.xiting right. But where a tapestry

can be reduced without such effects, own-

ers r-2v -3, ell opt tor such a solution rather
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DOS AND DONTS FOR Bl'\TRS

L. .A\oivi capestnes w.ith a orop or more

than ten feet. Even if you have room tor

them, they will be hard to sell.

Z. .Avoid battle scenes, sacrifices, and

: :her bloodshed.

3. Avoid tapestries with large figures.

They overwhelm the average room.

-. Don't let central heating dry out the
~ bers. Use a humidifier.

~. Buv a tapestry in which the action

:ikes place in the middle. If it is near the

roctom, it mav be hidden bv tumiture.

?. Buv a tapestry in hangable condition.

' r-*ise you could wait two years or
- r :or the restorers to finish with it.

~
. Buy at auction if possible. Turnover in

capestries is slow, and dealers have to mark

up bv zee percent or more.

5. 5c-. '.t"--:.'c tapestries, that is, those

"< :r. :;l:age, birds, or some pastoral scene.

T-er-and tor these is strong and should
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PHE LIVELY ARTS
A FINE ROMANCE

WITH AMERICAN POP SONGS,
STARRING BOLCOM & MORRIS

BY RICHARD DYER

He was afraid to hear her sing, and she

didn't want to hear him play the piano.

It was 1972, and William Bolcom and

Joan Morris had been going together

awhile; neither of them wanted to find out

the other wasn't good enough. But then it

happened. Bill Bolcom went to the Wal-
dorf, and there, behind the ice swan, stood

Joan Morris, singing. "She looked and

sounded like Ruth Etting," says Bolcom,

eleven years married and still smitten.

"Before Bill," recalls Morris, "only the

swan responded. It wept."

Before long they were performing " len

Cents a Dance" together at parties, and
giving their first concerts. In 1974 they

made their first record, and in the dozen

years since, they have recorded fourteen

Ek'gance without fnils: Bolcom & Morris

play this month at Carnegie Recital Hall.

albums containing nearly 200 American

popular songs composed between the Civil

War and the present, in renditions of

effortless elegance; they have played them
in concert all across America, Canada,

Great Britain, and Europe. On January 17,

they will participate in the celebrity cele-

brations surrounding the reopening of

Carnegie Hall.

Bolcom & Morris concerts are joyous,

informal affairs, no matter what the ven-

ue. He'll probably play some ragtime or

tango music to start with, or a piece by

Darius Milhaud, one of his teachers. Then
she'll come on, wearing something outra-

geous. Last summer, at their thirteenth

consecutive appearance at the Mohawk
Trail Festival, in Charlemont, Massachu-

setts, she turned up in the Federated

Church (crowded to the choir loft with

people like Dor)' Previn and Marge Cham-
pion) looking like Emily Dickinson in

floating, period white—though the fruited

necklace was something Emily Dickinson

would have passed up, if she'd ever

shopped in Tijuana.

One or the other of them will introduce

each song with a few remarks about where

it came from and which down-home diva

sang it first. Then they'll perform. Bol-

com's accompaniments are alert, sympa-

thetic, adventurous, authentic—he

points out that many standards are now
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IHE IJVELY ART^
MU-^ at haift*; ; frig!!-.J -cnpt), which al-

ters their ci -•. .'.r'-er .;id meaning. He
mighr firsr pcji'. .r-o "I'ln Just Wild about

Harry" as th ; ••. '.iti Eunio Blake first in-

tended, an J
'

' tn as the one-step it became

in the Bn^aowav show Shuffle Along.

Mcuris s !!•.:' I-: mezzo soprano strokes

every vmg with silk. She sings "legit" and

withou; a microphone, the way everybody

had ro when most of the songs she favors

were written. Her words are dictation

clear, nudged with the knowledge of an

actress who is an acute observer of the

human comedy. She knows how these

songs sounded when they were new, and

the general style is always correct; the

details of phrasing, color, and dramatic

imagination are always her own.

Occasionally a guest will come along for

the fun—at the Charlemont, it was Shel-

don Hamick, lyricist of Fiddler on the Roof

and Fiorello!. He introduced "Artificial

Flowers," a forgotten song from Teruier-

loin: "1 wrote this song tor Joan Morris to

sing, only 1 didn't know it then."

After a couple of dozen songs there are

always a few encores; the last of them,

almost inevitably, is a song Bolcom wrote

for Morris, "Lime Jello," a mad, "where's

the Alka-Seltzer.'" menu that could have

been dreamed up only by a veteran of

countless cultural luncheons and postcon-

cert receptions. The refrain suggests the

basic recipe for the chairlady's own Lime

Jello Marshmallow Cottage Cheese Sur-

prise: several times fans have borne a silver

salver ot the stuff to the footlights at the

end of a concert.

Bolcom was bom in Seattle in 1938. He
was playing the piano by the time he was

four, but his parents, he says, were smart

enough not to exploit him as a prodigy:

"They wouldn't put a dog through such a

life." He entered the University of Wash-
ington at eleven as a private student, and

he was already writing music. "1 was no
Mozart, but I knew my Kabalevsky and
Prokofiev. " He put himself through school

working nights at a hotel and playing the

piano at weekend stag parties. He wound
up in New York, taught for a while at

Queens College, and, when that ended,

played the piano for dance classes and
worked around the office at Nonesuch
Records, where he persuaded Teresa

Sterne, then the imagination behind that

progressive label, to make some albums

that were instrumental in launching the

ragtime revival. "I was also eating a lot oi

soup, and to t'lis day 1 don't like it."

Morris was born across the state line in

Portland, Oregon, in 1943. She started to

BdlLdrn's own senoiis compositioris. there is often a part for his favorite singer.

study singing when she was nineteen and

went to Gonzaga University, in Spokane,

Washington. She worked tor the phone

company and became Operator ot the

Month because she had a nice speaking

voice and actually listened to the people

who were talking to her. She liked to sing

and wanted to be an actress, though she

was painfully shy. She came to New York

to study and bolster her confidence. "If I

could be somebody else, it was usually

okay," she explains, "but 1 had to learn

how to use myself."

She appeared in a famous off-Broadway

production ot the nineteenth-century

melodrama The Drunkard; the music direc-

tor was Barry Manilow-, "my best accom-

panist," she remembers appreciatively,

"before Bill." And together with the har-

pist Jay Miller she put together an act and

played Central Park. "He cut oft the top of

a baby carriage, put the harp on the

wheels, and we rolled it into the park. I

sang Beatles songs and Joan Baez songs,

and we passed around a collection basket

one ot us had appropriated from St. Pat-

rick's Cathedral. One thing led to anoth-

er." With Miller she performed on Fire
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Island, then at the Cafe Carlyle, and final-

ly at the Waldort, hehind the svvaii.

Bolcom <St Morris's first othcial concert

together was under academic auspices, at

BrtHiklyn College, late in 1972. Bolcom

was hnishuig up his Piano Miisic h\ Gcoj'^'c

GcTshu'in alhum tor Ncmesuch and asked

Morris to sing tov Teresa Sterne at the end

of a session. "She was puzzled for a mo-
ment, then delighted. '1 get it,' she said.

'She sings them straight.' "
it was Steriie

who suggested an alhum ot turn-ot-the-

century songs like "After the Ball," he-

cause there were no modern recordings

and the songs themselves were in the pub-

lic domain.

"I fought the suggestion because 1

thought the only thing I could do was

camp the songs up," Morris recalls. "But

one mt^ming when 1 was making the bed,

it came to me how I could sing them. The
language was different, but I knew people

who had been in similar situations. That

made me realize how real it was."

Both collaborators wonder now at how
smoothly one thing again led to another.

"I had given up playing the piano in con-

certs," Bolcom recalls. "1 had no intention

of ever teaching again. " Today he is on the

faculty of the University of Michigan; he

has also emerged as a major composer. His

biggest work, so far, and perhaps the most

assimilative work yet composed by an

American, is a three-hour setting of all of

William Blake's Songs of Innocence and

Experience for chorus, orchestra, rock sing-

er, and soloists—including Joan Morris.

"WHEN I SING 'ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS,' I USE MY MOM A

LITTLE BIT."

The work stretches across every conceiv-

able musical style and ends with a reggae

anthem dedicated to the memory of Bob
Marley. It will be performed this month at

the Brooklyn Academy of Music. Current-

ly Bolcom is completing a symphony for

the Saint Louis Symphony, a work that

will end with a setting of Theodore
Roethke's "The Rose"—composed for

Joan Morris to sing.

"I never knew what I was going to do

next," Bolcom says, "but I did have the

theory that it was important to find out

exactly how it happens that words and

music coalesce when they become a song,

and to find out the musical language of our

own culture. You look at France, and you

can see an unbroken line that begins with

the trouveres and goes right through Bou-

lez. Our own composers spent a lot of time

trying to be ersatz Huropeans. What
attracted me to ragtime was its fusion of

Eurt)pean and American elements—and
its complete absence of self-importance.

That is also what happened in our show
music.

"

Morris, too, has wound up as a very

unlikely academic, joining her husband on
the faculty in Ann Arbor, where she

\l()77Ls's soprano is warm, silky, smart.

teaches young singers. "They come in with

no sense of context," she says of some of

her students. "They just copy whatever

they've heard. It's like when Linda Ron-

stadt sings older songs—there's an eighties

take on everything. It's always a surprise

when we hear an old record by somebody

like Helen Morgan. We stereotype these

people in our minds, and when you hear

them, it is always something fresher and

more human than you expected. I ask my
students to take the story out of every song

and tell it first in their own words. If you

tell people your story, they will hear it and

understand it. When I sing 'Artificial

Flowers' I use my mom a little bit, and

think about the twenty-two years she

spent selling hats in a department store

and came out of it without a pension."

Bolcom & Moms plan to wait awhile

before making another record; the last few

have come too fast, they think. They want

to make a Cole Porter album. "People

keep telling us how much they love our

Cole Porter record, " Bolcom says, "and we
haven't ever made one." They would also

like to record more of their adventurous

material, like the Ives songs they often

perform in concert. The possibilities are

limitless, and Bolcom &. Morris have their

fun working hard. "Ruth Gordon said

something to us that I always tell my stu-

dents," Morris says. "It's not enough to

have talent. You have to have a talent for

having talent—and treat it right." n

SWEET SONGS
AND STRONG ONES

All fourteen records by William Bolcom
and Joan Morris remain in print, a situa-

tion that IS lx)th unusual and unlikely to

last much longer, because of the current

changeover to compact discs. Three of the

Bolcom & Morris records are already on

CD, as it happens, and they are three of

the best

—

Silver Linings, a collection of

songs by Jerome Kem (Arabesque), and

the two Rodgers and Hart records that

have been combined on a single silver disc

{ RCA) , squeezing out only four items from

the LP total of twenty-six. Bolcom & Mor-
ris themselves are particularly fond of their

second album. Who Shall Rule This Ameri-

can Nation? (Nonesuch), which features

songs from the Civil War era by Henry
Clay Work; the two are joined by one of

Morris's teachers, the baritone Clifford

Jackson. The granddaddy of all novelty

tunes, "Grandfather's Clock," is Work's

most famous song, but most of the others

have a larger social and political signifi-

cance. The first Bolcom & Morris album,

After the Ball (Nonesuch), an anthology of

tum-of-the-century popular songs, is by

now a classic; of the other early albums.

Vaudeville: Songs of the Great Ladies of the

Musical Stage (Nonesuch) has fresh and

unnostalgic performances of irresistible

songs like "Shine On, Harvest Moon" and

"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now." In

concert, Bolcom &. Morris spice up sweet

melodies like that with more outre con-

temporary material—the albums devoted

to songs by the early rockers Jerry Leiber

and Mike Stoller (Nonesuch) and to works

by Bolcom and Arnold Weinstein (Black

Max-Cabaret Songs; RCA) are strong

stuff, undiluted, and don't invite consecu-

tive listening as much as the others do. But

all the Bolcom & Morris records are rec-

ommendable, particularly Wild about Eu-

bie (CBS) , which features Eubie Blake him-

self in a guest appearance; The Girl on the

Magazine Cover (an Irving Berlin album on

RCA with an amusing late-twenties-style

drawing of a hatted and fur-collared Morris

on the front jacket); and These Charming

People, a charming series of duets with

Max Morath (RCA). The newest alhum.

Lime ]ello: An American Cabaret (RCA),
catches Bolcom &. Morris live, in a sweep

of repertory characteristic of their concert

appearances, and in electrically immedi-

ate contact with their audience.

Richard Dyer is the music critic for the Boston

Globe.
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BUTTERFLY MAN
On the sidewalk outside ofCartier, in New
York, a crowd gathers. Everyone is staring

into the main display window, swathed in

blue velvet. Not, however, at the

$260,000 necklace, but at a handful of iri-

descent blue and purple butterflies—real

butterflies—frozen in midflight as if they

have just been tossed skyward. In reality,

they are preserved this way, a bouquet of

color carefully composed by Marshall Hill,

in his unique art medium: butterflies.

Hill shows his work at his two galleries

in New York, one on Thompson Street

and the other at Pier 1 7 at the South Street

Seaport, near Manhattan's southern tip.

He calls both places Mariposa (butterfly,

in Spanish) and has made the one at the

seaport into something of a tourist attrac-

tion. The luminous space is filled with soft

electronic music, and though clusters of

people hover noisily outside its windt:)ws,

they enter quietly, as if awestruck.

Set delicately in three- inch-deep Lucite

panels are the butterflies, arranged some-

times in kinetic throngs like bursts oi

heather, sometimes in sinuous lines like

Above: The medium (exotic hutterjlies) is the

message at the Manposa Gallery.

Art on the wing;
design derring-do; the last

chronometrist

migrating fowl. Whatever one may think

of Hill's creations as art, as objects they are

simply, strikingly beautiful and cost up to

$7,500 each. Displayed under pinpoint

lights, large velvet and green Malaysian

butterflies blend playfully with small yel-

low ones from Mexico in a work entitled

Amigos. Strangers in the Night is a sweeping

pattern in black and white. Punk features a

pair of moths from Madagascar. Their bril-

liant, Day-Glo colors caught the eye of the

Smithsonian Institution, which offers

them for sale in its catalogue and gift shop.

The museum has also expressed interest in

a large mural for a permanent exhibit.

To get his raw materials. Hill travels to

family-run butterfly farms in China, Afri-

ca, the Caribbean, or South America.

There the insects are raised in giant pens.

They are shipped to New York, where the

artist and two apprentices strive to keep

pace with burgeoning demand. "Euro-

peans are always buying this stuff," Hill

says. "And the Japanese are especially

intrigued by it as a natural form of art. " It's

all very gratifying, but Hill has the good

sense to keep his work in perspective. "I'll

hardly be famous when I'm dead," he con-

cedes. His butterflies, however, will be

around for generations. —Bob Keating

DRIVEN DESIGNER
At the London Coliseum, home of the

English National Opera, the art of staging

musical drama has undergone an extraor-

dinar>' flowering of late—one that is sure

to have an impact in America. In revivals

of little-known works and in imaginative

reworkings of classics, a new visual poetry-

has emerged, sometimes causing outrage,

sometimes, wild applause—but never

boredom.

This renaissance has been grounded in

an intense, fresh vision of the operas

themselves as well as an interest in accessi-

bility (the ENO performs in English only,

even if it has to cc^mmission the transla-

tion of the work). Although critics of the

new wave have had a field day bewailing

the outrageousness o{ the stage designs,

most have ultimately come to agree that

the work ot David Fielding, a quiet, in-

tensely private thirty-six-year-old design-

er, is original and provocative.

Fielding grew up in the English countr>'-

side and attended London's Central

School of Art and Design, the premier seat

of training tor British theater designers.

Below: Looming over Handel's Xerxes,

David Fieldmgs memorably monumental set.
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More Fielding heroics in Wagner s Rienzi.

During the 1970s he displayed his grasp of

solid craftsmanship with fine traditional

sets of the classics for the Scottish Nation-

al Opera (The Seraglio) , Welsh Opera (The

Turn of the Screw) , and Kent Opera (Le

Nozze di Figaro)

.

Bit by bit he turned up the volume of his

imagination, beginning with his stunning

recasting of Wagner's neglected Rienzi in

September 1983. Instead of placing it in

the quattrocento, Fielding moved the ac-

tion to Mussolini's Rome, complete with

an aerial bombardment of Fascist propa-

ganda. Another production with the same

director, Nicholas Hytner, was Handel's

Xerxes, a dullish, stilted drama with rav-

ishing music, staged in February 1985 for

the composer's tricentennial celebrations.

Fielding's surrealist baroque settings

—

combining Assyrian sphinxes with Grin-

ling Gibbons paneling, spreading painted

tapestry onto built architecture in a Ma-
grittean double vue—highlighted the mu-
sic's eternally modem stateliness.

His latest work has turned against the

extravagances so lauded in Rienzi and
Xerxes. Fielding tackled Tchaikovsky's

opera Mazeppa in December 1984, con-

ceived in conjunction

with the American direc-

tor David Alden. Fiel-

ding set it in a vaguely

Stalinist Russia, fes-

tooned with bare light

bulbs, blocxly machine-

gunned corpses, and bro-

ken chairs. All this

looked so stark and ter-

rifying on the vast stage of

the Coliseum that first-

nighters booed the design

mercilessly, and the re-

viewers were scandalized.

Such controversy, how-

ever, is always good for

business, for after the

brickbats came the roses.

Performances were sold

out, and the opera estab-

lishment clearly liked

what it saw. Fielding will

design Idomeneo for the

Vienna Staatsoper with

Johannes Schaaf and, af-

ter that, mount Handel's

Julius Caesar at the Paris

Opera. The new commis-

i sions offer fitting tribute

I to his ability to see the

> classics freshly, unen-

cumbered by the silliness

of most opera designs,

much less the tempting, empty expression-

ism of much contemporary art.

—Philip Core

LAST OF THE WATCHMAKERS
In recent years, a small circle of Paris

watch experts would gather most Tuesdays

at a restaurant on the Rive Gauche to

mourn precision watchmaking, which
seemed to be moribund. Lately, however,

the gloom has begun to lift. Paris has a new
maker ofsplendid pocket watches, a trans-

planted Marseillais barely known outside

the Tuesday circle. What makes Frangois-

Paul Joume particularly unusual is his

youth. Joume is only twenty-nine; he is

probably the first master watchmaker to

wear blue jeans.

Joume began as an apprentice restorer,

working with his uncle, a restorer of clocks

and watches. Then, in 1982, he was

shown a simple tourbillon (a rotating mech-
anism) timepiece made by the sixty-year-

old George Daniels, the brilliant and blus-

tery Londoner who has been putting out

watches since 1969. "1 knew when 1 held

the Daniels watch," Joume musingly re-

calls, "that 1 wanted to create the new

rather than simply restore the old."

In the years since, Joume has improved

his technique and produced fi)ur more cus-

tom-made watches—averaging one a

year—plus a "rough draft" of an uncom-
pleted work. His current piece is the most

sophisticated to date—a self-winding

watch with all the goodies the Tuesday cir-

cle cherishes: an equation of time mecha-
nism, tourbillon, spring de'tente, andremon-
toir. To show off its wizardry, Joume is

sandwiching the movement in a transpar-

ent rock-crystal case. The watch, which

will take a year to craft, also demanded
months ofconsultation with the client. As
for price, that, like the address of Joume's

small, oak-paneled atelier, is unlisted. He
says that he prefers only serious collectors

with a few hundred thousand francs at

their disposal to seek him out.

The work space, hidden in a courtyard

at 32 Rue de Vemeuil, doesn't encourage

visitors. No signs mark the entrance.

Journe's advertising budget is a yearly

batch of engraved calling cards, all that his

word-of-mouth business requires. He says

it was by restoring the eighteenth-century

timepieces of Ferdinand Berthoud (author

of an entry on timepieces in Diderot's

Encyclopedie) and Abraham-Louis Breguet

(inventor of the tourbillon) that he learned

the secrets of his craft.

Jean-Claude Sabrier, a Paris-based

watch expert, says: "Joume is doing now
what is no longer being done in the trade.

He is making special, custom-made
watches from start to finish. He makes his

own plates and his own wheels; he draws

out and designs his own movements. In

twenty years, he may be the greatest cus-

tom watchmaker in the world." And the

only one. —Allen Kurzweil

The watchmaker Frangois-Paul ]ourne,

at work on a timepiece in his atelier.
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Wats in Thailand. Bangkok is a huge,

sprawHngcity with one of the world's

worst traffic problems. The Grand Palace

is its number-one sightseeing attraction.

Completely restored in 1982, with new
gold leaf even on its spires, domes, and

Buddha statues.

Bangkok is the site of over 300 wats. (A

wat is a Thai monastery-temple com-

pound.) Don't miss Wat Po, the biggest,

with an enormous reclining gold-leaf

Buddha. Also visit Wat Benchamabopitr,

the newest of the royal temples.

Boat trips on the klongs (canals) and

the Chao Phraya River, as well as visits to

the floating markets, are musts.

The best hotel is the Oriental, right on

the river. It's one of the best hotels in the

world, in tact. Address: 48 Oriental Ave-

nue. U.S. phone: (800) 663-0787. Sec-

ond hotel choice is the Royal Orchid Sher-

aton. Phone: (800) 325-3535.

/^ ne must in Singapore. There aren't

^^ teio many important sights in Singa-

pore, but its National Museum is quite

outstandmg. There you will see the arts

and history ot Singapore, as well as other

countries ot Southeast Asia. Chinese art

objects from the Ch'ing dynasty and

exhibits ot ceramics, silver, and jade are

interesting and well displayed. Daily au-

diovisual shows, between 10:15 A.M. and
3: 1 5 P.M. ,

give you a helpful introduction.

"Kj ew Zealand with hook and line. One
^^ of the most attractive places to stay

in New Zealand is Huka Lodge, near Lake

Taupo. Tastefully decorated cottages sur-

rounded by evergreens. On the Waikato

River. Good food. Excellent trout fishu.g

m Lake Taupo. Address: P.O. Box 6993,

Auckland. U.S. phone: (619) 562-5494.

T ittle England." A very nice accom-
'-' modation in Sri Lanka is the Hill

Club, m Nuwara Eliya. Established in

1876 as a private club for expatriate

1 ips for explorers,

antiques shoppers, and
fine'art buffs

English residents. It extends "temporar\-

membership" to visitors. Most rooms ha\e

cozy fireplaces and private baths. Dinner

by candlelight. Phone: 522-231.

The hill country of south central Sri

Lanka is lovely. Many well-groomed tea

plantations, and waterfalls.

YVT here to stay in Taiwan. The Grand is

^^ Taiwan's best hotel. Elegant, and

lots ot atmosphere. Overlooks the city.

Good restaurants. Address: 1 Chung Shan
North Road, Section 4, Taipei. Phone:

(2) 596-5565. Second choice is the Ritz.

i~r* okyo's finest art. The \'ariety, num-
•*- ber, and scope ot museums in Tokyo

are nothing short of astonishing. The city

has 143 museums and galleries that offer

fascinating displays of everything from

paintings to wrestling.

It you have time tor only one, at least see

the Tokyo National Museum, japan's larg-

est—formerly the Imperial Household

Museum. Has the best and broadest collec-

tion ot Japanese art and archaeology in the

world; also Chinese and Korean art and

archaeology. Paintings, decorative art,

sculpture, ceramics, lacquerware, Bud-

dhist figures. Open daily, 9—4:30, year

round. Closed Mondays. Address: 13-9

L'eno Koen. Taito-ku.

r^ ff the beaten track in Italy. Not
^^ many people know that just fifteen

miles south ot Milan is one ot Italy's most

outstanding art treasures: the Certosa di

Pavia, a fourteenth-to-fifteenth-century

Carthusian monasters-. Splendid ornate

basilica facade and charming cloisters.

Monks will give guided tours. Closed

Mondays.

The quiet, saffron-colored town oi Pa-

via, five miles to the south, is also worth a

visit. Has a monumental basilica and one

ot the oldest universities in Europe.

TO rowsing in Paris. You'll never find

*-' more antiques in one place than at Le

Louvre des Antiquaires, a block-square

"shopping mall" in Paris. It is across from

the Louvre, between the Place du Palais-

Royal (main entrance) and the Rue de

Marengo.

When it opened, several years ago,

some people wondered how all those indi-

vidualistic dealers could exist together in

peaceful competition. They have, even

though not always peacefully. Prices are

generally high, but there are also nice sur-

prises. And they will handle packing,

shipping, insurance, verification, fram-

ing, and restoration.

The Musee Napoleon I, a new museum
in the Palace of Fontainebleau, outside oi

Paris, gives a fascinating picture o( the

First Empire through the paintings, art

objects, furnishings, and memorabilia in

this comprehensive collection.

Q wiss treasures. Too many people
*^ who go to Zurich miss Winterthur,

twenty minutes away by train. It has more

and better museums than any other small

city in the country. The chief attraction is

the Oskar Reinhart collection, "Am
Romerholz," ot French masters from Pous-

sin to Cezanne, plus paintings by Cra-

nach, Brueghel, Rubens, Rembrandt, El

Greco, and Goya, all housed in Reinhart's

mansion. D

Prodiiced by Passport, the Monthly Letter

for Discriminating, Culturally Minded
Travelers, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chica-

go, IL 60606.
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"Upcountry Garden "Oil on canvas. 6'x 7' Price on request.

In the Realm of the Senses

Imagine yourself on a sunny
Maui morning at the window of a

beautiful upcountry home. The scene

before you is absolutely splendid.

r* '1
. w^

Kasprzycki's art graces the lobby of the famous

Kapalua Bay Hotel

Brightly colored canna lilies mingle

with lovely watsonia, calling to you
like the gardens of Aries to Van Gogh.

This garden, too, is real. It steals the

eye of expressionist Jan Kasprzycki as

he stands in his kitchen, coffee in hand,

looking out the window as nature

welcomes the day. The effect is simply

dazzling . . . delicate yet intense,

sudden yet deeply subtle.

Painting as if with light itself,

Kasprzycki has captured this glorious

view on a canvas of pure inspiration.

Rich impasto, like frosting, adds to the

fabulous artistry of this image. You can

feel the passion in every brilliant stroke

of its composition.

Jan Kasprzycki's ac iaim is

worldwide. His distinctive, dramatic

style is on display not only in major
collections, but also in such exquisite

surroundings as the lobby of the

Kapalua Bay Hotel. This incomparable
hotel could have chosen anyone's

work. It has chosen Kasprzycki's.

To purchase this beautiful painting

or receive more information about
the artist, his one-of-a-kind oils, and
his limited-edition prints, please call

toll-free: 800-367-8047 ext. 108.

In Canada: 800-423-8733 ext. 108.

Lahaina Galleries
845 Wainee St., Suite 213, Lahaina, Maui, HI 96761

© Lahaina Calieries, Inc. 1986
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Sometimes perfume canbe seductivewithout ever leaving the bottle.

Perfume can he thcnight of as fan-

tasy in liquid fcM'm.

And when it's kept in a Waterford"

scent bottle—mouth-blown and hand-

cut from the workis most lumincnis crys-

tal—the fantasy becomes a \ isual one.

Its perhaps the only instance where
the sensual delights of perfume aren't

limited to c^ne sense onlv

Waterford
Steadfast in a\vcM"ld ol wawriny standards.





I OLLECTOR'S EDITION -19TH CENTURY BY BAKER. 777,5

collection offers furniture Jesicjn u-nicli Ims its roots aeep/if enweaaea

in tne history of heroic civi/izotiojis. Based upon IQth Centuru styles

from the continent ana Eng/antt aesiaiis for livinci and diuinq are

classic in form ana materials. Emhellishments of ailacd carvi)ias,

brass annual forms ana rare woods characterize this furiiiture a)iJ Jemo)istrate the

skill of Baker s American craftsmen.

Baker's Collector's Edition— 19th

Century Furniture Collection is available

through many fine furniture and depart-

ment stores. You are invited to write for

their names and you may send $7-50 for

Baker's Collector's Edition— 19th Century

Furniture catalogue. Baker Furniture,

Dept. 435, 1661 Monroe Avenue, N.W.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505. Show-
rooms in Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland,

Dallas, Dania, High Point, Houston,

Laguna Niguel, Los Angeles, New York,

Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle,

Troy and Washington D.C.
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T/VI h"LY HOMES COLLECTION BY BAKER FURNITURE. Exacting repro-

Ji'.c'ictis o) superb antiques, cacn piece the prizea treasure of a )icnlema)i ana still

'' '!i:.cu In a great Stately Home. The collection Is selectea du International antiques

itihorlty Sir Humphrey Wakefield, Bt., to he reproduced uitli the skill of Baker's

'Inest craftsmen. This Baker Stately Homes Collection Is available through many
iiture and department stores. You are Invited to send $12.50 for a Stately Homes

lon L ara'oque.

—^-—-^^25

From Antony House, Cornwall,
England, the home of Sir John
Carew, a rare Queen Anne
walnut and inlaid sideboard.

Showrooms in Atlanta, Chicago,
Cleveland, Dallas, Dania, High Point, Houston,
Laguna Niguel, Los Angeles, New York,

Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy and
Washington D.C. Baker Furniture, Dept. 44 5.

l(iC>l Monroe Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids,

Michigan 49505.



R.iro Chinese Export SiKor Medical Set,

Hcnir specula with ivory handles, inscribed "IV. Murray's

Speculum" and "Hon^; Kon^".

Maker's Mark; WC
Late China Trade Penod, 1840-1880 A.D.

Ranyiny in lent;ths between 10"ii^ inches and 1 5":

inches. In fitted wood box lined with veUet.

"The Chait Collection

Jiihn Devereux Kernan
Chinese Export Silver" by

III.

272-pane catalot;ue, tully illustrated, slipcased. Avail-

able at $65 plus $8 tor handlinf,' and shipping, plus appli-

cable sales tax. Published in conjunction with our 75rh

Anniversary Exhibition held in October 1985.

m.
\NORKS OF ART • CHINESE ART

12 East 56th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022 'Tcl:2U-758-0937'Cables:"RAUMA"Neiv York

UEMBEH Of TMt NATIONAL ANTIQUE AND ART DfcALERS ASSOCIATION OF AMEBICA INC
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From the Estee Lauder laboratories comes the new technology

to rebuild your skin's appearance from the inside out

Introducing

zone Repair Gel

Before you notice one more little wrinkle, try Eyzv .

^ Its

never-before opalescent formula contains Tissue Ma. Flujd to

help restructurize the deepest epidermal layers of the v^ arable

skin around your eyes. So of course, Eyzone is ophthalmolo^ t

tested and fragrance-free. And it has a unique time-released

delivery system . Use Eyzone regularly and dramatically

diminish the visible signs of aging around your eyes.

Suddenly the aging effects of time seem to be reversed.

And your skin looks and feels younger—from the inside out.

ESTEE
LAUDER
NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS



More Than A Tradition

The ^p,nl hc-HXit) of diamonds and sapphires. The (hster Perpetual Ladies' Datejust and Mens DavDate
y:h<m gold tunepieces by Rolex. with diamond and sapphire bezels. In perfect harmom

our exclusive ring and earring duet in stunning 18kt. gold senings
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CD. Peacock
jraiLERS SINCE 1837
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*'• P^"'-t^»l^ES W. W\RR£N. Detroit -lESSOPS. San Diego
J.E. CMBMTll CO.. Philadelphia. Washington. D.C.-SHREM i CO.. San Francisco
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TASTES OF REFINEMENT
Cert, ' the finer things in life are sufficiently rare thev
can be ^ . ed only by a fortunate few. For example,
the magni> . r • 1868 Chateau Lafite Rothschild.

Or the supei ... .Aston Martin Lagonda.
With seventy \ >. f tradition and four months of hand
sculpting in each eu Iv twenty fi\^e new Lagondas will

be available in the enhi ' 'nited States this year.

Which means it will be a >. rtunate few indeed who will

be able to savor the delights of the Lagonda.
However, for those few, there is the knowledge that this

is simply the finest automobile that can be bought today.

The Aston Martin Lagonda.

An exclusive example of modern genius.

We inxite you to write for our brochure:

Aston Martin Lagonda,

ISO Harvard Axenue, Stamford CT 06902. (203) 339-2259.

B\- ,\pptiin(meni to

His Rovai Highness (he Pnnce o( Wales

Motor Car Manufacturer

ASTON MARTIN LAGONDA OF NORTH AMERICA INC.



BEVERLY H.ILLS 414 NORTH RODEO DRIVE



A SLICE OF CREATION"
The ebbi ice of creation is the heart of the apple, the seeds of yet another

creation; - jnnio Soso, design leader of Hoya Crystal. Apple vases, 5" high,

$385 each. Hoya Catalog Set $6.00. Call 212/223-6335 or 800/654-0016.

THE HOYA CRYSTAL v^ALLERY/450 PARK AVENUE AT 57TH STREET/NEWYORK N.Y 10022

MUSEUM CPYSTAL

HOYA
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National '^ust

for Historic

Preservation

''C National Trust is

!i . ^nwide educational

oigaii 'ion that encourages

America, s to participate

in preserving :

' :- > -sf

of their heritage, i nered

by Congress in 1 949, th"

Trust cares for historic

properties around the

country. The Trust proudly

joins leading home
furnishings and decorative

arts companies in offering

this fine collection to the

American public.

^tw>..'j

hedeh & Company, Inc.
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humacher & Company
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Kindel Furniture Company
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Paul Hanson Company, Inc.

LICENSEES:

KINDEL FURNITURE COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Michigan:

Furniture Reproductions

F SCHUMACHER & COMPANY
New York, New York:

Fabrics, Wallpapers and Rug.s

MOTTAHEDEH & ..OMPANY, INC.

New York, New '^brk:

Porcelain and Ceramics

PAUL HANSON COMPANY, INC.

Carlstadt, New Jersey:

Lamps, Wall Decor and

Decorative Accessories

Photo Oallands, a property

ol the National Trust

lor Historic Preservation

in Leesburg. Virginia
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National Trust

or Historic

^reservation

There is an integiity

to things. It is only

achieved in an

object when its

substance is equal

to its form.

Chairman, Kindel Furniture Company

Kmdel is honored to have been selected over

many other firms to be the exclusive furni-

ture licensee for our nation's National Trust

for Historic Preservation.

Our work for the National Trust, as our

work for Winterthur and the Irish Georgian Society, will

have its emphasis upon quality, authenticity, craftsman-

ship, and scholarship.

Every Kindel reproduction is in precise conformity

with the definition of that term as set down by the Amer-

ican Association of Art Museum Directors in 1979:

"A lepmduction is a line for line copv

of the oiigmal object, using the same

pnmary and secondary mateiioh."

To the craftsmen of Kindel, "authcuiic reproduction"

is not just a marketing slogan, it is a personal commit-

ment to perfection.

Royalties generated by the sale of these fine reproduc-

tions go directly to the conservation of Trust properties.

For Kindel, the National Trust license affords yet an-

other opportunity to engage m socially responsible com-

merce. For the American consumer, those reproductions

which bear the imprimatur of the National Trust,

present the opportunity to support the institution

whose mandate is the preservation of our Country s

young and vital heritage.
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iTMl Mi'KOnUtTIONS

OF 1 HF I- iKNITURE TREASURES

FROM THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR

HISTORIC PRESERVATION. THEY

MAY BE VIEWED AT THE FOLLOW-

ING FINE STORES AND DESIGNER

SHOWROOMS:

CALIFORNIA

Costa Mesa Glabman Furnituie

Los Angeles Clabman Furniture

Menlo Park Flegel's Home Furnishings

Orange Higgms Furniture Shops

Torrance Clabman Furniture

Woodland Hills Glabman Furniture

COLORADO
Denver Howard Lorton

CONNECTICUT
Darien Chnstman's

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington Woodward a' Lothrop

GEORGIA
Atlanta Mathews' Furniture Galleries

ILLINOIS

Chicago Marshall Field d) Company

Skokie Marshall F.eld e) Company
Oakbrook Marshall Field a) Company

INDIANA
South Bend Herbert B Graffis Company

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge McKay's Interiors

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Paine Furniture Company
Worcester Coghlin's

MICHIGAN
Grand Rapids Klingman's

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Fleetham Furniture e^

Studio

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham Style Craft Interiors

Raleigh Style Craft Interiors

NEWIERSEY
Paterson Bograd's

Succasunna Classic Galleries

Watchung Valley Furniture Shop

^EW YiJRK

Hurtmmon Classic Galleries

N«-.v Vi»rk S. Ahman es) Company

Nciv Vork£/ Ai'<i'

While Piains /.H. Harvey

OHIO
* !Hcinnatiy4.B Closson. fr Company

l-.ocky River /.i. Hecht Company

Toledo Johnson's Fine Furniture

PENNSYLVANIA
Furlong Hendrix son 's

Haverford O'Nfill et> Bishop

Pittsburgh Nancy Baierl Interiors

TEXAS
Dallas Adele Hunt 's

Houston Brittain's Fine Furniture

VIRGINIA

Chesapeake Channel Hall

Virginia Beach Willis Wayside

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Paul Weise Company

Racine Porter's of Racine

Your interior designer can arrange your
visit to the following showrooms:

ARIZONA
Phoenix Pearson 's Galleries

CALIFORNL\
Laguna Niguel Baker Knapp a^ Thbbs

Los Angeles Baker Knapp ft' Thbbs

San Francisco Baker Knapp &> Thbbs

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington Baker Knapp e' Thbbs

GEORGIA
Atlanta Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

Atlanta Mayo Wholesale Furniture

ILLINOIS

Chicago Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

MICHIGAN
Troy Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

MARYLAND
Kensington Marvin [ Perry &^ Associates

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Kaplan ei> Fox Furniture

Company

NEW YORK
New York Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

OHIO
Cleveland Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

Pittsburgh Marforth Showrooms

TEXAS
Dallas Baker Knapp a' Thbbs

Houston Baker Knapp a" Thbbs

WASHINGTON
Seafle Baker Knapp &) Thbbs

For a brochure illustrating

Kindel's National Trust collection

send four dollars to:

Kindel Furniture Company
P.O. Box 2047,

Grand Rapids, MI 49501.
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Refreshing as a summer garden, Mottahedehs
Regency Rose dinnenvare was inspired by an

Engl.sh service, c. 1820, in the collection

at Washington, D.C.s Decatur House.

Its just one of the classic designs in

our new collection of reproductions for the

National Trust for Historic Preservation.

Available at selected fine stores.



SuperEurope
SUPERUNERQE2 ONE^JCto

Supersonic ConcordeThE Other,
JusT*799 Extra.

Now Cunard makes it possible,

actually irresistible, to experience

the ultimate transatlantic travel

combination—one way on Queen
Elizabeth 2, the other way on British

Airways' supersonic Concorde.
From April through December, saU

either way, fly a specially reserved

Concorde the other—between Lon-
don and New York, Miami or Wash-
ington, D.C. Just $799 extra per

person—about 70 percent off!

Queen Elizabeth 2,

Tomorrow's Superliner Today/"
QE2 resumes service in May, follow-

ing a six-month, $150-million trans-

formation: an all-new Sports Centre

and outdoor Jacuzzi" Whirlpool

Baths; lavishly redone restaurants

featuring dinner dancing and an
International Gourmet Bazaar; an
all-new arcade of international

Juxury boutiques; an expanded IBM
Personal Computer Centre and a

new Business Centre for executives;

and 20-channel satellite TV capabil-

ity. With all this and more—a com-
plete casino, disco under the

Magrodome and free access to the

famed "Golden Door Spa at Sea"'

with gym, saunas and swimming
pools—QE2 is truly Tomorrow's
Superliner Today.

'

Low-cost Concorde or no-cost

British Airways economy fare.

Fly Concorde for just $799 extra. Or
enjoy free British Airways economy-
class airfare between London and
57 North American gateways. (You

may, of course, upgrade yourself to

Club Class or First Class by paying
the difference.) Cunard offers sav-

ings on European hotels; on cruises

in Europe on QE2 or Vistafjord;

on land tours; even on the fabled

Orient Express.

Sail five glorious days and nights;

from just $L250. Choicest accommo-
dations go first; contact your travel

agent or Cunard.

Rate-, per person, double occupancy, dependent
on availability and departure elate. Free BA
economy ticl^et based on rates as of 9/30/86;

length-of-stav restrictions applv. Cunard reserves

rignt to cancel Concorde or change rate without
notice. QE2 registered in Great Britain.

Queen Elizabeth 2
TiVJiorww's Superlbier Todaif"

I 1

Cunard, Box 999, Farmingdale, NY 11737

Rush me, free:

D QE2's SuperEurope '87 (Q900).

n Vistafjora/QEI/Sea Goddess Cruises in

Europe (Qill). K-35031

MY TRAVEL AGENT

STATE ZIP

1987 CUNARD

Queen Elizabeth 2 Sagafjord Vistafjord Sea Goddess I • Sea Goddess II



*AN DIEGO RESIDENCE.
ABOVE THE CITYANDTHE B«

Or.

the

unusual

Unique to San Diego and possi-

bly without peer, MERIDIAN
represents the latest of the new gen-

eration of high rise condominium

residences. Created as livable, full

scale homes rather than apartments, security systems ever developed,

each residence features spaciousness Best of all, MERIDIAN includes the

and convenience. Inherent to amenities which provide for a gra-

MERIDIAN are the most advanced cious lifestyle tor those who live

state-of-the-art life safetv and here.

On
the

homes

On
the

tneii's

On
the

amenities

On
the

location

MERIDIAN residences repre-

sent the value one would

expect in a custom home. The
design emphasis is on spaciousness

and quality. Each home features

grand master baths, abundant clos-

ets and large, well appointed

kitchens. Finely detailed marble

Ever changing views are part of

each MERIDIAN home. To the

south, colorful sailboats glide by the

yacht harbor marina. To the west,

ocean vessels return from the sea

while a setting sun bathes Point

MERIDIAN includes a wide

array of amenities designed

for the security and convenience of

those who call MERIDIAN home.

An impressive drive entry leads to

the Main Lobby. Within MERIDIAN
one finds a large secure outdoor

Plaza in a park setting, fully

Acombination of exciting ocean

views, a delightful bay front

and a dynamic urban setting were

the inspirations for MERIDIAN.
Within close walking distance are a

new yacht harbor marina, the

embarcadero, the arts and theatres,

s

baths, Poggenpohl kitchens, Ther-

mador and Sub-Zero appliances are

the standard. The homes, which

range from 1,200 to 3,400 square

feet, are as distinct and unique as the

individuals who live here.

Loma in fiery spectacle. San Diego's

expanding skyline sparkles both day

and night. The mountains frame the

sunrise to the east. Then, coming

full circle to the south, the Coro-

nado Islands dot the Pacific horizon.

equipped Health Clubs, elegant

Guest Suites and The Meridian

Room for large scale entertaining.

And twenty-four hours a day

MERIDIAN is stafted to quietly pro-

vide the service necessary to a

residence of this style.

fine restaurants, shopping and the

financial district. And, just a short

cab ride away are the museums of

Balboa Park, the Old Globe Theatre

and the international airport. At

MERIDIAN both natural beauty and

the urban experience are combined

in one inspired setting.

MERIDIAN
CONDOMINIUMS

Condominium fiomes from 5208,000 to SI, 400, 000. Sales Office 700 Front Street, San Diego, California 92101. For appointment 619/231-0777.
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188 NORTH CANON DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210

(213) 273-6655
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listihctive art & antiques

/

Valkrie on Horseback
signed Louis Chalon

19thi & 20th Century
Oil Paintings

Bronzes & Marble
sculpture

Original Icart Ethchings

Calle & Lalique Crystals

Collectibles

Fine Lamps &
Chiandeliers

Oils, Prints & Decorative
Arts Auction February 7.

Catalog Available $10.00

5325 Roswell Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30342 404/252-3770

For the connoisseur

offine fabrics

just off Union Square in San

Fi.incisco. you'llfinci a store

known worldwidefor the

very best fabricsfrom all

over the globe. Splendid silks.

Wonderful woolens. Couture

cottons. Fabricsfrom the

European and American de-

signer collections. All care-

fully chosen to suit yo"r

sense of style

Can 7 get to San Francisco

soon enough-" Write to Dept.

CN2-87 for our free Spring
. .., v

Fun swatch sampler

BRITEX FABRICS 146 GEARY SAN FRANCISCO CA 94108 415-592-2910

CONNOISSEUR
Founded in 1901, CONNOISSEUR was ac-

quired by William Randolph Hearst in 1927.

It IS published monthly in the U.S.A. and
Great Britain by Hearst Magazines Division

and National Maga:ine Company Limited.

Editor-in-Chief

TVmmas Hoving

Executive Editor

Phihp Herrcr.,

Managing Editor

Ellen Rosenhush

Senior Editors

Eve .Auchincloss

Matthew Gurewitsch

Margaret Staats Simmons
Associate Editors

Kathleen B. Hearst

Mehk Kaylan

Robert Knafo

Copy Editor

Judith Sonntag

.Alank Skarstrom (assistant)

Research Editor

Niary Flvnn

Researchers

.\nne Phalon

Jams Pomerant:

Editorial Assistants

Man .Ann Fl\Tin

Deidre Stein

Mary V'andeVeire

Amanda Walker

Contributing Editors

Patricia Corbett (Europe)

Frederic \'. Grunteld

Nancy Hoving
^X'alter McQuade
Manna \X amer

Art Director

Carla Ban-

Associate Art Director

Stephanie E. Phelan

Picture Editor

Phvllis Levine

Associate Picture Editors

Pamela Hassell-Marcusson

Kathleen Klech

Assistant Art Director

Jeftrev Kevton

Editorial Production Manager
Lvnn Bucknet

Published bv

The Hearst Corporation

President

Frank .A. Bennack, Jr.

Chairman
Randolph .A. Hearst

President, Magaiines Division

Gilbert C. Maurer

Managing Director, National

Magazine Company Limited,

United Kingdom
Terrv Mansfield

Publisher

David A. McCann

Advertising Director

Charlotte Perkins

Director, Art and Antiquities

Janet Lorraine Brmkos
European Representative

Panel Gamett
Production Manager
Cynthia Alley

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE. CONNOISSEUR magarmc will, upon receipt

rtom Its reader oi a complete new or renewal subscription order, undertake

tultillment of that order so as to provide the first .copy delivery within 6 to 12

weeks It lor some reason this cannot be done, vou will be promprly notified of

the iSiue date that will begin your subscription, with a reouest tor any turrhet

instructions you may have concerning vout order Please address all such orders

to us .It CONNOISSEUR, P.O. Box 101 7i. Des Moines, Iowa 50350. Should

vou have any problems with your subscription, please write Joan Hams, Cus-

tomer Serv-ice. Des Moines, Iowa 50»0. or call roll free 1.800.247-5470, Iowa

residents, call 1.800.532.1272. To assure quickest service, please enclose your

mailing label when writing to us or renewing your subscription. Renewal orders

must be received at least 8 weeks pnot to expiration to assure continued set.

Fot subscription orders and inquiries from U.S.A. or Canada, please send to

(XINNOISSEUR. P.O. Bov 10173. Des Moines. Iowa 50350. From Great

Britain and othet European countries, please send to CONNOISSEUR,
National Magazine Company Limited. England. National Magazine House. 72

Broadwick Street. London Wl V 2BP.

20 CONNOISSEUR
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However, for the
record, our pair

of jode
pillows established

Q new high for

the ortform . .

.

$420,000.00.

In November of lost

yeor ot Sotheby's/
Hong Kong, the
govel went down.
We were the
highest bidder In

our opinion, the two
matched boys ore.

sculpturol master-
pieces . . . with or

without thejade.

You will find

them in our private

collection in Son
Froncisco. After oil,

boys will be boys
ond Ashkenozie
b Co. will be
Ashkenozie 6 Co.

«tons: Both Jode Pillows ore 8T2 In
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Orfevre a Paris

THE CHRISTOFLE COLLECTION: 'MALMAISON" CHRISTOFLE 680 MADISONAVENUE. NEWYORK, NY 10021



Boussac of France. Inc., Decorating and Design Building, 979 TWrd Avenue, New YorK.
ir> i ^ r^ninrwavc.

IjTis beautiful Oolong" (6009) 100% cotton glazedchintz, 59 " wide repeat 66" comes in 3 colorways. Sarcona (9600) in 13 colorways

Atla^aCurranAssocJnc Boston.Os.rer House Chicago, HollyHun,.LtdXincinnati,DeC,occ,oandAssoc Dallas. Decorators walk Den^^^^^

,,-' High Point, Curran Textile Show u--'~- rs„,„„.„.. umil i ^c Annoio.:

^ Philadelphia, Taggarl/Zwiebel Assoc.

House Chicago Holly Hunl. Ltd. Cncinnati, DeCioccio ana Assoc uanas, uecoraiuib wai^ •-'<=''»°^ ^,.'^''"'°'" = """VJ; Tu^, r=r,n inr-

le Showroom. Houston, Decorators Walk Los Angeles, Janus et C,e Miami, Tcxid W.gg.ns & Assoc New Organs Delk & MorrisonJnc

Assoc, Inc. Phoenix, S C. Smith. Ltd. San Francisco, Sloan Miyasato, Inc Seattle, Jane Piper Beid & Co. Washington, D.C., Decorator,

«»^"

rs Walk

Showrooms. Paris, Dusseldorf and Milan
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South of Modernism
The Uruguayan painter Joaquin Torres-

Garcia was cast in the heroic, even myth-

ic, mold. Though he was dogged by adver-

sity and neglect in his lifetime and after-

ward, his achievement prevails and his

reputation grows. Now, a circulating exhi-

bition of his work, currently on view at

Houston's Museum ot Fine Arts—its last

stop—trom February 14 to April 5 , should

finally establish him at the front rank of

international modernism.

Entitled "Torres-Garcia: Grid-Pattern-

Sign, Pans-Montevideo, 1924-1944," it

was organized by the Arts Council ofGreat

Britain and the American Federatiem of

Arts and has previously been seen in Lon-

don, Barcelona, Diisseldorf, and Miami. It

consists of 100 paintings, drawings, and

wood constructions culled from private

collections and the family estate and is a

testimony to Torres-Garcia's nearly in-

credible perseverance and productivity.

Torres-Garcia was boni in Montevideo

in 1874 and emigrated to Barcelona with

his family in 1892. Omitting his early and

late representational art, the show pro-

ceeds chronologically from the time when
reductionist geometric form, proportion,

and texture began to preoccupy him.

Nonobjective wood constructions

based on the golden section show his clt«e

adherence to Mondrian's ideas in the peri-

od 1929-32. The artist soon mapped out

his own terrain, however, fusing a con-

structivist framework—including Utopian

notions o( art as a universal order—with a

personal sign system and color sense that

owed much to an intensive study of

ancient Peruvian art and architecture.

The catalogue ot Torres-Garcia's mis-

fortunes begins early in his career in Bar-

celona, when a political upheaval in 1913

canceled his most important mural com-
mission midway through its execution. (In

fact, most oi his early works in public

buildings were subsequently destroyed. ) It

continues for the next twenty, peripatetic

years— in Tarrasa (Spain), New York

Construction in Earth Red, 1938.

FEBRUARY 1987

City, Italy, the French Riviera,

Paris, and Madrid—during which

he sought without success a living

for his large family and recognition

as an artist. And it does not end

with his death, in 1949: a fire that

swept the Museum of Modem Art

in Rio in 1978 destroyed a show

c~)f his work including seventy-eight

paintings and murals.

Torres-Garcia achieved a mea-

sure of renown only after returning

to Montevideo in 1934. There, he

devoted himselt to writing and

teaching and to developing an au-

thentic South American aesthetic

combining ancient, indigenous

traditions and modern abstraction.

Elsewhere he remained neglected,

partly because American and Eu-

ropean critics invariably consign

South American art to provincial

status; but perhaps partly because

of an independent, uncompromis-

ing, and didactic spirit that could

be perceived as one of obstinacy,

dogmatism, and self-promotion. E-

In the United States he was probably

underrated precisely because he was so

influential; Adolph Gottlieb's and Louise

Nevelson's debt to his work has never been

fully acknt)wledged—as if to do so would

diminish their achievements.

To the casual observer, many of his grid-

26

The maestro' s Constructk>n

ded rectangular abstractions stacked with

row on row of graphic notations might

appear alike. But focused attention reveals

each one to be a distinctive statement

—

thoughtfully prepared, lovingly executed.

In a series of pictures in the late thirties he

loosened up the grid structure, using hold

symbolic forms and brighter colors, but

soon he reverted to more somber, densely

patterned and abstractly constructed pic-

tures, which also seem to be metaphysical

summations of his ideas about Western

and pre-Columbian cultural history, natu-

ral science, and life's mysteries.

In the context of today's cynical, fren-

zied contemporary-art scene, Torres-

Garcfa's profound, unworldly ambitions

—

his insistence on a theoretical underpin-

ning for his art and his dedication to the

expression of a carefully calibrated, har-

monious, and meaningful visual order

—

seem all the more remarkable.
—Barbara Braim

CONNOISSEUR
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Height: 33(6 inches.

Auction estimate:

£10,000-15,000

[($14,250-21,375).

LONDON

Fine 19th Century
Decorative Arts

This fine white marble group of the Flight from

Destruction of Pompeii by Giovanni Maria Benzoni,

signed and dated F Roma 1878, will be included in a

London auction of Rne 19th Century Decorative Arts on

Thursday and Friday, Maich 5 and 6.

For catalogues and further information, please call,

in London, Robert Bowman at 44 (1) 493-8080.

Sotheby's, 34-35 New Bond Street, London, WIA 2AA.
In New York, call Elaine Whitemire at (212) 606-7285.

Sotheby's, 1334 York Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021.

SOTHEBY'S
FOUNDED 1744



C:ONNOISSEUR'S VVOR
tiAi^F. 1 GOfn: CORBU
At the Inrornavional hxposition of Deco-

rative Aivs iri Paris in 1925, the executive

committee 'laU the paviUon designed by

the archircct Le Corbusier built on the

fair's most remote site and then erected an

eiKhteen'fix)t fence around it so that no

visitor could actually go inside. The pavil-

it)n—a purist, two-story apartment unit

—

was nonetheless awarded the first prize for

architecture by an international jury, only

to he overruled at the end by the veto of

the French member, who objected that

the structure "contained no architecture."

That kind of coiitroversy was a matter ot

course for Charles-fidouard Jeanneret,

who renamed himselfLe Corbusier but was

known as "Corbu" to his admirers and

'Tope Corbu" to his detractors. He may

have been the modern era's most savagely

attacked architect—and its most passion-

ately defended. The controversy his work

inspired did not die with the architect.

This year marks his centenary, and exhibi-

tions ot his work, to be held throughout

the Western world, will give us a chance to

make up our own minds.

Oscar Niemeyer, the great Brazilian

architect, called him "the Leonardo of our

epoch," but when the critic Lewis Mum-
ford heard Le Corbusier called the greatest

architect of the twentieth century, he

muttered, "So much the worse for the

twentieth century." Walter Gropius be-

lieved it would take an entire generation of

builders to realize all the visionary con-

cepts that had flowed from Le Corbusier's

studio. Yet the rejection note on his gran-

diose plan of 1937 tor rebuild-

Cing Paris read, "A vandalism

\ unique in history . . . spir-

Lc Corbusier in

[ 935 with the purist

Villa Savoye.

itually and materially injurious. " Salvador

Dali said that word of the architect's death

in 1965 "filled [him] with immense jov."

His influence was immense. Le Corbu-

sier helped to launch not one but two

major architectural styles—sleek, cerebral

"purism," in the 1920s, and sculptural

"brutalism," three decades later—but he

completed only fifty-seven buildings in a

career that stretched from 1912 to 1965,

the year oi his death. He proposed to lift

structures above the landscape onto great

pylons of reinforced concrete; redefined

the house as "a machine for living in"; laid

out one real city—in India; and on paper

designed sprawling, all-too-prophetic me-

tropolises, made up of isolated, identical

towers lined up along elevated highways.

Somehow, this polymath also found the

time to write some fifty books, to paint,

and to sculpt.

Le Corbusier was as brilliant aiid arro-

gant, as demanding and innovative, as his

buildings were, and he took an almost per-

verse pleasure in the denunciations his

work sparked. "Men are so stupid," he

once wrote, "that I'm glad I'm going to die.

All my life people have tried to crush me.

First they called me a dirty engineer, then

a painter who tried to be an architect, then

an architect who tried to paint, then a Fas-

cist. Luckily, I've always had an iron will

. . . I've forced myself to cross Rubicons."

He would be pleased that this year, once

again, he'll have people talking.

Le Corbusier exhibitions are planned all

over Europe. France, where he set up his

office, will host a dozen, including a major

retrospective, opening at Paris's Georges

Pompidou Center in October, the month
oi the architect's birth (in Le Chaux-de-

Fonds, Switzerland). Closer to home,
New York's Museum of Modern .Art will

offer a retrospective of five important proj-

ects, beginning March 26, and the Car-

penter Center for the Visual Arts, at Har-

vard—the only building in this country

designed by Le Corbusier himself—will

display his sculpture, paintings, drawings,

and letters, also beginning on March 26.

—Diarie Raines Ward
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Buou TrouvE
Take a broken watch face, add it to a clus-

ter of pearls, a pair of dice, a vintage lock-

et, or maybe knobs from an old TV set,

and, if you're very lucky, you'll end up with

a piece of jewelr\- like those made by John
Wind and Hilary Jay. Two years ago,

twenty-five-year-old Wind, a student of

painting at England's Slade School of Art,

began scouring London's flea markets for

bags of junk and baubles. He started gluing

his objets trouves together into thickly en-

crusted brooches, which, within four

months, were selling in Browns, the up-

market fashion emporium, and landing in

Idle hands: WA's antique uateh bracelets.

the pages ot English \ ogue. After moving

to Philadelphia last year. Wind teamed up

with Jay, an ex-advertising art director,

and formed a company called Maximal

Art. Since then, they've been glitzing ev-

eryone from trendies like the entertainers

Michael Jackson and the Thompson
Twins to the models in Carolina Herrera's

last fashion show.

Though some might want to call their

limited-edition designs timely, "timeless"

better describes their strongest seller, the

watch bracelet, a linked chain of nonfunc-

tioning antique watch faces scavenged

from old East Coast factories and repair

shops. Depending on vintage, value, and

state ot disrepair, prices range between

S 1 50 and $350. Lately, they've also taken

to customizing jewelry by whirling their

clients" personal memorabilia into assem-

blages. —Joe Dolce

CONNOISSEUR



To every woman
who did n't wash her

face every night when
she was 12 years old.

Few little girls look ahead 1

5

years to wtien ttieir beautiful

skin migtit be less ttian beau-

tiful Ttiey don't realize ttiat

good skin care tiabits learned

early can slow ttie natural

loss of lubrication and

moisture ttiot occurs as skin

gets older

But Bio-Program regimen

from Stendtial, France's most

respected skin core specialist,

is so effective in restoring and

maintaining your skin's natu-

ral beauty it's a second

ctiance for your skin, pure

and simple

Pure, because Bio-Progrom's

tiypo-allergenic, medically

tested ingredients are oil natu-

ral ingredients Simple,

because all Bio-Program

requires is cleansing and

moisturizing twice a day

Mornings, Bio-Demaquillant

cleansing lotion softens your

skin OS it gently removes

impurities, whiile Eau Bio-Tonic

perfects ttie cleansing pro-

cess, leaving your skin

soothed Then Bio-Superform

moisturizer smoothes while it

protects. And at night, Creme

Bio-Confort helps put back

natural oils your skin has lost

during the ddy

Start your Bio-Program

regimen now. You'll see it

really is a second chance for

your skin.

Stendhal
[-'ABI5
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Stendhal.

Asecond chance
for your skin.
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MiND'BoDY Splits
Siephcn P r:onu) in not exactly prolific.

His fir;.' c\'cning'length dance was per-

ionni-u in a New York basement in 1982,

and since then only four other ort)up pieces

ap.d a smidgen of solos have tttllowed. Yet,

at thirty, he has emerged as one of New
York's more important choreographers.

His movement encapsulates the noisy, and

often violent, sensory overload of contem-

porary life with unnerving accuracy. At

the same time, he has ingeniously found

ways tt) render the intangibles of thought

processes into motion.

In the current dance scene, with its em-

phasis on pop-culture accessibility, fa^^h-

ion, and gmimickry, Petronio is hardly the

flavor of the month. He doesn't rely on the

theatrical froufrou of a Michael Clark, say,

or the clever repartee of a David Gordon.

Petronio loves fierce, unusual movement.

He demands that his dancers move fast

and in multiple directions simultaneously;

limbs and torsos become eerily disconnect-

ed from one another.

The process begins from a series of imag-

es Petronio will have scavenged from

newspapers and magazines. He animates

and knits together these frozen moments.

Some are reconstructed literally; others

are used only as an emotional or kinesthet-

ic reference point. For a work called Walk-

In. for example, Petronio collected photo-

graphs of crashes, collisions, and death,

which were suKequently translated into

StL'pht'Ji Pcimniii iidfjgcrs: he lurches; arid his choreogrdl''h\ ^ ^nnsidcrcd uimdciiul.

stumbles, collapses, and contortions.

Petronio, who danced with the Trisha

Brown Company for seven years, willingly

acknowledges his debt to postmodern

dance histor>'. What he is reluctant to do is

talk much about his new work, SimidacTum

Reels. The title suggests the duality that

informs all ot Petrc^nio's choreography. A
reel is, of course, a specific kind of dance.

A simulacrum is a representation of real-

ity, a concrete visual exemplar, of some-

thing that once existed.

"The first image," Petronio eventually

confesses, "is of someone being held up. 1

was mugged last spring and caught com-

pletely off guard. There was an adrenal

jolt. 1 jumped out oi my body, in a sense,

and watched the whole thing happen-

ing—but didn't know how to respond to a

knife running down my chest. Those mo-
ments of being out of control are kind oi

delicious to me."

Petronio and his five-member company
will be performing for three weeks in an

engagement beginning February 19 at

Manhattan's Dance Theater Workshop.

The program, which includes two pre-

mieres as well as a revival ot last year's

award-winning Walk-In, will tour to Min-

neapolis this spring and Portland, Seattle,

and San Francisco next season.

—W'iniam Hams

Best Sellars
What are we to make ot the gadabout Peter

Sellars? Fraud or genius.' His merits are

probably best judged case by case.

The diminutive director—he stands

about five foot four—blazed his way to

cult-figure status even before graduating

from Harvard, Phi Beta Kappa, in 1980. In

1983, he was drafted for the Broadway-

bound My One and Only. The show went

on to glor>-, though not with Sellars. The
producers fired him during tryouts in Bos-

ton. The same week, though, he got a con-

solation prize in the torm of a "genius" fel-

lowship from the MacArthur Foundation.

In 1985, the Kennedy Center, in Wash-

ington, D.C. , made him artistic director

of the American National Theater.

There, he scored with a phantasmagoric

Count of Monte Cnsto (greeted with lusty

boos and raves), but never again. By the

time he staged Sophocles' Ajax, with a

deaf-mute in the filibustering title role, a

short year later, nobody was looking. The
American National Theater has since col-

lapsed. Sellars has been busying himself

with rock videos and a movie o{ Jack

Kerouac's On the Road.

CONNOISSEUR
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lifKYa ^::ryuiiue in a

u!orUi Uui looks

strav.fiely like our

ou:n. At right,

Cleopatra (Susan

Larson) prepares for

a dip. Below, she

joins the prez

Geffrey Gall) for

an impromptu

newscast.

And with opera, which is where he does

his best work—in part because the music

keeps his imagination on a tight leash. In

straight plays, Sellars does not scruple to

cut and paste, to rearrange, to splice in for-

eign matter, with results that have fre-

quently been condemned as sophomoric.

In opera, Sellars accepts the discipline

imposed by the score. No matter what

antics he cooks up for the singers, he never

monkeys with the music. If nothing else,

the dramatic pacing of the composer's

master plan is always intact. The question

then is whether his jeux d'espnt strike

sparks off the original. Sometimes they

don't. When Sellars is bad—as in a staging

of Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte set among Viet-

nam vets in a tacky roadside diner—he is

horrid. But when he is good . . .

On February 13, 15, 19, and 22, there is

an opportunity to see him at his best when
the Opera Company of Boston revives,

with a single minor change of cast, the Sel-

lars production of Handel's gorgeously

melodious, devilishly wise Judus Caesar m
Egypt, originally staged for Pepsico Sum-
merfare, on the campus oi the State

University of New York at Purchase, t.vo

summers ago. On this occasion, Sellars

projects the action into the near future. (A
principal set is the Cairo Hilton, struck by

a bomb though not yet completed. ) The
hero, a shark with a klieg-light smile.

shows up in the media-smart personage of

the president of the United States. Cleo-

patra comes visiting by starshine in a span-

gled gown, lowered from the sky by a fork-

lift, looking like a vaudeville goddess in

the crescent moon. As they play cat and

mouse for lands and riches, romance over-

takes them—heady, intoxicating, lethal.

Around them, a whole world comes un-

glued. Ours. The eighties have not seen a

more thrilling operatic production than

the Sellars Caesar. Anyone who misses

this second chance to see it is unlikely to

get another. —Mattheu' Gi<reu'itsch

YALE'S Early Italians
Jamesjacksonjarves was an American col

lector ahead of his time. Bom to a wei

to-do Boston family in 1 8 1 8 , he began col-

lecting early Italian paintings while living

in Florence in the 1850s, a good twenty

years before Bernard Berenson's

advice that Americans buy such

paintings helped to make them fash-

ionable. It is believed that Jarves

bought from dealers in Florence, ac-

cumulating over a thousand works at

the peak of his collecting. Much of

what Jarves owned, supplemented by

later additions, has been newly in-

stalled in a permanent exhibition of

late-medieval and early-Renaissance

art at the Yale University Art Gal-

lery, in New Haven.

The Jarves collection is richest in

rare works of the period from the thir-

teenth century to the fifteenth, when
artists shifted from large, immovable

wall frescoes and small illuminated

manuscripts to paintings on panel.

Recently restored, conserved, and

scrutinized, Yale's collection is

Fresco of Saint Peter b\ Carlo Crivelli

(circa 1472).

one of the tinest in the country-. Many of a

group oi over eighty works, such as a

Renaissance fresco in grisaille from a Si-

enese palace, have not been seen in de-

cades, because of the constrictions ofspace

and the vicissitudes of taste.

In 1871 Yale purchased the Jar\'es col-

lection for $22,000 in what the Yale Alum-

ni \^ eelcK' called "one of the most irregular

pieces of University finance on record and

one of the most brilliant." Jar\'es had

hoped that his collection would form "the

nucleus of a Free Gallery in one ofour large

cities." The works, over a hundred in all,

had previously been rejected by the Metro-

politan Museum, in New York, and the

Museum of Fine Arts, in Boston. They
found a congenial home only when Jarves

deposited them at Yale as collateral on a

loan he was later unable to pay hack.

Vl'hen they were put up at auction, Yale

found itself the only bidder.

Evident in Sienese panels like Saint]ohn

the Evangelist, by Lippo Memmi (1340), is

the desire to break from the Italo-Byzan-

tine tradition. Although frontal and aloof,

the religious figures have a distinct sense of

humanity. Saint Peter, by the Venetian

Carlo Crivelli, is a fierce, masculine image

that still reflects traditional Italo-Byzan-

tine art in its gold background yet prefig-

ures Michelangelo in the saint's strong

sculptural presence.

Secular subjects abound as well. A
painted marriage cassone reassembled in

the nineteenth century out of separate,

original cassones is decorated with the

classical mvth of Theseus and the .A.ma-
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zons. A languid nuJe woman seducri\elv

decorates the inside lid, in a rare detail.

Other cassone panels with classical themes

are logically, if unconventionally, dis-

played below eye level, the point of view

tor which they were intended.

The Yale installation is refreshingly un-

derstated. Small rooms, arranged geo-

graphically and chronologically within

the larger gallery, emphasize stylistic affin-

ities and suggest new ideas and attribu-

tions. This subtle, innovative installation

would likely please Jarves, who wanted his

collection to spark "the diffusion of artistic

knowledge and aesthetic taste in Ameri-

ca." —GenruAi Grace ^\\\

STONEVi^ALLTNQ
Boy, this is work! The sun hrciils down on

a titanic pile of boulders, dug up and

dumped here by the contractor. A man
swings a sledge in a punishing metronome
of effort, bashing big ones into little ones.

Stretching back, waddling on his heels,

another man heaves rocks into place.

Gradually, a stone wall begins to take

shape.

Marcel Alberrus Borst wipes his brow.

"Planting griithers," he calls this, with a

rolling Dutch accent and a lopsided grin.

His partner, Nick McCormack, concurs:

"Griithers," he says, in an equally opaque

Yorkshire accent.

McCormack and Borst, Connecticut

sttmemasons from Stamford, are virtuosi

of the sledge; they work dumb rock into

constructions of durable beauty. Like all

good stonemasons, they are booked at

least a year in advance. "Griithers," they

explain, are huge odd boulders that fit so

tightly into a wall that they look as if they

"grew there."

In New England, certainly, tew spectac-

ular residences are considered complete

without a stone wall ot some sort. Beyond

that are questions ot cost and taste. Many
property owners lo\e the smooth perfec-

tion of quarried granite, which fragments

into regular blocks when blasted out ot a

cliff. The most expensive is a pale, salt-

and-pepper flecked gray. The regularity oi

these walls can make them seem rather

municipal. Other walls use large amounts

ot mortar to tit and hold the stones.

And there is a third kind, more impres-

sionistic and wild, built ot natural field-

stones by master masons who are often

European. They are built dry, without

mortar, holding themselves up by the close

fit of the stones tci one another, and by a

slight inward tilt that makes the top ot the

wall a couple ot inches narrower than the

base. Fine stonemasons have the ability' to

transform the irregular, colored rocks that

come out of the ground into amazingly

smt^oth and beautiful walls. If a quarr\- or

masonry wall is mostly craft, a fieldstone

wall is mostly art.

A masterly gianiic and limcslunc uali.

A hundred-foot-long, four-foot-high

wall may cost about $10,000, including

labor. "It adds," says one prominent New
England developer about the effect of a

stone wall on the value of a property. "It's

impossible to put a dollar figure on it

—

that depends on the quality of the wall, for

one thing. But it adds a lot."

—Dean Vallas

Palladio Country
The \ eneti,', in northern Italy, with its

gentle hills and plains, has been farmland

since antiquity—that is, until our century

despoiled much of it by industrial blight.

What has vanished, along with the charm

ot the countryside, is the context in which

the great architect Andrea Palladio built

his serene and elegant villas tor the aristoc-

racy ot Venice and Vicenza in the middle

of the sixteenth century. A luminous rela-

tionship between building and site is at the

heart of Palladio's happy genius and the

subject of a remarkable new book, The Vil-

Lis oj Palladio, with photographs by Philip

Trager (New York Graphic Society, $45).

Philip Trager has published several vol-

umes oi photographs ot American archi-

tecture that have all the depth, clarity,

and nuance ot the long exposures ot the

nineteenth century. To this technical

masterv he adds a subtle combination ot

restraint and passion with regard to his

subjects. Here, by some sleight ot hand, he

has restored to Palladiii's great villas their

lost sites. We see rhem surrounded by

space, with their background ot hills or

CONNOISSEUR
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BREAKFRONT;
Regency flame-birch

breakfront book-
case, circa 1810.

WRITING TABLE;
Unusual Regency
mahogany writing

table with brass

gallery, circa 1810.

CHAIR: One from
a set of eight

Hepplewhite
mahogany dining

chairs, circa 1780

Kentshire
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We are pleased to announce
the opening of The Collectors Gallery.

Fine antique jewelry,
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rivers, their long approaches u\ er har\ est-

ed cornfields or long flowery grass, under

fair skies or dissolving in mists.

Palladio was not the first to go to the

monuments oi ancient Rome for inspira-

tion, hut to his belief in the absolute stan-

dards of its architecture he brought an easy

familiarity with the vernacular oi the

northern Italian farm. The result was a

symmetrical building with a classical fa-

cade, opened up to the air instead of en-

i
4-

Passion and restraint: Tracer's

lumuhuoiis view of the orderlyVilla Barharo.

closed in a courtyard, sometimes joined to

low outbuildings by colonnades.

Trager's camera records august interi-

ors, with their domes, their slender porti-

coes, pediments, "Palladian" windows,

and—often—rich frescoes. He shows us

Palladio inside and out, frontally and in

three dimensions, as he has never been

seen before.

This superbly designed book has an

invigorating and lucid text by the archi-

tecture historian Vincent Scully as well as,

alas, an obligatory' introduction by the ar-

chitect of the moment, Michael Graves,

which manages to say the obvious with

maximum pretension. —Eve Anchincloss
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AUCTIONS

jor no particular reason I can intuit,

this February looks to be a slow

month. Some insiders suggest thatFthe unusual surge in sales at the end of

I last year has slowed, at least tempo-

rarily, the consignment of new got)ds early

in 1987 as potential sellers take stock. But

this cannot he the whole answer. Certain-

ly there was an increase in sell-offs late last

year, particularly in the United States,

where tax-law changes in capital-gains de-

ductions created a short-term window of

opportunity for sellers. Despite a lot of glib

twaddle on the subject, however, most art-

market selling is probably not so tax sensi-

tive. The acid test is coming. In 1988, the

European Economic Community is likely

to insist on a value-added tax on all ham-
mer prices in British auction rooms. A
sharp upturn in sales before 1988 would

indicate that the tax is spurring sales, but

don't count on it.

In any event, even on this month's lean

menu we can find some delightful dainties.

On February 11 and February 12 in New
York, Sotheby's and Christie's hold their

lower-key midyear Impressionist and mod-

em art sales. The real opportunity here is

for grabbing the better (and affordable

)

works by second-tier artists, letting the less

sophisticated pay too much for secondary

works by "names." On February 10, Phil-

lips New York presents antique, Victo-

rian, and later jewelry. No blockbusters

here, but a good and really quite interest-

ing selection ot period items put together

by Peter Beaumont,
who has been sent to

Phillips from London to

beet up this depart-

ment. There will be

items ranging upward
from $100. Among the

I —fS^^M ^^tf^"" bits are an early-

L_ I I J^^l twentieth-century fan-

cy-cut diamond pen-

dant, circa 1912 (esti-

mated at $20,000-
$30,000), and an art

nouveau plique-a-jour

enamel diamond, ruby,

pearl, and sapphire in-

Gorgeous pre-raphaelites;
superb drawings;
good knickknacks

Spencer-Starihope' s moiir>\fid Orpheus and Eur>'dice on the Banks of the River Styx.

set pendant (estimated at $15,000-
$20,000) by Luis Masiera, an important

and vastly underappreciated Spanish jew-

eler. And in London on February 16, Bon-

hams features its fifth annual sale of dog

and cat art in conjunction with the

renowned Crufts Dog Show.

Of special interest will be the two-ses-

sion sale at Butterheld and Butterheld,

February 28, of rare wines. Butterlield has

taken full advantage of the enormous
pent-up demand released by the July 1985

change in California's law allowing indi-

viduals to buy and sell vintage wines at

auctions. This sale features approximately

700 lots, highlighted by some fifty selec-

tions of old California wines of the thir-

ties, forties, and fifties from the private

collection ot Fred Bennger, scion of the

fabled Napa Valley family and vineyard of

that name. The sale will be held at Los

Angeles's Ebell Club, with telephone

hookups to the San Francisco galleries.

Left: Bieienncicr fruitwood comer cabinet,

at William Doyle: David's Telemachus

and Eucharis, estimated to fetch as much as

S3 milium, at Sotheby's.

New York—William Doyle Galleries,

February 4. Fine English and Continental

furniture, decoration, and paintings.

More than 700 lots of high-quality house-

hold goods, some quite old, all with a

"look." You can get first-rate things to sit

on, sleep in, write at, eat with, look at,

and walk on. Last fall's two auctions set

records of $740,000 and $761 ,000, yet the

average lot is still under $1,000, which

may have more than a little to do with the

lots' extraordinary popularity. Private col-
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recreated masterpiece from
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Serially numbered with your
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AUCTIONT

Delamane's Lauchen on a Desk, at the

Bonhams dog and cat art auction.

lectors come in droves, armed with meter-

sticks, measurements, and moxie to do

battle for the perfect side table, hall run-

ner, buU's-eye mirror, footed salver . . .

and whatever else their hearts may desire.

London—Sotheby's, February 19.

Drawings from the Witt collection. This

precious collection, spannmg the old mas-

ters to the modem period, was formed by

Sir John Witt, whose father. Sir Robert,

founded the Courtauld's respected Witt

Library. The sale will offer some splendid

English material, its strong suit (Gainsbor-

ough, Constable, Bume-Jones, and Wil-

liam Turner), as well as an occasional

European work, such as Gauguin's master-

ly study ot a Breton woman's head.

New York—Sotheby's and Christie's,

February 24 and 26, respectively. Impor-

tant nineteenth-century paintings. An
encyclopedic revue of a remarkable cen-

tury that it has taken us three-quarters of

the next century to begin to appreciate.

Christie's has the edge in sheer diversity

(Dutch, German, French, Italian, Vene-

tian, Barbizon schools), although not a lot

of big names. What makes our hearts beat

fastest is the mannered sensuality of

Spencer-Stanhope's Pre-Raphaelite tour

de force Orpheus, and Eurydice on the Banks

of the River Styx, which was exhibited at

the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1878.

It's an interesting contrast in both sensibil-

ity and subject to what should be the top

lot at the Sotheby's sale, David's extreme-

ly important Farewell of Telemachus and

Eucharis (estimated at $2 million-$3 mil-

lion), a wistful apotheosis from his post-

Napoleonic exile in Brussels of his own
pseudo-classicism. Overall, the Sotheby's

sale is more consistent and has more solid

works, by Vemet, Gros, Millet, Tis.sot,

and Bouguereau. Between them, these

sales are a major event in an increasing-

ly strong field. ^cimes R. Lyons
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METROPOLLTAN TOWER

The issue is iu)t alT<>r(iiii<>' the best. The issue is t1ii(lin<j^ the best.

Now ready In wclcoriit' voii [o

\lt'lio|)()lii;iii lower i> lilt' fmoc n'sidcri-

(laUlanolanx cnulommuim iii New ^ork.

K\t'n m('iiil)t>r has hccn caivliillv clioscn

w nil lilt' siinic iiiiswcn iiig loriis upon quali-

ty evideiil ihroujilioul llie entire building.

^ou will lind all orilicin i^racioiis. Iielplul

and wMiuineKcoMct'nied Willi inakiii'ZNour

life here inil\ salislvinji.

I he lirsi person lo wclconie \oii lo

Metropolitan Tower will he John Ackennaii.

huilding manager, who will make cerlain

thai excnlhiiig alioiil \oiir new home meets

\()iir expeciaiioiih.

Operalions sii|)enmendem. IJmer
Simon. super\ ises llie slaHormainlenaiKe

men. porters, valet, sei^ice car operators,

doormen, lohhv allendanls and concierge

Our 24 hour concierge desk is headed

In aliraclnc. mulli-lingual ( a iitliia I Isiiing

who can arrange tor everjlhing rn)m |)ul-

iiiig fresh flowers in your apartment to leas-

ing a private jel . She also oversees the wine

cellar, chaiifleiirs wailing lounge in the

iara^e. and our communicalions center.

The stalT of our private dining clul) on

the A'.kd floor, will be supervised by Lori

Hulkoski ofTaste Alliance. Here a fine chef,

w ine steward and staff of waiters will attend

vou. And our fitness club will be mauiiged

with e(]ual allerilion lo your needs.

One. two. and three bedroom apart-

ments from $328,000 lo $2,000,000.

146 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. ON SITE SALES OFFICE. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY (212) 432-5700.

Builder/Developer: Harry Macklowe. Sponsor; Carven Associates. Marketing and Sales Consultant: M.J. Raynes. bic. Offering by

prospectus only. This offering is being made in NY State. We are pleased to announce that this offering plan has been declared effective.
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. 1880

stylized tree pattern

Mint condition

This is just one of the choice

collectables offered to

discriminating patrons
by the Mussal em family.

|

For a comprehensive
overview of the world '

of fine Orientals, send $5 for

the lavishly illustrated bro'-^^"

IWAY — JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32216 — PHOME (904) 739-151

The trade is requested to contact Mr. Charles S. Mussallem, III.

—-3^:-



ICART ESTATE

WERTHER

v>fn(' look cii WCrthcr rriakcvs it easy to

( oncludc there is nothing more perfea than

an Icart classical model, k art's love of

women is characterized h> the ( <irelul and

gentle det.iil ot this soft and languid lady.

Werlher, the tourth s( ul[)ture in the Ran

Instate Editions, is l)as(xi upon a 1928

etching. She stands l5'/2" in fieight with

the dominant patinas of warm f)ronze and

classical teal. This sculpture is limited to

an edition of 350 with 15 artists proofs.

Reserve your sculpture today!

represented l)y:

Rosenbaum

ORDERING INFORMATION: TOl II lUi: I-800-344-ARTS l\ II 305-772-1386

N

CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS - U.S.A.

.^171 N'ontirasi I2iii Ave.

Fi. l^Hiderdale. Ft. 33334
© F-l.F.A 1987
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From Thomas Garraway Ltd.

An Invitation To Experience Foods
So Exquisitely Delicious

You'D HaveTo Comb TheWorld To Find Them.
r

.

I 1' i^ 1 n
jf- '

'i

'i
Travel through the little hamlets that dot the

meadows of the world, and you come upon food^

superb they linger in your memor>' forever Per
j

you stumble upon a Camembert made from tht

tional F"rench recipe. Or a sauce of Italian plunj

tomatoes grown in the lava-rich soil of San Ma
near Mt. \esuvius. Or a coffee so rich and ful

bodied, you suddenly understand what a gooJ

of coffee is all about. Imagine experiencing thj

magnificent foods whenever \'ou wish.

\0\\ THOMAS GARRAVVAY BRINGS]
THESE GREAT FOODS TO TOUR HOl

Thomas Gairaway Ltd., established in London in

has long been known as a pur\'eyor of fine foods.

search the world for its choice foodstuffs and spare!

pains to bring them to our patrons at their ver\' b|

Now, we have arranged a way to deliver these

;uperb foods directly to your home anywherel

tlie lis. through our Fresh Deliver}' Service

an introduction to our vside array, we invite \

to choose among the following.

ITALY'S FRESH FLAVOURS
IN OUR PASTAS .AND SAUCES.

On a tour starting at the little countiy inns north of Flc

and ending in the south, we searched for unusual recipes, an(

bnng you some of the most magnificent pastas and sauces yo

ever encountered. For instance, Villa

Briudis}'^' Tri-Colorc Fusilli, colouitul

golden yelkm; tomato red and spinach

green rwists. .And Radmtorc. a

unique curled, ruffie-shaped

pasta perfect for capturing
j

and holding a sauce. .And
^

what sauces! Like Villa

,

Bwidist''' Pnmudoro.

a sauce lavish with

diced vegetables, light

cream, prosciutto and

the incomparable San
Marzano tomatoes. Or our

Pesto Sauce, a luxurious blend

of olive oil, basil, pannesan,

pignoli nuts and a dash of garlic.



,rTiTTO.W.'BI ' SaUaet^'

JOFFEES
KQl^ISITE QUALITY
FRESHNESS, IN THE
)ITION OF GARRAVVAY'S FAMOUS
^^ LONDON COFFEE HOUSE.
Jta^^ Starting 320 years ago, Garraway's

^^^V was the meeting place for wealthy

^^^^ merchants and traders. (Charles

^^> 1 )ickens mentions it in several
^' novels including Pickwick

Papers. ) They knew what it took

to make a great cup of coffee,

lyJ^^ and brought back to Gan'away s

Im ^A the exotic East's rarest and rich-

est coffee beans. Now you can

experience at home coffees of

the same connoisseur quality

and freshness. Among our fine

roasts, we offer you Traditional

RoastRegular, an inspired blend

worlds rarest arabwa beans from Kenya and
pia, Costa Rica and Java, it's packed in a

ted package to lock in freshness.

>uperb as it is, you'll be even more impressed
)ur Traditional RoastDecaffeinated. A unique
al European process removes
ne and delivers a cup of coffee

;uch true coffee flavour, you'll

your search for the perfect

feinated is ended.

their freshness, no Thomas Garraway cheeses
pped during the months of May through

! only for NEW MEMBERS, who must be
if the Conimental U.S. Expires October 1.

ibership subject to approval. Limit one
;r household. C19H7 Thomas Gatraway Ltd.

IMA(;iNE CHEESES \
THAT TASTE AS x
FRESH AS IN THEIR
HOME VILLAGES.
.Among our wide
selection are cheeses

like a soff-ripened

Caniouboi made
lusciously rich and

creamy; a classic

English S//to«, die rev-

ered blue-veined cheese

still produced in Derbyshire;

and a hearty, v.esiyAged Montt
J(uk from California wine country,

witli a resonant character all its own

NATURAL INGREDIENTS.
Every food tliat bears the label, "A
Thomas Garraway Ltd. Selection"

is made witli natural ingredients

—no artificial flavours or preser-

vatives—and handled witli

exceptional care until it

anives at your door

A FREE GIFT
TO WELCOME YOU.
Wliich of our foods would you

most like to try? Check 3 on die

attached order form and mail it to us.

Along with your choices, we'll send you, witli

our compliments, a handsome imported wicker

:nic hamper Read tlie details

of die offer on tlie order fonii.

Once yuu sample our delicacies,

we hope you'll want to continue ordering

from Thomas Garraway Ltd. You may receive a mondily

selection of die specialties of die season and/or choose

from our catalogue. Do try us. We'd b'^ most pleased to

have you join us on our uniquely delicious journey

, wnu-li)Th(iind>.l.

or forfabUTSL-niCf

1-800-356-7070.

Thomas G h»

i^^

iWAY®
Ltd

EST 1657

Sauces. Pastas. Mustards. Dressings. Coffees. Teas. Cheeses, Preserves, etc. Quite Simply, The Finest Foods In The World.
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TJLhehe Vintage Club is a community of members ^diose common

denominator is an appreciation of excellence. The Club itself, spread over 712 acres at the foot

of the magnificent Santa Rosa Mountains, is acknowledged to be one of the finest in America.

There is the striking Clubhouse whose pyramid-shaped roof provides a stunning contrast

to the surrounding desert drama. Two Tom Fazio golf courses offer a calibre of play appropriate

to test the skills of Arnold Palmer, Gar\^ Player and other PGA Senior stars during the annual

Vintage Invitational Tournament. A sunken stadium court is the focal point ofthe charming Swim

and Tennis Center. But perhaps its most compelling aspect is the calm sense of privacy and

security members enjoy in their exquisite desert community'

Homesites at The Vintage Club begin at two-hundred-ninety-five thousand dollars; The

Terraces Condominiums begin at four-hundred- ninety-five thousand dollars.

Appointments to see these and other offerings may be made by calling Vintage Properties

at (619) 346-5566.

THE VINTAGE CLUB
INDIAN WELLS CALIFORNIA 92260



Rolls-Royce Motors
demands nothing less than perfection.

^<

:iiil size l^nurh 1 J-.

THE SILVER GHOST

^

Vx authorized die-cast model of
t/je mostfamous Rolls-Royce ever.

Plated with sterling siher to

match t/je original.

ROLLS

P!
RCYCE

The 190" Rolls-Royce Silver

Ghost. It advances a revolu-

:ionan" concept in the fascina-

: ing and popular field of model
car collecting. Perfection.

A scale re-creation with such

con\incing standards of detail. qualir\'

and precision that Rolls-Royce .Motors

has recognized it as the authorized die-

cast model of The Sih er Ghost.

And so scrupulously accurate that

company officials have verified the

model for authenticity-.

Named for its silver-plated trim,

metallic-silver paintwork and extraor-

dinan silence. The Silver Ghost offered

luxur\" and performance previously un-

known. .\nd the prototype for this die-

cast model is based directly on first-hand

studies of the original.

Steel dies taken from the prototype

are used to cast the more than 12" com-
ponents needed to build a single model.

The elegant Roi des Beiges coachwork
is painted with metallic-silver auto-

motive lacquer .\nd the e.xterior trim is

plated with sterling silver— proteaively

coated—matching the original exactly.

There are soft tufted seats, doors that

op)en and close, fully operable steering,

complete instrumentation—and engine

detailing that shows the tuo sparkplugs

on each of sLx oiinders.

What price perfection? A custom
model of this quality- would cost hun-

dreds or even thousands of dollars. But

The Silver Ghost is just $120. and payable

in four installments of $30 each.

Crafted and imponed exclusively by

Franklin Mint Precision Models, its avail-

able by direct application only. So be

sure to order bv March 31. 198".

M\ trademarks idenimmg the ROU.S-ROYCE SIL\-ER GHOST
ire registered and are iised by The Frankhn Mint under

bcense The name DINLOP appears on the tire^ by permu-
.s«n of SP T\ res I'K Limited-

A new standard of excellence

from Franklin Mint Precision Models

ORDER FOR.M--

Franklin Mint Precision Models Please mail by March 31- 198~.

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

I wish to order The Silver Ghost." precision crafted in die-cast metal, with sterling silver

plated trim with protective coating. It is to be sent to me fully assembled and ready for

display, together with its Certificate of .\uthenticit\-.

I need send no money now. I will be billed in four monthly installments of $30.' each.

with the first payment due when my model is read\. 'Plus my stale stiles ia.\

Signature

Mr Mrs. /Miss.

-Address

DERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

PUEASE PRINT ci-EAHi-Y

Cit\'. State. Zip.



\ 'i V i * ' spressionist Visions of Sahall
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- "SecluMons ir,' limited edition flatbed hand-drawn lithograph, 48" x 60"

Dyansen Gallery presents an exhibition of original oils, lithographs and 'print uniques' by Sahall,

the acclaimed American artist known for her rich, vivid colors and sensitive, ethereal images. Sahall takes

her inspiration from the combination of color and brushstroke dex'eloped by the early Impressionists

and adds a modem touch. Her work bears an elegance of st>4e rare to modem art.

A collection of Sahall's most recent works of art is currently on view at all Dyansen Galleries

nationwide. A special exhibition will take place beginning February' 14 at the Dyansen Gallery of

Beverly Hills. Please call 213/275-0165 or 800/247-6336 for more infonnation.

Qyan^^nQallery
NEW YORK
U East 57th St. , New York, NY 10022

122 Spring St., New York, NY 10012

157 Spring St., New York, NY 10012

BE\^RLY HILLS
339 N. Rodeo Drive

Beverly HiUs, CA 90210

SAN FRANCISCO
789 Beach St., San Francisco, CA 94109

NEWORLE.\NS
43^ Royal St., New Orleans, LA 70130

A fuU color catalog is available-$5 ppd. Call 212/226-3384 or 800/348-2787.



Picasso bent the rules with his lines and angles. Frank Stella

challenged our notions of shape Oldenburg turned the familiar into the amazing.

Genius as daring as theirs deserves a showcase just as ingenious.

The new Robert 0. Anderson Building. A "^^tructure that presents

modern and contemporary art the way it was meant to be seen.

Special louvers capture natural light. Lofted ceilings open new
dimensions. Form and space serve the statements of our time

It debuts November 23. Ready to be admired as L.A.'s most

significant work of art.

LOS

ANGELES

COUNTY

MUSEUM

OF

ART
5905 Wilshire Blvd.

Special thanks to arco o
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Portraits by Commission

\ Shown: Portrait ofElizabeth riding Spicy, collection ofMrs. Henry Dupont
Oil on canvas, life size, 59 by 55 inches

Fee: 18,900

Washington, DC studio 202/223-1651

I.



THE
CONNOISSEUR'S
CHOICE

FLORIDA
REAL
ESTATE

r

CHAriQinQ
YOUR

ADDRESS?
If you are planning to move,
please let us know at least eight

weeks before changing your ad-

dress by calling Toll Free 800/247-

5470. State of Iowa residents call

800/532-1272.

PRESEFiT ADDRESS
Attach address label from a recent

issue, or print your name and ad-

dress exactly as shown on the

label.

name

Address

City

State Zip

YOUR MEW ADDRESS

riame

Address

City

State _ Zip_

Mail this form to:

CONNOISSEUR
P.O. Box 10120
Des Nolnes, Iowa 50350

Single family and condonunium homes Prices begin at $300,000 Sailfish Point Realty Corporation is the Licensed Real

Estate Broker and Exclusive Sales Agent Broker participation invited. The complete offenng terms are in an offering

plan available from sponsor An offenng statement filed with the New Jersey Real Estate Commission neither approves

the offenng nor in any way passes upon the ments and value of the property, (NJA No H1086083FL.) Offer void in states

where prohibited by law including Maine and Califorma, The Sailfish Point Golf Club is a private facility

For additional information on the Palm Beach Polo and Country Club.

Please add their name to the attached reader service card.



a place for

certain people...
People like you. who appreciate the better things in

life and can afford them.

Highland "s Place is the ultimate in ocean front

living, with spacious. air> apartments, with

breathtakmg view s of the azure Atlantic, or the

fascinating, ever-changmg iniracoastal watenvay.

Onlv forty-five discriminating buyers will enjoy the

quiet convenience and charm of Highland's Place.

Vou could be one of them. .Act now during our

construction period.

Our Sales Director can acquaint you u ith the many
special features of Highlands Place. Call or visit

today! (Occupancy Early 1987).

2901 South Ocean Blvd . Highland Beach. Ronda 33431

Telephone; ( 305 1 2^6-6700

Call Toll Free: I -80O437-3200. .-Sisk for Operator #255

Residences from S365.000. Unique Penthouse Suite 52.500.000.

This IS not an offering in stales where prohibited by law.

*«. .ii':-

GOLF AT AUGUSTA.
SERVE AT WIMBLEDON.

STAY FIT AT BADEN-BADEN.
CANTER AT AINTREE.

OR. LIVE AT

THE POLO CUUB BOCA RATON.

!r Florida; 800 826-3533

=noes ijcsc- — c-onge
s no» or <^rrg r 5t^?s «<-«= ocnooec s>



Williams Island is the pin-

nacle, the prize, one of life's

great rewards for having
taken on the world and won.
No wonder Sophia Loren

maintains an apartment
here. She knows that the

people who created Williams

island have made a passion-

ate commitment to excel-

lence. From world class ma-
rinas to a magnificent tenni-

complex presided over bv
resident pro Roy Emerson.
From the challenges of an
18-hole championship golf

course to our soon-to-be

completed Health Club
and Spa.

All superblv enhanced
by a hand-picked staff that

takes uncommon pride in

making you feel special.

Best of all, the residences

of Williams Island are ready
for vou right now. One, two
and three bedroom tower
suites with dramatically

wide private patios in the

skv which overkxik lavishly

landscaped gardens, cas-

cading fountains, and our

stylish new Island Club,

the exciting social center of

Williams Island.

Few places anywhere on
earth combine residential

elegance and enduring
value with the unsurpassed
service, luxur\' and style of

Williams Island.

Residences from 5200,000

to over SI million.

Williams Island, 80 acres

of exclusive island elegance

on the Intracoastal Water-

way between Miami and
Ft. Lauderdale.

Sales Office open 9:30

to 5:30. Call 305'935-5555.

Toll-free 1-800-628-7777.

Or write, Williams Island,

7000 Island Blvd., Williams

Island, FL 33160.

Thi* IS nol intended lo be a ciimpiett- ^tjte-

mcnt oi lh»* otfennji^ which is made onlv b\

Prospctitus *of (he Condofninium Pnce*.

plans, speofH:ation5 and other terms o( the

offrnng are subfect to change or v% ithdrawaJ

from time ti) time without notice

A |oml development o( The Trump Group
and Muhon Reditu Company, a subsidiary

I't \tutujl Benefit Life Insurance Company

c iQs/. '.'.illums Inland A-^<i.ites, Ltd.

^^^,
J

^Sljs^
The Florida Riviera

It^ a tough life.

But somebcxfyls gpt to live it



HE LIVELY ARTS
Getting to know

ballet's beautiful stranger,
AMANDA McKERROW

BY ANITA FINKEL

Rememher the popular medieval lej^ends

of \c hcl inconmd The hero in such a story

was a youth poised hetween childhood and

manhood, wandering in the world to seek

his fortune. Unknown to all, sometimes

even to himself, he is a prince, and fated to

he a king. Ballet has its own parallel myth
of \a belle inamnne, a girl on the threshold

of womanhood, armed with her purity (of

technique), flushed and hreathless with

the royal blood racing in her veins as she

dances. No one knows where she comes

from, hut she appears, and right away,

unmistakably, she is a star. Again and

again, the ballet world has seen these daz-

zling girls leaping from obscurity to claim

their place in the line of true descent.

When we watch Amanda McKerrow, a

twenty-three-year-old soloist with .Ameri-

can Ballet Theatre, those old tales—and

their storybook endings—all come alive

in Folcirit's sik't'T'Ligc Les Sylphidcs,

McKerrow shows her sterling form.

again. The part of the beautiful stranger

was hers for three weeks in Moscow in

1 98 1 , when she won first prize at the Inter-

national Ballet Competition. She was sev-

enteen then, a high-school girl from a sub-

urb of Washington, D.C. Persuaded and

prepared by her ballet teacher, Mary Day,

she entered the most prestigious of the

world's ballet competitions. The blond

American immediately caught the imagi-

nation of the Russian crowds, and their

enthusiasm attracted the attention of the

international press. All at once, McKer-

row was on the front pages of newspapers,

on the network news, her results from each

round of the competition delivered to her

faraway countrymen, who suddenly want-

ed to know how she had fared in her

excerpts from Les Sylphides and The Sleep-

ing Beaut)!. When she won, she was met at

the airport by reporters from around the

country. "I didn't expect a press confer-

ence," she remembers. "I didn't even

know how much the States had been keep-

ing track of the competition. Right away I

felt the pressure. 1 knew sooner or later

they'd say, 'Oh, she won a gold medal.

Let's see what she can do. ' And that's only

natural. It happens in other fields. I've

even done it myself.

"

Seldoin has a career been launched with

such fanfare, and seldom has a dancer

faced as many pitfalls in the road ahead.

The sad truth is that few competition

winners in the West follow their triumph

with st)lid progress and development in a

major ballet company. Many, in fact,

seem to have been thwarted by the expec-

tations engendered in Varna, in Moscow,

CONNOISSKLIR
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AIR FRANCE HAS A SPAVACATION
WITH A LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA.

MONTE CARLO.

I

Ifyou've always wanted to try a
spa vacation and find the allure

of Monte Carlo irresistible, the

Air France Monte Carlo Magni-
fique is for you.

From November 1st, 1986 until

March 21st, 1987 you'll get an ele-

gant room in the exclusive Loews
Monte Carlo and free use of the

Loews Spa and Fitness Center.

It gives you the freedom of ex-

ploring Monte Carlo and relaxing

in the Spa's heated pool, well

equipped gym, aerobic classes,

sauna or Jacuzzi. Unlike spas with

strict regimes, ours is completely

unstructured. Come and go as you

please.

2Z Included are:

• Round-trip transatlantic air transpor-

tation on Air France.

• Hotel accommodations at the

spectacular Loews Monte Carlo.

• Daily continental breakfast.

• Unlimited use of health spa and
fitness facilities.

• A free massage.
• Free admission to museums and
gardens, courtesy of the Monaco
Tourist Office.

• Use of a rent-a-car for your entire

stay, exclusive of gasoline and taxes.

• Hotel taxes and service charges.

The Air France Monte Carlo

Magnifique. 7 days/S nights.

From $798* for New York depar-

tures. Also available from Wash-
ington, from $868^ Miami, from

$958; Chicago from $888;
Houston, from $926,' Los Angeles

and San Francisco (10 days/9
nights), from $1098*

Call your Travel Specialist or

Jet Vacations at 1-800-538-0999.

For a free video cassette pre-

view, call l-800-AF-PARIS. In

New York City, 272-247-0700.

A PARTNER IN:

UNITED'S MILEAGE PLUSAND
CONTINENTAL'S TRAVELBANK.

AIR FRANCE jmT
LET US SHOW YOU OUR RIVIERA

*AII pnces based on Special Winter APEX o/r fare,

subject to availability. A supplement of $11 to $71,

depending on gateway, applies lor departures

Dec 12-20, 1986 Add $3 US departure tax and

$10 Federal Inspection Fee. 21-day advance pur-

chase required. Hotel pnce is per pereon, double

occupancy. Cancellation penalties may apply.



IHE LIVELY ARTT

in Tokyo, in Helsinki. As a soloist in one

ot our two leading national companies,

McKerrow has proved more than worthy

ot her victory. She has gone further and
emerged as the heir ot a style that has

lacked a guiding exponent since Natalia

Makarova stepped down trom the leading

roles in Swan Lake, The Sleepmg Beauty,

and Giselle. She has blossomed into the

kind of ballerina we see all too rarely and

that some telt we would never see again.

Virtually alone among this country's

leading ballet dancers today, McKerrow
has had only briet contact with the mode
ot training laid down by the late George
Balanchine at his School ofAmerican Bal-

let. When she entered Mary Day's nation-

ally respected academy, rather late, she

had already been formed as a dancer. She
describes Bethesda, Maryland, where she

took her beginning classes, as "a hub of

small dancing schools." Her own was

called the Metropolitan Academy, and

her immersion was complete: three to tour

hours a day, six days a week. By the time

she was in junior high school she was

attending school only half a day, in order

to have time for dancing lessons.

For an American ballet school, the

Metropolitan (now defunct) must have

been quite unusual. Lessons were com-
posed mainly ofrepeated drill in the tormal

syllabus known as the Vaganova system,

the program used to train the dancers of

Leningrad's Kirov Ballet. Balanchine took

its regimens as a puinl de depart tor his inno-

vations. McKerrow's Metropolitan didn't

depart at all. It gave its students Soviet-

style rote work in the basic mechanics ot

positicni and technique.

Audiences everywhere cheer what this

training does tor Russian dancers, and

McKerrow carries with her both its advan-

tages and its limitations. It has given her

the hallmark of good training: a spine of

steel. She has, too, an unparalleled com-

In Wuscou., djter the Bluebird pas de deux,

McKerrou' and her norKompeting

partner, Simon Dow, bask in the cheers.

mand ot the complementary- positioning of

the legs and shoulders—known as epaule-

ment—that according to conventional

wisdom accounts for the expressive reso-

nance and power ot classical dance. When
McKerrow's slim legs, defined by the circle

ot the classical tutu, slice through the air to

achieve a supematurally perfect pxDsition,

she shows just how this is true.

The reverse side ot her rigorous school-

ing is a tendency toward stitfness. For al-

most every prizewinner, there is some crux

of technique on which a career is going to

rise or tall. For McKerrow, that crux was

the drill-like residue ot the Metropolitan's

Vaganova course. It gave her her unique

purity and simplicity- of movement—but

she needed American Ballet Theatre in

order to overcome its rigidity.

Schooling alone could not help her,

though one of the things that tirst attract-

ed McKerrow to Mary Day's nationally

respected establishment was its dancier,

less militaristic approach. Right after Mos-

cow, McKerrow returned to the homey
atmosphere of Day's school and its affil-

iated Washington Ballet company. She

appeared at testive galas, including "A
Diamond Night at the Ballet," at the Met-

ropolitan Opera House, in New York City,

in June 1982. Her by-the-book recital of

the pas de deux from The Sleeping Beauty

posed in observers' minds the very ques-

tions she had dreaded and anticipated

since Moscow. She read the adverse criti-

cism and decided to work harder. "It made
me more aware ot myself," she says, "more

aware of my dancing, my style. And it

probably made me more objective, be-

cause I had to be. I couldn't take things so

personally. I had to learn to be objective

about it and take a criticism as a cor-

rection, to improve and build on."

The artistic staff of American Ballet

Theatre, which she joined the day after "A
Diamond Night" as a member ot the corps

de ballet, provided crucial focus on the

areas that needed improvement. The bal-

let mistresses Georgina Parkinson and es-

pecially Elena Tchemichova, McKerrow
says, "didn't want me to look like a school-

girl doing a variation." The wayward bal-

lerina Gelsey Kirkland gave enigmatic but

valuable tips, as did the choreographer

Antony Tudor. Despite his reputation as

an ogre, he is one of McKerrow's favorite

people to work with. Natalia Makarova,

who coached McKerrow in the part of the

CONNOISSKUR
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THE LIVELY ART^
venomuus, murderous Gam:atti in La

Bayadere, has also been instrumental in

McKerrow's progress. "Natasha's not easy

on you," the young dancer observes. "She

wants the best, she wants the most, and

she's going to get it. 1 would love to work

with her further on other roles."

This past summer, McKerrow traveled

to Japan with a small touring group headed

by Mikhail Bary^shnikov and danced Gi-

selle with him. "We didn't rehearse much
before we left," she says, "because he was

busy performing. 1 remember our first per-

formance in Tokyo. The pas de deux really

came together. He was very positive with

me in Giselle, and it's something he's done

with so many people— if it doesn't feel

exactly right, he knows."

Right now, though, the chief item on

McKerrow's agenda is the part ofAurora in

The Sleeping Bt'ai<r\, the supreme test of

the classical ballerina, which she will per-

form in the new production to be unveiled

by .A.BT this month in Chicago and sched-

THOSE FINELY
MODELED THIGHS POSSESS

REAL STRENGTH.

uled to play in coming months in San

Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, New
York, and Washington, D.C. Her mentor

in this and three shorter virtuoso roles in

the ballet is the company's artistic asso-

ciate, the distinguished British choreog-

rapher (and former head of London's

Royal Ballet) Kenneth MacMillan. Mac-

Millan also tutored McKerrow in his own
Rt)meo aiyi]uliet two years ago. Learning to

fultill that ballet's dramatic demands was

crucial to McKerrow in extending her

range and deepening her impact. "She

suddenly was very bewildered by the

approach and what she was given to do,"

MacMillan recalls. "It's a brilliant school-

ing she's had, a training that aims for per-

fection in movement. She approaches

dancing in a ver>' physical way. This is

where she scores, in ballets where it is

essential to display a beautiful arabesque, a

sureness in pirouettes, a lightness in jump.

All those things are very important to

her." For the part of Juliet, which required

her to present a full-blown character,

MacMillan says, "she worked very hard

and it progressed enormously. Now even

her approach to rehearsal is different.

She's more liberated. Less academic."

These qualities will surely enhance her

Aurora, too.

To watch McKerrow take class is to gain

some understanding of her uniquely beau-
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IHE IJVELY ART^
titul dancing. In the ABT company class

that begins each rehearsal day, she is sur-

rounded by talented dancers, including, at

soloist and principal rank, some tour or

five formidable young women. These four

or five share certain obvious similarities

with one another; McKerrow is cut from

another bolt ot cloth. Her coevals are

loose of hip in a way she is not and can

swing their legs to their noses or ears with

ease. All ot them boast more prominently

developed, powerful-looking thigh mus-

cles; their movements are correspondingly

emphatic and punctuated. They are lively

with the quality' of attack. They are athlet-

ic dancers.

.•\manda McKerrow is a gentle dancer,

"OH, SHE WON
A GOLD MEDAL. LET'S SEE
WHAT SHE CAN DO."

soft-voiced and clear-toned. Sensing the

difference between herself and her peers,

she calls herself "lyrical." A better word

would be "classical," as distinguished by

simplicity, proportion, and, in terms of

technique, control. McKerrow is rare to-

day in that she is strong without suggesting

athletics; she is delicate and strong.

As the class proceeds, the exercises

grow harder. The teacher, Jiirgen Schnei-

der, sets a series of batcements hattus, little

fluttering strikes of the toot against the

ankle that demand the utmost control

from the thighs. Everyone tries; only

.McKerrow does them correctly, without

diluting the full value of the exercise or

step. Those finely modeled thighs, it

seems, possess considerably more real

strength than one might think from quick-

ly comparing them with the others'.

McKerrow tempers force with softness,

delivering the step with uncompromised

perfection. One knows that when she

takes on the hattemenis hattus that torm the

climax of the "white act" in Swan Lake,

they will possess the full range of meaning

so few dancers can gi\'e them—captivity,

hope, trust, love.

Growing up as a dance student, Aman-
da McKerrow never clashed with her

training environment. She did not harden

up early. Her only exposure to the brutally

competitive, often bitter world ot New
York dance training came in a five-week

summer session at the School ofAmerican

Ballet when she was fitteen. "I hated the

competition," she says. "I would never

repeat that part of my life—fighting to be

in the front of the room." She was glad to

get back to Bethesda: "I needed the stabil-
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JHE LIVELY ARTS^
ity ol home and tamily." When she won
the competition in Moscow, she worried

not only about living up to her reputation,

but also, she says, about how people who
knew her might perceive her. "I certainly

didn't want people to think it had changed

me in any way. It's important for me to

have people like me. 1 like to get along

with people." She is still close to her par-

ents, who travel around the country' to

catch her debuts in new roles. Off to Italy

last October to film a part in a movie of

Giselle, McKerrow was distressed that it

meant a four-week separation from her

husband, John Gardner, a fellow soloist at

ABT: "He is my balance."

During the past summer, in the midst of

a family vacation that mcluded two weeks

with her husband's tamily and two with

her own, McKerrow went back to the me-

mentos of her Moscow triumph, the in-

tense weeks when, as the helk' mconnKt? of

Stiuit'TU /roTTi Mdr\Lznd u im Ritssiari pnxe.

ballet, she achieved a tame briefly wider

and louder than any other young dancer's

before or since. "1 didn't read the articles, I

didn't read the newspaper thmgs, " she says

of 1981. "It all happened too fast. And 1

was so aware—1 felt the pressure, right

away. So now 1 went back, and 1 looked

at all the things. It's amazing that it gen-

erated so much publicity.
"

During the summer, she received an

invitation to return to Moscow, to appear

as a guest star with the Bolshoi Ballet. She

was tempted but, in the end, regretfully

refused: "I would have had to go for a

week, and I would have missed too much
rehearsal. Management didn't refuse me
permission to go, but they said it would be

difficult. And I understood. It's more im-

portant for me what's going on here, at

ABT, this year." D

Anita ¥\r\\<A wnxe.% on dance. W^rsior-^ on the

skating coach Carlo Fassi appeared m Con-

noisseur's Jui^f I986issite.
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HEHE
WihSrVVARl). HO!

BY THOMAS HOVING

California is the France o\ the L'nited States

—

teciind, sophisticated, opinionated, quirky at

times, speaking its own patois and caught up in its

own, chauvinistic dreams. It is, aK)ve all, amhi-
tious, eager to show it can always do hetter; a place

proudly tied to both Europe and the Orient. The state

is more diversely beautiful than any other in the union
and can seem to be smug
about its privileged earth.

The first time I went to Cali-

fornia was at the end of the

Korean War. 1 had driven

across the country, and as I

approached the state border 1

saw a group of buildings that

looked suspiciously like cus-

toms. For a fraction of a sec-

ond I feared someone would
ask for my passport. Instead,

I was stopped and asked very

politely if I was carrying any
fruit. No, why? The officer

leaned into my window and
patiently explained that fruit

carried bugs, and bugs were
not needed in California.

Then he said something that *

I've never forgotten: "They might destroy the crops

—

and the beauty of the land." I drove off with the dis-

tinct feeling that I was not very welcome.
I was wrong. In the year I lived there I encountered

nothing but friendship. The climate, of course, was
particularly hospitable, especially for a New Yorker. In

the brilliant sunshine, my active life blossomed. Yet, I

had to admit that I found the state culturally

deprived—depressingly so.

In the thirty years since my first sojourn—and I've

made any number of visits—California seems to have
become, if anything, more hospitable, certainly more
successful, and far more discriminating. Look what's

happened to California wines! And, in cultural affairs

the state is unique in America. There's been a verita-

ble explosion of facilities of all types—performing-arts

centers, symphony halls,

zoos, aquariums, art mu-
seums of the most exalted

character. As for the cre-

ation of, and collecting of,

contemporary painting and
sculpture, California now
outshines the eastern sea-

board. There's a refreshing

vigor, an exuberance, a cele-

bratory sense of confidence

in all aspects of the arts,

despite a few well-publicized

blunders (chief of which was

the inexcusable failure on
the part of the tasteless sa-

traps of the Los Angeles
Olympics to encourage artis-

tic excellence).

It's always irresistible to be

a junior-grade Tocqueville and predict what will hap-

pen to a part of America. Yet, with California, the

forecast is almost a sure thing. Because of California's

growing sophistication and delight in experimenta-

tion, it is virtually impossible for the state not to

achieve a leadership role in many of the arts. The truth

is that it already has. It's just that the rest of America
has either not gotten around to recognizing the fact or

is too envious to admit it. D
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THE

SUNSHINE
BOYS

PRESENTING, FOR THE FIRST TIMEJHE REAL

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OFARTISTS

BY PHYLLIS TUCHMAN
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JIM McHUOH

n the recent past, painters

and sculptors based in New
York were referred to as

American artists while their

colleagues in Los Angeles

and San Francisco were

called California artists.

That's changing today. A newly assertive net-

work of museums, galleries, and collectors in

northern and southern California is refocusing

national attention on local heroes—artists in-

cluding Richard Diehenkorn, Sam Francis,

Robert Graham, Ron Davis, Wayne Thie-

baud, Mark di Suvero, Manuel Neri, and

Stephen De Staehler. If culture were marketed

the way automobiles and fast food and airlines

are, a Pepsi Challenge-like campaign to garner

more respect for what's happening throughout

the Golden State would be evident.

Twenty years ago, Califomians thought they

had finally developed an art scene that could

rival New York's. They had the institutions

—

places ranging from the San Francisco Art

Institute and the California College ofArts and

Crafts, in Oakland, to the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art and the then new Pasadena Art

Museum—and the programs to establish a sup-

port system upon which young artists could

FEBRUARY 1987

rely. As for art, well, the new stars in Los Ange-

les had come up with a style that could be de-

scribed as surfboard minimalism. The art was

smooth-planed and objectlike and differed

from its eastern cousins by being formed from

plastic-based materials that were often brightly

hued. Alas, all the expectations were prema-

ture. The moment passed, hardly noticed, and

California became, once again, part of the ar-

tistic provinces.

Meanwhile, a number of gifted painters and

sculptors quietly and determinedly developed

their work. A sense of perseverance and indi-

viduality pervades their efforts. If these artists

were cast in roles in a Wild West movie, they

would play the solid citizens rather than the

flashy gunslingers. They have created art with a

cumulative character. Subtle changes from one

picture or statue to another have led to varia-

tions that eventually have amounted to power-

fully conceived, full-bodied oeuvres.

What's it like to create art in relative isola-

tion .' Richard Diebenkom did not mind the sit-

uation. "Artists painted for one another," he

remembers. Beyond that, Wayne Thiebaud

points out, a lot of his colleagues did not have

access to "prime visual touchstones in mu-
seums like the Frick and the Metropolitan" yet

RON DAVIS, 49
He lives in Malibu and shares

with a group of top California

artists a way of combining ab-

stract and representational

qualities. Davis paints geo-

metric shapes in the center of

stark fields of color that create

the illusion of a deep, abstract

space. The forms are nonrep-

resentational, yet his large

canvases convey ideas related

to figurative practices—espe-

cially the way images are ren-

dered and convey meaning.

Davis explains that he ex-

ploits "the tensions between

abstraction and the idea of ab-

straction."
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MANUEL NERI, 56
A sculptor, he teaches at the

University of California at

Davis, a torty-minute drive

from his home and studio, in

Benecia. Neri has kept the

spirit ot the Bay Area tijjura-

tive school alive in his lite-size

female forms made trom plas-

ter and often completed with

patches ot paint, randomly ap-

plied. More recently, he has

cast many oi these in bronze

and carved other imajjes out of

marble. When he was a stu-

dent, he recalls, "people

painted very heavily. It was

almost sculptural relief." To-

day, he still admires the use oi

"the direct brushstroke" and

likes to discuss how he is

involved with "depersonaliz-

injj or deconstructing the fig-

ure." For him, figures are "ve-

hicles to carry ideas." When
he paints on his sculpture, he

"adds another dimension. I

can camouflage, destroy, em-

phasize, point out."

RICHARD DIEBENK0RN,6A
In 1966, he moved from

Berkeley to Santa Monica in

order to teach at UCLA. At
the time, he was still painting

heavily impastoed canvases

with figures set in back-

grounds that frequently fea-

tured broad horizontal bands.

The following year, in a studio

in Ocean Park he had been

sharing with the abstractionist

Sam Francis, where, he says,

he "could work larger," Die-

benkorn began his still-con-

tinuing Ocean Park series.

These canvases marked, he

says, "a conscious decision" to

return to abstraction, which

he had given up twelve years

before. Resonant blues,

greens, and tans predominate

on thinly painted surfaces. If

Matisse had painted more ab-

stractions, he might have

made pictures like these.

•

/

ended up with forms that have a "glorious

freshness and are about possibility." And Ron
Davis comments, "You can think about what

you want to do in ten seconds and then spend

the rest of your life painting an illusion."

These artists, along with Robert Graham,

Manuel Neri, and Stephen De Staebler, for all

their differences, share something that comes

from solitude and hard work. Each has master-

fully blended the principles of abstraction with

representational properties. Each dt^es it his

own way, a way that can be glimpsed in the

photographs on these pages. It is this combina-

tion of elements that identifies the artists as a

school—the Sunshine Boys. It also promises to

be California's most enduring contribution to

art in the United States.

Last summer, Richard Diebenkorn was

asked about the differences between nonrepre-

sentational and representational art, both of

which he has practiced. "For me, and my life,

there's been this duality," he answered. "These

have been the two poles, and the major opposi-

tion in art." A few days later Thiebaud, whose

recent series of cityscapes seems to be filled

with a collection of mini-abstracts, confronted

the same question. "I have trouble distinguish-

ing between realism and abstraction," he said.
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AND THE PREDICTABLE."

"Tlic dittercnccs arc so minute and they are so

Ncside the point in terms of the language ot

painting that it's uninteresting to me."

The mixing of the abstract and the represen-

tatitmal has a long, rich tradition in the Bay

Area. During the early thirties, when Hans

Hofmann was teaching at the University ot

Calitomia at Berkeley and Diego Rivera was, at

the same time, executing a series of murals

nearby, they sel the stage for the receptive

merging of nonohjective art with simple, direct

figures. For almost a decade local artists painted

one way or another. Then, in the forties, Clyf-

ford Still became an instructor at the San Fran-

cisco Art Institute (then called the California

School cif Fine Arts) and one of the most

influential art teachers in America. Discussing

Still's impact, the late Thomas Albright noted

in his definitive Art in the San Francisco Bay

Area 1945-1980. "The decisive break, he said

much later, was not a move from naturalism to

n(.)nrepresentational painting as such, but 'the

turning away from landscape to the figure—to

dealing with the figure imaginatively, and with

a kii.d of austerity.'

What Still taught was reinforced by a brief

stint at the same school by Mark Rothko as well

as exhibitions of midfotties paintings by Jack-

son Pollock and Arshile Gorky at the San Fran-

cisco Museum of Art. None of these artists was

yet identified with abstractit>n; and their legacy

in the West, fat from being overshadowed later

on by their subsequer.t wcirk seen in reproduc-

tions, remained rooted in the transitional can-

vases that their California colleagues had expe-

rienced first-hand.

Surprisingly, the painter Sam Francis and
the sculptor Mark di Suvero, two tried-aiid-

true abstractit>nists. are the deans ot today's

Ca!ift)rnia school of artists. Francis, sixty-

three, anddi Suvero, fifty-three, helped define

the regional character in many ways. For one,

their art evolved from their earliest successes.

At the start of the fifties, Francis's paintings

were drained ot color; when di Suvero'>; sculp-

ture was heralded initially, in 1%0, it was
made from weathered wood timbers. The older

artist is now associated with a palette of bright

reds, yellows, and blues, while the younger
man's name is almo>t synonymous with large

steel-beam constructions. Nevertheless, their
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work has not changed dramatically. There is a

consistency to art made by Californians that

can be compared to the weather there. You
simply aren't keenly aware of seasons in the

Golden State. This quality of relative change-

lessness is, in tact, a virtue ot what is created

there. Today artists who annually overhaul

their styles are regarded skeptically.

Francis and di Suvero have also captured the

grandeur ot the West. Their art is spare and

forthright, without complications. Ithasenor-

mousness, an attribute that has something to

do with the artists' environs. Francis uses a

huge workplace in Santa Monica; di Su\'ero

often works in a construction yard in Petaluma.

They both believe that the cutting edge oi

American art is now in southern Calitomia.

Francis, a member ot the founding board of the

Museum oi Contemporary Art, says, "There

was a certain amount ot electricity as soon a>

MOCA was announced. We had a dead scene.

Now we'll keep a lot of artists in the area."

Actually, the Sunshine Boys would not con-

sider moving. They live and work in California

mainly because they were either bom, raised,

or at least educated there. Some tasted life else-

where, including in New York, and came back

after they saw no reason to stray tar from the

well-known pleasures ot the Golden State.

Only De Staebler is a true immigrant. He wa>

brought up near St. Louis, visited his sister in

Los Angeles in 1954, and was smitten.

A key moment in the de\elopment amoni:

groups of artists in California came in \9bt

when Richard Diebenkorn moved to Santa

Monica from Berkeley to become a professor at

L'CLA. He was firmly established as a major

artist. He had strong contacts in the San Fran-

cisco area, and so his move gave communica-
tions between the two art centers a big boost.

(Graham and Da\is, who had been students at

the S.F..-\.l., had already settled in Los

Angeles.) Slowly, steadily, talking among
themselves, the Californians developed their

styles.

Because the Sunshine Boys have responded

til a shared body of ideas and attitudes that are

indigenous to the California art scene, the dif-

ferences between the north and the south are

not as pronounced as they were in the past,

when all sorts ot stereotypes abounded. Today

WAYNE THIEBAUD, 66
His paintings of San Francis-

co's streets and hills incorpo-

rate all sorts of perspectival

systems—European old mas-

ter, Oriental, and primitive

—

and are as indelible an image
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of that city as Saul Steinberg's

hleui Yorker cover showing

Manhattan dominating the

map of America. Thiehaud

has homes in Sacramento and

San Francisco and teaches at

the University of California at

Davis. "New York painters

know what to make but don't

know how to do it," he says.

"Out here, no one knows

what kind of painting to

make, so they do it anyway."

His latest retrospective was

showered with praise as it

toured the country. Perhaps

significantly, the exhibition

was not mounted in the East.
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the contemporary-art communities in both cit-

ies thrive. Their rivalries are as trivial as those

in, say, Manhattan, where there's an East Vil-

lage scene, a SoHo faction, and a Fifty-seventh

Street network.

Do they feel that they missed anything hy

living outside the mainstream ? Robert Graham
is convinced that events outside studios have

little to do with the making of art. "If you hang

around long enough, and you get good at what
you do," he says, "it has nothing to do with

galleries and museums and peripheral activi-

ties." Ron Davis, another Angeleno, concedes

that there is "a price you pay" for being isokited

and independent, as he is. But, he points out,

"downtown Manhattan can be more provincial

than here."

To Wayne Thiebaud, in northern Califor-

nia, the isolation has had a plus side. It freed

artists to tr>' "to escape preciousness and the

predictable," he says. As for Manuel Neri, he

never considered living in New York. "It's like

being at the barricades there," he states. Be-

sides, he asks, "who's a New York artist? Some-

one from Great Falls, Montana!" D

Phyllis Tuchnuin, author of George Segal, urhes

art criticism jar Newsday arid other publications.

ROBERT GRAHAM, 48
Outside ot Los .Angeles, he is

associated with small bronze

female nudes. Within his

home city, however, residents

are much more familiar with

his monumental architectural

projects: the gateway for the

Olympics by the Coliseum,

the dance door at the Music

Center, and the fountains at

Crocker Center. Graham's
figures are so meticulously

rendered—he has worked
from models and videotapes

that he makes of them—that

their lean, reductivist quali-

ties are hardly ever compared

with minimalism, though
they can be. Working in a stu-

dio that is actually a warren of

spaces including his own
bronze foundry, he reconciles

historical genres with more-

contemporary attitudes.

STEPHEN DESTAEBLER. 53
A ceramic sculptor, he now
also casts in bronze many ofhis

tall works made from frag-

ments stacked on top of one

another. They evoke Egyptian

statuary and certainly illus-

trate how abstract and repre-

sentational qualities are now
being handled simultaneously

by key artists in California.

Some works are finished with

pale pastel tones. De Staebler

credits a class he took with

Peter Voulkos, the artist who
revolutionized ceramics in

San Francisco and Los An-
geles, for inspiring the direc-

tion of his art. Another turn-

ing point occurred when he

started to work with parts from

abandoned pieces that he

stored in his backyard in

Berkeley—elements he refers

to as his "open-air notebook."

He says that it tcx)k him "years

to defy gravity without de-

stroying the events in clay.

"
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IN TOP LOS ANGELES

RESTAURANTS, THERE IS ART

ON THE PLATE- AND
ON THE WALL

BY WILLIAM RICE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRIAN LEATART

X

ONLY

OS Angeles restaurants, already perhaps the

most innovative in the nation, have added a

new dimension. Thev are serving up fine art

with lunch and dinner—in effect becoming

part-time art galleries. By exhibiting contem-

porary artists, preferably local contemporary

artists, they are winning status and, not inci-

dentally, customers. In the words of Piero Selvaggio, owner of

two of the city's most important Italian restaurants, Primi and

Valentino, "Any restaurant that opens in Los Angeles today and

hopes to win attention from the people who reallv count simply

has to be art oriented."

This fusion of dining and art could not have been easily

invented anywhere but in Los Angeles. The cir^', long noted for

its benign climate, brilliant light, and openness to new ideas and

the people who create them, has never before been so visually

aware. People talk confidently of a distinctive "L.A. style."

There is a new, lushly illustrated book about it and a monthly

magazine with that very title. The srs'le is really an amalgam of

disparate design disciplines, an attitude expressed both in indi-

vidual objects (such as the furniture shown on pages 120-23) and

in whole environments.

The first place to show "L.A. st>'le" was, of course, the home.

The second is now the home away from home—the restaurant.

Because every-one in Los Angeles dines out, restaurants are the

city's most important public torums for influencing taste and

launching new trends. Top chefs are regarded as artists and

treated by adoring patrons as celebrities; what they "paint" on
their plates truly does matter. Increasingly, the artistic statement

also appears on the walls ot their restaurants.

"There is a connection between the eye and the stomach," says

Mauro Vincenti, whose classy downtown Italian restaurant, Rex,

is the most beautiful in the city. "A restau-

rant needs visuals to help diners relax. In

France, where tood is made and presented

according to very precise formulas and

directions, rxaiure. mom subjects suit the

mood. Today in California our food is less

'tro-en,' and so is the art."

In Los Angeles, unlike in New York,

creative people, art collectors, and gour-

mets often congregate at the same restau-

rants. They have come to assume a corre-

lation between quality in art and quality in

tood, tor the best art tends to be tound in

the most exciting places to dine. (Renato

Danese, director of New York City's Pace

Gallery, who admires the energy oi the

L.A. art scene, both within restaurants

and outside them, nevertheless has felt

constrained to point out dryly that Califor-

nia artists "are more appreciated locally

than internationally.")

Michael's, an excellent restaurant in

Santa Monica, offers diners a museum-

quality display of such modem masters as

David Hockney, Richard Diebenkorn,

and Robert Graham. In this high-culture

setting, the owner, Michael McCarty,

commands what probably are the highest

average dinner checks in the city for his

Franco-California cuisine and superb

wines. He has been an active supporter of

the arts and, in return, numbers the city's

Melrose
Avenue
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opposite page:

Wind, a litho^aph

by David Hockney,

ffraces ihe walls of

Michiid's. Left:

Much of the art is

quite off-the-wall at

Rebecca's, where a

giant crocodile hangs

atop Frank Gehry's

underwater fantasy

.
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The juices are as

exotic as the art at

Rebecca s, u.'here

the largest velvet

painting ever done

runs above the

banquettes (left).

The California artist

Tony Berlant

painted the colorful

images on both sides

of the restaurant's

doors, belou\

most affluent collectors and artists among his faithful clientele.

"The art is just another facet of the environment, like rlowers or

silverware," he says smoothly. "Seating a customer under a Jasper

Johns e:)r a Frank Stella is like offering him a '61 Petrus tor $55.

The connoisseur gets it, understands."

Well, some connoisseurs, anyway. Not everybody shares the

premise that a restaurant is a perfectly appropriate place to exhib-

it—much less to .sell—art. Danese, of the Pace Gallery, in New
York, an outfit not averse to lending works of art as upscale props

to Hollywood (most notably for Legal Eagles), draws the line. "We
wou! In't lend or sponsor shows of unique work by the artists we
represent in restaurants," he says. "And very few artists I know
would permit it." To Suzanne Muchnic, the art writer for the Los

Angeles Times, "good art is good art wherever it is hung, but in a

restaurant the context is not serious

enough or focused enough. The art is

always decor, to some degree. Our paper

would nt^ review a show in a restau-

rant."

"Lots of people don't go to galleries,

no matter what they say, and lots of art-

ists don't get major shows," responds a

Los Angeles designer. "People are less

intimidated in a restaurant, when they are living with the art as

they would in their own home." An L. A. restaurateur adds a more
upbeat note: "It's a form of dinner theater. A restaurant can give

you a full evening. A gallery can't."

How do restaurants get their works of art.'. Many pass that prob-

lem along to specialists. Trumps, located on Melrose near the hub
of the city's interior-design showrooms, is renowned for its chef
(and also co-owner), Michael Roberts, one of the more creative

cooks broadening the horizons of contemporary western and
southwestern American cooking. It draws customers with keen
visual sensibilities as well as sophisticated palates. With its white
walls, high ceilings, and exposed rafters, the restaurant is a

remarkably neutral background—ideal for art.

"1 think of Trumps as a home," explains the person whc> sup-
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plies the art, the curator Janet Karat:. "The works 1 select are

always contemporary and always tine art. No arts and cratts, no

decoration, nothing very commercial. 1 am ,i consultant, on

retainer to the restaurant. The artists loan

us their work. Sales are rhrou,L;h the .irtist

^^^ \ ^iCLSF/*'^ ^"^ '^'''' f^''"'-''''* ' ^ <•' "-lone some pretty

Q^) \^ avant-yarde tluntj;s that have ottended

people. 1 don't tlunk that drives them

away from the restaur.un, hut 1 am a little

hit caretul, and 1 ne\er hani; anythinu Kir

shock value."

Other restaurateurs who lack the conti

dencc to select works ot art, even with the

help ot an expert, have nonetheless tol-

loucd the trend. They rely completely on a dealer. Indeed, res-

taurants may literally rent their walls, taking a commission on

sales and advertising the artist and prices on the menu. Some
have scheduled "shows." Others merely move pieces in and out

when the artist wants them hack or when horedom sets in.

There is a considerahle degree ot risk in all ot this. The art must

harmonize with the amhience and the menu. Bad art will win a

restaurant no friends, and tew restaurateurs have the hackground

to ]udge new (and therefore less expensive) art or the hankroll to

huy the hest work hy estahlished artists. Even good art can he

intrusive it it is not well positioned; and the stronger the art state-

ment, the more need for customers who "get it" and approve.

That puts new emphasis on restaurant decorators. Behind the

success ot the deliherately casual Spago, overlooking Sunset Bou-

levard, where the chet Wolfgang Puck has captivated Hollywood

celebrities with his designer pizzas and inventive California nou-

velle creations, there is the tine hand of Barhara Lazaroff. She

happens to be married to Puck and created the look of his restau-

rants (he also owns the innovative and highly praised Chinois on

Main). "The lighter cuisine here at Spago, the reliance on sim-

"IN A RESTAURANT,

THE ART IS ALWAYS JUST DECOR."

The owner-chef

Michiiel McCarty

believes in a

correlation between

quality in art and

quality in food. On
the walls of his

Santa Monica

restaurarit,

Michael's, are

Charles

Garabedian's

painted ceramic tiles

(left) and Richard

Diebenkorn' s Big

Blue, above a table

of tempting desserts,

below.

plicity, sets the mood for the decorative art,

felt, six years ago, that if I didn't make
some kind ot effort with the environment,

Spago wt)uldn't be taken seriously. Also, 1

wanted to provide an outlet tor young Cal-

ifornia artists.

"The art has to be fun," Lazaroff contin-

ues. "I sometimes have to say no to a piece,

not because it is bad but because it won't

work in the partylike atmosphere of a res-

taurant. I put small, subtle pieces in the

bathrooms. People are alone with the art.

They notice it. I've sold a lot of paintings

out of the toilet." bier formula in the res-

taurants is, thus, to use work that does not

call attention to itself as art, or is merely

decorative. In other words, it a diner were

asked whether he liked the art, he would

be perfectly justified in answering, "Huh?
What art?"

No one could respond that way at

Rebecca's, in nearby Venice, the most

talked-about restaurant in Los Angeles

since Puck and Lazaroffs Chinois opened,

in 1983. The food is Mexican in inspira-

tion and quite good, if pricey. The place

was designed by the noted architect Frank

Gehry, who is something of a local hero.

He put in his own art—most obviously a

pair of crocodiles and a giant octopus that

FEBRUARY 1987
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The curaiuT ]anel

Karatz selects the

contemporary art for

the highly regarded

Trumps restaurant.

On display are the

airbrush paintings of

Eric Orr, one of

many local artists

to be given a

shnu' here.

he designed to hang from the ceihng—along with pieces by Sam
Francis and Peter Alexander, window decoration by Ed Moses,

and arresting designs on both sides of the front door by Tony Ber-

lant. The result is certainly striking. As a first-time diner put it,

"Carlos Castaneda would love it here." Even the owner, Bruce

Marder, whose West Beach Gate, across the street, has long been

the artists' hangout, was quoted as saying of his $1.5 million

investment, "It's so weird-looking."

Images at Rebecca's are not integrated. They tap emotions and

memories peculiar to southern Calitornia and the Mexican bor-

der. Here, according to one restaurant designer, is "a noncredit

art ciHirse for foodies who are only beginning to learn about art

and architecture. Gehry awes them. They are told he has crossed

over, that architecture plus art equals sculpture. He's crossed so

many lines he can't be criticized."

Gity restaurant, designed by Josh Dawson Schweitzer and

David Kellen, appears at first to be a flagrant rejection ot what is

happening elsewhere. From the outside it looks very similar to the

garages and small factories around it. Inside, there is no art on

view: no canvases, no stuffed crocodiles, not even the shadow ot a

lurking art dealer. Instead, the architectonics supply the art: the

vast upward sweep ot stark white walls, brt^ken here and there bv

doors and windows. The only immediate visual distraction is a

TV screen over the bar. It shows not video art but cooks at work in

the kitchen.

The food at Gity is eclectic, informal, and seasoned in novel

ways. It ranges from barbecue to tandoori-roasted duck breast and

incorporates ingredients as humble as cabbage or as exotic as tam-

arind. Some of it tastes quite odd. Garnishings for the dishes are

intentionally minimal. "My partner and 1 want our food simple

and uncluttered, and we wanted our restaurant to have the same
feeling," explains the co-chef and owner Susan Feniger. "As a

chef, I hope I am creative, but I don't think of myself as an artist.

There's something contrived and trendy

about chefs being artists. But I do see Gity

as a huge art statement: the chairs, the var-

ious-colored carts, the table bases, the

dishes. The art is not abstract. We wanted

to concentrate on function."

A decade ago, Galifomia cuisine as a

school—or a style—of cooking leapt

across the continent; it was an idea whose

time had come. Will the new refinement

of exhibiting contemporary art on restau-

rant walls follow suit.' It is surely an attractive addition to restau-

rants and can help lend a certain excitement, or ceremony, to

eating, but even after all that has been said, one has to wonder.

Who but Galifornians can mix their sensory pleasures so easily?

(Will they next hire avant-garde musicians to play avant-garde

compositions in restaurants?) Moreover, points out the sensible

Garolyn Shanks, who did the bold, sleek design for Primi and has

chosen to display unique fabric artworks by the local artist Robert

Burton, "it there is artistry in the cooking, putting art on the walls

makes sense—there is a relationship between the two arts. But

you can't take the art on the walls and put that spirit into the food.

Not even first-class art can make a restaurant artistic all by itself.

"

And vice versa. D

\X'iliuini Rict' UTOte about the resuiuratcur ]ovan Trboyevic for the

March 1986 issue o/Gonnoisseur.
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THE ART SCENE

Beldw IS .1 sampling o( some of the best restaurants in the Los

Anj^eles area where contemporary art is shown. There arc many
others. Each hsting indicates the cooking favored, the art fea-

tured, and the person involved in its selection.

Cha Cha Cha. Good, fairly inexpensive, home-style Carib-

bean-Latin American cooking and lots of celebrities, at L.A.'s

favorite Third World restaurant of the moment. Works by a local

artist displayed in tiny dining room. The place and the art have

charm. Mario Tamayo, co-owner. 656 North Virgil Avenue, Los

Angeles; (213) 664-7723.

Chinois on Main. Innovative, often spectacular California-

French-Chinese cot)king. Ask for counter seating, to watch chefs

work. Vibrant decor makes its own art statement. Pieces by Cal-

ifornia artists displayed in hallway to bathroom change periodi-

cally. Barbara Lazaroff, designer. 2709 Main Street, Santa Mon-
ica; (213) 392-9025.

City. Contemporary preparations, eclectic menu. Moderate

prices. Architecture by Josh Dawson Schweitzer and David Kel-

len. Changing menu covers by local artists. Susan Feniger and

Mary Sue Milliken, owner-chefs. 180 South La Brea Avenue, Los

Angeles; (213) 938-2155.

Katsu. Exquisite Japanese food. Permanent collection of mag-
nificent ceramics by Mineo Mizuno; paintings by Jonathan Bor-

ofsky, Steve Galloway, others. Katsu Michite, chef-owner. 1972

Hillhurst Avenue, Los Angeles; (213) 665-1891.

La Petite Chaya. Superior French-Japanese cuisine. Perma-

nent collection of ceramics; paintings by Jasper Johns and Kris

Ruhs; sculpture. Satoshi Mochizuki, manager. 1930 Hillhurst

Avenue, Los Angeles; (213) 665-5991.

L.A. Nicola. Satisfactory, reasonably priced California cook-

ing. Frequently changing shows by local and international artists

in Martini Lounge and dining room. Larry Nicola, owner. 4326
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles; (213) 660-7217.

Michael's. Modern American, contemporary French cooking.

Permanent collection of museum-quality works by David Hock-
ney, Robert Graham, Billy Al Bengston, Richard Diebenkorn,

John Cage, and others displayed in dining areas, staircases, hall-

ways, and private dining rooms on second floor. Sculpture by

Robert Graham and Loren Madson in outdoor patio. Michael

McCarty, owner. 1147 Third

Street, Santa Monica; (213)

451-0843.

Muse. Reasonably priced

nouvelle American cooking.

Underexposed California art-

ists. Display changes on a five-

week cycle. Ron Braun, own-

er, and David Green, man-
ager. 7360 Beverly Boulevard,

Los Angeles; (213) 934-

4400.

Partners. Tasty regional American cooking, reasonable prices.

Attractive interior and artworks by Wil Ennis. Artworks for sale.

Larry Lloyd and Raymond Bellizzi, co-owners. 1836 Hyperion

Avenue, Los Angeles; (213) 661-0711.

Primi. High-fashion grazing on inventive Italian dishes made
with impeccable ingredients. Artwork by Robert Burton; changes

every three months. Carolyn Shanks, designer. 10543 Pict) Bou-

levard, West Los Angeles; (213) 475-9235.

Rebecca's. Mexican cooking. Excellent cocktails and appetiz-

ers, including ceviche, chiles rellenos, quesadillas, Caesar salad.

Design by Frank Gehry; artworks by Gehry, Tony Berlant, Sam
Francis, Peter Alexander, Ed Moses. 2025 Pacific Avenue,

Venice; (213) 306-6266.

Rex, U Ristorante. Very refined, very expensive classic and

new-style Italian cooking in one of the world's most beautiful res-

taurants. Periodic exhibits of modern California and Italian art

and photography on balcony level. Mauro Vincenti, owner. 617

South Olive Street, Los Angeles; (213) 627-2300.

Scratch. Tapas (Spanish appetizers) are featured. Contempo-
rary artists. Shows change on an eight- or nine-week cycle. Gail

de Krassel, curator. Lack of harmony in food and artwork; the

latter dominates the restaurant. 3105 Main Street, Santa Moni-

ca; (213) 392-9697.

72 Market Street. Well-prepared California cuisine featuring

grilled fish. Open late. Desserts a specialty. Permanent collec-

tion. Artwork by Robert Graham, Laddie John Dill, Peter Alex-

ander. Tony Bill, co-owner. 72 Market Street, Venice; (213)

392-8720.

Spago. Inventive California cuisine in a casual, celebrity-filled

atmosphere. Pizza a specialty. Changing displays of California

artists. Artwork for sale. Barbara Lazaroff, designer. 1114 Horn
Avenue, West Hollywood; (213) 652-4025.

Trumps. Creative California and regional cooking by one of

the city's top chefs. Expensive. Two or three shows a year, usually

of a single California artist. Janet Karatz, curator. 8764 Melrose

Avenue, Los Angeles; (213) 855-1480.

Wave. California-French cuisine. Kitchen has been in transi-

tion. Emerging California artists. Robert Berman of the B-1 and

the recently opened Robert Berman galleries, curator. 2820 Main
Street, Santa Monica; (213)

399-9114.

West Beach Cafe. Well-

prepared California cuisine;

outstanding wine and spirits

selection. Revolving shows of

first-rate contemporary art.

Wall installations. Fred Hoff-

man, curator. A favorite gath-

ering place for Venice artists.

60 North Venice Boulevard,

Venice; (213) 823-5396.
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GOOD UNES
WHY THE HOUSES BY

BERNARD MAYBECK ARE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CLASSICS

BY OODEN TANNER

tew years ago, the proud owners ot a house designed by

Bernard Maybeck some sixty-hve years earher in Berke-

ley, CaUfomia, invited all the other owners of Maybeck
houses they could track down in the region to a Sunday

brunch. More than a hundred people showed up to sip

Bloody Marys and talk about their houses. Not many
architects can boast an active fan club, least ot all one

tormed three-quarters of a century after most ot their designs were built.

Like all good architecture, Bernard Maybeck's imprewes with age, and

Above: Maybeck, his mjc, and his chiLircn hkcd lo dress up for family parties.

Right: The romantic entrance of the G . H. Chick house, in Oakland.
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people who live in his houses regard them

with a rare passion—though there may be

the odd mild complaint about the size of

the closets or the lack ot a downstairs bath-

room. In the San Francisco Bay area, a

region as architecturally sophisticated as

any, the phrase "It's a Maybeck"—a real

Maybeck, not a mere look-alike— is high

praise indeed.

Bernard Ralph Maybeck was born in

New York's Greenwich Village during the

Civil War to an immigrant German wood-

carver, and he died in 1957 at the age of

ninety-five. Thirty years later, his legend

'ives on, where the evening fog slips

through the Golden Gate to sit softly on

the hills. He has been labeled "romantic,"

"eclectic," "idiosyncratic"; admirers have

gone so far as to call him the "West Coast

Frank Lloyd Wright," but though May-

beck admired Wright ("We're both

Greeks, Wright and 1"), each man went

his own, highly original way.

Maybeck's best-known works are two

stunning and wildly dissimilar structures

that have achieved monumental status

—

one, the Palace of Fine Arts, a grand,

brooding, classical ruin built of plaster for

San Francisco's 1915 international exposi-

tion and so well loved that it has since

been rebuilt in concrete; the other, the

First Church of Christ, Scientist, in

Berkeley, across the bay, a brilliant me-

lange of forms erected in 1910 and consid-

ered a milestone in ecclesiastical design.

Maybeck's greatest contributions to ar-

chitecture, however, lie in no single build-

ing I ut in the houses he designed, ranging

from the humble to the baronial. These

are important not only tor their pioneering

ideas but for a freewheeling approach that

remains fresh today. He is widely acknowl-

edged as the father of the so-called BayArea

style, an amalgam of concepts peculiarly

suited to the region's climate, available

materials, and terrain. In the course -of a

halt century, he designed some 150

houses, mostly in northern California, and

of these the majority in Berkeley, where he

was an instructor at the University of Cal-

ifornia's Department of Instrumental

Drawing and Engineering Design. The ap-

peal of his houses is as universal as it is elu-

sive, as dramatic as it is difficult to analv:e.

"THE THING

TO DO IS MAKE THE HOME
FIT THE FAMILY."

No two are alike, and though recurrent

themes can be discerned, in virtually everv'

case they appear in a different form

—

amusing, endearing, astounding.

Like other good architects, Maybeck
did not believe in imposing preconcep-

tions on a design problem; instead he

sought solutions in the needs of his clients,

the sites, and the materials he built with.

"The thing to do," he said in 1927, "is to

make the home fit the family. ... I nev-

er plan a home tor a man until I have asked

him a lot of questions. 'What sort ofwom-
an is your wife? What kind of clothes do

you both wear.' What do you most like to

read.' Do you enjoy music?' " He also kept

in mind "the man in the street . . . who'll

buy the house after the owner sells it."

When he had learned enough about his

clients, he began sketching, using rough

charcoal and layer on layer of tracing

paper, scribbling and reworking until he

tinally had something that looked right. It

was a lesson he had learned well during five

years at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, in Pans,

where he went when he was twenty to

study in the atelier of Jules-Louis Andre,

with whom the great H. H. Richardson

had studied earlier. "I have never been an

architect," Maybeck once said with char-

acteristic understatement. "I just like one

line better than another." For him, archi-

tecture was above all the study of lines.

Out ot the swirls and smudges on his

paper, the lines he liked best eventually

emerged. Many of these incorporated new
design concepts just gaining currency.

One was that of the open plan. Even those

Maybeck houses that look modest from the

outside unfold inside into a series of sur-

prising, sweeping spaces that flow up,

down, and every which way—even
through the walls to the outdoors. The liv-

ing room is the heart of the house, often

soaring through exposed rafters to a dark,

mysterious peak. "He liked plenty of room
up there," one ot his carpenters observed.

In some designs an interior balcony adds to

the drama, allowing the master and mis-

tress ot the house to step out ot their bed-

room and enjoy a difterent perspective on

their domain. The focal point is always the

tireplace, usually of ample, sometimes he-

roic, proportions, with built-in seating on

either side, frequently decorated with

Maybeck's own version of the client's fam-

ily crest and fitted out with wrought-iron

accoutrements, chandeliers, and furni-

ture—all designed by him. He believed

that a man's house is his castle and that the

hearth is the center of family life.

Windows are grouped or combined into

large, single sheets of glass, early versions

ot the picture window that not only avoid

cross lighting and provide more usable,

uninterrupted wall space but also open the

rooms up to views of the garden or the bay

beyond. On the ground tloor, windows are

The ample, li^ht-filled livmij r( Him of the Chick house, and its exterior, uith many winduus under u^ide eaves.
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Maybeck's drawing, (behm'} shows how he used an antie roofhne and mixed many styles—siieeessfuHy . m the Roos house. San Franeis

often extended tR)m i\ooT to ceiling and

open sideways—prototypes of modern
slidin):^ glass doors. In most houses the glass

is sheltered hy broadly overhanging eaves

up to six feet wide, which both shield inte-

riors from sun and rain and help tie the

house visually to the site and the view. (A
house without an overhanging roof

seemed to Maybeck like "a hat without a

brim.") Substituting for solid eaves here

and there are open trellises and pergolas on
which vines can grow, filtering the sun-

light into dappled patterns and making

another link between house and garden.

In his attempts to create generous,

exciting interior spaces, Maybeck was

among the first to combine adjt)ining

rooms, sometimes installing sliding panels

so that the spaces could be divided or

thrown together at will ("When the wall

separating dining from living room was

removed," wrote the architecture critic

Esther McCoy, "all Berkeley was
shocked"). He also thought that house-

wives without servants should be able to

enjoy themselves while working in their

kitchens, with views of their gardens on

the one hand and of their families and din-

ner guests on the other. He merged kitch-

HK t

.fv
I

en and dniing areas over open counters; in

one early design he made it even easier to

cook and entertain at the same time by

removing the burners from a standard elec-

tric range and installing them in the tiled

countertop, building the oven into the

opposite wall at a convenient height. For

this stroke of practical genius—decades

ahead of standard built-in components

—

he charged his clients nothing more than

the cost of the range itself.

Maybeck's occasionally niggardly clos-

ets, it is said, were dictated by his view that

a man needs only two good suits, one for

special occasions and one on his back. But

he more than made up for such lapses with

other inventive details: built-in window

seats, indirect cove lighting, a chimney

designed to speed up air flow and create an

adequate draft. Maybeck owners find that

his fireplaces, even the most cavernous of
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them, draw up smoke extremely well.

What is mt)st striking ahout Mayheck's

houses is the way he was ahle to select from

a broad catalogue o\ materials and archi-

tectural styles and make it all work. He was

a master of structure and craftsmanship,

not only using posts .iiui beams appro-

priately and economically but celebrating

them as sculptural tonus in the w.iy they

were exposed, joined, colored, and

carved. Better than any ot his contempo-

raries, he knew and k>ved redwood, a rehi-

tively abundant and cheap material in

those days. He brought out its warm beau-

ty in a hundred ways, notably in sculptural

balustrades and in wide-boarded walls and

ceilings left unfinished and exposed.

When earthquake and fire demonstrated

the vulnerability of wooden houses, he

mastered newer materials, like concrete

and/metal factory sash, bringing out their

natlire too in his designs and adding some

twists of his own. For a total expenditure of

$600, he built a house for himself out of

chaeological detail and proper 'good taste'

in historic style is evident in all his

wi>rks."

It there is i>ne clue to Maybeck's genius,

this is probably it. For him there was no

"dead" architocrurc, no "right" or

"HE HAD
IDEAS COMING OUT IN

ALL DIRECTIONS."

"wrong" style. He delighted equally in

medieval tracery, Byzantine capitals, and

twentieth-century corrugated-iron roofs,

and he used them, often cheek by jowl, to

solve the problems he confronted and

evoke the moods he sought. "Maybeck was

not only one of the great American archi-

tects, but he's extremely relevant for us

today," says Robert Venturi, whose own
ideas about architecture have strongly in-

Maybeck desired the Roos /louse's baronial hearth, fire screen, and coat of arms

fluenced today's postmodernist school oi

guni\^sacks dipped in a foamy cement he thought. "He wasn't just a classicist or a

called "Bubble Stone"

an(u hung on a framework

af wires—a demonstra-

tion of a kind of fireproof

y construction that anyone

could afford.

When it came to mat-

ters of architectural style,

Maybeck recognized few

limits. He borrowed hap-

pily whatever elements

he liked from the past

—

Gothic, Romanesque,
Byzantine, Greek, Ro-

man, Spanish Mission,

Swiss Chalet—and para-

phrased them in his own
way. About the only ver-

nacular he did not enjoy

was the so-called Interna-

tional style, which came
on the scene later in his

career. "You mean those

boxes?" he would say

when the subject came
up. "They haven't got

anything to do with ar-

chitecture. Architecture

is an art." Some purists

dismissed him as an ec-

centric dabbler; but the

"dabbling" is what makes

his designs "uniquely in-

dividualistic," according

to his biographer Ken-

neth Cardwell (in Ber-

nard Maybeck: Artisan,

Architect, Artist). "His

complete disregard for ar-

gi>thicisf, he had many vocabularies. More
important, begot at the essence of histori-

cal forms, and he was ntu 'correct' or stuffy

in the way he used them. Indeed, he was

purposefully and sophisticatedly wrong.

He had verve, enthusiasm, courage. As a

result, his work has great richness and ten-

sion, qualities that make it firsr-rate."

There are still people around who
remember Maybeck and offer charming

and revealing glimpses into his personali-

ty. The photographer Fred Lyon remem-
bers meeting him when he was working t)n

an experimental model airplane that trav-

eled on wires across his studio, its wings

flapping. "He was so much more fun than

anyone 1 had ever met," says Lyon, who
was a teenager at the time. "He had ideas

coming out in all directions."

Maybeck's daughter-in-law, jacomena,

who still lives in a rustic, peak-roofed

house he built for her and his son, Wallen,

in the Berkeley hills, recalls him fondly as

a small, good-natured man with twinkling

blue eyes, a "Pooh Bear figure," and a San-

ta Glaus beard—a man
who loved to talk to the

young people who were

drawn to him, to tell fairy

stories to his grandchil-

dren, laugh, sing passages

from French operas, de-

sign costumes for birth-

days and plays, and wear

an artist's beret. He de-

signed his wife Annie's

dresses and even his own
pants, tubular marvels

with built-in suspenders

that rose to a point just

below his beard
—

"to ob-

viate the need for a vest,"

he said.

"The secret, of course,

was his mind," says Ja-

comena. "It never
stopped clicking, having

ideas, even if he was just

sitting under a tree

—

something he wanted to

do, something he wanted

to build. He was always

looking ahead. He told

his students, 'Don't be

afraid to dream. It's just as

cheap to think big as to

think small.' He believed

in beauty. We loved him
s very much."

D

I Ogden Tanner has ivritten

s for the San Francisco

Q Ghronicle and A re hi tec

-

c

K tural Forum.
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IN A STATE WHERE THE CAR ISAM EXPRESSION OFSELFJHERE ARE FIYEGLORIO

Even
the sun cooperates. Henry

Haga, the director ot the General

Motors Advanced Concepts Center,

in Newbury Park, California, insists

that West Coast light is richer, pur-

er, more yellow, and that an automobile's

shapes and surfaces assume greater impor-

tance in its glow.

Whatever the reason, the automobile is

easily California's most relevant artifact.

For much ot the rest of the United States,

the car is an appliance, a necessity, and a

nuisance. Ah, butforCaliforriians, the car

is plumage and pleasure, freedom and a

rolling financial statement, and, oh yes, a

form of transit too.

It should also be remembered that the

Okies drove to California. Everybod' in

California moved there from somewhere

else. Wherever that somewhere else was,

it almost certainly offered fewer opportu-

nities for pleasuring oneself with wheels.

Connecticut road salt and Massachusetts

snow tires. Michigan mud and Texas dust.
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New York's no parking and Iowa's boring

roads, Chicago's congestion and Miami's

car thieves—this country is full of ways to

make the automobile your enemy. In con-

trast, California weather is ideal, and from

any suburb in the state, it's thirty minutes

to totally open country, and even the city

limits of L. A. and San Francisco offer out-

rageous pockets of road that bring out the

Porsche pilot in the blandest personality.

Calitornians love cars, and they wear

them with style—the way other people

wear fur coats—in large part because many
of their pecking orders are based not on

one's intellectual or social achievement

but on what one owns. "People have al-

ways moved out here because of the way

California allowed them to live," says an

actual native. "They didn't come out here

to save money but to spend it."

Spend it you can, if you're a Calitornian

into cars. Here's Connoisseur's five-car ga-

rage of quintessential California cars: a

ride tor every occasion, whether you're off

to dine at Spago, subdue MulhoIIand
Drive, or sit in Silicon Valley traffic.

THE HAMMER! The Mercedes-Benz star is

a Calitornia amulet worn to ward off pov-

erty, but this Mercedes is so special it dis-

penses with that ubiquitous hood orna-

ment. Ever>'body who's anybody has a

450SL, the Beverly Hills Chevy, but the

most adventuresome will ante up

$143,000 for the AMG 300E Hammer, a

German hot-rodding workshop's 365-hp

version ot the factory''s standard, $38,600

300E four-door sedan. What makes the

Hammer special is its Ferrari-class acceler-

ation, its handling, its top speed (a proven

178 mph), and a brutal, blacked-out

monochrome look that makes this the

Arnold Schwarzenegger ot automobiles.

1955 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE: Stand-
ing out trom the crowd becomes increas-

ingly ditficult when the treeway is bumper-

to-bumper conspicuous consumption; but

CONNOISSEUR
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if everybody in the world is a peacock, pre-

tending to he a turkey isn't a had idea.

Hence, the popularity in California of

aberrant cars such as this harge, once the

despised symbol of Eisenhower-era excess.

(It doesn't hurt that many 1950s Ameri-

can cars came in pastel pinks, blues, and

greens once derided but now lauded as the

"Miami Vice" look.) Some of the most

desirable California retro-cars are true

classics—early fifties bathtub Porsche

Speedsters, 1955 Chevrolets, 1957 T-

Birds—while the value of others, such as

Nash Metropolitans and 1965 Dodge Dart

convertibles, remains inexplicable.

ROLLS-ROYCE CORNKHE CONVERTIBLE: if

you have more money than imagination

and want to make a motorized statement

without the fuss of being trendy, consider

that ageless rock the Roller. You can make
fun of a Rolls-Royce, you can outrun a

Rolls-Royce, and you can even outspend a

Rolls-Royce, but nobody can ignore this

larger-than-life classic, especially in its

latest, $168,100 incarnation, the Cor-

niche II convertible. Argument abounds,

as it does everywhere else, concerning

Rolls-Royce's claim of being the best car in

the world, but it's invariably a battle

between the haves and the have-nots

—

and, in California, the soon-will-haves.

PORSCHE PRETENDERS: There was a tmie

when simply owning a Porsche was cachet

enough. That the cars looked like flying

carpet sweepers didn't much matter, but

along came the yuppie, who turned a cult

car into a status symbol. Suddenly, in Cal-

ifornia, at least, everybody had one. The
answer for many has been fake body panels

that give otherwise ordinary Porsches the

exotic look of near-unobtainable factory

race cars. And now that Porsche has

announced that the United States will not

see on its roads the Porsche 959—

a

sequentially twin-turbocharged, four-

wheel-drive supercar likely to have been

the most expensive production automo-

bile ever sold—959 look-alikes are already

appearing on California streets.

THE FREEWAY PICKUP: The macho Cai.-

fornia reactions to the prettified car have

long been Jeeps, four-wheel-drivers, and

pickup trucks (the latter almost invariably

shrunken Japanese versions, so that no-

body mistakes you for a real workman).

That they also make an "I'm outdoorsy"

statement is no coincidence. The most

extreme are fitted with enough lights to

illuminate all of Pismo Beach, plus jacked-

up suspensions and tires so tall you need a

ladder to board. Inevitably, a reaction to

the reaction is setting in: low-rider pick-

ups, often made into convertibles and

good for freeway cruising, are a repackaged

version of a colorful Chicano concept.

Stephan Wilkmson, a frequent contnhutor to

this magazine, drives a 1967 Chevrolet four-

u/heel'drive pickup truck.
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PUniN'ON
THE

CUTZ
"GOO SAVE ME FROM OLD MONEY,"

SAYS AMEN WARDY, THE RETAILING WIZARD

BY LEON HARRIS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK HANAUER

n the shamelessly rich village of Newport

Beach, California, a little man with a little

store has had an immense effect on the con-

spicuous-consumption game. Indeed, he runs

rings around such giants as Neiman-Marcus,

Bergdorf Goodman, Saks Fifth Avenue, I.

Magnin, and Marshall Field's. To put it the

way our little man would prefer, he has huilt the world's most

expensive, exclusive, and extravagant women's store—and, as if

to insult his competitors, he has done it in a former]. C. Penney

garage. His name, and his shop's, is Amen Wardy.

If Wardy's success is attributable to any one overriding talent,

it must be his incomparable ability to sell. Short, pudgy, and bald-

ing, Wardy does not look the part of a supersalesman. His voice is

high; his attire could not be less elegant: one day recently, he was

wearing an open-necked sports shirt, wrinkled linen slacks,

sponge-rubber-soled shoes. His sonorously arresting name is, in

fact, Arabic and translates into Engli'-h as "The Hidden Rose."

All that aside, the store he has created is superb. It is also neatly

tailored to southern California. The atmosphere is careHiUy casu-

al and carefree, embodying the idea that there is nothing forbid-

Leon Hams, u-'hose articles often appear m this nmgazine. is the author

of Merchant Princes.
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ding about luxury. Says Wardy, "My customers do not come to

look; they come to buy." And buy they do, with terrifying aban-

don. "My average transaction here is over a thousand dollars. I

have ten or fifteen customers who buy a million to a million and a

half dollars' worth from me a year." (Shopkeepers, like fisher-

men, are occasionally given to hyperbole. Trade sources estimate

Wardy's annual sales at $20 million or less.

)

Wardy's climb to the top began in 1957 when, as a chronically

truant fourteen-year-old misfit in El Paso, Texas, he quit school

entirely and persuaded his grandmother to lend him $5,000. He
used the money to buy high-style women's costume jewelry,

which he sold in a comer of her wholesale tobacco store. Grand-

ma Zakia Ayoub and her husband had arrived from Lebanon in

1905 as immigrants and settled in Texas. They had built up their

company. Border Tobacco, literally a pack at a time. Zakia, defy-

ing the odds, IS still at it.

So successful was Wardy's costume-jewelry venture that he

soon moved to an old El Paso mansion and expanded into more

expensive and dramatic clothes than other local merchants dared

to offer. It was here that he learned to sell and sell and sell,

because high-rollers and big spenders in El Paso were, and are.

The only Galanos sakm in the world is at Amen Wardy. So is the only

American outlet for Valentino outside Manhattan.
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pretty hard to come by. In 1977, after a vacation in southern

California, he moved his business to a tiny store in Newport

Beach; in 1982, he moved again, to a space twice as large: the

J. C. Penney garage. Here, he added stone facades, a copper roof,

a porte cochere, and a series of hay windows, each with its own
planting.

Even more remarkable was the transformation of the interior,

where the original rectangle was turned into a maze of octagonal

rooms whose parquet leads the visitor irresistibly from one room

to the next. Some fifty beveled-glass skylights brighten the whole

and infuse every fitting room with natural light. The lighted, bev-

eled-glass showcases are so elegant that they seem designed to

display Mayan gold treasures or Faberge bibelots rather than

handbags, handkerchiefs, and hosiery.

However, what finally defines a store is what is in the cases, and

that's where Amen Wardy is unique. A few months ago, Neiman-
Marcus in its downtown Dallas store had a total of 1 1 Judith Lei-

ber handbags. At that same moment.
Amen Wardy had 121 on display,

with 58 in reserve, priced at from

$800 to $3,000 each. "If Mrs. Leiber

shows 275 bags, I probably buy 273 for

this one little store," explains Wardy.

"Three years ago, I sold an Arab _
prince 37 Judith Leiber bags in one I
afternoon for $38,000, and you can't

sell 37 if you have only a dozen," he adds, triumphantly.

"Why does a woman from Midland, Texas, fly all the way out

here and spend $100,000 shopping in my store for three days

instead of going to Dallas to Neiman's or to Saks Fifth Avenue, in

New York, where she can also go to the theater and opera and

ballet, none of which we have here in Newport Beach? We show

her so much more—more Galanos, more Valentino, more Cha-
nel, more Andrea Pfister shoes. But the most important reason of

all is that no one ever selects anything to be sold in my store—not a

handkerchief, not one pair of costume-jewelry earrings—except

for me.

"When I buy a suit, 1 make a point to buy a selection of shoes

and blouses and belts and bags and jewelry that go perfectly with

it, whereas the shoe buyer of I. Magnin or the bag buyer at Bul-

lock's Wilshire has only the vaguest idea of what her store's suit

buyer or coat buyer or dress buyer has bought. When a woman
comes here, it is never to buy just a suit or a dress. She always buys

all the necessary accessories and usually several sets of accesso-

ries at that.

"I've sold $650,000 worth of Jimmy Galanos's things in just

three days. I sell over $2 million worth a year of his things. We
have the only Galanos salon in the world."

Only upon megacustomers is conferred the ultimate honor of a

lengthy audience with the holy one himself, including a laying-

on of hands, when Wardy's twenty-foot-square office becomes a

selective fitting room where Wardy himself fits, flatters, cajoles,

caresses, strokes, soothes, and, above all, sells the customer. As
he puts it, "I can sell more in two days in this room than my
twenty salespeople can sell in the rest of the month."

The decoration in this holy of holies is at best underwhelming,

from the nonvintage Coromandel screen and Chinese rug to the

Victorian match-striker; but even first-class antiques would not

be able to compete with a $10,000 Bob Mackie beaded dress and

ostrich-feather coat (he carries thirty different Mackie outfits, a

$300,000 total stock of Mackie), or a $35,000 black, red, and

royal embroidered Galanos gown.

"Some of my hungriest customers are the ladies who come out

to California to our fat farms like La Costa or Pritikin or the Gold-

WARDY'S APPETITE FOR HIS

WORK IS CLEARLY

TOUCHED BY A KIND OF

RELIGIOUS FERVOR.

en Door. When they're allowed out for the day to come here shop-

ping, they're like sailors on shore leave after six months at sea

—

they're starving for self-gratification and reassurance and a sense

of importance and success, so they go crazy trying to satisf>' them-

selves."

On a conducted tour through Wardy's wonderland, even the

most skeptical reporter is bowled over by a monologue, delivered

in a high voice, that reveals an almost frightening intensity in the

speaker. He talks about the past—about his miserable youth in El

Paso and his determination somehow, someday, to surround him-

self with the beauty and luxury he saw in Loretta Young's televi-

sion show. He confesses that even now, when he arrives home
from a European buying trip—he makes four such a year plus

monthly trips to New York—he pays no attention to his exhaus-

tion and jet lag. Instead of going home to sleep, he races to the

store and down to the basement receiving room to tear open the

just-arrived boxes in order to see and feel the merchandise he

selected weeks earlier. His appetite

for his work is clearly touched by a

kind of religious fervor.

Wardy makes sure that his store

contrasts in many ways with those of

his competitors. In New York's best

department stores, for example, most

expensive dresses are locked away in

stockrooms, and the few that are left

out on the selling floor are literally chained to their stand. "We
just don't seem to attract that sort of person to our store," oozes

Wardy. "I usually leave a $200,000 sable on a hanger casually

hung on a rack. It does more than flowers to give a feeling of

opulence, and 1 want my customers to slip into it and look at

themselves in a mirror and be hooked."

Every Tuesday, the whole store blooms with fresh flowers

—

long, yellow lupins from Holland in big brandy snifters or orchid

plants bowing with spray after spray after spray of blooms. "1 don't

think flowers cost us more than forty or fifty thousand dollars a

year," Wardy says. "They're just part of a total program to please

our customers in every way we can possibly think of that's not

actually forbidden by law."

Well, not quite every way. Wardy has a tougher policy on

returns and refunds than any other luxury store. "We give no

refunds for any reason—only store credit—and no returns or

exchanges at all on accessories. 1 am not in the second-hand busi-

ness or in the costume-rental business. I know women who regu-

larly buy dresses at Neiman-Marcus and I. Magnin and other Bev-

erly Hills stores, wear them to the Academy Awards, get lipstick

and sweat and liquor on them, and return them the next day. Not
here! 1 don't want customers who return things."

But what if they refuse to pay their bills'

"We have no charge accounts. Our customers must all pay

immediately, by credit card or cash or check, for whatever they

take out of this store."

Wardy is not shy about knocking the competition. Asked if he

will open additional stores, he snaps, "My God, no! Even with

only one store, 1 can't give my attention to every detail and every

customer. I don't want to be like Saks [Fifth Avenue] and have

forty stores that are obviously run not by an owner who cares

passionately but, in fact, by a big, impersonal international con-

glomerate."

Not too surprisingly, his competitors return the favor. Top

Opposite: Wardy stocks the largest collection anywhere of handbags by

Judith Leiber. "You can't sell thirty-seven if you have only a dozen,
"

says Wardy. Top, center: Soffia Wardy, Amen's daughter.
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executives of the major high-qualit>

stores across America, when they

hear ^X'ardv's name, tend to whisp»er

conhdentially that he is on the edge ot

bankruptcy, it not already over the

edge. Quips one, "Whom the gods

would destroy, they first give cred-

it."

"That's envv, just plain envv,"

snitts America's ultimate hag woman,

Judith Leiber. "And as they learn

more and more about how brilliantly

Amen is succeeding, thev say worse

and worse things aKiut him."

Many famous stores, including

Bergdorf Goodman, Bullock's, and

Burdine's, instead ot running certain

dithcult departments themselves,

lease these to professionals in the par-

ticular field (most frequently, shoes,

beauty- salons, and food operations).

Not Wardy. "If I can't run it, it's not

here!"

One of Wardy 's few failures was his attempt to build a high-

pnced men's business. Now, although there is no merchandise in

the store for a man to buy for himself, there are compensations.

To name but one: a comfortable lounge where he can drink, free

of charge, as much as he wants, watching on a fort>-hve-inch

television screen as the Dallas Cowboys relentlessly charge their

opponents, while the lady he brought (sometimes his own wife)

charges merchandise no less relentlessly.

Wardy is divorced. His daughter, Soffia, nineteen, now works

with Wardy in the store full-time. His sons, Jean Paul and Amen
III. live with him in Newport Beach. "I hope that all my children

will eventually come into the store with me," Wardy says wistful-

ly. But he is not at all interested in young people as customers, not

even yuppies. "I don't want the upwardly mobile. I want only

those who have already reached the top and can afford a $5,CKX)

[beaded] sweater or an SS.CXX? [ostrich] skirt. Until they have

reached that level, they should shop at Saks."

He is equally uninterested in the

kind of old-money doyenne (if any

still exist) who used to buy her gillie

shoes and tweed suits at R. H. Steams

in Boston or Henri Bendel in New
York. "God save me from old money!

What I want is brand-new, splashy,

showy money eager to be spent," he

explains shrilly. "If some conserva-

tive, rich, old woman came here, she

would be wasting her time and mine.

She would be shocked by street-

length snakeskin coats, fire-engine-

red leather pants, mink-sleeved wool

suits, and purple iox furs."

Wardy gets so much ofwhat used to

be called "cafe society"—television

artists, movie stars, and international

celebrities—that he does little con-

ventional advertising in newspapers

and magazines, because he receives

wide publicity from this Holl\"wood

clientele. He coordinates clothes for

Candice Bergen and other stars in

Opposite: Amfiaal furs by Pauline Tngere. Above:

Two Enzo Russo dresses, and a private Wardy label

Wardy himself with model in his office, uhere he sells

(and seUs) to his megacustomers.

Aaron Spelling's productions, such as

"HoIIywocxl Wives." Candy Spelling,

is a constant and favorite customer.

Joan Collins confided recently on

Johnny Carson's program that Wardy
dresses her. Says the "Dynasty" cos-

tume designer Nolan Miller, "Amen's

store is what Judith Krantz had in

mind when she wrt)te Scrup/fs. I

would love to film an epistxie with

.Alexis on a shopping spree there."

It is unlikely, however, that Wardy
will soon again be mentioned on Car-

son's show, because, he boasts proud-

ly, "I now dress Joan Rivers for her

show—all her clothes, accessories,

shoes, everything!" Whether this is a

good recommendation, or the opp<i-

site, is uncertain. As the self-pro-

fessed unsexy and unattractive Miss

Rivers used to confide, in a stage whis-

per loud enough to be heard three

blocks away, "Ver\- few people know
this, but I get a substantial part ofmy income from the most exclu-

sive stores in New York and Hollywood, who pay me a monthly

retainer not to carry their shopping bags."

At the black-tie dinner dance Wardy gave on Saturday, Febru-

ary 2, 1985, to open his expanded and redecorated store, the four

hundred guests were surprised to see Wardy 's neighbor-competi-

tor, Neiman-Marcus's Lawrence Marcus, and his wife, Shelby.

Even more surprising was the brand-new, five-thousand-square-

foot Venetian ballroom, eight-chandeliered, peach and pale aqua

in color. There he plans to hold monthly style shows in the man-

ner of the French couture houses.

TTie guests ate veal Marsala, rose-f)etal sorbet, endive salad,

and a dessert of white-chocolate mousse drowned in bittersweet

black-chocolate sauce. They sat on black lacquer chairs at black

lacquer tables decorated with black metal candelabra festooned

with creamy white calla lilies; all this on an instant and perfect

lawn of black Astroturf and under a cr>stal-clear tent covered

with 35,000 Tivoli lights.

"The part>- cost me S 100,000," de-

clares Wardy, with characteristic

ebullience. "I more than recouped

chat the next day when I allowed some

oi the ladies to persuade me to open

the store for five hours even though it

was Sunday." Small groups of hus-

bands, who had never met before,

were trying to comfort one another

and to understand how Wardy in-

duces their wives to part willingly

with such enormous sums of money.

"That dress she's looking at costs more

than our first house."

If there were a Hall of Fame for

fashion retailers. Amen Wardy would

surely be in it already. But he is hardly

resting on his achievements. Wardy
has just created a perfume and had it

bottled in France. "1 can tell you what

It's not like," he says. "It's not like

Giorgio— it doesn't smell up a whole

room!"Z
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STEP-DOWN

GARDEN
THIS HALF ACRE NEAR

SAN FRANCISCO CONTAINS INFINITY

TEXTAND PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAMELA HARPER

Remarkable gardens are the rule in a

state that is itself a garden of sorts.

But no other garden in California

compares with Harland Hand's halt

acre. A designer, artist, and crafts-

man, he has taken a mundane material

—

two hundred cubic yards of concrete, to be

exact—and transformed it into something

magical. Inspired by granite formations in

the Sierra Nevada, he chose concrete as

the only a- ailable, affordable material ca-

pable oi being sculpted to similar effect.

With it, he constructed hundreds oi pav-

ing slabs, fifteen seats and ledges, nineteen

pools, and over two hundred boulderlike

steps. A natural look was achieved by

avoiding large unbroken surfaces, straight

lines, geometric curves and angles, flat

surfaces, and regular shapes.

Hand's house is entered on the upper

level. From the windows a spectacular

view of San Francisco Bay and the Golden

Gate Bridge takes precedence over the gar-

den clinging to the hillside below. Go out

onto the balcony, down a wrought-iron

spiral staircase, and the garden unfolds

before you like a Japanese scroll painting.

In the Sierra, chaparral contrasts darkly

with gray granite. Hand's garden was

envisaged as a similar mosaic oi dark and

light, embellished with brightly colored

flowers. Stepping-stone paths wind be-

tween islands of trees and shrubs, leading

into twelve paved areas, or "rooms," on
different levels. Some are open to sun,

wind, and the view; others are secluded.

Of the many seats that furnish them, no

two are alike. Some are simple and boul-

derlike; others, combinations of seat-pool,

seat-planter, or seat-parapet. Pools are

equallv varied, some used singly, some in

groups of two or three. One is precipitously

poised at the brink of a twelve-foot cliff.

Progress through the garden is slow. At
every step, there is something to see,

touch, hear, taste, smell; or a different

mood to experience as you pass from shel-

ter to open bluff, from sun to shade, from

brilliant color to quiet grays and greens.

The garden has rhythm; one thing flows

into another; you never just walk.

CONNOISSEUR
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lu' among natural rocks and amcrelc. Above: One oj the garden's "rtunns, "
jilled niih mormng mist jJounng mfrom San Francisco Bay.

Hand is not only a designer and artist;

he is also a plantsman and traveler. Every

garden cranny is crammed with plants, an

eclectic collection from many lands. Or-

chids tumble over boulders; forget-me-

nots, violets, freesias, and miniature daf-

fodils grow in the paving; wisteria and cle-

matis intermingle on a driftwood pole.

Two plants with furry gray leaves—lamb's

ears (Stach)is byzantirw.) and mouse-eared

chickweed (Cerastium tomentosiim)—are

used in quantity, stitching the seams be-

tween structures and softening contours.

Some plants are rare; others, common-
place but used in original ways. A dry

stream of blue-green, pebblelike hen-and-

chick rosettes (Echeveria) flows across a

slope, in it a sculpted heron fishing.

This garden fits no established pattern,

follows no rules. Most who visit are en-

chanted. A few, schooled in traditional

Western design, leave puzzled. In mood it

is more nearly Japanese than Western.

Perhaps, to understand it fully, one must

go to the mountains, there to marvel at

nature's imitation of Harland Hand's gar-

den—or so it seems. D

Pamela Harper writes about gardens and pho-

tographs them.
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THE

GRAND
TOUR

RATING CALIFORNIA'S ART MUSEUMS
AND THEIR CONTENTS

hen it comes to art mu-

seums, California is

ifast becoming the

I
promised land. The
state is going through

an exceptional period

of growth, creativity,

and vitality, evident in dramatic new
building activities and grandiose acquisi- /

tions. The Los Angeles County Museuny

has just opened the key portion of a build-

ing program that may take up to a decade

to complete, a rehabilitation intended to

remedy the shortcomings ot the original

building. One of the new parts is the Times

Mirror Central Court, a soaring glass-

roofed court that embraces the three sepa-

rate original buildings and provides an

'Imposing entrance on Wilshire Boule-

vard. Th'e second structure is the Robert

O. Anderson Building. It houses a series of

classic spaces tor changing exhibitions as

well as the museum's twentieth-century

,^rt, which is getting richer with every

acquisition. Both efforts are smash hits.

The rival institution downtown, the

Museum of Contemporary Art, has just

dedicated its permanent headquarters.

Supposedly, the brilliant Japanese master

Arata Isozaki based his glorious designs for

the rose red sandstone, dark-green alumi-

num, and glass edifice partly on the lush

anatomical idiosyncrasies oi Marilvn

BY THOMAS HOVINQ

Monroe (see "Isozaki," Connoisseur, No-
vember 1986). The Getty is also on the

move. That incomparably rich institution

is midway through the planning phase of

its proposed new showcase on a choice

162-acre piece of property in the foothills

overlooking the city. If the architect Rich-

ard Meier can hold his creative own
against the blizzard of curatorial program

studies now pelting down on him, the new
museum will score yet another architectur-

al triumph tor California.

With a tew exceptions, California's ac-

quisitions, too, have been among the most

dynamic in the nation. In commissioning

large and ambitious pieces, MOCA has

seized a leadership role and has demon-
strated how fundamentally more coura-

geous than the more conservative East the

West Coast has become. Another piece of

good news is that Norton Simon himself,

that keen-eyed and canny Beverly Hills

collector and industrialist, has decided to

start actively collecting again after a hiatus

ot several years. It he can match his past

prowess, California will become even

more ot an art mecca than it already is.

The state is getting to be such a galaxy ot

highly publicized, big-league art museums
that it is easy to overlook some of the more

intimate collections. Many oi those are

gems, and no connoisseur embarked on a

museum tour should pass them by. I'm

thinking ot such attractions as the Crocker

Art Museum, in Sacramento, with its wor-

thy collection of old-master drawings; the

Oakland Museum, still one of the most

intriguing architectural complexes in the

West; the Southwest Museum, in Los An-
geles, with its exceptional array of Indian

material; the Newport Harbor Art Muse-

um, a showcase for the avant-garde and

experimental; and the superb sculpture

garden at the Wight Art Gallery, at the

University of California, Los Angeles,

with its prime examples of Matisse,

Moore, and David Smith. Finally, among
the smaller dazzlers, the Santa Barbara

Museum of Art, between San Francisco

and Los Angeles, is quite simply the ne

plus ultra. The collections, rich in draw-

ings, American painting, and Greek and

Roman art, offer plenty of surprises and

joys. The installations are near perfect,

the hospitality legendary, and the pub-

lished material excellent.

Now tor the palaces. The University

Art Museum, in Berkeley, which opened

with a few shock waves in 1970, is still

pleasingly brutal in impact. If anything,

the building's raw concrete balconies,

ramps, and stunning vistas to the central

court look better now. Berkeley's perma-

nent collection is modest in size but high

in caliber, its shows have been top-notch,

and the film program oi the Pacific Film
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The impact of t/ie L nuL-r sit;y Art Museum, m Berkeley, is pleasingly brutal. Hans Hufmann's Struwel Peter (1965) is one reason why.
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Untitled (1985), by Sam Francis, at San Francisco's incorivenient Museum o/ XloJeni Art.

Archive may be the most energetic in

America. Right now all torty-nine paint-

ings given hy Hans Hofmann in 1963 are

on view, complemented hy a series of his

seldom-seen and intriguing Lichtdrucke—
quick flat sketches on newsprint made in

Munich in the twenties. The show, which

continues through March 1, is masterfully

arranged, and the catalogue, by Cynthia

Goodman, comes to grips with the artist in

comprehensible language.

BONANZA IN THE BAY AREA
Wouldn't it be nice it the traditional art

collections of San Francisco were all

hous-d together in a modern, bright,

friendly structure with spacious, well-lit

galleries.' It will probably never happen.

Though the boards of trustees ot the M. H.

de Young Memorial Museum and the Cal-

ifornia Palace of the Legion of Honor
merged not long ago and thereby buried

countless intratamilial hatchets, the two

institutions are segregated by cultures and

hy miles. Most of Europe, Africa, the

Orient, and America are housed in the

two Mission-style frame stucco buildings

in Golden Gate Park that make up the

Asian Art Museum and the Avery Brun-

dage Collection. The French collections

are placed in the California Palace oi the

Legion of Honor, a Beaux-Arts sugar box

way up in Lincoln Park.

Thankfully, the interiors of the de

Young are a great deal more appealing

than the cornball exterior. The lighting is

deft, and the pacing of the material shows

a sensitive touch. The decorative arts are

often shown in the paintings galleries

—

readily accessible yet never in the way.

Despite the somewhat spotty quality over-

all, the old masters have great strengths in

Italian paintings of the sixteenth century,

Spanish works ot the Golden Age, and

Dutch baroque. Surely one of the most

poetic early-Renaissance pictures in

America is the Tuscan AnnuTiciation of

arttund 1450, attributed to an unknown

Dots SAN FRANCISCO

SECRETLY

HATE MODERN ART?

artist called the Master of the Lanckoron-

ski Annunciation. Despite the forced, bal-

letic poses of the Virgin and the archangel,

the painting pulsates with religious fervor

balanced with enchanting elegance. Tin-

toretto's large Madomui and Child is explo-

sive—t:ine of his best pictures in America.

Don't fail to see the magisterial El Grecos

Saint Francis and Saint John. Several of the

Dutch masters are profoundly moving.

There's a super Rembrandt, the portrait of

Joris de CauUery, dated 1652, which bris-

tles with life. Note prime works by such

Dutch painters as Jacob van Ruisdael, Jan

Steen, and Philips Koninck. And what a

portrait by Frans Hals! The droll, world-

weary libertine iniL;hr .is well be called the

Cynical Cavalier.

Most discriminating art experts agree

that the heart of the de Young museum is

its American pieces—paintings, sculp-

ture, and furniture—the bulk ofwhich was

donated to the museum in 1979 by Mr. and

Mrs. John D. Rockefeller 111. Revel in the

majestic Philadelphia breakfront. Delight

in grand paintings by such masters as

George Caleb Bingham, Frederick

Church, Eastman Johnson, and Thomas
Moran. With the exception ot Joseph

Raphaels's Children of the Artist (the one

genuine clunker in the entire lot of more

than a hundred), there isn't a single disap-

pointment.

The Avery Brundage Collection is one

ot the most thoughtful assemblages of Ori-

ental art in the world, but be warned that

It's crisp to the point of being clinical and
is skewed heavily to specialists. The best

pieces are the T'ang porcelains and—the

best of the best—a pair of Khmer sculp-

tures of the eleventh century- depicting,

life-size, a male and female, half-divine,

half-royal. Carved in breathtaking detail

in pale beige sandstone, these serene

images rank among the top twenty works

oi art in .America.

TREASURES FROM FRANCE
When it comes to pure, driving quality,

the French pictures and sculptures at the

Legion of Honor must be counted as San
Francisco's most exalted treasures. The
stunning fragment from the Angers Apo-
calypse tapestries (donated by Helene Pa-

gan) is a rara avis indeed. The pair ofgenre

paintings by Georges de la Tour repre-

senting a dotty old peasant and his

bemused-looking wife—utterly contem-

porary in their anatomical distortions

—

are unforgettable (and models against

which to gauge the value and authenticity

of every so-called de la Tour in the coun-

try). In the frothy La Defense Inutile (circa

1770), a gorgeous young lady is trying, by

futile whacks oi a pillow, to fend off her

lo\er, who crawls toward her from the bot-

tom of her unmade bed. Is there a more

endearingly sexy Fragonard in existence?

The imperial height of the Legion's

halls shows to optimal advantage an epic

Dei'i (left) arid Siva: two

peerless Khmer master-

pieces from the Avery

Brundage Collection.
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frinn the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco: Fragonard' s La Defense Inutile; Moran's Grand Canyon with Rainbow (1912).

group of Rodin's marbles, terra-cottas,

plasters, and bronzes and does wonders for

his faded image. For a moment of frivoli-

ty—a quality in which certain nineteenth-

century sculptors excelled—look for the

terra-cotta showing an imperious, pouting

Diana, by one Jean-Alexandre Joseph Fal-

guiere—a Greek goddess a la Offenbach.

NEEDED: A NEW HOME
What is the unsuspecting visitor to

make of San Francisco's Museum ot Mod-
em Art? Inconveniently and obscurely sit-

uated on the top two floors of the War
Memorial Building, in the civic center, it

does boast a better-than-average perma-

nent collection, including a wondrous

Jackson Pollock, painted just before he

"broke the ice," and a recently commis-

sioned monumental and vigorous Sam
Francis, which dominates the only spa-

cious gallery in the place. The exhibitions

are unfailingly on point, scholarly without

ever being arcane, and the publications

are always illuminating. But the poor insti-

tution is squashed into the saddest, most

pedestrian space in America, with narrow

corridors and rinky-dink galleries on two

floors gained only by a crowded elevator.

Old-timers say that San Francisco secretly

hates contemporary art. Here's the proof!

NEW LIFE IN L.A.

Few art museums in this country have

had as many ups and downs as the Los

Angeles County. It was born brash and

rather ugly—although, in time, the Perie-

ra Kleenex boxes of 1965, which are about
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A Vent'twn comes to Malihu: Vntore Carpacao's cTichimtcd H
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untmg on the Lagoon, at the]. Paul Getty Museiun. i \
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to he cncapsuhited in new srructures bv

the architectural firm oi llarJv nol:in.\n

Pfeiffer Associates, will he inourneil as

^reat monuments senselessly destri>yed. In

its early days, the museum hired a brilliant

directt>r, Richard Brown, and then pushed

him out. It attracted a host ot jjitted private

collectors, many ot whom slipped away

and not in such a genteel manner. For

most ot the seventies, except tor some out-

rageous contemporary shows, blockbusters

such as Tutankhamun, and, in 1969, the

brilliant snatching up ot the Heeramaneck

collection iit Indian art, the place all but

conked out. Nmv it's as trantic and pro-

ductive as a general contractor in double

overtime.

The new Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer build-

ings, ot white porcelain panels, green ter-

ra-cotta and lunestone, and glass brick,

bring at last a feeling of hospitality, cohe-

sion, and stability to the institution. No
doubt the impending competition from

MOCA was in part responsible tor the im-

provement ot the physical plant and may
have helped to trigger the recent series ot

stellar acquisitions ofmodern and contem-

porary art. The opening show is coura-

geous, offbeat, and highly cerebral. It

tracks the spiritual and occult roots of cer-

tain modern movements, reaching hack to

the end of the nineteenth century. "The

Spiritual in Art, Abstract Painting 1890-

1985" deals not with baldly materialistic

abstract art (the kind that the painter

Frank Stella sums up in the phrase "what

you see is what you see") but art spawned

from the chthonic penumbra of mysticism,

Pythagoreanism, American Indian rituals,

the cabbala, and Zen—among other man-

ifestations of the occult. The point of the

The Los An-
geles County

Museum o/ Art's

arresting Sivaiie

Deify.

massi\e show is to cure the malaise the

organizer Maurice Tuchman points to in

the first sentence of his catalogue essay:

"Abstract art remains misunderstood by

the majority ot the viewing public. Most

people, in tact, consider it meaningless."

In seventeen essays plus a glossary (which,

mirabile dictu, are all written in plain

English) we learn that a large body of

abstract art was linked to spiritualism of

various kinds and did, after all, signify

something profound. The show is grand!

Don't miss it! And when you go, keep an

eye out for the Swedish painter Hilma af

Klint, who created grippingly poignant

abstract images throbbing with mystic

content. Her will instructed that her

paintings could not be exhibited until a

certain number of decades after her death.

Except for a small selection in Sweden,

these stunners will be the first publicly

shown works. Amazing material.

Among the permanent holdings of the

Los Angeles County you have to pick your

way. Certain areas are superior: the Indian

collection, for example. These galleries

succeed admirably, possessing a harmonic

MOCA SEEMS TO HAVE

BITTEN OFF

MORE THAN IT CAN CHEW.

sense ot drama and well-tuned lighting.

American art ranging from colonial times

to the early twentieth century is excep-

tionally fine, too, especially Copley's Por-

trait of Hugh Montgomerie, the Twelfth Earl

ofEgliiUon (1780), the figure trussed up in

a flamboyant kilt; and works by Winslow
Homer, William Merritt Chase, George

Bellows, and Robert Henri.

As for the galleries devoted to the Mid-

dle Ages through the nineteenth century,

be careful. Truly worthy works of art are

not profuse. Highly recommended, how-

ever, are these: Veronese's Allegor^io/Nav-

igation ( 1 570), a blaze of color, paint, and

wit. The Italian gilded-wood sculpture of

the Archangel Raphael (circa

1600) may well be the top

piece in the museum's tradi-

tional holdings. Another mas-

terpiece is Rembrandt's crystal-

line, early Raising of Lazarus (circa

1630). And that is equaled by the Frans

Hals Portrait of a Man (Pieter Tjarck)

(1635). Also make a point of seeing the

Greuze Lady in Turkish Fancy Dress ( 1 790)

;

the artist is the unsung Rembrandt of the

eighteenth century. Most of the nine-

teenth-century sculpture is excellent—far

better than the Impressionist and Postim-

Rothko's Brown, Blue, Brown on Blue. At

MOCA's safe contemporary academy.

pressionist collections (only fair).

Conclude the visit with a long sojourn

in the new Robert O. Anderson galleries

ofmodem art and make up your own mind
who wins the prize—LACO or MOCA.

HO-HUM MODERNISM
The Lt)s Angeles Museum ot Contem-

porary Art has clearly bitten off more than

it can chew. The $35 million endowment
drive is not quite on schedule. The time

payments to the Italian collector Count
Panza di Biumo for an eighty-piece collec-

tion of American contemporaries—some

$2 million a year—are getting a bit heavy.

There has apparently even been talk on
the board of deaccessioning some of the

lesser material to raise funds, which is

probably not a bad idea, since the Panza

collection has some fatty tissue (especially

when it comes to Rauschenberg, Kline,

and Claes Oldenburg). Can the fledgling

institution afford the upkeep of two large

buildings? Here's hoping it can, for the

Temporary Contemporary (called by some

"The Peremptory"), that captivating

former police-car warehouse, is the ideal

exhibition area for innovative movements

in today's art and thought.

"Individuals," the launch exhibition,

with which the museum opened its doors,

on December 10, 1986, and which will be

in place a full year, involves seventy-seven

artists and 428 works, including a number
of pieces created "on site." It's solid,

thoughtful, proper, fitting—and annoy-

ingly predictable. Key, accepted artists
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have been chosen at key—almost cliche

—

moments in their careers: Ellsworth Kelly

for the "right" color-field pictures; Frank

Stella for the early, "black" paintings; the

correct Willem de Koonings; the accept-

able David Smiths, or Bruce Naumans, or

Louise Nevelsons, and so on. In the cata-

logue (loaded down with eight essays that

are the epitome of the garbled "artspeak"

made fashionable by Artforum magazine)

the show's curator, Julia Brown Turrell,

writes that "Individuals" is a far from com-

prehensive survey of American art from

1945 to 1986. Granted—but it is still too

much a sanitized overview, merely the

official "Academy." Missing is what the

late Alfred Barr, Jr. , brought to MOMA in

its formative years: the confident policy of

collecting and displaying a rich diversity of

styles, from de Kooning to Picasso to Dali

to Claude Monet to Bacon to Pollock to

Yves Tanguy. "Individuals" is a dazzling

view, seen through a lunnel.

FABULOUS FURNITURE
The J. Paul Getty is one of the most

striking examples in America of collec-

tions that combine masterworks with a

plethora of study-storage material. The
building, a loose interpretation of the so-

called Villa of the Papiri, buried in Vesu-

vius's eruption in A. D. 79, is charming and

convincing—and maintained like no oth-

er art museum in the country. The Getty is

legendarily strong in French furniture and

the decorative arts of the eighteenth cen-

tury, master drawings (a brilliant collec-

tion enhanced last November by a drawing

by Leonardo da Vinci, three sketches enti-

tled Child with a Lamb), photographs, and

certain sections of the department of

Greek and Roman art. Here the strengths

are the Greek vases, buttressed by the stu-

pendous Molly and Walter Bareiss collec-

tion, and the justly famous Getty bronze.

The old-master paintings are, by and

large, disappointing and insufficiently

lighted, but there are some steadfast piec-

es. Standouts include a powerful late

Nicolas Poussin (The Holy Family); Vit-

tore Carpaccio's magical Hunting on the

Lagoon (circa 1490), which places in the

pantheon of the top ten paintings in

America; some worthy Dutch masters; and

a stunning Edgar Degas (Dancer and Wom-
an with Umbrella Waiting on a Bench).

AN OVERLOOKED OEM
Farther south, in San Diego, a town not

known as a fine-arts town, the modestly

scaled Timken Art Gallery, in Balboa

Park, boasts collections that are radiant

both in quality and in scope, ranging from

Russian icons through superior works of

the Northern Renaissance, the Italian six-

teenth century, nineteenth-century

America, and the Impressionists. All this

thanks to the Putnam Foundation, found-

ed by the gifted Putnam sisters; Anne R.

and Amy, and the Timken family ot Can-

ton, Ohio. The Timken possesses the un-

mistakable aura of hospitality, conveyed

HERE'S TO THE

PUTNAM SISTERS! BLESS

YOU, AMY AND ANNE!

by such varied details as the friendly greet-

ing of the guards or the soft lighting, which

puts the visitor at ease and enhances the

appearance of the paintings.

There are only fifty pictures on exhibi-

tion in the gallery at any one time, and

each is of landmark status. The following

are especially fine. An enormous, pure,

crystalline oak panel by the midhfteenth-

century Flemish master Petrus Christus,

representing the death of the Virgin; de-

spite the somewhat lugubrious subject

matter, rhe picture is filled with a sense ot

celebration. Then, there's a symbolic

landscape, by the incomparable Pieter

Brueghel, entitled The Parable of the Sow-

er, in which states of mind are expressed in

the brilliant landscape. After a tew min-

utes of scrutiny, one's eye is inexorably

drawn way, way down into the valley at

the riverbank to a mysterious crowd ot

people. What are they doing! It there's a

finer Girolamo Savoldo in the United

States than the dramatic Temptation of

Saint Anthony, I cannot point to it. Rem-
brandt's brooding—chilling

—

Saint Bar-

tholomew shows the saint balancing in his

hand the glistening knife with which he

will be flayed alive. Magnificent! The still

lite by Guido Cagnacci is crisp; the Bol-

tratfio Portrait of a Youth Holding an Arrow,

potent; the portrait of Cooper Penrose by

Jacques-Louis David, the very image of

honesty; the flower study by Cezanne, a

revelation—even tor him.

A recent acquisition and a superb one is

the portrait of the beautitul (and, one

imagines, witty) Mrs. Thomas Gage
(1771) by John Singleton Copley. The
artist considered the picture to be "the best

Lady's portrait Ihe] ever drew." The cap-

stone of this superb collection is a painting

by Eastman Johnson of a cranbern,- harvest

in Nantucket, which is lyrical, realistic,

and nost?lgic all at once.

A WELCOMING WARMTH
The grand connoisseurship and singular

generosity of the Putnam sisters is again

much in evidence in the collections of the

nearby San Diego Museum ot Art, another

exceptionally fine institution that is de-

signed with an eye for its visitors' ease.

You'll teel instantly at home. In the Orien-

tal galleries, for example, one finds pep-

pered among the riches a grove of tiny

Bonsai trees. It's a neat touch.

This is a place for those who appreciate

Spanish painting. There are two splendid

Zurbarans: Saint Jerome and the moving
Lamb of God. The still life by Sanchez Co-
tan is one of the finest anywhere, and do
not miss the Italian paintings of the eigh-

teenth centurx', in particular a great Tie-

polo and the smashing Mob from the Baci-

no of San .Marco, bv Canaletto.

00 FOR THE VIEW
The La JoUa Museum ot Contemporary

Art is sited on one of the most beautiful

spots in southern California, overlooking

the Pacific Ocean. The permanent collec-

tion moves in and out of storage on a regu-

lar basis and contains some refreshingly

shocking examples of contemporary art.

The changing exhibitions—ranging from

a recent show on twelve-meter yachts to

the current one (on the Italian sculptor

Mauro Staccioli)—are, for very good rea-

sons, the subject ofanimated conversation

locally, and well worth the trip.

THE GREATEST
Save the finest tor the last: the magnifi-

cent Huntington Library, in San Marino,

recently refurbished atter a fire, and the

Norton Simon Museum, in Pasadena.

Their collections rival those ofsuch august

institutions as the Frick Collection and

the Kimbell Art Museum, in Fort Worth.

The Simon stands alone in the country for

the variety' and scope of its holdings, rang-

ing from quattrocento Italian up to the

Impressionists—one ot the most distin-

guished groups of those around. Every

work seems to sum up its artist and its

time—each is in perfect condition, con-

tinuing to grow in quality and sheer beauty

each day.

The Huntington Library means, of

course, more than books and art. The gar-

dens are matchless, the rare books and

manuscript collections nonpareil, and the

domestic architecture on a par with that of

some of the best homes in England.

It is English art that triumphs at the

Huntington—and more than one art lover

who always secretly nurtured a loathing for

smug British painting has come here and

been converted. What can one say about

At home in San Diego's Timken Art Gallery:

J. S. Copley's pensive Mrs. Thomas Gage.
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Lawrence's "Pinkie" (17^4) i>r OainsKir-

ouj^h's Blue Boy ! Bi)th ptissess that uncan-

ny power to he appealing and universal at

the same time, conquering hy innate hril-

hance >ill attempts to reduce them to

cliches. One reason Blue Boy delivers such

a knockout punch is that, essentially, it's

late Greek. He's David after the tight with

Goliath or a young Hercules at rest. His

tamily tree goes hack to LXmatello, Praxi-

teles, and Myron.

The Virginia Steele Scott Gallery ot

.American art is looking hetter than ever,

especially the great Eakins and the marvel-

ous Marv Cassatt depicting the mother

and child m a rumpled bed.

TOP GUN
Acres ot glass and perhaps the most

awkward-looking museum in America are

the only two flaws at the Norton Simon,

and both are excusable. Virtually every

painting and drawing is covered by glass,

so, trying to find the best angle tor viewing

a picture, one has to dance around like a

pugilist on the defensive. Still, the glass

does provide optimal protection for the

canvases. The building, which looks like a

ribbon cartridge for some enormous elec-

tric typewriter, was there when Simon
took over. At least the interiors are effi-

cient and gracious.

The instant one walks into the place,

one is surrounded by quality. Norton
Simon is one of the greatest collectors in

American history. Search as 1 did, I could

hnd only two pictures in the collection

that 1 could judge lesser, and which ones

they are doesn't matter. To try to point out

the gems is futile, for everything is a gem

—

a fact that becomes mind-b(.)ggling when
one is told that only about half of the hold-

ings happen to he on exhibit and that mas-

ter drawings, such as the series of seven of

Claude Lorrain, are rotated for reasons of

conservation. This is a difficult museum;
you've got to digest it all. My top favorites

are:

1

.

Raphael, Madonna ami Chiki with Book

(circa 1 504). Dogmatic yet utterly human.
2. Dirck Bouts, The Resurrection (circa

1455). One of America's top ten master-

pieces, a deeply moving image of the faith

—in matchless condition.

3. Nicolas Poussin, Camillus and the

Schoolmaster of Faleni (circa 1635-40).

This bittersweet canvas tells the tale of the

schoolmaster of a besieged town who
becomes a traitor and tries to turn his stu-

dents over to the enemy leader, Camillus.

Outraged, Camillus, in turn, turns the

Raphael's Madonna and Child with Book,

at the Norton Simon Art Foundation.

No cliche: "Pinkie," by Sir Thormis Lawrence, at the Huntingtori Library and Art (Jallery.

teacher over to his students.

4. Jacopo Bassano, The Flight into Egypt

(circa 1540-50). Note the most beautiful

and exuberant angel in baroque art, hold-

ing sway on the right-hand side.

5. Giovanni Tiepolo's ceiling from the

Palazzo Manin in Venice, depicting "The
Triumph of Honor and Nobility over Igno-

rance" (circa 1740-50).

6. Goya, Saint Jerome (1798). Raw and

gorgeous.

7. Peter Paul Rubens, Saint Igruitius of

Loyola (circa 1620-22). The monumental
image of the Counter-Reformation.

8. Henri Rousseau, Exotic Landscape

(1910). One o{ the most accomplished

paintings by this self-styled "last of the

Egyptian painters."

9. Cezanne, Tulips in a Vase (circa 1890-

92). Truly a twentieth-century master-

piece, being an entirely created reality.

10. Every Degas in sight—and there are

plenty of them.

When asked to name his special favor-

ites, the mari responsible for the splendid

collection hemmed and hawed and finally

came out with this: "The Raphael is fasci-

nating, the Claude painting pristine, but

where I'd wind up might be in the Asian

art. That Vishnu, the tall brute with the

polished surface is . . . and the Kashmir

piece, I've never seen anything as beauti-

ful as that. In the painting area, it's tough.

I'd . . . well, they a/I have character."

And when it comes to vibrant art, all of

California has character. D
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>\ u» Mze, San Fran-

.isco supports more

world-class hotels

than any other city in

the nation. The five

described below offer the

personal service, genteel

ambience, and subtle re-

finement of an elegant

home. There are rarely

rooms to spare in any of

them, so reserve early if you

plan to visit.

•

Nestled among other

Victorian houses and near

Union Street boutiques,

the fourteen-room Sher-

man House provides a fas-

cinating alternative to

more-traditional hotels.

Up a short flight of stairs

and beyond a modest vesti-

bule, a colony of finches

chirps from an ornate bird

cage in a room where Caru-

so once sang. This century- ^^^^mma^
old hemie was built for Leander Sherman, a

music patron who added a three-story reci-

tal hall in 1901 so that divas and stage stars

could perform.

The interior designer William Gaylord

has filled the landmark with lovely an-

tiques. Each of the nine suites and five

rooms—some in a separate carriage

house— is individually appointed, and all

feature wood-burning fireplaces, canopied

beds draped with tapestries, and hidden

sound systems.

The owners, Manou and Vesta Mobed-
shahi, cater in style to every request. A
special meal? The Swiss chef Paul O.

Grutter will prepare one anytime. (Ac-

commodations, from $190 to $600. 2160

Green Street, San Francisco 94125; 415-

563-3600.)

•

For seventy years the 329-room Four
Seasons Clift Hotel, on Union Square,

has pampered its guests rt)yally. If a shirt

needs pressing in the middle of the night,

the valet will deliver straightaway. And
you'll find the Clift's concierge. Ken Ste-

vens, one of the city's most creative.

CALIFORNIA

SUITES
WHERE TO STAY

WHILE ON A WHIRLWIND ART TOUR

BYJANELASKY
ILLUSTRATION BY LARRY ASHTON

Throughout, appointments are elegant

without being pretentious. Ask for a room
or a suite that is done in powder blue and

soft peach; these, in particular, soothe the

spirit. Stop in for a drink in the magnifi-

cent Redwood Room, long one of San

Francisco's most distinctive bars. The
French Room is noted for its vast wine

selection. Continental cuisine, and old

French decor. (Accommodations, from

$135to$610. 495 Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco 94102; 415-775-4700.)

•

The 402 -room Stanford Court Hotel

operates like a well-oiled machine. No-
where else in the city—possibly in the

United States

—

will you find a better-

maintained hotel. Four times a day, the

award-winning president, James A. Nassi-

kas, personally inspects his domain. The
ambience here is that of a private club. In

the warm, wood-paneled lobby lounge and

elsewhere, modern amenities have been

mixed with period pieces to create an

eclectic flavor and an air of European ele-

gance. My only quibble is that the rooms

tend to be on the small side; suites, on the

other hand, are remarkably

spacious. The freshly re-

decorated accommoda-
tions have canopied beds,

heated towel racks, and old

San Francisco etchings.

Foumou's Ovens is a ho-

tel dining room like no oth-

er. Terra-cotta tile floors

and heavy wooden beams
create a French country

feeling, as do the massive

open-hearth ovens, which

turn out roasts of every de-

scription. Foumou's Ovens
boasts one of the country's

largest and best wine lists.

(Accommodations, from

$175 to $800. 905 Califor-

nia Street, San Francisco

94108; 415-989-3500.)

The discreet Hunting-

ton Hotel, on Nob Hill,

seems aloof at first. It is

not. The highly profession-

al staff are required to learn

^^^^i^i^ guests' names, and over

time >ome of them, like the genial Mary,

the elevator operator for forty years, have

become familiar figures.

Royalty, heads oi state, and opera stars

choose the Huntington for its smart resi-

dential decor and classic European air.

Cynthia Reid, concierge extraordinaire,

pulls all the strings from the vantage point

of her regal Boulle-reproduction desk in a

corner of the lobby (which is somewhat on

the small side and a bit drafty).

None of the 143 suites or rooms are the

same, but all are spacious. My favorite is

suite 514, where a Chinese motif is com-
plemented by lovely English chintz.

Two special bonuses; L'fitoile, perhaps

the best French restaurant in the city; and

transport around town in a 1962 Silver

Cloud 11. (Accommodations, from $125

to $570. 1075 California Street, San Fran-

cisco 94108; 415-474-5400.)

•

A chic newcomer near Union Square,

the Campton Place doesn't take itself too

seriously. A valet will unpack for you, for

instance, but if waiting for ice from room
service seems a nuisance, you may serve

^n-

HUVJTI MGTON HOTE L-
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yourself from a hallway dispenser.

Special features make staying at Camp-
ton Place uniquely cnjt>yahlc: thermome-

ters to measure the hathwater; 2 r.M.

checkt)ut time (great it you're on your way

out, sometimes a problem if you're on yiuir

way in); a choice of four morning newspa-

pers. Qmverscly, si>me rooms do not h.wc

light switches near the beds, a situation

that may cause the guest to blunder about

in the dark.

Though the hotel sits on one ot San

Francisco's busiest corners, inside double-

glazed windows block city noise, and a

sense of intimacy prevails. Some of the

apricot and taupe rooms are on the claus-

trophobic side, and the smallish lobby,

appointed with handsome Chinese porce-

lains, can get a bit hectic; but escape is as

close as the adjacent, low-key lounge-bar.

Don't miss the superchet Bradley Og-

den's celebrated dining room. He makes

magic with tresh, local and regional ingre-

dients and serves the best power breakfast

in town. Order the cinnamon-raisin

French toast made from his own freshly

baked bread. Room service is whatever

you want as long as Ogden has the mak-

ings. (Accommodations, from $167 to

$775. 340 Stockton Street, San Francisco

94108; 415-781-5555.)

LOS ANGELES
Many knowing travelers wouldn't dream

of flying to the Coast unless they've

booked a room at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

Others swear by the Beverly Wilshire,

recently taken over by Regent Interna-

tional. But Los Angeles has plenty of other

options, with more on the way. The own-

ers of San Francisco's Campton Place are

planning to open a small, luxury hotel

downtown in the next few years. Mean-
while, the Four Seasons chain is putting

the finishing touches on a 280-room hotel

on the west side of town.

Even if your itinerary takes you as far

afield as the Getty Museum, in Malibu, or

the Norton Simon, in Pasadena, choose

your hotel for ambience and amenities,

not location. Everyone who visits this

spread-out city ends up in a car, so why
make concessions?

•

When my family visits Los Angeles,

they choose the Hotel Bel-Air not only for

its tranquil tone and refined services but

because the Mission-style estate reminds

them of the classic country inns they

appreciate in the smith of France.

The grounds—eleven and a half acres ot

heavily wooded canyon—feature herb gar-

dens, Moorish courtyards, and the signa-

ture Swan Lake. As you sit poolside in

seclusion, surrounded by leafy banana

trees, pink camellias, and brilliant red

azaleas, it's hard to believe you are only

minutes from the bustle of Beverly Hills.

Four years ago, the Bel-Air's new own-

er, Caroline Hunt Schoellkopf, hired five

designers to update the hotel's Mediterra-

nean villas and red-tiled California bunga-

lows. Thirty-three rooms and suites were

added at that time, yet regulars still seem

to prefer the luxurious sixty originals.

Wherever your room is, make sure to dine

t)utside among the bougainvillea. (Ac-

commodations, from $190 to $1,300. 701

Stone Canyon Road, Los Angeles 90077;

213-472-1211.)

•

Near UCLA, in a residential neighbor-

hood, the 256-suite Westwood Marquis

Hotel and Gardens exudes a European fla-

vor. The tuxedo-clad staff of 300 are al-

ways discreet and attentive. An eclectic

Continental decor with Oriental accents

is in keeping with the formal tone, but the

lovely second-floor garden, surrounding a

free-form pool and Caribbean-style ca-

banas, offers a casual option.

Off the lobby is a sitting room adorned

with Queen Anne wing chairs and plush

sofas. Here, harp music fills the air during

afternoon tea. Upstairs, rooms are individ-

ually designed and decorated. My favor-

ites, the sixteenth-floor penthouse suites,

feature butler service.

Make dinner reservations at the Dynas-

ty Room, where you'll sample Philippe

Reynaud's Continental cuisine against a

backdrop of limited-edition T'ang dynasty

porcelains. Sunday brunch in the Garden

Terrace is a must. (Accommodations,

from $160 to $600. 930 Hilgard Avenue,

Los Angeles 90024; 213-208-8765.)

•

Visiting L'Ermitage is like entering a

fine home. The well-mannered staff are

unceasingly accommodating. Severyn

Ashkenazy, who also owns the classy Bel

Age and the sleek Mondrian, prides him-

self on honoring every request, be it a

room-service breakfast of kippered herring

or the pair of black hose you forgot.

All 114 suites feature fireplaces, large

dressing areas, private terraces, and fully

equipped kitchens. Telephones can have

up to five incoming/outgoing lines. The
dark decor is on the dreary side, but ongo-

ing renovation should lighten things up.

The Cafe Russc is reserved for hotel

patrons and their guests. Its intimate

atmosphere is enhanced by a Renoir, a

Harpignes, and a Richet. The French

cooking is uneven. (Accommodations,

from $205 to $1,250. 9291 Burton Way,
Beverly Hills 90210; 213-278-3344.)

SAN DIEGO

California's second-largest city is sadly

lacking in deluxe hotels. Even the venera-

ble Hotel del Coronado is simply not up to

snuff. There's hope, though. In about a

year, Meridien Hotels will open Le Meri-

dien at Park Coronado. The deluxe, 300-

room hotel will have San Diego Bay and

skyline views and promises to offer the

stylish lodgings a city this nice ought to

give its visitors.

•

Be thankful for the U.S. Grant Hotel.

Reopened over a year ago after an $80 mil-

lion renovation, the turn-of-the-century

landmark is again a reason to stay down-

town; It is easily San Diego's best bet.

Built by Ulysses S. Grant, Jr. , the presi-

dent's son, the 283-room hotel once more

exudes the old-world ambience that made
this the center of San Diego's social activ-

ities. Formerly dowdy, weighed down with

heavy black and red fabrics, the Grant has

been redecorated in lighter, floral materi-

als. Baths are done in marble and ceramic

tile. The sixty-four suites contain built-in

bars, fireplaces, and some bathtubs that

double as Jacuzzis. Rooms with the most

spectacular views are to the south and the

west. (Accommodations, from $110 to

$1 ,620. 326 Broadway, San Diego 92 101

;

619-232-3121. )n

jane E. Lasky is a free-lance jimrnalist in Los

Angeles and the coauthor of The Women's
Travel Guide.
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(.Klay Srcvc Reich's popularity as a musical

minimalist is second only to that ot Philip

Gl.iss, and he has no tR>uble lininij up per-

tomiances and lucrative commissions. It was

not always thus. Back in 1968, when times

were harder, he once wrote a letter to a music

patron with a reputation tor helpini^ compos-

ers. "1 Joii t n.iiKinber what theparticular tin.uicial disaster ot the

moment was," says Reich, "but 1 told her about my work and en-

closed my latest recording. A tew weeks later, 1 jjot a check trom

her with no strings attached. It was like manna trom heaven."

The manna came trom Betty Freeman, a Be\erlv Hills art col-

lector who is also one ot this country's most influential pri\ate

patrons ot new music. Reich credits her with a crucial role in his

career "because ot the continuiny support she's i^iven me."

He is not the only composer to benetit trom the sixty-tive-year-

old Freeman's generosity. Indeed, the list of over thirty individu-

als she has assisted during the last twenty-five years reads like a

Who's Who of the musical avant-garde: among them are Virgil

Thomson, ]ohn Cage, Harry Partch, Mortem Subotnick, Terry

Riley, Philip Glass, John Adams, Joan La Barbara, Conlon Nan-

carrow, and Robert Wilson. She helped defray expenses for a con-

cert version ot Virgil Thomson's opera Four Sdmt.s in Three Acts at

Carnegie Hall in 1 98 1 and its recording tor Nonesuch a year later.

Last November saw the premiere ot the tirst ot ten works she has

commissioned tor pertorm.mce by the Los Angeles Philharmonic

over the next five years. Her latest, most ambitious project to date

is a proptxsed series of recordings ot contempiirary American

music, one composer per album, that she is sponsoring in asst)cia-

tion with Angel Records.

"A lot of people think that music ended with Tchaikovsky and

Brahms," declares Freeman, whose soft-spoken, reserved de-

meanor belies her determination. "1 make no distinctions be-

tween o\d and new art. To me, there's art that's valid and art th.it

isn't valid."

Although Freeman has aided composers across a wide stylistic

spectrum, she tends to favor the more accessible minimalists and

West Coast experimentalists over the drier, more cerebral Hast

Coast academic serialists. In that regard, her patronage nicely

complements that of Paul Fromm, the retired wine imporrer

whose thirty-five-year-old Fromm Foundation has awarded com-

missions to about 180 composers and sponsors the Fromm Week
at the Aspen Music Festival. Until recently, most recipients ot

Fromm's largesses were of a more formalist persuasion—compos-

ers such as Elliott Carter and Gunther Schuller. The Fromm
Foundation's modus operandi is formal, too. Young composers

seeking ccimmissions must first send resumes and recommenda-
tions. If these are deemed of interest, they are invited to .send a

score or a tape to Fromm and his advisory committee.

By contrast. Freeman's activities are often more personal and

less orthodox. Steve Reich's "check in the mail" story is hardly

A
CULTIVATED

BEHY FREEMAN'S

LIVING ROOM IS THE WEST COAST'S

CENTER FOR NEW MUSIC

BY BARBARA JEPSON

unique. John Cage, tor example, has received an unsolicited,

annual $5,000 grant ior living tor about twenty years. And Free-

m<in's devotion to the late Harry Partch, a maverick composer

who built his own microtonally tuned instruments, has become

legendary. For two years, she lobbied steadfastly to get Partch's

last opera. Delusion, staged at the University ot California at Los

Angeles. The music dep.irtmenr refused. In 1969, the theater

department finally capitulated. In 1972, Freeman produced an

award-winning documentary on Partch's life, The Dreamer That

Remains, which was aired on public television in the United

States and abroad. When the composer was unable to obtain

bank credit to buy a hou.se. Freeman came to his rescue. She

copurcha.sed the house, in Encinit.is, C'alitornia, and gave him

her share a year later. "Betty has a group ot people she cares about

and believes in," .says Miirton Subotnick, a pioneer of electronic

composition who helped develop the Buchla synthesizer, "and

.she's there when we need her."

Equally important is her ability to connect composers with oth-

er pi^tential supporters. In 1981, she founded a series ot private

"Music RiHim" concerts .it her hi>me in Beverly Hills. I fer partner

in the project is .Alan Rich, the music critic oi Neiesieeek, and the

series has gradually become an important stimulus for new music.

Ernest Flei.schmann, the executive director of the Los Angeles

Philharmonic and a musicale regular, characterizes the audience

as "a small grtnip of influential decision makers in Los .Angeles

—
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"THE MUSiaiES: SAYS A OUEST, 'ARE THE ONE

EVENT I'LL MOVE OTHER ENGAGEMENTS OFF THE CALENDAR FOR."

people responsible for producing new-music events or encourag-

ing their production." Recommendations, commissions, or per-

formances often result. A case in point: in 1982, Fleischmannwas

sufficiently impressed by works of the West Coast experimentalist

Robert Erickson to schedule his Auroras on the opening program

ot the Los Angeles Philharmonic's 1985-86 subscription series.

The musicales take place five to six times a year for an audience

of fifty to eighty invited guests. Rich and Freeman decide jointly

what composers to showcase, whenever possible coordinating the

concerts with the artists' visits to Los Angeles. "What attracted

me to Betty," says Rich, who moved to the West Coast in 1979 to

become the music critic for what is now California magazine, "was

her concern that she might be missing someone. And that's

where 1 come in." Each event features two composers—typically,

one established figure and one upcoming local talent—who pre-

sent live or recorded examples ot their work. Rich also acts as co-

host for the series, signaling the start of the concerts with wind

chimes based on Partch's idiosyncratic tuning system and intro-

ducing the composers.

Performances take place in the thirty-three-by- twenty-

eight-foot living room, its walls painted black the better to

display a huge, largely white "edge painting" by Sam Fran-

cis, a light construction by Douglas Wheeler, and two

works by Roy Lichtenstein. An informal question-and-

answer period follows each piece. Afterward, everyone signs a

leather-bound book inscribed "11 Salotto Musicale," which will

undoubtedly interest future musicologists. Then composers and

listeners mingle over wine and pasta.

The suppers are lovingly prepared by Freeman's husband of sev-

en years, the Italian artist Franco Assetto. A tall, warm-hearted

man, he takes refuge in the kitchen during concerts. "Franco

prefers cooking to listening to the music, " ackn(.)wledges Freeman
with an affectionate smile. "Everybody knows that." Assetto's

delicious concoctions range from standard pasta carbonara or pas-

ta with meat sauce to his own "Pasta with 9'/2 P's": pasta, pomo-
dori (tomatoes), prosciutto, Parmigiano, pecorino, piselli (peas),

prezzemolo (parsley), pepperincini (hot peppers), panne
(cream), and 'paragus—the "half" humor-

ously referred to in the dish's name.

After last November's musicale, a very

typical Music Room crowd stayed to com-
pare notes and enjoy Assetto's splendid

cooking. The featured composers were the

experimentalists Pauline Oliveros and
Stephen Mosko, a composer-conductor

from the California Institute of the Arts

(an interdisciplinary center for studies in

the visual and performing arts, better

known ^s "CalArts"). Those gathered to

hear their music included Dorrance Stal-
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vey, a composer and the director of the "Monday Evening Con-
certs" sponsored by the Los Angeles County Museum; Ronald

Rosen, president of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, and his

wife, Judith, the board president of the Arnold Schoenberg Insti-

tute, at the University' of Southern California; and Wallace

Smith, general manager ot KUSC-FM, a public classical radio

station that broadcasts many local new-music pertormances. For

Smith, these evenings are indispensable. "The musicales keep me
connected with what's going on in contemporar>' music, " he says.

"They're the one event I will move other engagements off the

calendar for." No wonder Steve Reich, who made his second

salon appearance last December, says the "musicales have become
the place to preview a piece that will be performed in Los Angeles,

or to introduce another aspect of one's work to "an informed,

interested audience."

This season's lineup is typically eclectic. The composers range

from the international luminaries Pierre Boulez and Luciano Ber-

io to the Americans John Harbison and John King. Previous

musicales have featured the Pulitzer Prize winners Virgil Thom-
son and Bernard Rands, the minimalists Philip Glass and John
Adams, the academic serialist Andrew Imbrie, and the electronic

composer Carl Stone. Among the more unusual offerings have

been a piece for tape and belly dancer, by the San Francisco com-

poser Janis Mattox, and a work tor the twenty-one-member Mills

College gamelan—an ensemble of Indonesian- gong players

—

by the experimentalist Lou Harrison.

Harrison's composition caused some logistical problems. "I had

asked Lou to reduce the size ot the ensemble," relates Freeman,

"because my living room isn't large enough to hold twenty-one

performers, their instruments, and eighty guests besides. Lo and

behold, on the day of the concert, this huge Pullman bus pulls up

to the kitchen entrance and in troop twenty-one musicians. So

we set up the gamelan in the entry hall and everyone sat on the

stairs or the second-floor balcony."

Freeman has few preconceptions about what constitutes an apt

form or setting for music, partly, perhaps, because she has been a

serious music student herself and knows what really counts. She

was born in Chicago in 1921. Three years later, her parents

moved their family to Brooklyn
—

"I grew

up in the shadow of the Brooklyn Museum
and trained my eye on their Egyptian col-

lection," she recalls—and then on to

Westchester. Her father was the founder

oi the Witco Corporation, a worldwide

manufacturer and marketer ot specialty

chemicals and petroleum products; the

fortune he left her has allowed her to pur-

sue her own interests. At Wellesley Col-

lege, Freeman majored in English litera-

ture and minored in music. She also stud-

ied piano, with a devotion well beyond an
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Freeman surrounds herself with contemporary art, like her Oldenburg eraser (opposite) arul sundry Lichtensteins. Before a musicale,

she studies a new score (top right). Arriving guests assemble, survey novelties from their hostess's proteges (lower right). At the concert (lower

left), the music's the thing; some listeners read along. At evenings end (top left), Freeman's husband. Franco Assetto, bids a guest good-bye.
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"HELPING COMPOSERS IS NOTA SOCIALLY UPSCALE

ACTIVITY TODAY YOU DON'T GET YOUR NAME ON A PLAQUE."

.m^i

amateur's, for over twenty years, then gave it up abruptly in 1 964-

"I had tour children by then," she explains, "and I understood

that I was not going to become a concert pianist."

After her first marriage, in 1952, she began collecting modem
art. "My first purchase was three sculptures by Henry Moore, " she

remembers. "Then m 1955, 1 approached Clyftord Still—vou

never bought a painting from Still; you 'traded money' in return

for which he gave you a painting. I was one of a handful of Los

Angeles collectors who bought right away works by Kline, de

Kooning, Gorky."

Though many oi these early purchases were subsequently sold.

Freeman has amassed a collection of over a hundred contempo-

rary works that now includes light sculptures by Dan Flavin,

drawings by David Hockney, and paintings by Roy Lichtenstein,

Sam Francis, and Morris Louis. She also owns a variety of crea-

tions by Assetto, whose output has included surrealist and neore-

alist paintings, fountains and other public monuments, jewelry,

and furniture design. A giant typewriter eraser by Claes Olden-

burg decorates the terrace; a Calder sculpture leads the way to the

pool. Of particular interest is a six-by-twelve-foot painting of

Hockney's from 1966. "It's in two parts," she explains, "because

David was too poor at that point to have a studio big enough to

carry a twelve-foot canvas. " Entitled Beverly Hills Housewife, it

depicts Freeman standing on her terrace in an elegantly simple

gown ot pink raw silk. Freeman did not commission the work, but

she claims to have suggested its impish title.

Freeman's activities as a collector of modem art eventually

brought her to the attention ofWalter Hopps, then director ofthe

Pasadena .A^rt Museum. In 1964, the year Freeman gave up the

piano, Hopps was starting a contemporary-music series called

"Encounters" at the museum and invited her involvement. By

that time, she was aware ot the music of such avant-garde figures

as John Cage and Terry Riley, and she was beginning to grow

disenchanted with the art scene. "In the 1950s," Freeman says,

"the creative vitality in America was in the visual arts. In the

1960s and 1970s, it began to shift into music."

She joined the three-member committee administering the

museum's "Encounters" series and became one of its financial

backers. Leonard Stein, director of the Schoenberg Institute,

who was music director of the series, recalls that she contributed

passion as well as money. "Betty gave the museum an extra jolt,"

he relates. "She already had specific ideas about which composers

we should teature at the concerts."

After "Encounters" ended, in 1973, Freeman became involved

in photography, which she leamed during the filming of the

Partch documentary'. She began taking pictures of composers and

musicians, tiften de\eloping them in her darkroom at Assetto's

home in Turin, Italy, where the couple live six months ot each

vear. In 1985, she made her official debut with an exhibition of

mftirmal, candid shots of composers at the Otis Parsons Gallery

during the New Music America Festival. (She now carries a busi-

Alan Rich (top) is the music critic for Newsweek nuigazine and Freeman's partner in planning the musicales. Standing before an imposing

canvas by Sam Francis, he offers some preliminary commeius before the music sums. The (Quests know that they should expect the unexpected.

On this occasion: the experimentalist Pauline Oliveros, whose instrument is the h\ ?i(i means aiant-garde accordiim.
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ness card that reads, "Betty Freeman, Curl Phinoj^rapher.")

As she became better-acquainted with more composers, Free-

man came to recoynize how precarious their financial situations

often were, and l"n>w rarely they received support from .iffluent

individuals. "Helping composers is not a socially upscale activity

today," she observes, as usual calHng it as she sees it. "You don't

get your name on a plaque or a building. You don't get a painting

to hang on your wall."

As for the composers fortunate enough to secure private

patronage, many have found that it often involves a somewhat

uncomfortable quid pro quo. "Some patrons just love to have you

Clime to their homes and their parties," notes Reich. "But Betty's

support grows out of a genuine interest in contemporary music.

She has a very satisfying life with Franco—she diiesn't need to

have a coterie of composers around to put some spice into an

otherwise bland diet." In fact, it's hard to say exactly who in this

case is supplying the spice to whom. Robert Wilson, the avant-

garde theater and opera innovator, whose work requires major

subsidies, finds Freeman extraordinary among sponsors for the

strength of her own convictions. "Often people are told what to

support," he maintains. "Betty has her own mind. She's very

direct. If she doesn't like something, she'll say so. I can talk to her

about my work."

About the only thing Freeman demands of those she as-

sists is a sort of reciprocal receptivity. ¥or many years,

she contributed modestly to the "Composers Showcase"

concerts in New York. When she called its artistic

director, Charles Schwartz, to suggest that he schedule

an evening of Robert Erickson's music at her expense, Schwartz

demurred. "I just didn't feel it was exciting enough," he explains.

Freeman then approached Continuum, the New York contempo-

rary-music specialists, about a joint concert for Erickson and Lou

Harrison at Alice TuUy Hall. They enthusiastically agreed; the

concert took place in 1985. Freeman has since withdrawn her

support from "Composers Showcase" and occasionally contrib-

utes to some Continuum projects.

She seems determined not only to do what she believes in but

to spur others to do likewise. In the fall of 1985, she decided that

those who were attending the musicales should become the sup-

port group for the "New Music America" festival held in Los

Angeles that November. "I made an announcement at one con-

cert that there would be a collection for the festival and that

people who didn't contribute would be dropped from the Music

Room mailing list. And I stuck to that. It was difficult, and I

suppose I alienated some people, but the festival meant more to

me." Asked if anyone who failed to respond had been a gocid

friend. Freeman pauses a moment. "Nooo," she muses, "they

were the people who came to eat the pasta."

Though the activities she cares about remain largely unknown
outside new-music circles, the scope and visibility of her patron-

age has burgeoned in recent years. She has lent her name to the

competition she is cosponsoring with CalArts for composers from

the western LJnited States. Program notes increasingly acknowl-

edge her role in commissioning works. Last December the Amer-

ican Music Center honored her with one of its Letters of Distinc-

tion for her service to contemporary music.

"After dt)ing this for twenty-five years and seeing such wonder-

ful results," notes Freeman, "I think it's time to set an example, to

show other people what can be done. I love music. I can't imagme
a life without it, but I think it's necessary to give something back.

I like being a patron. Mozart could have used a patron like me in

the last years of his life." G

Barbara jepsun, a frequent amtrihutur tu Connoisseur, alsi) covers

the arts for the Wall Street Journal.

Freeman's taste is eclectic. By mnv, Vn^;/ Ihmnsun (to/)) has been nverlaken by the mainstream, but PhiUp Glass and Robert Wils(m

(micLile) are still certifiably avant-garde. Bottom row, from left: The Zen master John Cage, who for twenty years has been receiving an

laisolicited grant for living of five thousand dolkirs a year; Lou Harriscm; and the popular minimalist Steve Reich, no longer penniless.
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THE GREAT

GAMBLE
THE SOILWAS THE ONLY THINC COING

FOR THE CHALONE WINERY

BY EUNICE FRIED

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MAX AGUILERA-HELLWEG

he hrst things swept

aside at Chalone Vine-

yard are conventions.

There is no multimil-

lion-dollar showcase

winery, no talk of

"state of the art" equip-

ment, no telephone, no water line. And
kerosene lamps can still he found in most

A rare California pinot noir with Burguruiian

character, in its F'^ench-made bottle.

rooms, a reminder that until last winter

there was not even a power line.

Nonetheless, this vineyard isolated in

the Gahilan Mountains of Monterey
County, about 150 miles south of San

Francisco, has been sending astonishing

wines down from its primitive mountain

retreat since the 1960s. Most are from

Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, the grapes

that account for the splendid whites and

reds of Burgundy. More than any of the

world's other noble grapes, Pinot Noir has

an ethereal quality that is not readily

expressed outside its homeland. For years,

Califomians have searched for the climate

and wine-making techniques that would

draw out the essence oi the grape, but for

the most part it has eluded them. In Cha-

lone's renderings of Pinot Noir, more than

in most, California comes close to emulat-

ing the greatness of Burgundy.

Theoretically, this shouldn't be. Here,

on rolling benchland 1 ,800 teet above sea

level, the land is classic chaparral country,

with Its brush and manzanita. In spring, it

is green from the winter rains, and until

the autumn equinox, when it will be

tawny as a lion's mane, it is a sea of wild-

tlowers—shooting stars, poppies, violets,

and owl's clover. What is good for flowers.

".?:*

At Chalone, a cave carved ow

however, is not always good tor grapes.

The average yearly rainfall around Cha-

lone's mountain is twelve to fifteen inch-

es. "The University ofCalifornia's Depart-

ment ot Viticulture and Enology, at Davis,

does not advise growing grapes in areas

with less than twenty-four inches of rain,"

recalls Richard Graff, master wine maker

and creator of the modern Chalone.

"Without irrigation, such conditions are
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mountainside is filled with French oak barrels in which the different wines are aged for from six to twenty -one months.

marginal at best. Chalone's irrigation

sources are limited to reservoirs filled by

winter rain to last out the summer."

But Chalone's site was chosen decades

ago for another quality: its soil, which is

basically volcanic underlain with lime-

stone and calcium carbonate. While other

wineries have found pockets of limestone,

no other California vineyards have soil

quite like that of Chalone. Spare and

ungenerous, it hears a striking resem-

blance to the soil of Burgundy.

"In Europe, limestone is laid down in

rather even strata, " says Graff. "In Califor-

nia, where millions of years ago the Pacific

plate began slidmg under the Continental

plate, catching marine deposits between,

the limestone deposits are highly irregular.

They're in pockets and veins, a bit like a

marble cake.

"Chardonnay and Pinot Noir are greatly

influenced by the soil they're planted in,"

Graff continues. "Especially Pinot Noir.

Because it's so delicate, it takes a great deal

of its character from the soil. It's not to say

that climate isn't important. If it weren't,

every year would produce exactly the same

kind of wine. Weather does vary, and

weather is what constitutes a climate. We
can say that climate has a gross effect on
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CHALONE'S SPARE SOIL IS STRIKINGLY LIKE THAT OF BURGUNDY.

the grape, while st)il has a tine effect."

Even with the right soil, Graff points

out, "you must he a devoted vintner to

grow grapes up here. And you'll never

make money just selling them. The pro-

duction is too low, about one and a halt to

two tons an acre, while a normal average

tor these varietals is three to tour tons.

You'll notice we have no other wineries as

neighbors here on Gabilan." Indeed, the

history ot Chalone, while turbulent, in-

volves no neighborhood rivalries; it fo-

cuses solely on ownership.

The story begins at the turn ot the cen-

Dick Graff came tu Chalone because he loved the wine; then he fought to keep the land; finally,

he nwde wines thai rank with the best in California.

tur>- when a Frenchman named Tamm,
who had been searching California for soil

resembling that ofChampagne, happened

on this benchland. He planted vines but

died before he could make wine from

them; the vineyards were abandoned.

Years later, in 1919, Bill Silvear was

looking for wildflowers on this mountain

east of Salinas Valley. Along with flowers

he found the rare soil. He bought eight\-

acres next to the site Tamm had owned
and planted Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Pi-

not Blanc, and Chenin Blanc. In the

1940s, he bought an additional eighty-

acres on which he planted the same varie-

tals. The grapes were exceptional, but

because he had no winery* he sold them,

chietlv to Almaden Vineyards.

In the 1950s, Bill Silvear was killed in a

tall from a tree, and his widow sold the

160-acre property to two San Franciscans,

Jack Sigman, a stockbroker, and Edward

Liska, a psychiatrist, for SI 7, 500.

In 1960, they hired a wine maker, Phil-

ip Togni. He fashioned a primitive winery

by pouring a slab of concrete on the earth

tloor of a capon brooding shed Silvear had

built, tuned up a second-hand single-

cylinder generator to supply electricit>' for

the press, and made the tirst vintage. He
suggested it be named Chalone after the

Indian tribe that used to roam the moun-

tain. Meanwhile, Liska, displeased with a

financial arrangement that left him paying

the bills, sold his share to Sigman, who
then leased Chalone and sold its entire

inventor^' to Windsor Vineyards, in Sono-

ma County, for tifty cents a gallon.

Enter Dick Graft. A Harvard graduate

with a degree in music, he was fresh out oi

the navy, working as a management train-

ee at a Los Angeles bank, when he stopped

at the Windsor winer\- one day in 1964-

"I'd never been to a winer\- before, and

except tor one course I took, I knew noth-

ing about wine," he says. "But I tasted

Chalone's 1960 vintage there and was fas-

cinated." When Graff heard that Sigman

wanted to sell Chalone for $65,000, he

\ isited the mountain winer>' and tell in

love with it. "I had a late meal by kerosene

lamp on the porch ot the house and left

determined to get the place."

Dick Graff had a friend who was willing

to invest in it, but Sigman's lease with

Windsor was ironclad for another three

years. "But I said to Sigman, 'I suspect you

really don't want to sell, so let me be your

partner. I'll go to Davis to study wine mak-

ing, and I'll pay you as soon as the winery

begins to make money.'
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Sigman dgrccd, Init tux, he >.iul, lu-

must give 5 percent to a triend; then he

would let the winery go through toreclo

sure in order to shed the Windsor lease.

His triend would huv the winery hack, and

he and CnMi would buy it tvom hiin.

"That's just what happened. 1 borrowevl

$25,000 from my mother as workuii; capi-

tal, which was secured by a deed ot trust. 1

quit my job and in the fall ot '6S went to

Davis. My monev had gone to Chalone, so

1 got a student loan and worked as a pile

driver to pay my way.
"

In 1966, Gtatt had his tirsr har\est at

Chalone. "We turned up the old generator

tor electricity and asked e\erytine we knew

to help. When the harvest was finished, 1

went back to working the pile driver."

Then suddenly Sigman demanded money

from Graff. The $25,000 had been work-

ing capital. He claimed he was still owed

an interest-bearing note tor 41 ^'l percent

of the business. He sued, and the case went

to trial in 1968.

"I realized there was nothing I could

do," Graft says. "We made a settlement.

Sigman and his partner would take posses-

sitm oi Chalone and pay my mother and

me $10,000 each. Sigman expected an

investor would then buy into Chalone.

But the itivestor's lawyer told him not to

touch it. Sigman had no money to pay us,

and my mother was put in the position of

having to foreclose. When the time came

for the auction, we gathered on the steps of

the Monterey County courthouse with a

triend, Bob Nikkei, who had agreed to buy

the property. Just as the auction was to

begin, a messenger appeared with a re-

straining order enjoining the sale, and it

was put off for two weeks.

"When the auction was rescheduled,

Bob couldn't be there. But as it turned out

neither were any other bidders. The ploy

two weeks before had frightened them oft;

no one wants to get involved with litiga-

tion. So my mother got Chalone."

Dick Graff put together a corporation,

acquired a few investors, and bought the

property from his mother tor $65,000. In

1969, Chalone had its first vintage under

his ownership. "It turned out to be a won-

derful wine," he says.

About this time, Phil Wtxidward and

John McQuown, two financial men in San
Francisco who were interested in buying

wine property, asked Graff to consult for

them, but before long they decided to join

him at Chalone instead. In 1972, Wood-
ward became vice-president and treasurer

and has since taken over the financial and

marketing aspects of the business, while

Dick has concentrated on wine making
and the vineyards.

Too delicate jnr hcindlmg, the Pimn Noir ^alvs are thrown into the vat to he crushed. The

rubber'boot'cLui foot belongs to Michael Michaud, Chalone's chief unne maker.

In a series ot purchases over the years,

Chalone has added another 480 acres, for

a total of 640 acres, ot which 165 are in

vines. They are planted in the same tour

varietals Silvear planted in 1919; indeed,

many of those original vines still bear fruit.

Fifty percent of Chalone's acres are in

Chardonnay, 25 percent in Pinot Noir, 20

percent in Pinot Blanc, and 5 percent in

Chenin Blanc. From them, Chalone pro-

duces an average of 15,000 cases a year.

"Until we have a water line up here, we
can't plant any more," Dick Graff says.

And how would such a line get water up

the mountain i" "Think of an eight-inch-

thick pipe six miles long with a number of

booster pumps along the way."

While simple amenities have been long

in coming up Chalone's mountain, care

has always been given to its wines. Graff

bought French oak barrels in 1965—cine of

the first people in California to do so—and

Chalone continues to use the best Burgun-

dian casks. Pinot noir is aged in them

eighteen to twenty-one months. Char-

donnay is aged in oak until late in the
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The redwood tower, fifty-five feet high,

soars up from a benchland in the Mayaca-

mas Mountains, 1 ,650 feet above sea lev-

el, h overlooks a gigantic amphitheater of

vines planted along steep southern slopes,

fifty-five acres mostly of Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon with 10 percent each of Merlot and

Cabernet Franc, the major grapes of Bor-

deaux. The winery's name is Carmenet, an

ancient Bordelaise term, not found in dic-

tionaries, that suggests Dick Graff's aim.

Just as he has evoked echoes e:>t Burgundy

at Chalone, he means to reflect Bordeaux

at Carmenet.

A few years ago there was speculation in

these pages (Connoisseur, September

1982) about whether Carmenet, then

named Glen Ellen, would prove to be one

of the few vineyards great enough to be

considered "privileged earth." It takes a

while to prove greatness, and in wine the

wait can be long—a decade at least, prob-

ably more. Still, the first few vintages

tasted at Carmenet last spring suggest that

a decade of thoughtful sipping should be

no painful chore.

The first vintage under Chalone's own-

ership and the Carmenet name was in

1 982 ; It was labeled "Red Table Wine. " By

California law, a wine named for its grape

varietal—Cabernet Sauvignon, tor exam-

ple—must contain a minimum of 75 per-

cent of that grape. Since it is not called by

the name of its major grape, the Carmenet

blend can be adjusted to each year's crop.

This follows the custom ot Bordeaux,

THE BORDEAUX STYLE

The fifty-five'joot'high reduvud tower at

Dick Graff's other wmery, Carmenet, which

overlooks fifty-five acres of vineyards

plained with the major grapes of Bordeaux.

where w-ines are generally named for their

chateaux.

Carmenet's 1982 combines 85 percent

Cabernet Sauvignon, 10 percent Merlot,

and 5 percent Cabernet Franc and prom-

ises to be a superb wine. Still young, hard,

and tannic, it has good acidit>- and a steel

spine; it is complex, full-bodied, and firm,

with an intense aroma rich in varietal

character, and a deep, jewellike color. Its

elegance is more pronounced with each

time it's tasted.

With the 1983 vintage, Dick Graff

decided to drop "Red Table Wine." He
wants the wine to be known simply as

"Carmenet" or "Carmenet Red," to dis-

tinguish it from the winery's Carmenet
White, which is a blend of Sauvignon

Blanc and Semillon, made from grapes of

Sonoma County and Edna Valley.

In 1983, Carmenet was made from 87

percent Cabernet Sauvignon, 10 percent

Merlot, and 3 percent Cabernet Franc,

and despite the wine's extreme youth it

already is showing signs of a satiny texture

in addition to beautifully melded flavors.

Its nose is lightly peppery and berryish; its

balance, excellent; and it is well knit. It

should be ready to drink before the 1982

Carmenet.

The winery is now producing about

8,000 cases ofCarmenet Red. It expects to

reach 10,000 cases within ten years. "And
that will be it," says Graff. "No other land

up here is right tor vineyards." But privi-

leged land rarely comes in big chunks.

spriug following harvest; pinot blanc and

chenin blanc , a tew months less than char-

donnay. The reserve versions of chardon-

nay and pinot blanc receive a few months
more. There is no reserve chenin blanc.

The casks are kept in caves dug into the

mountainside. Cool, dark, humid, these

tunnels are the perfect way to store wine.

Later, the wines are put in bottles made in

France from a special Burgundian mold.

"They're yellow-green like Burgundy bot-

tles. They're a higher-quality glass and

have a more graceful shape than those

made in this country."

As for wine making, Graff says, "We use

a set of techniques I've developed and

have been perfecting for eighteen years.

For example, in making pinot noir, we
never destem the grapes, they're so deli-

cate. We put the whole clusters in the

tank. That's vital because it means the

gentlest handling possible. It also gives the

extra tannin that pinot noir needs. Our
philosophy is to let each wine develop its

own character."

The care has produced an almost un-

precedented record. Despite variations in

weather, Chalone has produced good wine

in nearly every harvest. A tew years stand

out— 1969, 1974, 1978, 1980, 1981,

1984. Others are special for certain wines:

1982, for instance, produced outstanding

chardonnay and pinot noir.

Chalone's chardonnay is golden-shad-

ed, tuU flavored, and intense, with buttery

oak overtones—an often austere and al-

ways many-dimensioned wine. The pinot

blanc follows the style ot the chardonnay

but is more accessible and rounded—the

best pinot blanc made in California. The
Chenin Blanc grape usually makes good

but undistinguished wine in California; at

Chalone it emerges as truit-laden and in

the style of a light chardonnay.

Chalone's pinot noir is its greatest chal-

lenge and success. Extremely well bal-

anced, it is a focused, tightly knit, bright

wine with flavors that have so many layers

that the taster discovers new depths with

each sniff and sip.

In a tasting with the Chalone wine mak-
er Michael Michaud, 1 was especially

pleased by a pinot blanc '84 reserve, a full,

flavorful wine of great complexity and

truit; by pinot blanc '84, more restrained

than the reserve, balanced and elegant; by

pinot blanc '81, with its light vanillin and

buttery flavors and long, satisfying finish;

and by chenin blanc '84, a wine of rich

concentration, ot fruit flavors—melon,

especially—a chenin blanc that has rarely

been bettered in California. Chardonnay
'84 reserve is exceptional, with its many
dimensions and its medley of fruit flavors

and floral tones, while the '78 chardonnay

reserve is intense, extraordinarily concen-

trated, toasty, and golden-shaded, a wine

that calls for food to enjoy with it. Pinot

noir '82 reserve is a clean, bright wine

whose aroma suggests currants; it has a

tightly knit structure and near-perfect bal-

ance. The standard '82 bottling, too, has

rich, berryish pinot noir nose, while the

'80 is also beautifully balanced, subtle, and

complex, the essence ot pinot noir.

Chalone made its first reserve wine in

1978, skipped the next year, and began a

regular reserve program in 1980 tor pinot

noir, chardonnay, and pinot blanc. Pro-

duced from older vines, which give more

concentrated flavors, reserve wines are
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From Dick Graff's airpkme, Chcilone's special volcanic soil (a sample below in Graff's hands), u'hich gives the wirxe its character.

available only through its mailing list.

Wines of this quality do not come
cheap. While price depends on vintage

and reserve status, the general range is:

pinot noir, $ 1 8 to $26; chardonnay , $10 to

$28; pinot blanc, $15 to $18; chenin

blanc, $9 to $11.

In 1974, Chalone built a new, 12,000-

case winery. "It seemed terribly big, " Graff

says, "and we decided to buy grapes so we
could use it to capacity. We bought them
from Jack and Catherine Niven, who own
the Paragon Vineyard Company, in San
Luis Obispo. But when our own newer

vineyards came into production, we no
longer had room for Paragon's grapes. So
the Nivens built a winery at their place and

leased it back as a joint venture. It's called

Edna Valley, and we're making 40,000

cases there under that label."

FEBRUARY 1987

The Chalone corporation now owns

Carmenet as well, a mountain vineyard

and winery in Sonoma County (see box on

page 1 16). Last August it bought Acacia,

in the Carneros district ot Napa County,

east ofSonoma. Dick Graft, chairman and

chief operating officer of Chalone Incor-

porated, the umbrella company, which is

now publicly owned, continues as master

wine maker for the corporation.

These days he covers all four wineries by

air, landing at Chalone in his single-

engine plane on a 1,700-foot strip

smoothed out of the benchland. He has

less time than he would like to spend in his

little book-filled house, the same one

where he dined by the light of a kerosene

lamp during his first visit, over twenty

years ago. He owns the house now. He has

created great wine. And he has done what

no one else in California has quite man-

aged—he has coaxed a Burgundian motif

frt)m pinot noir. If his wine expresses the

essence of the grape, his achievements

express the essence of the man—persever-

ance, will, patience. D

Eunice Fried is the author of Burgundy: The
JM Country, the Wines, the People.
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IN THE HOLLYWOOD VIEW,

ANYONE WITH TRULY GOOD MANNERS HAS TO HAVE A BRITISH ACCENT
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n the recent film Ruthless People, the nouveau

riche couple played hy Bette Midler and

Danny DeVito live in a caricature ot a Beverly

Hills mansion. It's enormous and garish and

has too much of everything, especially the

southern California postmodern furniture,

with its wacky geometry and Day-Glo uphol-

stery in overbright rooms.

The him was a reminder that Los Angeles is the home oi loony

furniture designed by artists and architects. The West Coast's

BY HUNTER DROHOJOWSKA

easygoing acceptance oi the new and the different encourages its

artists to ignore the traditional distinctions between art and craft,

function and dysfunction, high and low culture. These days, of

course, these distinctions are being questioned everywhere

aroimd the country, a sign of our rampant postmodernism. But

the questions were asked first in southern California before the

term postmodernism existed, and, as the pictures on these pages

show, the answers continue to be various. Indeed, it now may be

said that Los Angeles's distance from history and tradition, so

long perceived as a liability, seems to have finally created a com-
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munity where the only laws and the ^^^^^^^^ only

Umits are those that are set by your "^ imagination.

Here are the basic approaches, at least, of seven of Los

Angeles's freest spirits.

1. Peter Shire: His Picasso-like energy and inventiveness have

established him as the leader of the pack. Shire is one of the few

Americans to exhibit with the Memphis group, in Milan. Yet, he

is inspired less by the Italian designer Ettore Sottsass than by the

Chicano low riders and brightly painted houses in his Hispanic

neighborhood of Echo Park, in East Los Angeles.

8

Shire, who is thirty-nine, is a graduate of L.A.'s Chouinard

Art Institute, where he first won attention as a ceramist. His

unconventional, cubistic teapots functioned more as art than as

pottery. Attacking conventional expectations generated by mod-

ernism, i.e., that sculpture is sculpture, furniture is furniture, and

ne'er the twain shall meet. Shire began making furniture that

could be mistaken for sculpture. He delights in such contradictory

materials as fiberglass and bronze, rubber and steel, and gleefully

uses tropical hues like fuchsia, chartreuse, and tangerine. His

work melded art-historical styles of the past with his own
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design and paved the way for scores of followers.

2- Jim Isermann: He is one of what seems to be an entire school of

artists who have assigned a function to sculpture or created furni-

ture that appears to deny its own utility. Jim Isermann, who lives

in the seedy neighborhood of Hollywood, is inspired by furniture

designs from the 1950s and 1960s. He was born thirty-one years

ago and grew up in Wisconsin but admired the optimistic and

forward-looking attitude of the atomic age, of Disneyland and

"Thejetsons." InL.A., he found this aesthetic to be everywhere,

in coffee shops, bowling alleys, and thrift shops.

As a student at the radical art school the California Institute of

the Arts, in Valencia, Isermann was creating installations of fur-

niture based on designs from the rich years after the Second

World War. His phosphorescent hanging lamps, amoeboid coffee

tables, and voluptuous TV cabinets allude to America's most

hopeful, if naive, era. Isermann hopes to jog our collective mem-
ory and rekindle our appreciation for such styles. (Since 1979,

when he began making furniture, interest in the period has

swelled considerably. ) He wants his furniture to be used yet, like

Shire, considers it art. Since it was the surrealist paintings ofJean

Arp and Yves Tanguy that partly inspired the biomorphic furni-

ture of the fifties and sixties, Isermann closes the cycle by return-

ing his furniture to the realm of art.

3. Jon Bok: Hundreds of hubcaps, flattened beer cans, are

attached to the front of his bungalow in the Silver Lake area. Bok,

twenty-seven years old, sees himself as a folk artist and has col-

laged his home with such stuff, reminiscent of the work of the folk

artist Sanford Darling. He modestly collects Mexican and Appa-

lachian folk art. Hence, Bok is proud of the fact that his only art

training was at high school in his native Connecticut and that he

didn't attend college.

He began making furniture as a form of therapy, after his sight

suddenly started to fail last year. During those months, Bok made
small crosses and sculptures, hoping to develop dexterity and

coordination with his hands. When he regained his sight, after

seeing a "psychic healer," he adopted furniture making as an

occupation. Chairs, chests, lamps, and tool chests are cobbled

together from cast-off chunks of wood, leftover paint, and found

elements like tin cans, bottle caps, padlocks, and hubcaps. The
results are ingratiatingly homely, as if they had been lifted from

some barrio cantina.

4. Robert Wilhite: When iie graduated from the University of

California at Irvine, in 1970, he began making musical instru-

ments, props, and furniture for the performance art of the late

Guy de Cointet. Fascinated by their sculptural appearance, he

concentrated his efforts on furniture crafted of such fine woods as

maple, ebony, rosewood, and the purplish, exotic bubinga.

Despite their luxurious surfaces, Wilhite is intent upon twisting

the tradition of furniture design, extracting eccentric and con-

frontational shapes. An elegant rosewood table is perched on
large red acrylic ball feet; the seat of a sophisticated chair tilts at

an odd angle. They are improbably comfortable.

Wilhite, now forty years old, combines the linear qualities of

constructivist sculpture with the heritage of tb ; southern Califor-

nia arts-and-crafts movement. If that sounds like a strange com-

binatit)n, it's because Wilhite is another of those who are primi^ri-

ly intrigued with stretching the confines of a definition.
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ITS SAVING GRACE

IS THAT IT DOES NOT

TAKE ITSELF TOO SERIOUSLY

5. Michael Tollcson: i Ic Is an "architectural designer" straining

against the corset st.iys o\ modernism. As he sees it, his furniture

satisfies the need to till an interit)r space in such a way as to inte-

grate it with his architecture. A graduate of the University of

Calift)rnia at Berkeley, he is now thirty-two and lives in the

MacArthur Park area of Los Angeles. He says his inspiration de-

rives not trom art theory hut fn)m minimalist fiction hy the

French novelist Alain Rohhe-Grillet, "ahstract stories which are

telling hut not in any specific way." His furniture is streamlined

but quirky and humt>rful, sometimes harboring the merest hints of

human shapes and setting up an ambiguity between the abstract

and the anthropomorphic.

A geometric maple chair is outfitted with an aluminum curved

back; a sandblasted glass table on a gray stained maple base sup-

ports mauve lact^uer triangular leaves that drop down to extend

the dining space. Tolleson imbues such reductive design with a

bit of trompe I'oeil wit and in the process raises questions about

the relationship of furniture and architecture.

6. David Hertz: Only twenty-six years old, he is an architect who
graduated from the Southern California Institute of Architecture

with a combined degree in art and architecture. He alludes fre-

quently to a strong kinship, both aesthetically and philosophi-

cally, with the minimalist sculptors Donald Judd and Richard

Serra. Composed from thick slabs of cast concrete, his furniture

clearly shows signs of such influences. Hertz uses the materi-

al, he says, "because of its primal associations as man's

oldest building material," developed during the Roman
period. The lightweight product he devised comes in sun-

dry shades, from peach to charcoal. This raw, blocky, nat-

ural material is confrontational and surprising when used for

Hertz's own, streamlined designs. Although the concrete

obviously refers to rough-hewn, unfinished construction, to

freeways and commercial structures, his furniture, when placed in

an interior, becomes powerfully sculptural.

7. Brian Murphy: An iconoclast who abandoned study in both

art and architecture, he now uses common, everyday objects in

his designs to bridge both disciplines. He eschews the preciosity of

high culture and revels in what he calls his "white trash" aesthetic

solutions. In the spirit of his role as the bad boy of L.A. design.

Murphy carpets houses in Astroturf and builds wet bars and room
dividers from vinyl sandbags. H is version of a coffee table is a cord

of logs placed stumps up and wrapped with wire.

Murphy, who is thirty-eight, lives in Santa Monica Canyon in

a house of his own design that looks like a cross between an ocean

liner and an art museum. His relationship to the found object is

rooted in Dada and Pop art and lends his architectural projects an

insouciance that defies anyone's preconceptions about architec-

ture or art. Among his most popular pieces of furniture are chan-

deliers made from police flashlights suspended above a disc of

shattered auto glass, and his wall sconces made of clear-plastic

drafting triangles.

The list could be extended. Other obvious West Coast talents

include 8. Ken Erwin, 9. Larry Whiteley, and 10. Philip Agee,

each of whom has his own ideas. But by now, you have under-

stood the point: furniture is art—if you want it to be. D

Hunter Drohojowska is an an critic and journalist who lives in L. A.
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The agribarons John and Carol Harris savor a paradisiac moment on their River Ranch, in Coahnga.
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II thf minds of most people, California means

Los Angeles, San Francisco, and a few

beaches in between. Yet just a tew hours' drive

inland lies the j^^reen-andnKher patchwork oi

the San Joaquin Valley, cradled between the

Coastal Range and the Sierra Nevada, con-

taining the richest agricultural counties in the

worki. Althouuh this vast garden sustauis the entire state, many

Calitornians know this region no better than do visitors from New
England or the South.

Even for the state's early settlers the valley was just a stopover

on the way west, because the land then was semidesert. It was the

railroad that brought the valley to lite. Eventually the technology

to pump up underground water made it possible to grow crops

other than grain; some people made fortunes not just in farming

but in water-management systeins that made new land develop-

ment possible. When the gold rush was becoming part ot Califor-

nia lore, the riches ot the valley were just being discovered and

then handed down from generation to generation. Through good

and bad seasons, ot which there have been too many lately, much
ot the valley's business has remained in the hands ot descendants

of first settlers.

These stewards ot the land are members oi California's ruling

class, although their style is unique. They are people who may be

patrons of the arts on both coasts but are still just as active in

valley histt)rical societies; they may play in the town band and yet

never miss an opening night at the opera in San Francisco

—

where they keep a pied-a-terre on Nob Hill. They may work all

day on the ranch and then fly down to Los Angeles for dinner at a

favorite restaurant. There is a distinctive modesty about many of

the old families in the valley. Their money is in the land; they

know the simplicity of their abundance—and its infinite fragility.

A bad seast^n can be a bad season whether one has five hundred

acres or twenty thousand, as do John and Carol Harris, both of

whose families have been farming and ranching in the valley

since the turn of the century.

"Our cotton business really took a dive in the sixties, when
synthetics were the rage," says Carol Harris. "We wanted to start

a silly rumor that polyester leisure suits caused cancer in rats. That

was about all we could do. "Just when natural cotton was making a

comeback, the Chinese began producing cotton at a price that

Americans could not compete with. Last year the Harrises would

have felt the setback, except that they had one of the few good

almond crops in the valley. Nonetheless, the vicissitudes of

recent farming have led the Harrises to diversify and to expand

their beef division, looking for new marketing strategies.

In the midst of their crops, the cattle, the feedlot, and the

stables, the Harrises live in a house—all sparkling white, glass,

and trompe I'oeil—that would fit in perfectly in Beverly Hills.

They can watch their own horses race, on closed-circuit televi-

sion, or head out to the landing strip and fly up to San Francisco to

do business and still be back by nightfall.

At the end of the day Harris tramps in in his cowboy boots,

pours himself a glass of white wine, and discusses new directions

his corporation is taking. "Beef has always been thought of as a

commodity," says Harris, a member of America's beef-industry

council. "We're trying to differentiate, as with car models. Ours is

a Ferrari.

"

Harris is one of the political leaders among valley growers and

often presents the farmers' case in Washington and Sacramento.

Culturally, the valley identifies more closely with San Francisco

and northern California, hut politically, it is more like the con-

servative Orange County. He explains, "Some people use the val-

ley polls to predict election outcomes: as the valley goes, so goes

the state. "This is ironic, given the insularity of life in the valley.

Until recently that apartness has suited residents just tine, but

new economic pressures on farmers and gt)vernment regulations

have forced them to take their feelings {o town and put up big

money to help elect concerned politicians. "Farmers don't want
to buy influence," says John Harris; "they want to buy access

because issues come up that are so esoteric a farmer really needs to

explain them ti> someone. The farmers who are taking a leader-

ship To\c are not all big farmers or all small ones, just people who
are united philosophically."

The give-and-take among farms of all sizes is something Harris

appreciates about the San Joaquin Valley: "In the Midwest you

may only km)w farmers from ten miles ar<.)und. Here you're talk-

ing to someone in Bakersfield one day, in Modesto the next."

Valley farming is distinct in every way. "This is farming in the fast

track. There are a lot higher stakes. On a crop like lettuce, we
may spend $ 1 ,400 an acre. In Iowa, a farmer might spend $200 or

less an acre on a grain crop. There is real gambling, but there are

bigger returns.

"The landscape is of a different scale too. The valley has a mag-

netism to it, an energy level that is unique. Napa Valley is pretty,

but it is a boutique in comparison." Harris can drive through

thousands of acres without ever leaving his own land. Of course

"SHE READS BARRON'S AS CAREFULLY AS

SHE DOES WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY."

he could retire tomorrow, and of course he never will. "There are

lots of entrepreneurs in the valley," he says, "sons and grandsons

of farmers who made their fortune here. They don't have to work

but they do, every day, like their life depended on it."

The valley is full of such men, with one boot in the boardroom

and one on the range. George Nickel, rancher and real-estate de-

veloper, is a certain kind of person one meets in the valley.

Rangy, softspoken, he can be alternately matter-of-fact and nos-

talgic. When he drives over the range, he is always studying the

landscape as though for some potential he hasn't yet considered.

The sight c^f a stream gets him going on the subject of marketing

bottled water.

Nickel is the great-grandson cif Henry Miller, once considered

the largest private landowner in the United States. Miller came
from Germany, a butcher who rather than join the gold rush

when he reached California in 1850 decided to teed the miners

instead. Before long he had one of the biggest abattoirs in down-

town San Francisco. Eventually he bought a ranch in the San

Joaquin Valley and before he died had over a million acres.

Miller developed much of the land he bought with water for

farming. He was an authority on water management, flood con-

trol, and canal systems. Control of water still means tremendous

power in all the western states. Nickel served on the state wa-

ter-reclamation board for eight years and was the designer of

flood-control projects on the San Joaquin River.

With his three sons. Nickel operates several ranches in the

valley, where he grows oranges, lemons, avocados, grains, mel-

ons, table grapes, and peaches; but about ten years ago the diffi-

culties in farming led him to consider a new venture, resort devel-

opment. He sold large portions offarm holdings and built a luxury

golf and tennis club on part of his 10,000-acre Rio Bravo Ranch,

at the base of the Sierra Nevada where the Kern River discharges

out of the mouth of a canyon.

Nickel and his wife. Dodo, live in a home designed by Cliff

May, hidden in the hills near the resort. The simple, low-lying

house is breathtaking inside because it seems as if one is still out-
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(J(H)rs, so close are the cliffs, the river, the trees going golden.

Eight children and many grandchildren are always popping in and

out. Like the Harrises, the Nickels have a landing strip and can fly

to another ranch or up to town when the mood suits them. Mrs.

Nickel, who grew up in Santa Barhara, says, "When 1 was a child,

I rememher one hoy in our class announced that he and his family

were moving to Fresno. And we all wondered how parents could

do that to a child. 1 never dreamed I'd be spending any time, let

alone so much ot my life, in this valley."

This is a retrain ot many wives in the valley, oi women who
grew up in Victorian mansions in San Francisco or apartments

overlooking all ot Los Angeles, who dated a string ot city hoys but

married one from Fresno or Tulare. "1 spent the tirst year on the

ranch crying myself to sleep most nights," says Angela Paul. Thir-

ty-three years later, she radiates a special serenity, dmiinutive

elegance, and a quiet command ot the family business: growing

plums, nectarines, and table grapes. She reads Barron's as careful-

ly as she does Women's Wear Daily yet describes her role simply as

that ot "the mediator" between her three sons and their semire-

tired tather, Ronald, who only occasionally comes off the side-

lines to advise his boys.

The seventies were golden days for the Pauls' business. Now
they travel, to San Francisco and Los Angeles, to New York and

Paris. With a smile Angela says, "Well, you know what they say

about the farm girl once she's seen Paree.' Well, it's true." Now
European friends come to spend a month at what they call

Chateau Fresno. When Angela sees a Helen Frankenthaler to

brighten the dining room, or a Henry Moore tigurine o' a mother

and child that she has wanted tor years, the Pauls treat them-

selves. "Angie's got me interested in the arts, even in the dress

designers," her husband says, as though he still can't believe it.

But start talking with the Pauls about Saint Laurent, and before

you know it the subject turns to plums. "Fashion and truit growing

are a lot alike," asserts Angela Paul. "It is marketing and antici-

pating new styles tirst. When Ron's father

was farming, one variety of fruit might be

popular tor titteen years. Now there's a

new variety for tive years; then the excite-

ment is gone. The public wants new vari-

The tnulitunuilists Patricia (nee Heiskell)

and Dale Hillman with son Scott at their

j^ain mill. Right: The go-getters George and

Dodo Nickel on their Rio Bravo Ranch.

eties all the time—better appearance, better color."

Growers get new varieties either by cross-breeding or by discov-

ering mutations in the orchard. They also shop at breeders' nur-

series. "You ask questions, and if vou are smart, you pick the up-

and-coming variety," says Ronald Paul, although these days such

decisions are made bv his three sons.

Many valley businesses are now in their fourth generation, and

the history' of a single enterprise may tell the story of a family or a

town and much about the state, like the histc^rv of J. D. Heiskell

Company, ot Tulare, Calitomia, a company that prepares and de-

livers mixed and bulk feed for cattle. Patricia Heiskell Hillman,

whose husband, Dale, now runs the business, is the great-great-

granddaughter of George Donner, leader of the ill-fated Donner
party. She is also the family historian, the one who keeps track of

chili recipes from the 1880s, tamily diaries and letters, mining

lamps and gold sacks. When she tells the history of the business

one can make out the development of the valley, too: the intro-

duction of irrigation around 1903, which made cotton growing

possible; the rapid crop diversification throughout the twenties;

the emergence ot dairies in the thirties; the computerization of

feed preparation in the 1970s. The family has been in Tulare for a

century. "1 know people drive through small towns like this and

think, 'What do people do here.'' " says Mrs. Hillman. "But there

is a special culture here and a way in which you are continually en-

riched. 1 believe you could stay in Tulare and V'isalia and not go

anyplace else and feel, to a certain extent, fulfilled."

Ot course, "old" families in Calitomia are old only by the stan-

dards ot a young state. Pioneers" children, now in their nineties,

still live throughout the valley. Their reminiscences are being

hurriedly collected by town historical museums like the one in

Tulare, where items on display—the paper flowers off a wedding

cake, a plumed hat ot Lillian Russell's—look like fresh merchan-

dise. Workers who have dug up Tulare's main streets tind perfect-

ly intact Chinese gin jugs or what some believe to be opium pipes,

mmmmmm^i^^H^^^ artifacts ot the coolies who once worked

on the railroad that brought Tulare into

existence.

The railroad's construction brought not

only laborers but also Chinese merchants,
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who marketed their wares to the workers.

That is how the valley's most celebrated

restaurant, the Imperial Dynasty, in Han- ^iHH^^^HHnaaHa
ford, California, had its beginnings two generations ago. Today
the Wing family, whose ancestors started the restaurant, own all

that remains of old Chinatown in Hanford.

Richard C. Wing is the owner and head chef of the Imperial

Dynasty. Despite the burnished red walls and pagoda roofs ot Chi-

na Alley, where the restaurant is situated, the food he serves is

Continental, although prepared with Chinese techniques. It

wasn't always that way, as Wing explains.

His grandfather Gon Shu Wing, an egg-noodle producer from

Canton, set sail for California in 1883. He had heard the tales ot

workers being imported or shanghaied t > America to work on the

railroad, and, eager to escape the repression ot the Manchu
dynasty, he decided to seek a new market in the new country.

Hanford seemed the logical place to start in the valley, near

one of the largest Chinese labor camps in Calitornia. Gon Shu
followed the workers from camp to camp but maintained a tamilv

home in Hanford. When the railroad was completed, most ot the

Branching out: Ron arui Ange/^ Paul,

with sons, on their fruit farm near Fresno.

Chmese returned to China. Those who
remained began farming, mostly in Sono-

ma and the Napa Valley. In fact, most

of the original vineyards in California were planted by Chi-

nese coolies.

Gon Shu started a restaurant in the basement of the Wings'

home. The tamily raised chicken, squab, hogs, and vegetables;

they made their own Chinese gin, black-bean sauce, noodles, soy

sauce, and tofu, which they sold all over the valley. Gon Shu
prospered and in 1883 opened a restaurant whose name meant

"beautiful precious inn," in Hantord's Chinatown in a new build-

ing that still houses the restaurant.

"Originally the customers were only Chinese, but by my
tather's day, half were Caucasian, and by the time I took over,

most ot them were, " explains Richard Wing. Rather than making

it a "glorified chop suey house," he says, Wing decided to start

serving French and Continental food.

He had learned European cooking during the Second World
War, when he was the personal security aide and food taster for

Gen. George C. Marshall. "I tasted everything in kitchens in
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Moscow, Bogota, Paris, Rome, Fraiikkirt, and Bcijinj:;."

It was in the late ninetecn-htties that Winj: decided to expand

and change the restaurant. Today the Wings are one ot the most

prominent tamiUes in Hantord, responsihle tor much ot the pic-

ture-perfect restoration oixUc Chinatown neighborhocxl on a site

where a himdred and titty years ago, legend has it, there was noth-

ing hut a Chinese shepherd, his tlock, and two dogs.

If Wing has a single worry, it is simply that none of the next

generation of his family seems interested in taking over the busi-

ness. "We children have been ottered a world outside of Hanford,

which our parents ctnildn't have," says Wing's niece, Arianne,

twenty-seven, who is pursunig a modeling career on the coast and

in New York. "Still, when your family has been in one place for

104 years, you keep coming back. We all think about the busi-

ness, but it is such a difticult one. Sometimes 1 find myself wishing

my great-grandfather had had a law office. Even a laundry."

The decision to stay in the valley or go is often a landmark one

in the lives of young descendants of the [^^^^^^^^^^^^hh^
early settlers. They are free to commute, to The collector Robert Shapazian in his

travel and study, as their grandparents condo in Fresno, with parents and sister

never could, but sooner or later the commitment must be made or

passed over. Ri)bert Shapazian, torty-three, is someone who left

the valley, came back to work with his father in farming, raisin

packing, and finance, and is preparing to leave it again.

Shapazian, like the Pauls, is Armenian. The Armenians are an
important force in the valley. They came to California in waves

after the great massacres of Armenians in the Turkish empire

between 1894 and 1915. But even before 1890 some prominent
Armenians had learned from Turkish officials to expect trouble,

and the Shapazians were among them. Some of these first Arme-
nian immigrants to the valley were English-speaking cosmopo-
lites, who were in a position to buy land immediately, invest in

business, and help the poorer Armenian farmers who later fol-

lowed them.

Robert Shapazian's great-grandfather arrived in Fresno in

1879. A banker, he opened a jewelry business, as gems and pre-

cious metals were the stocks and bonds of the day. As he brought

over other relatives, they expanded the

family farm, growing citrus fruit, peaches,

walnuts, and grapes. Although farming
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and raisin packing were the mainstays of The thruists: Richiird

the Shapazian business, the family began have restored much of

investing in real estate as well as in ^^^hh^^^^^bi
other areas that were not related to agriculture.

Robert Shapazian grew up in a house tilled with antique furni-

ture, porcelain, and art books, which he pored over tor hours

before going off to stack cartons in the warehouse. When he was

in sixth grade he subscribed to auction catalogues from Europe

and became interested in Oriental art. He wrote directly to deal-

ers in Thailand and started to buy a few )bjects. "You didn't need

much to start; a tew hundred dollars I had saved," he says. "I

bought first one thing, then another. When 1 was thirteen, I

started selling to Gumps by mail. If I sold them something, they

sent back a 'vendor receipt.' I was too young to know what 'ven-

dor' meant. It reached a point where I was buying ten objects and
selling eight to pay for the two."

W nig and his JLimily

their ruitive Hanjord.

Shapazian studied at Berkeley, Vienna,

and Harvard, where he completed his

^mammi^^^^^^i^ Ph.D. in Renaissance literature, with a

minor in art history, in 1970. "I had intended to become a pro-

fessor but decided to try the tamily business," he says. "I did it less

out oi a sense ot responsibility than out of emotional respect for

the idea. " After fourteen years ofworking beside his father, he has

decided to return to the art world full-time in Los Angeles.

As far from the valley as a native may travel, its way of life

leaves its mark. Says Shapazian, "I can wake up one morning in

Paris and, halt-asleep, thinking ot the crop, tellmyselt, 'My God,

it's raining, what are we going to do.'' " With all the freedom in

the world, one may never forget what it feels like to be tinancially

dependent on nature—on the farm or off. D

Katie Leishrrmn is a frequent contributor to Connoisseur-
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PREVIgg
Since 1933, marketing the world's finest real estate

Florence, OR: This 7,500-sq. ft., water-

front Tlidor boasts huge living room with
full length windows, greenhouse eating

area, lavish master suite, d(Kk. Brochure
C-904604. $1,450,000. Previews Oregon
(503) 620-3228.

Chicago, IL: Opulent and richly furnished,

this remarkable condominiuin in Water
Tower Place on Chicago's Magnificent Mile
is on the 67th floor and offers 5 bedrooms,
7 baths. Brochure C-753536. $4,500,000.
Previews Chicago (312) 648-0313.

Whitefish, MT: A state-of-the-art log
lodge, this home enjoys 14 luxurious rooms
and is on nearly 48 scenic acres with views
of Whitefish Lake, Glacier Nat'l. Park. Bro-
chure C-904320. $1,925,000. Previews
Denver (303) 298-7770.

»
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Portland, OR: Tomahawk Island in the

Columbia River is the location for this stun-
ning home that includes 3-story solarium,
indoor pool, 4 bedrooms, boat slip. Bro-
chure C-904605. $1,300,000. Previews
Oregon (503) 620-3228.

Biarritz, France: This elegant villa offers a

large reception room, 7 large bedrooms
plus 5 more bedrooms. A pool and guest

cottages grace the beautiful grounds. Bro-
chure C-451741. $2,500,000. Previews
New York (212) 557-4466.

San Enrique De Guadiaro, Spain: The
magnificent, fully furnished. Villa Las
Sirenas is a romantic palace combining the

best of Moorish and European design.
BrochureC-45 1732. PriceUpon Applica-
tion. Previews New York (212) 557-4466.

M^jk

m^..
Near Cheyenne, WY: This elegant 1,034-

acre ranch estate contains an exquisite
home that is designed for comfort and
luxury, and offers enchanting lake views.
Brochure C-904326. $1,150,000. Pre-
views Denver (303) 298-7770.

Cecil County, MD: An 18-hole golf course,
Olympic pool, and tennis courts comprise
the well-located 225-acre Chantilly Manor
Country Club. Brochure C-118177.
$1,880,000. Previews Washington, DC
(202) 887-0244.

Edmonds, WA: Enjoying Puget Sound
views, this 6-acre showcase estate offers

16-room home with ballroom, stately din-

ing room, sybaritic master suite, pool.

Brochure C-904606. $2,900,000. Pre-
views Oregon (503) 620-3228.

l-(800) PV2-2222 (Outside Colorado)

REGIONAL OFFICES: Greenwich, CT • Marblehead, MA • New York • Washington, DC • Pabn Beach
Chicago • Denver • Santa Barbara, CA • Portland, OR • Honolulu

Representatives throughout the World
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Ever since the Crusades, Venice has been

a stopover for travelers. The wily Vene-

tians made sure the Crusaders' ships were

not ready to sail until they had spent

heavily on the pleasures the city had to

offer in abundance. Later, it was pilgrims

en route to the Holy Land who helped fill

the city's coffers. When the Cape route to

the East was discovered, in I486, Venice's

commercial supremacy suffered a devastat-

ing blow. To compensate, the tourist trade

was developed and was in full flower by the

eighteenth century.

For aristocratic young Englishmen and

other travelers it was the climax of the

obligatory grand tour, which also took in

Paris, Florence, and Rome. For many, that

first view of glorious tinted buildings seem-

ing to levitate out of a glinting blue sea

sparked off a lifelong romance, but the

masked balls, the courtesans, and the

social whirl concealed an ailing society.

Venetian townscapes:
paintings

that have staying power

by robin duthy

The republic's political power began to

wane in 1508, when the European powers

ganged up on Venice as the League of

Cambrai and determined to carve up her

territorial possessions. This backdrop oi

political decline, however, did not pre-

vent an impressive renaissance of the arts.

Giorgione, Titian, Tintoretto, and Vero-

nese were all painting after the decline set

in; Sansovino and Palladio had yet to

design many of the city's greatest build-

ings; and Monteverdi, Vivaldi, and Albi-

noni had not yet composed a note. By the

eighteenth century, Venice was the plea-

sure capital of Europe, though there were

no postcprds, no holiday snapshots, no

home movies the tourist could take home
with him. He might make a drawing in

pencil or watercolor if he had the skill, or

he might buy a print. Or, if he was quite

rich, he might commission an oil painting

of the Grand Canal or another of Venice's

spectacular views. These view paintings

were just another product the Venetians

tound thev could sell to their visitors.

Dozens of artists turned their hand to

vedute—view painting—and the greatest

ot these vedutisti were Antonio Canale,

called Canaletto, his nephew Bernardo

Bellotto, and Francesco Guardi. In the

1730s, Canaletto was charging about thir-

ty zecchini, or sequins, for his work

—

equivalent to around $50 (in modem cur-

rency, around $600). Today a fine Cana-

letto fetches $500,000. Prices for Vene-

tian view painters as a whole have risen by

230 percent since 1975, and this remains

one of the more secure sectors of the mar-

ket. Canaletto's work is up 200 percent

since 1975, Guardi's by just 60 percent.

That of Michele Marieschi has risen by

310 percent, while Bellotto's work, now
rarely seen in salerooms, is up by an esti-

mated 380 percent.

View of the Piazza San Marco, painted circa 1733 by the greatest of the vedutisti, Canaletto. He is up 200 percent since 1975.
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EVEN
MORE
THAN
MEETS THE
EYE
Presenting a work of majestic

scope. Created in a stunning new
shape. By America's foremost

marine artist.

ROBERT LYN NELSON

The art of Robert Lyn Nelson is

more than the eye alone is able to

seize. His images dwell within us,

deep below the surface of what
they appear to be.

Discover now his newest work
of realism and magic, a diptych

of brilliant uniqueness,

REAWAKENING THE SEA.
A masterpiece of composition

and color, it celebrates the

harmony and peace that beckons

to us all around.

Nelson is clearly an artist of

creative talents that reach beyond
his brush. His enormous acclaim

has meant that his works are

almost immediate sellouts. To

avoid disappointment in

acquiring this spectacular

diptych, please act without delay.

Order now by calling toll-free:

1-800-367-8047 ext. 108. In

Canada: i-800-423-8733 ext. 108.

Lahaina Galleries
845 Wainee Street, Suite 213, Maul, Hawaii 96761

"Reawakening the Sea" by Robert Lyn Nelson. Limited-edition

diptych of 450. Handsigned and numbered by the artist.

Dimensions: 16" x 21" and 32" x 21" panels.

©Lahaina Galleries, Inc. 1986
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Venice from the Sea, by Francesco Giuirdi, circa 1760. Up 60 percent since 1975.

Canaletto's rate of $50 a painting no

doubt allowed him to live comfortably,

since you could get by on $25 a year,

though it seems trifling compared to the

income of the Foscanni, the richest family

in Venice, which ran to $70,000
($850,000 in today's terms)—the exact

sum, incidentally, needed to enroll in the

Venetian nobility.

Only a handful of paintings firmly at-

tributed to Canaletto come up for sale

every year. Another thirty-odd are cata-

logued by the salerooms as being from the

studio, circle, or school of Canaletto and

are sold at prices ranging from $1,000 to

$150,000. The attribution of many Italian

paintings of this period remains tricky be-

cause different members of one family

—

including the Tiepolo, Ricci, Longhi, arid

Canale families—collaborated on the

same painting. So, the question that often

needs answering is: Who painted which

parts of the picture.' The high prices paid

for "school" paintings testify to the wide

variety of opinion.

The views that went down best in

Canaletto's day were those showing the

great Venetian festivals in progress. There

was the Ascension Day festival, when the

doge was rowed out to the Lido in his gala

gondola, II Bucintoru, to perform the sym-

bolic rite of throwing a ring into the

Adriatic to appease the sea, on which

Venetian prosperity was built. The rest of

the calendar was filled with processions to

churches, regattas on the Grand Canal,

and water-borne recepticins for ambassa-

dors and distinguished visitors. Such were

the spectacles that maintained the repub-

lic's facade of wealth and power.

Joseph Smith, the English consul, was

closely involved both in procuring Cana-

lettos for English clients and in amassing

his own collection (fifty-five of his Cana-

lettos were eventually sold to George 111).

But Smith complained bitterly at Canalet-

to's prima donna behavior, claiming in a

letter to a friend that it was not the first

time he had submitted to a painter's imper-

tinence in order to serve himself and his

friends. .An earlier agent in Venice, Owen
McSwiney , was also critical: "The fellow is

whimsical and varies his prices every day:

and he that has a mind to have any of his

work, must not seem too fond of it, for he'll

be the worse treated for it, both in the

price and in the painting too." In a letter

to the duke of Richmond, however, Mc-
Swiney assured him that he could get a

painting done in a little over two months
with the help of a bit of bribery-.

Canaletto was fully aware of his talents.

He claimed to have abandoned the style of

theatrical scene painting he had learned

from his father, but there remained some-

thing dramatic in the handling of his new
subject. Though he used a camera obscura

to delineate the image before him, and

might thus seem to have limited his scope

for creative invention, he managed to

convey by his handling of detail and color

not only the sights but also the sounds and

smells of Venice and bring them rushing

back into the traveler's mind.

His first major commission—four paint-

ings for Stefano Conti of Lucca—was an

immediate success. The first pair—of two

different views of the Grand Canal

—

became stock subjects, of which Canalet-

to, with or without assistants, made at

least a dozen copies. So many versions or

copies of Canaletto's best paintings are

around that people once assumed he had a

workshop turning them out by the score.

Most are now regarded as the work of imi-

tators, very likely two or three assistants,

Vaprio d'Adda, by Bernardo Be/lotto, who later memorialized Dresden and Warsaw.
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among whom was his nephew Bellotto.

But why would Canaletto make excuses for

late deliveries if he was willing to have the

work done hy assistants? At one time, the

delay was caused by Joseph Smith himself,

who undertook to buy everything Canalet-

to could paint for the next four years.

For all vedutisti, things took a turn tor

the worse in 1742. The War of the Aus-

trian Succession broke out in 1741, and

the fighting soon spread to Italy. The flow

of tourists dried up, and Canaletto turned

to views of Rome, capriccios, and vedute

ideate. He already had a big reputation in

England, where his work was owned hy

several dukes and other prestigious collec-

tors. It was probably the drop in demand at

home, however, that persuaded him to

undertake the journey to England. It has

been suggested that he went so that he

could invest his earnings with greater secu-

rity and better interest, though the inven-

tory of his possessions at his death does not

suggest that he was a rich man. In any case,

there was no shortage of commissions

awaiting him in England, though some

professed to feel that his work had gone

downhill and even doubted that he was

the real Canaletto.

His output was, to say the least, uneven.

Canaletto's biographer W. G. Constable

points out that attribution of a painting to

Canaletto depends on the basic character-

istics of handling rather than on merit. In

other words, many a painting can be at-

tributed to him on stylistic grounds even

though it may suggest a lesser artist.

Sometimes his works are easier to date

than to attribute with confidence. For in-

stance, we know that the Piazza San Mar-

co was repaved in 1723; hence Canaletto's

view showing work beginning on the new
white marble lines can be pinpointed to

that year. Similarly, the painting showing

scaffolding on the Church of the Salute

may be dated to 1719, when major repairs

were undertaken.

A hundred years ago, the going rate tor

Canaletto had risen to $2,500 (about

$20,000 in today's terms). Prices were

static between 1890 and 1920 but took off

again in 1928, when the four great views of

Venice executed tor the duke of Lucca,

which had later found their way to Tatton

Park in Cheshire, were sold for an average

of $30,000 each. By the 1960s, prices were

up to around $100,000, and since 1975

they have jumped another 200 percent to

reach a midmarket price of $330,000.

As Canaletto's pupil, Bellotto worked

for years under his uncle's shadow.
Though he had become more than profi-

A View ot the Piazzetta and the Palazzo Ducale trom the Bacino, by Kiichele Marieschi.

cient by the late 1 730s, a tew years later his

achievements were straining relations be-

tween the two men. They split up around

1744, aiid Bellotto moved on for a time to

rural scenes, in which the simple events of

a peasant's working lite enrich the land-

scape. In this new and mdividual style,

described by one critic as poetic realism,

Bellotto may almost be seen as a forerun-

ner of the Barbizon school.

It was during his long terms as court

painter to Frederick Augustus II ot Saxo-

ny, in Dresden, and to Stanislaus, the last

king ot Poland, in Warsaw, that his most

mature and moving work was produced.

And how tortunate that was, tor these two

great European cities, substantially re-

duced to rubble in the Second World War,

at least have their grandeur and beauty on

record. Bellotto's paintings not only docu-

mented in detail Warsaw's growth but also

served as authentic models for the recon-

structing of both individual buildings and

whole quarters after the war.

The charm ot his work lies in the juxta-

position ot stately edifices with vignettes

oi women hanging out the wash, others

selling rabbits and game, a printseller's

stall, or an oxcart trundling home. He too

used a camera obscura to establish his per-

THE VENETIAN VIEW PAINTERS
Recent Top Prices

(1724-1780)

The Piazzetta, Venice (1980)

View of the Piazza Navona (1986)

Santa Maria dei Miracoli, Venice (1983)

Ruined Triumphal Arch and the Pyramid of Cestius (1985)

J 768)

Entrance to the Grand Canal, Looking toward the Bacino (1985)

The Piazza San Marco, Looking West from the Campanile (1986)

Capriccio of Buildings in Whitehall (1984)

Capriccio ot Roman Ruins and Figures (1985)

The Grand Canal, Venice, Looking Northwest (1985)

(1712-1793)

Festival of Giovedi Grasso ( 1 98 1

)

Ponte di Rialto and the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi, Venice (1984)

San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice (1985)

The Bacino, Venice (1984)

(1 696-] 743)

The Piazzetta and the Palazzo Ducale from the Bacino (1986)

Santa Maria della Salute and Grand Canal, Venice (1984)

Bacino di San Marco, Venice (1980)

River Landscapes with Ruins, Figures, and Horses (pair) (1980)

Bernardo Bellotto

$618,000

$443,000

$180,000

$120,000
Caruifett()(i697-

$700,000

$660,000

$620,000

$508,000

$471,000

Francesco Guardi

$320,000

$300,000

$262,000

$240,000

Michele Marieschi

$124,000

$108,000

$ 88,000

$ 76,000
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AMERICO MARK

Winter Twilight, detail from 30" x 40" original oil by Americo Makk.

Technique captures all the warmth of freshly fallen snow, enhancing the contrast with the yellow glow from the lighted windows.

Lahaina Galleries
84S Walnce Street, SiUte 213, Lahalna, Maul, Hawaii 96761

The new Makk art book has just been released. To order, please call Lahaina Galleries toll-free. U.S.: 1-800-367-8047;

Canada: 1-800-423-8733. Both numbers: Ext. 108.
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one who knows your tastes and interests. So

being a reader of Corirtoisseur is an excellent

recommendation. By inference it tells what
your travel tastes are likely to be.

Passport is an unusual 12-page monthly let-

ter for discriminating travelers. Most of its

members have broad travel horizons and
curious minds. They know good from bad.

They are not pinching pennies. Passport tells

them about unusual and culturally in-

teresting attractions all over the world -

things which are current and up-to-date;

what's just opened in Paris, London, or Rome
last week - or what is going to open next

week. And not just cultural attractions, but

also charming new restaurants and inns that

haven't been discovered yet.

If Passport sounds appealing, we'd be

delighted to have you join us. A one-year

membership is $45, and if it's not exactly

what you expected, you'll have a full refund

anytime during the course of your
membership.

Yes, I am a Connoisseur subscriber, and I'd

like to become a Passport member.

D My check for $45 is enclosed.

D Outside the USA (airmail) $60.
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Address

City, State _ Zip.

PASSPORT, 20 N. Wacker, Chicago 60606

J.M.VV. TURNER
(1775-1851)
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%
The "Fighnng Temeraire" lugged to

her last Berth. 1838

Plate size 26" x 33" - Image size 20 " x 27"

Britain's National Gallery has just published a

superb quality, new edition. print of Turner's

beautiful marine masterpiece. This new edition

-specifically intended for American art lovers - is

printed on the finest quality paper and captures

every nuance of colour and detail in this most

evocative of all Turner's late period works.

Order by March 31 and receive a complimentdr\

Turner watercolour print.

Complete customer satisfacMon or your money bat k
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Ca residents 6".. tax

Museum Prints Unlimited
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spectives. Though it is almost essential tor

accurate representations, romantics feel

that the camera interferes with the natural

process of painting. We might indeed be

disappointed to learn that Let)nardo had

painted the Mona Lisa from a photograph,

yet to refuse the help ot any scientific

instrument that might produce a better

work of art seems somehow obtuse.

Francesco Guardi, the third of the great

CANALETTO CONX'EYS
THE SIGHTS OF VENICE—AND

ITS SOUNDS AND SMELLS.

vedutisti, was born into a family of artists.

Little is known of Domenico, his father,

except that he was a genre painter. The
Guardis had a thriving business in repro-

ductions or pastiches ot Tintoretto, Ve-

ronese, and others. With his two brothers,

Antonio and Niccolo, Francesco probably

specialized in views of Venice—for which

demand was strong, particularly after Ca-

naletto's death, in 1768. But Francesco

was emerging as an important artist in his

own right, and today the midmarket price

for his work stands at $45,000—a rise ofno
more than 60 percent since 1975.

Michele Marieschi, along with several

c)ther view painters, started out as a paint-

er ot theater scenery. Much influenced by

Canaletto, he developed a lighter, freer,

and more spontaneous style, which was

extensively copied. Firm attributions to

Marieschi are problematic, though the

midmarket price for his undisputed works

has now risen to $20,000.

The townscape was by no means invent-

ed by the Venetians. Views of a town were

found painted on the walls of villas at Pom-
peii and Herculaneum. They reappear in

Holland in the seventeenth century,

where they became a specialty of Jan van

der Heyden and Gaspar van Wittel. Arriv-

ing in Rome about 1694, van Wittel be-

came known as Vanvitelli. Later, he

moved to Venice, where his work exerted

a strong intluence on Canaletto, and
where Luca Carlevaris before him had

been a prolific , it wooden, painter ot Ve-

netian views.

It was in the next century, with Cana-

letto and his circle, that view painting

reached its zenith. Pannini and Piranesi

may have done wonders tor Rome, but an

extra something gave Canaletto and Bel-

lotto the advantage, and that something

was the magic ot Venice itself. D

Robin Diahy is the author ofThe Successful

Investor.
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PICTDRE S0URC:ES: Tatjc 5: Postcard,

ciiiirtesy collection ot Carla Barr. Pa^e 42;

(bottom ri^Ut) *' Sotheby's, 1987. Pa^e 63:

PIkUo, Harald Siind. Pajjes 62-69: Photos,

Jim McHiish/VisaKC. Paj^e 72: (top) Plu.-

to, Harald Sund. Pa^e 78: (bottom) Pho-

to, Peter Menzel. Pa^es 86-91: Photos,

Mark Hanauer/Onyx. Pa^e 86: Photo,

Baron Wolman. Pa^e 94: Photo, Harald

Sund. Pajj:e 95: Photo, Benjamin Black-

well; medium, oil on canvas; size, 72i''«" x

S9i'''u/'. Pafje 96; (top) Photo, Benjamin

Blackvvell; medium, acrylic on canvas;

size, 276" X 108"; (bottom) Unknown
Artist, Baphuon style; medium, veined

sandstone; size, female (left), H 41" x W
131/2", male (right), H 44" x W 17".

Page 97: (top) Medium, oil on panel; size,

91/:" X 12'/^"; (bottom) date, 1912; Gift

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gill through the

Patrons of Art and Music; medium, oil on

canvas; size, 25" x 30". Page 98: Medium,
oil on panel; size, 76.2 cm x 63.5 cm. Page

99: (top) Date, 1953; photo, Squidds &,

Nunns; medium, oil on canvas; size,

115*'4" X 911/4"; (bottom) Central India;

medium, sandstone; size, 31" x 26" x

14'/4". Page 101: Medium, oil on canvas;

size, 50" X 40". Page 102: Medium, oil on

panel; size, 21^4" x 15^/4". Page 103;

Detail; medium, oil t)n canvas; size, 57'/:"

X 391/4". Page 107; Photo, Baron Wol-
man. Page 108; Claes Oldenburg, Giant

Eraser, 1976; medium, concrete, stainless

steel, and aluminum; size, H 8'. Page 109;

(top right) Roy Lichtenstein, Still Life uf

Cash Box, 1976; medium, oil on canvas;

size, 70" X 54"; (bottom left) Roy Lich-

tenstein, Frolic, 1977; medium, oil on can-

vas; size, 80" X 66". Page 110: Sam Fran-

cis, Japan Line, 1957; size, 10' x 13'. Page

112; (middle left) Photo, Harald Sund.

Page 118: Culver Pictures. Page 119; (top

left to right) Movie Star News; Photo-

teque; Culver Pictures; (center left to

right) Bettmann Archive (2); courtesy of

Lucasfilm Ltd.; Movie Star News; Phott)-

teque; (bottom left to right) Phototeque;

Bettman Archive; Kobal Collection. Page

120; (bottom left) Photo, Baron Wolman.
Page 125: Photo, Peter Menzel. Page 132;

Medium, oil on canvas; size, 535/8" x

911/2". Page 134: (top) Medium, oil on
canvas; size, 47" x 6O1/2"; (bottom) size,

251/4" X 391/4"; accession number, 39. 142;

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

All rights reserved (2). Page 136: Medium,
oil on canvas; size, 47 cm x 74 cm.

SOURCES FOR "POST-HOLLYWOOD
FURNITURE"; 1. Photo, William Nettles

(piece available from Saxon-Lee Gallery).

2. Pages 120, 122, and 123; Photos,

Anthony Cunha (3); page 121: photo,

Brian Leatart (Kuhlenschmidt-Simon). 3.

Photo, Brian Leatart (Soap Plant Gallery).

4. Photo, Steve Dennie (Robert Wilhite).

5. Photo, Ingo Harney (Square One
L.A.). 6. Photo, Ingo Harney (Syndesis

Studio). 7. Photo, Brian Leatart (BAM
Construction). 8. Photo, Ingo Harney
(Whitely Gallery). 9. Photo, Brian Leatart

(Whitely Gallery). 10. Photo, courtesy

Philip Agee (Philip Agee).

Elegance
speaks softly

The Rape of the Sabines
by
Giambologna

The 16th century original is in the

Loggia dei Lanzi in Florence. Its three

figures united in a spiraling design, lead

the eye around and upward with unfor-

gettable beauty on all sides. The two

reproductions are made from oxolyte,

resembling the original Carrara marble

in weight, feel, and appearance.

261/2" on marble base .... $576 ppd.

19"onmarble"base $206 ppd.

Check, Visa, MC.

The Eleganza Collection, an art book
color catalog for $5. 230 items, pic-

tures, history, comments. Refundable

with purchase.

Importers of Fine Statuary

Magnolia Village • 3217 W. Smith #29

Seattle, WA 98199 • (206) 283-0609
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UP ^ COMING

ill \
SOLID TALENT (BRITISH, TOO)

After a skirl ot bagpipes, a whimsical trib-

ute to his Scottish heritage, Alistair Dun-

can Blair nervously motioned his first

model to go onstage. It was his very first

fashion show. She wore a soft red cape,

which swirled over a matching coat with

an easy, controlled shape. As she paused

in the spotlight at the head of the runway,

the applause exploded.

Soon the fashion critic Bernadine Mor-

ns was writing in the New York Times, "His

elegantly stylish fall and winter cloth :s

have captured the new mood of British

fashion." Blair was off and running.

Within a few months, he was greeting

customers on the selling floor of Saks Fifth

Avenue, which launched his clothes in

the United States. .A.s Ellin Saltzman, the

Skin-care
queen, brit-couture,

musical glass

store's senior vice-president and

fashion director, said at the time,

"Most of the British fashions we
see are put together with spit and

masking tape, but these styles are

beautifully tailored, the way Brit-

ish clothes for women used to he

for years and years."

Blair's second collection, for

spring, is coming into the stores

right now. This time it is his short

taffeta dresses, in such colors as

orange, turquoise, and pink, as

well as crepe de chine blazers and

coats, that are attracting atten-

tio 1. And again, it is the quality of

the workmanship that has drawn

cheers from such retailers as Mar-

tha Phillips of Martha's, in New
York and Palm Beach.

"British designers, especially

the young ones, seem more con-

cerned about making fashion state-

ments than with making clothes

that will work," says Martha, as

she IS known. "Blair's clothes have

style, but you can also turn them

inside out and admire how they are

put te^gether."

Blair was always confident about

his designs, but finding the workers

who care about their craft pre-

sented big problems in his getting

started. From the beginning, in 1985, he

was aware that he had to make quality

clothes in good fabrics in order to allow

London to compete with Paris and Milan

as a fashion center.

Days before he secured the backing of

Peder Bertelsen, a Danish industrialist

with an interest in fashion, he went to see

Geoffrey Beene in New York with his port-

folio)—just in case. Beene remembers the

incident: "1 looked through about half of

It, and it wasn't necessary to see the rest.

He had wonderful taste. 1 asked him when
he wanted to come to work tor me, and he

Above: Turquoise silk taffeta dress called

"Boheme," with red underlining. Right:

Strapless orange silk tiiffeta ni^nher that Bkiir

has mimed "Brazil-
'

said there was a chance of having his own
company. I said, 'Go for it.'

"

At thirty, Blair has had considerable

experience in his business. After graduat-

ing from St. Martin's School of Art, in

London, he worked with Marc Bohan at

Christian Dior for a year and then with

Hubert de Givenchy for two years. He
assisted Karl Lagerfeld for five years, three

of them with Chloe in Paris and two work-

ing on the KL collection in New York.

Observing the new climate of British

fashion, David Sassoon of Bellville-Sas-

soon, clothiers to the royal family for more

than twenty years, recalls the days when
London fashion meant mainly pop and

punk paraphernalia. "Now, young design-

ers are beginning to realize that exhibi-

tionist styles mav have brought people to
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UP & i:OMING
London to gawk, but the clothes must be

well made it they are to sell," he says.

"There's a bi<i cleanup j::oinK on." If he's

right, Alistair Blair is wielding the

brooni. —Pcrdrix

THOSE LONG,
FLUTING NOTES

Among the fashionable topics of conversa-

tion just over two centuries ago, according

to Oliver Goldsmith's novel The Vicar of

Wakefield, were pictures, taste. Shake-

^peare—and the glass harmonica.

The eerie instrument of musical glasses

enjoyed a vogue in Europe between 1746,

when Gluck played a

Concerto in D in Lon-

don, and the 1830s.

Having afterward fallen

into relative obscurity,

it is now making a r -

markable comeback. In

its most basic form the

instrument is a series of

water-filled vessels one

plays by running a wet

finger along their rims.

In 1761 Benjamin
Franklin lined the glass

cups up on a central rod,

and thereby invented a^

more practical instru-S'

ment for virtuoso per-zi

formance—the versions'
<

now coming back intof

use- -which he dubbed §*-

the armonica. Beetho-

ven, Donizetti, and
Haydn wrote music for it, and one of

Mozart's many marvels, the Quintet K.

617, provides the instrument its greatest

challenge. Fraiiz Mesmer used the glass

harmonica in his experiments in animal

magnetism. Goethe heard in its tones the

"heart's blood of the world." The instru-

ment, which makes a series of long, fluting

sounds, was said to drive the people who
played it mad; this may account for its

decline. Between the 1830s and the pres-

ent, the glass harmonica has popped up

sporadically here and there, but interest

has t)n the whole been meager. Most re-

cently, in the late 1950s the German \ir-

tuoso Bruno Hoffman, who preferred the

box of tuned glasses to Franklin's inven-

tion, made a few recordings, and Beverly

Sills chose the glass harmonica to accom-

pany her cadenza in her 1974 recording of

Lucia di Lammermoor's mad scene. Joan
Sutherland's new bel canto album (Lon-

don) contains an aria from Donizetti's //

Castello de Kenilworth that features a dul-

cet obbligato for glass harmonica.

The recent revival of interest is cen-

tered in New England around the man
who has made it possible, Gerhard Finken-

beiner of Waltham, Massachusetts. Al-

though his principal business is glassblow-

ing for the semiconductor industry, four

years ago, intrigued by the history of the

glass harmonica, Finkenbeiner studied

blueprints in Berlin, visited surviving glass

harmonicas in Boston's Museum of Fine

Arts and the Corning Museum, and built a

prototype. Since then he has manufac-

tured twenty additional instruments,

ranging from a small, tourteen-cup "home

ym

Vera Me^^er seduces sonorous notes from a i^lass harmonica

model" ($500) to a $30,000 "concert

grand," which is larger and Kiuder.

Finkenbeiner says composers have

bought his glass harmonicas, and people

who want to lecture about Benjamin

Franklin, and musicians who just happen

to like the instrument's sweet, penetrat-

ing, and hypnotic sound. Among Finken-

beiner's first customers was \'era Meyer,

thirty, a grand-niece of the musicologist

Willi Appel who is a computer-systems

support specialist in a company concen-

trating on hospital information systems.

Meyer has played Mozart in recital at MIT,

and "Over the Rainbow" and the theme

from Chariots oj Fire on the street in Har-

vard Square. She has performed the na-

tional anthem for '76ers in Philadelphia,

entertained schoolchildren, and given

demt)nstrarions in California. "New Ag-

ers," she says, "pick up on the glass har-

monica and freak out."

.A \ irtuoso colleague, Kenneth Pio-

trowski of Newmarket, New Hampshire,

has beeii compiling a catalogue ot wt)rks

composed tor the glass harmonica; so far

he has discovered more than 300 of them.

And Meyer herself has founded Glass Mu-
sic International, an organization of glass-

harmonica enthusiasts that holds an an-

nual international festival. "The instru-

ment deserves attention," Meyer says.

"There was a day when it was more popular

than the violin!" —Richard Dyer

GAZELLE LEAPS IN
White women wrinkle; black women
don't—at least not as much or as fast. Yet,

for years, women of color have been laying

on skin-care products

specifically designed for

Caucasian complexions

—emulsifiers, moistur-

izers, and so on. And for

years nobody has both-

ered to ask if that was

such a good idea. This

turns out to have been a

big mistake, because

black women face an

entirely different set of

skin problems— pig-

ment discoloration,

dead-cell accumula-
tion, and greater oili-

ness. The pouring of

moisturizing oils on
nonwhite skin is, in

fact, more harmful than

helpful. Hence, Brazil-

ians, Hispanics, Afri-

cans, Indians, Orien-

tals—the two-thirds of the world that isn't

white—have been stuck with the wrong

treatment.

All that is beginning to change, with

new research in the area; and one pioneer

m the change is Patricia French, a thirty-

year-old black ex-model from the United

States who lives in Paris. With the aid o{

the Senegalese chemist Amale Ayad,

French started work on the project in

1983. This April the result, a line of skin-

care products with the brand name
Gazelle, will be available throughout the

United States.

The line includes traditional treat-

ments, such as makeup remover and facial

cleanser, specially adapted to nonwhite

women, along with treatments that solve

problems unique to colored complexions,

such as cellular tone balancer (to create an

even allover skin colc)ring). A need for

these products became obvious to French

when she was on a trip to Africa in 1 980, as

a model promoting a well-known line of
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ONE MARKET PLAZA,
ONE MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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PALM DESERT
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CAUFORNIA 92260

LAUCHUN
Light and shadow,

serenity, and

richness of texture

are trademarks of

his well-known

impressionist oil

paintings.

His work is on

display in bo\h

galleries, and a

reception will be

held in

Carmel

February 14, 1987

Palm Desert

March 14, 1987

(408)624-8314
Phone For Your

Brochure and bivitation



UP & COMING

Above; Patricia French, a lon^ may from

AtLinta, in her Paris office.

Behnv: Her color-conscious cosmetics.

cosmetics for black women. She recalls

that the Africans responded poorly: "It

was just a line ofCaucasian products with a

little extra brown or red added in, not

sor.iething specifically researched for our

needs." The needs, French discovered,

were great. "Some women in Africa were

having such discoloration problems," she

says, "that they were using Clorox to

bleach their skin."

Although a neophyte in the field,

French has quickly become an authority

on black skin care, being consulted by and

quoted in prominent fashion magazines.

In her green Ungaro jacket with black vel-

vet lapels, French herself looks like her

own ideal consumer, whom she defines as

"a sophisticated international woman who

is not looking at the Cauca-

sian as the only model of beau-

ty."

Her elegant office is five

floors above Paris's Avenue
Hoche—a long way from
Warner Robins, the small

town in Georgia where she

was born. "It was so small,"

she laughs, "that the street-

lights went on at 6:00 P.M. and

shut off for the evening at 7:20

P.M." She came to Paris to

study art, and switched to de-

signing jewelry and modeling

before creating Gazelle Inter-

national.

Priced at from $16.50 to

$42, the Gazelle line will be

selling at upscale department

stores like Galeries Lafayette

^ in Paris, Marshall Field's in

S Chicago, Rich's in Atlanta,

5 and other fine stores in Lon-

5 don, Washington, and New
§ York. If all goes as planned for

^ her company, French says, she

will next produce a hair-care line, then

color cosmetics, and possibly a skin treat-

ment for men. —Robert GoLihert;

THE BIG CAT PURRS
If a Rolls-Royce debut is like a coronation,

that of a Jaguar is like the coming ofage of a

debonair, randy prince. What makes this

April's American debut of Jaguar's new
model XJ6 even more portentous is that it

is the British auto maker's first luxury se-

dan to be introduced in more than twenty

years. Insiders know, also, that on this car

is staked Jaguar's future.

It seems only a scant handful ofyears ago

that SirJohn Egan took over the company,

at the brink of bankruptcy. Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher gave Egan the word

—

there would be no bailout. The company
would have to stand on its own, or go

under. By instituting strict quality, quanti-

ty, and timing controls, he led Jaguar back

into the black. Its XJ6 Series 111 luxury

sedans laid to rest the Jaguar's reputation

as a temperamental performer and proved

that the company could build automobiles

that were not only fast and stylish but reli-

able as well. Introducing the new XJ6
while the current model is hot is a risky

nunc. If the new cat doesn't live up to the

expectations set by its predecessor, it could

send Jaguar crashing.

So, what is the new model like.' First

impression: it has a straighter, more linear

look than its predecessor. Many details

have been changed: the "eyelidded"

rounded front headlights are history, for

example, replaced by a more contempo-
rary-, rectangular face; and the slope from

the hood is less dramatic. But these and

other mc")dificatic^ns have been made in the

interest of streamlined aerodynamics

—

and of achieving a more unified body con-

struction. Although up-to-the-minute ro-

bots with giant, insectlike mechanical

arms may spray-paint and weld, each car

gets a lot of human-hand care, too. To
upholster and panel each car, an expert

cuts calfskin and tits gold-inlaid walnut

panels to the console, dash, and doors.

The dashboard has an array of computer-

ized displays, and the transmission can

switch between manual and automatic,

depending on the driver's preference.

Through each step oi production, a strict

diary is kept as a constant quality-control

monitor, an essential measure for a compa-
ny that offers a comprehensive three-year,

36,000-mile warranty.

The car is powered by an all-aluminum,

3.6-liter six-cylinder engine. That, to-

gether with rack-and-pinion power steer-

The new ]aguar X}6 has straighter Unes hut

a lower crouch.

ing and a new rear self-leveling indepen-

dent suspension system, makes the XJ6 an

agile performer. I test-drove the new mod-
el in Scotland and found it the epitome of

comfort—both at 30 mph and at 120. It

offers a reassuring ride. As we were slip-

ping along a verdant countryside at a silk-

en 75 mph, a sheep on a rain-stained road

prompted a sudden stop, and the antilock

braking system gave a flawless perfor-

mance. The Scottish roads, with their sud-

den climbs, narrow turns, and descents,

tested the car's road-holding to the full. It

came through magnificently. The new car

will sell for up to $40,000, depending on

how many of the extras you choose.

Edited by Melik Kaylan
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Scene Three represents the new contemporary. It is boldanddaring; blending

a dash ofart deco with a taste ofhigh tech. The luxurycomesfrom myrtle burl
veneer framedin black lacquer, smooth andalive to the touch. Su(^ a synthesis

ofelegant engineering andsensuous styling makes Scene Three a new classic

for a new age. 7b view the diningandbedroom collection, we inviteyou to visit

an authorizedHenredon dealer. For a Scene Three brochure, send$3.00 to

Henredon,Dept.Q27,Morganton,NC 28655.

For those who value excellence.

Henredon
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JTligh-goal players.

High-spinted ponies. High-

style adventure. It's the

United States Polo Associa-

tion's Rolex Gold Cup.

A herald of the renais-

sance oi American polo, The

Cup has become one of the

U.S.RA.'s most highly re-

garded events.

Last year, more con-

tenders galloped tor The
Gold than any other tourna-

ment in its class.

Sixteen teams and sixt\'-

four players charged, jostled,

swirled and swung their way
through htteen grueling

matches.

They thundered over the

turt ot the Palm Beach Polo and Countrv

Club, rotating six

hundred thorough-

bred horses in the

course ot the thirteen-

day contest.

A competition at-

hcionados consider

one oi the most presti-

gious, Its renown

has attracted the

hnest players

from across

The Rolex Gold Cup:
Galloping into

1 ld<poios ne^vgoiaen age
ning, the true glon' ot \'ictor\

It has added

new lustre to a

game so ancient,

Its histoi^' IS lost

in legend. Tam-

the United States and as manv as

a dozen ditlerent nations. "fl

The Rolex Gold Cup has ^
also become a s\'mbol ot su-

preme sportsmanship, one
whose reward is ol a higher or-

der—the pure honor ot win-

erlane is said

to ha\'e

been
Its patriarch Danuss Persian cav-

alr\', we re told, pla\'ed it. It was the

national sport of I6th-centun' In-

dia, EgN'pt, China and Japan. The

British redisco\ered and named it

in 1857.

The linking ol polo and Rolex

IS uniqueK' appropriate. Both

sponsor and sport personify rug-

ged erace. Each is an arbiter ol the

art ot timing. m
ROLEX

Dtilc'/iu't Oy,<t(r Perpdiiiil Chivnonulcr in ,>taiiili;<,< .'led iiitt^ I8kl qoL^ u-ilh Jiilnlcc bracelet.

Write for hroehure. Ro/e.v W'ate/^ I'.S.A.. Inc.. Depl. 000, Role.x BinUHnq, 66"^ Fifth Aiviute. .\eu- Yori:, .Xeu' York l0022-'i58).

iT m6 Role.x Which I ISA.. Inc.

Dateiust, Oyster Perpetual, Jubilee are trademarks
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21 CONNOISSEUR'S WORLD Our year V; a

quest for Korean antiques; modem art in

trouble; Tintin's last adventure; Abboud
fashions; trout at its best

44 AUCTIONS A bestiary of books;

Krupp's last hoard

52 THE LIVELY ARTS Intimations of Vin-

cent van Gogh's ghost

S9 B IS FOR BEAUTIFUL The jewels of

Marina B. are extravagant, intricate, daz-

zling, by Caroline Seebohm

72 FROM ROYAL ALBUMS A first look at

the photographs that really interested

Queen Victoria and her descendants, by

Gail Buckland

7<S WHOSE ART IS IT, ANYWAY? Thoughts

Stirred by the ethnographic treasures ot the

British Museum, by Michael Pye

86 NUMBERS GAME Two Rolls-Royces

claim to be the oldest. One isn't.

88 THE POET OF COLOR Why a top mu-

seum honors Manuel Canovas's designs in

the decorative arts, by Nancy Moving and

Patricia Corbett

66 DIDIER'S DOMAINS Lessons from Di- ^^^2 IN SEARCH OF AUGUST WILSON Ashy
dier Aaron, one of the world's top art deal- genius transforms American theater, by

ers and decorators, by Leon Harris Ishmael Reed

OH MEAN STREETS In Alan Wolfson's

New York, by Dt)novan Moore

102 STARQUALITY The making of a great

chef, by William Rice

iiXi PACKARD'S TRIUMPH How an Amer-

ican went about collecting great Japanese

art, by Michael Shapiro

112 THE GLORY OF ALSACE Few places of-

fer more art, architecture, gastronomy, or

scenery, by G. Y. Dryansky

12C INVESTOR'S FILE Chessmen

126 WINE Good buys in bad years

\^<} UP&COMING Four Aussie designers,

an artist in glass, a classical clarinetist
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M E T R O P O L I TA IV TOWER

The issue is not affording the best. The issue is finding the best.

N<i\\
read\ to welcome vou to

Metropolitan Twer is the finest residen-

tial stafTol any condominuini in New ^ork.

Exen" member has been earetnilv chosen

with tJie same unswening locus upon tjiudi-

ty evident throughout the entire building.

You will find all of them gi'acious. helpful

and genuinelv concerned with making vour

life here truly satisfying.

The first person to welcome you to

Metropolitan Tow er will be John Ackeniian.

building manager, who will make certain

that e\enthing aliout \ our new home meets

your expectations.

Operations superintendent. Elmer
Simon, supenises the staff otniaintenance

men, porters, valet, sen ice car operators,

doomien. lobby attendants and concierge.

Our 24 hour concierge desk is headed

by attractive. multi-lin<jutilC"ynthia Hsiuii"

w ho can arrange for evemhing from put-

ting fresh flowei"s in vour apanment to leas-

ing a private jet. She also oversees the w ine

cellar, chauffeurs waiting lounge in the

garage, and our communications center.

The staff of our private dining club on

the 33rd floor, will be superMsed bv Lon
Sulkoski of Taste .\lliance. Here a fine chef,

wine steward and staff of waiters will attend

vou. .\nd our fitness club will be managed
with equal attention to vour needs.

One. two. and three bedroom apart-

ments from $328,000 to $2,000,000.

146 WEST 57 STREET. NE\\ ^ORK. N.\. ON SITE SALES OFFICE. B\ APPOINTMENT ONLY (212) 432-5700.

Builder/Developer; Ham .Macklowe. Sponsor; Canen .Xssociates. Marketing and Sales (Consultant: M.J. Raynes, hic. Offering by

prospectus only. This offering is being made in NY State. \^ e are pleased to announce that this offering plan has been declared effective.
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Roam Europe In

CuNARD Luxury-Classic,
ContemporaryOr\Xcht-Like.

Now Cunard otters you a choice o(

Europe's most picturest]ue and
hard-to-reach ciesttnations in one to

three weeks—aboard the one-and-

only Queen Elizabeth 2, the classic

Vistafjord, or the y^cht-like Sea

Goddess 11.

Only Cunard offers three

excitingly different types of

sailing luxury.

QE2 will resume service in May, fol-

lowing a six-month, $150-million

transformation: an all-new Sports

Centre and outdoor Jacuzzi® Whirl-

pool Baths; redesigned restaurants

and a main ballroom with riered

seating; an international range of

luxury bouriques; an expanded IBM
Personal Computer Centre and a

new executive Business Centre; and
20-channel satellite TV capability.

With all this and more—a complete
casino, disco under the Magrodome
and the famed "Golden Door Spa at

Sea"®—QE2 is Tomorrow's Super-

Liner Today.'"

On Vistafjord, you enjoy the

classic cruise experience at its best-
highly personalized service; unhur-
ried, single-sitting dining; and free

access to the celebrated "Golden
Door Spa at Sea/"- with indoor and
outdoor pools, a sauna, gym and
Jacuzzi® Whirlpool Baths.

Appealing even to those who
might never have cruised. Sea God-

dess II offers the freedoms and plea-

sures of a private yacht shared by
never more than 58 couples with

similar backgrounds and tastes.

Dine when and with whtim you
please, or even opt to be served

course by course in the privacy of

your suite-room.

Europe's best in 5 to 22 days!

From May through November, QE2
offers cruises of a week or two from
Southampton to Iberia, the Canary
Islands or West Africa. Vistafjord

sails for one to three weeks from
Hamburg, Southampton, Genoa,
Naples, Venice or Marseilles to the

best ports in Scandinavia, the North
Cape, the Baltic, the Black Sea, the

Meciiterranean and Western
Europe. With sailings to or from
Malaga, Monte Carlo and Venice,

Sea Goddess II offers cruises of

seven to 11 nights, sailing to pictur-

esque yacht harbors and ports not

frequented by larger ships.

Convenient air/sea packages,
cruise combinations.

These Cunard cruises offer money-
saving air/sea packages and special

low-cost Concorde options. Com-
bining cruises or combining a cruise

with a QE2 tiansatlantic crossing

can also result in significant savings.

Consult your tiavel agent.

QE2 registered in Great Britain, Vistafjord registered in

the Bahamas, Sea Goddess II registered in Norway,

Cunard, Box WV, Farmingdale, NY 11737.

Rush me, free, the brochure(s):

D Vistafjord & QE2 Europe Cnusa, including

Sea Goddess Life '87 (Q872)
n QE2 Traiisallautic (Q910)

Send me the following videotape{s). I

enclose a check for $7.95 each, payable to

"Vacations on Video." (Arizona residents,

add 6.3 percent sales tax.)

D Vistafjord video D Sea Goddess videt)

D QE2 video (available Summer, 1987)

n VHS version D BETA version

M-l IRAVI^I A(,EM
K-35060

1986 CUNARD

Queen Elizabeth 2 Sagafjord Vistafjord Sea Goddess I Sea Goddess II
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GOLD
FROM THE GILBERT COLLECTION
an exhibition organized by the Los Anpfeles Count)' Museum ofArt

March 17-April II, 1987

Hours: Monday-Friday 10:00 to 6:00, Saturday 11:00 to 5:00

Admission $6.00 inchtdinq illustrated qitide to the collection

To benefit: Memorial Sloan-IQtteiiriq Cancer Center
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AT THE SERVICE OF MONARCHS, LUMINARIES, STATESMEN
AND MERE PERFECTIONISTS SINCE 1764

inue Bullocks Wilshire Garfinckers



1988

La XIV^ Biennale

Internationale

des Antiquaires

will be held as usual at

the Grand Palais in Paris

from 22 September to 10 October 1988

The Catalogue of the XIII^Biennale

Internationale

des

Antiquaires

is still

available

It is an important reference book
for Art lovers and collectors.

It is an Album because it contains

977 pages of which 796 are in colour.

Here are also photographs of the

most beautiful pieces shown. And special

items well documented. It remains a Catalogue,

giving the adresses of the exhibitors-antiquarians.

The cost of the catalogue is $ 75 and includes postage and packing.

Cheques/money orders payable to SYNDICAT NATIONAL DES ANTIQUAIRES
11, rue Jean-Mermoz, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE.
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How to make family wealth work for you.

C. S. Hapgood. Jr.

President

Miller and Norburn. Inc.. Durham, N.C.

Mr. Hapgood with a BMW Alpina conversion, above, and Porsche 911 Carrera. behind

WOur business is importing parts for

some of the world's finest high-perform-
ance automobiles. I needed a bank
creative enough to use my family trust to

generate working capital.99

Being flexible, imaginative and fast

in meeting unusual financial needs is

a hallmark of our brand of personal
service.

W Their tremendous knowledge of taxation
helps minimize income and estate taxes-

especially important for my children. 99

Expert tax counsel—for instance, the

use of gift tax provisions and lifetime

exclusions— is a priority at U.S. Trust.
*i As our high-performance car business

grows, so does the need for a bank that

delivers investment performance.99

If you want a bank that puts your
wealth to work for you and your family,

contact Rodney I. Woods, Senior Vice

President, United States Trust Company,
45 WaU Street, New York. NY 10005.
Telephone: (212) 806-4444.

US-Trust
When you do something very well

you simply cannot do It for everyone.



CONNOISSEUR^S WORLD

MY EYE b\ Thonus Hoxing

Five Years AND
Growinq
Aci>nnoisseur is one who knows and

loves that which is j^ood, heautitul,

uncommon, and interesting^—
everything that is the best ot its kind

and, above all, genuine."

That's a classic definition of the species,

as written by the critic Andre Simon. If I

were to add anything to the characteriza-

tion, I'd say that today's connoisseur delib-

erately seeks out excellence in a wide

diversity of experiences: from Rembrandt

to Ruhlmann, from Mo:art to Meursault,

from the glories ot the ancient world to the

intricacies of modern electronics, from

contemporary architecture that's more

than just a pretty ta(;ade to jewelry that sur-

passes embellishment.

In the five years since Connoisseur

moved from England to the United States,

we have tried, with all the arrogant confi-

dence typical of every connoisseur, to

become the embodiment of the amended
definition. We challenged ourselves to be

nothing less than the guide to the civilized

world, seeking out what's truly the best,

not simply what's expensive, flashy,

trendy, or snobby, as others do so routine-

ly. Connoisseur is on the lookout for what

endures and what possesses that funda-

mental ingredient of authenticity. In pro-

files such as those of the shoe designer Rog-

er Vivier (in our December 1986 issue)

and of the skating coach Carlo Fassi (July

1986), we focus on people who are really

making it happen, not on those who hire

public-relations geniuses to proclaim that

they are. We find true artists—including,

this past year, some hardly known Native

Americans, plus Nancy Graves and Ken
Davies—not the phonies who pass every

month through the art world's sausage

grinder. We delight in puncturing inflated

balloons in any field, whether they in-

volve over-venerated figures like Bernard

MARCH 1987

Berenson (October 1986) or the tradition-

al wisdom that all it takes to acquire great

art is money (December 1986).

Now, all this means teamwork. We
count heavily on the talents o( a large

group of writers and photographers

—

people with a point of view and judgment.

And we depend on the contributions of a

strong staff. Does any other magazine have

a proofreader with a Ph. D. ? And let me
call attention to our researchers. Accuracy

is a ne plus ultra around here, and every

fact is double-checked, a process that

seems to be going out of style these days.

Connoisseur is full of surprises—deliber-

ately so. We know that although our sub-

ject is elegant, it is not above criticism.

We do not dash around trying to discover

controversy, but when we encounter it, we
will relay what we discover. Readers like to

learn the facts: that museums can be places

as full of backbiting and poor judgment as

the White House; that our times are a

golden age for art forgers and smugglers; in

short, that we live in an art-struck age. We
report the truth when grand ht)tels are not

so grand and when luxury limousines lose

their looks. Conversely, we are always

ready to stick our necks out and report on
important innovations that promise to

change the fields of food and fashion, de-

sign and interior decorating.

Is there room for improvement.' You
bet! Sometimes, we concentrate too hard

on the lofty and the exotic. Every so often

we can fall too much in love with the inac-

cessible and go off to a sooty temple in

Indonesia, or promote too ardently a

recherche movie by an emigre director.

We're learning that Connoisseur shouldn't

always take its readers to the unattainable.

It is nice to ski in Chamonix, but we know
that Snowbird, in Utah, is pretty chal-

lenging, too. A meal at Paris's super-

exclusive Taillevent (where you have the

impression you have tt^ apply for French

citizenship to get a dinner reservation) is

great, but we do not want to scant the fresh

produce in Seattle. Let's by all means

enjoy golfon a private course by jack Nick-

laus while not forgetting the pleasures of

more-public links.

As we turn five, Andre Simon's will

continue to be our criteria, and our readers

will continue to be guided to the best and

the genuine—the classics. Now, too, we
shall guide with greater frequency to

what's up and coming, those fascinating

about-to-be classics. Whatever the case,

our subjects will continue to be exciting,

beautiful, genuine, and—here's some-

thing else Simon didn't think of—fun. n

MARCH 1987 21
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THE MERCEDES-BENZ S-CLASS

AND THE MYSTIQUE OF THE "BIG MERCEDES."

From era to era o\cv the decades, leu aiilo-

mobile series have been accorded the adiiiira-

lioii vert!;iii^ on awe thai surroimds iIk

premier sedans of Mercedes-Benz.

Shown in descending

order at left are examples

dating from 1955 to 1963

tol972tothel987S-Class

sedan in the foreground. The

"big Mercedes," they are poi )-

ularly called. Not so much

in tril)ute to their size—substantial

but never excessive—as to theii- j)rowess.

PoweHul in a silky way, baronially comfortable

rather than garishly luxurious, a big Mercedes

manages to blend the dignity of a limousine

with what one journal terms "'the innate ability

to leap yawning stretches of landscape in

single, effortless bounds." The big sedan as

marathoner, in brief. With the stamina to

endlessly devour the miles on any highway in

the world, at a pace that might exhaust the

drivers of lesser cars. If not the cars

themselves.

A big Mercedes of any era is remark-

able. The current series, the S-Class, is the

most remarkable yet. For its choice of three

models, crowned by the 5.6-liter gasoline V-8

56()SKL. For one ol the slip|)eriest aero-

dynamic shapes ever bestowed on a large

s(Hlan. For its library (luiet within 100

sumptuous cubic feet of living space.

For its brilliant use of electronics

—to activate its Anti-lock

Braking System (ABS), for

example. And to deploy its

Supplemental Restraint

System (SRS)—with drivers-

side air bag and front seat

)elt emergency tensioning retractors

—within a fraction of a second of a major

frontal impact.

And at root, it represents Mercedes-

Benz: no mere assemblage of trendy tech-

nological hardware but a specimen of auto-

motive integrity. In every seam and sinew, in

every glossy inch of its hand-iiibbed finish.

To drive an S-Class sedan is to

partake of one of the timeless motoring tradi-

tions. More important, it is to experience a

synthesis of high performance antl high refine-

ment matched by no other automobile.

Engineered like no other car in the world

Hi 1987 Merceilf^-llrnz .,f \.A.. Iiu , . Monlvdii-. ».l



When you were
12 years old you hod oil

the vitolily you needed.
So did your skin.

As you get older vour skin

con lose radiance despite

ttie best ot skin care tiabits

Stress from over-work, trav-

el, life-style pressures, tior-

monal ctionges and ttie

environment oil cause skin

cells to retain toxins that rob

your skin of its natural

vitality

But SfendtialsBio-2 Vitality

Accelerator is a second

chance for your skin

As soon as you apply it,

you'll see on immediate

brightening of your skin

color The dull, seeming

greyness disappears, your

pores tighten, and your skin

feels smooth and relaxed

But more important, with

regular and repeated use

once in the morning and

once ot night, Bio-2 com-

pletely revitalizes your skin

and its natural radiance is

restored

It happens this way Bio-2s

notural ingredients penetrate

deep within your skin and

your oxygen intake is

increased This improves

your cells' circulation,

allowing their residual toxins

to be released dnd cell

regeneration to begin And

because your skin is freed of

Its toxins, your skin is

returned to its healthy state

and your regular skin core

program is able to work at

optimum level

Stendhal's Bio-2 Vitality

Accelerator is, from your

very first use, a second

chance for your skin.

Stendhal

Stendhal
Asecond chance

for ycur skin
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CONNOISSEUR'S WORLD
Native American
Painting in Phoenix
An exhibition ot 136 choice examples ot

Native American paintings with cere-

monial themes by Apache, Navaho, Rio

Grande Pueblo, and Hopi artists, entitled

"When the Rainbow Touches Down," is

currently on view (through April 19) at

Phoenix's Heard Museum and will travel

to the Southwest Museum, in Los An-
geles, on May 29.

It is an unusual, in-depth presentation

of a native art form that developed as a

result of collaboration between Indians

and Anglos. Leslie Van Ness Denman, a

San Franciscan who began visiting the

American Southwest regularly in the

1920s, personally encouraged local In-

dians to take up studio painting—not pre-

viously an indigenous tradition—as a

means of interpreting their way ot life to

Anglos in a marketable format. She col-

lected their work during the thirties, for-

ties, and fifties and further helped to

revive and popularize Native American

culture by persuading the federal govern-

ment to establish the Indian Arts and

Crafts Board (now under the aegis of the

Department of the Interior, which became
the beneticiary^ ot her collection) and orga-

nizing artists' cooperatives and major exhi-

bitions of Indian painting.

Perhaps the most notable artist to

emerge from this context was Fred Kabo-

tie, a Hopi who was a close friend of Den-
man's. Employing transparent watercolor

washes, he placed illusionistic tigures in

abstract space to depict kachina dance cer-

emonies of the Hopi pueblos with great

vigor, economy, and subtlety. Other im-

portant Indian painters in the show in-

clude Alfonso Roybal (Awa Tsireh), Otis

Polelonema, Harrison Begay, Jimmy Tod-

dy (Beatian Ya::), Gilbert Atencio (Wah
Peen), and Joe Hilario Herrera (See Ru).

Tr\ntie Van Ness Seymour, curator of

the show, is the great-great-niece of Mrs.

Denman. She located and interviewed

twenty-three living artists of the tifty rep-

resented in the Denman collection (as

well as many of their friends and relatives)

and asked them to comment about the

works, extending in this way her great-

great-aunt's wish to enhance our under-

White man's techniques, our art: Aljonso Roybal s Kossa (clowns) on a Bull (1935).

^A
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Fred Kabode's Tsamaheeya (ca. 1930-35).

standing of Native Americans by having

them speak for themselves. Videotapes of

eight of these interviews are included in

the show, along with many Indian artifacts

from the Heard's collection that reflect the

art in the paintings. Seymour's effort thus

represents a pilgrimage into her own past

and at the same time that of these artists,

and this should greatly enrich the appre-

ciation oi those who go to see these

remarkable paintings. —Barbara Braun

Will AN IsozAKi

Grow in Brooklyn?

Home
ot some 1 . 5 million art objects,

the Brooklyn Museum has always

done things in a big way. In 1893, a

competition was held to find archi-

tects for a building that would have

outsized every other museum in existence,

had it been completed. Unfortunately,

only one-sixth of the grandiose structure

planned by McKim, Mead &. White was

built before funds ran out. The collection

has been crammed into this fraction of an

art palace ever since.

Now that Brooklyn is back on the map
after several decades of doldrums, the

ambitious Robert T. Buck, director of the

museum, hopes to repeat history, but with

a difference. Once again, an architectural

competition has been staged, calling for a

vast master plan to revitalize, renovate,

and enlarge the existing premises. Amid
much publicity, five architects were given

$50,000 each and just ten weeks to come
up with something spectacular. Not for

Buck and his panel of distinguished jurors

the safe, unassuming beaux arts extensions

proposed by three of the architects. The
winning designers were Arata Isozaki,

fresh from the triumphant opening of the

Museum of Contemporary Art in Los .'\n-

geles, and Duncan Hazard of James Stew-

art Polshek &. Partners, ofNew York City.

Proposing a flip side to the neoclassical

original, the Isozaki-Polshek team drew up

plans for the latest in neomodem monu-
mentality, impressively combining the

grand illusions of the past—including a

for the museum, describes it as "a bold

design for bold steps.

"

Others suggest that the choice (and the

entire competition, which will be the sub-

ject of a book by Rizzoli Publishers) was

more shrewd than bold and had much to

do with fund-raising. The 681,500-

square-foot project is expected to cost at

least $100 million, at a time when, as one
curator pur it, "they can't even buy us yel-

low pads." After all, Isozaki is the archi-

tect of the hour, whose L.A. museum first

horrified trustees and then galvanized

them into raising money. "It's like a pow-

erhouse combination for fund-raising,"

says Douglas Davis, the architecture critic

for Neivsweek magazine. "You couldn't

think of a better package. If Isozaki is too

flashy for some donors, then you've got

Polshek as the good, gray—and serious

—presence." The onlv question remain-

ing is, will it get built or will it suffer the

same fate as the original? To which Pol-

shek replies, "Anything could happen.

There is no real schedule; it's a very long-

range plan." At the vers- least, two-sixths

of a museum would be better than one.

—Julie lovme

Ji^^-- Jtf.5

•.^ti-.JBE.«'Pi-'j1

TiNTiN'S Last
Adventure

Japan's best-known architect iron the Brooklyn Museum competition. The

next step is raismg $100 million. Above: The scale model; left, elevation.

truncated obelisk and col-

umned porches—with the

clean glass surfaces of mod-

ernism. Polshek was good

enough to provide an ex-

planation for his ream's

success: "We were the only

architects that evolved a

twenty-first-century ex-

pression out of a nine-

teenth-century building."

Richard Pierce, spokesman

Notwithstanding competition from the

opening of the $100 million Musee d'Or-

say and the publication of the first, A-B
volume of the Academie Fran^aise dic-

tionary, the high point of the past cultural

season in Paris was without question the

appearance of a comic book: Herge's last,

the incomplete and posthumous Tintin et
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I'Alph'An (Tinnn and Alph-Art).

The comic strip in France has for years

been an art form worthy of study and
homage; and of its practitioners, none has

been studied and celebrated more than the

late Georges Remi, alias Herge (from his

initials reversed: RG), the begetter of the

adventurer Tintin and, in the supportmg

^^y^,

Is this really the heir to Balzac! The

late cartoonist Herge. at work on Tmtm.

cast. Captain Haddock and the twin de-

tectives Dupont and Dupond (Thomson
and Thompson, in English-language ver-

sions).

The statistics on the new album are

themselves so eloquent as to render edito-

rial comment almost redundant. There is

the fact that the original print run of

80,000 totally sold out within twenty-four

hours. When one considers, too, that it

was priced at 200 francs (or about $30), it

may be assumed that the great majority of

buyers were adults. The book was dissected

and analyzed on radio and on eighteen sep-

arate television spots. The largest-circula-

tion serious newspaper in the city. Libera-

tion, devoted no fewer than seven pages of

a single issue to the album, including an

essay by the philosopher Michel Serres,

who compared the book—in particular,

the way in which its last, halt-finished

page ebbs into Mallarmean blankness—to

the Egyptian Book of the Dead.

Its success is all the more amazing when
one reflects on just what one got tor one's

200 francs. The narrative, involving a

band of art forgers operating under the

cover o{ a phony conceptualist school

called Alph-Art (i.e., letters ot the alpha-

bet sculptured in Plexiglas), breaks off at a

cruelly tantalizing juncture, with the forg-

ers preparing to turn poor Tintin into a

compressed metal sculpture. Even if sump-

tuously reproduced, the drawings are the

roughest ot rough sketches, with little ot

the meticulousness of design and instant

legibility of line for which the draftsman

was celebrated. The charm to be found in

CONNOISSEUR
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Tintin's last aJ\cnture is essentialK ^A an

archaeolotiical nature. So, can all the fuss

and bother actually be justified.'

For Herge's legion ofdevotees the twen-

ty-four Tintin albums constitute a vast and

inexhaustibly rich rorruin fleuve, a serial

epic in which the diminutive hero con-

fronts such emblematic phenomena of our

troubled centur>^ as the Russian Revolu-

tion, gangsterism in Chicago, French and

Belgian colonialism in Africa, the twen-

ties fad for Egyptolog>', the oil-glutted emi-

rates of the Middle East, lunar explora-

tion, the Yeti, the atomic bomb, Palestin-

ian terrorism, and pseudo-religious sects.

And it a tew critics have remained stub-

bornly, heretically, hostile (one of them

libeling Tintin as "a forty-year-old dwarf,

colonialist, and zoophiliac, with obvious

pederastic leanings"), it was Michel Serres

again, on the occasion of Herge's death, in

1983, who championed the entirety of his

output as a "chef-d'oeuvre" to which "the

work ot no French writer can be compared

in importance or greatness."

"Chet d'oeuvre" means "masterpiece,"

yet words, like money, are subject to a fluc-

tuating rate of exchange. In view of a

chronic French tendency to linguistic in-

flation, it may be that in this instance

"chef-d'oeuvre" has become slightly over-

valued. —Gilbert Adair

Hare Pulls Out
THE Knife
A poignant musical about a transsexual.'

Sounds bi:arre, but The Knife, based on a

story by the playwright David Hare, is

Joseph Papp's latest surprise oi the New
York Shakespeare Festival. "Musical" isn't

exactly an accurate description

—

The

Knife IS definitely not glitzy—and "opera"

Dtii'iti Htire ^Lires: a sex chiinge nnsuige.
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sounds too hightalutin. Yet the entire

piece will be sung bv a t\vent\-two-mem-

ber cast, led by Mandy Patinkin, Mar>-

Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Cass Morgan,

and William Parry. Patinkin, who won a

Tony award tor Evita and a Tony nomina-

tion tor Su7uiii\ in the Park aith George,

plays the lead, Peter/Li:. "I think he's the

only actor in the world who can do this

part," says Papp.

The JCru/e is about ordinary people

caught up in a harrowing event. Peter, a

hotel chef with a wife and three children,

destroys his family to fultill his need to

change his sex. In addition to conceiving

the stor>-. Hare is also directing. Tim Rose-

Price wrote the libretto; the score is by

Nick Bicat, who provided the incidental

music for the two recent Hare plays seen at

the Public Theater, Plenty and A Map of

the World, as well as the music for Hare's

film Wetherby.

"It's incredibly moving," says Papp,

who was approached by Hare with the

project. "We workshopped the piece last

summer, and at the end, everyone was in

tears. There's nothing salacious, embar-

rassing, or risque in it. It's devastatingly

human. 1 think David really understands

the woman in the man. All of his plays are

about the irresistible drive toward some

emotional goal. That's a drive that cannot

be repressed."

The Knife, which began previews Febru-

ary 10, opens at the Public Theater at the

beginning of March. —Wiliwm Hams

The Little
Disturbances ofArt
Art used to age more or less gracefully,

with distinguished wrinkles (craquelure),

gradual color fading, and the rest. Aubrey

Beardsley said somewhere that "a painting

starts to disintegrate as soon as the artist

puts his brush down." True enough; but

the works that he knew to be inexorably

deteriorating were still technically sound

enough to look gtx^d doing it. Then there

are the works that are bom to trouble.

Early in his career, the Spanish artist

Antonio Tapies (b. 1923) loaded up his oil

paints with sand and other gritty material

to give his paintings a sculptural quality on

the canvas. It was a nice idea, except that

the canvas couldn't support all the weight,

and the medium simply fell off, time and

again. As one of Tapies's former dealers

noted, "It would just fall on the floor. You

sent it back to Tapies, who would put it

back together again."
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Robert Rauschenherg is another artist

who didn't take any particular pains with a

lot of his earlier pieces. Some objects that

he applied with glue often didn't hold,

according to Stephen Kornhauser, head

conservator at the Wadsworth Athen-

eum, in Hartford, Connecticut, who also

used to "have to sweep up under the

Rauschenherg every Monday morning"

when he interned at the San Francisco

Museum of Modern Art.

The maintenance problems of most

atter it is applied because it does not ex-

pand and contract with the wood (or, in

this case, canvas) underneath. It may also

fade over time in sunlight.

The German Neo-Expressionist painter

Anselm Kiefer tried to make his paintings

from a patchwork of pieces of canvas of

varying weights and textures, according to

the conservator Margaret Watherston,

who recently was asked to repair one of the

artist's works. "He glued over a dozen dif-

ferent pieces of canvas together and then

contemporary works are not so extreme,

but there is cause for some alarm. In the

postwar period, the widespread introduc-

tion of new materials (for instance, water-

based acrylic paint^, the admixture of

materials (such as the combining t)t acrylic

and oil-based paints or the adding of such

substances as dirt, metals, sand, or wax to

paint), and a fair amount of experimenta-

tion by artists have helped to make many
new visions possible, but the works them-

selves may verge on self-destructiveness.

Many have what conservators call an "in-

herent vice"—something that will make
them come apart.

Hans Hofmann (1880-1966) tried out

industrial enamel paint, which is what

people usually put on houses, possibly to

give a hardness to his work, or perhaps

because he could get large quantities of it

inexpensively. However, house paint is

not intended to last for decades or longer;

it becomes brittle and flakes off not long

applied heavy coats ot paint to the sur-

face," she noted. "The work itself is very

exciting, but there is just no support tor all

this weight."

Stories of problematic works by modem
and contemporary artists can go on and

on. A large number of paintings by An-
drew Wyeth have developed severe flak-

ing, for instance, perhaps because of im-

properly prepared panels. Willem de

Kooning mixed sattlower oil into his

paints, making it difficult tor the layers ot

paint under the surface to dry and bond

together.

Artists, of course, may not be well

versed or even interested in such technical

concerns. In addition, many artists do not

see themselves as creating works for pos-

terity, and some may even consider the

degradable activity an intrinsic quality ot

the work. At the other end of the art-mak-

ing process, many collectors assume that

works will age nobly—in the old-master

way. They are rarely disabused of this

belief by art dealers.

"Any de Kooning that has gone out of

my gallery- since I became his dealer, in

1965, is a carefully crafted piece that is,

and should remain, in perfect condition,"

said Xavier Fourcade. Len Potoff, head

conservator at the Solomon R. Guggen-

heim Museum, in New York, strongly dis-

agrees.

"Generally speaking, there haven't

been any complaints from collectors of

Rauschenherg, " noted the dealer Leo Cas-

telli, yet Barry Bauman, a director and

paintings conservator at the Chicago Con-
servation Center, relates that a traveling

Rauschenherg exhibition at the Art Insti-

tute ot Chicago in the late 1970s came
with the artist's personal preparator, who
had his hands full keeping most of the

pieces in one piece.

Gilbert Edelson, administrative vice-

president of the Art Dealers Association,

argues that "everything will deteriorate

eventually, but who's to say when a picture

is likely to fall apart? Nobody quite knows

how long It IS going to last. " It that was true

in Aubrey Beardsley's day, it's nothing if

not more true in our time.
—Daniel Grant

HiQH Tech Three
Hundred Years Ago
Around the comer from the Uftizi, and

somewhat in its shadow, stands a smaller,

even older house of treasure—Florence's

Museum of the History of Science. This

magniticent collection, refurbished in re-

cent years, has at its thematic heart Gali-

leo's telescope: the gilded wood-and-

leather instrument, simple and revolu-

tionan,', that shattered the Age of Faith

and changed the way the world thought.

Like Michelangelo, that other hero of

the Renaissance, Galileo was sponsored by

the Medici and censored by the pope.

After his death, two Medici grand dukes,

both tormer pupils, founded an academy to

carry on the master's legacy of experimen-

tal science. Though it lasted just ten years,

until 1667, the academy oversaw the

design and manufacture ot many innova-

tive instruments, which became the prop-

erty of the Medici; their collection was the

nucleus of the present museum.

Representing what could be called Re-

naissance high tech, the state of the art cir-

ca 1650, many items here are treasures in

themselves, precocious children of the Re-

naissance marriage between science and
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spectacularly wrong:

yesterday's inodel of the wuverse.

art. Here are optical and naviga-

tional instruments ot all sorts—the

telescopes, astrolabes, and com-

passes that made possible the

charting of the heavens, the voy-

ages of discovery, the mapping ot

"unmappable" continents and

seas. Here are devices combining

practicality and whimsy: a variety

of "nocturnals," for telling time at

night; a compass to be attached to

a saddle bow, for navigation on

horseback; flawless crystal ther-

mometers in the shape ot minia-

ture frogs, which attach to the

upper arm with silky gold threads.

The layman recognizes, in a

formal way, what these instru-

ments are but experiences still an-

other response: a sense of the

weirdness, the eccentricity, the S

marvelously idiosyncratic nature |

of these artifacts. Touring the mu- s

seum's fifteen rooms, the visitor o

may teel he is wandering down the s

stranger, though necessary, by- <

ways of scientific investigation. ^

The crattsmanship is consummate.
Every celestial globe, every sundial, every

brass sextant, quadrant, and compass, is

covered with tiny etchings—heraldic em-

blems, plumed helmets, decorative tlow-

ers. Early microscopes sit on carved-ivory

bases. Precision mathematical instru-

ments repose in titted cases lined with red

velvet. A brass odometer is be-

decked with a filigreed border. TTie

creators were obviously skilled

cabinetmakers, and as much atten-

tion was paid to aesthetic appeal as

to the engineering of the instru-

ments themselves. One item, with

miniature ebony horses prancing

around a wooden "floor," suggests

a Victorian toy circus, jointly

crafted by Escher and Calder.

We also see history's grander

mistakes. A sixteenth-century ar-

miUary sphere, bearing a royal seal,

depicts Ptolemy's view, the "theo-

logically correct" concept of an

Earth-centered universe. At elev-

en feet in height, nearly large

enough to till the room, it 's gor-

geous, gilded, and spectacularly

wrong. One ga:e at its weighty,

opulent authority suggests how
much it cost Galileo to say, "I dis-

agree." It reminds us that skepti-

cism and doubt are scientitic vir-

tues.

The museum is housed in one o(

Florence's oldest buildings, the

Castellani ( 1 180); and in the new-

ly renovated cellar we see, in me-

dieval, vaulted rooms, an alchemist's labo-

ratory and, slightly to the left, a laser dis-

play. A typed guidebook, in English, is

lent free ot charge. —Linda Arking

go FOR THE Trout
AND Icons
"Ohrid is a very long way from London."

So Rebecca West began t)ne ot the thick-

est sections ot her already monumental

travelogue on Yugoslavia, Black Lamb and

Grey Falcon, the product ot her wander-

ings in the thirties. Alas, thist)bservation,

like so much else, has been unhinged bv

technology. The new airport, a tew kilom-

eters from the gorgeous old town, would

enable West, were she available, to enjoy

in the same day her tea at the Ritz and a

trout supper lakeside in Ohrid, with

enough time left over to turn in early and

write up the day in her journal.

But it remains true that it you come
here, as you should, by rail and by road,

through the midriff of southern Europe,

Ohrid will seem as remote and as charming

as it ever did, and that luscious red tish and

the medieval icons will seem like the

handsomest rewards tor your eftorts.

The present-day splendor ofOhrid dates

from the astonishing development of the

town in the tenth and eleventh centuries

A.D. as the pioneering center ot Slavonic

cultural and literary activity. The revered

and legendary figures ot Kliment and

Naum, the most prominent disciples ot

Cyril (tor whom the Cvrillic script is

named) and Methodius, descended on

Ohrid at this time and inaugurated a cul-

tural and ecclesiastical flowering that has

endured in the dozen or so winsome Slavo-

Byzantine churches that remain, their

glowing patterned brickwork still intact.

Outstanding among these are the

churches dedicated to the two immigrant

saints themselves, and the oldest and larg-

est surviving church in Ohrid, Sveta

(Saint) Sophia. Their galleries of frescoes

and icons, oi the eleventh century to the

fourteenth, comprise one of the most

important legacies of medieval painting in

Europe. Around the altar ot Sveta Sophia

are eleventh-century works offering the

earliest-known representations in Byzan-

tine art of the Apostles' communion and

the first portraits of Cyril and Kliment, as

well as two unique friezes ot angels,

swathed in blue and rose drapery, with

individualizing portrait heads and wings

appended at such fantastic angles that they

loiik like chicken bones.

A fourteenth-century icon of Saint Kliment,

who reigns in the church bearing his name.
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The frescoes at Sveti Kliment, by Mi-

chael and Eutyches, are later, and consti-

tute some of the finest examples of the so-

called Palaeologan renaissance, from the

very end of the thirteenth century. Details

of the Lamentation, for example, on the

northern wall—the naturalistic gestures of

the mourners and the dramatic pathos of

the whole scene—demand comparison

with the contemporary achievements of

Giotto, the maker of the more enduring

Renaissance, the one that happened a-

cross the Adriatic.

Opposite the western facade oi the

church is the small hut exquisite Gallery of

Icons, which houses about thirty works,

mostly of local origin, including a magnif-

icent double-sided processional icon from

the thirteenth century, representing on

one face the Virgin Mary and on the other

a breathtaking scene of the Crucifixion.

And when you come down, at the end of

your cultural wander, from the hill on

which the old town sits, to eat that trout

fished from the waters of the Balkans'

deepest and perhaps the world's oldest

lake—waters that shift into more shades of

blue than you can ever imagine—the full

strangeness and wonder of this unique

Slavic fastness convince you of the truth of

the claim made for generations, by both

locals and visitors, that the traveler to

Ohrid will always return.

The best hotel in Ohnd is the Grand Hotel

Palace, with more secluded and luxurious

acconmodations avaiLihle at the Inex-Gimca

and the Metropol, four arui eight kilometers,

respectively, outside of town. The local fish

delicacies and other regioruil specialties can be

had m the hotels' restaurants, or at the Letni-

ca, Ohrid's best-known restaurant.

—John Welchman

Mr, Hahn s

Seoul Searches
Hahn Yong-Koo has taken notice. It is a

Saturday morning in Seoul, and Mr.

Hahn, who has been trading in antiques

for over twenty years from his shop, Ah-
leumsa, in Mary's Alley, is in a personal

sort of heaven—a big warehouse crammed
with little shops that are, in turn,

crammed with antiques that once filled

Korean homes. There are other places in

this vast, noisy city where one may Duy

antique furniture, but none where the

prices are as low and the variety as wide as

in the area called Chang Ahn Pyong. The
warehouse is the largest facility in a neigh-

borhood filled with antiques shops. For

Mr. Hahn, and also for Westerners (who

are streaming through Seoul in increasing

numbers), this is the place to start looking

for Korean antiques.

Mr. Hahn is a slight, bespectacled man
who does not seem to tire from the mara-

thon pace of his shopping. He has been

looking for an hour and has seen nothing

that touched him. He has bypassed wood-

en lunch boxes; thick, circular rice chests;

long, heavy coin boxes fitted with enor-

mous locks; and pearwood wedding boxes

with elaborate brass fittings. "Too busy,"

says Mr. Hahn.

He has glanced at and dismissed any

number of chests embellished with butter-

flies, bats, pear blossoms, and petals. But

now, standing before a simple clothing

chest with scratches on the top and dents

on the side, Mr. Hahn says, "Once in a

while you come across these unusual

pieces." The inside is musty. The paper

lining is worn. Mr. Hahn guesses that the

chest is over one hundred years old. He
gives the cast-iron fittings a shake. The
wood is pine, not the wood of a chest made
for a wealthy family.

That does not concern Mr. Hahn.
Instead, he focuses on the design on the

front, the paneling that forms the Chinese

character for the word Asia. In that char-

acter Mr. Hahn sees the signature of a car-

penter, long dead. The front paneling of a

clothing chest is usually laid out in parallel

lines, but this carpenter drew the charac-

ter simply by adding square indentations.

"The carpenter, through his experi-

ence, invented his own style," he says. A
scholar's desk will also make Mr. Hahn
take notice. Just now, he adds, scholar's

desks—low tables, with tops that curl up

to hold long scrolls—are the most sought-

after item in Chang Ahn Pyong. Because

scholars were among the nation's elite, far

fewer desks than chests were made.

A good desk, Mr. Hahn says, can cost

between $1,000 and $5,000—as com-

pared to perhaps $300 for a 150-year-old

clothing chest in good condition, which

Hot on the Korean antiques trail:

Hahn Yong-Koo (shown in his shop)

reieah how he finds the best goods.

might cost S500.

A wealthy family in premod-

em Korea could employ on its

staff a carpenter, who would
build the household furniture. A
poor family bought what it could.

The poverty wrought by the Ko-

rean War loosed a great flood of

these furnishings to Seoul.

When Mr. Hahn began dealing in

antiques, in the mid-1960s, there was but

one art gallery in Seoul. Everything else

could be found near the city's vast East

Gate market, where artwork and antiques

were interspersed with "everything from

broken glass to secondhand cars. " Eventu-

ally, the government decided to move the

antiques dealers to a quarter of their own,

Chang Ahn Pyong.

Eventually, too, beginning with the in-

creasing affluence of South Korea, Mr.

Hahn began noticing a change in the

buyers. Now, most of the people who
come to Chang Ahn Pyong are Koreans,

he says, buying back what their families

once had to sell. —Michael Shapiro

Last of the Updated
Traditionals
At first glance, his style looks neo-preppie.

But don't say this to Joseph Abboud unless

you want to make him cringe.

"Preppie is traditional, button-down,

unimaginative, and very confining," fires

off the thirty-six-year-old Boston-bom de-

signer after unwinding from a cringe. "My
clothes are sensible but hip. They stretch

imaginations, but they're believable."

All right, then—how about Apres-

Polo? The former comp.-lit. major from

the University of Massachusetts launched

his career in fashion fifteen years ago at

BoLi d.s the rug at home: }oe Abboud'

s

Turkish-kilim-inspircd spinit; sweaters.
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Louis ot Boston as a merchandiser, stylist,

and buyer. Then he joined Ralph Lauren

—first in sales and then as an associate

design director for Polo (where, he ex-

plains, his tastes stood "a little left of cen-

ter"). When the president of Freedberg of

Boston asked him to style a menswear line

under his own label, Abboud jumped at

the offer. His first spring collection de-

buted this fall to accolades and high sales

(expected to top $3 million this year),

making it to the venerable racks of Berg-

dorf Goodman, Saks, Louis of Boston, and

Robert Vance of Chicago.

Abboud readily admits his membership

in the new ranks of "designers" who excuse

themselves from designing. He never

learned to draw and still relies on free-

AT POLO, HIS TASTES
STOOD "A LITTLE LEFT

OF CENTER."

lance artists to visualize his thoughts. "My
best quality is knowing how to put a pack-

age together," says the ex-salesman.

Bloodless, perhaps, but it works. To
"package" his first collection, Abboud
ably drew inspiration from traditional de-

signs of the Middle and Far East. Hand-

knitted tussah silk and cotton sweaters

borrow patterns from the many Turkish

kilims that line the wooden floors of his

house in Pound Ridge, New York. The
prints on his silk toulard neckties and

women's dresses both derive from Kash-

miri paisleys.

Abboud's collection also reflects aspects

of his relaxed, urbane mien. Linen sports

coats in natural flax colors are broad-

shouldered, unvented, and unlined. Cot-

ton and linen trousers with wide legs, deep

pleats, and high waists combine with over-

sized band-collar cotton shirts to help the

wearer cut a figure not unlike that of the

proto-preppie (sorry, Joe) Esquire man of

the thirties.

A man of subtlety, Abboud avoids prep

vulgarisms like light, bright pastels, tend-

ing instead toward dark, moody, hard-to-

sell shades of navy, indigo, and russet. He
also prefers expressive, expensive fabrics:

hand-knitted sweaters start at $350; linen

suits, at $650.

The newly written chapter of Abboud's

story, his fall collection, will be based on

geometric Indian and Eskimo patterns oi

the Pacific Northwest. Abboud also wants

to try his hand at sportswear—without

logos, he promises. —]oe Dolce

Edited by Robert Knafo
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The Ariadne Collection. Outstanding
ancient coins and engraved gems have
been collected to create this unique line

of 22 karat gold jewelry. Exclusive

designs by the finest craftsmen make
THE ARIADNE COLLECTION the best

jewelry of its kind, $10.

iuleniarsPlgoet

Audemars Piguet. Magnificent hard-
bound book in gorgeous color features

the exclusive Audemars Piguet line of

luxury watches for both men and wom-
en in gold, steel and gold, or all steel.

$5.00

'^^^̂ ^\imfmjifr

imitLmcMfSimi

Banana Republic Bookstore. Our new
Travel Bookstore Catalogue is the most
complete, the most opinionated—and
the most reliable—compendium of

travel reading available anywhere. In-

formed, succinct reviews of 800 titles,

including some very exotic finds, many
published abroad and some exclusive

to Banana Republic—as well as an
unusual selection of maps, language
tapes, phrasebooks. $1.00.
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Banana Republic. Authentic, classic,

comfortable travel and safari clothing

in natural fabrics for men and women.
Bush jackets, safari bags, multi-pock-

eted vests, unique sweaters, bush hats,

khaki trousers, and shorts. Year's sub-

scription: $1

c
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Books On Tape. Best sel lers on cassette.

The world's largest selection of full-

length readings. Call 1-800-626-3333
for Free Brochure. Or Write us at P.O.
Box 7900-CM, Newport Beach, CA
92660. FREE.

Bullock & lones. Have one of the

world's finest men's stores in the palm
of your hand. Send for the Spring 1 987
Bullock & Jones catalog. Complimenta-
ry, of course.

6
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BERGDORFGmOVIASI

Bergdorf Goodman. There is only one
Bergdorf Goodman. A special world
filled with unlimited luxury and inno-

vative style. And now our Fashion

Books can bring this world home to

you. From the newest designs for men
and women to exciting gifts and acces-

sories for the home. One year subscrip-

tion, $7.00.

AC. Goodwin

Childs Gallery. Collect fine American,
European, and China Trade paintings

where curators and connoisseurs have
been buying since 1937. Send for the

fully-illustrated "Painting Annual" of

18tn through 20th century paintings,

priced from below $1 ,000 to well into

six figures. $5.00.
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Cinemonde. "A King's Ransom in Kong
Art." Casablanca, Gone With The
Wind, Over 300 of the most desirable,

appreciable lithographs. Your opportu-

nity now to invest in classic and new-
classical original film posters. From the

country's premier collection. $6.00.

12

Corinth Video. A superb one-hour Cat-

alogue-On-Videocassette, featuring

scenes from our exclusive collection of

operas, ballets, and classic films, in-

cluding BORIS GODUNOV, PARSI-
FAL, SWAN LAKE, and POTEMKIN.
Our 60 page color catalogue is free with
purchase. $23.50. Catalog alone;
$3.00.

EXPRESS

CATALOG
Express Music. EXPRESS MUSIC is the

world's most complete CD and record

catalog. 24,000 titles listed (200 pages).

Jazz, Classical, Rock, Country, LPs,

CDs, Tapes, and Videos. Toll free

ordering—fast UPS delivery. Catalog
subscription includes 1 2 months of up-

dates of latest releases. Your first issue

includes $50.00 in discount coupons.
All for $6.00 (refundable).

The Gailin Collection. Exquisite table

linens, magnificent silver flatware, fine

china, crystal and chandeliers from the

most famous manufacturers in Bel-

gium, Denmark, England, France, Ger-
many, Hungary, Ireland and Sweden

—

all shipped directly to you from Europe
at substantial savings. Color catalog

$4.

Goodes of London. A beautiful selec-

tion in full color of the finest china,

glass, silver, cutlery, table lamps, orna-

mental items and gifts to be found any-
where in the world. Shopping by mail

offers excellent savings compared with

U.S. retail prices. Catalogue price,

$5.00.

Grand Finale. The Grand Finale cata-

logue is filled with savings on quality

merchandise from Pierre Cardin, Mar-
tex, Wedgwood, and Towle. You'll find

exquisite jewelry, designer clothing,

china, luggage, fine linens, name-
brand appliances, and unique gifts, all

at bargain prices. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. For a full year of catalogues, send
$2.00. (U.S. addresses only.)

16 17 18
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GUCCI
Gucci. Gucci Catalogue Subscription.

You will receive, over the course ol a

year, four seasonal catalogues featuring

highlights from our collection of classic

fashion, leathergoods, gifts, and acces-
sories. One year $6.00.

SINCE 18 6 1

San Francisco's most
extraordinary store!

Gump's. Send for the exclusive Gump's
Gift Book and shop at home from the

most distinctive assortment of gifts

aviilable—oriental pieces, china, crys-

tal, lamps, fashion and jewelry. $3 for

one year (outside the U.S. $15)

iSnU^
"X^-
HORCHOW

Horchow. Horchow del i vers the best of

everything to your doorstep. From daily

practicalities to once-in-a-lifetime lux-

uries. Shop by mail or toll-free phone
for gifts, decoratives, fine linens, fash-

ions, accessories, jewelry, and collecti-

bles. To receive a full year of cata-

logues, send $3.00.
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THE
HUNTER COLLECTION

The Hunter Collection. Featuring the

National Trust's exclusive range of gifts

and a unique selection of items from
England, Scotland and Wales. Calen-
dars, books, stationery, Welsh slate,

rugs and tapestry, toiletries, tableware,

lead crystal, games, guides, childrens'

books, and more. 1986-87 full color

catalog $2 (refunded with order).

JAPAN COLLECTION

The Japan Collection. The Japan Col-

lection, from the Ronin Gallery is a

unique 48-page color catalogue of fine

1 7th thru 20th century woodblock
prints, crafts, netsuke, pottery, posters,

cards, books, and other unusual gift &
decorating ideas from Japan. Send
$4.00 for a two vear subscription.

LONDON

Fine Art

]. L. Design. Exclusive hand-painted
screens, fine calligraphy and exquisite

miniatures in gold and illuminating col-

ours on manuscript vellum. Ideal as

unique gifts or to complement home
furnishings. $4.00

22

Lady Clare Ltd. Lady Clare English

place mats, trays, pictures, and acces-

sories for the home. For over fifty years,

Lady Clare has produced the highest

quality range for traditional finished

and Melamine products, unsurpassed
both in variety and in standards of care

and attention. $2.00.

Laura Ashley. Laura Ashley, the fore-

most purveyor of fine English fashions

for you and your home, with over 1 00
shops in the U.S. and Canada, invites

you to join our catalogue service. Shop,

at your convenience, at home. Sub-

scribe and enjoy the exciting 1987
Home Furnishings annual, a series of

seasonal fashion catalogues and our

delightful Christmas Gift catalogue.

One full year for $5.

The Leading Hotels of the World. Facts,

photographs and descriptions for more
than 200 of the world's very finest

deluxe hotels. Send for our 144-page,

full-color 1987 Directory of The Lead-
ing Hotels of the World, $2.00.

26

Lion
Heart
AUTOGRAPHS, INC.

"Where the Written Word
Comes to Life"

Lion Heart Autographs. Lion Heart Au-
tographs of New York, sells, purchases
and appraises Letters, Documents,
Manuscripts and signed Photographs of

the world's most famous composers,
writers, scientists, historical figures and
artists. For gift-givers and connoisseurs
our latest catalog features original and
exciting items. $2.00.

27

FINE ART PORTFOLIO

The Lublin Collection. Fine paintings

and signed and numbered original

graphics by Boulanger, Carter,
Delacroix, Moti and other artists exclu-

sively represented by Lublin are illus-

trated in our beautiful full color catalog.

(800) 243-4004 $2.00.

MANHATTAN
CATALOG

Manhattan Catalog. For Men and
Women, Spring/Summer 1987. A de-

luxe catalog of merchandise from over

50 of the top specialty stores in New
York City, from Soho to Madison Ave-

nue. Featuring clothing, shoes, jewelry,

accessories, antiques, nousewares, and
gifts. In full color. Send $6.00.
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McGUIRE'

McGuire. Full-color 68-page book fea-

turing the classic collection of premier-

quality rattan designs. Also shown

—

designs from McGuire Special Collec-

tions: Bamboo Tables, Oriental Hard-
wood, Teak, Willow, Palasan, Laced
Rawhide and Zambales. $5.00.

MOBOCO
THE way to acquire

fincjcwdlry.

Moboco. MOBOCO FINE )EWELRY &
GEMS. Known by a select clientele

worldwide for exceptional values of

fine jewelry and Swiss Timepieces such
as Rolex, Piaget, Audemars Piguet,

Chopard and Corum. MOBOCO,
where the finest is not the most expen-
sive. $5.00 for postage & handling.

(714) 644-8325. 200 Newport Center
Drive, Newport Beach, Ca. 92660.

30
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MRS. M>
FUDGE 1

ÔFCARMEL

Mrs. M.'s Fudge. The best fudge you'll

ever eat. Cooked in a great copper ket-

tle right here in the window of our shop
at Sixth & Mission daily, then cooled
and sliced on our marble slabs, Mrs.
M.'s fudge has an old-fashioned taste

you'll remember. Send your loved one
a special gift basket for Easter, Mother's
day or any occasion. Catalogue.
$2.00.

31

THE
NATURE
CO]

32 33

The Nature Company. A unique assem-
blage of gifts and tools to enhance your
enjoyment of the world of nature. Fine

Arts prints, sculpture, books, binocu-
lars, clothing. . .games for kids and dis-

covery tools for all ages. Two issues

annually, representing the best of more
than 6000 items carried in our retail

stores. $1.00

Neiman-Marcus. Spring 1987! Get a

taste of the unexpected with this exclu-

sive offer from Neiman-Marcus. Re-
ceive a sampler collection of our
breathtaking, new spring fashion cata-

logs. Automatically reserve your copy
of the dazzling 1987 Christmas Book
for delivery by mid-October. Order
your subscription now for only $5,
applicable towards your first credit card

purchase by phone or mail from the

catalogs.

B\ jppotnirneni 10

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
Mtnufatiurers of Toiltl Rrquisjic
Penhalipon s LirnitM London

Penhaligon's

Penhaligon's. Classical perfumes and
toilet waters for Ladies and Gentlemen
and an extensive range of after shaves,

bath oils, soaps and talcum powders.
Antique scent bottles and English silver

for the dressing table. Exceptional gifts,

charmingly wrapped and exclusive to

Penhaligon's. Send for our colour cata-

logue and details of our mail-order ser-

vice. $5.00.

34

PORSCHE
DESIGN

Porsche Design. Melbourne Associates

are pleased to present the complete
PORSCHE DESIGN® collection of the

world's most luxurious accessories

Handcrafted leather goods, Swiss time
pieces and writing instruments meticu-

lously designed by Ferdinand Alexan-
der Porsche. $5.00.

(9^ Oe. OezJ^:
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Rosenberg & Stiebel. A fully illustrated

catalogue with essay by Penelope
Hunter-Stiebel on portraits and genre
scenes revealing the ambiance of the

age that first brought together elegance
and comfort in interior decoration.

$15.00 postpaid. 32 East 57th Street.

NYC 10022.(212)753-4368.

Royal Brierley Crystal. Royal Brierley

English full lead crystal. Crystal that is

mouth-blown and shaped by artist

glassmakers, then hand decorated by
craftsmen. For over two centuries,

Royal Brierley has been the choice of

kings and aristocrats and bears two
royal warrants. $2.00.
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S.E.RYKOFF&CQ
Foods and Cookware of Dislinclion

Since 191

1

S.E. Rykoff & Co. Serving only the finest

restaurants, clubs, hotels and cruise

ships since 191 1, we are now making
available to you a selection of our
26,000 gourmet quality imported and
domestic foods, cookware, and diet

specialties. Treat yourself to the secrets

used in many kitchens of the world's

finest chefs. $1 .00.

Savings on Gifts and Furnishings

SGF. Substantial savings of 20% to 70%
on top quality merchandise. Brand

name linens, dinnerware, appliances

and more. For a yearof SGF catalogues,

send $2.00.

'At^
Shibumi Trading Ltd,

Shibumi Trading Ltd. TRADITKJN.
QUALITY. STILLNESS. Shibumi offers a

handpicked collection which brings
the spirit of japan to your home and gar-
den. Antique Sake Jars, Stone Lanterns,
Katsura Go Tables, Daruma Dolls, Ike-

bana Vases, Water Hammers, Books,
More. Fascinating descriptions of Japa-
nese culture fill half our c atalog. $2.00

42

Shop the World by Mail. CATALOGS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD. A fa-

bulous collection of 1 14 catalogs from
22 countries enabling you to purchase
china, crystal, clothing, silver, linens,

furs, handicrafts, jewelry, cars, etc. at

tremendous savings direct from facto-

ries and retail shops in Denmark, Eng-

land, France, Germany, Greece, Hong
Kong, Ireland, Italy, Malaysia, Thai-

land, Turkey, etc. Color catalog $3.

STEUBEN GLASS

Steuben Class. The 1 986-87 Steuben
Catalogue presents 20 new designs

amidst 144 pages of brilliant crystal

objects. A wide array of gift ideas and
selections for collectors. Priced from
$125. $5.00.

Swaine Adeney. Since 1750 and
known throughout the world for the

finest in British merchandise. Famous
for tweeds, cashmere, equestrian and
leather goods, hand-made attache
cases, umbrellas and gloves. Catalogue
$3.00 postpaid, 434 Post Street, San
Francisco. (415)781-4949.
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BOOKS lORE

Traveller's Bookstore. Acknowledged
by travel writer Stephen Birnbaum as

"the best travel bookstore in the coun-
try," we are pleased to offer our cata-

logue to people who are planning a trip

or just dreaming of one. To obtain your
copy, please send $1 .50.

TRIFLE
Trifles. Trifles catalogues are bursting

with imagination and bright, fresh

ideas. Frills and fine fashions. Soft silks

and sparkling silver. Gold. Hand-
painted pottery and delightful decora-

fives. Plus special values for you and
your home. Shop by mail or toll-free

phone. To receive a full year of cata-

logues, send $2.00.

One of London's greatest shops

The White House. For over 80 years

The White House has satisfied genera-

tions of the best families in the world.

This beautiful catalogue brings the fin-

est linens to your table, plus magnifi-

cent bed sets and towels, men's and
women's fashions, luxurious lingerie

and a selection of The White House's

famous range of children's clothes, a

collection of which is shown in New
York twice a year. Catalogue price

$5.00.



ProbablyY>urY)ecoratofs

B^stJ^ptSecret^

All professionals

jealously guard the

secrets of their sources.

We suspect that The
Antique Collector,

which is published in

Great Britain, has been

for a long time a fruitful

and successful hunting

ground for not only

decorators but all those

in the art and antique

business.

The editorial content

of The Antique

Collector is without

rival in its authority

and range. Uniquely

and wherc\'er possible we price the items

Scud this coupon to: The Antique ( loilcctor. Kooni 1 1 17. 250 West 55tii

Street. New York. NT 1001').

I
; 1

{'lease seiici inc tlic next 12 issues ot I lie .\ntic|uc ( iollectoi'. I he cost

of a suhscription is S4S ineludinij air speecieci delivery.

(:hci|ue enclosed ( )K please debit my credit card I i>lc<isc tick)

.\iiieriean K-xpre.s.sAlastercardA'isa (dck-tc as (ipiAiaihli:)

Signed

Name ( plea se pri n t

)

Subserihcr Name

Suhscriber .\ddress

L
Zip Code

\<nir fi: copy will Ik- on il> w:iy to you within (> to 12 weeks J

we ha\e chosen to

illustrate in our

features and supply our

readers with the

names, addresses and

telephone numbers of

the recommended
sources.

E\'ery issue of The

Antique Collector

contains advertisements

from scores of Europe's

best dealers illustrating

the special items they

are offering: furniture,

pictures, porcelain,

glass, sih'cr, paper-

weights, jewellery and

many more. All can be obtained simply by

a letter or telephone call.

Vou will quickly disco\'er that The

Antique Collector pro\'ides you with the

information and knowledge you need to

help you bu>' \\1sely.

The Antique Collector is not available

from newstands. A subscription is your

only way of obtaining a copy regularly and

of ensuring yourself a whole twelve months

of enjoyment and inside information and as

one of our American readers said to us

recently, Tt's the next best thing to a visit to

Europe'.
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Important English Pictures

Auction to be held on Friday, April 24, 1987 at

Christie's, 8 King Street, St. James's, London SWIY
6QT England. For further information contact Simon
Dickinson or Margie Christian at Christie's London
01/839-9060 or contact Polly Sartori at Christie's

New York (212) 546-1173. For catalogues telephone

Christie's U.S. Publications Dept. at 718/784-1480.

Detail Illustrated:

Joseph Wright of Derby, A.R. A.: Penelope unravelling

her web, 40x50 in.

&

CHRISTIES
LONDON



AUCTIONS

This
month's activity is flanked hy two

of the most extraordinary sales of

their kind we are likely ever to see. In

Monaco on February 28 and March

I, Sotheby's will offer the Jeanson

collection of hunting books, which reso-

nates with importance on so many levels

that we give it the lion's share of our space

:*r^
-4y

tH

I )nL' 11/ thiLL \j'(Liklici Indian

miniatures }rom the Babumama, at

Sotheby's New York, March 25.

below. In the second instance, on April 2

and 3 in Geneva, Sotheby's has the in._al-

culable honor and good fortune to dispose

of the jewels of the duchess of Windsor for

the benefit ot the Institut Pasteur. Natu-

rally, we shall describe some of the best of

these two hundred-plus lots next month;

all would be outstanding even if they had

A BESTIARY OF BOOKS;
THE WINDSOR GLITTER;

KRUPP'S HOARD

A page from Le Roman des Giseaux,

at the extraordiiuiry ]eansori sale in Monaco.

belonged to Dotty Dingbat rather than the

former Mrs. Simpson. But note that the

collection will be on view in New York on

March 17-22, likely producing the first

instance at the corner of East Seventy-sec-

ond Street and York Avenue of a gridlock

composed entirely of Rolls-Royce cars.

Monaco—Sotheby's, February 28—
March 1 . The Jeanson collection of hunt-

ing and sports books. Superlatives

abound: the finest, most extensive private

library oa the subject, from medieval

manuscripts to fine twentieth-century

printed books, containing copies of vir-

tually every important book on every con-

ceivable form of venery, from the Far East

all the way round the globe to the Ameri-

can Wild West. Sotheby's is not bashful

about promoting this as the most mipor-

tant sale of its kind. The twin passions for

shooting and book collecting of one man,

Marceljeanson( 1887-1942), resulted in a

collection ot more than 500 outstanding

items in English, French, German, Span-

ish, and Italian, replete with acquisitions

from previous great collectors such as Hen-

ri Gallice and the duke ot Hamilton. For

example:

A 1430 copy ofGaston Phehus's (133I-

139I) Livre de Chasse, with eighty-six

magnificent miniatures, one of the most

important wt)rks of its kind, once the prop-

erty of the czars and later in the Imperial

Library in St. Petersburg (now the Lenin-

grad State Public Library^—until Jeanson

purchased it, in the 1930s (estimated at

£300,000 to £500,000).

Twenty-five drawings (estimated at

from £5,000 to £20,000 each) of midsix-

teenth-century hunting, shooting, and

fishing expeditions by Jan ver der Straet,

called Stradamus (1523-1605), a favorite

pupil of Vasari's, who traveled from Flor-

ence to Antwerp, where his engravings

were so popular that they were published

in several editions.

A rare third-edition copy (the only

known) of Dame luliana Berner's The bake

of hau'kynge and huntynge and fishynge,

printed in London in 1518 by Wynkyn de

Worde, Caxton's assistant (estimated at

£20,000 to £30,000). Also known as the

Book of St. Albans, where Dame Juliana

was prioress of the Sopwell Nunnery, the

book is an eloquent if unwitting reminder

that hawkynge, huntynge, fishynge, and

aspects o{ "religionynge" were all terribly

upper-class pursuits at the time.

Two brilliant modern items, Henry

Louis XVJ armchairs

from the Amdt Krupp

estate, March 10.
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Fine French and Continental Furniture,

Objects of Art, Clocks,

Tapestries and Sculpture

Auction to be held on Saturday, April 25, 1987 in our
galleries at 502 Park Avenue in New York. Viewing
begins April 17. For further information, please

contact the Sculpture Department at 212/546-1 148 or

the European Furniture Department at 212/546-1150.

For catalogues, please call the Subscriptions Depart- ^

ment at 718/784-1480.

Bertel Thorvaldsen, an important marble bust of Lord
Byron, circa 1829, 19'/4 in. high. Property of the Troy
Public Library, Troy, N.Y. CHRISTIE'S
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BYOWNER

•HOMES, FINE ART, HORSES
AUTOS, BOATS,

AIRPLANES, BUSINESSES

72,000 INDIVIDUAL LISTINGS

NO BROKERAGE

^^ COMMISSION

COMPUTER
LISTINGS

UPDATED
DAILY

Nationwide 800-327-9630

In Florida 800-533-4663

Fort Lauderdale 305-462-2524

u4^
Oceanview villas with pools (above: Montserrat) from S84, 000:

Studio condominiums to luxury estates: pnvate islands from

S65,000 . Resorts, inns, shops. rest3uranls-hundreds more
listings than any other source.

How to buy your
Caribbean island home

If you've ever thought of owning a tropical island fiome
for investment, retirement or vacation use, Island Proper-
ties Report is for you.

Each issue focuses on a single island in the Caribbean,

the Bahamas and t>eyond - reports on politics, the eco-
nomy, tax laws, schools, hospitals, living costs - what to

look for and look out tor- what it's really like to live there.

PLUS PAGES OF LISTINGS: homes, land, businesses
for sale. PLUS region-wide Ouarterly Reports on island

living, retirement, budgeting, building, enjoying life, plus

books at discount. PLUS Travel Savings on air, hotels,

etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FREE: Subscnbe now and receive Hammond Map of

the Caribt)ean plus 3 Bonus Reports on Maximizing Rental

Income; Effects of Tax Reform Act; Career Opportunities

in the Islands - all free.

D Enroll me (or one year (12 issues) (of only $39 00 Include

my FREE bonuses
n Payment enclosed D Charge my

(
joiner's

( )MC( jVisa

(include card no and expiration dale)

Name

Address

Zip

..^s^ D Send further inlormalion free «

{?j%^ Island Properties Report

Box 58CR4, Rte, 4, Woodstock, VT 05091

Credit card phone orders: (802) 457-3734

AUCTIONS
Aiken's 1820-21 l^ational Sports ujGreal

Britain (estimated at £8,000 to £18,000)

and George Catlin's 1844 North American

lr\dian Portfolio (estimated at £15,000 to

£25,000), are examples of coffee-table en-

tertainment of the last centur>'.

In its own way this sale should attract a

more rarefied, pedigreed, and monied au-

dience than any auction we have seen in

quite some time.

New York

—

Christie's East, March 10.

Items from the estate of Arndt Krupp. .A

splendid miscellany ot French and Conti-

nental furniture and tapestries, German
medieval and Renaissance sculpture, mid-

dling old-master paintings (the real good-

ies were sold off in January), Continental

and (yes!) Thai silver, as well as other

Southeast Asian bronzes and works of

art—all removed from the late Arndt

Krupp von Bolen und Halbach's Palm

Beach home (tavorite among tour, the

others being in Morocco, Germany, and

Austria). A direct descendant of Frie-

derich Krupp ot (you guessed it) munitions

tame, Arndt preferred less controversial

pursuits, in 1966 "renouncing" his inheri-

tance to slog along on a meager yearly

allowance of only $910,000—although by

the time of his marriage, some three short

years later, he was reckoned to be worth

$125 million. For reasons unknown to

your correspondent, he became a tan ot

Thai culture and art, a taste reflected in

several exquisite silver boxes in the sale,

gifts from no less a luminary than Queen
Sirikit. Thai is hot now, what with the

year-long brouhaha being staged in Thai-

land to celebrate the sixtieth birthday ot

King Bhumihol Adulyadej, and the thirty-

sixth year of his reign. All in all, a window

onto an insufterablv lavish lite.

London—Phillips, March 23. Contem-
porary art. Rather johnny-come-lately,

given the extraordinary success ot the

Christie's and Sotheby's sales of contem-

porary paintings in November. This sale is

also the maiden voyage for Phillips's

delightful young .American specialist

Rhona Edelbaum, who seeks to transplant

her own enthusiasm tor contemporary art

(spawned in the L..A. pop scene) to Lon-

don. Whether it takes or not remains to be

seen, but affordability should be no bar,

since Edelbaum has consciously tried to

put together a good mix of international

styles and artists while "avoiding terrifying

price tags." Some well-known artists (Da-

vid Hockney, Allen Jones, Yves Klein,

Wifredo Lam) star in this production.

along with a decent cast ot second-rank

figures. The Big Two aren't hearing any

footsteps yet (in New York alone, their

contemporar\' art fetched over $30 millicin

in only three days). But from small

acorns . . .

New York—Sotheby's, March 25. Fine

Indian miniatures. .An art torm that gets

nowhere near the exposure it deserves.

COSWO" CORK CE!" ,

BALL •

'

A baseball radio and more sports

memorabilia at Phillips Nctr York. Warch 7

.

This 210-lot sale presents many of the

most important and simply stunning ex-

amples that you will likely see for some

time. At the core is the property from the

collections of Ralph and Irene Beacon and

of Mrs. LeRoy Davidson, distinguished

respectively by their strengths in six-

teenth-century Mughal and eighteenth-

centurv Rajasthani material. Curiously,

the earliest examples ot "Indian" minia-

tures reflect a Central Asian Muslim tradi-

tion essentially Turkish, Kurdish, Persian,

and Afghani in origin (the founding

Mogul emperor Babur looked toward Ka-

bul and points eastward only after several

vain attempts to claim an ancestral throne

at Samarkand) rather than subcontinental

Buddhist India, although Buddhist and

Raj court scenes predominate in the later

work. There are three especially ravishing

late-sixteenth-century miniatures (esti-

mated at $9,000 to $12,000 each) com-

missioned by Babur's grandson, the empe-

ror Akhar, to illustrate Granddad's auto-

biographical P>aburnama (oP Babur was

much better at writing than at fighting).

—]ames R. Lyons
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A nd never did the desert inspire a more spectacular cre-

ation tlian The Vintage Club in Indian Wells, where golf courses are sculptured

from a pristine landscape and architecture breathtakingly blends with nature - a

community^ where connoisseurs come to appreciate life."

- Palm Springs Life

The Vintage Club is a community of members whose common denominator is an appreciation of excel-

lence. Spread beautifully over 712 acres at the foot of the Santa Rosa Mountains, it is acknowledged to be

one of the finest private club communities in America.

The Club features rwo championship Tom Fazio golf courses, an elegant Swim and Tennis Center

with eleven courts, an award-winning Clubhouse and distinguished Cottages. De.sert Homes, Patio

Homes, Terraces Condominiums and Custom fiomesites. Residences are priced from $495,000;

homesites from $295,000.

It is the home of the annual \intage In\itati()nal Golf Iburnament.

For an appointment to \isit The Mntage Club, telephone the Vintage Sales Office at ( 6l9 ) 346-5566.

T H
INDIAN

V I N
\x i: L L s

T A G CLUB
C .\ L 1 I" O K N I .Ji



How Often DoYou BuyA Lost Wax
Museum QuautyArt Deco Bronze?

Once or twice in a lifetime? Now is that time

These exquisite bronzes are now available

direct-from-the-foundry prices. Their sensuality

is both visual and tactile. The more they are

caressed, the deeper the glow of their rich patina.

Hand-chased and acid-impregnated to
'^

intensify their lustre, these bronzes re"

the light and your good taste.

ir beauty is ageless—a legacy to be handed

^rom one generation to the next. Growing

valuable. This is your opportunity to make
such a once-in-a-lifetime purchase. Call now,

while the limited, numbered editions are still

available: Phone 1-800-835-2246
Extension 122

CRYSTAL GAZER,

$995. From the original

'C.Duvenetc. 1920.

high with onyx base.

J
.s*^^^^^^#>

>- \'

'\

OLLECTORS' ^DITIONS

3210 Carlson Lane, Cameron Park, CA 95682 Circle ff 507 for information

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 10-day return policy Visa Mastercharge SIO.OO Shipping Handling & Insurance California Residents add 6% Sales Tax

All bronzes serially numbered limited editions with Certificate of Authenticity.
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A Czarinas treasure.

Hand-enameled blossoms

:romThe House of

Igor Carl Faberge.

At the Imperial Palace, the Czarina eagerly

awaited the arrival of spring after the long '

Russian winter. And the frost)' days were

alwa) s brightened by an exquisite enameled

bouquet created for her by Peter Carl Faberge.

Now The House of Igor Carl Faberge-

grandson of Peter Carl-has revived this

royal tradition just for )'0m. With a gift of

spring flowers that will last all year long.

Hand-enameled blossoms . . . hand-arranged

.

in a vase of marbled porcelain decorated

with 24kt gold. And because the marbling

eftcct is individually achieved, no two

vases are alike.

But this enchanting bouquet is not

available in any stores, it may be acquired

only from The Franklin Mint. Please order

by March 31, 1987.

Shown Miiallcr than actual size of 9' /'

THE IMPERIAL PALACE BOUQUET
The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my reservation for The Imperial Palace Bouquet

by The House of Igor Carl Faberge. It will be hand-enameled,

handcrafted and hand-assembled for me. The price is S 195.*

I need send no payment now. Please bill me S39.* when my
bouquet is ready to be sent, and the balance in four equal

monthly installments of S39.* each, after shipment.

"Plus my state sales lax

Signature

BYTHE HOUSE
OF IGOR CARL

FABERGE

Mr
Mrs.

Miss.

Address.

Cirv.

State, Zip.

Please mail by March 31 1987.

Limit ofoneperperson.
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TOWN &COUNTRY

Erenj })W)ith )))cniij ofthe world's }}iost disfi)iguished and influential trend-

setters share with you their latest discoveries and i)}}pressions.. . which

you can use to enhance the quality ofyour ow)i life. Explore with them

picture-perfect vacatio)i hideaways and villas of incredible beauty. ..posh town-

houses and coujitry mansions considered to bea)nong today's showcases of inte-

rior design . . . thefinest in gourmet dining spots (along with recipesfor some of

their house specialties) .. .exquisite antiques and priceless art treasures .. .ejcciting

sporting events, glitteri)ig galas. ..designer fashion creations, and so much more.

If living life at its very best is important to you, and you'd welcome some bright,

new ideasfor achieving it, then Town & Country isfor you! Town & Country can

befound at selected newsstands, or subscribe at 1 yearforjust $21^. Write to:

Town & Country, P.O. Bo,r 10792, Dept. WMCS, Des Moines, Iowa 50S50.

Please make checks payable to Town & Country. (Your first copy will be o)i its

way to you in 6 to 12 weeks. Watch foi- it!)

Toini & Coiititnj. A Pi(hlicatio)i ofHearst Magazines, A Dirisioii of The Hearst Corporatio)!.
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'Madame Ruttcrtly," limited edition intaglio graphic, 29"x42" "Carmen," limited edition intaglio graphic, 29"x42"

Tadies of the Opera'

Dyansen Gallery presents two beautiful new works of art by

Mikulas Kravjansky—a leading artist and foremost set and costume

designer for opera, ballet, and drama. Kravjansky's paintings

and designs have been exhibited internationally, from Prague,

Budapest and Vienna to Canada and the United States.

'Ladies of the Opera' have been created in limited editions of 95

with 15 Artist's Proofs and 10 'Oil on Canvas Uniques'. Special inks

and metallic inlays accentuate these complex graphics created

by world-class artist Mikulas Kravjansky.

Dyansen Gallery welcomes your inquiries regarding "Madame Butterfly"

and "Carmen". Call our Customer Service Department at 800/348-2787

or in New York call 212/226-3384 to place your order or

request a free full color catalog.

-. ^Kl^.
,New„y.Qrk Orle



IHE IJVELY ARTS
Evidence of vincent
\"an gogh's ghost

text and illustrations
by gerald dunl\s

Vincent and Claude.

Completely by chance, this extraordinar\ doc-

ument came to us during the last ueeks of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art's current van

Gog/i exhibition u.hich uiU be on display unal

March 22. We publish it Kiithout attesting to

its authentiaty.

—The Editors

My name is Andre Buffon. I was bom in

1860 in Rouen. For two years, in 1887 and

1888, I tra\eled with my friend the excel-

lent artist Claude Mouret. In the spring of

1888 we had a most unusual experience.

While having breakfast at the Restaurant

Carrel in Aries, we made the acquaintance

of a painter named Vincent van Gogh. (Of

course, he was completely unknown
then.) So began a strange summer during

which the three of us were always togeth-

er. I kept a daily journal, and although

God knows I am no artist, I did a few

sketches myself.

They are beginning to say now that this

period marked a peak in Vincent's ability

and was a productive time for him. XX'elll

There are a few of us who know the reason

for that I

My dear Claude died in the autumn of

1889, of consumption; the world did not

note his passing.

I leave this journal to my niece, Marie

Fouquet, who is free to do with it as she

chooses.

Aruire Buffon

Tours. 1941

4 Apnl 1888—Van Gogh, Claude, and 1

out to the country- this morning. They set

up their easels in an orchard while I read

and sketched a little. \'an Gogh ver\- in-

terested in Claude's equipment. Asked

him where he got his monev.
Claude, in merr\- mood as usual,

told him he receives a comfortable

monthly stipend from his family

(true), and that a dealer in Rue du ,

Bac has sold some canvases (untrue).

Van Gogh borrowed some cadmium
yellow. On way home, van Gogh did

not speak. I do not know whv.

9 April 1888—^Van Gogh much preoccu-

pied with money. He thinks he is being

vercharged for everything. His brother in

Paris supports him, but just barely. He is

'ealous of Claude's (supposed) success and

admiring of his technique. This morning

Tie said, "Orange branches coming out of a

purple tree?"

Claude laughed and said, "Why not?"

Then van Gogh said, "You lay on patches

t color even more thickly than I do." But

•vhen he said it, he made it sound like a

rault. Sometimes we catch him staring at

Claude's wealthy array of colors. He calls

Claude a "capitalist."

:i April 1888—Today in the fields Vin-

cent complained of a headache and asked

Claude to lay in some foreground areas

"before the light changes." He cheerfully

did so. Vincent asked Claude to use his

ov^Ti burnt umber. Claude is too accommo-
dating, I think.

23 April 1888—Vincent asked Claude to

show him how a reed may be used in

sketching. Claude sharpened a reed and

drew most of a landscape, then gave the

reed to Vincent. Vincent added some lines

to the trunks of the trees and put in a few

\"ir..-- 'i'yre a neu. canias.
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coarse shruhhery strokes, which I thought

ruined the sketch. Then he signed his

name and walked away, studying it. I

haven't seen the drawing since.

29 April 1888—Vincent complaining of

his health again. God, he talks of nothing

but himself! It is his art, his lack ofmoney,
or his health. Try talking to this fellow of

politics and see where you get. Well, to be

fair, he is also interested in God and
checkers.

1 May 1888—Today Claude showed Vin-

cent how to simplify his cypresses. Vin-

cent was making a hash out of his. When
he becomes angry, he works faster and
faster. Then he brags about how a picture

took only three-quarters of an

hour to complete!

3 May 1888—A good day as to

weather, but otherwise crazy.

Vincent cannot do water, so

Claude showed him a few of his

tricks. He tried to make Vin-

cent think water. Claude ended

up by putting in all the water tor

him and also some of the bridge.

While there was still some
green-blue on the brush, Vin-

cent asked Claude to lay in

some distant trees. This fellow

does not waste a jot of color. It

all goes on the canvas. Then
Vincent took the brush, messed

in the water a bit, to make it his,

Clcnuie and Vincent amjcning in the meadow.

1 suppose, and signed his name. Boldly, as

usual.

8 May 1888—Quite a day. We purchased

Vincent breakfast, provided him with

lunch, and took him to supper. In the

afternoon Vincent tried an experiment.

Sitting in a field beside poor Claude, he

"directed" a painting. "Some more green

there, that's it. Darker, darker. Swirl the

blue up close . . . good!" and so on. 1

could not believe it. Claude is a fool! In

the evening Vincent drank too much red

wine, and we had to put him to bed.

14 May 1888—1 spoke sharply to Vincent

today. Recently Claude painted two por-

traits of Vincent. Today I noted that both

Vincent anA Qlaudic talking about G(

bore Vincent's signature. "Well," said

Vincent lamely, "1 touched them up in the

evenings. Besides, 1 selected the props, the

clothes, the attitude, composition

—

everything, really. I wouldn't have needed

Claude's assistance at all except that my
mirror is no good. " I told Claude that we
should leave, but Claude likes Vincent

and remains affable through Vincent's

moods and ragings. Vincent calls Claude

his Belgian impressionist, for some insane

reason.

9 June 1 888—They worked on a landscape

together: fields, green and yellow as far as

the eye can see. Another experiment

today: instead of alternating at the canvas

as usual, they painted simultaneously,

Vincent on the left half, Claude

on the right, passing brushes

back and forth ("Give me the

red. Are you finished with the

orange?") until 1 thought 1

would go mad. Now and then

Vincent paused to watch
Claude, saying, "Yes, yes, a

nice touch," and then he would

repeat it on his side.

How does Claude stand it.' 1

went over and shouted, "And
you will take the credit, as

usual!"

"What credit?" said Vin-

cent. "Nobody buys my pic-

tures."

On the way home he talked

endlessly ofhow he hopes some-
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Iso available at S875: Mountain Man,

.Northern Man, The Outlaw, Rattle-

snake, The Scalp, Trooper ot the Plains,

and Wicked Pony. Specially priced: Buffalo

Signal, The Chevenne. Coming Through

The Rye, The Old Dragoons of 1850,

Stampede, and The Wounded Bunkie.

.\11 statues are 1007c bronze and include a

marble base.

Fonune Bronze. PO Bo.x 3246, Long Branch, New Jersey 07740 (212) 754-1906
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As a reader of CONNOISSEUR we know
you find articles about the best of everything
that you would like to be able to save and ref-

er to. But loose magazines are messy and
untidy and can make locating a particular

article or feature very frustrating. Now we
bring you the easy-access magazine file case

designed to keep your copies of CONNOIS-
SEUR in order. It's done in elegant black
leatherette over fiberboard. with gold-toned
lettering; and it comes with a stnp ofgold foil

that lets you insert the correct year on the

spine ofeach case. Handsome on your book-
case in den or office, the magazine file is

notched and open in back so that you easily

can see and withdraw the issue you want
when you want it! Each file holds 12 issues.

Ours alone, just for you, at $7,95 each, plus

$1,00 for shipping and handling; or save by
ordering 3 file cases for S2 1,95 plus $2,00 for
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IHE LIVELY ART^

The day Vincent got mad because Claude

preferred playing uith a puppy to painting.

day ro be able to do a figure in a few strokes.

I told him that he was already doirig figures

with no strokes at all.

9 July 1888—Last night Claude spoke of

the stany- night and used the phrase "the

vault of Heaven," and, by Heaven, if

today Vincent has not used the very phrase

in a letter to his brotherl He drafts his let-

ters in pencil now, and Claude goes over

VINCENT WOULD PAUSE
TO WATCH CLAUDE,

SAYING, "NICE TOUCH."

them, checking spelling. Just now Vin-

cent said, "Today I attack in Prussian blue

and chrome yellow! " Then he helped him-

self out of Claude's box. He has grown

quite careless of costs, squeezing color out

all over, on himself as well, as though he

were a grand duke. He talks of God while

playing billiards.

21 July 1888— I have convinced Claude

that it is time to go. When we told Vin-

cent, he wept and wrung our hands. Then
he became stone-faced and brooded in a

comer while we packed our clothes. At
the train station he suddenly shouted,

"Go! Gol You both lack a commitment to

arti Besides, Gauguin is coming!"

Poor Vincent. We waved to him as the

train left, until he was a speck. He looked

so small and pitiful, and yet so strong. We
saw him kicking flowerpots.

God grant the unsuspecting Gauguin is

stronger than Claude was. D

GeraM Dumas is a umter and cartoonist

whose mark appears in the New Yorker.
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"Icame here with mybooks^clothes,
and the Indian rugs Icollect—I never want tobe

tied down with too many
possessions again.

What I want is a place where a 10-year-

old boy can eat an ice cream cone without

my getting uppity about his making a mess

on the sofa." _^// MacGraw

Architectural Digest is not just about architec-

ture. Nor is it a digest. It has become what The
Wall Street Journal called "the pre-eminent

publication in the world of interior design."

As an interior design magazine, it is

especially gratifying to us to be able to reveal

the unique, and very private, ambiance of a

home belonging to someone like Ali MacGraw.

Or Julia Child—who told us she was thrilled

with "the splendid feature about our Cambridge
home. We are absolutely delighted to have the

copy, which we shall treasure the rest of our lives.

"

Or Diana Vreeland, who found our coverage

of her home "too delightful for words ..." She
wrote, "How beautiful the whole magazine is."

Our high standards have won us the respect

of the top interior designers and their clients. So
we are invited—and sometimes, frankly,

begged—to include some 700 interiors a year.

From those we choose only la creme de la

creme—one out of ten.

In addition, we seek out the private homes of

such celebrities as Fred Astaire, Liza Minnelli,

Mary Tyler Moore, Givenchy. And evoke with

color camera and pen the grandeur of such
historic houses as Sir Winston Churchill's

Chartwell and North Carolina's Biltmore House.

If you love beautiful homes—and would love

to look behind the closed doors of delightful

country estates, penthouse apartments,

Mediterranean villas, imposing old

townhouses, film stars' mansions, French
provincial castles—isn't it about time you, too,

discovered Architectural Digest?

To make the discovery easy, we invite

you to mail the postpaid card for a compli-
mentary copy (retail value, $4.50). No obliga-

tion to continue as a subscriber (see terms
on the card) unless you are delighted and
feel that you want to.

Send fora
complimentary
copy.

r"

) 1986 Knapp Communicahons Corporation

ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
P.O. Box 10004, Des Moines, Iowa 50340-0004

Please send me a complimentary copy oi Architectural Digest (retail value, $4.50)

and enter my special introductory subscription. You may bill me $19.95 for 8

issues. Thats seven issues plus my complimentary issue. 1 save 45% off the

newsstand price. If I am not delignted with my complimentary copy, I may
simply write "cancel" on the bill and return it to you without paying or owine
anything. In any case, the complimentary copy is mine to keep. 1 understand
that it will be mailed within 6-8 weeks. New suDscribers only, please.

Name.
(Please print)

Address

.

City-

state

Offer valid in U.S.A only

Zip

.
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SOTHEBY'S
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

These fine properties are just a sample of our current listings. For more information,

color brochures and a complimentary copy of Sotheby's Portfolio of Distinctive Properties,

please contact our Referral Department at (203) 531-0200.

Westchester County, New York
PELHAM MANOR COLONIAL

1920s brick Manor House graces nearly one acre of

formal lawns and gardens. Elegant principal rooms, 6

family l)edrooms and a ground-level recreation center

with whii Ipool, sauna, video and billiards areas.

5950,000 Brochure #C1-221
Exclusive Local A'filiate Broker:

STIEFVATER REAL ESTATE, INC.
(914)738-1133

South Kent, Connecticut
WINDY TOP FARM

Superb complex of residence, guest house, horse bams
on 26-1- acres of fenced pasture, lawns and orchards.

7..500 -I- sq. ft. of detailed living space, antique school-

house, carriage house, pool, tennis court.

$2,300,000 Brochure #C4- 154

Exclusive Lcxal Affiliate Broker:

DEVOE REALT\' COMPANY
(203)927-3571

Cornwall, Litchfield County, Connecticut

CORNWALL CASTLE
In the Berkshire Mountain foothills. 270 acres with

wtxxts. stocked streams, ponds, rose gardens. 15 rooms,

9 fireplaces. 2 terraces. Marble and antique details.

mahoganv panelhng. Guest, gate and tenant hou.ses.

$3,750,000
^

Brochure #C4-158
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker;

MARRIN REAL ESTATE
(203)567-4551

East Orleans, Cape Cod, Massachusetts

UNSPOILED 1827 CAPE
7-room residence with original fireplaces, beehive oven

and wide pine floors on 2.67 landscaped acres boasts a

heated greenhouse and potting shed, 3-bedr(H)m guest/

carriage house, 3-car garage with cupola.

$625,000 Brochure #C5-199
Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

ORLEANS REAL ESTATE, INC,
(617)255-5555

-gM

n
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J*t^
New Marlborough, Massachusetts

HANDSOME RESTORED COLONIAL
Built in 1771. this 8-room Colonial is set on 3.6 acres of

fields with mature shade trees. Recently renovated, the

residence includes 4 bedrooms. 2 full baths and one half

bath, fireplace and wide-boai-d pine floors.

$395,000 Brochure #C5-2 14

Exclusive LcKal Affiliate Broker:

ELIZABETH EYRE TAYLOR REAL ESTATE
(413)229-8418

..*•*

Dennis, Cape Cod, Massachusetts

LAKEFRONT RETREAT
Custom-designed 7-room Contemp()rar\ with pri\ate

beach on Scargo L^ke and hilltop views of Cape Cod
Bav. 3± acres with formal landscaping, lawn tennis

coun, decks, stone terrace. 4-bedrooin guest house.

$725,000 BrcKhuie#C5-212
Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

THOMAS H. PETERSON RE.A.LTY, INC.
(617)432-1220

ll

Harrington Sound, Bermuda
THE BOATHOUSE

This 8-r(K)m multilevel condominium residence, with

cedar interior, vaulted ceilings, fanlights, separate guest

apt., studio and water views boasts a private beach and
boat landing, [apanese garden and tower

$l..500.000 Brochure #C9-5S
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

L.P. GUTTERIDGE, LIMITED
(809) 295-4545

Delray Beach, Florida

ROSA IRE
An indoor pool and lighted tennis court are just 2

features of this 5.3-acre estate. 6-bedroom, 6''a-bath

.Southern Colonial-stvle rt^sidence has luxurious master

suite and mirrored fireplace. 2-car garage.

$1,400,000
' Brochure #C.3-141

Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

ALLMON ANDTIERNAN, INC.

(305) 278-0433

Sewall's Point, Florida

ORCHID HILL
9-rcx)m Oriental/Contemporarv-st\ le residence with 3

bedrcwms and 3''2 baths, vaulted ceilings and recessed

lighting features \V-2+ landscaped acres with pool and
river frontage with deepwater basin.

$1,300.(100 Brochure #C3-135
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

ISLAND BE.ACH REALTY, INC.

(305) 286-8368

SOTHEBY'S INTERNATIONAL REALTY
1334 York Avenue, New York, NY 1002L (212) 606-7070
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Black'gold and diamond earclips and choker; amethyst and tourmaline choker.

ISFQR
BEAUTIFUL

: ALL ABOUT MARINA B.'S

INTRICATE AND EXTRAVAGANTJEWELS

BYCAROLINESEEBOHM PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID HAMSLEY PRODUCED BY KATHLEEN B. HEARST
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Jewelry is such an age-old art that it is almost impossible to imag-

ine a piece that the Egyptians or Etruscans did not themselves

make. This century, however, has an advantage the great crafts-

men of the past lacked—technology. And now a designer has

exploited it to make jewelry that is not only revolutionary hut

stunningly beautiful. Her name is Marina Bulgari; she is known
simply as Marina B.

"It was about time someone with good creative juices started

producing decorative and artistic pieces that don't look like

everyone else's," declares Murray Mondschein, ot the New York

estate jeweler Fred Leighton. "She's burst on the scene with won-

derful things. If people want contemporary jewelry, then I tell

them to go to Marina B."

Marina B. has taken a traditional art, which she learned at the

knee of her father, the great jeweler Constantine Bulgari, and

made it startlingly modem. "I like jewelry that conforms to the

body," she says. "My chokers, my bracelets, must fit like

clothes."

And fit they do, particularly her chokers. Visit Tiffany, Car-

tier, Van Cleef& Arpels, Winston, and look at theirs. First, you

will find very few, because the choker poses the greatest challenge

of all necklace styles: that of making inflexible materials such as

gold or gemstones cling easily and comfortably to the human
neck. Marina B. has found a solution. Within each one she

implants a hair-fine spring, made of eighteen-karat gold or plati-

num, which makes the choker as supple and pliant as a snug,

caressing scarf.

The feel of one of Marina B.'s chokers is so free and easy that

her clients sometimes sport these luxurious, diamond-and-sap-

phire-studded collars as day wear, with jeans and T-shirts. "That

is how they look best," Marina agrees with a grin. Wearability

perhaps takes top priority in her lexicon of design.

Her chokers may be revolutionary, but Marina B. does not stop

with them. For some of her earrings and necklaces, she has

devised tiny pin mechanisms that allow the stones to be removed

or changed. Even more ingenious is the Caty reversible earring,

which has a minuscule hinge that pulls out so that the outer stones

can be turned around the central, pear-shaped sapphire, so that

the earrings can be worn with all-diamond surrounds, all-onyx

surrounds, or one diamond and one onyx. With a simple turn,

daytime jewelry becomes dazzling evening wear. Perhaps most

magical of all are the Nasser earrings, made with thirty-eight dia-

monds and pink cabochon tourmalines. On each hangs a huge

briolette green tourmaline af-

fixed by a tiny hinge that makes

it possible for the stone to move
slightly in order to catch the

light—an original and breath-

taking effect.

On many of these pieces is a

heart shape without an indentation—Marina B.'s own signature.

Even their backsides are works of art; the gold is woven in intri-

cate forms, as decorative as the lining of a Chinese coat. This

attention to detail and mechanical inventiveness has probably

been equaled in this centur\- only by Faberge.

The jeweler herself would not make such comparisons. Now in

her fifties, she is a handsome, strong-teatured woman, with a

brisk manner and the air of a scholar. Elegantly dressed (a favorite

designer is Mila Schon), she shuns publicity, avoids fashionable

parties, remains diffident about her success, and preters to retire

to an isolated Greek island with her uncle in her rare spare

moments. (No doubt some of this reclusiveness is due to the con-

tinuing threats to the Bulgaris, as both parents and children

remain targets ofgruesome kidnappings and terrorism in Europe.

)

She was married once, to a neurologist, who died in an automo-

bile accident. That was in 1963. She never remarried and has no

children. Her life centers around her work, her research, and her

immediate family.

Marina B. has Greek blood in her veins, which seems only

natural, for it was Crete and Mycenae, and the Hellenistic period

of the fourth century B.C., that produced some of the most bril-

liant goldsmiths of the ancient world. Boulgaris was the Greek

name of the scion ot the famous jewelry-making family that,

almost penniless, arrived in Rome at the end of the last century.

With the help of his two sons, Constantine and Giorgio, Sotirio

Boulgaris made the name Bulgari synonymous with beautiful

jewelry. Afteroperatingout of a small workshop in the Via Sistina

at the turn ot the century, the sons moved to a larger store, on the

Via Condotti, which has been the home of the Bulgari family ever

since. From here they have supplied fine jewels to most o{ the

crowned heads of Europe and Asia.

Giorgio was the specialist in stones. Constantine was the

scholar ot silver (beaten silver plate had been his father's special-

ty). Between them, they established a style in jewelry that was

uniquely Bulgari. The large stones and striking settings in heavy

gold and silver made the house of Bulgari a leader in the field well

into the 1970s and caused the Bulgari designers to be eagerly

sought after for their originality and taste.

Constantine, an academic at heart, also produced a huge,

meticulously researched series on the history of Italian and Vati-

can jewelry entitled Argentien, Gemman e Orafi d'halia, the

eighth volume ot which he was working on just before his death,

in 1973 at the age of eighty-four. He also produced Marina, and

his scholarly temperament re-

sides firmly in his offspring's

genes. In her earliest memories,

Marina was working with her

father among jewels, at the

drawing table in the office, ab-

sorbing the ancient art of jewel-
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Above: Pharaon diamond ring and Shirine

choker of yellow sapphires, diamonds, and
black gold. Opposite, top: The Toupie earcUps,

inspired by the French toy top, are large

amethyst briolettes tvith black onyx, blue topaz,

and pink tourmaline and diamonds. Opposite,

bottom: Pharaon Donatella emerald ring.
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ry desit:;n as expressed by rhe twentieth-cen-

tury masters. Her tather adored her and

taught her all the skills she later transh)rnied

intii her own art. "1 have had to do every-

thing," she reniemhers: "design figures, husi-

ness—ever since 1 was twelve years old."

Her mastery ot all of these areas is the more

remarkable in that Marina Bulgari was dyslexic. She attributes

her difficulty in reading and writing to her Icft-handedne.ss. In her

school days, she was forced to become right-handed, a conversion

that IS now considered very inhibiting to a child's learning abili-

ties. Marina still does in>inv things right-handedly; an exception

is drawing, tor which she uses her left h,ini.l.

When Marin.i was grown-up, the next generation of Bulgaris

was eritering the arena. Marina has two sisters. Her uncle Giorgio

(who died in 1%6) had three sons, Gianni, Paolo, and Nicola,

who still control the day-to-day running of the business. By the

1970s, the Bulgari firm had expanded across Europe, with shops

in Geneva and Paris. Dashing and attractive as well as rich, the

ci>usins also dominated the headlines. Gianni was a racing-car

driver and hang glider, and Nicola collected antic^ue Buicks. In

1971 , Gianni was quoted as saying, "hi Italy we are known as the

Vatican. That's because we operate with so much charisma—and

so much secrecy."

Where was Marina amid all this glamt)ur.' Retiring, shy, in k)ve

with her work, she was beginning to face the fact that her place

was no longer with her Bulgari cousins. "It was the third genera-

tic>n," she explains matter-of-factly. "It became apparent that

there were too many of us with too many differing philosophies. I

had to do what the bees do."

It must also be remembered that Marina had been raised in a

traditional Mediterranean family, in which the male unquestion-

ably rules. A woman like Marina, brilliantly talented in business

and design, does not easily find personal fulfillment in such a

closely guarded environment. An indication of her cousins' re-

sponse to her striking out on her own is that while they had to

agree to her departure, they imposed a stringent condition: she

must not use the Bulgari name in her new, independent career.

Not use her name? A tough condition, indeed. Marina B. ?

Reduced to just the final initial, it sounded like other names along

theCorso—second-rate, unremarkable. But in 1979, she opened

her first showroom, in Geneva; and before long, everyone knew
who Marina was, for after she left Bulgari, she began creating

some of the most extraordinary pieces of jewelry seen in this cen-

tury. Tt^day she has showrooms and offices also in Milan and

Monte Carlo and, most recently, a store in New York.

"Thefreedom was fantastic," Marina B. says now, recalling her

escape into untrammeled creativity. "I could do anything at all."

The early work on her own was largely geometric—she points to a

triangular necklace and bracelet all in diamonds, and a gold trian-

gular choker. "It's part of my style," she says,

"but I've tried to make my collection more
aesthetic over the years."

So, the line has become softer and more
feminine. It is also unmistakably Bulgari. No
one as strictly brought up in the Bulgari

school as Marina could shake free totally of

the master's discipline. The heavy settings so representative of

the Bulgari style—the massive stones, the baguettes, the sculpted

eighteen-karat gold—are as deeply ingrained in her creative

makeup as church ritual is in the music of Bach. But she has taken

those inherited instincts into uncharted territories of gem juxta-

position, contrast, and shape. "She perfected the Bulgari house

style," declares one ofNew York's best-known gem dealers, "and

then ran away with it. It could almost be said to have gcme too

far—an overdose of colored stones in heavy settings."

There is perhaps something overpowering about some of her

pieces. Thesizeof thegemstones, theomatenessof thegoldwork,

the sensuousness of the swirling shapes recall the unrestrained

jewelry designs of the Italian Renaissance. She inherited from the

great jewelry designers of history an utter disdain for intrinsic val-

ue and a total commitment to color and quality.

The prices, needless to say, reflect this lack of restraint. Mari-

na's "disdain for intrinsic value," which brings 714 diamonds

(seventy-eight carats) together with three shades of citrine in the

Gina necklace, for instance, will cost you $229,000. The Shirine

earclips, containing 178 brilliant-cut diamonds (twenty-two car-

ats), 12 "MB" cut diamonds, and 24 oval diamonds (worn by Joan

Rivers on her nighttime talk show), are yours for $418,300. Such

names as Yvette, Lalli, or Caty recall either the particular custom-

er for whom Marina made the original piece (though she will not

reveal who they are) or some idea that suits the design.

She designs from an evocative image. "I have never seen a

specific object or piece that inspired me. My inspiration comes

out of my culture," she says, with an impatient nod to her Medi-

terranean heritage. She talks of a code that she must unravel in

order for the design to work—

a

difficult puzzle that she must

understand. "Everyone has this

code," she says modestly. "The
creative part for me is to assem-

ble the pieces." She loves cer-

tain colors—black, in particu-

lar. "I love black: black gold,

black onyx, black mother-of-

pearl." She also uses a lot of

cabtxhon stones. "Cabochon
creates volume. It's humpy in a

way that cut stones are not."

Once she has a mental image

ar/
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of a piece, she draws it and redraws it at the desk in her atelier in

Paris, where much ot the designing work is done. Each piece is the

result ot her continuing studies in the technobgy of jewelry, tor

Marina Bulgari's extravagant vision is underpinned hy a solidly

research oriented mind, as her father's was. Sometimes she will

take her ideas to experts in metal, for it is with their technical

advice that she attempts the nearly impossihle; manipulatuig

gold, silver, and precious stones into the perfect choker or bracel-

et. These experiments are not always successful. She worked long

and hard for a while with technicians at the University of Gene-

va, tor instance, on a particular technical aspect of a necklace. "1

finally realized that I had to abandon it, because it was too diffi-

cult to perfect," she says. "It took too much time in its early

stages."

A challenge successfully met resulted in the Yvette necklace.

"We used onyx, which is very easy to break. And to make such a

high necklace"— it stretches up the throat in tiers
—

"each row ot

onyx must have a different shape to fit the neck. And then to ht

the jewels correctly ..." She smiles. The technical achieve-

ment pleases her, it seems, almost more than the aesthetic tri-

umph. "I want to do unlimited research," she concedes. "1 want

to dedicate myself to hnding a way ot producing jewelry with

wider distribution—something that costs very little but still has

style." Her newest piece, the Nava necklace, a gold choker on a

spring, with interchangeable stones, sells tor $ 16, 500—still a hef-

ty price. Marina indicates a gold bracelet on her wrist. "1 never

wear my jewelry," she goes on, "but this is a prototype that I am
testing. 1 shall wear it tor three months to see what is right and

what is wrong. The shape is not right yet. " Shaking her head at its

intransigence, she looks at the bracelet fondly, as one would look

at a wayward child. In another life, she admits, she would have

been a theoretical mathematician, "a permanent scholar." There

is something paradoxical about this passion; Marina Bulgari, the

eternal student, serious to the core, producing objects ot wild,

extravagant frivolousness.

One of the true tests of a designer's art is the extent to which it

is copied. Oscar de la Renta, Chanel, Gucci, Vuitton, Carrier

have all been faked—and now Marina B. "She is one ot the most

copied jewelers working today," the jewelry' designer Christopher

Walling says. Her look is unmistakable, an invitation to the coun-

terfeiters. But no one can reproduce her technical refinements.

Pick up a fake $5,000 choker. Feel its stiftness, its resistance.

There is nothing mass-producible about Yvette, Rose-Marie 2, or

the other characters in Marina B.'s gallery.

A pilgrimage to her Madison Ave-

nue store ofters proof enough. It is a

c]uiet place, sleekly furnished in black

lacquer and brown suede, with simple

display cases lined in white silk to

enhance the jewels inside them. De-

64

signed by the Italian architect Gae Aulenti (who also designed

the jeweler's home in Rome), the store is a discreet, hushed
chamber tor those who are ready to spend $ 1 00,000 on a fabulous

bauble.

The client is ushered past the glittering displays and seated in

private at the rear of the stc^re, where hand mirrors and velver\'

surtaces highlight the contrast ot emeralds, rubies, diamonds,

pearls. Perrier or Champagne is available, for the session may take

many hours. One piece is tried on, then another. A husband hov-

ers nervously, lingering his checkbook. "Will it tall offi" asks one

doubter, unaccustomed to the spring mechanism that detines all

Marina B.'s chokers. Single stones are brought out in suede-lined

leather travs to be examined, held to the light, laid against the

skin, rejected, selected. It is possible to buy a Marina B. jewel

right out ot the display case; manv others are altered or made from

a sample to suit an individual customer's taste.

This aspect ot Marina B.'s business hears little resemblance to

what IS done bv many other jewelry- designers working today. Ma-
rina has an intensely personal relatic^nship with many of her

clients. She discusses jewels with them, counsels them, has din-

ner with them, and in many cases is a good friend. This accounts

for the enormous amount oi traveling she must do, for as well as

working on new designs in Paris or Geneva, she must keep in

touch with those who buy her work. She was recently in New
York, meeting old friends and new clients. Her local fans include

William Paley, Diana Vreeland, and Princess Yasmin Aga Khan,

who always asks to see the newest pieces.

"It looked wondertul," one customer tells her, indicating the

Yvette necklace. "Did you take a Polaroid'" Marina asks wryly.

They discuss changes the client would like. "1 would put the pink

tourmalines in front, the emeralds in back with the sapphires,"

advises the jeweler.

Another client picks up the Rose-Marie 2 choker and opens it

up like a flower. "They are such tun to play with!" she exclaims.

There is indeed something playful about Marina's pieces. They
swing, untold, hinge, turn sideways, almost like super-refined

Transtormers.

In designing these pieces, many ot them one ot a kind, Marina

B. seems to be making a generational leap—from the great artist-

jeweler tradition of Faberge, Lalique, Vever, Moser, and Tiffany,

past the conventional, banal, diffuse design trends of the postwar

years, to join the new breed of designers, like Joel Rosenthal ot

JAR's in Paris, who choose to work on single pieces for specific

clients and thus produce jewelry that is as unique and personal as

the nature ot the wearer. D

Caroline Seebohm is the author of, nwst

recently. The Last Romantics. She urate

about Angela Cummings for the October

1 985 issue of Connoisseur.
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Above; The Pauline multistrand pearl choker

with large cabochon emerald, and Kashan
emerald earrings. Opposite: Marina B.

sketches a design in her Paris studio, where
she does much of her work. Each new piece is

ruimed after a friend or a source of

inspiration.
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DIDIER'S
DOMAINS

THE INS AND OUTS OF BEING ONE OF THE WORLD'STOP
ART DEALERS AND DECORATORS

D
idler Aaron, a witty, wily worka-

holic, is perhaps the most suc-

cessful antiques dealer and deco-

rator in the world. Half a dozen

old-master-picture dealers are as big as or

bigger than he; two or three antic^ue-furni-

ture dealers are at his level; and a handful

of top decorators do as much business as or

more than he does. But no one else does all

three at once at remotely his level.

He has establishments in Paris, Lon-

don, and New York, where, above the

shop at 32 East Sixty-seventh Street, he

keeps one of his several apartments. Here

one afternoon he proudly shows a visitor

an eighteenth-century lacquer commode
made by the great ebeniste Joseph for the

marquis de Marigny, Madame de Pompa-
dour's brother. Aaron—trim, brown-

eyed, and going gray—strokes the com-

mode as affectionately and unconsciously

as he does his dog Jimmy, a German point-

er who has the run of Aaron's Paris pent-

house and jumps up tin some o{ the most

expensive furniture in the world. "Mari-

gny was the ministre des beaux arts, " Aaron
explains, "and this commode was in the

inventory taken at his death. It is not for

sale at the moment, but if it were, I would

have to ask $2.5 million. So you under-

stand that the inventory of a dealer, like

Didier Aaron (standing) with sons, Olivier

and Herve, and Jacques Grange in between.

BVLEONHAKKIS

me, who has shops in three different coun-

tries can add up to a rather serious sum."

Didier Aaron is a refreshing figure in an

often staid profession. Like his colleagues,

he is proud of his coups—he recently sold a

pair of eighteenth-century Louis XVI en-

coigmires by Gamier to the Getty Mu-
seum—but, unlike them, he takes himself

with a grain of salt. "I pretend that my firm

is well organized," he laughs, "but some

years ago at the Clore sale at Christie's in

Monte Carlo, when I very much wanted a

Russian table, I finally stopped bidding

because the person bidding against me had

forced the price too high, only to find that

the person was my son Herve. " Herve runs

the New York shop. Didier's elder son,

Olivier, is an art scholar.

His sense of humor helps explain why it

is difficult to find anyone with a harsh view

of Didier Aaron. People enjoy his compa-

ny and revel in his expertise. For example,

no one in America has played a greater

part in stimulating interest in the creme de

la creme of the French decorative arts than

the late Charles Wrightsman and his wife,

whose rooms at the Metropolitan Museum
are among its chief splendors. Mrs.

Wrightsman declares, "I never go to Paris

without going to Didier Aaron's shop. The
finest French pieces in museums across this

country come from him."

If there are purses even deeper than

Mrs. Wrightsman's, they are those of the

Getty Museum curator Gillian Wilson,

who explains, "Didier is a great showman.
When you go to see Fabre, one of the top

dealers in Paris, you know you will see

good, solid eighteenth-century French

pieces. But when you go to Didier, in addi-

tion to seeing the best, you will also be

amazed, astounded, delighted by all sorts

ot things—strange lacquer objects, nine-

teenth-century paintings, anything in the

world that has struck his relentlessly busy

eye as beautiful."

What is the explanation tor this aston-

ishing eclecticism? Is Aaron a magpie.' Or
is he simply more self-confident, more

courageous.' "None of that," scoffs the

decorator Vincent Fourcade. "And there

is no need for a Freudian explanation, ei-

ther. It's just that Didier is original,

curious, intelligent. In addition to being a

dealer, he is an amateur in the eighteenth-

century sense of that word. Didier has

taste, and most Paris dealers have none."

Another leading New York decorator,

Mark Hampton, says, "1 wtmdered for

years how in the world Didier manages to

keep finding such superb objects and in

such an extraordinary variety of areas

—

nineteenth-century painting, eighteenth-

century furniture. Oriental sculpture

—

and then I found the answer one afternoon

Leon Harris is a frequent contributor to this

magazine.
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Inside Maison Maus, in Saint-Tropez, its

interior designed by Jacques Grange.

at the Metropolitan Museum. I saw Didier

and his son Herve in the American Wing
studying Philadelphia chairs. He never

buys or sells American things, but he

obviously has a boundless curiosity about

everything that is beautiful and the endless

stamina necessary to keep looking, keep

rejecting, until he finds the best."

Aaron was bom on April 27, 1923, on

the Rue de Rivoli, just opposite the Musee

des Arts Decoratifs. "I did not intend to be

an antiques and picture dealer or a decora-

tor," he says. "My father was on the

bourse, and 1 wanted to create and run

some giant commercial enterprise, but the

war changed that. Luckily, my parents

were not practicing Jews and 1 was not cir-

cumcised, so when 1 was picked up by the

police during the Occupation, I wasn't

sent to a concentration camp. " Though he

is modestly reluctant to discuss it, Aaron is

proud ot his service in the French Resis-

tance, for which he received a Croix de

Guerre and Legion d'Honneur.

"After the war, there was no money,

and although 1 got my degrees in law and

art history at the Sorbonne, 1 also went to

work to earn enough money to marry Isa-

belle, who had saved my life during the

war. My mother had been a private dealer

in Oriental art, so I started dealing and

decorating for friends.

The most important moment for

me came when Ricardo Espinto

Santo, the Portuguese banker

who was the greatest collector oi

eighteenth-century silver in Europe, died,

in 1953. The big dealers decided to let the

widow wait and worry a bit before making

any ofte'^s. But I got on the train for Lisbon

and they offered me the collection for $2

million, even though I told them that was

too modest a price. As a thirty-vear-old,

just-beginning dealer, 1 didn't even have

the $2 million, and when I told them that,

Jose Espirito Santo offered me collateral!

"I no longer regret that 1 did not become
a business r\'coon. If I made automobile

tires or television sets, my customers

would not say, 'Come see my house.' And
one of the pleasures of an international

business like mine is going to so many dif-

ferent places and meeting interesting men
and women there: artists, businessmen,

political leaders. We have done decora-

tions for or sold important objects to the

king of Morocco at Rabat; a palace for

Prince Faisal at Riyadh; the Moroccan
embassy at Brussels, as well as the palace of

Princess Paola and Prince Albert of Liege;

a residence in Gabon; a hotel in Noumea;
Howard Stein of the Dre\tus Fund in New
York; Lord Lever in London. It's a long list

of fascinating places and people whom
otherwise Isabelle and I would never have

known.

"Perhaps the most remarkable man I

have met in my life is President Hou-

phouet-Boigny, who is the president of the

Ivorv' Coast and whose houses, at Abidjan

and Yamoussoukro, are at least the equal

of any in Europe or America. Of course,

they have to have extremely precise cli-

mate controls. Otherwise, the marquetr>'

Another ]acques Grange interior for Didier Aaron, this the saUm m the actress Isabelle Adjani's Paris apartment.
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for Edmond de Rothschild's house.

on the furniture would pop right off in the

heat and humidity. Once, after a long

power failure, that's exactly what hap-

pened. We flew our restorers out at once."

Asked to name his favorite deco-

rating jobs, Aaron is clearly at a

loss. "It's an impossible ques-

tion," he insists. "It's like ask-

ing, 'Which is your favorite child?' My
favorite is always the job 1 am doing right

now, the glorious surprises just created

that you have never seen before or even

imagined. But you know, or at least you

hope, that in a few months you'll be work-

ing on something even more exciting, or

that you will discover an object more beau-

tiful than any you have ever seen before.

Otherwise, why stay in the game?

"I absolutely love the simple, architec-

tural staircase Jacques Grange designed for

the Saint-Tropez house of the owners of

the Printemps department store, Bertrand

and Micheline Maus, and although 1 think

nothing is more beautiful than eighteenth-

century French design, the bathroom and

the dining room that Jacques did for the

Paris house of Princess Ashraf Pahlavi,

both dernier en contemporary, are as beau-

tiful as any rooms of any period any-

where.

"Unlike many dealers and decorators

who believe that only they have perfect

taste, I find a few clients whose taste is at

least as good as mine. The couturier Hu-
bert de Givenchy has bought objects from

us and is a great friend, but he decorates his

own houses and is the greatest connoisseur

1 know. No museum curator has a better

eye than his, and very few even approach

his knowledge and taste.

"What makes me happiest .uid what I'm

proudest ot is all the joKs we've dime over

the years tor Baron Edmond de Roth-

schild. He is the richest and smartest ofthe

whiile family and my best friend. We
worked on his chateau in Austria; the cha-

teau d'.Armainvilliers, near Paris, which

he sold to the kmg of Morocco; his Rue de

I'Elysee house—the greatest house in Par-

is; his ski house at Megeve; and the

chateau Clarke at Bordeaux, where he

plans to make a new, Rothschild wine.

"We do not force on our clients our own
preferences in decorating. We listen care-

fully to what they want and then create it.

When Franqoise Laffonte wants an Egyp-

tian bedroom, we make it. When Yves

Saint Laurent wants the rooms in his

Deauville house named for and inspired by

the characters in Proust's A La Recherche

du Temps Perdu, that's what he gets. And
the greater the variety of their desires, the

more amusing for us. How boring it would

be to do only pure, French, eighteenth-

century decor again and again.

"What makes our firm amusing, what

More Aaron goodies: one of a pair of corner

cupboards by Pierre Gamier, ca. 1765.

pri>ves that Jacques Grange is a great deco-

rator, is the variety of clients—movie stars

as well as royalty, an office building in

London |the new Lloyd's], a casino [at

Divonne-les-Bains], a hotel [the Bristol in

A clock rruuk during the French Revolution,

with a decimal dial.

Paris], a museum [the Musee des Arts de la

Mode, at the Louvre], restaurants and

banks and salom de couture, as well as big

chateaux and tiny lovers' nests.

"Of course, the clients who give any

dealer the greatest pleasure are those who
are themselves great connoisseurs, for ex-

ample, Mrs. Seward Johnson. She bought

from us a salon of twenty-four gilt Beau-

vais-covered chairs by Sene, which are in

her house in Princeton. Nowhere in the

world are there more beautiful chairs."

Aaron's Paris apartment displays the

catholicity of his tastes. There are, of

course, French eighteenth- and nine-

teenth-century objects, but mixed with

these are Chinese, Japanese, classical,

primitive, and art nouveau works, as well

as contemporary works by Arman, includ-

ing his eighteenth-century-style fauteuil

hrule. "1 think this is the most important

work he ever did," Didier says.

The remarkable mix in the houses of his

clients reflects Aaron's passion for variety.

At the residence of the banker Franqois

Propper, six African masks sit on a BouUe

table, and in the bedroom an immense

Jacques Brissot porno-realist triptych in

collage has endless erotic details. In the

basement of Edmond de Rothschild's Paris

house, Aaron built a jungle swimming

pool surrounded by orchids and banana

trees. "I hope someday to have time to

write a nonspecialist, nonscholarly book

that is readable on the sociology of art,"

Aaron recently remarked. "1 would try to
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explain u/i\ an .irti.Nt can be important in

only his period—stuneone who paints like

Renoir today u\)uld he inithnifj.

There are observable reasons for

each phenomenon in the history

of art. My specialty, ot course, is

French hirniture of the eigh-

teenth century. At that time, Paris was the

center ot the world, attractin'j; threat artists

trom toreign countries. Many ot the

greatest ehenistes were Germans. Their fur-

niture was the greatest expression of

French art, better than French painting.

France was C^atholic, and the Jesuits never

taught that you should be ashamed ot luxe.

At Versailles, the fashion was to flaunt

your riches. In Flanders, where the Protes-

tants said you should avoid or at least hide

luxe, even in the churches the painting

was the greatest, because it had not the

stigma of luxe that is attached to rich

turniture."

Perhaps Aaron's greatest achievement

is not any object he has discovered and

sold, no decoration his firm has done, but

his creation of the Antiquaires a Paris.

Getting seven top Paris antiques dealers

—

Maurice Segoura, Aveline (Jean Marie

Rossi), Michel Meyer, Jacques Perrin,

Claude Levy, Bernard Steinitz, and Aaron

himself—to wtirk in harness on anything,

when they are as competitive and suspi-

cious as seven sopranos, is the ultimate tri-

bute not only to Aaron's patience but to

his ability to lead his temperamental col-

Cabinet made by Golle for

Louis XlV's brother,

Monsieur.

Opposite: Bedroom for Frangoise Laffonte.

Above: From Gwenchy's collection.

leagues by telling the truth.

With some, but not all, of this group

and with a few other dealers as well, Aaron

secretly buys objects jointly. Whether at

auction or with private sellers, he can thus

buy more cheaply than if he were bidding

against the other dealer. He can also offer

more objects for a fixed investment, and

he has the secret partner's customers as

well as his own. Aaron is frank about this

practice, unlike a picture dealer such as

Agnews, which alleges to own c:iutright

Claude drawings that were in fact bought

jointly with Eugene Thaw, who is perfect-

ly candid about the joint purchase. But

Aaron understandably will not give details

of his joint ownerships or ot the increas-

ingly difficult methods of moving works ot

art from one country to another.

He makes no bones, however, about

how he captures the world-class antiques

others are earnestly seeking. "Occasional-

ly, of course, I recognize something that

they fail to recognize, but much more

important is that 1 pay top prices, so I get

first look at what the provincial dealers

and runners come across. It is foolish to

pay them as little as possible and then have

them see their object in a shop or at the

Pans Biennale at an astronomically higher

price. I give them 50 percent of what I sell

their piece or painting for, so if 1 make a

killing they do too.

"I tell the truth and deal honestly with

sellers as well as buyers, not because it's

moral but because it's good business.

About 40 percent ot my business is deco-

rating. But fewer than 20 percent ot the

objects that go into our decorating jobs

come trom our own inventory. Decorators

who insist on selling objects they already

own to their clients are not only greedy but

toolish. We know that because many
clients come to us atter they have been

angered by that practice elsewhere."

Unlike some museum curators, who
anxit)usly sweep them under the rug, Aa-
ron delights in recounting his mistakes. In

his Paris apartment he has a fake Syrian

Hellenistic head on a coftee table. "I love

it," he says. "Few pet)ple realize it, but a

decorator's mistake can be just as fatal as a

brain surgeon's. We decorated the Paris

offices of Revlon for the chairman then,

Michel Bergerac. We hung an enormous

chandelier right over his seat at the head of

the conference table, and two months
betore the first meeting, it tell— it could

have killed him!"

Aaron has a wry perspective on his busi-

ness. "I recently bought an absolutely

splendid ivory and ebony inlaid cabinet. I

thought it was Dutch or Bel-

n and offered it to th^

because

One of twenty-jour

chairs by Sene bought

by Basia Johnson.

it was not French. This permitted me to

ofter it to the Belgian Royal Museum at

Antwerp and the Getty, both ot whom
refused it. Peter Tht)rnton, curator of fur-

niture at the Victoria and Albert Museum,

bought it the moment he saw it and, once

it was safely in his hands, had an article

published in the Burlingtim magazine prov-

ing it was made in Paris tor the brother of

Louis XIV, probably by Pierre Golle. I'm

just a stupid shopkeeper— I'm not sup-

posed to know what I'm selling. But that

these eminent museum experts should be

as ignorant as I am is frightening!" D
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II I ver since photogra-

Mm phy was invented, in

the 1830s, British mon-
archs, beginning with

Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert, have avidlv

assembled photograph al-

bums. Their contents are

not generally known, so

an exhibition of a gener-

ous selection from them
called "Crown and Cam-
era: The Royal Fam.ily and

Photography 1842-
1910," at the Queen's
Gallery in Buckingham
Palace, is an event of great

interest. Few of these his-

toric photographs from

the Royal Archives have

ever before left the Round
Tower at Windsor Castle ^^HIHHI
or been removed from their albums. If

some of them seem familiar, it is only

through reproductions. At last we are

being given a look at the Roval Archives'

photographic treasures.

"Crown and Camera" is a landmark

exhibition for three reasons. First, the

photographs provide an intimate view ot

royal-tamily lite from the beginning ot

Nitit' scH t'reig7i.s at the {Mneral of

King Eduard Ml, May 20, 1910, by \V. & D. Downey.
Visual evidence thai Queen Victoria's descendants and relatives ruled Europe.

Among them are the kings ofNoruay, Bulgaria, Portugal, Germany, Greece,

Belgium, Spam, Great Britain, arul Denmark. Her grandson King George V
sits in the center; his cousin the kaiser stands behind them.

Victoria's long reign through that of her

son Edward VII. The photographed faces

of "dearest beloved"s were among royalty's

most prized possessions and ga\e Queen
Victoria immeasurable comfort and de-

light. Family portraits embrace the royal

Gad BuckLind ivas curator oj the

Royal Photographic Societ\ of Great Bntain.

households of Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, Bel-

gium, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, Rumania, Greece,

and Russia. Royal-family

travel albums offer some oi

the earliest views of South

Africa, India, the Holy

Land, and Canada. Other

tours, while not chrono-

logically significant, are

captivating because royal

tourists and snapshooters

invariably get royal treat-

ment and visit places fit

tor kings.

Second, the photo-

graphs in the Royal Ar-

chives poignantly reflect

the spheres of interest and

obligation ot the British

^HH^BHH royal family. The collec-

tion is filled with portraits ot young sol-

diers who fought for crown and country*,

subjects who reached an advanced age or

passed a significant anniversar\-, heads oi

state and deposed rulers, former African

slaves and famous musicians, and scenes of

war, industrial accidents, and daily life in

the outposts of empire. There is little

visual comment on .American historv—no
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The marquess

of Qranby
and Lady Victoria

Manners, June 1888,

bv Byrne & Co.

The injormaluy of the

compusitum is imusiuil jor

a Victorian portrait, hut

stranger still arc a chiLl's

eyes seen level with an

adult's. The effect is the

more striking because father

and diiughter have the same,

sympathetic e^ies. Lady

Victoria throws her arms

around her father with

exuberant affectum, while

the u'ay the marquess holds

his daughter's little finger

just as eloquently expresses

his tenderness. Victoria,

Lady Diaria Cooper's elder

sister, looks more like a waif

than the granddaughter

of a duke.
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tlx^ rj. :, r example, ot the superbly photo-

graphed Civil War or the opening of the

We.-'C Only people and events connected

with Britain and its royal family are repre-

sented in the Royal Archives. Photogra-

phy as art, however, was also collected and

valued.

Finally,
this exhibition is unique in

that the queen has given her gracious

permission that original photo-

.:raphs, not copies, go on public

\ lew. It is now possible to appreciate

the tull beauty, diversity, and rich-

ness ot the historic images assembled

in the royal albums. Few photograph col-

lections have been so meticulously con-

served or have seen so little of the light ot

day. When the show is over, the pages

removed from the albums will be sewn

back into their gilt-leather bindings and

returned to the shelves or the Royal

.Archives among the bo.xes of fine prints

and snapshots in silver frames that consti-

tute one ot the most important collections

of historical photographs m private

hands.

The photographs in the Royal Archives

were commissioned, purchased, taken by,

or presented to past British monarchs and

their immediate families. While from time

to time the collection is enlarged by pur-

chases and by gifts of relevant material,

what fascinates its curator, Frances Di-

mond, is the composition of the archive

and the history associated with each pic-

ture. (Photographs relating to the present

royal family are kept by them and are not

part ot the Royal Archives.) The picture

captions are often in royal handwriting,

and the organization of the albums is sig-

nificant, whether in formal nineteenth-

centur>- manner or the spontaneous style

that went along with the snapshot craze at

the turn of the century. An excerpt from

Queen Victoria's Reminiscences, written in

1861 soon after .A.lbert's death, is illumi-

nating: "I always kept for those evegs. [the

one or two nights a week when Victoria

and Albert dined alone] the placing [ofj

any new drawings & photographs into the

various albums - wh. my beloved .A.ngel

always did himself - There were the so

called View Albums, 9 in number - filled

since the year 40 with views oi all the

places we visited . . . Then there were

the 'Journey Albums', - 6 in number,

begun in 42 - into which we placed all the

prints, woodcuts &. photographs we cd. get

of the places we visited, went thro', &.

events wh took place - &!. it was such an

amusement to collect all these on our jour-

nies. 1 sent for all that cd. be got, wherever

we went to - & when thev arrived he

Prince Arthur aiid Prince Alfred m the costume

of Sikh princes , Osborne, September 6, 1854, by Ernst Becker.

Queen Victoria's nine children often dressed m costume and presented short plays and

recitations to their parents on special occasions. This photograph was made shordy after a

visit to the queen from the deposed maharaja Dhuleep Singh of the Punjab, who perhaps

brou^t the boys these exotic clothes.

selected them, & they were then kept to be

sorted - when we got home again, & he (as

in everything) showed such wonderful

method in sorting & arranging them . . .

It was such an amusement—such an inter-

est."

Photography was invented in Britain

and France at almost the same time, but

the British process of negative/positive

laid the foundation for all subsequent

developments. On April 13, 1839, only

two months after details ot William Henr\-

Cjareiitch Alexis of Russia

on board the imperial vocht Standart

at Reial, in the Baltic, 1908,

(rv Queen Alexandra.

Queen .Alexandra was a well-known

amateur photographer, who used Kodak

cameras and processing. Her sriapshois were

published by a newspaper in J 908 as Queen
.Alexandra's Christmas Gift Book. It was

a huge success, and its proceeds went to

about thirty charities. Queen Alexandra was

the cziir's aunt, and she and the king were

on close terms with their doomed Russian

relatives. The album from which this

photograph uas taken contains many other

informal, happy snapshots. Alexis inherited

hemophilia from Queen Victoria through his

mother, who was her granddaughter.

Fox Talbot's photogenic drawing process

were released, Queen Victoria was shown
some salt prints by a relative of Talbot's

and not only praised their "exactness" but

wished to "tr\- to do some herself." A year

and a half later, Caroline Feilding, Tal-

bot's half-sister, showed her Talbot's sec-

ond and more sophisticated photographic

process, called calorype. The queen ex-

pressed her desire to place these prints in

an album with her other photogenic draw-

ings; this makes her one ot the earliest col-
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lector* ot rhe medium. She had ascended

the throne in 1837, on the eve of the pho-

tographic age, and Uved to see the birth of

cinematography.

Prince Albert, who was Victoria's men-
tor as well as consort, was deeply impressed

by photography's educational applica-

tions. As early as the 1850s, he proposed

photographing Raphael's sketches, draw-

ings, and finished works and commis-
sioned photographers to make copies of

the Raphael material in the Royal Library

and throughout the world. As chairman of

the Great Exhibition oi 1851, Prince

Albert saw to it that over 700 photographs

were exhibited and that the illustrations in

the three volumes ot the Report ofihe]uries

were photographs, not engravings.

Ibert prided himselt on his apprecia-

tion of fine art, and his visits with

the queen to the early photographic

salons, their patronage ot the Photo-

graphic Society, founded in 1853,

their active purchasing ot art photo-

graphs, and their sitting for their

own portraits were a boon to artists who
were switching from the brush to the cam-

era. They made excellent choices in com-
missioning photographers. Roger Fenton,

the best British photographer ot the 1850s,

was often invited to Windsor Castle to

make portraits and views, and his expedi-

tion to photograph the war in the Crimea
was tacilitated by royal patronage. Queen
Victoria called upon Francis Bedford, a

medal winner at photographic exhibi-

Princcss Alice of Albany,

1886, by Qeorge Piner CartUnid.

Prince.ss Alice, ojtcn described as "very

dainiy. " was the daughter of the queen's

youngest son, Prince Leopold, duke of

Albany. A hemophiliac, he died at

ihirty-one, and Princess Alice became close

to her grandmother. She married Prince

Alexaruier of Teck (Queen Mary's

brother) ; and in 191 7, when the royal

family replaced its Germanic titles with

English ones, the Tecks became earl and

countess of Alhlone. At the time of her

death, m 1981, m her ninety-eighth year,

Princess Alice was the last survivor of

all Queen Victoria's thirty-seven

grandchildren and the oldest member

of the royal family.

From a series taken January 30, 1862,

after the Hartley Colliery' disaster,

Northumberlarui, by W. & D. Doumey.

Owing to inachine failure, two huridred men

were trapped in a mine and died. Queen

Victona immediately sent the Newcastle

photographers William and Daniel Dowi\ey

to the site. Here they record the owner of the

colliery and four surviving sinkers.

Nineteenth-century Englishmen counted oi\

the infallibility of the machine; an accident

like this disturbed deepest assumptions.

tions, when she decided to give Prince

Albert a surprise birthday present ot sixty

photographs ot his native Coburg. She

sent Bedford to Gotha the following year.

After Albert's death, Victoria saw pho-

tography as a way of holding fast to her

memories. The ring on her finger and her

bracelet bore his photographic likeness,

and every bed she slept in had his framed

portrait on the headboard above her pil-

lows. Rooms he had used were photo-

graphed to ensure that nothing was moved
out of place. As her family and empire

expanded, Victoria came to depend on

this most taithtul oi recording systems to

keep track ot her progeny and he*" posses-

sions. She seems to have made many judg-

ments on the evidence of photographs.
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\Ir. and Mrs. John Moore
married seventy years, September 6, 1894; photographer unknown.

Queen Victoria, never reconciled to Albert's early death, felt that her hiippy niamage n'os brutally cut short,

so it seems at first surprising that she should have been interested in those of her subjects who celebrated the anniversaries of long

marriages. The queen also collected portraits of subjects over a hundred years old

and mothers uh> hiul mans sons serving in the army.
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I hi' l^nig Walk,

Windsor, I860, b\' Roger Fenton.

A /)/i()f()^Tci/)/i balanced and harmimions.

yet with a hold mark down ihc middle that

transforms a Victorian landscape into a

powerful, abstract work. Few nineteenth-

century photographers had Fentcm's

mastery of line and form.

Jtter
1861 , rhc nuinher of portraits in

the collection iricreased, while few-

er art photof^raphs, copies of paint-

ings, and travel pictures were ac-

quired or commissioned. Queen
Victoria came to value photograph-

ic portraiture over all other kinds.

Forty-tour uniformly hound alhums, enti-

tled Portraits of Royal Children 1848-1899.

were assemhled during her life. Gladstone,

whom the queen disliked, was indignant at

the slight when he received "a two-penny

sctap" upon retirement, where previous

prime ministers had heen presented with

the queen's portrait in oil or hronze. The
veracity of photography, however, ap-

pealed to the queen's sense of integrity.

Gradually, as her children grew up and

married, they compiled their own alhums.

The present exhibition draws from all the

alhums, daguerreotypes, photographic je-

welry, and ltx»e prints that entered the

Royal Archives between 1842 and 1910.

The Windsor Castle collection is fascinat-

ing not t)nly because the very human
people in the pictures were kings and

queens, kaisers and czarinas, but because,

looking at them, we witness history from a

privileged position. D

The exhibition will be oi\ view from March

1987 to February 1988, ivith a temporary

closings fnmi mid-October to Lite November.

A catalogue of the exhibitum will be published

by Penguin Books. Material from the Royal

Archives is quoted here by gracious permissum

of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

Jesse Lockhurst

and Thomas O'Brien seen {n'

the queen at Chatham, April 1856,

by Cundall & Houiett.

Two of the many young

soldiers wounded in the Crimean War,

at the army hospital at Chatham.

Queen Victoria ivouLl walk past the

line of men, asking their names and

ordering an aide to ii'rite down those most

interesting to her. Afterward, she would

request that photographs be taken. One of

the albums at Windsor is filled with these

forlorn faces. Victoria felt acutely that

these men fought for her personally. Here

Privates Lockhurst and O'Brien hokl

the ^apeshot that wounded them.
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WHOSE ART
IS ITANYWAY?

THE BRITISH MUSEUM SHOULD
EITHER SI IO\V IT OR SEND IT BACK

There is a drab Londtin side

street called Orsman Road,

where middle-a.ged tactt>ries

huddle together and the houses

around are low. At the end, just before the

public housing project, stand three glassy

buildings in which no one now makes plas-

tics or chairs. Instead, they have become a

treasure house, in careful disguise.

In this unlikely place, the British Mu-
seum keeps its ethnographic collection,

the vast and glorious attic of an empire.

You can see a little—maybe 10 percent

—

at the Museum of Mankind, near the Bur-

lington Arcade, in Mayfair; and some gold

and ivory objects are locked in the strong

rooms there. But mostly the treasure is

guarded here, out of public view. For cen-

turies, explorers and bureaucrats and mis-

sionaries and military' men sent back any-

thing they thought was fine—or odd, or

valuable. Someone gave a "merman" to a

visiting princess. It is an ugly, snarling

thing: probably, the skin and tail come
from a salmon; the head, trom a blue-faced

monkey, all sewn to make a shriveled

mummy with oddly human hands The
British Museum was obliged to accept it

politely and store it away.

The shelves stretch back as in a v\are-

house, rack after rack. The pen downstairs

is full: there, a Yoruba door lies by an

Indian totem door, all wrapped in plastic,

watched by A:tec gods. The treasures

seem to be waiting for a home.

MARCH 1987

BY
MICHAEL PYE

These are treasures that transcend the

usual definitions. One can sense, in these

crates and boxes, actual lives. There are

shrunken heads, smooth and dark, drawn

up like a losing army in a glass case, and

tatooed Maori skulls whose intricate pat-

terns can be seen as a torm t)t personal i.d.

In a pile of light boxes lie blackened mum-
mies trom Peru with an odd sweet smell.

There are faces in the boxes oi pots

—

square, grimacing taces that peer up

through tissue paper. They are Chimu por-

trait jugs from Peru. And there are names

that would otherwise have been lost. In

1702, a Native American thanked a coK)-

nist called Winthrop tor saving his wite

trom gangrene; he car\ed a spoon from the

breastbone ot a great auk. We know
Papenau because his name is on his

work.

Click on the lights between the shelves,

and you see the private lite oi other cul-

tures, all packed away. It is irresistible to

think it belongs elsewhere, where it can be

at least seen. More appropriate would be to

return it to the lands in which it was made
and where it has great meaning. Why
should the ethnographers be allowed to

steal all these lives'

The simple response is to point out that

the storehouse acts like a reterence library,

In stora^fc; an astonishingsun mask,

made last century by the Bella Coola Indians

of coastal northwest America.

but without books: here, people come to

read the sleds, scalps, spears, knives,

boats, crowns, totems, skulls, and masks

that crowd the shelves. This particular

collection also influenced British artists

like the sculptor Henry Moore and Eduar-

do Paolo::i. One soon realizes that the line

between tine art and an ethnographic col-

lectiim is an arbitrary one, otten set by the

taste ot the last century.

Only an accident ot taste gives a gallery

to some Egyptian jewel but keeps as a part

of a scientific collection, seen by hardly

anybody, the k)vely, deadly Olmec cere-

monial ad:e. It takes the torm ot a were-

jaguar, halt cat and halt child, carved in

smooth jadeite; he scowls at the world.

Whoexer made this li\ed some three thou-

sand years ago in Central ."Xmerica's hrst

recorded civilization. .And what is the

qualitative difference between a Chippen-

dale highK)v, on display in the Victoria

and .Albert Museum, and the lovely gam-

elan pieces that Sir Thomas Stamford Raf-

fles, founder ot Singapore, brought back

trom Java' Red and heavily gilded, cov-

ered with dragons and birds, it is one of the

oldest collections of instruments played at

shadow-puppet shows. Yet it is in a ware-

house.

The snake is e\en more disturbing—

a

still, coiled rattlesnake, carved in granite.

It is stored away on the American floor and

has been called one of the hnest animal

sculptures in the whole Aztec corpus. The
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Malcidm McLeud, th<^ curator oj

ethnography, in front oj two carved

Yimd\i doors.

snake left Mexico in the niDnrhs after

independence in 1821, long before the

national patrimony was indexed and pro-

tected; it traveled legally. And yet the

Mexicans ask it, morally speaking, it really

hekmgs in a London storeroom, or even to

the Spanish official who collected it in the

eighteenth century. It is part of their own
culture.

The British won't surrender a shard ot

it. No law was broken to make this collec-

tion, they insist, which is nor surprising

since the British made the laws. They turn

down requests for objects from even

insiders like the Sri Lankan director of

antiquities, who knt)ws the collection

well, because he ct)mpleted his Ph.D. in

the museum. And they will not hand back

the dull gold sword ot kingship and the cor-

onation stool ot the Ashanti ot Ghana,
even though the curator of ethnography

has known the Ashanti king ever since he

finished his fieldwork in the kingdom and

lett owing the court hve pounds (ncnvadays

the two men talk dipKimatically at the

Dorchester Hotel). But nothing goes

back, because British law forbids the mu-
seum to part with anything unless there is a

perfect duplicate in the collection. The
unique—the signs oi kingship, the god.s

—

have to stay in their boxes.

Not every object is as ticklish, cultur-

ally, as an image ot god. Sometimes, the

museum holds a dark side of history. Take
the mourner's dress from Tahiti, a jangling

affair ot mother-of-pearl and bark cloth

and the spiky white teathers ot the tropic

bird. It was given to Captain Cook on his

second South Seas voyage, and even when

Right: Neatly andjully packed shelves stretch

for miles m the Orsman Road ii.'arc'/i(>t<st'.s.
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you pry off the lid of its box it can still star-

tle. But it you know who wore it, it is a

thing ot htirror. The mourner led a rabble

that bullied, sometimes even killed, pass-

ersby, avenging the wrongs done to the

dead. Those thousands ot pearl pendants,

like a pretty breastplate, were meant to

territy. It is only if you take away its mean-
ing that you can think it lovely.

The expktrers satisfied all kinds of nine-

teenth-century curiosity—the taste for the

bizarre and for the carefully scientific.

Sailors on an Admiralty expedition to find

the Northwest Passage, that elusive, icy

corridor between Atlantic and Pacific,

met the Inuit people ot Greenland. Thev
sent back a sled, made from bone and uory
lashed together, and a harpoon lance. The
blade proved almost more interesting than

the rest because it is made from meteorite

iron; Greenland has the heaviest falls of

meteorites in the world. The man who
most valued the Inuit work was Michael

Faraday, father ot electromagnetism.

The adventurers liked to keep a dis-

tinct, philistine distance even from things

they greatly admired. Hugh Romilly, col-

lector of glorious malanggan, found them
"atrociously ugly . . . but splendidly

carved and painted." They are bright

wood carvings, some so deeply filigreed

that they seem more air than wood; they

are busy with a surreal rush ot gods, fish,

men, flowers, and snakes. They come from

Romilly's explorations oft New Guinea.

He had been hugging the coast ot New
Ireland in an open boat for days, and he

wrote back to his mother on October 12,

1883, "I am writing to you under some-

what sensational circumstances. A canni-

bal picnic is going on not two hundred

yards oft me. 1 should be extremely sorry to

alter that distance."

These cannibals were, he said, "the

worst and wildest nati\es 1 have hitherto

had the pleasure ot meeting." He had seen

I I

a defeated army wrapped in stout leaves

and cooked for four days; as a visiting

chief, he was offered the head. "I managed
to look cheerful and to prevent being

sick," he wrote, "but they were offended

with me all the same for refusing it." Cas-

ually, he adds, "By the way, my young
chief sold me a most extraordinary temple

for a gigantic pig. I think he was sorr\' after-

wards, as he had an embarras de richesses

in the way of fresh meat."

Romilly and his chief seem oddly mis-

matched. The islander was selling some-

thing vital, a totem that binds a clan

together. Malanggan are carved for

mourning, though they also mark the cer-

emonies wherein an adolescent replaces a

dead man in the adult tribe. Yet, to Rom-
illy, the malanggan were simply curiosities

for which he had affection. He was ready

to give up his own oilskins to protect them
on their sea voyage, to make his crew's life

miserable to preserve them, even to keep

them when he knew rough weather would
overturn his laden boat. Nevertheless, he

missed the point of the malanggan. "If you

know anyone in England who is in want of

a temple," he wrote to his mother, "I will

send it home." Why is it still there, bereft

ot meaning, except to scientists?

Other collectors were more seri-

ous-minded. A British colo-

nial administrator salvaged

the "faces of the dead"—intri-

cate three-dimensional screens from the

Kalahari area of Nigeria, whose portraits

and mirrors hold the power of ancestors

like capital tor the great Kalahari trading

houses. The screens were under \ery direct

threat from a late-Victorian prophet called

Garrick Braide, who proclaimed himself

Elijah, reportedly sold his bathwater, and

oftered salvation (for a fee) to anyone who
wrote his name in his little exercise book.

Braide wanted to smash the old religions,

and it he had succeeded, he might have

taken a curious story out of history.

The "faces ot the dead" were made for

sla\es—the slaves who became heads of

the very trading houses on which the slave

trade depended. Such men were not

allowed near the traditional Kalahari

shrines and needed shrines of their own.

The "faces ot the dead" show the founder

ot a trading house, his dependents, and

those he has defeated; the mask associated

with his masquerade, or secret society; and

his reflection—because reflection, ghost,

and spirit are the same word in Kalahari.

Still packed away: these ivory salt cellars were

carved by Sherhro and Benin tribes m the late

fifteenth century.
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S(.)inerimes, you can actii;illy see when
cultures met. On a towerinf^ Yoruha door,

a carved panel shows the British resident

arriving tor the first rime: he is pointy-

nosed, m a solar topee, and he rests in a

hammock. More often, you can see culture

hein^ used. A carved, painted hornbill

from Borneo, mauve and pink with an

intricate tail, looks less gaudy than others

HI the collection, but its story is mt>re

curious. British administrators were tryuiq

to make peace between tribes by means oi

an ad hoc Olympic games, a little pig-kill-

ing, and speeches. What made the peace

stick was this bird, more usually a symbol

ot impending war, a standard carried by a

bellicose tribe. It presided o\er the peace,

wrote a British othcial, "a huge, gaily

painted eftigy ot a hombiU, one ot the birds

sacred to all the tribes, and on it were hung

thousands ot cigarettes ot home-grown to-

bacco wrapped in dried banana leat."

Wouldn't you, knowing only that, want to

see this ettigy.'

Wouldn't you make a special trip to see

the papery, intricate ivories from the old

slave stations ot Benin and Sherbro, in

West Africa.' They exist because "they're

airport art—early airport art, ot course,"

says Malcolm McLeod, keeper ot ethnog-

raphy, referring to these mementos ot cul-

tural clash, these t)bjects that freeze a

moment of contact. In tact, they were

carved by African craftsmen tor the Portu-

guese around 1500 and shipped back to

Lisbon tor the royal collections. Their

appeal is enduring. The Medici owned
Benin ivories halt a century after they were

made; and when Napoleon crashed into

Portugal, other ivories were dispersed

across Europe. When you see the pieces, ot

translucent ivory cut like jewels, their val-

ue and wonder are clear. But nothing

about what they are, or what thev signify,

is simple.

Some are supposed to be salt cellars, but

they have chambers one above the other,

which seems impractical. Some are cer-

tainly drinking horns or forks or dagger

handles, and some are simply "lidded ves-

sels." On one such is a Portuguese othcial,

sharp-niised, who supports with his at-

tendants a ship with stylized rigging and a

saik)r in the crow's nest. It is i)nly when
you look a little more closely that the ques-

tions begin. The Portuguese othcial has

the stubby legs of an African hgure. The
sides ot the ship I(H)k more like tiling iiian

like planks; the rigging was car\ed by

someone who had never seen a ship under

full sail. There are drinking horns where

the royal coat ot arms has been carved

upside down; in Europe this would be a

deadly insult. Fine snakes hang down like
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tluoads, and allif^ators snap <ir rhc 1k-,k1

and gn)in ot an outsrretchcd tij^^urc. Wt)iii-

cn arc hare-brcastcd bur their tlii^lis are

covered, in deference tn African prt)pri-

ety. Three mermen hold liands.

What's African and wliat's Huropean

las been muddled, mysteriously. If the

Portuguese ordered these things, why do

they look so unlike anythinji made in Por-

luteal? The superficial links to European

silver of the period evaporate when yt)u

look ai the details. But if these pieces are

part of different West African traditii)ns,

why are they so similar in both Benin and

Sherhro—which have only the Portuguese

in ccnnmcm.^ On the cut surface of the ivo-

ry, codes meet—sht)winf^, perhaps, how

ittle the "redmen" really knew about the

"natives," and vice versa. Still, the ivories

are lovely objects—far too beautiful, one

would think, to bury in storerooms or in

warehouses on Orsman Road. If the facili-

ties of the Museum of Mankind—or the

British Museum itself—are too cramped to

display such wonders, there must be some-

where else.

The sheer riches hidden away in these

drab warehouses make a powerful arj^u-

ment just for access to what they contain.

There is no need to build a temple for

"primitive art," as the Met, in New York,

did, for a tiny fragment of what the British

Museum holds. Instead, we need st)me

efficient space where all these stories can

begin to ct)me alive, because the objects in

storage are not only about remote others;

sometimes they are about us and our

fathers. Take the somber wood death fig-

ure from the Haida pet)ple of Queen Char-

t)tte's Island; it is dark as sorrow, with a

blank face, and it comes with the story of a

shaman who broke his leg in the forest and

starved to death ("the kind t)f story," says

the assistant keeper Jonathan King, "you

make up for a keeper of ethnography").

But while It's true the Haida "buried" their

eminent dead in the air on totem pttles and

carved these figures in their memory, this

line was made for passing trade. That says

something for the serious acquisitiveness

nt Victorian travelers, something about

our parents' attitudes.

There are other objects, here in

the warehouse, that are not

simply "authentic"—made by

some people for their own use.

They are close to the core of a culture, and

they stir other thoughts. Look at the king

figures from the Kuba of Zaire, wood carv-

ing's that have a sheen oi oil. That oil.

(jTU'iMtcci: a icmfying phalanx oj carved and

painted iVDodcn figures from New Uuinea.
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to the Kuba, is what hrinys mit the spirit

of royalty.

These fifjiires reached the British Mu-
seum by an elaborately ethical route.

There was a Hun^jarian adventurer named
Emil Torday, newly returned from an

errand tor the Belgians. "They wanted

someone to put up the tlatj near Lake Tan-

j^anyika," says the assistant keeper John

Mack, "and he did. But when he came
back, he needed tunds—and he needed a

reason to do some solid piece ot adventur-

ing." The museum commissioned him in

1904 to go hunting ti>r cultures and

equipped him with a "spymaster," to

whom he reported as regularly as his trav-

els allowed. Torday went to the lands

between the Kasai and Sankuru rivers, in

Zaire. There, he entered into solemn dip-

lomatic session with the king and court of

the Kuba people. He tried to explain the

British Museum and to persuade the Kuba

that they would want to be represented

there. "He told them," Mack says, "it was

a kind o{ Old Curiosity Shop in Museum
Street."

The Kuba sent wtioden kings to repre-

sent them ("Probably," Mack says, "Tor-

day paid for them"). These figures once

stood in the royal treasure house; a new
king slept there and rubbed the figures

with oil to activate the spirit of royalty.

Opposiic: Mochc portrait vases from Peru,

sonic' JatiM^' haek to 200 B. c:.
,
peer from their

packings. Belour. A Hawaiian drum,

collected by Captain i^ook in the \770s.
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Each hgure represents a particular king.

But these are not portraits; rather, like

medieval saints, they present, symK)lical-

ly, the king who is shown. Shamba Bolon-

gongo is here, the king credited with

bringing to his people the arts of civiliza-

tion in the early seventeenth century; we

can date his reign by when Halley's comet

blazed into the African sky. He sits before

a mancala, a game board for a kind of back-

gammon.
He and other ancient things stop the

breath and lead to troubling questions.

The dark green diorite mask, which is

shown on the cover of this magazine

—

Olmecoid from Mexico and perhaps 2,000

years old—should that be here.' A Nazca

pendant from Peru, with jovial, glorious

colors set into a half shell; a gold pendant

from Colombia, made before Columbus,

which is a ceremonial knife, wIujsc handle

is a human being set about with beaked

creatures and monkeys with birds' heads:

they seem to belong in London only be-

cause they've been with Europeans so long.

And some things are shocking

to the eye—feather gods from

Hawaii, puppetlike figures

with dogs' teeth packing their

mouths and big, pearly eyes; where they

come from, they are gaudy totems of war,

of Hawaiian royalty, of the land of Hawaii

Itself. When you pack them away in

Shoreditch, they are reduced to being

mere data for scholars. Physically, they

survive only because some bureaucrat,

dipkimat, adventurer, or missionary sent

them to the great imperial storehouse back

in London for safekeeping. As it did many
things, the museum salvaged and restored

them. But without their life, the meaning
that makes them precious, what kind of

treasure are they? If the meaning is lost,

what is the point of keeping the dead teeth

Unheard: ornate cymbals jrom a Javanese

}^ayneLin acquired by Sir Thomas Stamford

Raffles in the early nineteenth century.

and feathers.' Why not give such objects

back.'

For the keepers oi great scientific collec-

tions, the answer is obvious. Storage

makes possible the kind of scholarly work

that could never happen if objects were

scattered to their homes. You can compare

cultures, watch some motif as it spreads

from continent to continent. And simply

tt) preserve that evidence protects the past

from the pttlitics and carelessness that can

wreck what we kni)w about ourselves.

But wait a minute. The Ashanti know
about themselves and can learn more on

their own territory. What the collection

makes possible is the translation of all oth-

er cultures into terms of our own—our

Western ethnography. We are not just in

the business of safekeeping. We are also

saying it is more important that we study

ancient Aztec effigies or Hawaii's feather

god.s—take them over by understanding

them—than that anyone ever worship

them again. Some things die when they

are taken away from the place where they

have meaning. Something wonderful be-

comes a scrap of skin or gold, presenting

loveless problems of conservation. Life is

reduced to chemistry.

Maybe these are highfalutin thoughts to

have in the world's attic, amid all the

shrunken heads and old lunch boxes, but

the faces make you think that way. The
eyes of the feather gods are staring; the

sheen on the Kuba king's head is what

once made a man royal. You look at these

thitigs and you wonder: can they possibly

belong in a warehouse.' D

Michael Pye is a noi'clist and a luriter for the

London Daily News.
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NUMBEKS
GAME

WHICH IS

THE OLDEST SILVERGHOST

STILL AVAILABLE?

How
many cars can be the oldest Sil-

ver Ghost in the world? Obviously,

one. The original model was pur-

chased by the Rolls-Royce compa-

ny and restored some years ago; it

is, in effect, in a museum.
Now comes a harder question. How

many cars can be the second-oldest Silver

Ghost? The answer, according to the evi-

dence, is two—or two that claim to be, at

anv rate. They are both in the United

States, and, strangely, both have a claim

to the same chassis number—60553, the

number that the second-oldest would pos-

sess. Neither car has the original bronze

chassis plate that was attached to the fire

wall of every Silver Ghost—the only indis-

putable proof of age.

One Silver Ghost is owned by Martin R.

Infante, who purchased it from the estate

of Nelson A. Rockefeller, the former gov-

ernor of New York State and vice-presi-

dent of the United States. Before that, it

belonged to his brother Winthrop Rocke-

feller, the governor of Arkansas, who kept

it in his Museum ®f Automobiles, in Petit

Jean Mountain, Arkansas. The car was

originally purchased new by Samuel Ste-

vens ofRome, New York, and was the pos-

session of the Stevens family until 1947.

Samuel Stevens, Jr. , a retired airline pilot

now living in California, vouches for its

authenticity. He has family pictures of it

taken in 1907 and a registration dated

1913 with the serial number 553. This Sil-

ver Ghost is the only 1907 model that still

has its original distributor. However, it

possesses a plaque bearing the number
60565. Recently, the above-cited evi-

dence has convinced Samuels that the

number was originally 60553. The plaque,

possibly affixed later, may well have be-

longed to another Rolls that the Samuels

family owned, which was subsequently

junked. Infante is willing to part with this

car for a million dollars.

The other car belongs to a Florida insur-

ance executive, Richard K. Carroll, who
purchased it from a former cigar manufac-

turer, Millard W. Newman, ot Tampa,

This car's authenticity is

''xicked by two

important an-

tiquC'Car

chibs.

Florida. He bought the car in 1960 for

$3,000 from a collector named Kirkland

Gibson, who lives in Rhode Island. Gib-

son, in turn, acquired it in 1931, from, he

says, "a gentleman whose name 1 have for-

gotten; I saw the car on the road and

agreed to buy it on the spot.

"

Here, the plot thickens. Although

Newman insists that he discovered the

60553 serial number stamped on the

engine legs, Gibson says that in all the

years the Silver Ghost was in his posses-

sion he never saw a number. Indeed, he

adds that he always thought that the Rolls

might be a 1909 or 1910 model—he was

not sure, because a new body was put on

the chassis in the 1920s. In response,

Newman points at several parts of the

vehicle as proof that it is a 1907. "The

frame is perfectly straight with no hump
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over the rear axle, just as on the original

Silver Ghost. The frame on a 1907 R-R is

much different than on Ghosts of 1909 or

1910." Newman found an original 1907

seven-passenger Barker Tourer body and

fitted it on the car shortly after buying it.
"1

think I did justice to chassis number 553 to

bring it back to its original splendor!" The
car is now in England, where it is being

restored from the ground up by J. N. Har-

ley Engineering Ltd., in Alveston, War-
wickshire. It is not for sale, though; i( it

were, it would presumably be worth at

least a million dollars—assuming it is the

oldest Silver Ghost available.

Enter Maurice de Montfalcon, an Eng-

lishman and Rolls-Royce fancier living in

Top: TheRockefeller-lnfanteRolls-Royce, the

only 1 907 model with its ongina! distributor.

New York. Admittedly, he has an mtercst

in the case: he was instrumental in arrang-

ing the purchase of the Rockefeller car by

Infante. Montfalcon feels that the New-
man version is not the .second-oldest. On
this subject, Montfalcon does not mince

words; indeed, he has few compliments to

pay the Newman-Carroll car. Carroll, a

more laconic type, replies with the threat

of legal action against anyone who im-

pugns his Silver Ghost's authenticity.

One man who could cast the light of

objective knowledge on the subject is J . N

.

Harley, the restorer of the Newman-Car-
roll car. Says he, "I have spent some con-

siderable time examining this motorcar

and [1 am] now in a position to publish the

summary of my findings." To share those

findings, Harley requests a payment of

$2,500 (plus expenses). Rather than pay.

this magazine asked other experts and

learned that Harley seems to have found

nothing to discredit the Carroll car.

By all the laws of common sense, this

ought to be a simple, open-and-shut case.

Alas, it is not. Each car has its champions

within the ranks of antique-Rolls-Royce

collectors. Many factors are involved be-

yond the cha.ss!s number 60553, and cer-

tainly those numbers on the legs o{ the

Newman-Carroll are not conclusive in

themselves. They could have meant .some-

thing else altogether; it is quite likely, for

example, that engine numbers preceded

cha.ssis numbers because of the experimen-

tal nature of the engineering. On the other

hand, it is also possible that the numbers

mean nothing at all. What is sure is that

both cars cannot be equally old.

—}. -C. Suares and Melik Kaykin
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^ Right now, on the heels ot its

^^SSS^ "^ves Saint Laurent retro-

QSSS^^ >pective, the Miisee des Arts

V* dc la Mode, one ot Paris's hot

new museums, is exhibiting the works ot

Manuel Canovas. For those who don't rec-

ognize his name, Canovas is to decorative

home fabrics what Yves Saint Laurent is to

haute couture. What makes this show dou-

bly interesting is that museums have never

before taken fabrics designed for home
decorating seriously, regarding them as

poor relatives ot the decorative arts. So,

what is it about Manuel Cano\'as that ele-

vates his work to the level of art?

The handsome, broad-shouldered man
with an engaguig smile strides energetical-

ly into the room, hand thrust torward in

greeting, uttering words ot apology tt)r

keeping us waiting. Although his classical

features and deep tan betray his Mediterra-

nean origins, he sports the otthand tweedy

garb ot an English landowner (only he is

much better tailored). His easy Latin man-

ner is seasoned with an unexpected dry,

almost British sense ot humor. We are in

the sun-hlled salon ot his Paris apartment.

The dazzling yellow silk moire that covers

the walls of the high-ceilinged room, the

draperies at the windows, and the uphol-

stery tabrics on the furniture are ot his own
design and manufacture. On tables and

shelves lie his favorite things—t^ibjects,

pictures, and scraps of ephemera collected

during a litetime ot world travel. They

serve as the inspiration tor much ot what

he creates.

Enthusiastic as a schoolboy, he leaps up

to show off yet another treasure, his plea-

sure palpable that his visitor should know
the work of a largely overlooked artist he

collects. His is an outgoing personality,

one at home in any company and in any

setting. Canovas clearly enjoys living

well, being surrounded by beauty. Fortu-

nately for a man who loves to travel, he

must often do so, but he spends as much
time as possible absorbed in the study of

botany. His life seems to be preparation for

his design work, and indeed his biography,

at least in retrospect, seems to argue for

predestination.

As a child growing up in Paris in a priv-

ileged environment, Manuel was trained

in draftsmanship by his father, Bias, the

younger son of an aristocratic Castilian

family. He recalls that each carefully exe-

cuted botanical study after nature won him
a riding lesson. He recalls laughingly, "My
passion for drawing was quite risque at the

time." Any interest or activity verging on

Opposite: Japanese-inspired jacqiiards and

printed chintz in Canovas colors.

the aesthetic was considered "perilously

effeminate" by his father's family in Spain.

But his father was a great amateur o\ and

dabbler in the visual arts, and he encour-

aged his son's passion. At the same time he

instilled in him a concern for quality, a key

to the Canovas style, in which nothing

—

not the smallest detail— is left to chance:

"1 am very rational. 1 know many contem-

porary artists believe in the power of ran-

dom discoveries or lucky flukes, but

although chance may play a small role in

my choice o( subject, I laboriously plan

every aspect of my drawing, down to the

very last brushstroke."

The young Canovas was schooled as a

tine artist, studying at the bcole du

Louvre, the beaux arts academies of Paris

and of Rome, and at Rome's Villa Medici

as well. He began his world travels in

South America and Mexico as an archae-

ologist but confesses that he was diverted

by the lushness and brilliant colors ofMex-

ico. He sketched what appealed to him,

particularly flowers, and left archaeology

to others. After trying his hand briefly at

architecture, Canovas worked as a free-

lance textile designer in New York City in

the early 1960s. His international back-

ground and peregrinations gave him a cos-

mopolitan aura that was nc~)t always easy to

wear. "Although I am never entirely for-

eign in any part of the world," he says, "1

am never entirely at home either." This

sophistication extends to his designs, giv-

ing them a definite polish.

In 1962, he returned home to Paris,

deeply influenced by his experience and

with a special aftinity for American styles

in home decoration. To this day, although

he recognizes a European flair for historical

restorations, the interiors he most admires

are in the homes of friends in San Francis-

co and New York.

Twenty-five years ago, however, his

bold designs and bright colors were out ot

step with what was being done in the tradi-

tional French fabric houses. They then

specialized in drab hues—faded rose, life-

less blue, and dull gold—and, Canovas

recalls, "the style of French decorating had

settled into imitation Louis XVI." Pom-
padour roses were the major print motif.

Itching to use fresh colors and paint large-

scale, interesting flowers of his own devis-

ing, Canovas was encouraged by the suc-

cess of the English decorator David Hicks,

who was just then beginning to make his

mark by "revamping the world of decora-

tion" with the daring use of unexpected

colors and fabrics—covering walls with

flannel and old armchairs with tweeds.

(Even Buckingham Palace was introduced

to shocking pink.) He nonetheless strove

The master, with pencils, m his alelicr.

Middle: A recast 1850 documeni print.

Above: Voluptuous peonies: "Bien Aimee.
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to avoid a complete break with tradition:

"I still hate the ephemeral nature of fash-

ion, the endless effort oi keeping up-to-

date," he says. "What 1 like is the reassur-

ing, unchanging quality of the home."
And although he introduces some forty

new patterns each year, they are fully

intended to withstand the passage o( time

and changes in style.

Still, when the first five-piece Canovas
collection appeared, in 1962, the distinc-

tive patterns, especially the precisely

sketched flowers and the variety and
sharpness of the colors, shocked the

French. Nonetheless, a market existed, "a

refined minority ot people showing a real

interest in decoration," many ot them
belonging to a group ot rising young
French professionals. To them, Canovas
appeared to have thrown open the shut-

tered windows and brought the garden

inside. It seemed new—and American

—

to them. As he puts it, "The Europeans

insist that my work has an American tla-

vor—bright hues, large motifs—while my
United States clients feel that my rich,

elaborate patterns have a definite old-

world quality." The tirst lady Mrs. Ji>hn F.

Kennedy used the rose-and-white pattern

called "Gitt ot Summer" in decorating her

daughter Caroline's White House bed-

room. Canovas's success was assured.

Like Saint Laurent in his field, Canovas

has had a major influence on home deco-

rating, especially in France. Though he

insists that "there is no such thing as a typ-

ical Canovas print," his admirers have no

trouble recognizing his distinctive look,

which, it it can be characterized in a tew

wiirds, is like his personality: open, warm,

tull ot color, sophisticated, and intelli-

gent. What doesn't show is Canovas's hard

work. He is constantly sketching what

interests him. He has been entranced by

the bright daylight and vibrant greens ot

Calitomia, the rustic sobriety ot Amish
and Shaker artitacts, the soft colors ot the

saris worn by village women in India, and

the muted tones and subtle textures ot Jap-

anese obis. While most ot his textiles bear

the imprint "dessme par Manuel Canovas,
"

some are more modestly marked "edite par

Manuel Ctinoi'a^. " This category includes

his troui'ailles, scraps ot antique textiles

that he reproduces without any modihca-

rions whatsoe\'er. "You know, there are

M)me designs rhar are so perfect, just as

they are—like little baroque marches

—

rhar rhere is simply no poinr in trying to do

a variation." Canovas elegantly shrugs oft

accusations ot passeisme, excessive tond-

ness for things ot the past: ".A. writer once

said that history is like a pretty woman who
may be seduced on condition that one

give her handsome children."

Sometimes, old patterns spark off the

creative process in which colors, scale,

and texture are transformed: "You proba-

bly won't believe it, but that swatch of

leopard-spotted material, which looks like

an Yves Saint Laurent shawl, actually de-

rives from a Louis XV design." Even his

own designs can trigger a fresh response.

The Paris show has given him an opportu-

nity to revisit some of his early designs.

"There are some I would never repeat," he

admits, "but 1 am also surprised to tind

motifs that are worth reworking—and

reissuing—even after two decades. " Inspi-

ration derives also from objects that appeal

to him that he has been gathering tor

years. They include old-master drawings,

nineteenth-century silk-sample books,

and a group of ribbons that bek~)nged to

Empress Eugenie. But none is stranger

than his collection of sands from around

the world, neatly labeled and stored in

large jars (200 in all), many of them lined

up on the shelves ot his library. The tex-

tures and various colors of the sands have

inspired a number of his woven fabrics.

Canovas's palette seems almost intinitely

varied, since he is able to draw on a rich

cok)r base ot 7,000 hues, a range that sim-

ply does not interest most other commer-

cial-textile manufacturers.

Flowers are Manuel Canovas's overrid-

ing passion, his "secret garden" ot artistic

inspiration: he has illustrated a total ot 2 1

5

species in his designs. These include chry-

santhemums, irises, hyacinths, even the

American dogwood, which he diligently

studied from photographs. To draw a

plant, he says, he must tirst understand it,

Its structure, the way the petals move, how
the leaves are attached. It takes quite .some

time before the flower can be freely trans-

lated, given those flowing, stylized con-

tours that are Canovas's hallmark; c:)nly

then is it possible tor him to indulge in

what he calls "the occasional infidelity"

regarding natural shades ot color. His

favorite blooms inspire him with the same

enthusiasm he might use to describe a

beautitul woman. He praises the peony's

"voluptuousness, tenderness, and gentle

scent," setting it above the rose in his pri-

vate botanical pantheon. "Bien Aimee,"

an exuberant explosion ot pink blossoms,

is, to Canovas, an "homage rendered to its

loveliness." He enjoys as well the chal-

lenge ofdesigning geometries: "It is a ques-

tion ot getting the harmony exactly right,

especially with stripes, where the alnn)st

marhemarical balance ot colors reminds

me ot musical composition, a symphony of

tones." Nt) wonder it takes him a mini-

mum ot three days to complete each
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Canovas's iranslatum of two eighteenth-century Chinese document prints, "Multiple Splendor" and "The Celestial Empire, " appears at

left, beside floral prints draivn from life.

design. Summarizing the steps in his crea-

tive process, Manuel Canovas states that

he visuaUzes color first, "the way a ct)m-

poser hears his notes betore actually jot-

ting them down." He then tackles the

design and determines the most appro-

priate material: "It the pattern is soft, I'll

use a glaze fabric. If it's sharp, I generally

prefer a more rustic textile." Finally he

must face the hardest decision of all: the

choice of name. "A name is a very impor-

tant feature: it condenses and expresses

the essence of the entire creative process,

"

he explains. He once ripped the pages out

of the New Delhi telephone book and

gave his collection of Indian-inspired

designs colorful local names.

Reaching for a large white bristol sheet

dotted with small pansies ("not the gross

greenhouse variety, but the small wood-

land species like violets"), Canovas
squints at his latest design like a painter

about to apply the final touch to an almost

perfectly balanced composition. "1 might

just call it 'Brune et d'Or': brune like a

dark-haired woman, and d'or for the po-

sies' golden heart." He repeats the phrase

several times, as if trying it out for size: it

has a lilting rhythm reminiscent of his oth-

er floral patterns, such as "Quel Beau Prin-

temps" or "Bien Aimee. " Canovas follows

different guidelines in naming single-tint

or geometric textiles: their titles have to be

shorter, punchier, and easy to remember,

like "Colibri," "Confetti," "Mascara."

The quality of refinement that informs

Canovas's designs carries over into every

facet of his operation. "I take great pride in

caring for and maintaining the tools and

materials with which I work," he explains.

A bouquet of sharp-colored pencils and

soft sable brushes rests in a Chinese rock-

crystal vase—his one good-luck talisman.

It is part oi an all-embracing philosophy,

which he sums up thus: "1 just don't trust

creators who dress like Che Guevara."

Conservative words, but from an authen-

tic revolutionary. D
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A SHY GENIUS TRANSFORMS THE AMERICAN THEATER

BV ISHMAEl REED

[no uiin [notc^c

Except
tor A Raisin m

the Sun, wliich ran

tor tittccn months on

luoadway in \'^)5^)-

60, black drama in

the United States

lias always meant
trint^e drama. Even such a

solid piece ot staj^ecratt as

Charles Fuller's A Soldier's

Play never played to a

mainstream audience until

it reached the screen as A
Soulier's Story, three years

ago. Even though Ntozake

Shange's For Colored Curls

Who Have Coixsidered Sui-

cide/When the Rainbow Is

Eniij fascinated Broadway

theatergoers in 1976-78,

American drama has tor

the most part been white

man's drama: O'Neill,

Tennessee Williams, and

so on down to Neil Simon.

Then, from out ot nowhere, Ma Rainey's Black Bottom came
along. A new play by an unknown black playwright, it had the-

ater people buzzing even before it got its first professitmal staging.

After wowing them in New Haven, where serious theatrical repu-

tations are still made, it scored on Broadway, too. Last year, the

black playwright who had come out of left field won a Guggen-

heim Fellowship and a Whiting Foundation Award (designed to

identify and support deserving writers of exceptional promise).

The offers started pouring in from Hollywood. No, said August

Wilson, I don't want to write screenplays; 1 want to write dramas

of the black experience in America in the twentieth century, ten

plays, one for each decade. Though he has since written the book

for a new musical—Mr. Jelly Roll, based on the lite of "Jelly Roll"

Morton—due on Broadway this spring, he has not changed his

mind about the movies. His planned series continues. By now,

the third ot the plays has been staged at the Yale Repertory

Theatre, in New Haven, and this month, the second of them,

Fences, opens on Broadway after successful runs in Chicago, Seat-

tle, and San Francisco. (Maybe this time, the producers will make
money. For all the plaudits, Ma Raine^ wound up in the red.)

Since when could a black play capture the attention of every-

one in America who cares about theater? August Wilson was

someone whose work 1 would need to get to know. Not much
chance to leam about him in Oakland, though, which is where I

live. To watch him in action and see his work on the stage, it took

a trip, not to St. Paul, Minnesota, where he lives, but to New
Haven, the place where his ideas turn into theater.

lards and Wilson at the Yale Rep.

On my way through
New York, 1 stopped to see

Ma Rainey on videotape at

the Lincoln ('enter Library

tor the Pertorming Arts.

This was my closest brush

with Wilson's characters as

they speak and move. At
first, the publicity had led

me to suspect the play ot

being the latest in a long

series ot "mammery" enter-

tainments ot the kind that

have delighted and com-

torted white Americans
since the days ot Aunt Jem-

ima and Hattie Mcl^aniel.

In tact, the play deals with

the pride, frustration, ex-

ploitation, and internecine

aggression that sprang from

what Lloyd Richards has

eloquently called the black

pet)ple's "deprivation ot

possibility." Ma Rainey,

the blues singer, plays only a supporting role. At the center are

the conflicts—ending in bloodshed—among her backup musi-

cians, four black men.

The action takes place on a single day, in a recording studio in

Chicago in the 1920s. Ma Rainey is expected for a recording ses-

sitm. Until she arrives, nearly an hour late, her producer and

agent—both white, both exploiters—wrangle about what to do

about their imperious but profitable property. In the next room,

her backup musicians are passing the time in bitter and angry, yet

often wickedly funny, exchanges. One, earthy and cocky, hopes

to start his own band. Another, an intellectual, taunts him with

his own pie-in-the-sky ambitions. When Ma Rainey finally

arrives, she is looking for trouble—and plenty ensues.

As a piece of theater. Ma RamL';\ is a completely original cre-

ation, a fascinating combination ot hypnotic Afro-American

storytelling forms with those of Greek drama. August Wilson is a

paradox. The Black Power playwrights of the 1 960s and '70s knew

their Chekhov and Beckett before they discovered Malcolm X.

Wilson knew all about Black Power long before he started writing

for the theater, and he has carefully avoided studying other play-

wrights. He refuses to sacrifice the integrity of his native black

traditions. His acceptance may just mean that the once-feared

Black Power style of the sixties has entered the mainstream,

where so many radical movements eventually settle. Black rock

'n' roll, once shunned, can now be heard on the sound tracks of

automobile commercials.

Getting to see Wilson was like arranging to view a gem on loan
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GOD. WILSON INSISTS. DOES NOT HEAD THE PRAYERS OF RLACKS.

from a private collection. Access is granted (and barred) by Lloyd

Richards. Richards is the Yale Rep's artistic director, dean of the

Yale School of Drama, a director with a string of credits going

back to such landmarks as the original production ofA Raisin in

the Sun, and—most important of all for this story—the artistic

director oi the annual National Playwrights Conference at the

O'Neill Theatre Center, in Waterford, Connecticut, where new
scripts by playwrights known and unknown go through intensive

workshops each summer. It was at the O'Neill that Richards and

Wilson hrst crossed paths, working on the pu::ling, disjointed

htty-nine-page script that eventually became Ma Ramey. Ot all

Richards's many gifts to the American theater, none is more
important than August Wilson. You might say that Wilson is

Richafds's greatest creation. No wonder Richards is protective,

even a little possessive.

/Richards, who is a stocky five foot five, wears a grayish beard,

,
i^nd dresses with Prussian fastidiousness, looks like a man who

V could still give a good account of himself in a street fight. One day

/ \he accompanied me to a rehearsal tor Fences at the Afro-Ameri-
V^ |can Cultural Center, on Park Street. The play involves a former

baseball player and convict named Troy Maxson, now a garbage-

man, who spends a good deal of his time onstage raging against his

fate and against those who are close to him: his wife. Rose; his

sons, shiftless Lyons and idealistic Cory; and Bono, his best friend

and buddy at work in the sanitation department. At the periphery

is Troy's brother, Gabriel, a pathetic walking casualty of the war

who wanders the streets playing a trumpet. Troy's downfall comes
when he has an affair with a younger woman. Alberta, who dies in

childbirth.

The part of Troy is played by James Earl Jones (who created the

part in New Haven, played it in Chicago, and will star again on
Broadway). He bounded in wearing white sneakers, jeans, a safari

jacket with a dark brown patch on the chest, a blue shirt open at

the collar, and a blue baseball cap. He seemed to be very gt+iome

with the material, especially with the long passages c5fstorytell-

ing. In an interview

with Theater magazine,

Mary Alice, who plays

Rose, has said of her ex-

perience, "I can . . .

relate to the oral tradi-

tion: my grandfather,

my father, even my
mother were always tell-

ing stories. This is a very

African tradition. Dark

people did not write it; i

it was passed on orally.

That's very much a'part

of what I heard in the

play." It looked as if

Jones felt the same kind

of connection.

I spent three and a

halt hours watching the

rehearsal. Richards led

the cast through a num-

F7(»)it-/i(i)-L/i )va//S7)i: /aine.s Earl

ber of takes of act 2 of therwo-actplav. He never raised his voice,

though he can sting even with tones dipped in honey. "I've been

here for over an hour," he reminded an assistant at one point,

"and you haven't offered me coffee, tea, or anything. "This got an

instant reaction. Occasionally he looked over his shoulder at me,

the guest. On a sheet lying on a desk in front of another assistant I

saw a cautionary note: "A VISITOR." I felt like an intruder.

A platform located behind a red stool with three steps leading

to it represented the stage. Balloons left over from a parry the

previous night kept floating to the floor. Onstage, James Earl

Jones had become a fifty-three-year-old baseball player dreaming

ot another chance, only to be denounced by his wife for his infi-

delity with Alberta. (When I asked Richards why there wasn't a

liberated woman in Fences as there was in Ma Raine\, he replied

that Alberta was liberated. The answer pu::led me at first, but

then I recalled that, in the 1960s, feminist intellectuals encour-

aged single women to have and raise children on their own. ) The
cast was excellent, playing off Jones's energ>' as Troy, a man tor-

tured by an accident of birth. "I wasn't the right color," Troy says,

explaining why his career in baseball was stunted. IfRichards ever

takes his actors delving deep into the characters, this was not the

day. His directions dealt mostly with specific details of move-

ment, which he often calls choreography. Again and again he

reminded the actor Courtney B. Vance (playing Cory) not to

cross the line when his mother. Rose (played by Mary Alice), is

talking about Troy's daughter, Raynell. In a later scene, when
Cory comes home from the marines for Troy's funeral, Richards

took particular time and care to show Vance how to lift Rose.

"Don't lift her off the steps!" Richards warned. ".'\nd not too

many hugs. This could get cloying."

By far the most intense moments of Fences come in act 2 , scene

4, in a classic confrontation between a son and his father. Cory

challenges Troy with the knowledge that the house Troy bought

tor his family
—"my house," Troy keeps calling it—was actually

paid for with disability money belonging to Gabriel.

"It ain't your yard!"

/(iru's lis Troy (left) in Fences. Cory shouts. "You took

Uncle Gabe's money he

got from the army to buy

this house. . . . Then
you put him out."

Troy explodes, with

all the cold fury of a

proud man justly ac-

cused: "You get your

black asi^out of my
yard!" T^e rehearsal

hall thundered with the'

threat of viotpnce.

Throughout the re-

hearsal, the man who
dreamed up this con-

frontation remained in

the shadows, in the

background. Some-
times, you would even

forget he was there.
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Tardy and temperamental, Ma Ramey (performed by Theresa Merritt) reeords

"Black Bottom" m Wih(m' s first hit.

That is l-n)w August
Wilson is: shy, unas-

siiminij, huskily soft-

spoken to the pi>int ot

inaudibility. Talkin<j to

him is like trying to

communicate with a

clam. He seems to he

one ot the people who
reserve their words tor

the written page. His

hairline is reccdin<i, ani.

his skin color is ot a red-

dish hue. His appear-

ance suggests a Euro-

pean or Native Ameri-

can (possibly Chero-
kee) as well as African

background. He ne\er

knew his father but

knows that he was
white. Maybe it was his

beard and sensual eyes

that made me think you

could take his head and

torso and place them on

the lower parts of a

horse, and you'd have a

satyr from a Renais-

sance painting. A deliberate primitive, Wilson neither attends

nor reads plays. He feels that when he wrote poetry, he imitated

the masters. He doesn't want that to happen in the theater.

August
Wilson is more than a playwright. He is what some

Native American scholars would call a tradition-bearer,

one who knows the old stories and reveres the precise

styles in which they are rendered. You don't learn that in

school. Wilson's official education ended in the ninth

grade, but another education took place in the highest

academies ot the African literary oral tradition: the gam-
bling dens, or the street corners like the one at Fullertt)n and
Wylie in Pittsburgh, which the Harlem Renaissance author

Claude McKay called "the crossroads of the world." Then there

were the restaurants, also in Pittsburgh: Eddie's Restaurant, on
Centre Avenue, Set's Place, Pat's Place—places where the old-

timers gather to "play the dozens," "signify," and indulge in all

their other volatile, hyperbolic word games. Wilson's jobs as a

cook and dishwasher gave him a front-row-center seat for the rich

verbal entertainment and instruction—and incidentally also

account for his frequent and accurate descriptions of soul food.

It was in Pittsburgh, from 1965 to 1968, that Wilstm came into

contact with other black writers, at the Centre Avenue Poet's

Theatre Workshop and the Half Way Art Gallery, which was
financed by Saint Stephen's Church. Some of those writers have
gone to the penitentiary and into drugs, but Wilson has survived.

One of his most frequent expressions is "life force." When I asked

him why his character Alberta doesn't get an abortion, he said.

"The seed shouldn't be

squandered." That may
be the Roman Catholic

conservatism ot his

childhood talking.

Wilson hangs on to

quite a few no longer

fashionable political at-

titudes. To most peo-

ple, the Black Power
movement is little more

than a memory now.

The firebrands of a gen-

eration ago have cooled

down and returned to

the sheltered lite ot the

university. Kwanzaa,
the Afro-American hol-

iday week invented by

Maulana Karenga and

observed annually since

1966 between Decem-

1 her 26 and January 1, is

s one ot the relics ot those

2 zeak)us days. Based on
s harvest celebrations in

Africa, it extols seven

principles—unity, self-

determination, collec-

tive work and responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose,

creativity, and faith—Karenga liked to think of as being African.

An estimated twelve million Americans celebrate Kwanzaa now,

but does anyone believe that part of it anymore? Amiri Baraka,

one of the Black Power leaders Wilson acknowledges as an

influence on his t)wn work, recently published an autt)biography

in which he confessed that following a trip to Africa he realized

that he was an American after all. Wilson says his aim in theater is

to convince his audiences that Afro-Americans are an African

people. He may argue that blacks and whites are different, or have

his characters dare "the white man's God," but he is an Ameri-

can, too. God dtK^s not hear the prayers of blacks, Wilson

insists—and how many of America's white fundamentalist TV
evangelists would disagree.' The apple-pie vakies ot self-reliance

and the family are at the heart ot his plays.

Wilson's first theatrical efforts were staged by the Black Hori-

zons Theatre, a group he helped organize in 1968 to "raise the

consciousness of the community," as they said in the language ot

the times. He admits now that he couldn't write dialogue, but he

rates his descriptive powers back then as "good." In 1977, his

friend Claude Purdy suggested that Wilson turn a series of poems

into a play. The result was the musical satire Black Bart and the

Sacred Hdls, which was "inspired by you," he said to me, the inter-

viewer. (1 was the author of a poem entitled "Badmen ot the

Guest Professor," which includes an allusion to Black Bart, the

stagecoach robber and poet who gave Wells Fargo some problems

in the 1870s. ) Black Bart premiered in 1981 , at St. Paul's Penum-

bra Theater, and got a good reception, but in hindsight. Wilson
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"IT WAS THE FIRST TIME SOMEONE WAS SPEAKING OIRECTIY TO ME!'

Supernatural stirrings: Charles S. Dutton (left) in Joe Turner

teels that the play's twenty-seven characters made it unwieldy.

Besides, it was still more an anthology of poems than a play.

By now, Wilson had moved to St. Paul, where he got a job in

the Science Museum ot Minnesota, writing scripts for the muse-

um's theater troupe for children. For the first time, he began to

concentrate on the art ot writing dialogue. The hindrance so tar,

he decided, had been his tendency to use the characters to recite

his poetry rather than giving them all distinctive voices of their

own. His second play, jitney, about a group of black gypsy-cab

drivers who organize their own company, was given a reading in

1980 and earned Wilson a Jerome Fellowship ot $2,400 and the

use ot the performance tacilities at the Playwrights Center, iti

Minneapolis. Thus encouraged, he began to think of himself as a

playwright. Like hundreds of other aspiring dramatists and many
established ones, he set his sights on the Eugene O'Neill Conter-

ence. He submitted Black Bart, as well as two unproduced plays:

Fiillerton Street (his play for the 1940s) and Why I Learned to Read

(about two black teenagers

who choose sater careers af-

ter an attempted robbery

fails). The O'Neill Com-
mittee turned them down.

That was when he began to

apply his steadily improv-

ing skills to the script that,

according to more than

one critic, catapulted Wil-

son to the forefront ot

young American play-

wrights: the script tor Ma
Ramey's Black Bottom.

Wilson was born in

Pittsburgh on April 27,

1945, and probably was

hearing the blues before he

could talk, but what he re-

members is the hrst time he

heard Bessie Smith. It was

on a record, when he was

twenty years o\d. "It was

the first time someone was

speaking directly to me,"

he says now. Bessie Smith

led him to Ma Rainey, who
gave Bessie her hrst break,

and to Victoria Spivey and

other old-time blues sing-

ers. And so it was that the

old 78s that sold for a nick-

el apiece at the St. Vincent

de Paul's Pittsburgh store

inspired the play in which

the street-smart insults ot

the game they call the ^

"dozens" combine with the z

blues to weave a tale of ^

economic exploitation, I

dashed hopes, forgotten dreams , and desperation.

When Wilson submitted his draft to the O'Neill in 1982, it was

selected tor workshops and readings. This brought Wilson into

contact with Lloyd Richards, the man who would give Wilson's

vision technical depth and range. Under Richards's eye, the

strange new talent began an arduous apprenticeship that is not

over yet. At the O'Neill and in later rehearsals. Ma Rainey went

through frequent rewrites. (So did Fences.) Wilson's dramaturgy

was unorthodox. He envisic^ned a single set that would allow the

action to crosscut continually from one location to another, using

music to bridge the scenes. Most of the early observers were con-

vinced that Ma Rainey was really two plays, not one, but Richards

accepted it. Richards was the one who made the hard choice not

simply to use taped music and arranged tor the original cast

—

none of whom were musicians—to learn to sing and play the

blues. "It was tricky," he told me modestly. I wondered why he

went to all the trouble. "I knew those characters," he

answered.

Richards told me he sees

his job as that of support-

ing, extending, and sup-

plementing Wilson's in-

tent. He does not wish to

"impose" on the play-

wright's work but to "illu-

minate" it. Wilson's work

excites Richards, and
Richards's knowledge
serves Wilson. "He feeds

me," Richards says.

Many ot Wilson's char-

acters are types. Some are

after good times, like the

womanizer Slow Drag, in

Ma Raine\, or Dussie Mae,

in the same play, who uses

sex to obtain favors from

both men and women.
Others are saintly, like

Troy Maxson's wife. Rose,

in Fences, who holds the

family together even
though it means taking in

Troy's child by another

woman. (1 told Wilson 1

thought that this was
stretching it.) Wilson,
never having known his fa-

ther, believes a man should

take responsibility for his

family. Troy is flawed by

corruption and arrogance.

Hax'ing robbed to put food

on the table, he is a con-

victed felon, but he does

not commit the ultimate

sin. He does not everaban-

^.t^*-
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don his tanuly.

Wilson writes about the

black lower middle class.

Their values are conserva-

tive and their taith in the

American dream unwav-

ering. Some of them have

talents they hope to se

tor a lucrative contract,

but deep down most ot

them know that only

luck—the lottery, or num-
bers, what Lloyd Richards

calls "the one shi>t"—wi

raise them above their sta-

tion. For the children,

things can be different. To
save his son Cory from the

kind ot disillusionment he

suffered himself, Troy for-

bids him to play football

and insists that he get a

real education. When
Rose wants to know why,

Troy tells her how short-

lived a black athlete's glo-

ry is: "I saw Josh Gibson's

daughter yesterday. She's

walking around with rag-

gedy shoes on her feet."

It's much too late for the parents to make it, but maybe their

children will.

The blacks Wilson portrays are not only victims of the racism

in their own times but heirs to the disasters of the nineteenth

century, when whatever gains blacks made were quickly wiped

out by had contracts and mob violence. One scene in Ma Rainey

drives the point home with special force. As their game of the

"dozens" heats up, the cynical Toledo taunts the character Levee

with his being "spooked" by a white man, whereupon Levee tells

in nightmarish detail the story of his father, an "uppity nigger"

who owned fifty acres of good farming land in Jefferson County,

about eight miles outside Natchez, Mississippi. One day, when
the black farmer was in town to buy seed, eight or nine vicious

white men came and raped Levee's mother. Levee suffered a knife

wound tr>'ing to protect her, and his father was lynched—but not

before he killed four of his wife's attackers. In Fences, Troy's father

is described as a sharecropper who was so indebted to his landlord

that he lived his life as a "pack horse," frustrated and evil. Wilson

has written that while the first generation of white immigrants

was accumulating the assets that would be passed on to succeed-

ing generations, the parallel black generation was being robbed.

At one point Wilson told me, "I write for my grandfather."

August Wilson is faithful to the values of the class he writes

about, values familiar to me, to Richards, and, I suspect, to James
Earl Jones, some of whose personal history jibes closely with Wil-

son's and Richards's. Before the rise ofthe civil-rights movement,
resistance to racism was strictly an individual affair. Troy com-

li iii)/)c jo) iki next i^cncraiunx.' A ^LL)lc /luni Joe Turn

plains that the sanitation

department leaves all the

dirty work to the blacks

while the whites drive the

trucks. "You think only

white fellows got sense

enough to drive a truck!"

Troy complains. "That
ain't no paper job! Hell,

anybody can drive a

truck." Right around the

time of the play, in the fit-

ties, my mother, who
worked in a department

store, demanded an expla-

nation from her employers

as to why the white girls

ran the cash register and

the black girls had to do

stock wt)rk. "I have a

high-school education,"

she told them, and she was

promoted. For the black

lower middle class, nt)th-

ing comes easy.

Wilson is one of the

kind of people he himself

believes in; the ones who
use their talent to climb

out of the hole history dug

for their forefathers. It's true that, in his deliberate naivete, he

can be hokey. Fences actually ends with the surviving principals

staring off into the sunset while Gabriel, Troy's demented broth-

er, plays the trumpet that accompanies Troy's entrance into para-

dise. Despite such flaws, the play has received mostly favorable

press and an enthusiastic reception, at its world premiere and on

the road. Vernon Jarrett of the Chicago Sun-Times called Fences

the best American play he had seen since Arthur Miller's

Death of a Salesman.

Though
the plays that have won Wilson the mainstream

audience are realistic, realism will not hold him. Now, it

no longer has to. joe Turner's Come and Gone (Wilson's

play for the 1910s, mounted at Yale last May) and The

Piano Lesson (his play for the 1930s, to be prtiduced next

year at Yale) are moving toward the unreal and the super-

natural, joe Turner includes a ghost, a root doctor, and an

exorcism. The Piano Lesson uses the musical instrument as its sym-

bolic core. Though, like all its predecessors, joe Turner was

judged by the critics to be in need of some further editing, its

hypnotic eloquence and force of metaphor show a marked

advance in Wilson's theatrical power. Right now, it looks as if the

coming years can only make his theater richer, more assured,

more American, and more original. D

IshmaelReed, the aut/ioro/Mumbo Jumbo, is a f)ro!i/ic novelist. His

most recent novel is Reckless Eyehalling.

cr.
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MEAN
STREETS

IN ALAN WOLFSON'S TINY

NEW YORK

BY DONOVAN MOORE

Fade IN. Exterior. AAA Detective Agency. NicHT.Wideshot

ot a deserted Manhattan comer. The newsstand is closed—metal

shutters sprayed with graffiti, a bundle of newspapers left on the

doorstep, trash lying in the gutter.

On the second floor above the newsstand is a one-man office.

Through the window we can see a cluttered desk: open carton of

Chinese take-out food, can of beer, black rotary-dial phone,

Rolodex, pack of cigarettes, ashtray with stubbed-out butts.

On the far wall are two diplomas, one crooked. On the frosted-

glass door are the words "AAA Detective Agency." Backwards.

Farther right we see a half-open door leading to a small bathroom.

The light's on. A dirty white sink and tiled wall are visible.

Sound of light traffic in the background. Very still. Not a soul

in sight, yet we get the feeling something will happen any

moment.
A beat. Then an ENORMOUS HAND enters the frame and deli-

cately places another bit of garbage along the curb. The hand

works carefully, precisely.

•

Wider angle: We see that the hand is in fact of normal size. It

belongs to Alan Wolfson, designer and builder of miniature New
York City "environments"—a Forty-second Street hotel room

with the neon sign outside the window, a Tower of Pizza restau-

rant with a fortune-teller's window above it, the interior of a Lex-

ington Avenue IRT express subway car. Through his work, some

of the seediest scenes in New York are now in living rooms as far

afield as London and Los Angeles.

"I take a potentially dangerous neighborhood and make it

safe," says Wolfson. "If you walk through Times Square, you're

liable to be watching out for the people. You're not going to stop

and study the physical structure of the place."

But it's more than the whimsy of compressing a slice of Times

Square into a twenty-inch cube that captivates the people who
bend down to peer into Wolfson's miniature world. All of his

pieces—from major street scenes to a mere subway entrance—are

so detailed that it often takes several viewings ofthe same work for

Donovan Moore is a screenwriter living in New York.
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one ro become aware that at

around one-eighth of an inch

Alan Wolfson finally gives up.

Each hrick in a building's

facade is an individually cut

quarter-inch piece of styrene

plastic, installed one by one

with an X-Acto knife and dou-

ble-faced tape and given several

coats of paint for a realistic,

rough texture. The "grout"

comes next: a mixture of gray

paint and glue, inserted be-

tween the bricks with a hypo-

dermic needle. For rivets in a

subway-station column, Wolf-

son drills pinholes in a plastic 1

beam, threads styrene strings

through the holes, cuts them

down, and sands the stubs to get

exactly the correct, rounded

shape. Beer cans are pieces cut

from a thin aluminum rod,

painted, dented, and glued

down precisely where the ran-

dom traffic or the wmd would

deposit them.

Each element becomes a sep-

arate project. Example; a televi-

sion set. If it's totally visible but

off, that's a relative snap, about

three hours of construction

time. If it's on, it takes twice as

long because Wolfson first has

to make a transparency of his

own television set—but of just the screen, with the vertical hold

out of whack, so the picture is distorted. Then he cuts it to size,

glues it into the scale-model television set, and has to figure out a

way to backlight it. You get the idea.

The only things Wolfson does not make by hand are the news-

papers that are found in almost every one of his works. He tried

taking real papers and reducing them over and over with a photo-

copier to get them down to size, but the quality wasn't up to the

exacting Wolfson standard. Now he buys them from a doUhouse-

supply store. Because doUhouses are scaled at one inch to one

foot, while Wolfson works at

one-half inch for exteriors and

three-quarters oi an inch for

interiors, the size of the print is

the one thing that is out of

scale. But you'd never know it.

His papers are always dirty,

wadded up, and plastered in the

gutter, exactly where New
York's sidewalk whirlpools of

wind would blow them.

It's as if Wolfson were daring

vou not to believe you're focus-

ing on a real scene. It's a game
you can't win, because he never

leaves you an opening. "Look,

if a guy's name is Shorty, I'm not

going to put his graffiti on the

ceiling of a subway car," laughs

Wolfson. "I don't know why,

but I can be introduced to peo-

ple and never remember their

names or faces, yet I can close

mv eves and see perfectly the

number and pattern of rivets on

a subway-staircase railing."

The form, subject, and craft

of Wolfson's "dioramas," as gal-

leries call them now, all spring

from the typical artist's back-

ground: talent and the need to

make money. It's not hard to

develop an eye for the rougher

edges oi urban life when you

grow up in Brooklyn's Bedford-

Stuyvesant neighborhood: "My high school never has had a class

reunion because it would have to hold it at Attica." And working

with his hands has always come naturally: "I used to disappear for

hours when I was a kid. My mother would finally peek into my
room and find me cutting out little cardboard figures and gluing

them into a shoebox."

Combine a photographic memor\- for New York street scenes

with a flair tor miniature work, locate both in Hollywood in 1979,

and you have Alan Wolfson, movie-model maker (he made the

clouds that the tail fin cuts through in the opening-credits

Wolfscm gives names a In of thought. This /\i,t,v. Tenement Hallway (uith Ujc-sizc bill), Metro Diner, and Village Cigars.
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"Firsl," says the aif/x (hcl at Win k with brick wall), "I'll build a nice, new subway car, and then I'll trash it.
" Painstakingly.

sequence tor AirpliOwM, who was winning first prizes in art-school

contests hut still lookinj^ upon his miniatures as a hohhy. It took

his getting laid ott trom a special-eftects house tor him to take a

full-time shot at it. He packed three finished pieces into a drive-

away Mercedes, delivered the car to its owner in the Hamptons

after a three-day flat-out run, and dropped the pieces off at Louis

K. Meisel'sSoHo gallery. Meisel, who specializes in photorealism

and precisionist artwork, told Wolfson that if he could huild a

couple more pieces like these, he'd give him a small one-man
show. "No promises," Meisel promised. It was a sellout.

"This was a time when crafts-

manship and art history were

being tossed aside," says Meisel.

"Artists were lazy but still want-

ed to cash in. Craftsmanship

was the first thing to go because

it's the hardest: precision, disci-

pline, attention to detail. And
then along comes Alan."

Wolfson removed himself to

an old barn-studio in upstate

New York to work. Just work.

There were times when he'd go

three weeks or more without

seeing another living soul. Be-

cause he'd often have a scene in

mind for as long as a year, the actual construction was relatively

quick. Each piece, no matter how complex, followed the same

process: make a thumbnail sketch, prepare a scale design, cut out

the design and tape it together to make sure all the sight lines

work, and then construct it after the 3-D mockup, all the while

keeping in mind such things as the paths for the fiber optics and

the room tor air to circulate around the fluorescent lamps.

The hardest part was (and still is) to decide when to stop. "First

I'll build a nice, brand-new subway car," he says, "and then I'll

trash it. And finally at the point where I'm just adding more graf-

fiti and garbage, I'll make a list often things. No matter what else I

think of while I'm working, once those ten things are done, I'm

finished. It's probably been finished for a couple days by then,

anyway. " And when he finished a piece, he'd pack up and drive it

to the gallery. Meisel recalls, "There were Saturdays when Alan

would come in with a piece at ten and it would be gone—out the

door—by noon.

"

If you consider an artist successful when the hobby becomes a

living, then you'd call Alan Woltson successful today. He's back

in Brooklyn, in a loft-studio, and he occasionally builds models

for special-effects shots in his spare time instead of the other way

around. The discipline, however, is unchanged. He still sketches

a calendar in a notebook for each piece and keeps a record ofhow
many hours a day he works. He estimates that a major piece

requires about three hundred hours.

"I don't want you to think

I'm too crazy," he says, "but I

keep a stopwatch running be-

side me when I'm working. If I

go down to Canal Street tor sup-

plies, or out for a quart of milk,

or even if the phone rings, I'll

stop the clock. " Translation: by

anyone else's reckoning, the

amount of time required for

each piece equals approximate-

ly his number of hours times

three.

The other thing that has not

changed with success is the feel-

ing you get when you first see a

Wolfson environment. His genius is that even though there is

never a miniature person in sight, his work is positively alive. Its

fascination is not simply a function of everything's having been

made small. Every piece looks as if son^eone has just left, and your

mind can't help spinning a story about what will happen next

when that person returns from the bathroom, comes back to his

greasy-diner dinner, lies down again after switching channels.

"Most art you can look at from across the room," says Meisel.

"With Alan's, there's an intimacy. He forces you to walk across

the room, take the time to get up close."

It's worth the time. Alan Wolfson can take a scene we see every

day—often holding our breath as we walk past as quickly as pos-

sible—and, by making it small but perfect, make us laugh, make
us wonder, maybe even make us slow down to see the artistry in

the rivets of a subway staircase. D
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At
the still-tender aj^e ot turty-two, Michel

Chahran is almost a national treasure in

his native France. He lacks only one thinji

hetore he can claim the full benefits—the

privilege ot circlin.u the t^lobe, as a diplo-

mat spreading French culture and an en-

trepreneur selling his name and recipes in

six-hgure deals. The missing int^redient is

a three-star ratint^ in the Guide Michelin.

the "hihle" ot French hotels and restaurants. Chahran has earned

two stars so tar; this year's edition ot the Guiclt', just out this

month, is not expected to bestow the ultimate blessing. To be

sure, his first two stars ensure that Michel C'habran will not grow

gray tending his stockpot. Now, can he take the last step toward

fame.'

Until 1977, no one would have given him <t chance to rise to

culinary heights. His early-teenage intention was to pursue a

career in industrial engineering. Becoming a chef "ne\er oc-

curred" to him, he recalls. Nor did his hometown oi Pont de

I'Isere, beside the Rhone River, have a gre.it culinary twidirion; it

boasted no outstanding cooks. When Michel was fourteen, how-

ever, his father fell seriously ill, and he was

thus forced to help support the family. He
went, as luck would have it, into the kitch-

by
milUtiti Rice

en ot the restaurant named Pic, in nearby Valence, a marvelous

prtnmcial shrine tor French gastronomes that had recently won
its third Michelin star. During three years there, young Michel

absorbed the techniques of a great chef, Jacques Pic, and worked

with the very finest ingredients and wines.

.•\tter military service he returned to Pont de Plsere and joined

his grandparents behind the counter of the small bistri> they oper-

ated, a homelv bar frequented by working-class towntolk. By

19 ;4, he had earned eimugh monev to buv kitchen equipment,

expand the menu, and transform some upstairs rooms into accom-

iimdations for travelers. Not yet thirty, he was a restaurant own-

er, chet (with a single Portuguese helper), and innkeeper. So

were IS, 000 others across France. It took three years ot intense

labor that onlv the selt-emploved understand before he was

picked to join the jeunes Restaurateurs de France, an organi:a^

tion of potential-superstar chets sponsored by Grand Marnier.l

Chabran vividly recalls his first meeting, not so much for the food

as for the companv. It was then that he met and made fast friends

of jean-Paul Lacombe of Lvons and Michel Rostang ot Antibes

and Pans, both sons ot famous chets and alreadv on their w<iy up

the all-important Michelin ladder.

"All ot a sudden I had friends who had

friends," Chabran explains. "I was on the

circuit. Paul Bocuse sent the critic from
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L'Express magazine, who wrote that it was a scandal I wasn't listed

in any guide. That was in the tall. By spring 1 had my hrst star in

the Guide Michelm.

"For a restaurant in the country," he goes on, "the hrst Miche-

lin star is not that difficult. What you put on the plate is the most

important. The totid must he goc:id and should look t)kay. Service

wine list. You have to miprove the menu selection and strive to

eliminate errors, even the possihility of error, in service as well as

cooking. Michelin's attitude is that the people wln) visit the great

restaurants of France are there for only a hrief time. The chef must

satisfy their anticipation and maintain a certain level of taste.

They watch and they wait," he concludes. "They don't go for

must he correct, hut it need not he special. They want the food something that explodes on the scene.

and the surroundings cut from the same cloth. If your place is

rustic, there is nci reason to serve lohster or truffles. You should

keep it simple, as fresh as pi)ssihle, and, always with Michelin,

you must keep your place clean."

Looking hack, he is tempted to view his one-star days as an al-

most idyllic period. His friendships deepened; his reputation

grew; he found time to play tennis four or hve times a week. But he

seemed stuck with that single star for too long—seven years—and

his efforts to impnn-e led him to the hrink of financial ruin. The
single star just didn't attract enough additional customers to sup-

An emerging trend hegan playing in Chahran's favor: the free-

dom to create that was unleashed hy the nouvelle cuisine move-

ment. He possessed imagination and a deft touch; he had the

courage to innovate. The trouhle was that one coukl go only so far

in the Rhone, where the traditional foods

—

cLiubcs and/ruurcs

—

are as full-flavtued and heavy as the wines. By the start of this

decade, Paul Bocuse and iithers had pulled back from^he arty ex-

cesses of nouvelle, returning partly to regional products and forth-

right recipes.

At the same time, Rhone wines were coming hack into vogue

port the cost of improvements needed to gain the two-star rating for the first time in fifty years. In addition, the heavily traveled

and, with it, a frequent full house. autoroute had an interchange only five minutes frttm his door.

"You must improve in every detail," Chahran says with the Chahran's tahles tended to he filled,

earnestness of a student reading his catechism. "But you should Encouraged, he kept at it. As change folktwed change, Miche-

change little hy little. Yt)u must create w,. . . lin's anonymous inspectors filtered

more comfort and some sense of luxury

—

' llllSft (IflOII f>y through, making notes and writing reports

better-quality plates and glasses, a larger L/dllt'W IXOSi'UlVdld that joined diners' comment cards in the
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starred-restaurants file locked in the Guide's Paris office. "You

keep hearing things, mostly gossip," says Chabran. "Michelin is

rather mysterious."

In the meantime, he and his friends began The Five Chets, a

cooperative endeavor that would have shocked the secretive,

jealous cooks ot the past. They buy and sell wine, share supply

sources, recipes, and apprentices, and travel together to cook for

tun and profit in faraway places. Akmg the way, Chabran's part-

ners convinced him of the importance of public relations.

In
addition to a growing body of favorable articles, Cha-

bran received timely a.ssists from Henri Gault and

Christian Millau, the clever journalists who coined the

term "nouvelle cuisine," in its contemporary sense.

Their Gault-Millau guide is an influential competitor

to the Michelin. Between 1977 and 1982, two laudato-

ry articles appeared in their widely circulated monthly

magazine. In 1982, they gave Chabran their Clef d'Or

(Golden Key), an award presented to only two or three

restaurants each year. "The publicity helped," Chabran recalls.

"It brought in traveling businessmen and led other chefs to send

customers to me. " The next year, Gault and Millau pushed him to

their three-toque level, 17 points out ( fa possible 20, placing him
on a par with such luminaries as the chef Gilbert Le Coze of Le

Bernardin, in New York.

"Gault and Millau try to anticipate the future," Chabran says.

"They're betting on you, and lots of people, especially chefs, pay

attention to what they say. But the Michelin confirms your stat-

ure. It confers validity and has real value."

How much ? Chabran estimates that the second star, awarded

in March 1985, increased his business by 40 percent for the year.

He served meals to 2,500 Americans, some of whom filled more

than half his guest rooms during the summer tourist season.

Nonetheless, he traveled frequently to Lyons, Pans, Canada, and

the United States. Business deals were made in France, including

the purchase of a chateau on the banks of the Rhone, where he

plans to relocate his restaurant. In Los Angeles, The Five Chefs

have been negotiating with the Italian restaurateur Mauro Vin-

centi (creator ot Rex) to do a deluxe French bistro there.

Following the lead of Georges Blanc and Gerard Boyer, chefs

recently elevated to three stars, when Chabran renovates his

chcUeau he will install ten or twelve luxury guest rooms and sur-

round it with a garden park. Meanwhile, his English is improving

as rapidly as his tennis backhand is slipping. He is using the secret

weapon of great chets—boundless energy—to the fullest.

Will all this effort gain him fortune' Probably. Fame? To some

degree, though he lacks the flamboyant self-assurance ot a

Bocuse. A third star' Perhaps, but both the service and the decor

at his new restaurant will have to be sharply upgraded, and the

time he spends away from Pont de I'lsere will work against him.

."Xnd there will be a further accounting ot his culinary skills. He
knows he is good, and he is young enough to become even better;

but can he join the ranks of his personal heroes Alain Chapel

and Guerard? "I don't know," Chabran says. "I will expend all

my time and money, and then Michelin will tell me." D

William Rice, the food aiid vuine colummsi for the Chicago Tribune,

urites frequently about dining in France.
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The Michelin Galaxy

The 1 , 300-page red "hible" of French hotels and restaurants is hig

business. More than 700,000 copies will be sold this year (at $16
each in the United States), and the French follow its recommen-
dations as religiously as do foreign tourists. The winning of a sec-

ond or third star (the highest rating) will bring a 50 or 40 percent

increase in business and can be a ticket to fortune and fame. Fewer

than 700 restaurants in all France wear stars. Others are listed in

the Guide without stars, and many thousands more receive no

mention at all.

The stars are given by an almost faceless committee of inspec-

tors (about a dozen) and bureaucrats who work for the Michelin

Tire Corporation. The Guide's listings contain only factual infor-

mation. The enormous volume ot comments received from users

of the Guide helps target restaurants for advancement or demo-
tion. Inspectors' visits follow (more are made for two- and three-

stars). Chefs come, or are summoned, to Michelin's offices in

Paris, where they review their files and may seek the Guide's

approval for changes in menu or decor.

The one-star restaurant ( 574 as of 1986) is "an especially good
restaurant in its class ... a good place to stop on your jour-

ney," according to the Guide. The star may signify that you will

find a young chef just beginning his climb to the top, or merely a

place that stands taller than its nearby competitors. The star is a

virtual guarantee of cleanliness and propriety, but don't expect a

one-star in the countryside to have the same style and culinary

sophistication as a one-star in Paris.

Two stars mean "excellent cooking, worth a detour . . . spe-

cialties and wines of first-class quality. " (There are 84 restaurants

in this category.) Some two-stars are paler copies of three-stars,

still seeking the elaboration and polish required for promotion, or

gradually fading after an unsuccessful run at the top. Most, how-

ever, are one-stars that have grown up, and they offer inventive

cooking, authentic regional dishes, and good service.

The three-star level (achieved by some 20 restaurants in

France) represents the pinnacle ot Michelin's notion ot what a

great restaurant should be: formal and ornate, with elaborate

presentation and a protusion t)t rich ingredients. "Exceptional

cuisine, worth a special journey . . . superb tood, fine wines,

faultless service, elegant surrt)undings. One will pay according-

ly!" If you tind it so, all is well. On the other hand, you may teel

uncomfe)rtable, overfed, and underkwed, an insignificant part of

a mechanical ritual.

Michelin not only has critics; it has competitors. The best-

known is Gault and Millau's Guide de la France, which gives

numerical ratings on a 20-point scale and does "review" restau-

rants in a pithy, often amusing style. Among new rivals, the best

is the Le Bottm Gourmand, which took the field in 1983. It is

better-designed than the other two and easier to use. (Ot these

guides, only the Gault-Millau is printed in English.)

Michelin also publishes red guides to ten other European coun-

tries, which, some critics say, ignore or underrate the best, most

authentic native restaurants in each country. They probably do,

and for one simple, very French reason. The Guide Michelin is

aimed at the traveling Frenchman. So, formal service, elaborate

decor, and French-inspired cooking win stars everywhere. For

example, Italy's first and only three-star is Gualtiero Marchesi, an

ultra-nouvelle cuisine restaurant in Milan. At one time, the chet

actually refused to serve pasta!
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hen he started collecting art tor

the second time, Harry Packard,

a logical man, composed an out-

line. This was 1960, in Japan,

where Packard had come after

the war and where, with nothing

calling him home, he decided to

stay. His hrst collection, two hundred

prints, was gone, having been used to

finance his art education. He had no mon-
ey, but a friend had offered him a job. So,

Packard ccimposed his outline and, with

his outline, in his reasoned way, pro-

ceeded to collect art again.

He collected Japanese art for fifteen

years and then sold what he had collected

to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for

$11.3 million. Scholars who saw it were

struck by the level of sophistication his

collection displayed, the degree to which

he had expertly acquired great things from

so many perit)ds. But while people were

impressed with Packard, they were not

always comfortable with him, for here was

Michael Shapiro now lives in Tokyo.

an engineer with limited resources who
had managed to assemble a significant col-

lection in ways so aggressive that people

were sure he must ha\'e been a war profi-

teer. Although Packard had indeed col-

lected after the war—and then sold what

he bought—his collection reflected,

above all, the work of a man who moved
and thought in very straight lines.

When Harry Packard began collecting

art for the second time, he did so by follow-

ing the clear mandate set down in his out-

line. If he had to sell his house, or make
enemies, or fly to France and buy a Matisse

that he could sell in Japan to finance a pur-

chase, that is what he did. It was not that

Packard was without a sense of the roman-

tic; only that in his view there were people

who led with their heads and others who
led with their hearts. "I use my head," he

says, "more than my feelings."

Harry Packard, now se\enty-two, sits in

his house, just outside Kyoto, in a tatami

room that looks out onto green moun-
tains. Behind him hangs a picture that he

thinks might have been painted by a man

on a bender. It is a recent acquisition, a

vertical scroll two hundred years old, pic-

turing a series of turtles. Some of the tur-

tles are blurred, yet this artist was famous

for his well-detined portraits oi women.
Packard's wife does not like the picture,

but that does not upset him. The picture

moves him; to explain why, he assesses its

component parts. Still, there is something

about it that defies clear categories.

"This painting does not stop with the

limitations of the paper," Packard says.

"He probably laid it down on tatami and

got half the paint on the tatami." He Itioks

at the smears that represent the turtles and

the streaks of paint that represent water.

The background is full of empty spaces for

the imagination to fill. Packard, thinking

of what he himself has done, says, "I guess

nobody is completely logical."

In the closing days of World War II,

Harry Packard was in northern China.

The Japanese were fleeing, leaving behind

the remnants oi fourteen years of occupa-

tion, among them a summer resort near

Tsingtao. Some of Japan's best-known

contemporary artists had paid for their

keep with pictures painted during the sum-

mer. By the time Packard arrived, the Chi-

nese were using these paintings to patch

holes in the walls of their houses. They
sold tor a dollar apiece. Packard, who saw

in them a capsulized history ofmodem Jap-

anese painting, bought two hundred.

He had first seen the art of Asia as a boy

in Seattle. His uncles were missionaries in

China, and every so often their students

would come w-est, bearing gifts. Some of

these gifts were artwork of China and

Indochina. Though he liked what he saw,

Packard did not become keenly interested

until years later, in 1943, in New York,

when he was a student at the Henry Hud-

son Naval Intelligence School. Knowing
that he might one day be sent to Japan, he

visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art

and came to know Alan Priest, the curator

of Far Eastern art. Because he was eager,

Priest introduced him to the museum's

holdings of paintings and drawings. "I had

no resistance," Packard says. "For me, it

never had an alien quality."

The paintings he found in Tsingtao,
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opposite: Harry Packard at home in Kyoto, with his turtle scroll: was the artist on a bender! Above: A fidly replicated room

in the Momoyama Shoin style, with sliding-door screen, Ancient Plum, by Kano Sansetsu, at the Metropolitan's new Japanese galleries.

however, bore little resemblance to what

he had seen in New York. Really, they

were little more than potboilers. After the

war, he took his potboilers to Tokyo and

sold them to buy wood-block prints. Pack-

ard could afford to buy. "1 had a good job,"

he says of his work during the occupation,

running a ceramics factory, "and spent all

the money on a print collection."

He collected in his logical way: artist by

artist. He began with Ando Hiroshige.

When he had found five or six prints he

liked, he switched to Katsushika Hokusai.

After Hokusai came Toyokuni, and then

Utamaro, five or six of each, until he was

ready to move on. Moving on, however,

meant going back, because once an artist

was represented in his collection, Packard

would look for someone who had come
before him. "But each time I went back in

time," he says, "the prints had to be in the

same condition as the previous ones. I

bought two hundred prints, and every time

1 bought a print 1 discarded one."

The yen was then fixed at 360 to the

dollar— it is at about 160 today— and

prices were low. Prints that might now sell

for $1,000 could then be had for $25.

Earthenware jar with monochrome glaze,

mid'Heian period, eleventh century A. D.

While questions remain about the decency

of buying cheap in a country ruined by war,

Packard says, "The Japanese were selling

to me because no Japanese were paying

that much. But I remember a dealer beg-

ging me to buy a print tor 1,500 yen."

He also studied. Having learned Japa-

nese, a fiendishly difficult language, well

enough to speak and read, he found art

scholars in Tokyo universities willing to

offer private lectures. He read. He went

through a bibliography of basic sources.

Then he decided to go back to school.

By 1949, too old to apply for a postwar

military commission and feeling drawn to

no place in particular, Packard went home
for a while, to California, to work for a

graduate degree in Far Eastern studies at

Berkeley. While he earned his master's,

there was almost nothing in his field for

him to see. The limited Japanese artistic

holdings in the United States were on the

East Coast, in Boston and Washington.
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All that existed tor him to look at was a

series of fifty black-and-white plates of var-

ious Indian, Chinese, and Japanese art-

works. In 1953, he returned to Japan so

that he could go to school all over again.

e pushed himself to improve his

Japanese. When Waseda University

accepted him, he became the first

foreigner admitted to the school in a

competitive test with Japanese.

Thirty-four years later, he would still

boast about that. For six years he

buried himself in his studies. He pushed

himself to understand the sometimes diffi-

cult texts. He spent his summers docu-

menting and cataloguing eighth-century

documents. He traveled to the island of

Shikoku and walked from town to town,

studying the ceramic findings from various

excavations. He took oft for a year to travel

in India, since it was in India that Buddhist

artwork developed and spread, with the

faith, to China, to Korea, and eventually,

in the sixth century, to Japan.

His print collection was gone, having

been sold at auction to finance his studies.

He had married and to support his family

wrote and translated for the International

News Service, a job that, he says, some-

times interfered with his studies. Yet as

much as he drove himself to know Japan

and its art better, as much as he pushed

himself to absorb systematically all that he

could, the curious thing was that it was not

Japan or its art that enticed him. In fact,

he says, had he found himself in Ireland or

Switzerland or anywhere else after the war,

he might have done the same thing there.

The art was simply a means to an end

—

ambition, the desire to achieve something

worthwhile. Had it not been for a calamity

and a bureaucratic restriction, Harry Pack-

ard might never have started collecting

Japanese art tor the second time. By the

time he did, in 1960, he had acquired a

vast knowledge, one well suited to his am-

bition. All he needed was a way to apply

what he had worked so hard to know.

He would have liked to affiliate himself

with a Japanese national museum, but that

was not a door open to foreigners. He
would have liked to return to Berkeley to

become chairman of Oriental-art studies.

But then, one day in 1957, as he was cross-

ing a street, a car hit him. He did not fully

Clay jar, 3000-2000 B. C. : applied, incised,

cord-marked decoration.

recover from the accident for three years.

He had no money, employment only as a

contributor to some Japanese newspapers,

and the sinking feeling that his dreams

were not to be realized.

He went to work as a sales engineer. He
also composed his outline and set about

finding, in his logical way, a new vehicle

for satisfying his healthy ambition.

Years later, when Sherman Lee, a histo-

rian of Oriental art and former director ot

the Cleveland Museum of Art, saw what

Harry Packard had done, he thought it "a

very good collection." John Rosenfield, a

professor ot Oriental art at Harvard, finds

it "extremely strong and well studied. It is

a major accomplishment for any collec-

tor." Although others lambasted it, insist-

ing that the collection was filled with

fakes, Rosenheld sensed not only its great

worth but that it revealed just how much a

collector could "enter into the study of

Japanese art and culture." While he was

impressed by the comprehensiveness of

what he saw, Rosenheld telt that if any-

thing was missing, it was an "overall

theme." "That," he says, "is its strength,

not its weakness. It does not reflect a high-

ly personal or private taste or st>le."

It was, to be sure, Harry Packard's

strength, because once he had decided

upon his path, little, it anything, stopped

him. "I believe he simply never gave up,"

says Joseph Brotherton, his closest Ameri-
can friend. "It may have taken a long time.

But once he made his decision that this

was an object he needed, he spared noth-

ing in getting that object."

Packard says, "1 had an outline that I

wanted to fill in." The outline extended

over the period from 4500 B.C. to A.D.

1850, focusing on those eras that showed

how Japanese art had developed. "At that

time, I had probably as much training in

art as a Ph.D. would have had," Packard

says. "I was concerned with origins—styles

and media." His first teacher in painting

had taught him the importance of a viscer-

al response to a picture. But once he had

allowed "the object to make its emotional

appeal," he then set about assessing its

attributes and worth. "My mind rules my
emotions, as a rule," Packard says. "Once
the feeling is past, you turn to rational

analysis. The mounting, the paper, the

type of silk used. Does the signature

match? Is the seal original? Then I would

sit down with people with 'pertinent

knowledge.' Let's say I consulted first-rank

scholars. I wanted evidence." Sometimes

he agreed with what these authorities told

him, and when he did not, and wanted the

piece, he'd say, "To hell with these

people's opinions."

He looked at everything: paintings,

sculptures, and pottery. He wanted only

very good things, and if a certain era on the

outline was closed off to him by price or

supply, he would look to another represen-

tative time to till the space. He established

a network ot sixty dealers, most of them in

Tokyo and Kyoto, and got in touch with

each at least once a month. Every other

month, he set off from Tokyo, stopping in

towns and temples along the way, inquir-

ing about what might be tor sale. In the

years after the war, many temples and

shrines, finding themselves in need ofcash

for the most basic repairs, began selling

their artistic holdings to peddlers. The
peddlers sold to dealers, and the dealers

sold to Packard, who sometimes found

ways to dispense with the middlemen.

Once, for instance, he was traveling
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A tujO'panel screen uf the Meiji period: Autumn Grasses, by Shihata Zeshin { 1607-1691); ink, kicquer, and silver leaf 071 paper. "I like

paintmgs, " says Packard, "in which the composition is bif^er than the paper.
"

south when, from his train, he saw a small

town with thatch-rooted houses. He got

off, rented a bicycle, and came upon a Zen

temple. A priest remarked that, tucked

away in its eaves, there were two statues he

might he interested in. They were of solid

wood, covered with plaster. Packard want-

ed them. The priest offered them as a gift.

Packard insisted on paying. He wrapped

the statues in burlap, put them on his bicy-

cle, gave the priest the $300 or so he had in

his pocket, and rode off with what proved

to be a pair of rare and valuable eleventh-

century temple guardians.

He bought and sold, using Egyptian

sculpture, Roman glass, and a Matisse that

he says cost him $12,000. This he traded

for a series ot iconographical works. He
advised other collectors, like Avery Brun-

dage. In short, he did everything he could

to keep buying. "I couldn't have made
enough money without selling," he says,

"so I got into doing the same thing as 1 did

with my print collection"—keeping the

volume of his collection constant. He sac-

Fudo MyO'O, who wards off Buddha's ene-

mies. Heian period, twelfth century A. D.

rificed tor the sake ot collecting. He cov-

ered the holes in his shoes with cardboard.

"1 didn't want to spend the money on an

overcoat," he says. "I t)nce sold my house

to buy a group ot art objects. 1 tt)und a rent-

al place 1 could move into. It was not a

good situation for a family. 1 found com-

panionship in contacts with Japanese col-

lectc)rs and scholars, but it was a solitary

thing." He and his wite, who did not share

his passion, later divorced.

In 1975, when there was no longer room

at home tor everything in his 400-piece

collection—some pieces stayed with deal-

ers, some with triends; some were lent to

museimis—Joseph Brotherton suggested

that perhaps the moment had come to sell.

He thought it was time tor his friend to

show what he had done, and though at first

he hesitated, Packard agreed.

The museum world was well aware of

what Packard had accumulated. "Every-

one knew it was an tipportunity," says

Wen Fong, special consultant tor Asian

affairs in the Department of Asian Art at

the Metropolitan. The museum then had

only a small collection of Japanese art and

no place to exhibit anything so large as
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Detail numhcr 4 nj a fragtnent oj a hand scroll. Konin Shonin Eden {Legei\dar-s History of the jin'o-ji). by an unknouii artist oj the

Namhokucho period (A. D. 1 350-1400) . Color and ink on paper.

what Packard had amassed. About half the

price to be paid for the collection was

designated a gift to the museum by

Packard. The other half, he says, was paid

by the museum into a charitable trust to

assist artists and scholars. Packard kept

$250,000 for himself.

"People always considered me a very

commercial person, very mercenary," he

says. "If I had taken all that money, people

in Japan would have said that 1 had used

these people, and all the rumors about me
would have been true." Still, given the

chance to do it again, he would have kept

$1 million, if only because troubles with

his back now keep him from working.

Most of the money was spent on the house

he now lives in.

Before the collection could go outside

Japan, however, the Japanese government

put up formidable hurdles. Generally re-

garded as having the world's most efficient

system for preserving its cultural patrimo-

ny, It wanted to know just what might be

leaving. Packard says that while Japan was

not keen to see some of its better artwork

go, it was willing to do so if the destination

was appropriate. While the Metropolitan

was such a place, the government would

let nothing out before it had been gone

over carefully.

That took a year and a half. When it was

done, the government permitted virtually

everything to go, having determined that

no national treasures were included. Pack-

ard believes that forty pieces could have

been so classified, had the government not

been eager to have good artwork promi-

nently displayed. The government still

maintains that no national treasures left

with the Packard collection. It has since

contributed $1 million toward the build-

ing of a permanent site for the Metropoli-

tan's Japan collection.

aiting for that home to be com-

pleted, next month, Packard's

collection has mostly sat in stor-

age for ten years. Now at last

people will get to see just what he

did with all his ambition and all

his knowledge. It may be a com-
plex and diverse achievement, but the

motivation, Packard says, was rather sim-

ple. "I did It as a substitute for not finding a

position in an American university or in

Japan. That's more or less it, for better or

worse. It was a pretty egotistical approach

for a man without a cent."

Harr>- Packard still collects, but he does

not follow an outline anymore. He would,

he says, but prices have gone too high and

he cannot afford to do what he once did.

Instead, he has been buying, among other

things, historical prints for his young son,

Jin-Michael. Where once the collection

was eversthing for Packard, now- there is

his new family—his thirty-six-year-old

wife, Hideko, Jin-Michael, who is five,

and his rvvo-vear-old daughter, Hana.

Hana was bom with cataracts. Packard

spends a lot of time helping her to learn to

see. Having had her vision improved by

surgers', he says, she must now learn "ef-

fective sight," the ability to see with

understanding.

Harry Packard took a ver\' long time

learning to see effectively. Even when his

formal education ended and he could dis-

cern many details, there still seemed to be

something missing from his view. Even

now, when he speaks about the art he

knows so well, Packard talks of brush-

strokes and pointillism. His digressions are

linear. He does not gravitate toward ab-

stractions. Still, he will look at a picture

painted by a man on a bender two hundred

years ago and say, "Japanese art is basically

emotional art. When the Japanese get

drunk, they lose control over their emo-
tions. I like paintings in which the compo-

sition is bigger than the paper. The quali-

ties I like about the people are the qualities

I like about the art." Then he adds, "I try

to give life to my feelings by effective use of

my mind. I recognize that feelings are

important and should be fostered, even if

they're not your forte." D

"Foxes Meeting at Oji, " from the Hundred

Famous Views of Edo, by Hiroshige ( 1 797-

1 858)—wood-block print.
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THE
GLORYOF

ALSACE
Few Sectors of the World

Offer So Much

by

G. Y. Dryansky

Tle French have a word,

depaysement, the state of being either outside your own country or

cut adrift from the famihar. A Parisian going to Alsace is depayse.

Though this French province has looked westward ever since

Louis XIV created it, Alsace is French in a largely abstract sense,

though it is certainly not German either.

Celts, Swabians, Lorrainers, Burgundians, Alemans, Roman
legionaries, Swiss, and Jews—they have come and stayed. The
plain they found is fertile, the wooded mountains full ofgame, the

foothills ideal for making some oi the world's best white wines.

The Rhine offered easy access to the Low Countries and Germa-
ny, and the route south through Burgundy was safe. All these

people settled at this propitious crossroad, proving that civiliza-

tion is a more glorious force than tribalism.

Nowadays the onetime republic ot Strasbourg is host to the

European Parliament, and Alsatians like to think ot themselves as

the ultimate Greater Europeans. But this is nothing compared to

the glory of Alsace in the High Middle Ages, when it consisted of

a string of wealthy cities, casually international, with artistic cur-

rents that joined the He de France, Burgundy, and Champagne
with Flanders and Germany. For the visitor, the splendor of

Alsace today is its still-unspoiled natural setting, in which the

most conspicuous signs of man are those created by talented

hands 500 years ago. Alsace is not just a change of place but a

relocation in time. I visited Alsace last April. Who would have

expected snow then, lying thick from the high forests of the

Vosges to the sloping vineyards, the mouths of gargoyles fanged

with icicles? The weather here is often extreme; this time it was

freakish, but it enhanced the sense oi depaysement.

The journey, however, was made cushy by a new train service

from Paris to Strasbourg, called "Nouvelle Premiere." It has a

The route des vins ujanders from one medieval village to another.
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tasteful, power-office look—not cozy-

chic like the old Blue Train, hut posh-

tech. The food served in the dining car

has been touted hy critics as the finest of

all train food.

It isn't (more of this later). The best

thing about la grande carte of the Nou-
velle Premiere is that you're close to

Strasbourg by the time you've finished

5 dinner. As with all French trains that

nowadays sweep along on clickless welded rails, you can set your

Afatch by its arrival time, exactly 10:37 P.M.

A cab rushes you from the station, alongside and over the

sweeping waters of the narrow 111 River, into the old city. It looks

so intact that a light burning in a small window might be where a

university student, one J. W. von Goethe, is still cracking the

books. But the light is electric. If electricity impairs the time warp

a little, it does wonders spotlighting the cathedral at night.

Strasbourg's red stone cathedral, carved, like Milan's Duomo,
fine as lace, is one of .he most profoundly beautiful buildings in

the world. It is as graceful as Milan's but more encompassing in

spirit, with its massive, simple buttresses and airy spire. I had no
need to race from the train, near midnight, to see it again; it was,

by design, just a few steps away from my hotel.

There is no grand old hotel in Strasbourg. There are new,

Above: Paul and Marc Haeberlin of the Auherge de I'lll Be/ou';

l.nms Roily-Gassmann m his vineyards in Rorschivihr.

expensive ones of no interest. There is also the Hotel des Rohan,

a small, well-run place on a pedestrian street in the old town. The
new, eighteenth-century-style furniture crowded in the lobby

gives off a glare of elegant intentions, but the rooms upstairs are

simpler and immaculate, and no grand-hotel concierge was ever

The fagade oj Strasbourg Cathedral, carved as fine as lace: one of

the most profoundly beautiful buildings in the world.

more obliging than the one person at the desk of the Rohan.

Even allowing no time just for wandering among the medieval

houses leaning beside the canals and the 111 as it rushes toward the

Rhine, at the edge ot the old city, two days are barely enough to

take in Strasbourg. The Musee de I'Oeuvre Notre Dame, for

instance, is not just an auxiliary museum of the Cathedral of Our
Lady: some of the finest statuary belonging to its facade, done by

sculptors who probably worked at Chartres, is now safe here,

replaced by poor copies on the church front. More than a cathe-

dral museum, it is a large and diverse collection of wood and stone

sculpture, paintings, furniture, and tapestry that traces the cur-

rents ot art in the region from before the Romanesque period to

the Renaissance. A whole room is dedicated to the work of Hans

Baldung Grien, Diirer's brilliant student, and there is a startling

collection of busts by Nicolaus Gerhaert van Leyden, a keen real-

ist. Architectural drawings showing plans for the cathedral,

either executed or abandoned, date back to 1255. The rooms of

stained glass from churches and monasteries in the region are

probably unmatched anywhere in the way in which they show a

quantity of masterpieces close up. The head of Christ of 1050

from Wissenbourg Abbey is the oldest stained glass surviving in

France or Germany. This Wissenbourg Jesus seems to stir arche-

typal memories that go beyond Byzantium back to the kouroi of
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preclassical Greece, while Peter Hcmmel von Andlau's elegantly

ambling stained-glass Adam of 1470 already speaks to the taste ot

the Renaissance. Between them, in room after room, are some ot

the best intervening examples o\ this all-hut-k>st art.

Strasbourg's Museum ot Fine Arts, housed tor the past century

in a handsome palace built in 1704 by Cardinal Armand de

Rohan-Soubise, was once an overflow collection of the booty

Napoleon gathered for the Louvre. Most was returned after his

defeat. The Strasbourg museum is still small, with a handful of

star pictures and some good works by lesser-known artists.

Goya's portrait of Bernardo Iriarte alone makes the visit worth-

while: it is full of brio, of minimal but expressive details, and has a

long dedication painted in a big, pale swath across the bottom.

Along with two of that quirky Florentine dreamer Piero di Cosi-

mo's more conventional religious pictures, there is a fascinating

Myth of Prometheus. Besides these glorious paintings, the faience

and porcelain of the gifted Hannong family are exhibited; and the

living quarters of the sybaritic clerics whose palace this was are

also on view. As you leave the Chateau des Rohan, you will once

again see the looming spire of the cathedral, in one of its loveliest

settings. The eye never tires of this skyward-striving marvel,

which Johann Hiilt: finished in 1439, about the time Gutenberg

began his first. Promethean experiments with printing in Stras-

bourg. For centuries it was the tallest tower in Christendom.

Goethe climbed it time after time, fighting vertigo, as an exercise

in self-control. Victor Hugo called it "a mass of stone shot

through and through with air and light . . . palpitating in every

breath of wind." Beneath it, in the fac^ades and stained glass, in

the intricate pulpit of Hans Hammer, in the unique Angel Pillar

of the south transept, is treasure housed in treasure.

Leaving the feast that is Strasbourg for Murbach is like

clearing the palate with a gulp of eau-de-vie. A stone

gateway, the remnant of a monastery, straddles a moun-
tain road at the edge of the Vosges. Beyond lies a village

dominated by the blunt choir, transept, and powerful spires of

what is now the local church. This twelfth-century structure, its

nave gone, overreaches its surroundings. It was once the great

church of the horrible monks of Murbach, a community dating to

the eighth century whose most notable activity was terrorizing

the valley below with its standing army. The monastery was open
only to nobles; its abbots were princes of the Holy Roman Empire.

The revolutionaries of 1789 did it in.

In the valley below, the roads are straight and wide. Starting in

late afternoon from Murbach, you can easily be at the Chateau
d'Isenbourg in time for a drink before dinner. Isenbourg, now an

inn, sits in the middle of its vineyard and overlooks the red roofs

of the village of Rouffach. The emperor Maximilian stayed here

in 1 5 11 , but now it is mostly a banal nineteenth-century structure

with a curious tower like a little lighthouse, added when the

rebuilders discovered they had forgotten the staircase. The main
rooms are rather rinky-dink; the dining room in the ancient high

cellar, a place where food not so good as its pretensions is stiffly

served. But the bedrooms are spacious and nicely decorated with

bits of old furniture. There are a tennis court and a swimming
pool, and the views of the vineyards and village are pleasant.

Isenbourg is the best place to stay to visit Mulhouse, after a quick

look at the old town of Rouffach.

Michelin, that overrated, too readily trusted guide, gives Mul-
house no stars as a city. During the eighteenth century, the

republic of Mulhouse was the center of a flourishing textile

industry that is now severely depressed. The town may not be a
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place to stroll in, but it has three extraordinary museums. You are

fond of Bugattis.' There are 125, the largest collection on earth, at

the National Auto Museum, where some 500 rare cars sit in a

200,000-square-foot warehouse divided into lanes decorated with

copies of the lanterns of the Pont Alexandre 111, in Paris. Reign-

ing over all this, flanked with statuary of the sort you find on
lower-suburban lawns, is a huge portrait of the mother of the

brothers Schlumpf, to whom this museum is dedicated. The
Schlumpfs drove their wool business to destruction feeding a col-

lection that was private until 1982. With several one-of-a-kind

models, the museum covers the automobile's history from the

beginning to the future, seen in prototypes. Here is Chaplin's

Rolls, there Bao Dai's Ferrari and Franc^oise Sagan'sGordini. For

car buffs, Ettore Bugatti's own 1930 Royale coupe is reason

enough for a visit.

The textile museum is a forlorn wonder, with peeling walls and

austere displays. Yet it is the mecca of the world's fabric designers,

who pay 2,200 francs for whatever they copy directly from the

museum's six million old designs. These are pasted in big manu-
facturers' sample books, now falling apart from use, that date back

to the eighteenth century. The collection oftuiles de]<)uy from the

factory, near Versailles, that made them in the late 1700s is

exceptional. In scenes from operas, myths, fables, and daily life,

roller-printed in monochrome on a white cotton ground, the

work was so fine that copies cannot achieve

the finely modulated detail of the original

fabrics.

The wallpaper museum, just outside

town at Rixheim, is housed in what was

part of a factory of the once famous

Zuber company, which still does top-

market panoramas. This museum
traces the growth of wallpaper mak-

ing in Mulhouse and elsewhere, as

it kept pace with the decorative

needs of the burgeoning middle

class. Here are the earliest sev-

enteenth-century printed

squares, which predate wall-

paper, and eigh-

teenth-century panels by

the extraordinary house of

Reveillon. Here too, in a

series of upstairs rooms, is

Zuber's art of panorama

at its height, with views

of the Greek War of In-

dependence, of Brazil,

Hindustan, and North
America—these done in

1834, depicting the ports of

Boston and New York and cadets

drilling at West Point. The print-

ing of a panorama sometimes re-

quired more than 2,000 blocks,

many of which survive. The rooms

you see are done from new editions

being sold again today. At the fac-

tory across the yard you can buy

Strasbourg Cathedral's La Syn-

agogue, now safe in the museum.
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"Views of North America," thirty-two panels extending over fif-

teeii meters ot wall, ti^r about $7,500.

Unlike Miilhouse, C'olmar is a gem. You could spend hours

walkinjj through the pedestrian streets ot its center, lined with

intact fifteenth- and sixteenth-century houses. In the Rue des

Marchands stands the house ot Martin Sclumgauer, the painter of

the late Middle Ages who inspired ["'urer, just down the street

from the house of the painter who is presumed to have been

Schongauer's master, Isenmann. Farther down, a museum has

been made ot the birthplace ot Bartholdi, the prosperous Ixnnpier

sculptor who landed one ot the great commissit)ns of all time

—

the Statue ot Liberty.

Colmar also has the most-frequented French museum
outside ot Paris, Unterlinden. In this thirteenth-cen-

tury convent, the height ot Alsatian painting ot the late

Middle Ages is ct)pitiusly represented. It also has an

unsurpassed Cranach Melancholy; but the true glory of the

museum—and one of the glories of the world— is the altarpiece ot

the Antonine convent ot Isenheim, done between 1510 and

1515 by the man known as Griinewald, whose real name may
have been Mathis Neithart. Was he a Rhinelander.' Alsatian.' His

biography is still a mystery, but his work hursts boundaries.

Flanders, Champagne, Burgundy, theRhineland, Italy—look-

ing at this startlingly ambitious and ingeniously successful altar-

piece, you feel that Griinewald absorbed the best currents from all

these places, perhaps by intuition. He was also a century ahead ot

his time in portraying dramatic sentiment that brilliantly stops

short of sentimentality. The range here is stupendous, the inven-

tiveness of scene and composition unmatched. Schongauer had a

Opposite: Fifteenth' and sixteenth-century houses in Colmar.

Below. The overwhelmingly powerful and expressive Isenheim . altar'

piece, in Colmar, painted by the mysterious genius Griinewald.

•«

The twelfth-century church of ihc icrnnie monks of Murbach.

gift for depicting character and mood in features. A trained

engraver, he wrung expression from details. But Griinewald went

further, giving his compositions total expressiveness and foretell-

ing the mannerists, yet with greater subtlety than many of them
would master. Whether his scene is the jubilant lyricism of the

Annunciation, the cruel pathos of the Crucifixion, or the aston-

ishment of Christ's resurrection, every aspect of his space is alive

with meaning. His angels are as delicate as Botticelli's; his Saint

Anthony has the plastic aplomb of a Piero della Francesca. His

falling soldier at the tomb recalls the dramatic exploitation of

perspective of Uccello. His drapery has the emotional rhythm of

an El Greco. You will need a rest before seeing the remainder of

the museum, and also Schongauer's truncated but still lovely

Madonna of the Rosebush. It was stolen from the nearby church of

the Dominicans, recovered in the 1970s, and is back on display,

but too far removed behind a gate to allow a really good look.

Only twenty minutes away by car, in

the monastery church of Saint Stephen

in Breisach, over the German border, is

what is left of Schongauer's Last Judg-

ment frescoes. They are considered one

of the most important monuments of

German sculpture but though of a later

date lack the expressiveness of Nicolas

of Haguenau's wood sculpture, done in

1490 and predating Griinewald's work

on the Isenheim altar. The Breisach

high altar, a huge and intricate triptych

carved in wood by Hans Loi between

1523 and 1526, upstages them.

Visiting churches and walking

through great museums can quickly

lead to satiety on a short trip. Alsace's

route des vins makes a delightful change.

From Molsheim to Thann, the small

road winds through the vineyards from

one intact late-medieval village to another, pictur-

esque to the point of being a bit breathtaking. Nothing

cloys faster than the picturesque, but a half day spent

between Bergheim and Rouffach will probably stay with you

for life. Tarry in Niedermorschwihr, Eguisheim, Hattstatt, and

Gueberschwihr. Riquewihr is so well known that it attracts as
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many tourists as a theme park. Kaysersherg is just as pretty, and

quieter. Everywhere you'll have the opportunity to sample, tree,

the white wines that have made Alsace famous—its Rieslings,

tokays, pinot hlanc, Gewiirztraminers, muscats, and Sylvaners,

drunk young, as well as the Edelzwickers, blended little local

wines with a fruitiness that perishes with travel. The best houses

at which to taste and buy include Schlumberger at Guebwiller,

Hugel in Riquewihr, Beyer in Eguisheim, Trimbach in Ribeau-

ville, and Faller in Kaysersherg. For eaux-de-vie, Alsace's fruit

alcohols, try Jean-Paul Mette in Ribeauville.

These addresses were given me by Marc Haeberlin, after a

memorable meal he prepared at his family restaurant, I'Auberge

de rill, in Illhaeusem: perfect

foie gras; delicate duckling,

just in season, with wild pleu-

rotte mushrooms—every-

thing tasting as if the best

of what was there in

the great ingredients

was coaxed out deftly

and with respect. I

cannot say this was

so everywhere I ate.

Gastronomy is an-

other of the region's

traditional attractions,

but Alsace is suffering

from the blight of preten-

sion that has struck elsewhere

in France. Once the Vosges

teemed with game, the Rhine

with salmon, the swamps of

the plain with frogs. The vine-

yards encouraged snails, and

the farmers force-fed geese to

make foie gras. The game is

still there, the snails too, but

no one is running around the

swamps for frogs—the legs all

come frozen from Eastern Eu-

rope or Asia—and most of the

WEST GERMANY

FRANCE

Armes is Kaysersherg, with what looked like at least two charm-

ing little hotels, the Residence Chambard and the Hotel du

Chateau. The Chambard has spacious rooms with views of the

vineyard and the fortress, food of quality- (though the nouvelle

portions are small), and a superb wine list.

As for the cooking on the Nouvelle Premiere train, Joel Robu-

chon's dishes prepared in vacuum under plastic and reheated in a

steambath are not worth the sixty dollars a head you pay. Robu-

chon is considered one of the greatest new chefs in Paris, but

when 1 sampled his blanquette de veau, I recalled with nostalgia the

man who owned his restaurant before him, the late Jamin, whose

loss leader was an entree of scrambled eggs with fresh truffles

—

perfect. My advice is to eat

simply during your trip to Al-

sace and save your money for

one or two truly memorable

meals at I'Auberge de I'lU.

Here is a list of places where

you can enjoy the hearty cook-

ing still left in the region

—

choucToute, stuffed sowbelly,

tongue and hot potato salad,

tarte fhmhee (the thin-crusted

bacon and fresh-cheese equiva-

lent of pizza), jhischschnacka

(meat patties in baked crust

sauced with bouillon), and, if

you are lucky or order in ad-

vance, baeckaoffa, the casse-

role of several meats that Alsa-

tian housewives used to cook

in the baker's oven after the

bread was done.

In Strasbourg: La Maison des

Tanncun, 42 Rue du Bain aux

Plantes. Gault snubs them,

Michelin awards no star, but

<; Nancy Reagan found out

Z about this place through the

o California grapevine and did

5 well to eat here at the time of

ALSACE

Strasbourg

Molsheim *

• Illhaeusem

Breisach

Freiburg

im Breisgau

.Muihouse

Basel B.\^^"'^

SWITZERLAND

foie gras processed in the region comes from Israel or Hungary,

where geese are stuffed in a more cost-efficient way. The salmon

comes from hatcheries, like trout.

A wise innkeeper would make peace with these changes and

concentrate on the local wonders that remain—the great churcu-

terie, choncrouie, onion pies, and peasant dishes you don't eat else-

where—but finding an authentic local meal is not easy. Instead,

you are caught in the crossfire between "talented young chefs"

competing for guidebook laurels. Even some of the great old

establishments have been obliged to make an effort to follow the

frenzy for signature "creative" food.

Particularly disappointing were Aux Armes de France, in

Ammerschwihr, where the foie gras had less flavor than the

brioche served with it, and I'Auberge du Pere Floranc, in a non-

descript comer of Wettolsheim, toi ted as a bucolic country inn

by another publication. Here the rib of beef had the watery qual-

ity of meat that is too young or frozen. The rooms ir both places

are done with the taste of a Main Street, Nowhere, furniture

store. Leave it to Michelin not only to give a star to the Pere

Floranc's cooking but also to applaud the seashell collection in

the ugly hall of the inn's cement new wing. Not far from Aux

the famous Bitburg visit. The choncroute I had was as good as the

one I remember having here fifteen years ago, though there were

fewer items of the fine artisanal charcuterie. It's a family-run place

in a sixteenth-century house in the oldest part of town.

Cfit'^ V'i'onnt', also known as S'Burjerstuewel, 10 Rue du San-

glier. The regular customers at lunch kiss Yvonne hello and good-

bye, grateful for the simple wonders.

In Colmar: La Maison des Teles, 19 Rue des Tetes. One of the

town's most interesting old buildings, with its sculpted faqade,

houses what used to be a remarkably pleasant restaurant, which is

a little less good since a change of chefs.

Parisscrstuewel, Place Jeanne d'Arc.

Elsewhere: Caveau Saint Marfm, in Kintzheim, for great tarte

fhmhee; Hirsch, in Wantzenau, outside Strasbourg; and the Relais

des Menetriers, in Ribeauville.

These addresses should hold you for the week or ten days you

need to visit Alsace. If they don't, so be it. It is worth living on

bread and water just to see the Isenheim altar. D

G. Y. Dryansky inote about the lastemakingGanay family for the July

1986 issue o/ Connoisseur.
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ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, March 20, 1987, 7:00 p.m. Saturday, March 21 , 1987, ll:00a.m

Sunday, March 22, 1987, 12:00noor^

Featuring Bronze Sculptures;

Fine Oil Paintings; Oriental Rugs; English and French Furniture;

and Fine Estate Jewelry.

Preview begins Friday, March 13,1 987,
through the sale dates, 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Special preview Wednesday, March 18,1 987,
9a.m. -9p.m.

Illustrated brochures available, please call or write.

Illustrated catalogues available, $1 0.00 postpaid.

DUMOUCHELLE'S
409 East Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226
[313)963-6255

FINE ARTS APPRAISERS
AND AUCTIONEERS SINCE 1 927



INVESTOR'S FILE
Chessmen: their history

is ancient,
their appeal universal

BY robin DUTHY

Chessmen carved m walrus tusk, ca. A.D. 1250, frum one of Scotland's western islands.

Chess is the wt)rld's hest and oldest game,

and over the centuries it has developed a

formidahle mystique. As we watch the

heroic struggles of the champions, at-

tended by seconds, coaches, and analysts,

we sense that we are witnesses to some

supernatural combat. These grand mas-

ters, with their bulging brains and mega-

byte memories, seem to belong to some
other species. Perhaps in a way they do.

National prestige rides on the t)utcome

oi a world championship, but any serious

session brings to the boil a caldron of emo-
tions. Aggression may be compounded by

panic, contempt give way to pity, yet even

then some murderous new scheme will be

taking shape in the mind, for this is a game
of war; and though the battleground and

the combatants are but symbols, they are

vehicles for powerful feelings.

It is hardly surprising, then, that some
chess buffs are also passionate collectors of

chessmen. These little armies may be

bought with the unconscious intention of

deploying them against imagined ene-

mies, hut at another level they provide fas-

cinating insights into the development of

many cultures. Considering the fact that

Robin Duthy is the author o/The Successful

Investor.
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chess players are counted in millions, the

market for chessmen is minuscule. Dele-

gates to the second International Chess

Collectors Congress, in London last year,

numbered just eighty, though more are

expected at Munich in 1988. The volume

of trade is too small to support a single spe-

cialist dealer in London or New York,

though a few dealers in both cities always
^

have some sets in stock.

Chess seems to have had its origins in

India before recorded history, perhaps

around 2500 B.C., and chessmen have,

presumably, been made ever since. Chatu-

ranga, the precursor of chess, was a game
for two teams of two players in which each

player had a king, an elephant, a horse, a

ship, and four foot soldiers. The game was

played on the chessboard we know today,

with a four-sided die that determined

which piece should move, and so de-

pended partly on luck.

In the sixth century B.C. the die was dis-

carded; the forces previously commanded
by the team of two were united under a sin-

gle player's command. One of the two

kings was demoted in power and given the

title of counselor or minister. With minor

variations, the game spread to the Medi-

terranean Basin and the Far East between

the sixth and eighth centuries A.D. , and

thereafter northward through Europe.

The earliest surviving pieces date from the

second century A.D. In the early sixteenth

century, the rules were altered to become

those we know today—the most radical

change being that the combined power of

rook and bishop was given to the counsel-

or. Gradually this piece came to be known
as the queen.

Only a few medieval European pieces

have been found, and most are now in

museums. Among the earliest is a group,

carved from walrus tusks, found on the

island of Lewis, off the west coast of Scot-

William Steinitz (right), the dreaded American master, thrashing Dr. Zukertort.
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A hifj^hty desirable Indian set from the early nineteenth century, carved in ivory.

land. Each piece has an intense expres-

sion, its eyes peering forward as though it

had seen an army of ghtists.

Ot all the chessmen the world has pro-

duced over two millennia, 99 percent date

from after 1 700. Among those that collec-

tors are most avid to own are tull-carved

Indian sets made in Bengal around 1800.

The opposing armies are often those of the

East India Company and the maharaja of

Jaipur, and four finely carved elephants

may he included on each side. An average

example fetched around $ 300 twenty years

ago, rose to $3,000 hy 1975, and has now
crept up to $6,000. Variations in quality

and size account for the present range,

hetween $3,000 and $9,000. The market

seems to assign the highest value to the

most elaborately carved pieces, though

these can resemble small wedding cakes,

and many fastidious collectors prefer to

pass them by. Prices are also affected by the

working method: those turned on a lathe

and screwed together are worth less than

those carved entirely by hand.

Next on the collector's list might be a

mideighteenth-century set made in

Dieppe, the center of French ivor\' carving

until i^^C. The price of a medium-quality

set now stands at $3,000, though along

with most other sets these doubled and

halved in value over the volatile period

between 1979 and 1981. Pinpointing the

date and provenance of all sets is crucial to

their value. It may be determined on stylis-

tic grounds, though other evidence is

sometimes conclusive. During most of the

eighteenth centur\-, Dieppe sets included

kings and queens of ordinary' regal appear-

ance; after the Revolution of 1789, these

were stripped of their royal accoutrements

and became elaborate, enigmatic towers.

Dieppe sets often featured French forces

against those of one of their African colo-

nies, such as Morocco or Senegal. The
battle oi Waterloo later became a favorite

theme. Napoleon and his consort, flanked

by marshals, faced the duke and duchess of

Wellington and George Ill's ministers.

Napoleon himself was an enthusiastic,

though mediocre, chess player. Consist-

ently beaten by Talleyrand, he would push

the board away, saying that chess was too

difficult for a game and not serious enough

to be a science or an art.

Chessmen can also be dated by design

RiobynightAmazonbyIndia

The Southern AmericasbyRoy

jjyVrl-
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changes made lo overcome weak pcnnts m
their construction or hy other pecuhari-

ties. Occasionally the identity ot a piece is

transformed, thou<jh it took the elephant

several centuries to turn into our present-

day bishop. The elephants' tusks, carved

almost vertically because o\ the intractable

materials used, gradually began to resem-

ble a bishop's miter. Ot all early chessmen,

the piece known in the English-speaking

world as the bishop is the best guide to the

origin ot the set. In France it resembled

and was called a jester (/ok) well into the

nineteenth centur> ; in Germany it was a

runner; in Italy, a standard-bearer.

The finest and most expensive of all

European sets that can still be Kiught are

the German seventeenth-centur> pieces

ot ivory or truitwocxl. The \irtuoso crafts-

men ot Augsburg and other German cities

rendered features and clothing in e.xquisite

detail; such sets command as much as

$50,000.

Another material used was porcelain.

Meissen was the first of several European

factories to make chessmen and has con-

tinued to do so. An eighteenth-centur\' set

now fetches around $30,000, while the

contemporary- version, though technically

superior, can be ordered for $4,500.

.Another p^ipular though rare porcelain

example is the Russian "propaganda" set,

pnxiuced by the Lomonoso\' factor>', in

Leningrad, in 1928. It is no work ot art, for

the pieces are quite crudely mtxleled and

have uniformly idiotic expressions. Even

so. the opposing armies of capitalists and

communists are amusing enough to lift

prices to around $15,000. The capitalist

pawns are workers in chains, while the

THIS IS A GAME
OF WAR: THE PIECES, VEHICLES

FOR POWERFUL FEELINGS.

communists are smiling wtimen harvesters

clutching sickles. The face ot the capitalist

king IS a grinning skull; the communist

king is a burly artisan with a club ready to

swing at approaching bourgeois.

There is no limit to the bi:arre varia-

tions on the chess theme. Sets have been

made from ever\- imaginable material, in-

cluding spent bullet cases. Most recently,

an ingenious set by the Italian designer

Franco Rocco consists ot abstract geomet-

ric shapes in chrome- and gold-plated brass

that fit together to form a puzzle cube,

which must be dismantled before play can

begin. Vestiges of knight and castle forms

can be seen, and though ,ir $2,600 the set

may seem an expensive executive toy, its

artistr\- and style could make it a classic.

The blue chip of the market is the 1849

design by Nathaniel Cook, to which the

English champion Howard Staunton lent

his name, just as Jack Nicklaus might to a

set ot golf clubs today. Tlie design caught

on, and by the end of the centur> the >et

was accepted internationally for tourna-

ment play. The nineteenth-centur>- sets

made by Jacques of London now fetch

between $500 and $5,000, depending on

A
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size and material. Whereas elabeiratelv

carved sets were seldom played with even

at the tmie they were made, the Staunton

sets are good tor playing as well as for

investment. Prices have been climbing at

between 5 and 10 percent a year, and that

growth rate could well be sustained.

Ultimately, the market for chessmen

depends on the level of interest in chess

itself, for prices will be h.xed by the tiny

percentage of chess players who turn col-

lector. Though players bitten by the col-

lecting bug describe it as more affliction

than pleasure and warn their friends

against it, their number seems to be on

the rise.

The image of eccentric genius is not eas-

ily shrugged oft. For that matter, chess

players may enjoy this reputation. The
popular teat of playing simultaneous blind-

fold chess against several players has

helped to perpetuate the mystique ot the

great player. Najdorf took the teat to its

extreme when in 1943 he tackled torty-

five players at once. Some masters think of

it as a vulgar party trick and will have none

of it. In tact, the ability to pertorm in such

conditions is no mystery. E\ery grand mas-

ter has studied and committed to memory'

several thousand games; the more he

knows, the better his game.

This is the chiet reason why, until a cen-

tury- ago. Orientals were comparatively

weak players, though chess was the princi-

pal board game of Asia. Except in Japan,

the East had no chess literature and there-

A modem kalian set: abstract geometric

shapes fitted in a puzzle cube.

1 "^^

4

A Russian set ( 1 928) : smiling communist

harvesters vs. capitalist paivns in chains.

fore no accumulated wisdom available to

young players. Each had to develop his

game trom scratch. The situation will

change, swelling the ranks of top players

and collectors and sending prices up.

A glance down the list of chess cham-
pions suggests that the game brought them
little happiness or peace of mind. Feuding

seems to have been endemic, and blister-

ing attacks in the chess press by one player

on another commonplace. Paul Morphy
(1837-1884), the greatest of American
players until Bobby Fischer, was a child

prodigy whose chess career was over by the

time he was twenty-three. At twelve he

deteated the international master Johann
Loewenthal, who is said to have embraced

the child warmly and prophesied that he

would become the world's greatest player.

It It really happened, the episode was hard-

ly typical of the chess world, as Morphy
was soon to discover. Meantime, he went

from strength to strength, peaking at the

age of twenty with a dazzling run ot games.

Moncure Conway said the experience oi

playing Morphy was like "a tirst electric

shock, or first love, or chlorotorm."

At their best, Morphy's games combine
elegance with surprise and run forward

with the poetic movement oi a beautiful

machine; but he was soon catapulted from

a sheltered lite in New Orleans into what

Fred Reinteld described as "a world ot

scorching jealousy . . . and sordid scram-

bling tor a quarter, or a shilling or a cent;

the world Kieseritsky left for a pauper's

grave in 1853." Morphy abandoned chess

and, as his intended career as a lawyer

came to nothing, became increasingly re-

clusive and melancholy. In later life, his

paranoia led his family to move him to an

asylum, but on arriving there he protested

against his detention with such evident

sanity that he was taken home.

Steinitz, who became world champion

after Morphy, was known as the Michel-

angelo of chess. He was a ruthless player,

hated by almost every other master, who
never lost a match in thirt>-rvvo years. In

his later years, Steinitz suffered delusions

that he could move pieces by means of

electric currents radiating from his fingers.

He died while he was a charir\- patient

in a sanitarium.

Other world champions, too, have
come to a sticky end. Capablanca died

from a cerebral hemorrhage at the age of

fift>-three; Alekhine died at the same age,

lonely and broke. Lasker had the sense to

charge high fees to take part in tourna-

ments, explaining to the organizers that he

didn't want to end up like Steinitz.

Yet for all the strange and often perni-

cious effects it has on the lives of its devo-

tees, chess is bound to flourish, and that

fact alone guarantees a demand for fine

chessmen. For those who can accept

defeat without an identity crisis, the game
can yet be a pleasure; and to play with a

beautiful set that is growing in value makes

it even more so.
"

THE TEN MOST
WANTED CHESS SETS

1. Eighteenth-centur>- full-carved Ger-

man amber set $50,000-$60,00Q

1. Twentieth-centur\- Russian Faberge

silver and gold set $40,000-$50,000

3. Eighteenth-century- German carved-

ivor>' Augsburg set $35,00O-$45,000

4. Eighteenth-centur\- English Wedg-

wood/Flaxman jasper set

5. Eighteenth-centur\- German full-fig-

ure silver and silver-gilt set

$15,0OO-$20,00O

6. Eighteenth-century "John" Indian

ivor>' set, carved to show the old Indian

army vs. the East India Company
$8,000-$ 10,000

7. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

Dieppe ivor>- bust sets $5,000-$ 7,000

8. Eighteenth-century "Kholmogory"

walrus-ivor\- carved sets showing Russians

vs. Turks ' $4,OOlM7,000

9. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-centur>'

Spanish "Pulpit" set, carved and turned

from bone $4,500-$6,000

10. Nineteenth-century ivory Jacques

"Staunton" in displav case, large size

$3,000-$5,000
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WINE
Good wines in

bad years

by robert m. parker, jr.

It i> luitiUMl lo vv.iiu the best, vvlueli lui

those who appreciate wine means the top

vintages of Bordeaux, a region unsurpassed

in the production of huge quantities of

high-quality wine. The Bordeaux granges

annees, prized for their sheer richness,

ripeness, and potential longevity, are in

demand the world over. In the quest tor

the very finest, people sometimes forget

that even in great vintages there are disap-

pointments, even failures. On the other

hand, in mediocre and less glamorous vin-

tages without much international ac-

claim, stunning wines are often made.

They can offer the happiest possible ratio

between price and quality and at the same

time are ready to drink. In the case of the

great vintages, this may be ten to fifteen

years. Moreover, while everyone expects a

1945, a 1961, ora 1 982 granJcru Bordeaux

to be stupendous, these levels of luxury

ccmimand premium prices. Such maligned

Bordeaux vintages as 1980 and 1984 often

languish ori merchants' shelves virtually

unnoticed, in spite of their low prices, yet

they can reveal rare pleasure if chosen with

prudence. Of course, selecting a Bordeaux

wine from a mediocre vintage requires

making an intelligent choice, but it is

worth the effort to become tamilia' with

the top wines from these vintages, for they

are often a quarter to a third the price of

the same wine from a famous vintage in

heavy demand.

Long ago 1 woke up to the delights of

great, underpriced wines from poor years. I

,iavc Iu.kI inciiKinc.s ol tlie >i.i^>eib l'-3J

Petrus, 1957 La Mission-Haut-Brion,

1960Latour, 1968 Talbot, and 1974 Tro-

tanoy, all wines from vintages scorned in

wine-writing circles. Yet such wines pro-

vide glorious, irrefutable evidence that

legendary vintages like 1945, 1961, and

1982 are not necessarily the only ones

worth talking about. Two recent Bordeaux

vintages with plenty of underpriced stars

are the 1980 and 1984 clarets. The 1980s

have been sitting around t)n retailers'

shelves for almost four years and are ready

for immediate drinking. The 1984s are just

now arriving.

The 1980, sandwiched between a suc-

cession of top years in Bordeaux, has

become a forgotten stepchild. However,

the shrewd and adventurous wine enthu-

siast knows how surprisingly good the best

wines from this vintage are. In 1980, Bor-

deaux, indeed all Europe, had a very poor

summer, and the vintage was written offby

the wine press long before the grapes were

picked, in mid- to late October, a month
later than usual. But during the last part e^t

September and the beginning of October,

the weather was ideal—sunny, hot, and

dry—and the grapes ripened late but prop-

erly. The 1980 clarets are fully mature,

with few exceptions, and offer delicious

drinking now, especially the following:

From the Medoc, Cos d'Estournel, in

St.-Estephe, is delicious, and in Pauillac

no one made a better wine than
Pichon-Lalande, although for pure breed

aiKl luie>>L tiK ^'*^0 Latitc-Rothschild is

excellent. In St.-Julien, one taste of wines

like Leoville-Barton, Branaire-Ducru, or

Gruaud-Larose would suggest a much finer

vintage than what critics have indicated.

In Margaux, two outstanding wines were

produced. Giscours is excellent drinking

now, resembling a wine from a much riper,

more intense vintage than 1980, and

Chateau Margaux, perhaps the top wine of

the vintage, is still not ready to drink and

should age well into the next century. In

the Graves region, south of Bordeaux,

Domaine de Chevalier made a superb

wine, as did La Mission-Haut-Brion. In

the right-bank ciMiimunes of St.-Emilion

and Pomerol, Cheval-Blanc is quite tasty,

but Petrus has emerged from a closed shell

in the last twelve months to reveal a

remarkably concentrated and intense

wine, much more like a top vintage than a

so-called off year. The interesting thing

ab(.Hit the 1980s is that they are priced at

about a third of what more highly

acclaimed vintages, such as 1981, 1982,

and 1983, are selling for—a 1980 Cheval-

Blanc, for instance, is $29, compared to a

1983 at $69, while a 1980 La Mission-

Haut-Brion goes for $20, compared to

$44.50 for 1982. Obviously, wines like

those recommended above represent great

values and can be drunk now, with the

exception of Chateau Margaux.

Robert Parker is ihe author of Bordeaux and

editor o/The Wine Advocate.
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As tor 1984, this vintage followed the

three large, high-quality crops of 1981,

1982, and 1983, and while the growing

seastm in Bordeaux got oft to a magnih-

cently sunny start in April, May was wet

and cold, and because of poor flowering

much of the merlot crop was destroyed.

However, during the summer the weather

was tine and, except for torrential rains at

the end of September, it remained quite

good. But to the jt)urnalistic prophets, rain

always signals catastrophe, and—just as in

1980—many wine writers dismissed this

vintage long before the cabernet sauvi-

gnon grapes were picked in relatively ripe,

healthy condition. The 1984s are now
coming on the market, and while they

were at first overpriced by the Bordelais

—

who used the excuse that they had to make
strict selections in order to produce only

the finest wines—they are going to have to

be dumped m the marketplace because

they are not commercially viable, having

fallen between a very good and abundant

vintage in 1983 and the enormous, high-

quality crop of 1985. Few people want the

1984s, in spite of the tact that a number of

excellent wines were produced. They will

offer value, since in order to unload them,

importers and wholesalers will be obliged

to discount them signihcantly.

In the right-bank appellations of Pome-

rol and St.-Emilion, 1984 is not a particu-

larly strong vintage, because of the devas-

tation to the merlot crop. Nonetheless,

should you see a bottle of L'hglise-Clinet

from Pomerol or Cheval-Blanc from St.-

Iimilion, don't hesitate to buy it; these two

chateaux made excellent wines in 1984. In

the Medoc and Graves, however, a num-

SO-CALLED OFF YEARS
CAN OFFER BOTH VALUE
AND SATISFACTION.

ber of wines have much more in common
with such vintages as 1981, in terms of

their richness, color, and longevity, than

many writers have suggested. Truly out-

standing wmes were made at Cos d'Estour-

nel, in St.-Estephe, and Mouton-Roth-

schild, Lynch-Bages, Latour, and Pichon-

Lalande, in Pauillac. This last is a seduc-

tive wine, with its creamy, velvety fruit

and intense, fragrant, cedary, black-cur-

rant b<^uquet. In St.-Julien, Leoville-Las-

Cases, Gruaud-Larose, and Talbot have

turned in very good efforts, and m Mar-

gaux both Chateau Margaux and Las-

combes have also produced excellent

wine. From the Graves area, Haut-Brion's

richly fruity elegance, character, and fi-

nesse are captivating, while La Mission-

Haut-Brion made a rather robust, tannic

wine with considerable style. The 1984s

should drink well for at least a decade, and

compared to other current vintages they

should offer value because of the huge dis-

counting that must occur.

Bordeaux is not the only area where

maligned, so-called offyears can offer both

value and pleasure. The 1980 red Burgun-

dies, criticized before the harvest much as

Bordeaux wines were that year, have

turned out to be the most satisfying and

consistently good vintage for that region

between 1978 and 1985. They are deli-

cious to drink now and can still be found

on merchants' shelves at a fraction of the

price of more recent vintages.

One final suggestion: when serving a

top wine from a mediocre vintage at a din-

ner party, don't identify- the wine and the

vintage until after your guests have had a

chance to taste it and congratulate you on

it. This ensures that the wine snobs in

attendance can't dismiss your off-year Bor-

deaux or Burgundy as a bad wine, since

they will have had to judge the wine by its

character rather than its vintage. D
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aptly selected by Canova for this statue combining romanticism and classicism

in a marvelous display of virtuosity. An unforgettable wedding or anniversary

gift— romantic and beautiful. Our new art book, color catalogue for $5. 230
reproductions of sculptural masterpieces and Greek vases. More than 100

pages of illustrations, history and art comments.

^ ^ Importers ofFine Statuari,!

Magnolia Village 3217 W. Smith St, #309

Seattle. WA 98199

(206) 283-0609

MARCH 1987

AN ALTERNATIVE TO
BACK SURGERY

You are one of the 70 million Americans suffering

from low back pain, and unforlunately, traditional

treatments such as bed rest, muscle relaxants, and
fiot and cold therapies, just haven't helped. For lack

of a better alternative, you're considenng back sur-

gery, an expensive and often nsky option.

Before you resign yourself to tfie nsk and ex-

pense of surgery, consider the Levitor, a light, five-

ounce device especially designed to reduce strain

on the back caused by gravity and to produce a more
favorable condition for the functioning of the mus-
cles and ligaments Developed by the well-knovi/n

Viennese physician Martin Jungmann, M.D., recog-
nized (or his extensive study of the effects of gravity

on the body, the Levitor applies gentle pressure to

the pubic bone in the front of the pelvis and to the

mid-sacrum in the back of the pelvis By stabilizing

the pelvis, which is the foundation of the entire mus-
culoskeletal system, the Levitor counters the dele-

terious effects of gravity

In contrast to controversial anti-gravify apparatus
such as gravity inversion boots, which have been
senously questioned by physicians, the Levitor is a
safe and effective prescription device individually fit-

ted only by an Osteopattiic physician trained in Dr.

Jungmann's concepts. The Levitor has helped thou-

sands of people with back pain and spared many the

risk of surgery Find out how it can help you.

• This notice has been presented as a public ser-

vice by Kirksville College of Osteopathic t^edicine,

a leader in the treatment of back problems through
its National Center for Osteopathic Diagnosis, Eval-

uation, and Treatment.

For additional information, contact:

Lifestyles Division

Massapequa General Hospital

Mark Walton, D.O., Medical Director

750 Hicksville Road
Seaford. NY 11783
(516)454-3202

J.M.W. TURNER
(1775-1851)

"t^'**

1
Thv "fight/ng Temeraire" lugged to

her ;as( Berth. 18i8

Plate size 26" x 33" - Image size 20" x 27
"

Britain's National Gallery has |ust published a

superb quality, new edition, print of Turner's

beautiful marine masterpiece. This new edition

specifically intended for American art lovers - is

[printed on the finest quality paper and tapturcs

every nuance oi colour and detail in this most

evocative of ail Turner's late period works.

Older by March 31 and receive a (omplimentary

Turner watercolour print.

Compleie customer satisfaction oi voui money back

Print $22 Framed $125 (in, ludcs Postage)

Ca residents 6"-. tax

Museum Prints Unlimited
2210WilshireBlvd . Suite 627, S.int.; s' iicd,CA90403

(213) 39--'.l'f

ADDRESS .

CITY

DVISA DM.C.i

STATE ZIP.

E>p .



UP &^ COMING
Clarinet MAN;

DOOZIES FROM DOWN UNDER;
THE CLASSICIST

THE AUSSIES ARE COMINC
For the kin^'est time, Australian tash-

iiin was as barren as the country's

desert bush and took its cues largely

trom European runways and Amen
can magazines. Then, in 1973, two

upstarts, Jenny Kee and Linda Jack-

son, i)pened a small sln)p in Sydney

called Flamingo Park. Though the

two have since parted ways, they still

share (and wear) a liair tor design so

striking that once, when they walked

into a restaurant in Milan, Giorgii'

Armani and Karl Lagerteld stood up ti >

applaud. Now, other Australian de

signers have also discovered theirs

rocus and, with them, a source ot in-g

spiration and a "look" ot their own.s

O: (an Australian's pet name tor home)
tashion teems with the primitive symbols

(A the country's aboriginal ancestry shot

through with the t)pals, gum trees, barrier

reefs, and wildflowers of its sunburnt land-

scape and glittering coasts.

So quickly has the Australian tashion

scene come ot age that the tashion gi<int

The "mystical wild woman" oj Aussie

/ds/iiii)i, Jenn\ Kcc, sporting her silks.

Stuart Mcmhcry s coUns leap like lizards

from his CDllectum entitled "Fcz-
"

Neiman-Marcus is betting on it atid last

year imported eighteen O: designers to

Dallas tor the store's annual hoopla de-

voted to the exposure ot design talent trom

a toreign countrv. Because ot the wild ac-

claim—and sales—an encore pertormance

is being staged in San Francisco this

March. Herewith a selectitm ot tour con-

tenders tor likely success stateside:

Jenny Kce

Her black tresses are tied in Mali mud
cloth, her neck is swathed in color-

splashed silk scarves, and her ears and fin-

gers shimmer with opals and peace rings.

"1 lo\e to wear wh<it 1 make, " says torty-

year-old Jenny Kee, who might be viewed

as the mystical wild woman ot Aussie tash-

ion, so exotic are her designs.

When Kee first wo\'e images ot koalas,

kookaburras, and parrots into sweaters, in

1 973, she spurred Australians to wear their

national icons literally on their sleeves, a

craze that has yet to pass. Today, Kcc

makes a much less literal interpretation ot

her surroundings. Besides cottons, wool

knits, and rugs hand-tutted trom wool, she

concocts exquisite jacquard silk prints,

which arc hand-dved in Milan by Fabio

Bellotti, the printer tor Valentino, Ar-

mani, and Ken:o. Karl Lagerteld once

i.oinnu^^ioiu\l her to hne (.'hand --uits

with lavishly swirling, opal-inspired

-ilks; and her clients include Anna
Piaggi, Lauren Bacall, Rudolt Nur-

cyev, and Princess Di
—

"but let's not

talk about them," she pleads.

Despite her prominence as 0:"s

premier tashion whi:, Kee bufters her-

self trom the strains of her industry;

she lives two hours from Sydney's bus-

tle in the Blue Mountains, hates talk-

ing shop but loves to discuss ideas, and

refuses to chum out seasonal collec-

tions. Instead, she wanders into Aus-

tralia's vast opal mines or little-visited

bush caves seeking out aboriginal pet-

roglyphs to tan her creative embers,

it's a blessing that I've always been

able to work from nature," s'he says. "I

just draw what I see."

Li Jklu ]acks(m
Though Linda Jackson is also striving

tor a tresher, more indigenous Australian

tashion outlook, she has turned her sharp

eye—and steady hand—toward couture,

"one-of-a-kind items, 'one oft the mark.'

In a manner reminiscent ot Yves Saint

Laurent, who in the seventies decked out

society's matrons in silk peasant dresses,

Jackson calls her line "bush couture," a

more relaxed, ethnic version oi its classic

Lm^Li Jaekson in one oj her own

ahori^ne-struck designs.

counterpart but no less serious: halt a doz-

en dresses and countless bolts ot fabric

I 30 CONNOISSEUR
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''" d'ive you mad

of Tina Chow

OT
UST

\CE '^^''«'«"Mili£
lARPERS & QUEEN is the world's most intelligent flossy

gazine. It is like a sophisticated friend: well-travelled, clever,

itically and culturally aware, and always good-humoured. The
gazine covers every aspect of our readers' lives - clothes, houses,

»ks, holidays, careers and culture with a witty, irreverent and

Drmed approach that puts HARPERS & QUEEN in a class of

own.

)ur experienced fashion team investigates every mood in inter-

national designer fashion, classic clothes and leisurewear. Crucial

information on latest developments in the world of cosmetics and

medicine is presented with the inimitable energy of Leslie Kenton,

our Beauty Editor, who enjoys an international following.

HARPERS & QUEEN features are wide-ranging, always stimu-

lating and informative, and famous for setting trends. We have a

unique and authoritative social column in Jennifer's Diary, with

its privileged insights into British social life.

ish to take out a one-year subscription to HARPERS & QUEEN at £ 30 for the recipient below f 1 for myself FH I enclose cheque/money order value £

ernatively, please charge my Visa/Access/American Express No Valid until

Please send one year's GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to:ME
)CK CAPITALS PLEASE

INATURE

DRESS

NAME
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

ADDRESS

Postcode Postcode

BSCRIPTION: AIRFREIGHT TO USA £ 30.

,
Tick here for a card
with 'Greetings from'
plus your name to be sent with gift.

A NATIONAL MAGAZINE PITBLICATION A DIVISION OF THE HEARST CORPORATION

Please send to: HARPERS & QUEEN SUBSCRIPTIONS,

Quadrant Subscription Service,

FREEPOST, Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 3ZA
ENGLAND
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While linen elegance from ] ill Fitzsimon's

spring'summer '87 cullection.

have found homes in the Australian Na-

tional Gallery.

JacksiMi's forms avoid the structurings

that wrap wi)men in artificial shapes. From

hooded dresses that recall Indonesian or

African sarongs to red silk taffeta hall

i;owns trimmed in pink petals, her wares

swirl and tie with a loose-limhed drape.

She eschews patterns, preferring instead

just to scissiir her way through precious

silks and toile. And almost single-handed-

ly, Jackson has revived the art of hand-

painting, printing, and dyeing, down un-

der. In fabrics that dance with color super-

imposed on gold-relief gum-leaf or "black

rainbow" motifs, her prints would inspire

any wallflower to bloom.

"I use ultraviolet fluorescent paint, pos-

sibly the brightest colors you've ever

seen," says the thirty-six-year-old native

of Melbourne. Though the clothes look as

if they come from distant lands—or

worlds
—

"everything is derived from being

here," she adds. "It's Australian ethnic."

Jill Fitzsimun

They used to call her "Jill the Jersey

Queen"—and they didn't mean New Jer-

sey. "No one can drape it like I can," says

thirty-seven-year-old Jill Fit:simon, who
last year won Australia's Fashion Industry

Award for Evening Wear (their version of

the Coty) and posthaste expanded her

fashion empire to New York. Today, she

sells to over ninety specialty shops ..cross

America, including Elizabeth Arden,

Saks, and Razook's.

Her designs are more accessible than the

others' to conventional American tastes,

albeit still infused with a uniquely Austra-

lian quality. Though her prints appear

diluted (they are based on watercolors of

the Great Barrier Reef), compared to Jack-

son's or Kee's, Fitzsimon's styles evidence a

keen eye for shape and contour; "spirited

sportswear," she calls it. Her linen, silk,

and, yes, jersey jackets boast strong geom-

etry, with snugly banded waists and pleats

fanning the back. Dresses are draped to

seduce: one, in hot-pink rayon with peep-

hole cutouts, wraps to a plummeting neck-

line and has a slit skirt that almost vanishes

when its wearer sits. "Not ftir sedate per-

sonalities," notes Fitzsimon with a glint in

her sapphire blue eyes.

Stuart Member)'

The color in Stuart Membery's clothes

comes primarily from his own tart wit.

"Australians have a sense of humor that's

terminally negative," explains thirty-four-

year-old Membery. As a result, an activity

as straightforward as sewing a kangaroo on

a sweater horrifies this droll designer al-

most as much as his having to leave the

city for a trip to the bush.

Instead, Membery sets his needles to

work oi 1 garments he describes as "National

Geographic gone wrong." One collection,

"Mexico," relies on overblown patch

skirts and oversized cotton flamenco Desi

Arnaz shirts to carry off his corny visual

puns. His latest, "Austria, "features sweat-

ers showing Julie Andrews in pink crino-

line climbing an Alp while B-52's drop

..'"\-

bombs overhead, satirizing the actress's

too-wholesome and overly cheery image.

Member\'s fashion follies started after

he abandt^ned careers in advertising copy-

writing and fashion journalism. Wending
his way to San Francisco, he spent three

years designing for Esprit before returning

home in 1982, when, tongue wedged

squarely in cheek, he started tearing apart

cliches and pasting them back together on

his clothes. A sleeveless shirt is dubbed

"Farewell to .Arms"; his forthcoming co-

logne, "Brat," IS sold with a slogan, "Expe-

rience the hurt."

"We design for the misunderstood," ex-

plains Membery, who attributes his bite to

a childhood nourished on American TV
reruns. "Not for those who think, 'Oh,

that's a nice shirt.'

Never let it be said that Australians

don't appreciate a good line—fashion or

otherwise. —Joe Dolce

THE MOZART OF GLASS
Glass panes are items we ordinarily look

through, so it is something of a surprise to

encounter the work of the sculptor Renato

Santarossa. He works with glass panes

—

oiies that are being looked at by large num-
bers of people in Europe. Wherever he

shows (in Basel, Paris, Amsterdam, Co-

logne, and other art capitals) he has drawn

critical and popular acclaim. Indeed, the

praise is now loud enough to be audible

across the Atlantic.

Santarossa takes a clear

pane and teases it from its

invisible state. The re-

sulting piece is etched,

notched, nicked, chip-

ped, scratched, incised,

and sometimes put
against other, similarly

treated panes. The works

are elegant and thought-

ful. Santarossa deals not

only with the actual glass

pieces but also with the

shadow play of light

bouncing around behind

them.

Sculptures as carefully

wrought as these show

the mark of artist and en-

gineer. Santarossa is

both: born forty-three

years ago in Bolzano, Ita-

Contrast, a glass sculpture

etched, incised, and

painted by the Italian artist

Renato Santarossa.
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FINE ART PORTFOLIO

This exceptional new work by Graciela Rodo Boulanger

expands on her impressive career in etching. A spontaneous

juxtaposition of power and grace, brilliance and subtlety,

texture and polish are embodied in a composition that easily

draws and holds your attention.

Printed on hand made Cygne paper from Auvergne, France, each

impression has been individually pulled from four engraved

plates created by the artist. The edition comprises 250 signed

and numbered impressions plus artist's proofs.

$1,500 00 plus S10.00 shipping. In Connecticut add 7.5% tax.

To order, please call toll free 800-243-4004.

The Lublin Collection

95 East Putnam Ave.. Dept C5, Greenwich. CT 06830

800-243-4004/203-622-8777 "La Infanta y su Gato" 1986 Original etching 30 x 21 ''i inches plus margins

FtANTAGENer
TCVRS

THE INTERESTING TOURS
FOR THE HAPPY FEW

Troubadour Tour to Medieval Aquitaine

28Marc:h 12 April Price S2950

EleanorTourto Medieval France 18 April 26 April

3 October - 11 October Price $1095

Plantagenet Tour to Medieval England and France

2 May 17 May
5 September -20 September Price $2700

Viking Tour to Medieval Denmark, England, and

Normandv5Jurie-23June Price $3240

Literary London Tour 27 June 5 July

28 November- 5 December Price $1095

Polyalbion Tour to Literary England

4July-26Julv Price $3295

Barbarossa Tour to Medieval Germany and Italy

8 August - 23 August, Price $2700

If you are interested in fiistorv or

literature Plantagenet Tours

have room for a Few
Interested Travelers

If you want to be One
of the Happy Few
Call Professor Peter

Gravgaard in England

Tolifree. International

1-800-521-4556

As Richard Lionheart

might have said

GET IT FROM THE
LION'S MOUTH
85 The Grove, Moordown
Bournemouth, Dorset, BH9 2TY
Enaland

C/'ixm C3iy

RON B A N O

LINDA HILL . ARTIST'S AGENT . P.O. BOX 2860 . TAOSNM8"'571
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The work, as this gLiss collage shows, is

precise, elegant, self-absorbed.

ly, he went to Germany in 1963 Ui com-

plete his engineering training but then

chose to W(.)rk instead as art director in his

tather-in-law's stained-glass factory. In

1976, he turned to sculpture tull-tmie,

naturally with glass as his medium.

To him, glass is simply "the vehicle tor

rny statement; it has the same significance

as a canvas, a sheet of paper, a slab of wood
or marble." Instead of shaping or blowing

the glass himself, he prefers the challenge

of using the finished pane, "one of our

society's manufactured goods, an indus-

trial end product," and to make that his

raw material. The outcome is an oeuvre

that explores dreamily the demarcations

between opaqueness and transparency,

stillness and motion.

Of late, Santarossa has begun to experi-

ment with the use of color—dabs that

make the objects "dance in space," he

says. "The graphic and sculptural expres-

sion is wearing a new dress, so to speak;

transparency has put on festive garb." The
reception of the new work has been enthu-

siastic. Helmut Ricke, curator of glass at

the Kunstmuseum Diisseldort, likens the

effect to that of music: "Only when the

viewer moves around the objects uo they

reveal their hidden inner movements, as

music does." —Si(.san)ui Gaertner

VIRTUOSO VIBES
Thirteen years agii, when he was still a

twenty-year-old junu)r at Vale, Charles

Neidich made a brilliant New York debut

in a solo recital at Carnegie Hall. "Charles

Neidich," observed Donal Henahan, a

music critic for the New York Times, "is a

name to jot down if you happen to fancy

clarinet playing."

It still is. His seductive notes recently

prompted another Times critic to call him
"a Pied Piper of the clarinet." Winner of

the prestigious Naumburg Clarinet Com-
petition in 1985—the first time a major

clarinet competition has been held in this

country—Neidich will give his second,

much-anticipated Naumburg recital on

March 10 in New York's Alice Tully Hall,

at Lincoln Center. (For ticket informa-

tion, call 212-362-1191.)

There, ticket holders will hear the

world premiere of a chamber work for clar-

inet and violin, by the American William

Schuman, commissioned specially by the

Naumburg Foundation. "The program

will also include virtuoso chestnuts by

Paganini, Sarasate, and Falla," says

Neidich, who tends to be self-effacing

—

until ne comes onstage.

There, he holds the

audience spellbound
with the sheer impact of

his performance. Not
only is his virtuosity

prodigious, but so per-

\'asi\'e IS his musicali-

ty—the flow of the mu-

sic— that it envelops

the listener. His body

language is part of the

performance: if he plavs

a crescendo, he rises

with it; he moves with

the phrasing to comple-

ment the music. .A.nd

when he takes a bow, he

raises his clarinet in one

hand, as if sharing hom-
age with the instru-

ment.

After graduating cum
laiule from Yale, where

he was principal clari-

netist of the Yale Sym-
phony Orchestra. Nei-

dich won the first Ful- ^^

bright grant to studv in

the Smiet L'nion, at-

tending the Mosct)w State Conservatory

for three years. European concerts fol-

lowed, and then appearances in Japan and

throughout the United States.

Neidich is joining the top rank of world-

class clarinetists—notably, Stanley

Drucker and Richard Stoltzman. Of
course, his repertoire, like theirs, em-

braces Mozart's Concerto in A Major for

Clarinet (the first important concerto for

the instrument) and other classic pieces.

Neidich played the concerto last October

with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra of

New York on a tour oi Spain, Italy, and

France, to a spate of ra\'e reviews. He tends

to fa\or contemporary composers, such as

Karlheins Stockhausen and the witty Jean

Fran(^aix, the performing ofwhose clarinet

concerto appears to require rubber fingers.

"I'm committed to the music of my time,

and 1 play it with commitment," Charles

Neidich explains. That way, chances are

his chances are awfully good the audi-

ence will like it. —]ames Egan

0)1l' ()/ the lop rank oj

world-class clarinetists,

Charles Neidich amiiof

stand still when the mmic
takes hokl
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Its impact is sudden and exquisite. In a glorious tangle of branches

and blooms, in a fury of purple and gold, the jacaranda fills our

minds like a fantasy of pure excitement. Flirting with abstraction,

the artist has spun a wondrous web to catch and hold the eye.

Its allure is irresistible, drawing us ever deeper into its spell.

jAC^AKAI\L)A Jan Kasprzycki (pronounced kas-pris-kee) is a painter whose
passion forcolor is widely renowned. Expressively— almost

explosively— he surrenders his art to his powerful intuition.

Presenting a floral ^^^^ stroke of his brush becomes an act of emotion. And

masterpiece of painterly emotion is what it creates.

richness and passion. To purchase this beautiful painting or receive more information

By famed colorist about the artist, please call toll-free: 1-800-367-8047 ext. 108.

Jan Kaspryzcki. In Canada: 1-800-423-8733 ext. 108.

Lahaina Galleries
845 Waincc Street, Suite 213, Laliaiiia, Maui, Hawaii 96761

Jacaranda" by )an Kasprzycki. Oil on canvas. 63 x 84 inches. Price on request.

L,ih.iin<i Galleries, Inc 1987
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HAS NEVERBKNEXPRESSE
WITH SUCH DIGNITY it has never been BMW's mission to deny the

aggressive nature lurking at the heart of civilized man. Merely to provide ever more

civilized vehicles for its expression. That quest has reached its zenith with the BMW 5;

A well-appointed luxury sedan which, in the words of AutoWeek, lets you "feel stable,

comfortable and quiet at indecent speeds!"

How indecent those speeds are can be measured in a pulse-stirring to 60 in

7.4 seconds. An explusiveness directly attributable to a race-bred, 3.5-liter; six-cylinder

engine. Yet the BMW 535i is distinguished not merely for its sheer power, but equally t

the poise and control that accompany it.

iS) 1987 BMW of North America. Inc The BMW trademark and logo are registered

•BMW does not condone exceeding posted speed limit
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Products of a microprocessing management system that adjusts to engine condi-

)ns 400 times a second for optimal performance.

A fully independent suspension "that loves bumpy roads, patchy pavements and

lexpected alterations of course" (Car and Driver).

And a computerized anti-lock braking system that can help prevent skids on

^acherous surfaces-even in panic stops.

Added to this is a panoply of luxury features ranging from infinitely adjustable

3ther seats, to electronic climate control, to a two-position electric sunroof.

Which IS to say if your aim is not to apologize for aggression but to express it

ith great aplomb and dignity your local authorized BMW dealer will be happy
I supply the appropriate vehicle, at your earliest convenience.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
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The most timeless sentiments are inscribed on surfaces
more enduring than paper.
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For over 200 years, Waterford's standards of design and workmanship have remained unchanged. Ensuriri

that the messages implicit in a gift of Waterford® will continue to be expressed for centuries. i

©1986 «aterford Crystal. 225 Fifth Awnue. NY NY 10010 ^ W/^fv::it*'f/^tY~1 '

;/;- —/- *
' .-"'^ Steadfast in a world ofwavering Standard
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Exquisite Pair of Famille Verte Porcelain Dishes,

bearing apochryphal Ch'cng-hua marks.

Of ilie K'ang Hsi period, A.D. 1662-1722 A.D.

Diameters: 8 inches

Ex collection: Hon Mrs. lonides

S^lph SK&hait Galleries
t ESTABLISHED 1910 ^ £ INC.

WORKS OF ART ' CHINESE ART
12 East 56th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022 *Tel: 212-758-0937'Cables:"RAUMA"New York

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ANTtQUE AND ART DEALERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (NO
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ENDURING CLASSICS
There are rare instances when performance is an

artform in itself. Such is the case with the legendary

1928 Hispano Suiza and the Rolex" Day-Date-^

chronometer and companion Lady Datejust" . Each
handcrafted timepiece in 18kt. gold with matching .^

* President* bracelet features a silver dial and J
bezel punctuated with diamonds. And each is self-

?

winding and pressure-proof down to 330 feet in its

renowned Oyster " case.

Only at your Official Rolex Jeweler.

V JULES R.SCHUBOT
jewellers — gemologists

3001 West Big Beaver Road. Suite 112. Troy, Michigan 48084. (313) 649-1122
:^i\

Registered jeweler American Gem Society ^,W»^*^^
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track, by Marina Warner

108 NAPLES ON THEIR MIND Four who
are leading the city's cultural risorgimen-

to, by Patricia Corhett

112 HANDY TREASURES Snuffboxes—

m

a sense, the most precious objets of all

114 LA LANTERNE In just seven years,

Libby Keck has reassembled the glorious

decorative arts of Versailles in balmy Cali-

fornia, by Leon Harris

122 THE LEIPZIG SOUND Why the entire

world needs the Gewandhaus Orchestra,

by Matthew Gurewitsch

128 QUEEN WALLIS'S JEWELS The gifts

the duke of Windsor lavished on his wife

go on the block, by Eve Auchincloss

136 LOOKING BACK ON THE NEW LOOK
An assessment of Christian Dior, on the

fortieth anniversary of his house, by

Charles Bricker

144 THE MAN WHO LAUGHED AT FAME It

nonetheless came to Diego, the younger

brother of the sculptor Alberto Giacomet-

ti, by Michael Peppiatt

148 INVESTOR'S FILE Picasso—his works

are oddly static on the market

160 UP & COMING What your thumbs

can tell you; two who made a Bible; watch

out, there's a new use for video
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Salvatore Ferragamo,
the "Shoemaker of Dreams",

was decidedly one of the most
innovative designers in the history

of shoes. This self-made man created

shoes for the world's most famous feet.

Today, Ferragamo continues in the spirit of its

founder, capturing both classical and contemporary style

Symbol of this timeless elegance,

the Ferragamo silk T-shirt

inspired by the famous Ferragamo scarves.

Softly colored flo>A/ers and leaves on airy crepe-de-chine

circle the king of all animals.

Saks Fiffh Avenue and Salvatore Ferragamo -

a celebration of 50 beautiful years.

NEW YORK: 717 FIFTH AVENUE 212 759-3822
PALM BEACH: 200 WORTH AVENUE 305/659-0602



There is no limit in beauty, no saturation point in design.'
Salvatore Ferragamo. Autobiography.
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WHEN you first handle a Patek Philippe you become
aware that this is a watch of rare perfection.

We know the feeling well. We experience a sense of

pride every time a Patek Philippe leaves the hands of

our craftsmen. For us it lasts a moment — for you,

a lifetime.

We made this watch for

you — to be part of your

life — because this is the

way we've always made
watches.

And if we may draw a con-

clusion from five genera-

tions of experience it will

be this: a Patek Philippe

doesn't just tell you the

time it tells you something

about yourself.

^

Ellipse models are available

in a variety or

styles and movements

PATEK PHILIPPE
GENEVE

For a presentation of the new Patek Philippe timepieces available in 1987.

please send $ 3 - or for a brochure of current styles write to;

Patek Philippe. 10 Rockefeller Plaza. Suite 629 - AD.New York. NY 10020
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From the Tiffany Allures Collection of eighteen karat gold

inlaid jewelry; pansy motif with opal, amethyst, mother of pearl and coral.

Available in bracelet, earrings, pendant and brooch.

TlFFANY&CO.
NEW YORK LONDON BEVERLY HILLS CHICAGO DALLAS HOUSTON BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO 800-526-0649



Over the years,

the gift of Steuben has been presented to

two emperors,

twenty-five kings,

fifteen queens,

seven United States presidents,

forty-two princes and princesses,

ninety-five heads of state,

four popes

and,

on June 17, 1985,

to one Mrs. Mary Ellen Lenihan, who,

after fifty-seven years of teaching piano,

at the age of seventy-nine,

had decided to retire

to studv violin.

Nimbus Vase

BY Paul Schulze

Height 6 inches. $395.

SiTUBEN Catalogue $5

Fifth A\'enue at 56TH Street

New York, New York 10022

212 752-1441

A Division of Corning Class Works

STEUBEN A N AMERICAN T R E A S U R
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Some ofus have more finely developed nestiiiti

:»



Karasian Rug Mills, a l)i\ isioii ol I icklcrcsi Cannon, Inc

-• :^s?»cr>***:T!tr.-*^aR

uistincts than others. iNVESI IN

THE FINEST
RUGS AND CARPETS

YOU CAN OWN

amShuO
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A time for Gucci. Gucci Timepieces with precision ETA Swiss Quartz movements are available in an assortment of styles

for men and women. Featured here is our ladies' model 1100. Assorted interchangeable rings complement the delicate

I8K gold-plated bracelet watch. Available with white dial. $175.

GUCCI
MAGNIN JOHN WANAMAKERS WOODWARD & LOTHROP
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Introducing 80th at Madison
A masterpiece in partiteandlimestone

80th at Madison is designed for gracious condominium living in the world's finest neighborhcxxl.

This contemporary residence offers tastefully appointed apartments with generous dimensions reserved

only for a discerning few. And its proximit) to three of the world's most famous art museums— the

Metropolitan, Guggenhe'm and VCTiitney— makes 80th at Madison truly a connoisseur's delight.

SOthatMadison
SHOWN B^- .APPOINTMENT ONL^' Ft)r information call ( 212 ) 628-3600

SfKJnsor: ADCOMadison Associates. 645 Fifth Avenue. New York. NewYork 10022 CD
The complete offering tenns are in an offeringpUin at tiilahle from sponsor

: 86.389



)rientQl Art. Perhaps we were drown to this of rore mosterpieces. If you ore beginr^ing

oponese NetsuUe, on orientol ortfornn thot you, in our showrooms in Son Froncisco
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7§ Virginia Road. North White Plains. New York 10603 Through architects and interior designers.



IVI ETRO PO LLTAN TOWER

The issue is not affording the best. The issue is iinding the best.

M(Mn>|>olitaii lower is open, lis lobby

coiuplcU'd. Its staff a( your service.

Those who are interested in livinji in the

fniest residential eondominiinn in New
^ork can now see for themselves why
this niagnincenl bnilding is surpassing

e\en the highest expectations.

The views are iniri\alled anywhere
ill the city. Looking north over Central

Park, you can see clear to (>onnecticul.

East is Long Island Soiuid. South, the

jriitterinfi New York skyline. West, the

foothills of the Appalachians.

But more than the views are the best.

The apartments have been desijnied and
finished with the most painstaking

attention to detail.

Public areas also are perfectly

executed. Both attended lobbies are

beautifully lit. Rich with precious wood
and polished marble. There are fresh

flowers everywhere.

Metropolitan Tower's special features

include a private dining club. Private

fitness club. A wine cellar. Communica-
tions center. Parking garage with
chauffeurs' waiting room and an
experienced and concerned staff that

attends to every need.

For those who demand the very best.

Metropolitan Tower is the perfect home.
One, two, and three bedroom apart-

ments from $328,000 to $2,000,000.

Actual phulo taken from the penthouse at Metropolitan Tower.

146 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. ON SITE SALES OFFICE. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY (212) 432-5700.

Builder/Developer: Harry Macklowe. Sponsor: Carven Associates. Marketing and Sales Consultant: M.J. Raynes. Inc. Ortenng by prospectus

only. This offering is being made in NY State. We are pleased to announce that this offering plan has been declared effective.



uouis vuitton. J. ne art ol travel.

Discover the art of travel at the Louis Vuitton stores in North America.

New York, 57th Street and at Macy's Herald Square • Manhasset, The Americana Shopping Center • New Jersey, The Mall at Short Hills

and Riverside Square, Hackensack • Boston, Copley Place • ^X'ashlngton D.C., 1028 Connecticut Avenue N.W • Adanta, Lenox Square

Palm Beach, Worth Avenue • Bal Harbour Shops and Town Center at Boca Raton • Houston, Gallena II • Dallas, Galleria

Chicago, Water Tower Place and at Marshal Field's State Street • Minneapolis, at Dayton's 700 on the Mall

Beverly Hills, Rodeo Collection • Palm Spnngs. The Court ^'ard • Costa Mesa, South Coast Plaza • San Francisco, Sutter Street

St. Thom;is, U.S. Virgin Islands • Honolulu. Ala Moana Center and Royal Hawaiian Center • Canada, Toronto, 110 Bloor StreetW



% Some people have a talent for

travel. They look upon travelling as a

fine art.

These true connoisseurs require

the best. It is for them that the Louis

Vuitton craftsmen create luggage and

perpetuate the tradition of custom-made
pieces.

Louis Vuitton craftsmen possess

the secret of recreating traditional

craftsmanship in modern forms without

any sacrifice of their high standards of

workmanship. Using innovative and

traditional materials, discovering new
textures and vibrant colours, they create

new forms for new destinations.

Custom-made, for the more discerning.

The Louis Vuitton initials serve to

authenticate a concept perpetuated by

the company since 1854.

LOUIS VUinON
MAILETIERAPARIS

MAISON FONME en IBM
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AT THE SERVICE OF MONARCHS, LUMINARIES, STATESMEN
ff AND MERE PERFECTIONISTS SINCE 1764

Frost Bros.



GOLDSMITH

DESIGNS ; ELIZABETH GAGE

A selection of jewels in 18kt gold

20 ALBEMARLE STREET
(OFF BOND STREET)

LONDON Wl
01499 2879
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Out of bounds.

New York 11 East STth Street. Palm Beach . Worth Avenue. Dalks- Highland Park Villafje. BexiM^) HiMs. RoHoo Drive.

"Chl^.The Hermes Boutique at Bonw it Teller. San Franeisco. The Hermes Bout.que at 1. Magnm. lln.on Square.

Boutique Du Monde ol^es: Toromo. Hazelton Lanes. Ph.ladelphja. Nan Duskin. New York. Barneys. Balumore. Nan Dusk.n. Manhasset. A meru ana

Avadable only at Hermes BouUques. To purchase, call 1.800-441-4488 Ext. 204 or visit the Hermes Bouttque closes, to you.

I
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BY APPOINTMENT
ANTIQUE DEALER
TO HM QUEEN
ELIZABETH THE
QLEEN MOTHER

BY APPOCSTMENT
ANTTQUE DEALER
TO THE LATE
QL"EEN MARY

XV'IIIth century Meissen porcelain bowl, cover and stand, the silver mounts Paris 1727-32

Height: 4'/2 inches Diameter of stand: 9 inches

/J^J^ ^^^,y^?<^. ^A^t,^^. Ws^s^^
Valuations for Probate, Insurance and Division

Telephone: 01-629 6261 Telegraphic Address Euclase London W.l"



ic/e/l
From a selective group, created in .925 Sterling Silver

Handmade, Hallmarked. . .Precious and Enduring.

BLOOMINGDALE'S FILENE'S FORTUNOFF GARFINCKEL'S JACOBSON'S MACY'S



Saint Louis Crystal.

At fine castles everywhere
for over 200 years.
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"APOLLO GOLD"

bIcDmingdQie's
SAINT LOUIS

CRISTALLIERDEPUIS17(,7

FRANCE

For a brochure write Saint Louis Crystal, 225 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010
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MY EYE b\ Tlii^nias Ho\'in^

TheQetty
Scandals (Part One)

In

early February, the London Fiincs's

distinj^uished saleroom correspondent,

Geraidine Norman, and I broke the

museum tax scandal oi the century. It

happened at the Getty Museum in the

department ot antiquities from 1973 to

1983, while a certain J iri Frel was curator.

It involved some 6,000 individual pieces

trom classical antiquity given by donors of

whom most are still anonymous. The val-

ue ot these works is listed by the museum at

a staggering $14-4 million. What makes

the situation unique in museum annals is

that one man, Frel, gathered it all in just

ten years. In the majority of instances the

fair market value of the gifts was inflated

tor tax-deduction purposes by two to four

times and, in an extreme case—the one

illustrated in the middle of this page—by
as much as forty-tive times.

To remind you ofwhat that can mean, if

someone in the 60 percent tax bracket

(pre- 1987) kited a value for tax deduction

by only two times, he actually made mon-

ey. That temptation was eliminated with

the enactment ot the new tax code, ot

course—much too late to correct the type

of telony documented by the illustration.

The damaged Roman head, a Hadrianic

copy of a Greek original depicting the poet

Kleanthes, was sold in June 1978 at Chris-

tie's London for a paltry $892. The price

betits its mediocrity and sorry condition.

Yet only one year later the Kleanthes was

given to the Getty by an "anonymous don-

or" (one Milton Gottlieb, of Los Angeles)

and evaluated by Dr. Frel in museum
records at the "full market value" ot

$45,000. Wow! When 1 called Mr. Gott-

lieb and inquired about the evaluation he

said he really didn't want to talk about it.

He did comment that "overevaluation

[was] commonly done." I'll say.

I became suspicious ot the goings-on in

the antiquities department of the Getty

late last summer after a conversation with

Geraidine Norman about the mysteries

surrounding the Getty kouros. This is the

archaic sculpture that was tirst spotted tor

the Getty by Frel and purchased in Decem-

ber 1984 from the Basel dealer Gianfranco

Becchina for a reported $7 million. The
piece is said to have been tound in digs on

the privately owned island ot Mozzia, off

the west coast of Sicily. 1 have expressed

my doubts about the piece, doubts that are

now shared by a growing list of sage schol-

ars. During one session on the phone,

Norman asked me oftliandedly it 1 had ever

noticed the "extraordinary number ot pri-

vate donors" who'd given antiquities to

the Getty just in 1983. I hadn't, so 1

obtained the Gettyjounw/ and was amazed
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at the number. Why, 1 asked myself, did

the richest museum on earth need gifts,

anyway, especially the lackluster kind that

flooded in during 1983?

Intrigued, I acquired one of those dreary

990-PF tax forms the Getty submitted to

the IRS between 1973 and 1985. 1 counted

103 individual donors, mcluding many art

dealers, one of Frel's three ex-wives and

the parents of another, lawyers, real-estate

people, and nineteen physicians. There,

too, was the description of 938 dona-

tions—thousand of coins, bronzes, mar-

bles, ambers, frescoes, jewelry, medical

implements, lead fish, silver tablets in-

scribed with curses, terra-cottas, armor,

weaponry, and a hunk of marble with part

of the Iliad carved into it. Sherds alone

were valued at $1.7 million. When I tal-

lied up the "tair market value" of all these

gitts, 1 was stunned at the total—$14-4
million worth. That was more than two
times the amount that the legion of cura-

tors of twenty-two departments at the

Metropolitan had managed to garner in

the decade when 1 was director.

I matched up the anonymous gitts with

some 200 mentioned in some twenty Get-

ty publications and then collated those

data with the donors named in the tax

forms. Much of the material was second-

rate. I discovered example after example

where full market value had been enor-

mously inflated. 1 found vast discrepancies

in evaluations between works donated by

scholars or serious collectors as opposed to

those given by people obviously seeking a

tax shelter. I talked with staff members
and high officials of the Getty. Many
mentioned that Frel himself had made or

arranged the evaluations— in itself a

shocking breach of museum ethics. What
else Geraidine Norman and 1 tound out is

astonishing. To learn for yourselves, pick

up the May issue of Connoisseur.

As for the near-term consequences, the

Getty will probably have to clean house;

heads will roll. In addition, the IRS will

surely open up individual tax tiles going

back to the early 1970s. I can also say it is

unlikely that Frel was the only one at the

museum who knew what was going on,

and that eftorts were made to "persuade"

us to soft-pedal what we'd found by some-

one close to the Getty, namely, the power-

ful Norton Simon, who suggested that 1

meet him to discuss his purchase ot Con-

noisseur magazine and "trying to make a

deal with" me and the Getty. Dumb stuff!

So, stay tuned. It's a rich and compli-

cated tale of overweening opportunism,

shoddy management, duplicity, tear, stu-

pidity, and warped values. Its impact is,

above all, profoundly sad. Sad because a

great institution has needlessly sullied its

own reputation and in so doing has also

impugned the reputation of all other mu-

seums in America.

Now, let the scandals out. Let sunlight

in. The Getty, relieved ot having to hide

this unsavory story, will no doubt go on to

flourish. Now, at least, it can begin to

breathe easily. D
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THE MERCEDES-BENZ S-CLASS

AND THE MYSTIQUE OF THE "BIG MERCEDES."

Krom (Ma to cia {)\cv the decades, lew aiilo

m()l)ile series lia\e heeii aeeoided llie admira-

tion \er^iiiii on awe that siirioiinds llu

premier sedans of Mercedes-Ben/.

Sliown in descending

order at left are examples

dating from 1955 to 1963

tol972tothel987S-Class

sedan in the ioregrountl. The

"big Mercedes," they are pop-

ularly called. Not so nuieh

in tribute to their size—substantial

but never excessive—as to their prowess.

Powerful in a silky way, baronially comfortable

rather than garishly luxurious, a big Mercedes

manages to blend the dignity of a limousine

with what one journal terms ''the innate ability

to leap yawning stretches of landscape in

single, effortless bounds." The big sedan as

marathoner, in brief. With the stamina to

endlessly devour the miles on any highway in

the world, at a pace that might exhaust the

drivers of lesser cars. If not the cars

themselves.

A big Mercedes of any era is remark-

able. The current series, the S-Class, is the

most remarkable yet. For its choice of three

models, crowned by the 5.6-liter gasoline V-8

5()()SKL. Kor one ol the slipperiest aero-

dynamic shapes ever bestowc^d on a large

sedan. For its library (juiet within 100

sumj)tu()us cubic (eel ol living space.

For its brilliant use of electronics

—to activate its Anti-lock

Braking System (ABS), for

example. And to deploy its

Sup|)lemental Restraint

System (SRS)—with drivers-

side air bag and front seat

belt emergency tensioning retractors

—within a fraction of a second of a major

frontal impact.

And at root, it represents Mercedes-

Benz: no mere assemblage of trendy tech-

nological hardware but a specimen of auto-

motive integrity. In every seam and sinew, in

every glossy inch of its hand-iiibbed finish.

To drive an S-Class sedan is to

partake of one of the timeless motoring tradi-

tions. More important, it is to experience a

synthesis of high perfomiance and high refine-

ment matched by no other automobile.

Engineered like no other car in the world

1 l'l87M.T,r.l,-,.Hp„/. ..f N.\ . In. ,. M.,iil%al<-. N.J.
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Hate It or Love It,

Its A Must-See
This is an odd-numbered year, and the

Whitney Museum's predictably contro-

versial exhibition of new work by Ameri-

can artists is here again (April lO-June

28). Established in

1932, the Biennial

has survived nu-

merous changes in

scheduling, for-

mat, and intention

to become this

country's longest-

running, most
closely observed

two years ago is a reduction in the number

of artists working in media other than film

and video. There are forty-one, counting

collaborative pairs as a unit—ten fewer

than two years ago. As a result, three

works by an artist (or their spatial equiva-

lent) will be shown, instead of the last

show's two.

and energetically deplored exhibition. In-

deed, "Biennial bashing" has become a

popular critical sport.

One reason for the Biennial's dunning

in the press and elsewhere is its unique-

ness: no other exhibition attempts a peri-

odic distillation ot the hill range of con-

temporary American art. This void leaves

the Whitney show with a responsibility

and pretensions disproportionate to its size

and curatorial capacity. Yet, for ill its

flaws, the Biennial does provide some
index of current directions in American
art—more than any other institution

seems willing to risk on a regular basis.

A major change in the show's format oi

32

In general, the '87 Biennial is cooler

and more cerebral than its predecessor.

Manifestations oi theoretically grounded

art abound: inventive exercises in decod-

ing conventions of language, art, and the

media lend the show a kind of moral fer-

vor, as do numerous examples of politi-

cally pointed narrative, especially in film

and video. Excluding the film and video

section, the Biennial is, in keeping with

tradition, dominated by the work ot white

male painters, most of them from Manhat-

tan. Homage is paid to de Kooning, whose

latest figurative abstractions are exquisite-

ly spare statements of an eloquence un-

paralleled in his oeuvre.

Making their Biennial debuts are a

number of painters who appropriate styles

and forms of past art to widely divergent

purposes. The New Yorker Peter Halley,

the leading exponent of so-called Neo-

Geo, reiterates in fluorescent colors ele-

ments of modernism's formal vocabulary,

updating their look while denying their

original meanings. George Condo, an

American living in Paris, makes sardonic,

virtuosic post-Surrealist paintings, hhar

Patkin, another New York artist, draws on
literature for subject matter. His The Black

Paintings, inspired by Jean Genet's play The

Blacks—A Clown Show, is composed of

four black rubber curtains stenciled with

white ink and hung

from the ceiling to

form a rectangular

enclosure. The
work's program is

multilayered, refer-

ring to past art and

literature and con-

^^^^^^_^^^_^^ temporary racial

The Whitney curators' generally ac-

knowledged preference for painterly pho-

tographs is flagrant in this year's Biennial.

Of the show's six practitioners, three make
images up to eight feet high and fraught

with allusions to paintings. In four-by-

five-foot Cibachrome prints, Tina Barney

documents the disappearing way of life led

by her affluent New England family and

friends. The duo of Clegg and Guttman

parody official corporate portraits. The
Stam twins, identical-twin brothers from

Boston, make photographs that are chem-

A sampling of work by Whitney Biennial first-timers (from top, clockwise): Peter

Halley's neo-hard-edge painting Three Sectors (1986); The Reception (1985), a

photo^aph of New England family life by Tina Barney; section from Izhar Patkin'

s

room-sized The Black Paintings (1986); and the post-Surrealist Poeme d'Amour, by

George Coiulo, an American m Paris.
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ically aged and stained, torn, scored, and

otherwise caretully mistreated.

In sculpture, Louise Bourgeois and John
Chamberlain represent the old guard;

Alan Saret, the middle; with Robert Lobe

and Richard Artschwager fitting in rather

comfortably with the new, including

R. M. Fischer and Jeff Koons. Of the six

installations in the Biennial, only Judy

Ptaft's is primarily sculptural, although

Nam June Paik's jokey robot figures built

trom vintage TVs come close. Joseph

Kosuth and Bruce Nauman offer headier

conceptual fare. The other two installa-

tions are a video projection, by Judith Bar-

ry, and a piece employing new interactive

\ideo technology, by Grahame Weinbren

and Rttberta Friedman; when activated,

the work proceeds to reveal layer upon

layer of psychoanalytic text.

As usual, the film/video section prom-

ises to deliver much ot the Biennial's most

interesting, lively work, with roughly half

ot the twenty-eight participants making

their first Biennial appearances. The agen-

da includes feature- length and shorter

films, new documentary forms, abstract

animation, and all manner of video, with

sharp feminist and political views, pre-

sented by Martha Rosier, Sherry Millner,

et al. Don't miss it. —Sarah WcFaddcn

CadWALADER SatHere
The story ot a colonial general's shaggy-

paw armchair came to a HoUywoodian cli-

max this past winter when the object

fetched $2.75 million at auction in New
York, the highest price ever paid for a

piece of furniture. On the way it had to

weather injuries and insults, including

misidentifications by two leading muse-

ums. Nor was the tale ended: at press time

the chair's actual owner had still not been

The' c/uiir (.IS lUicUimcd. ^irippcd to the joints.
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Marie of distinction:

The shaggy 'hair

paw, close up.

determined, leav-

ing unanswered the

question ot wheth-

er it would enter a

public or a private

collection.

A fine example

of Philadelphia
craftsmanship and

patrician taste circa

1770, when the

City of Brotherly

Love set the pace in

such things, the

chair was made by

i the renowned
Thomas Affleck tor General John Cadwal-

ader. The general was a pillar of colonial

Philadelphia society and acquired a repu-

tation for the smart house he kept on Sec-

ond Street, an image founded in part on

the numerous Chippendale-style furnish-

ings supplied by Affleck.

Fancying his furniture adorned with

shaggy-hair paw motifs, the general or-

dered the wing chair as part of a suite that

included similarly carved side chairs, fire

screens, and a sofa. Duly, the chair passed

through several generations of Cadwala-

der heirs.

Sometime before her death, in 1959,

Mrs. Beatrix Farrand, a noted landscape

designer and descendant of the general,

gave the chair away to a friend, who passed

it on to her daughter, Mrs. Joan Stroud.

Mrs. Stroud, now deceased, lent it to a

neighboring country day school outside

Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, for use in its

library. In late 1983 a local antiques dealer

named Kenneth Lindsey, asked by the

school to conduct an insurance appraisal

of its properties, came over and stumbled

on the putative Affleck. "It was done in

the most awful worn-out overstuffed green

damask. It looked terrible," says Lindsey,

who recognized it nonetheless and notified

the owners.

Before being authenticated, the chair

made the rounds at the Winterthur Mu-
seum and the Philadelphia Museum ot

Art, each of which has important Ameri-

can-furniture holdings (including other

pieces from the same Cadwalader suite).

In both places, according to Mr. Lindsey,

curators dismissed the chair as a nine-

teenth-century copy. By the time the chair

went to auction, further investigations

had dispelled doubts of its authenticity.

The winning bid at Sotheby's was made

by a New York art and antiques dealer

named Leigh Keno, reportedly acting on

behalf of an anonymous client, who may
be Dick Dietrich, a prominent Philadel-

phia furniture collector. The previous rec-

ord for a piece of furniture was
$2,090,000, for a Louis XVI secretaire, cir-

ca 1780, sold at Sotheby's New York in

October 1986. —R.K.

Hawaiians Back
FROM Ireland

In 1823, King Kamehameha II of Hawaii

and his queen Kamamalu went on a diplo-

matic journey to the court oi George IV.

To commemorate their royal trip, they

had their portraits painted by John Hayter

(reproduced above and below). In the

spring of 1824 they caught measles and

died within days of each other. The por-

traits vanished.

.A.tter 162 years in oblivion, they were

miraculouslv discovered bv Tiffany's vice-

president and design director, John Lor-

ing, in a farmhouse in Kanturk, Ireland,

where he had gone hunting for Georgian

woodwork. Lonng purchased the portraits

from the proprietor, who, like most mor-

tals, had no idea who the subjects were.

Loring knew: he had seen sketches for the

portraits on an earlier visit to Hawaii. Last

January- he donated the paintings to the

Royal lolani Palace, in Honolulu, and the

couple finally made the long journey

home. —]oyce Pendola

SPAIN'S New Museum

Here
is one of the supreme challenges

for the contemporary architect: how
to design a museum devoted to Ro-

man art and antiquities. The prob-

lem is subtle, for the makers of what

lies within the museum's walls were them-

selves among civilization's greatest and

most prodigious builders. It would be all

too easy to defer to classicism's overpower-

ing influence and resort to a mere revivifi-

cation of ancient forms.

Jose Rafael Moneo, now chairman of

the Department of Architecture at Har-

vard's Graduate School of Design, did not

succumb to that temptation. His new Na-

tional Museum of Roman Art, in Merida,

Spain, is a triumph for the dialogue it en-

genders between modem architectural

forms and those o{ the classical world,

which it is committed to glorifying.

The main wing of the museum, which

houses the galleries and exhibition spaces,

looks almost industrial from the outside

(and, indeed, Moneo has not hesitated to

use today's industrial materials—glass,

steel, and reinforced concrete—wherever

needed). But the principal gallery is

spanned by a progression oi magnificent

neo-Roman arches, which rise to a height

of fifty feet and give the space an impres-
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sion of monumental weightlessness.

Muted pink-brick revetment, another ref-

erence to Roman construction, has been

used both inside and out.

As part oi the empire, present-day Meri-

da, in the arid region of Extremadura, was

Emeritus Augustus, capital of Lusitania

and one of the crowning glories of the

Roman world. Few former cities of the

empire can compete with Merida's vast

Roman legacy: an amphitheater that held

14,000; a 6,000-seat theater, built by

Agrippa in 24 B.C. and today the stage of

Inside the museum, stark vaulting in

the ancient manner; right, a second-century

A. D. Mercury, with his invention the lyre.

the annual International Classical Drama
Festival; a bridge spanning the river Gua-

diana supported by eighty-one arches; as

well as aqueducts, villas, and roads.

All of the museum's 32,000 catalogued

remains are from the region, although only

a fraction are on display. There are large-

scale mosaics, columns, murals, sepul-

chers, coins, and domestic objects, as well

as a fine collection ot statuary, including a

bust of Augustus and depictions of deities

suchasOceanus, Ceres, Pluto, and Proser-

pina. The museum also possesses extensive

ruins, which were uncovered during con-

struction and left in place. Moneo has

opened the museum outward, through an

exterior courtyard, to the archaeological

precinct, which contains the remains of a

paleo-Christian basilica, a Roman house,

and tombs. "1 wanted to stress that the

remains extend beyond the museum," ex-

plains Moneo, "that the ancient Emeritus

Augustus is very much alive and an inte-

gral part of the modem Merida."

The integration of the two worlds is fur-

ther achieved by a subterranean passage

that Moneo built, linkmg the museum to

the Roman theater and amphitheater, lo-

cated several hundred meters from the

museum site. Together, they constitute

one of the most extensive concentrations

of Roman remains in all of Europe. "I can

only hope that the museum will endure as

long as the ruins that we are trying to pre-

serve," says Moneo, "and then perhaps

some future architect will build a structure

upon my walls." —Nicholas Shrady

La Mode Andre
Adeline Andre is a fashion purist, a perfec-

tionist in search of timelessness. She is

continually paring away details, bringing

new meaning to the term "understated ele-

gance." Based in Paris, she designs dresses

without hooks, buttons, or zippers, having

developed an ingenious three-armhole fas-

tening. She has also ban-

ished prints, padding, and

harsh black and white.

Prints distract from the cut

of the garment, she feels;

pads distort the body's

form; and black or white

flattens the fall and texture

of fine fabric, as subtler shades of navy and
ivory do not.

The fall, or drape, of the fabric is every-

thing to Adeline .A.ndre. Her fluidly sen-

sual dresses in glowing, monochrome
shades of hand-dyed rose, peach, coral to-

mato, curr\- lime, or turquoise follow the

body's ever\- move. "After all," says An-
dre, "isn't the point of clothes to set off the

wearer's physical personality and make her

feel good?"

Her designs show an unusual distillation

of good sense and technical skill, acquired

at Paris's Ecole de la Chambre Syndicale

de la Haute Couture and fine-tuned during

her two-year stint as assistant to Christian

Dior's Marc Bohan. Bohan taught her

that "the allure is all in the cut."

"The haute couture cut, 'in the round,'

is particular to our culture," explains An-
dre. "Sportswear's flat cut is more efficient

but doesn't take into account how a gar-

ment will look from the side. I'm trying to

combine the best oi both traditions: a cut

that works from any angle on a garment

that can be industrially produced and folds

up like a handkerchief."

To this end, Adeline Andre is contin-

ually experimenting in her spare white

workroom, dressed in her white, three-

armhole lab coat, developing new combi-

nations oi originality and refinement—

a

slim knit tube dress that extends into a

long hood with an opening for a ponytail,

or a daring yet demure dress with a round

opening that bares one leg at the thigh.

Yet for all the demands that she places

on herself, Andre is no elitist. Her clients

are varied in every way—size, shape,

coloring, age, personality, and profes-

sion—and she designs with the differences

in mind. "1 like the idea that a woman may
wear studded leather one day and a silk

dress of mine the next. My clothes are

more for a certain state of mind than for a

certain customer." —Regan Charles

Adeline Andre s softly

shaped spnrig dresses show

the wrabarowul minimalism

she applies to fabric. From
near right: the "Mariana,"

the "Deborah." a^^d the

"Kartoucha.
"
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^e5jdixson's Fine
Wire Acts

Among
the glittering seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century tiaras worn

by the peers' wives at the opening ot

Parliament in London last Novem-
ber were two contemporary tiaras,

affixed atop the heads of the lady Reilly

and the lady MuUey. Both were made by

the American-bom London jewelry de-

signer Frances Bendixson. The wearing of

a tiara, along with a formal dress, is a

necessity when Parliament is about to

open—at ten in the morning. Since both

the lady Reilly and the lady MuUey, wives

of life peers in the House of Lords, did not

have inherited tiaras, they commissioned

theirs from this highly original jewelry art-

ist. Bendixson made chem of entwined sil-

ver and gold wire threaded with precious

and semiprecious beads.

The two ladies won't have to wait for

the next opening to wear their jewels

again. Bendixson's tiaras are versatile:

when turned over, with the central point

facing down, they may be worn with

equally elegant results as necklaces or

chokers. Bendixscm can also design a sepa-

rate brooch that hangs from the necklace

as a pendant. With the addition ofan extra

length at the back ( that converts afterward

to a bracelet), the tiara itself can even be

worn as a jauntier wreath.

Bendixson, whose work is represented

in the collection of the Victoria and Al-

bert Museum, has been weaving gold wire

through semiprecious beads since 1975.

She fashioned her first tiara in 1980 to

commemorate the royal wedding of the

prince and princess of Wales.

She counts as her immediate inspiration

the grand and elegant wire jewelry made
by the nineteenth-century sculptor Alfred

Gilbert, as well as the whimsical twisted-

wire sculpture and jewelry of Alexander

Calder. In her studio in Chelsea, beside

her worktable and tools—wire cutter,

pliers, file, and rawhide mallet—are draw-

ers full of beads in different colors and

sizes—emeralds, sapphires, pearls, aqua-

marines, topaz, onyx, lapis. Sometimes a

client will supply a special stone, like the

two pieces of quartz that the lady MuUey's

husband brought back from South Ameri-

ca, which set the tone ot her tiara.

A tiara alone may take up to fifteen

yards of wire, as Bendixson twists it back

and around on itself in curvilinear config-

Tu'ist and sparkle: BL'TuIix.son with jewels.

urations that seem to outline or enclose

the uneven clusters of threaded beads. Her

designs—which include earrings, brace-

lets, rings, necklaces, brooches, and a spe-

cial magnifying eyeglass with a bejeweled
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All of Provence awaits you with

gracious smiles even during a busy
market Saturday This part of France is

known for its southern charm and easy
way of life. Everybody has a kind word
even if you can't quite say "daffodil" in

French.

You'll see Provence bathed in that

golden light captured by Van Gogh in

Aries, while the grandeur of the land-

scapes that so moved Cezanne open
before your eyes. From the ancient

Roman architecture to the

modern genius of Picasso, MkWD
art is a true way of life in

••^
Provence.

Air France makes Provence so easy
with 4-day/3-night self-drive land

packages, starting at $135 per person,

double occupancy plus air fare. They
include charming hotels set amidst
olive and almond groves. Imagine, din-

ing al fresco on the local wine and
cheeses under shady trees. It's the
perfect way to taste all of delicious

Provence. For more information call

your travel agent or Jet Vacations

1-800-JET-0999.

Come explore Pro-

J^^ vence and experience a

multi-faceted palette of

new sensations.

Please send me more information.

Name.

Address.

City, State. .Zip.

I

FRENCH GOVERNMENT TOURIST OFFICE

I

Write: EG.T.O. PC87A PO. Box 2658

I

Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779

Ws so worth it.
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wire trame chat hangs from a black satin

ribbon—range in appearance from a

bright, tair\like gossamer, like that of one

tiara that would betit a bride, to a darker,

more Wagnerian one , where the wire has

been oxidized and the beads have been

arranged in denser clusters.

Regal and baroque as her jeweln,- may
be, each piece is designed with restraint, a

reflection of Bendixson's belief that good

jewelry must be as subtle as the human
beings it complements. —Paula Deitz

Investing in CDs
When stereo sound superseded monaural,

the recording industrs- rushed to replace

splendid recordings in the old medium
with recordings that in too many cases had
no particular merit beyond being techno-

logically up-to-date. Fortunately, the in-

dustrs- has learned a thing or two since.

The arrival of the compact disc has

brought not only a flood of new recordings

but a positive deluge of reissues of familiar

ones that have stood the test of time. Old
favorites are back, with vastly improved

sound. Even vintage material is sounding

acceptably Age of Dolby. If you own the

following titles on vinyl, it is time to re-

place the worn-out black platters with the

shiny new silver ones that won't ever wear

out. If you don't own them already, what

are vou waiting for.''

IF YOU DON'T OWN THESE
TITLES ALREADY, WHAT ARE

YOU WAITING FOR?

Beetho\en is a cornerstone in every

music library. For the piano concertos,

why not go back to the pathbreaker Artur

Schnabel (on Arabesque), whose grasp of

their logic is unsurpassed? For a scintillat-

ing adventure with the sonatas, bypass the

obvious brand names in favor of the reclu-

sive Austrian individualist Friedrich Gul-

da (Amadeo/lmported by Polygram Spe-

cial Imports). For the symphonies, the

contenders are the warm, vibrant set by

the Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig with

Kurt Masur (Philips; see "The Leipzig

Sound," page 122) and the magisterially

detached ones by the Berlin Philharmonic

with Herbert von Karajan (Deutsche

Grammophon).
Several other symphonists deserve to be

acquired in toto. Leonard Bernstein's af-

finity for the emotional seesaws of Mahler

is legendary and thoroughly documented

on his series with various orchestras on

CBS Masterworks—but for the Seventh,

CONNOISSEUR
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take the breathtaking new recording with

the New York Philharmonic (Deutsche

Grammophon). In the complete sym-

phonies of Jean Sibelius, Sir Colin Davis

and the Boston Symphony catch the right

moods of melodious solitude and bracing,

bitter pride (Philips). Schubert's untrou-

bled early symphonies (First through Sev-

enth) are excellently served on the com-

plete set by Neville Marriner with the

Academy of St. Martin in the Fields (Phil-

ips). The masterly, daringly original

Eighth and Ninth call tor an ensemble of

greater weight and power.

The operatic legacy of Maria Callas

remains thrilling, inexhaustible, and unri-

valed for variety and fire. Top reissues, in

no special order: Puccini's Tosca, Verdi's

Rigok'tto, Bellini's Norma, Donizetti's Lu-

cia di hammermoor, and an unorthodox

Carmen (all on Angel-EMl)—plus a hair-

raising Meded, by Cherubini (Denon).

The conductor Carlos Kleiber is too

much the perfectionist to record an opera

until he and a hand-picked cast are ready

to make it new. His short list of albums

makes a motley but sterling collection;

Weber's Der Frcischiitz, Wagner's Tristan

undlsohk, and Strauss's Die Fledemuius (all

on Deutsche Grammophon).
On the stage, Gilbert and Sullivan have

fallen on hard times, but the D'Oyly Carte

performances from the thirties keep the

flame burning with innocent merriment.

So far, Firates of Penzance, The MikaAo, and

H.M.S. Pimiforc are on compact disc (on

Arabesque), and the rest of the canon is on

the way. —Matthew Gurewitsch
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Statuary
and Cupid by Biggi Fausto, entitl

Venere Amore (height 53 inches), is

among the objects to be included in

an auction of Garden Statuary on
Tuesday, May 26 in Q\^ingshurst,

West Sussex.

Consignments vyill be
until July 31 ft)^^)u^ next sS^n
September 23.

pitalogues and inquiries:

Itnhondon, Jennifer Cox,

; .^4(1)493-8080. Sotheby's, 34-35

^,^ New Bond StreetJ^ndon WIA

International C)ffifcevf212)6()6-7400.

Sotheby's, 1334 York"Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10021.

Auction estimate: £5,000-8,000 *

($8,000-11,000). >'*—
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A Walker^s
Companion
.*\t the end ot the 27C-mile Pennine Way
trek, tell the hartender at the Border Ho-
tel, in Kirk Yetholm, to pull a pint of draft

and "charge it to Wainwright."

Author of A Coast to Coast Walk and
over tittv hooks on the suhject of walking,

Alf Wainwright, eighty, England's patron

fell walker and pathfinder, made the offer

in his guidebook Pennine Way Companion.

That was in 1968. Wainwright is a man of

his word; the offer still stands (although,

owing to inflation, today Mr. Wainwright

picks up the tab for only half a pint).

The coast-tO'Coast walk, which Wain-
wright charted in 1972 by piecing together

national parkland, public paths, and pub-

lic rights of way through private land, ends

at the Bay Hotel, in Robin Hood's Bay, on
the edge of the North Sea. "Charge it to

Wainwright" there, too? "No, sonny, that

game won't work here," writes the author.

"Pay for your own. I'm skint."

While the Pennine Way—England's

most walked trail—offers a test of endur-

ance, the 190-mile coast-to-coast walk

should be made "in comfort and pleasure,

or not at all," writes Wainwright. Wind-
ing its way through three national parks

—

THE WALK OFFERS AN ARRAY
OF ENGLAND'S MOST

SPECTACULAR LANDSCAPES.

the Lake District, the Yorkshire Dales,

and the North York Moors—Wain-
wright's cross-country journey is divided

into twelve continuous one-day walks,

ranging in length from eleven and a half to

twenty-three miles, and offers an array of

England's most spectacular landscapes.

His guidebook directs the walker each

evening to the local selection of hostelry,

most often bed-and-breakfasts in private

homes. If reservations are made, there will

most likely be hot tea and biscuits waiting

and a hre burning in the fireplace.

Three hundred feet above the Irish Sea,

the craggy brown sea cliffs north of St.

Bees Head bear testimony to Wainwright's

observation that this walk is for "connois-

seurs of fine scenery." The first leg of the

journey gives way quickly to the Lake Dis-

trict's majestic, green mountains, whose

stark, stone-ridged slopes lie almost entire-

ly above the tree line. The low route passes

by Brothers Parting, where Wordsworth

said a last farewell to his brother John, and

by the poet's Grasmere. Plush green val-
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April in Diamonds
This diamond necklace and ring

will be included in our auction

ofMagnificentJewelry on April 27.

For catalogues, more information

or our brochure on Buying and Sell-

ingJewelry at Auction, please call

(212) 606-7392. Sotheby's, 1334 York
Avenue, New York, New York 10021.

Auction estimates:

Ring, 22..'">() carats, S;^()0,000-S35(),00();

Necklace, $ i 50,000$ 1 75,000.
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leys and gentle tarns are counterpoint to

the numntain's rough heat. The place in

the Lake District to spend the last night,

Wainwright suggests, is the town ot Pat-

terdale, hy serene Ullswater; the lake's

tree-lined shores roll into valley pastures,

shooting up to the steep face of Place Fell,

on one side, and the heather green slopes

of the Helvellyn range, on the other.

"Stay if you want to and I'll carry on

alone, and no hard feelings," Wainwright

indulgently says to his readers, who may he

overwhelmed by the beauty of the Lake

District. "Mind, you might hnd yourself

thinking in the next few days about Shap

and the limestone plateau beyond, and

wondering what Swaledale is really like

and whether the North York Moors are as

attractive as people say. You could have

A walker gets directions: it is easier to turn

to Wainwright's guide instecu.1.

regrets. And (let's be clear about this) you

can't expect to get your money back ior the

book if you prefer not to continue the

walk. . . . Coming with me? Good. 1

thought you would."

Still to come are the sylvan Westmor-
land limestone plateaus, with their prehis-

toric stone circles and tumuli; the rich

green valley of Swaledale, whose upland

moors, grazing land for the Norse settlers,

give way to the fertile lowlands farmed by

Danes, Angles, and Saxons; a stop in

Richmond, England's preserved market

town; and James Herriot's North York

Moors, whose brooding and isolated wil-

derness provides perhaps the most moving

scenery of all.

A final walk along the North Sea bluffs,

the descent into Robin Hood's Bay, and

the ritual touching of boot to water may
even lead to a brisk swim. Wainwright

might not be buying, but you will probably

drink a toast to your new friend just the

same. —Dean King

Pretzels with an
Old Twist
Alfred Milanese, good-looking, in his

thirties, resembling an out-of-place actor

or model, stands behind mounds of hand-

made pretzels in the Greenmarket, an out-

door farmers market, in New York City's

Union Square. "These are the best pretzels

in the United States," he says with pas-

sion. "They are totally handmade; when I

say totally, 1 mean they are hand-rolled

and hand-twisted."

A writer and photographer, Alfred is

also the link in the pretzel connection be-

tween Lancaster County, in Pennsylva-

nia, and New York. Aficionados swear by

these unique pretzels, made by the Men-
nonite men and women who staff the

bakery. All other commercial pretzels are

machine-made, with the result that,

Alfred claims, "the pretzel becomes dense.

A handmade pretzel is filled with air holes.

This is why they are fat, crunchy, and irre-

sistible." Alfred is right.

The original recipe for pretzels can be

traced to the Romans, who made them
simply with flour, water, salt, and yeast;

later, monks in Europe added soda to the

batter and called them pretiola, little gifts.

They were rewards given to monks or pil-

grims after a long journey.The twists are

supposed to represent arms folded in

prayer—tir the joining of two people in

matrimony.

The recipe used by the Mennonites is at

least a hundred years old. Actually, they

make two types of pretzels. The "special"

pretzel is the old-fashioned kind—dark

brown, crusty, and sprinkled with tiny,

diamondlike flakes of specially mined salt.

There is also a pretzel made of dark whole-

wheat flour, salted or unsalted. .After sell-

ing the pretzels at the Greenmarket and to

a few stores in New York City for five

years, Alfred designed a red tin box for

them, suitable for shipping, with a black-

and-white label showing the horse-drawn

carriage used by the Mennonites and the

Amish. A six-pound carton of "special"

pretzels (the whole-wheat type is not

Making the snacks in Lancaster County.

available by mail) costs $20, a three-

pound carton SI 2, and the two-pound tin

$12.95 (prices include shipping); all are

available from Handmade Pennsylvania

Dutch Pretzels, P.O. Box 151, Bowmans-
viUe, PA 17507. —Colette Rossant

To THE Lighthouse
~

The
voyage starts at the dilapidated

Point San Pablo Yacht Harbor. The
destination is the East Brother Light

Station, on a one-acre rock in San

Francisco Bay. Most of the other

local lighthouses have long since shut

down or rotted away, but EBLS is a survi-

vor. Built in 1873, it has weathered heavy

winds, fire, and the 1906 earthquake. The
biggest threat came in 1969, when the

Coast Guard, judging the beacon too

expensive to maintain, decided to tear it

down. Local outcry prevented the razing

and earned the lighthouse national-land-

mark standing.

It took another ten years before anyc^ne

could figure out what to do with the place.

Then it was restored by volunteers who
painted it and rebuilt the gingerbread trim;

even the white picket fence around its

rocky perimeter was replaced. In 1980 the

island was opened to the public. People

who wanted to stay overnight could put up

in the lighthouse's four rooms.

What started as the ultimate field trip

has become, since 1983, a coddled, sci-

phisticated party for four couples each

Thursday through Sunday night. That

year, the young innkeepers Leigh and Lin-

da Hurley were hired by EBLS Inc. , a non-

profit organization, to manage the land-

mark and began transforming it into a first-

class four-room retreat. Each of these

rooms has now become one of the hardest

to get reservations for in the Bay Area.

You first encounter the versatile captain

Leigh Hurley at the helm of the small
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"LIGHT READING,
^ "Books' to be read without being opened. They express the unexpeoted. A
Y tomilior objoot is suddenly tronstornned by light in the rr^ediunn of purest

orystal,"ToshioSugasawa,ortist, Hoyo Museum Crystal talks of his journey into

\>^^JHI the world of transparency Books' ore exhibited in museums worldwide and
of the Hoyo Crystal Gallery Books', 3" to 8", may be acquired individually from $250, or as a
library $2950. Coll 212/223-6335 or 800/654-0016, Send $6,00 for the Hoya Catalog Set.
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launch that makes the ten-minute trip to

East Brother Island. As a boat approaches,

the station flashes its light agamst the dra-

matic backdrop of mountainous Marin
Peninsula and spindly Richmond-San Ra-

fael Bridge. San Francisco is a clump on
the horizon about a hundred years away.

Each guest room is, in its own, idiosyn-

cratic way, decorated with brass beds,

lace, and antiques. Each of them com-

mands a phenomenal view of San Francis-

co Bay. As the panorama turns to shades of

gray and blue, the guests climb the stair-

case to the top of the light tower in order to

get a quick lesson from Linda in geography

and the history of the island.

In the dining room, the feeling com-
bines those of campfire and Che: Panisse.

The two-hour dinner is delightful: a sweet

East Brother Ligh: Station: minutes from

San Francisco, and great food too.

and spicy Cajun pasta; delectable cream-

of-cauliflower soup with almonds, cilan-

tro, and cheddar; salad with goat cheese;

salmon with chive sauce; a creamy maca-

damia creiTit' bridee. The meticulously pre-

sented "California-French cuisine,"

which Hurley cooks (and compares rightly

with the hnest in the area), is matched to

good wines from local vineyards. Sated,

the guests retire to their rooms, luUabied

by the foghorn and the sparkling lights of

San Francisco, beyond the bridge. The
next morning, after a fine breakfast of cus-

tard French toast, they relax outside in the

serene environs and wait for the appear-

ance of sea lions among the gulls and peli-

cans on West Brother.

At ten o'clock the group gathers for the

ride back to shore. Hurley, captain once

again, warns that during storm season the

launch sometimes cannot make the cross-

ing, and guests have been known to be

stranded for a couple of days. That's hardly

a hardship. (The price is $250 per couple,

including meals.) For reservations, call

(415)233-2385. —RobBrofman

Edited by Robert Knafo

CONNOISSEUR
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SCREEN: Flemish

painted six fold

screen, first quarter

of the 19th Century.

DESK: Unusual
Regency mahogany
library desk with

brass gallery,

circa 1810.

^Kentshire
37 East r2th Street

New York, NY 10003

(212)673-6644

America's leading resource for professional buyers of English Antiques.



Introducingthe moi
RLow. one might reasonaL)ly ask, can we
describe that mud splattered and, admittedlv,

unconventional \ ehicle as beautiful.''

Quite easily, actually.

Many people find the Range Ro\ er

stunningly attractixe.

It's a favourite vehicle of the British

aristocracy, .^nd of fashionable dri\ ers from

St. Moritz to Milan. It was also exhibited at

the Lx)uvre as an example of elegant design.

What makes the Range Ro\ er even more

beautiful, though, is that its pedigree is pure

Land Ro\er. And it comes tested on tracts

from the Serengeti to the .Australian Outback.

On the road and off, no vehicle in the

w orld that can match its o\ erall performance.

Consider this: In addition to its tenacious

4-\\ heel dri\ e, the Range Rover's differential

can be locked at the shift of a lev er to provide

grip enough for a blizzard or bog.

.\nd this: The Range Roxer boasts a

cle\ erly engineered suspension system that

can see you readily across terrain roughly

rough as t^is.

Finally, consider this: With the stren

to pull 7,700 pounds, it can go tow to tov

u ith vehicles even larger than itself.

It can climb up a slope of up to 45

degrees, and splash through water deep

enough for a boat. It even excels on the o

surface that presents a serious problem to

most rugged 4x4s: A paved road.

The Range Rover not only surpasses



^autifulvehicle intheworld.
PlEASb RUCKLE UP FOR SECURITY

)ad performance of other off-road

;les, it gi\ es most passenger cars a run for

dollars, pounds and Deutchmarks.
With its fuel injected V-8 engine, it

es around at around 100 mph on Euro-
I motorways. And since it was built for

;ory' even more daunting than Park Ave-

or Rodeo Drive, it cushions the bumps,
;s and potholes of a mere road in a way no
lary car can.

On top of all that, the Range Rover

comes with all the standard equipment of

any luxury car. Including power windows.

armchair seating, a spectacular theft-deterrent

stereo system and headlamp washers.

Not surprisingly, the Range Rover also

comes with a price tag somewhat north of

$30,000. Which many consider a perfectly

reasonable expense.

However, why not determine that for

yourself.? Simply dial 1-800-FINE 4WD for

the dealer most convenient to you.

After all, the uglier driving gets the more

beautiful a Range Rover becomes.



AUCTIONS
AjIT down UNDER; SILVER

MANIA; THE
OTHER BIG JEWELRY SALE

The
story of the

month, as you

have noticed from

the cover, is the

sale in Geneva, on

April 2-3, of the late duchess of

Windsor's extraordinary jewelry (see

page 128). But there are plenty of other

items to talk about, too. April, after all,

is the kickoff month to the hottest part

of the season.

On April 6 at Melbourne's Southern

Cross Hotel, we get to see what wealthy

Australians do when they are not racing

twelve-meters or buying up TV stations

and newspapers. Sotheby's presents im-

portant Australian paintings, and though

most of the artists (Buvelot, Campbell,

^^^*^'i

A gold Rolex moon-phase calendar walch,

circa 1950, at Phillips New York.

Johnstone, Marten, Streeton, Westall)

are unfamiliar to you and me, folks down
under regularly fork out $100,000-plus for

their works. Top lot should be Antome de

Chazal's portrait of Matthew Flinders, a

fascinating figure in Aussie colonial his-

tory, which could challenge the '83 record

of $506,000, for a portrait of the more

familiar Captain Cook.

The next day, Phillips New York offers

hundreds of old and modern watches,

Ingrid Bergman's jewels, including the

Bulgari neckLice above, are at Christie's.

ranging in value from hundreds to possibly

tens o*^^ thousands of dollars, by such mak-

ers as Carrier, Elgin, Omega, Patek Phi-

lippe, Rolex, Tiffany, Vacheron & Con-

stantin, et al. Not on a scale with the $2.

7

million dispersal at Sotheby's last Decem-
ber of historic timepieces from the Atwood
collection, but a marvelous chance to pick

up something with real cachet that you

can actually wear.

The scene begins to sizzle in London on

April 8, as Sotheby's holds a major old-

masters sale, in a hot, hot held that shows

no sign of cooling off this spring. One of

the most interesting pictures is a 1778

Batoni portrait of the eccentric, widely

traveled Frederick Hervey, bishop of Derry

and earl of Bristol, after whom the many
"Bristol" hotels dotting the globe are

named.

The back end ot the month has its

standouts as well. In New York on April

22, William Doyle Galleries holds its

semiannual Americana blowout. Nicely

balanced with great formal pieces (a splen-

did 1750 Pennsylvania highboy, a classic

New England Federal sofa) and delightful

decorative material (a cigar-store Indian,

hearthware, porcelains, and ceramics),

this IS a major event, which Doyle cleverly

schedules out of sync with the other houses

in order to have center stage all to himself.

If your tastes are slightly more contempo-

rary, note that on April 25 Phillips New
York features twentieth-century furniture

Non-Objective Composition (1915), by

.Alexander Rodchenko, m London on April 2.

and decorative arts,

including much pop-

ular Stickley and Icart

material.

In its field, the top

sale in decades will be the April

27-28 Sotheby's dispersal in London of

some 400 magnificent botanical books

from the matchless library of Robert de

Belder, justly billed as the most impor-

tant botanical colorplate books ever of-

fered at auction. This exquisite material,

which will be exhibited from April 6 at

Aeolian Hall (opposite Sotheby's in New
Bond Street), rivals many great institu-

tional collections. The most important

single lot is the inscribed copy of Redoute's

breathtaking Les Roses, but it is not likely

to top the $5.5 million that his Les Liliacees

(with original drawings) brought in 1985.

A must-see event.
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THE BOLD LOOK
OKOHLER.

Cactus Cutter^" by Art Nelson. Just one triumph of Kohler's bold design freedom challenge to renowned ceramic art-

ists. A most original series of fixtures advancing the bath as artform. bix different limited edition designs to make your
own statement of taste and penchant for unique pattern, color and texture. Fora complete collection portfolio of all six

Artist Editions, send $3 to Kohler Co., Dept. BZ4, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
C6050 Copyright 1 986 ICohle< Co



Mauna Lani Bay

Expectationsfulfilled.

Emerald Hotel's crowning jewel, the

Mauna Lani Bay, fulfills every expec-

tation. It is a magnificent haven;

a perfect blend of sophisticated

luxury, distinguished amenities and

Hawaiian attitudes spiced with

world-class golf and 5-star tennis. All

with the choice of three extraordi-

nary dining experiences. We will not

simply offer you fulfillment. We will

liberate you. For reservations, call toll-

free 800-992-7987 (HI) /800-367-2323

(U.S.). Or call your travel agent.

Mauna Lani Bay
An Emerald Hotel,

Kohala Coast, Island of Hawaii.

PO Box WOO, Kohala OiasL Island of Ha»au 96"4,S

AUCTIONS
London—Sotheby's, April 2. Russian

avant-garde art. Never has a state had

more plentiful talent available to sing,

dance, draw, paint, print, photograph,

write, or dramatize its glories than the

USSR after the 1917 Revolution. And
never has a state proceeded to betray,

squander, and persecute its artists so igno-

rantly and monstrously. We know so much
less than there is to know about Russian

avant-garde art (there are the occasional

glimpses, such as were provided by the

magnificent 1982 exhibition of the Costa-

kis collection in London and New York)

that we can only applaud the announced

goal of Sotheby's of making this sale an

annual event. This year's version features

paintings, drawings, prints, posters, and

books by Constructivist, Futurist, neo-

Primitivist, Rayonist, and Supremacist

artists, poets, and designers; estimates

range from $500 to $50,000.

New York—Sotheby's and Christie's,

April 7 and 29. Important silver. Silver

hits new highs anytime anyone holds a sale

these days, so we'll likely see even more

records established this month. The im-

portant thing is that this boomlet is being

led by real collectors buying for real value,

in contrast to the boom/bust at the start of

the decade, fueled by the coincident spec-

ulative collectibles craze and the absurd

commodities market (remember the

Hunts!). Each house holds its share of

records, although Christie's has the edge

of late—the $2.4 million Patiho collec-

tion topped the house's own previous

record of $1.6 million, at the Morgan sale

of 1982.

The luster of both departments derives

from their very distinguished and very

British directors. At Sotheby's, Kevin

Tiemey, who has been with the firm since

coming down from Oxford in '64, and in

New York since '68, has presided over doz-

ens of important dispersals, from the Lans-

dell Christie sale, the year he arrived in

New York, to last year's Cornelius Moore
sale. His Christie's counterpart, Anthony
Phillips, is a consummate professional

whose talents, including his appetite for

scholarship and his unerring instincts,

have led him to double as head of all the

decorative-arts departments.

These sales are well matched, giving no

clear advantage to either house but only to

buyers, who have an exceptional range

{xom which to choiisc. Tuo ior.s rh.ir form

Garrard silver in New York: a saucehoat

(181 9-20) and a racing trophy (1849).

an interesting contrast are a set of four

superb transitional 1918-20 sauceboats,

liners, and ladles, at Sotheby's, and, at

Christie's, the extravagant racing trophy

that was the 1861 Queen's Cup at As-

cot—both from the renowned Garrard

firm, which succeeded Rundell, Bridge

and Rundell as royal goldsmith in 1830,

was appointed crown jeweler in 1843, and
enjoyed remarkable continuity under one
family from 1792 to 1952. The Sotheby's

pieces reflect the exuberant late-Regency

style on which the firm's ascent was based,

while the Christie's piece is a sterling (I

couldn't resist) example of the fanciful

presentation silver for which Garrard ulti-

mately became famous (they even made
the original America's Cup, in 1848).

New York—Christie's, April 28. Mag-

nificent jewels. It's a shame that this sale

has to compete with the Windsor block-

buster. It's got good size (more than 220

lots), great range and depth, and a fantas-

tic core of goodies from the estate of the

late Ingrid Bergman that should draw the

curious as well as serious buyers (Miss

Bergman's taste in jewelry' was as exquisite

as everything else

about her). It will be

particularly interest-

ing to see how the

dollar's recent roller-

coaster ride is re-

flected in buying pat-

terns and prices

here.

—James R. Lyoris
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When you were 12 years old

you tried to look older
^

Well it finally worked,

Even though you can't

recapture the flowless skin

ot your pre-teen years, there

Is a second chance tor

your skin Stendhal's Recette

Merveilleuse skin core line

Is a marvelous tormula tor

skin in its middle years

Recette Is both preventative

and restorative because It's

tormuloted trom sea extracts.

The properties derived trom

the selt-regenerotlve sea

urchin allow Recette to stimu-

late your skin's cellular activity

strengthening weakened

tissues and reducing wrinkles.

Recette's Contour des Yeux

creamy eye gel brings tone to

the delicate eye area ond

smoothes tiny wrinkles Tour

des Levres lip creme firms the

lip area, helps prevent tiny

wrinkles and smoothes away

existing lines so lipstick is pre-

vented from bleeding. Masque

Jeunesse des Yeux beauty

mask for the eye area smoothes

tiny wrinkles due to dehydra-

tion and restores resiliency

and suppleness while it

relieves swollen eyes and

smoothes troces of fatigue.

All Recette products work

together to help slow the aging

process by bringing your skin

bock to a healthier, more

youthful freshness thon If has

had In years Without ques-

tion, Stendhal's Recette

Merveilleuse is a second

chance for your skin.

Stendhal

jiiimjlm

Stendhal.

Asecond chance
tx your skin.



For clocks that express the n\ ay you live, the name
is Howard Miller.

rd Miller's world
More than clocks, a lifestyle.

For a full-color catalog of more clock ideas

you ever dreamed of, send S5 to:

mantel clocks and alarm clocks, to the ultimate in
^

'
Howard Miller ClOCk Company

contemporary designs, 1 lovvard Miller s world is 86() Fxst M;iin Street • Zceland, Michigan 49-464

where >c)u want to live. ^.^ In C-aiiada. Apsco Pr(xlucts

Pictured: TheJohn Penn from Howard Milk-rs "Signatiirf Scries!'

ShownuMii UtcaiiufiK: I5-U-6A Merchandise- Mart. AllanU; I0098 World Trade C cnu-r. Dallas; C:-206 SFMC., Ilighpoini; 203 Merchandise Mart 2, San

!
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PETER
SAARI

April 4-25, 1987

UxUtkii (PorUil), 1986

Mixed media, 73^2 x SA'/i in

O. K. HARRIS WORKS OF ART

383 West Broadway, New York, New York 10012 -Telephone (212) 431-3600
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THE BEST-SELLING FRAGRANCES
IN BEVERLY HILLS.

FOR MEN FORWOMEN

THE GIFT. THE EXTRAORDINARY GIFT
Call 1-800-GIORGIO anytime.Your order and gift selections will receive

personalized attention from our Giorgio, Beverly Hills Fragrance Specialists.



A l, v .;f TISiMENT
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Scents for the

CONNOISSEUR
Choose among thesefine samples

to complete a wardrobe of paqrances

for the true Connoisseur

LTeatroA[kScaki . The latest

and most compeSin^ creation

from Milan's Knzia. In

Teatro Afla Scaia, a nn\'

perfume is bom, a iyried and modem

fragrance distinctjrom any other.

Now, [et Krizia put

you on staqe with the

exciiisivc 5 ml. Eau de Toilette

Miniature Fiacon. This special

o^er is yours for o^dv $5.00 .

2. Jordins De Bagatdk . The

fresh aru{ roriuxntic fTai]ranc£

'JordiJts de Baqatede" is o^cred in

a Vz oz. eau de toilette purse

spray. Tftis modem fwrniom' oj

white flou'ers is for toda\''s woman

—

naturair\' se£f-assurei{, naturolTv'

feminine. Tours for o^dy $9.50 .

ALLA

SCALA

lil%.l2IA

•^

3. Deneuve, Le Por
f
um

is Catiieriiie Dcnoiu'c 's perso?u;[ statement . .

.

a private treasure slie sfmres with ail wo^nen.

It is a new romantic classic:

ajIora£Woody semi-orientai. h is eiegarit and

sopftisticated, \'et soft and sensual. Nomiady 5165

per ounce, tiiis custotn desu]ned 1 8 ounce

reptiax par|um is yours jbr just $12.50 .

4. Paibma Picasso , Li^ e^uisite

jewels, Paloma Picasso scui^nerf a

coflktion of bokl, pawocotive shapes

in Frendt blown glass. Artd what

she put iriside is pure ijtspiration, a

fragrance rarity to wear, possess a^td

adore. This y^ oz. perfunic replica,

a $32.50 vahie, is yours/or $8.50 .

«



5. ParjiLm d'llcnmis . Tlit' woman: sparkluuj, wiUy, nnabasiicdly

eieqant. The fraqnvicc: Parfuiti li'HmiiL'.s. rioiviituu' in>, Huiqanuii

vose, spice ami .satuiilw'ooli biemi. to fonti a itiilv 5ophLsticati'ii >ccn[

tfu;t 's m-aiiobt o)il\' b\' nuiil onkr and at Hcniit'.s Boutii]ia'5.

At 5195 per oimci', thus ' .- oc. pcijiunt' boltk' is a 532.50 vcdiic,

Ycurs jor only $15.00 .

6. AeryHi, tlu: clwicc of tfie siura'isfitf nmn. He's

soplusticated ami eieqant; a reai qo-qeiter.

Tixe f}-aqra]ice, [ik' the nrnn, is c<vcitiiu]i\' imLsculitu'.

Ati aroiTuitu: boiujut't cj fiowcrs opciuiu) out

on a woody-spieed backqrowui. Acnius unites tiie

f\-eshness of qrapcfnat, tixe woody luvinony

o| C\prc5ii ami Gaiae ami tlie miied exubemnce

of Leatliev. An 's outicf bottle can be yours for

only $4.00 .

7. Giorgio, Ba'er^^ Hitts

Extraordviary Pajume .

Tlie Scent oj tfie Cciitair\'.

Share the expene^lc^

with the world's

most ceiebrated wotm'n.

Floral. Pro\'ocati\'c.

Om' oufiee of

Giorqio Perfume, 5lb5.

Or vou cau e,vf)enem"e

tfiis eA-traeiniiuan'

perfume m a special

(united eilitiofi ^'S oz.

size (or $12.50 .

Limit three per cuitoiner.

8. Pfu-TOTmjm" Parfiim

from MartinnMiqlin.

Tlu.' w'orlxi's most

precious peifuiTie is

$300.00, tiie ounce.

It's more tluiii a fraqrauee.

It '5 an e,\]ietu'na'.

Created for tik' woman

who imikei life an

Ati\'entufe. With Lo\'c.

This vcn' specuil purse

flacon m its

eieqant brown pouch,

a 540.00 \'alue,

Ls \'ours for [mst $12.50 .
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Any insurance policy can help you rebuild

your house. But a Chuhb Replacement Cost

Policy will provide you with the coverage you

need to replace the unique construction and

fine architectural details that make your home
so special.

It's one more reason why the more you

have to insure the more you need Chubb.
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CHUBB
For further information,

phone 800-922-0533.
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Modern and European Paintings

Auction: Thursday, May 7 at 7p. m.
Sale may be previeived Saturday-Tuesday prior to auction date.

HONORE DAl'MIER

(French 180818"9)

"Ratapoil"

Stamped Alexis RudierFondeur Paris

and numbered 2120

Bronze with black patina

Height: 17'/2 inches

ARIE LALRENCIN
rench 1883-1956)

•nfant au Corsage Bleu"

gned Oil on canvas

ix 15 inches

xecuted in 1926

^^
MOISE KJSLING

(French 1891-1953)

"Jeune Fille

"

Signed Oil on canvas

22 X 15 inches
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Including works by: Eugene Boudin,

Pierre Brissaud, Massimo Campigli, Honore Daumier,

Andre Dignimont, Raoul Dufy, Moise Kisling,

Marie Laurencin, Emilio Sanchez Perrier, Theodore Rousseau,

Paul Trouillebert, Maurice de Vlaminck

Forfurther information, contactElaine Banks

175 East 87th Street • New York, New York 10128 • Telephone (212) 427-2730



TJLhehe Vintage Club is a commiinirs' of members whose common

denominator is an appreciation of exceUence. The Ckib itself, spread over 712 acres at the foot

of the magnificent Santa Rosa Mountains, is acknowledged to be one of the finest in America.

There is the striking Clubhouse whose pyramid-shaped roof provides a stunning contrast

to the surrounding desert drama. Two Tom Fazio golf courses offer a calibre of play appropriate

to test the skills of-Arnold Palmer, Gary Player and other PGA Senior stars during the annual

Vintage Invitational Tournament. A sunken stadium coun is the focal point of the charming Swim

and Tenjiis Center. But perhaps its most compelling aspect is the calm sense of privacy and

security members enjoy in their exquisite desert communit\'.

Homesites at The Vintage Club begin at iwo-hundred-niner\"-fi\e thousand dollars; resi-

dences begin at four- hundred- ninet\- five thousand dollars.

Appointments to see these and other offerings may be made by calling the Vintage Sales

Office at (6l9) 346-5566.

THE VINTAGE CLUB
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FINE OLD MASTER PAINTINGS
Tuesday 28 April 1987 at 11 am

Pu'ter Bnicglu'ljlw i/OHngei; (1504-1037) 'Ln dance de Noces cii pleni au; oil on panel. 3S em. x 50.5 em., signed P. Breghel 1626.

Literature: Georges Marlier, 'R Brueghel' No. 9, page 189

Viewing: five days prior

Illustrated catalogue: £10.50 by post

Enquiries: Brian Koetser or Sarah Lidsey ext. 325

7 Blenheim Street, New Bond Street, London WlY OAS. Tel: (Oil 441) 629 6602.

406 East 79th Street, New York, NY10021, USA Tel: (212) 570 4830.

LONDON PARIS NEW YORK GENEVA BRUSSELS
Eighteen siilerooms throughout the United Kingdom. Members of the Society of Fine Art Auctioneers.
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BETWEEN THE LINES

On the love, the joy,

and the shady side of the
antiques trade

by marilyn stasio

Everybody wants them.

You want them. I want them. Everybody.

The poor in the gutter, famous actresses, mil-

lionaires on yachts, robbers clinging to dram-

pipes, dreamers, hookers, killers.

Everybody.

And what are they, these things? . . .

They're antiques.

The trouble is, there's blood on ynost. I

should know, because I'm an antiques dealer.

That lurid view of the gentle art of

antiques acquisition is the credo of a cocky

character named Lovejoy, who calls him-

self an antiques dealer. People who have

dealt with the firm of Lovejoy's Antiques

might call him by another name: a shrewd

operator, if reasonably satisfied; crook,

faker, and con artist, if not.

At last view, Lovejoy, who normally

does his wheeling and dealing out of a

quaintly run-down cottage in East Anglia,

was in Scotland operating a fraudulent

estate sale for the benefit of an ancient

clan fallen on hard times. Half the sale

iter^.s had been flogged in, as the British

say, from all over the empire; the rest of

the "antiques" had been knocked up (Brit-

ish slang for "created") by master crafts-

men toiling 'round the clock in a secret

workshop set up on the estate. Thanks to

the judicious sprinkling of quotation

marks, euphemistic foreign phrases, and

deliberate misspellings in the sale cata-

logue, the scam would be quite legal.

"Very few dealers know anything about

antiques," says Lovejoy, explaining how
he expects to get away with his dicey

scheme. ".
. . Most are simply Oscar-

minus actors highly skilled at concealing

their monumental ignorance."

As the reader may have guessed by now,

Lovejoy (no first name—none is needed)

is a fictional character, the lovable rogue-

hero of twelve highly regarded mystery

novels by Jonathan Gash. They are to the

antiques business what the works of Dick

Francis are to the world of horse racing,

only funnier. Each is narrated by Lovejoy

—and so irresistible is their irreverence

that last spring the BBC made a ten-part

television series, starring Ian McShane,

70

chronicling Lovejoy's wicked ways. (It has

just been broadcast here without fanfare;

watch cable and public-television listings

for probable reruns.)

Lovejoy pulls off the auction scam just

described in The Tarta^^ Sell. (The novel is

published in hardcover by St. Martin's

Press. Many of the earlier mysteries are

also available in Penguin paperback edi-

tions.) In The Gondola Scam, the dashing

scoundrel goes to work in a forgery factory

in Venice, replicating Jacopo della Quer-

cia sculptures for a millionaire art collec-

tor, who schemes to loot Venice and

replace her treasures with forgeries.

Our hero himself is not above counter-

feiting antiques. In PearJ/ujnger, he repro-

duces a celebrated baroque-pearl orna-

ment, "the Siren," out of "gold, gold

chain, a diamond or two, a ruby or two, a

few small freshwater baroque pearls"—and

Plasticine. In other ventures, he has fabri-

cated a set of Victorian lace bobbins, a

Chippendale table, a Celtic gold torque,

an "antique" papier-mache chair, a re-

verse-gadroon silver plate, and a Japanese

firefly cage. "Creative art is all very well,"

according to Lovejoy, "but successful for-

gery has to be executed with skill."

To give this attractive reprobate his

due, Lovejoy resorts to his forger's skills

only to outfox greater villains than him-

self, unscrupulous persons who would de-

fraud or murder innocent folk, or—worse,

on Lovejoy's scale of values—who are bent

on mistreating antiques.

"Antiques are how we hit back at time,"

he says about "those precious wonder-
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ETWEEN THE LINES
:

;'.'.. whose very existence is proof ot

' ..';, filing more than the brute man." As

j

uis name suggests, Lovejoy is a passionate

j
k>ver of antiques and a celebrant oi the joy

i
they bring. He tondles porcelain shep-

herdesses, croons over furniture, gets all

teary-eyed over Victorian chamber pots. If

the object is true, it is also beautiful, and

Lovejoy falls tor it like a ton of bricks.

"All we ever want on earth, any of us, is

"CREATIVE ART IS ALL VERY
WELL, BUT FORGERY HAS TO BE

EXECUTED WITH SKILL."

love," he explains in Spend Game. "An-

tiques are love, but in a material form.

They're just inert matter carved or shaped

with love. That's why they're so valuable

to everyone. We see the love in them."

Of course, he then goes on to say that

"wanting them so badly is only natural."

Scalawag that he is, he advises anyone

who falls in love with a genuine antique to

"sell your house, send your missus down
the mines and get your idle infants out

doing hard labour. Then buy it."

However outrageous his trading antics,

Lovejoy would never bamboozle an old

grandmother out of her Russian amber

rosary beads, or rob a little girl of the Celtic

gold torque she's wearing as a hair orna-

ment. He looks just as fondly upon guile-

less antiques collectors, which he assumes

his readers to be, and is forever giving

"hem brisk lectures and practical tips on

how to acquire fine art and precious

objects without getting robbed blind.

Ever since he made his debut in print,

with The }udas Pair (which won England's

prestigious Best First Crime Novel award

in 1977), Lovejoy has incessantly been

dispensing advice to the unwary collector.

Attentive readers have learned, among
other things, how to read an auction cata-

logue (in buying a painting in England, be

sure to look for a listing of the artist's ini-

tials or, better yet, his full name) and how
to distinguish cultured from artificial

pearls (not by the pinprick method but by

pressing the pearl to your upper lip
—

"cold

means real, warmish means imitation").

That's the sort ot shrewdness that has

endeared Lovejoy's mystery adventures to

collectors and people in the trade. Unlike

those authors whose naivete within the

field leads them to romanticize its profes-

sional skills or ignore its pragmatic reali-

ties, Gash writes from the perspective of

someone who has actually worked at the

antiques trade and understands the way

the business functions.

The Lovejoy mysteries—and some of (.he lovmgly forged objets around ithich they revolve

Only an insider could concoct, for

example, the satiric sideshow that Lovejoy

puts on in The Tartan Sell To elude a gang

of thugs, our slippery hero joins a traveling

carnival as "the world's greatest antiques

dealer," offering "Expert Free Appraisal of

Household Objects, Paintings, Pottery,

Furniture, Jewelry, Other Items!" He gives

his grab-it-for-a-song scheme the highfa-

lutin name of "Christys and Sothebies

Joint Official Genuine Antique Road
Show!!!," promising the rubes "All Valua-

tions Free As Seen on TV" and declaring

his services "Guaranteed By The Trade

Descriptions Act By Parliamentary Law.
"

"Always be skeptical," Lovejoy warns

his clients. How seriously should a reader

take the pronouncements that Jonathan

Gash hands out in the name of his know-

it-all hero? The liveliest response comes

from those dealers and auctioneers whose

trade Gash maligns with such malicious

wit. Max Drazen, an owner of the New
York auction ht^iuse Tepper Galleries, says

he could "throw his bcxiks against the wall.

He's got such a vendetta going against

dealers that I figure he's the guy who

asbought the phony Rembrandt and

been trying to get back ever since."

Actually, Gash turns out to be the

pseudonym of fifty-three-year-old John
Grant, M. D. , a doctor specializing in trop-

ical diseases who is with the Faculty ot

Medicine at the University of London. He
worked his way through medical school

during the 1950s, helping out antiques

dealers who had stalls in the colorful out-

door markets of London's Petticoat Lane.

During this period, he met all the raffish

characters who shaped his views on the

trade ("Dealers are not to be relied upon, in

the main"), who taught him a trick or two

about forgery, and who now appear in his

books, scathingly satirized.

Interestingly, many ofNew York's lead-

ing dealers are dedicated fans of Lovejoy's.

They quickly point out, though, that

Gash's stories still have the aura of the

1950s, which might mislead a reader into

thinking that the same shenanigans go on
today. "Years ago, there was a lot more
mystery about the auction process," ex-

plains Michael Shay, the president of Wil-

liam Doyle Galleries, in New York. "To-

72 CONNOISSEUR
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ETWEEN THE LINES^

Antiques dealer! Con artist! A bit oj both! Ian McShane as Lovejoy in the BBC series.

day, there are more experts, more scientif-

ic methods ofauthentication, and the buy-

ers themselves are more knowledgeable

and rely more on their own judgment."

Still, every dealer we talked to had a tale

or two to tell about having been stung by

an auctioneer who wasn't "exactly a show-

piece for the profession. " Stanley F. Wald-

man, president of New York's Manhattan

Galleries, paid a Russian emigre $3

,

000 for

an ena. aeled egg he thought was worth

$8,000. "The experts told me it was one oi

the best fakes they ever saw," he says. "I

dumped it for $2,100."

How accurate is Gash's depiction of the

rest of the antiques business? Christopher

Hartop, a Christie's vice-president, and
David McFadden, decorative-arts curator

at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, caution

nonexpert readers that Gash's references

to British trade customs do not always

apply to conditions in America, but they

find Gash's brash tips on antiques and

dealing to be "basically sound."

Gash cheerfully admits that he some-

times gets his information from standard

reference works. In fact, he is happy to pass

along his favorite sources: jewelry, bv Oppi

Untracht (Hale Publishers, 1982); The

Gentle Art of Faking Furniture, by Herbert

Uscinsky (Chapman & Hall, 1931); An-
tiques: Genuine arid Spurious, by F. Litch-

field (G. Bell & Sons Ltd., 1924); and A
Dictionar\ oj Art Terms and Techniques, by

R. Mayer (A. C. Black Ltd., 1969). An-
other font of information is the British

Museum, which the author declares to

have "a great, a colossal store of forgeries."

When it comes to the specific forgeries

detailed so lovingly in his mystery adven-

tures, however, the author wants it known
that he has actually carried out each one

himself. He takes himself to London's

National Galler>' or the British Museum to

Eastmeets best Rove
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BETWEEN THE LINES
study the original, consult his hooks, and

confer with .in expert, and then manufac-

tures the object in his mvn workshop.

"If I want to mention a particukir kind oi

varnish that can he used only on a certain

kind ot painting, 1 will take care to test the

preicess myselt," he says, "even if, as hap-

pened in one case, it takes me between

twelve and eighteen applications."

His least successful forgeries, he admits,

have been porcelain and pottery. "You

need too much gear to get it right," he

explains. "And then, those potters are st)

terribly secretive about their glazes." His

best work, he feels, has been done on

paintings and drawings.

"That's because 1 studied under a real

master, Tom Keating," he says, referring

to "the great faker" whose brilliant copies

of Modigliani, Constable, Degas, and

Samuel Palmer fooled the art world for

years. "Tom lived in a tatty little cottage

down by the river, in a village in East

Anglia, and he was always sloshed when I

went for a lesson," says Gash, who declares

it "a terrible irony and a real heartbreak"

that Keating's paintings were dismissed

by the art world until after his death, in

1984. "As soon as he died, Christie's held

auctions, and his fakes went for as high as

£16,000. When the man was alive, he

ctnildn't sell them for a glass of beer."

Gash's admiration forTom Keating not-

withstanding, the author insists that he

did not use him as a model for Lovejoy. His

hero, he says, represents "lots of people"

he has met, both in the antiques business

and in his various medical residencies

around the world. One of Lovejoy 's most

provocative qualities—his uncanny abili-

ty to "divvy," or recognize, an authentic

"I COULD THROW HIS BOOKS
AGAINST THE WALL," SAYS ONE

ANTIQUES DEALER.

antique by sheer intuition—was suggested

to Gash by "nine, maybe ten" people who
possess it. In fact, he thinks he had a touch

of it himself once, as a teenager—and that

it is strt)ngest in the young. "The oldest

person I've known who had it was a Chi-

nese lady of about fifty, who used to work

the Lantern market in Hong Kong for jade

pieces. She was a Cantonese lady of enor-

mous size who could pick out pieces liter-

ally in the dark, virtually from a mound of

relatively poor and worthless pieces."

John Darcy Noble, curator emeritus of

the toy collections at the Museum of the

City of New York, says he once knew such

a boy as Gash might have been during his

youth. They went hunting together in the

outdoor markets of postwar London.
"He'd walk very briskly through a street

market and just point fo a ctivered box in

which some treasure would surely turn up.

Once, in the Brixton market, he leaned

over a box of costume jewelry and without

even looking picked out a beautiful string

of pearls for sixpence. He was infallible."

Christopher Hartop of Christie's once

knew a "picker" (a sort of scavenger deal-

er) from Norfolk, England, who so resem-

bled Lovejoy that he wonders whether

Gash used him as his model. "He had that

same feeling for t)bjects, that great love.

Oh, yes, he was quite good at putting a

coat of arms on a piece of silver."

In at least one respect, though, Lovejoy

remains a nonpareil. "Whenever one of

those potboiler novels about the antiques

trade comes out," says Hartop, "someone
will bring it into the office and we'll all

read passages aloud and laugh ourselves sil-

ly. We don't do that with Lovejoy. He's

much too authentic." D

Marilyn Stasia writes the syndicated column

of mystery 'fiction reviews "Mystery Alley.
"
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designed rooms, guests receive all

the privacy and personal attention

expected in an English country

home.

3 3 & i A U F R T GARDENS LONDON SW.? I P P

TELEPHONE I - S 8 4 5252 TELEX 929200
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The suggestions here help make your next vacation or business trip the most enjoyable ever. Just complete the reply card i f^^

THE GOURMET HOTELS
OF HOLLAND
The Bilderberg Group 1 2 elegant first

class hotels, ideally situated for tour-

ing Holland. Each is unique in charac-

ter Each has an internationally re-

nowned gourmet or specialty restau-

rant, plus an extensive offering of

recreational activities. All reflect Hol-

land's warmth and charm. See your

travel agent or send for free bro-

chure

^Bilderberg Group

SEE A DIFFERENT MEDITERRANEAN

in the comfort of a privately owned villa,

carefully chosen in some of the most beau-

tiful and unspoiled locations in Italy, South

of France, Portugal's Algarve, Turkey, Greek

Islands From Prince di Belmonte's Italian

Palazzo, to Durrell's White House on Corfu,

all houses are fully staffed and with pool or

beach We are a small, family owned com-

pany, who have specialized for 16 years in

tailor made holidays for the more discern-

ing traveller who wants only the best

Brochure CV Travel, 43 Cadogan Street, Chelsea, London SW3 2PR

Tel 01 581 085! (589 0132 24 hrs) Telex. 919773

CRESTAR YACHT CHARTERS
For the discriminating traveller who is

both demanding and imaginative,

who recognizes—and expects—the

very best we offer for charter a care-

fully^ selected range of luxury yachts

with professional crews Ex-

penence the sophisticated

Cote d'Azun Monte Carlo, Corsica, Elba & Sardinia Discover

Yugoslavia, Greece and fascinating Aegean Turkey For

personalized service contact:

CRESTAR YACHT CHARTERS
Colette Court, 125/126 Sloane Street, London SW1X9AU, ENGLAND

Tel 01-7309962/'5 Telex 9I8951295054TIXILUK

Elegant Country ^1l SQ>
Charm-Luxury i^-^^^^v^
London Hotel x^ iisiiM^
Telephone: 01-723 7874.^ V^CTtef

^

39-40 Dorset Square, ^^^L^^~'
London NWl 6QN. //r^r^xiX'
Telex: 263964 Dorset G. 'O 1 V^*

Go BritRail; Leave the ticket line behinc

with the Britrail Pass. It gives you unlimitec

travel on 1 5,000 trains a day to over 2,00(j

destinations throughout England, Scotlanc

and Wales Speed from city center to cit; r-vi

center at 125 mph Send for new 1987 f

color brochure—free. Then see your trave

agent.
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canyon ranch
The Premier Health & Fitness Resort

For women.

For men.

For life.

AN canyon ranch

>• V1-800-742-9000 Tucson, Arizona

The magic of

1987
PETER DHLMANM CRl'I'^FS S'

WALTZ DOWN THE DANUBE
Take an enchanting voyage on the luxu-

rious Danube Pnncess, sailing from Pas-

sau on the German-Austrian border to the Danube
Vienna and Budapest journey along 700

miles of scenic beauty, savoring the his-

tory-steeped sites and enormous vitality

and joie de vivre that mark the villages

and cities of Europe's heartland Enioy

the leisurely seven day cmise, or com-

bine sailing with a tour of the best Ger-

many has to offer Call Danube Cruises

at 800-221-1666, or in New York, 212-

719-1200

MMEM
Travel Europe by tram in first class luxury for

as little as $9 a day With Eurailpass, you

always know where you're going and exactly

when you're going to get there No hassles,

no tie-ups, no breakdowns, no sweat. For a

colorful free brochure, circle the reply card
iff«
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^SSAGE TO ADVENTURE
triguing, m-depth lourneys to the most exotic

idexcitingcomersof the Earth Taice the famous

Ik Road to China, or journey on the great Indian

icific Railroad View the magnificent wildlife in

dia and the teeming throngs of Calcutta Man-

ade wonders compete with natural splendors:

achu Piahu and the Galapagos, the Taj Mahal

id Ayers Rock, the Great Wall and the Himala-

is Travel by train and plane, by steamer, ferry

id motor launch, even by horsedrawn carriage

i\\ Expnnter at 800-221-1666, or in New York,

2-719-1200.

lEMPHILL HARRIS TAKES YOU PLACES LIKE

NO ONE ELSE CAN.
Call or write for our Collection of Deluxe

Escorted Tours brochure Over 86 itiner-

aries from around the world, 800-421-0454.

CA 800-252-2103. Orient • China • India •

South Pacific • Africa • Middle East • South

America • Europe 16000 Ventura Blvd.,

Suite 200C Encino CA 91436

HEMPHILL
HARRIS

A MODERN CLASSIC IN SAN FRANCISCO

HOTEL DIVA It's New, Its High Tech, Ifs Ex-

citing! In-room VCRs, Modem Italian Design,

the best Union Square location "If you like

MORGANS, you will love DIVA." From, $95.00,

HOTEL DIVA, 440 Geary Street, San Francisco,

CA 94 1 02 4 1 5-885-0200, 800-553- 1 900

"That enchanting

small hotel in Santa Fe. .

.'

'

Thecurrent favorite pied-a-terreamongdiscerningvisitors

reminds one of charming small hotels in Europe: the con-

cierge, the Continental breakfast, and the 36 uniquely ele-

gant rooms Tnjly delightful friendliness,

personal attention, and pnvacy, and ^-JjJnS
only a short pleasurable stroll to the Plaza and Canyon Road,

'^

gallenes, museums, shops (An ideal choice for small executive

meetings
I
Ask for appealing brochure call 1-800-552-0070, ext

289, or (505) 984-2121 Orwnte: Patty lennison. General Man-

ager, Box H, 303 East Alameda, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

__ n T n E __
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LONDON, SWl
3 Sloane Gardens Club

Nestled in the heart of exclusive Chelsea,

this meticulously restored townhouse of-

fers residential living with luxury hotel

amenities Period fireplaces and Victorian

decor grace the modern conveniences

Information and reservations 1-800-992-

2925 (in Michigan 313/229-75001

HASTINGWOOD ASSOC., LTD.,

225 East Grand River Avenue

Brighton, Michigan 481 16

Why did SuzieWong
chaiige her name?
Hong Kong people believe that

your name affects your destiny.

So, ever since the notorious book
came out, girls called Wong have
avoided the name Suzie.

Hong Kong is a city of fascinating

stories, colorful festivals, femous
food and legendary shopping. It's

the one Oriental city you must see.

HONGKONG^
Full Americon Plon

SlOO per person
double occupancy -

yeor-round

HOTEL TWIN DOLPHIN Mexico's " most
exclusive and elegant resort! One hundred
thirty secluded acres of pink sand beaches
washed by warm, gentle surf. Unexcelled
dining, service and facilities. Ocean-terraced
rooms and suites. World-record sportfishing

on hotel's own fleet. Tennis, snorl<eling,

swim-up bar.

Call your travel agent or

HOTEL TWIN DOLPHIN
(213) 386-3940 direct

(800) 421-8925 outside California

1625 West Olympic Blvd , Suite 1005
Los A ngeles. California 90015

22

BANCHORY ROYAL DEESIDE • KINCARDINESHIRE • SCOTLAND
TOLL FREE NO. 1 -800 -345 -4769 • TELE.X 73737

The mansion house of Invery, buill in 1804, has been transformed into a magnificent

country house hotel. Situated on Royal Deeside, 18 miles from Aberdeen and its inter-

national airport. Surrounded by 40 acres of woodland on the banks of the River Feugh

All 14 suites have private bathroom, satellite television, direct dial telephones in the

bedroom and bathroom, and furnished to the highest standard with antique furniture. The

cuisine uses the finest local Scottish produce and is complemented by a list of 2{K) wmes.

Proprietors: The Spence Familv
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Kcnsingjon H Fcirk Ho(cl

"On Union Square, in San Francisco"

KENSINGTON PARK HOTEL is a classic

jewel. A small, elegant, English style hotel with

finely appointed guestrix^ms. The service is

impeccable, the amenities almost endless, and

aftemain tea and sherry ot course. Rates from

$98.00 KENSINGTON PARK HOTEL, 450

Post Street, San Francisco, CA 94102, 415-

788-6403, 800-553-1900

The Mark is San Francisco, a perfect blending of tra-

dition with contemporary advantages Located on

prestigious Nob Hill. The Mark has been serving

world travellers for more than half a century Dine In

elegant splendor in the Nob Hill Restaurant or the

more casual comfort of the International Cafe Vien-

na, and dont forget cocktails in the world famousTop

of The Mark Almost every Guest Room commands a

view of our beautiful city by the bay Reservations

800-327-0200 or 4 1 5-392-3434
Th« Mark Hopkins lnter<oatlnciiUl Number One Nob Hll

The climate is right for New Zealand.

Tired of foreign tours where the

people are less than inviting, the scene-

ry less than inspinng, and prices are

more than you bargained for'!'

Change climates

Come to New Zealand

Discover the difference Down Under!

For your free fulkolour brochure, call

213-477-824!

New Zeolond II lounst ond PuD'iCity

OFF THF BEATEN PATH
Bill and Pam Bryan's OFF THE
BEATEN PATH—Introducing per-

sonalized vacation planning for

the Northern Rockies—Montana,

Idaho and Wyoming Recommen-

dations made and itineraries pre-

pared according to your tastes and

preferences. OFF THE BEATEN

PATH, where you've always

wanted to be Please write or call

us at 109 East Main, Suite CM,

Bozeman, MT 59715, (406) 58^

1311

Kona\illage(SP)

Taste the magic of a secluded Polynesian vil-

lage where you can enioy the precious gift of

privacy in your own plush pnmitive thatched

"hale" Rates include all meals, tennis, sailing

snorkeling, and more Call toll free for brochure

on Hawaii s favonte hideaway (800| 367-5290,

or wnte PO Box 1299, Dept CG, Kailua-Kona,

Hawaii 96745
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Maniott's new Desert Springs

Resort & Spa—spectacular!

Set in Southern Califomias desert play-

ground. Desert Spnngs' 375 lush acres boast

9 lakes, championship golf 16<ourt tennis

complex, huge sunbathing beach, 3

swimming pools Guest rooms are elegantly

spacious, service impeccable and dining su-

perb And—there's a glorious world<lass

Spa for top-to-toe fitness and pampering

Reservations, (619) 341-221 1 or toll-free

(800) 228-9290.
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Unique 7-day cmises to Canada or Ber-

muda

Our Yachtliner,^^ the Ocean Princess,

sails with only 460 passengers. So you'll

enjoy uncrowded, yacht-like luxury on a

cruise combining the chamn of New
England with the loiedevivre of French

Canada Or cmise to Bermuda via his-

tonc Chesapeake Bay Sailings are from

Philadelphia so you can loin the city's

Bicentennial celebration of the Consti-

tution

Call Ocean Cmise Lines at

8850

-800-556- OCEAN CRUISE LINES

m\
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If vou.iremteiesledin

histofv or literature

Plantagenel Tours have
room lor a Few Interested

Travelers

If vou want to be One of

the Happy Few Call

Professor Peter

Gravgaard in England

Tollfree. International

1 800-52M 556

As Ricfiard Lionfieart

might have said GET IT

FROM THE LION'S MOUT

Troubadour Tour to Medieval Aquitaine

PfiMiich 12,April Pm-v S2950

Eleanor Tour to Medieval France

ISApn! 26Apnl .30i i.'l.i'r 1 1 October Price $

Plantagenet Tour to Medieval England and Fra

2 May 17 May
September 20 September Price $2700

Viking Tour to Medieval Denmark, Englan

and Normandv ' lune 23 June Price $3

Literarv London Tour

27 June 5 July 28 November SDecembe
Price $1095

Polyalbion Tour to Literary England
4 July 26 July Price $329h

Barbarossa Tour to Medieval

Germany and Italy

flA.jaus! 23Auaust Price $2700
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in sunny Camnel, California on the grounds of

Carmel Valley Golf & Country Club Ideal for

year-round golf and tennis One hundred luxu-

rious units including lakeside cottage suites and

two-story lodges The Ej<ecutive Villa offers

sumptuous accommodations with suites and

living room combinations Very elegant yet very

cozy, Mobil Five-Star Winner I^ree Brochure

OUR NAPLES HOTEL
OVERLOOKS

NOTHING BUT THE GULF.

Our resort sports three miles of bnght, white

sand An 1 8-hole golf course Six tennis courts

Swimming, sailing, fishing A fitness center

Gourmet dining Entertainment and dancing

nightly. Uncompromising

personal service And spark-

ing views of the Gulf from ^,^,^,
every room Call 800-241- "^^
3333 And see for yourself, the Rity-Carlton

TRAVEL FOR THE INQUISITIVE MIND
Discover the treasures of the world in the

company of a scholar who will bring myths

and history to life through engaging lectures

about the places visited Cruise along the

ancient trade routes of the Greeks and

Phoenicians. Explore the world from Re-

naissance Europe to Biblical Israel Travel

from the exotic Orient to mysterious Tibet

and remote Nepal Stalk the magnificent

herds of Africa, birds of paradise in Papua

New Guinea and tigers of India See the

world through an educated eye with Swan
Hellenic Tours and Cmises, 800-221-1666,

orin New York, 212-719-1200

Wailea^Maui
THE LUXURY CT QUIET TIME

Two luxury hotels and three condomin-

ium villages nestle near five crescent

beaches, two championship golf courses

and a 14-court tennis club featunng

Maui's only grass courts! Maui Inter-Con-

tinental Wailea (800| 367-2960, Stouffer

Wailea Beach Resort (800) HOTELS- 1,

Destination Resorts/Wailea Villas (800)

367-5246

^ ^li'
' "

Jj^:^
ImiSTORY
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^^^ REGENCY
^*^C CRUISES

On Sept 23, the MV REGENTSEA sets sail on

a 14-day cruise from San Francisco (Sept 25,

12 days from Los Angeles) to Curacao, fol-

lowed by 14 days to dazzling Rio, and then a

14-day caiise from Rio to San juan

9 cruise segments of 8-45 days are available

and include FREEAIR from 81 US cities

Book by 4/24 and save $500-61500 per cabin

Ship's registry: Panama
Free Brochure

There are many tempting reasons to Summer
in Snowmass and Aspen, but just one place to

stay The Snowmass Club Cool moun-

tain air invites the sports enthusiast After a

fast match of tennis or a round of 18 holes,

you deserve the luxury of our health club Our

emphasis is sen/ice, thoughtful and fnendly

SPORTS PACKAGE $75 00 PER PERSON PER
NIGHT INCLCUDES ACCOMMODATIONS,
UNLIMITED TENNIS, GOLF AND USE OF
CARTS The Snowmass Club. PO Drawer G-2,

SnowmassVillage CO 81615 (303)923-5600

South America &
Trans-Canal Cruises
Sprtnq « f«U 1987

CHINA CULTURAL TOURS

Travel to China's interior Visit Tibet at its cradle of civilization En|oy great art

treasures on the Ancient Silk Route Walk In exotic bazaars. Medieval capitals

of China Also Inner Mongolia, Manchuna, East Asia cruises Small groups,

deluxe/first class hotels Tiller International 209 Post Street, Suite 1015, San

Francisco, CA 94 1 08 (415) 397-1966

38

•^

In Westwood (adjacent to Beverly Hills), 257 suites,

providing European Grand-Hotel ambience Con-

cierges Gounnet Restaurants: Garden Restau-

rants: Garden Ten-ace, Dynasty Room and Alfresco

Dining in the Marquis Gardens "Afternoon Tea"

Cocktail lounge with entertainment 24-hour room

service. Pools, health spas and complimentary

limousine to Beverly Hills,—Weekend/Holiday

rates available—call your travel agent or call: (213)

208-8765—1800)346-0410

<?^<^STwffoDjmRq^S
^OTEL andfJARDEm



SOTHEBY'S
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

Philipsburg, Terre Basse, St. Maarten
GREENFIELD

Semicircular-shaped home with island views on ~/%

acre of gently sloping land directly on the <x:ean. All

6 rooms open to a tile verandah overlooking a pool

and terrace.

$550,000 Brochure #C9-65
Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

TENDAL HOLDINGS N.V.

305/854-2415

Stamford, Connecticut

LONG RIDGE COLONLVL
Surrounded by 1.22 acres with gardens and a pool

in historic Old Long Ridge Village, an 1830s frame-

and-shingle Colonial with 5-6 bedrooms, 6 fireplaces,

separate studio.

$950,000 Brochure #C4-157
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

JOHN GARRISON REAL ESTATE
203/329-8861

Candlewood Lake, Brookfield, Connecticut

ARROWHEAD POINT RETREAT
6,000 ± sq. ft. residence opens to lake views and
337' -I- of shorefront with docks, beach and terraces.

4-5 bedrooms, gourmet kitchen, double fireplace,

sauna, indoor pool.

$1,250,000 Brochure #C4- 145

Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

PANDOLFI PROPERTIES. INC.
203/743-4688

Wilton, Connecticut

OVERLOOK RETREAT
Adjoining 17 acres of protected watershed property

and a hidden lake, this 8-room Contemporary rests

on 3 + landscaped acres with pool, decks, apt., and
greenhouse.

$750,000 Brochure #C4-160
Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

REALTY SEVEN, INC.
203/762-5548

East Dennis, Massachusetts

SEASIDE CAPE
Set on 2'/2 acres with 300' of private beach in one of

Cape Cod's finest areas, 9-room Cape with 5 bed-

rooms offers seclusion and water views.

$965,000 Brochure #C5-200
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

R.J. NORTON & CO., REALTORS
617/362-2120

WestpoTt, Connecticut

HERMIT HILL
(-harming 1 1 -roomcountn' Colonial with wide-board

floors and other period appointments overlooks 2'/2

acres of woodland. Heated pool. Near beaches and
vacht clubs; 50 miles to Manhattan.

$1,200,000 Brochure #C4-149
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

WESTPORT GALLERY
203/227-8424

Darien, Fairfield County, Connecticut

EVERGREEN LODGE
4-bedroom residence features massive stone fireplace,

chestnut panelling, balcony and rough-hewn open-

beam ceilings. 2.7 -I- forest acres pardy bounded by

stone walls.

$795,000 Brochure #C4-155
Exclusive Local .Affiliate Broker:

SCOTT ASSOCIATES, INC.
203/655-1423

Islamorada, Florida

TARPON FLATS
Six 6-room. 3-story townhouses, each with 3 bed-

rooms and 3 baths, located in a secure 12-unit devel-

opment in the upper Florida Keys. This offer is void

where prohibited.

$465,000 (Unit 4. 6, 7 or 9) Brochure #C3-129
$445,000 (Unit 5 or 8)

Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

WILLIAM B. BRADLEY REALTORS
305/743-9453

Stamford, Connecticut

LONG RIDGE RESIDENCE
Privately set on 2'A acres of manicured rock gardens

and pool. 1982/83 renovations include master suite

and panelled exercise room, gourmet kitchen, pri-

vate office.

$1,150,000 Brochure #C4- 147

Exclusive Local Affiliate Broker:

JOHN GARRISON REAL ESTATE
203/329-8861

1334 York Avenue, New York, NY 10021. Telephone: (212) 606-7070

New York City • Washington, DC • Beverly Hills • San Francisco • Houston • Palm Beach
Boston • Atlanta • Newport Beach • Greenwich • Chicago
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Pheromone.

The world's most precious perfume.

700 Swiss francs, 2500 French francs, 300 American dollars. The Ounce.

n D r d 5 1 r D m
WASHINGTON • OREGON • ALASKA • SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA



MONTBLANC
THE ART OF WRITING

NOBLESSE

The jewel of the Montblanc collection. Gold or silver plated surfaces

with a diamond pin-stripe cut. Or Montblanc high-gloss

lacquer in jet black, Bordeaux red or midnight blue. Classic nib of

18-carat gold with ornamental engraving. Noblesse — the return of

style and elegance. Mot iTblanc — the art of writing.

Exclusive U S and Canadian Representative

KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH. INC
100 Nortti St., Bloomsbuty. NJ 08804
(201)479-4124

In Canada 1815 Meyerside Dr..

Mississaugo. Ont, L5T 1G3
(416)671-0696

PICTURE SOURCES: Cover: (top) Onyx
and diamond tiger bracelet, by Carrier,

Pans, 1956; (bottom) articulated onyx and

diamond panther bracelet, by Carrier, Par-

is, 1952. Jewelr>', courtesy Sotheby's. Page

5: (top left) Photo, courtesy Architect of

the Capitol; (center top) Sfmng (Roman),

detail; National Museum, Naples; photo,

Scala/Art Resource, N.Y.; (top right) Dior

NW Look, 1948, detail; photo ® Willy

Maywald/A.D.A.G.P.; (bottom left) de-

tail; photo, Popperfoto; (bottom center)

photo, Lizzie Himmel; (bottom right) John

Hayter, Queen Kamamalu. June 1824, de-

tail; medium, oil on canvas; size, 12"8" x

9'?"; photo. Brad Bealmear; courtesy Tif-

fany. Page 32: (top) Medium, Day-Glo

acr>'lic, acrylic on canvas; size, SS"/:" x

192"; (middle left) medium, pencil and oil

on canvas; size, 76^:" x 51"; photo, eeva-

inkeri; Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

Schorr; (middle right) size, 48" x 60",

Edition 10; (bottom) medium, ink on neo-

prene; size, 14' x 28' (one of four pieces).

Page 34: ® Sotheby's, 1987. Page 36: (top

left) Detail; ® Sotheby's, 1987; (top cen-

ter) medium, oil on canvas; size 12"8" x

9'8"; courtesy Tiffany; (bottom center)

medium, oil on canvas; size, 12'/8" x 9''8";

courtesy Tiffany. Page 56: (top) ® Sothe-

by's, 1987; (bottom right) medium,

gouache, watercolor, pen and India ink;

size, 12'/8"x 73/4"; ©Sotheby's, 1987. Page

58: (bottom) Silver sauceboat, ® Sothe-

by's, 1987. Pages 89-95: Sebastiao Sal-

gado/Magnum. Pages 112-13: This exhibi-

tion has been organized by the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art. Page 112: (top

and bottom) Maker, Moulinie, Bautte et

Moynier, Geneva, ca. 1812; size, diameter

10.2 cm. Page 113: (top) Maker, Thomas

Pierre Breton; size, 8.6 cm; (middle) size,

10.4 cm; (bottom) maker, Jean Fremin;

size, 6.9 cm. Pages 122-27: Urs Kluyver/

Focus. Page 125: (bottom) Detail. Pages

128-29 and 130 (right)-135: Jewelry,

courtesy Sotheby's. Page 136: ® 1947 by

Richard Avedon, Inc. All rights reserved.

Page 147: (bottom) Courtesy Musee Picas-

so, Pans. Pages 148, 150, 152, and 154:

Photos, ® ARS, New York/

S.RA.D.E.M., 1987. Page 148: Medium,

oil on canvas; size, 27 cm x 22 cm. Page

150: ® Sotheby's, 1987; medium, etching;

size, 462 mm x 372 mm. Page 152: ®

Sotheby's, 1987; medium, oil on canvas;

size, 31'''8" X 21 ''4". Page 154: Medium,

pastel on unprimed canvas; size, 51'/8" x

38''4". Page 160: (top) MS. Kennicott 1,

folio 438v-439r; (bottom left) medium, oil

on canvas; size, 84" x 68"; photo, Peter

Fleissig. Page 164: (bottom) Courtesy

A.N.S. International Video Ltd.; director,

Manfred Reiff (center), and production

consultant, Gashem Ebrahimian (right).

January 1987 issue: Page 62: (bottom)

Photo, Edimedia, Paris.
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"CI6op4tre"

Napolton III Cam6o

Burmese Rubies

1018 MADISON AVE. (BTW. 78TH & 79TH) • NEW YORK, NY 10021 • (212) 249-7622 • TELEX 237214PAIUG UR
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Deneuve
by

Catherine

Call

^TiftA^/*--'

-522-PARIS for Catherine Deneuve to tell you more.

PARFUMSPHENIX©I987

blGomingdole's
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FOR GIFT DELIVERY ANYWHERE CALL1-800-CHEER-UP (EXCEPT WHERE PRO^^^BY LAW)
SQiND 100 PRQOF/JPIg^iggMiJil&UTRAL <;Pi»iT<; <ARSni mt nmiMTPY ni= owpnPM-t ^ iq«r CAR|^bEaBafi&UO,TEANECK, NJ.
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THE BEST
^

m ^ •^ ^ THROUGH•^ PROVENCE, IN SEARCH OFA
FABLED DISH

BY WILLIAM BAYER AND PAULA WOLFERT PHOTOGRAPHS BY SEBASTIAO SALGADO
The mistral was blowing when we drove

into Marseilles^—a hard, cold, dry north

wind out of the Rhone Valley that cleared

the sky, made every leaf distinct, chopped

''^iWiam Bayer's latest novel, Pattern

Crimes, will be published next month.

APRIL 1987

up the sea and turned it cobalt blue. It was

early morning. We drove the comiche,

passing joggers fighting the wind, then

wound our way toward the port. The
Canebiere, the broad main street that

bisects the city, was deserted. Then, sud-

denly, at Quai des Beiges, we saw the

crowds. Here, at the short end of the

Vieux Port, a rectangle of water filled with

boats, we came upon a group involved in a

favorite early-morning ritual—the tren-

Paiila Wolfert is the author o/Thc Cooking

of South-West France.

89



Fishermen mnur at Vieux Pint and deliver their catch to Qiuii des Beiges (back^onnd).

zied buying and selling ot fish.

We had come to this huge Mediterra-

nean city to eat bouillabaisse, the most

perfect version obtainable. Beginning on

the Riviera and then working our way west

along the coast, we had been tasting this

great dish of fish and fish bouillon wher-

ever we had heard that it was good. Now at

las'- we were mingling with the crowds at

the very heart of the town whose name is

synonymous with bouillabaisse.

The fish that morning were truly gor-

geous. We saw skinny vives, silvery

beneath the early-morning sun; whis-

kered red rougets; winged gahnettes; hand-

some, basslike loups; flat, spiny-finned

Saint'Pierres, recognizable by their large

black dots. We saw sour-faced luttes; slip-

pery cungres; and magnificent golden dau-

rades royales, thrashing on the tables as ea-

ger buyers crowded around.

Amid all this swirl and madness were a

number of men and women assembling

various combinations ot ingredients. We
recognized them instantly by what they

bought: vives, galinettes, Saint-Pierres,

lottes, and, especially, the two indispens-

able (and, in the United States, unobtain-

able) ingredients of bouillabaisse: irisky

black rascasses and their larger cousins the

scorpion fish, chapons.

We had been warned that Marseilles is a

rough town, but from that first morning at

the port, we knew that we adored it. The
people were passionate and kind, and the

city seemed alive. Still, there was one

hitch, and it had to do with the dish we

had come to eat. Bouillabaisse is big busi-

ness in Marseilles, and nowhere was this

more evident than in the tourist restau-

rants, especially the row of them along

Quai de Rive Neuve.

Here at mealtime one must run a gaunt-

let ot aggressive waiters, beckoning and

cajoling with promises of culinary finesse

and "true bouillabaisse marseillaise. " Warn-
ing: Accept all such blandishments at your

peril, for the can openers are ver>' busy in

the back rooms of these oh-so-friendly

establishments.

A few years back, a number of the better

restaurateurs banded together to try and

save the reputation of this native dish.

They produced a document, the "Charte

de la Bouillabaisse," which included sev-

eral briet paragraphs on its proper service

and components and warned against "the

defrauding of the client."

A noble cause nobly defended. There

was only one trouble: among the signato-

ries, who included the owners of several

excellent restaurants, was the patron of the

famous Chez Fonfon, now sadly in de-

cline, which even a taxi driver warned us

had become "a shrine in ruins."

Of the charter, a friend who is a native

ot Marseilles said, "What they wanted to

do was warn people that a restaurant

couldn't possibly sell a decent bouilla-

baisse for ten bucks, which certain tacky

tourist restaurants still claim they can do."

There is no "correct" recipe for bouilla-

baisse; there are as many ways of making it

as there are cooks. At the restaurants listed

in the accompanying box, you will proba-

bly he served the following:

An assembly of from tour to seven

varieties of white firm-fleshed Me-
diterranean fish (at least one of

which must be rascasse), cooked rapidly in

and then served with a bouillon consisting

ot fish stock and olive oil flavored with saf-

fron, fennel, parsley, garlic, onions, toma-

to, and salt and pepper. Some cooks add

crabs, mussels, and potatoes. Many restau-

rants offer lobster, at an additional cost.

Inevitably, the fish and bouillon are

accompanied by rounds of bread, either

grilled, toasted, or fried in olive oil, and by

an orange-colored sauce called rouille,

a garlicky, pepper>- variant ot mayon-
naise, heavily scented with saffron.

B<')uillabaisse is not a fish stew; the liq-

uid ot a stew is much thicker than the

broth of a bouillabaisse. And, like a souf-

fle, it must be eaten immediately.

In a refined version, the more varieties

ot rockfish—fish that graze near rock out-

croppings or the rocky shore—added, the

better; and in a well-made bouillabaisse

one should be able to taste the distinctive

character ot each variety. The rascasse is so

important because of its texture and

unique, aromatic flavor, which carries a

suggestion of the seaweed it eats off the

rocks. All the fish in a bouillabaisse must

be white and firm-fleshed; oily-fleshed

ocean fish are never used.

The mystique surrounding bouillabaisse

also extends to sauce rouille. Some versions

are made without eggs. In others, the gar-

Prices displayed along the quai vary with

the day's catch. Opposite: Mme. Lulu, her

husbarid watching, prepares her rouille.
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/vJT"^?^^ In the (lae<^
.-.' is no need to despair: althouj^h

buuiiiabaisse is probably best enjoyed in a

private home, it is possible to taste many
excellent versions of the dish, which are

served in restaurants throughout the south

of France. The toUowing is a list of our

favorite places.

l;oth [vazur
Les Hirondelles, Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat

(36 Avenue Jean-Mermo:). Phone: (93)

01. 30.25. (Closed Sundays and Mondays,

and November 15-February 15.) A mag-

nificent view of the harbor ot Saint-Jean,

filled with fishing boats and yachts. Inside

rhere ,irc tlfucrs everywhere—tiny

bunches, vast bouquets, floral wallpaper

and tablecloths; even the shivering orange

roujile is star-piped and accompanied with

petals. Madame Venturino, now seventy-

eight, is still in the kitchen overseeing the

production of her personal version of

bouillabaisse, with its unusually rich and

thick soup. Expensive.

Tetou, Golfe-Juan (Boulevard des Freres-

Roustan). Phone: (93)63.71.16. (Closed

Wednesdays, and October I5-December

20 and March 1-25. ) As you approach this

narrow white building, perched directly

on the sand, you'll catch the aroma of gar-

lic and saffron. Through the open kitchen

you'll see giant caldrons in which the fish

are being boiled. The reception is infor-

mal, the atmosphete boisterous. You may
see some movie stars among the happy din-

ers, and if you're lucky enough to be seated

by a window at high tide the Mediterra-

nean will be just fifteen feet away. Expen-

sive. (Note: Tetou does not accept credit

cards.

)

Restaurant de Bacon, Cap-d'Antibes

(Boulevard de Bacon). Phone: (93)

61.50.02. (Closed Sunday nights and

Mondays, and November 15-January 31.)

Beautifully situated, with a splendid view

of Nice across the bay. Bacon serves, in our

opinion, the finest restaurant bouilla-

baisse in France. Upon arrival one is

shown a platter of the finest and freshest

raw Mediterranean fish. The waiters are

helpful: they offer you a bib, identify each

fish, and skin and fillet it like surgeons.

The broth here is rich and subtle, perhaps

more savory^ than what we tasted at Tetou

and with a stronger flavor of rascasse. The
brothers Sordello use only the best olive

oil and buy special croutons flavored with

garlic, fennel, thyme, onion, and pepper.

From June through September, a dinner

reservation should be made at least a week

in advance, a lunch reservation at least the

day before. Astronomical prices, but

worth every centime.

Recommended hotels:

Le Cagnard, Hauts-de-Cagnes* (Relais et

Chateaux), a quiet inn built into the ram-

parts of this medieval town; half the

accommodations consist of charming

suites with private terraces and gardens.

Le Metropole, Beaulieu-sur-Mer* (Relais

et Chateaux), a beautiful, old-fashioned

hotel, built and maintained in grand Riv-

iera style and set in a private park.

M me. Xjixxritiu proffers a phitter offresh fish at

her Marseilles restaurant.
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TOULON
Chez Maurice (Aiiberge dc I'Arche dc

Ni)e). lie de Porquen)lles. Vhonc: (^4)

58.30.74. (Closed Nmcmher 1 -March
19.) The island of PiirqueroUcs, the most

popular ot the lies d'Hyeres, is a paradise.

There is regular terry service from La Tcnir

Fondue. Once on the island, you slunild

work up an appetite by strollinj^ to some of

the .secluded, idyllic beaches, famous for

their silver sand. Telephone the auber^e

in the morning to tell Madame Gilberte

Bourj»ues that you would like bouillabaisse

for lunch. Herchef, "lebon" Andre Bossa,

has cooked it for everyone, from Charlie

Chaplin to the king of Belgium and Marc
Chagall. Beware: his roudlc is TNT. Me-
dium-expensive.

MARSEILLES
Michel, Marseilles (6 Rue des Catalans).

Phone: (91) 52.64.22. (Closed Tuesdays,

Wednesdays, and in July.) Lacquered lob-

sters on the walls and thickly painted por-

traits of matelots make this place a little

corny, but one is quickly diverted by the

truly lovely display ot seafood and fish.

Calypso (phone: (91) 52.64.00), across

the street, is owned by the same family; the

differences are only in their business

hours. (Closed Sundays and Mondays and

in August. ) Expensive.

Chez Larrieu, Estaque (64 Estaque-

Plage). Phone: (91) 46.09.53. (Closed

Mondays and Tuesdays.) Madame Pau-

lette Larrieu loves opera, so be careful

—

she's been known to put out a sign:

"Closed So As Not to Miss the Overture.

"

Still, if you go at midday, you will enjoy

her warm, gruff presence in the comfort-

able upstairs dining room, overlooking the

small, protected harbor of Estaque. This

suburb, in sight of the great derricks of the

port of Marseilles, is just a fifteen-minute

drive from the city. Marvelous fresh fish,

superb bouillon, and, best of all, the pro-

prietorship of a true daughter of Mar-
seilles. Moderate prices.

Recommended hotel:

Le Petit Nice, Marseilles* (Relais et Cha-
teaux). Ultradeluxe rooms and a superb,

Michelin two-star restaurant tucked away

a little out of the noisy center of town on
the comiche, overlooking the sea.

—W.B. andP.W.

'You may book at any of these hotels, all

members of the Relais et Chateaux chain,

through David B. Mitchell & Co., 200
Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016;

(212)696-1323.

lie is crushed with potatoes; and many
people, particularly home cooks, thicken

theirs with fish livers.

In an old collection of recipes is re-

counted a complicated tale of a fisherman

who loves a girl of a higher social standing.

To interest her, he produces a truly divine

bouillabaisse, which, on his knees, he

presents to her. But she rejects him. Pass-

ing by proudly on the arm of the rich man
she has cht)sen, she tells him to forget her

and eat his soup alone. She then throws at

his feet, as before a dog, two hot red pep-

pers and the liver of a fish. Hoping to find

something good in this brutal experience,

he combines the things she has flung at

him and eats the resull ing mixture with his

fish. So, it is said, a ruuille is like the last

perfume of a dream or the bitter taste of

bruised love—but containing, too, the

invigorating force of the rupture of an

affair, thus helping to liberate one from old

restraints.

Mention the word "bouillabaisse" to a

Marseillais and he will either go on about it

to the point of Talmudic hairsplitting, or

he will sigh and then shrug. Jacques Kar-

po, the director of the Marseilles Opera,

sent us to a truly passionate exponent

—

Madame Paulette Larrieu, an opera lover,

at whose restaurant (see box) we ate a truly

marvelous version.

This enormously good-humored, no-

nonsense woman said of the charter, "I

refused to sign it. Why should 1 ally myself

with that group of soup sellers?" She then

proceeded to castigate the versions found

in other towns: "In Toulon they trick you.

They put in mussels and two fish! They call

it bouillabaisse, but it's nothing!" She
expressed utter astonishment that some
people actually include a lobster: "Super-

fluous!" As for using carrots to make the

broth: "Impossible! What do they think it

is? A pot aufeuV
But the food writer and painter Richard

Olney, who lives in Provence, defended

the Toulon version: "I love the trashy

Toulon bouillabaisse, full of potatoes and

mussels and crabs, which give it a peppery

taste. Originally bouillabaisse was a cheap

soup made up of the left-over catch the

fisherman or his wife couldn't sell that day.

They'd throw everything together into a

big old pot and then cook it all very fast.

Anyway, all this talk of authenticity isn't

the point. The pc:)int is, how does it taste?

If you use good virgin oil and fresh fish and

the right herbs, it's gc)ing to be good."

In various fine restaurants we had eaten

superb, indeed exemplary, renditions. Yet

something indefinable was missing. It had

nothing to do with the dish itself but rather

with the total experience. It occurred to us

finally that ifwe were to assist in cooking a

bouillabai.sse we might uncover this elu-

sive quality.

Alice Waters, of the Berkeley restau-

rant Chez Panisse, hearing t^f our project,

had suggested we look up an old friend of

hers in the town of Bandol. "Lulu makes
the best bouillabaisse I've ever eaten. You
won't be able to send your readers to her,

but you should watch her cook."

Lulu (who asked that we not give her

full name) is the owner of an impor-

tant vineyard on the sun-drenched

slopes between Bandol and Le Castellet. A
small, lively, confident woman, she has

each autumn prepared a banquet of bouil-

labaisse to celebrate the final day of the

grape harvest. She offered to duplicate this

banquet for us on a small scale; we would

help her cook and then join her, her hus-

band, her son, her daughter-in-law, and

her nephew and eat the dish en famille.

We met her in the market in Bandol, a

picture-postcard Provencal market set

amid gnarled trees before a church. We
stood with her while she chose the fish and

the vegetables for the broth. Back in her

old-fashioned kitchen, with its open
hearth and hanging pots, we watched her

clean and marinate the fish and then pre-

pare the fish bouillon. Soon she had us

working too, making the rouille. We
crushed garlic and salt with an olive-wood

pestle against the sides of a marble mortar;

added red pepper and saffron and, at her

instruction, thickened the mixture with a

slice of bread and the poached livers and

roes she had removed earlier from certain

of the fish; and finally, very slowly, added

virgin olive oil, stirring all the while.

As noon approached, other members of

the family turned up, each going abcxit a

separate task. Lulu's son, Franqois, built a

fire of olive wood and vine cuttings in a

sheltered area of the garden. His wife,

Paule, set the long garden table while a

maid collected wildflower bouquets, A
large copper caldron, black on its exterior

but shiny within, was then filled with the

fish stock and set over the fire.

When the bouillon began to boil. Lulu

added the herbs and vegetables and a

bunch of dried fennel sticks to the pot. At

precisely defined stages, depending on the

cooking time for each

added mussels, sli'

then thick slice

ones; finally.

dient, she

.K"S, j;nd crabs;

next, thinner

"I feel like a

painter," shf said, smiling, "altering the

color to si'it my eye."

While the bouillabaisse cooked and

Lulu skimmed the pot, a dog slept in the

sun, a calico cat -^ ndered by, and we
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stood around sipping wine and nibbling

slices of bread spread with tapcmulc as rich

and thick as pressed caviar. At last, the

bouillabaisse was ready. We filled our

bowls, the fish and mussels and crabs were

set in the center ofthe table on a great cork

platter, and we began to eat.

In the foreground was the rambling old

house, which also contained the offices of

the winery. On the lawn, bordered by

hedges and beds of flowers, grew cypresses

and a spreading chestnut tree. From the

edge of the lawn, vineyards spread out to

carpet all the slopes and valleys around.

High up in the distance stood the ancient

walled town of Le Beausset.

We sat with the family on red-cush-

ioned chairs at a long, narrow table set

with a white tablecloth. The bouillabaisse

("a dish of discovery," Lulu says) was one

of the best we had ever eaten. It had

become a harmony of fish and vegetable

juices accented with fennel and pepper;

and although plenty of fine olive oil had

been used, there was nothing oily about

the bouillon.

During our luncheon we talked of the

therapeutic properties of garlic, of the vir-

tues of mussels and crabs, of wine (fresh as

well as old), and of family happiness. As

we devoured our bouillabaisse we were

suddenly suffused with a sense of what our

quest had really been about: an ultimate

personal experience, a way of life in which

fish and vegetables and herbs and smells

and wine and vineyards and flowers and

the sun and happy people all combine, an

ineffable crystallization of all the bounty of

Provence. D

Note: Air France, which hiis direct flights to

Pans from New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,

arid Houston, provides especially easy con-

nections for Marseilles. The airline can also

make car-rental and special fly-and-drwe ar-

rangements.

Left: Mme. Lulu's precious ingredients.

Below: Friends and family enjoy the feast.
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For
some time, the monumental west front o\ the U.S. Capitol

has been blanketed with scaffolding, temporarily leaving a

pair of towering construction cranes as the most visible sym-

bol of our seat of government. They represent, too, the end of a

long and heated controversy and in a very real sense also stand as a

monument to the federal official who holds the extraordinary

office of Architect of the Capitol.

George M. White, who was presidentially appointed to this

sinecure, often finds himself explaining what he does and doesn't

do. "One man to whom I was introduced said 1 looked rather

young to have designed such an old building," White grins. He
didn't design the Capitol, of course; Architect of the Capitol

Thomas Walter did, in 1865, building upon a base mainly

designed by Charles Bultinch, his predecessor. But Get)rge White
and his staff of 2,400 do virtually everything else that affects the

of>eration, maintenance, renovation, restoration, preservation,

policing, expansion, and design of existing, abuilding, and future

U.S. government structures and grounds on Capitol Hill, Wash-
ington's own, 260-acre, law-unto-itself version of Vatican City.

He has completed loving replications of the Capitol's original

Supreme Court and Senate chambers. On his agenda is the over-

seeing of the installation of Alexander Calder's last and most
elaborate major work, a stabile/mobile that was commissioned for

the atrium of the new Hart Senate Office Building.

Lest the mentioning of glamorous tasks give the wrong idea, the

Architect of the Capitol must be sure that there is toilet paper in

legislative loos, that wastebaskets are emptied and light bulbs are

changed. His responsibilities include mowing lawns, shoveling

snow, fixing leaks, running a subway, and serving some 20,000

meals a day for clerks and congresspeople, secretaries and speak-

ers. His average annual budget is around $100 million.

Though he has 24,000 tenants and 535 bosses, some with pre-

tensions to aesthetic judgment, the sixty-six-year-old, tweedy

White handles senators and congressmen with a slightly flam-

boyant but not quite eccentric air. He is not only a licensed archi-

tect (the first with this crucial credential to hold the office in

nearly a century) but also an MIT-trained

engineer, a Harvard Business School
MBA, and a practicing lawyer. One disci-

pline seemed to lead logically to the

next—electrical engineering to architec-

ture, for example, and architecture to law

(because of questions of liability and con-

tracts). "I'm not a mystic," White says

with a smile, "but everything that I've

done seems to have been preparing me for

this job. I'm an administrator, an archi-

tect, running a business, understanding

the legal ramifications of everything we
do."

The fine-tuning of the Capitol building

and its artifacts gives George White the

greatest pleasure. When he was ap-

pointed, in 1 97 1, the old Supreme Court
room was used as a storage area, "piled

high with furniture, tarpaulins, dust in the

Left: Only one man can authorize

major repairs on the Capitol and other federal

monuments. He is George White, shown
(above, right) in the old Senate chamber,

which he restored to its original jaunty

opulence, reproducing (right) its

star-spangled carpet and desks.

!l^^ir*^^
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:.y-i-\t [\., partitions everywhere," he recalls. With architectural

! aC; : sc .md a reverence for the law, he has coaxed it hack to a

yU-.: inr.j^iy varnished, oil-lighted moment in 1859, the last year

r'-.c 'Jourt met there. The nine justices' original chairs, horse-

rr tJcd from the current Court in exchange for five busts of the

iTiginal justices, and replicas of the old carpet and railings, based

on a posthumous painting of Chief Justice John Marshall set in

the same room, highlight the restoration.

Directly above the subdued old courtroom is White's restora-

tion of the Capitol's original Senate chamber. It is a pompous set,

a woodsman-legislator's idea of grandeur: potentate's canopy

cocooning the dais, garish stars on the carpet, an ornate chande-

lier above it all. "Ah, but that was the style of the time," White
cautions. "It was a flamboyant period."

Times have changed in other ways as well. Each reproduction

of a senator's desk—seventy-two of them, from a year when the

Union numbered thirty-six—has a simple silver inkwell and blot-

ting-powder shaker. Each within reach of the small, railed view-

ing lane is gone. White seems more amused than indignant. "One
of the inalienable rights of the American is to take home a souve-

nir," he says.

Today, the old courtroom and the old chamber have no func-

tion; they serve, in effect, as museums. White has restored other

rooms for the nation's lawmakers, however, including the speak-

ers lobby. "It looked like a waiting room in a third-rate bus sta-

The refurbished Statviary Hall, in the old House chamber,

represents a triumph for White of rearrangement over restoration.

tion—cigarette bums everywhere, spittoons on the flt)or. " He put

in period furniture, cabinets for nc vvspapers, chandeliers, and

other nice touches. It was all too much for one representative.

"I'll have a drink at the bar with the girls," he cracked when he

saw the place, "but I'm not going upstairs."

As a good professional. White strives for architectural integrity

when adapting an old building to modem needs, such as installing

television cameras and an electronic voting system in the House

of Representatives gallery. "The voting system looks like a race-

track tote board in operation," he says, pointing to what seems to

be a patterned-damask wall above the speaker's dais, "but we had

to bring this place into the twentieth century without disturbing

the decor. " A large section of the damask actually consists of plas-

tic panels that display representatives' names and votes when
backlit. White explains that, when the gallery was renovated, a

swatch of the original damask wall covering was given to the plas-

tics manufacturer to match, which he did incorrectly. By that

time, however, all the original damask had been discarded, so the

replacement fabric that is actually on the walls was woven to

match the patterned plastic.

The Architect of the Capitol courted disapproval when he

rearranged, rather than restored. Statuary Hall, in the old House

chamber. "It was a warehouse of statues when 1 came here," he

recalls. "You couldn't tell one from another, but I was told I

couldn't do a thing about it because of the politics of the order in

which the statues had been placed." White forged ahead, none-

theless, and got approval for placing the bronze figures in front of

the columns, the marbles between the columns—all arranged

according to size.

"Who's this guy Beadle, from South Dakota, right next to the

entrance?" one congressman complained.
"1 don't know," White replied, "but that's where he fits."

No controversy equals the one White inherited from his prede-

cessor J. George Stewart, an irascible nonarchitect who pushed

through Congress the extension of the Capitol's east face by thir-

ty-two feet. The reconstruction project took place between 1959

and 1961 , to the outrage of traditionalists, and Stewart was plan-

ning similar changes to the west front when he died in office, in

1970. The argument between preservationists and pragmatists

was raging when White succeeded him.

To
blanket the monumental west front with a new marble

structure eighty-one feet out from the present walls, contend

the conservationists, would entomb the last visible part of the

original Capitol, designed by the country's first great architect,

Charles Bulfinch. But that west wall, built of soft Virginia sand-

stone, is crumbling, and Bulfinch's original, small-domed design

was superseded by Thomas Walter's erection of the Capitol's pres-

ent, cast-iron dome, nearly twice as high and forty feet greater in

diameter than Bulfinch's Parthenon-like cap. Frederick Law
Olmsted's west-front terracing, done between 1872 and 1892,

was obviously laid out with room to spare so that the Capitol's

west walls could be pushed outward, giving a more visually bal-

anced base for the top-heavy dome.

George White, while on the board of the American Institute of

Architects, supported the AIA's implacably preservationist

stance, but after a year as Architect ofthe Capitol, he reversed his

position. "The design of the building requires extension of the

front to the west," he now says, "and someday it will be done. The
base is no longer appropriate. They've been talking about a west-

front extension for a hundred years, and I thmk once it's done,

the building will be complete, in accordance with Thomas Wal-

ter's design. The west wall was the only wall of the original Cap-

itol that remained, but I said that was because the building grew as

the country grew. If you want to retain that wall, why don't we go

all the way and take off the House and Senate wings and the big

dome.'"

Congress rejected the plan and determined that the west front

would only be repaired. The Architect of the Capitol did not

repine. By next year, the old sandstone walls will not only have

been strengthened and internally shored up with stainless-steel

rods; they will also serve as the backdrop for a January 1989 pres-
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idential inauguration. White, who is responsible for the physical

arrangement of all Capitol Hill ceremonies, decided that inaugu-

rals should he held facing the Mall, in front of the postcard-per-

fect west front. "It's such an incredibly fitting setting," he says.

"No one can figure out why it hasn't been used before now,

instead of our going to all the horrible trouble and expense every

four years of erecting hideous wooden and steel stands on the east

front, using a parking lot. The view down the Mall alone is worth

making the change."

George White's grandest accomplishment may well turn out to

be the master plan for the United States Capitol. It is a thoughtful

and humane piece of urban planning for the future of the Capitol

area, one that expresses the architect's philosophy. The plan

allows for graceful growth, postulates a transitional zone between

the boundaries of monumental Washington's formal architecture

and the adjoining residential areas, and revivifies some long-

obscured axial views that were part of the city's original layout.

"The thing that triggered it for me was construction of the

James Madison Memorial Library of Congress, just east of the

Cannon Senate Office Building," says White. "It didn't take

much to foresee the need, even at that point, for a fourth House
office building. People don't like to hear that, but the fact that

you don't buy a teenager new clothes doesn't mean he isn't going

to grow. I felt the library was going where the fourth House office

building should go, and that we had gone long past the period of

playing pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey with a map of Washington
anytime we needed a new building."

Characteristically, White put together a battery of advisory

The Supreme Court met jrom 1610 tmtd

1859 under the splendid ''umbrella" vault, designed by

Benjamin H. Latrobe, nnw refurbished.

panels—architects and urban planners, historians and statisti-

cians, environmentalists and others who he felt could give per-

spective to the organization of Capitol Hill—and spent five years

distilling their work. The result is a major chapter in the evolu-

tion of Washington as the federal city—from L'Enfant's original

combination, in 1792, of majestic etoile prospects with the grid-

work of a commercial city to the recent completion, in 1901, of

the McMillan Plan, which created the Mall and formalized the

Capitol within a frame of largely congressional buildings, and,

now, the White team's concept ofhow to allow for the inevitable

development in future of the Capitol core.

Whether the plan is actually followed depends on future poli-

ticians—and future Architects of the Capitol. If it is, the federal

part of Washington, D.C.—an area now characterized by heavy,

often bland governmental buildings—should lose some of its

smug, bureaucratic look and become gentler in scale, brighter,

more graceful, more human.

"Ultimately, this job all comes down to aesthetics," says

George White, who is proving himself to be a consummate poli-

tician. "Otherwise, what would you need an architect for? You

could just get a builder, a contractor. They have the

words . . . but not the music." D

Slephan Wilkinson is a frequent contributor to this magazine.
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UNSUNG

NAPLES
EXCITING,

EXTRAVAGANT,

INEXHAUSTIBLE, AND OFF

THE BEATEN TRACK

BY MARINAW\RNER

N'-

aples has become a stopover, and it's a shame. Travelers

pass through on their way to Ischia or Capri, Sicily or

Greece, and scuttle out of the city, fearful of its notoriety,

its thieves, epidemics, squalor, beggary, and noise. But at

last, as poverty and corruption diminish, the disrepute of

Naples IS fading too. These hurrying visitors are beginning to dis-

cover with astonishment the city's pleasures, its unexplored and

unfamiliar beauty, the range and variety of experiences it offers.

In spite of the pandemonium, the traffic, and the trash, the

people communicate a small-town friendliness and curiosity.

Naples cannot be exhausted, and yet it does not exhaust its

\ isitors. Unlike Florence or Venice, it hasn't become a tourist

town, with shouting guides touting dubious masterpieces in every

g side chapel. It is not herds of foreigners but Neapolitans who shop

|b Le/t: Fishing boats and -^ach-l^ moor m the Gulf ofNaples below Castel

p dellOvo. Above: Textures of the city.
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and eat and pack the chutchcs on feast days, Italians who arrive in

buses from Calabria t)r Basilicata to enjoy the museums.

The Easter holiday bej^ins the season ot weddinfjs, and the keen

hunter after some quattrocento sculpture—like the exquisite

tomb of Mary of Ara^on, carved by Rossellim> and Benedetto da

Maiano, in Mtmteoliveto (Sant'Anna dei Lombardi)—will find

the chapel in use, crowded with wedding guests who don't mind a

stranger on the edge of the group. The fact that the town is for

Neapolitans, not foreign tourists, means that museum hours are

somewhat erratic and transport, baffling. You can get anywhere

in taxis, of course—though the drivers may be rogues.

A
town that lives for itself, not for its fossilized past and the

dollars that brings, has a tonic quality. There is an upbeat

mood to a city recovering from wartime trageclies and

postwar ln^rrors and now set to become again the artistic

and commercial capital of the south. An intoxicating air

blows about the place, as its traditional strengths—the incompar-

able setting, the warmth and nimble wit o{ the people—come
again into their own.

At almost every point in the huge, hilly town, the double ara-

besque of Vesuvius can be seen, violet-gray in the spring, sable

and snow-capped in winter, receding as the sun climbs in the sky,

approaching closer as the light dims. The plume of fire that used

to hang above it has faded, but Neapolitans still salute the volca-

no, like a deity, as they belt past on the ring road, and mutter a

prayer to propitiate its anger. The sea, too, the famous Gulf of

Naples, illuminates the city's streets with its dazzle and freshness;

even when it is screened from sight by the tall, narrow buildings in

the center of town, its presence can be felt, and its light breezes

promise relief even in the hottest bedlam of traffic jams. In the

evening, Neapolitans stroll along the front, where kiosks selling

drinks vie in brilliance and decoration with neon shrines to

patron saints of fishermen and restaurateurs. From the inky ridge

of Posillipo above, the hay looks as starry as the night sky, and its

strong, embracing curve suggests why the Romans used the same

word (sinus) for bay and breast.

Naples is a great seaport, with hints of a fishing village. The
Greeks came first, from Cuma, a little farther north, where the

Sibyl made her prophecies and where the Western alphabet origi-

nated. They founded the new city—Nea-polis—and gave its first

residential quarter the name of a mermaid buried there, Parthe-

nope. Odysseus had heard her singing at Sorrento, but later she

was found washed up on the beach and was buried. It is typical of

the Neapolitan temperament, with its love of fantasy and its sym-

WHERE TO STAY
The Excelsior and the Vesuvio, on the esplanade, are large luxury

hotels; the Hotel Britannique, newly done up, stands on the Posil-

lipo ridge, with fine views of the gulf and Vesuvius. The food on
the pensione menu is wholesome but unmemorable. More memo-
rable: the delicious pasta dishes and desserts at Port d'Alba, a piz-

zeria under a city gate in the alley of bookshops. The splendid

arrays of fresh fish and cheese at Ciro a Mergellina, on the seafront,

attract an elegant Neapolitan crowd. Vini e Cucina, opposite the

Mergellina station on the Corso Vittorio Emanuele, is a tiny front

parlor with a kitchen behind it, where one or two dishes of the day

are prepared, aromatic, piping hot, copious, and cheap. Caffe

Gambrinus, an exquisite mirrored and frescoed cafe, offers rain-

bow ices, light pastries, and perfect coffee on the corner of the

Piazza del Plebiscite. Scaturchio, opposite the apse of San Dome-
nico, is one of the city's many superb pastry shops.
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pathy with the sea, that sirens should occupy so many of the city's

fountains.

The Romans made Naples, with its outlying suburbs and

resorts, a byword for luxury and voluptuousness. Propertius wrote

that he hoped against hope that Cynthia, his lover, might resist

the temptations of Baia, the nearby watering place frequented by

the Roman upper crust; the seaside, he felt, was a menace to chas-

tity. Pompeii and the more exclusive Herculaneum preserved the

comforts of the mercantile bourgeoisie. The treasures excavated

from those buried villas and gardens are mostly displayed in the

magnificent National Archaeological Museum of Naples, though

some are shown in situ or in galleries attached to the sites of both

towns. It is in the museum, however, that the dazzlingly detailed

mosaics are displayed—of the Battle ofAlexander, the piled crus-

taceans and fish that Arcimboldo might have painted, the charm-

ing cat and other famous examples of Pompeiian family taste, as

well as the haunting portraits of Roman men and women who
vanished under the ash on a summer day in A.D. 79.

At Santa Lucia, a huge medieval fort, the Castel dell'Ovo

—

castle of the egg—dominates the harbor like a child's giant sand

castle, forming a part oi the extensive fortifications built in the

twelfth century by the Angevin dynasty. The Neapolitans claim

that the poet Virgil was a wizard and built the castle himself with

the help of magic. He placed an egg inside a jug, the jug inside an

iron cage, then moored the castle to it. If the egg broke, the castle

would crumble. And so it happened during the reign ofJoanna I;

but with true Neapolitan resourcefulness, she simply made anoth-

er egg to replace the broken one and so saved the castle. It is still

standing and, as regional army headquarters, still acts as a for-

tress.

The Angevins continued to rule until late in the fifteenth cen-

Opposite: The sixteenth-century Fonlana del Nettuno dominates Piaz-

zo. Giovanni Bovio, itself on an axis with the central station.
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fi ••:-.'. v> hen Ferdinand the Catholic united

'.arl. ^ and Sicily under the Spanish

cp, '.vn and appointed viceroys to rule in his

place. Neapolitans have never ruled their

cay. Wave after wave of foreign overlords

have printed their manners and tastes

upon it and its people: Spanish baroque

influenced the numerous churches of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries;

Spanish melancholia and bloody mysti-

cism animate many of the votive statues of

dolorous Madonnas and wounded Men of

Sorrows; the Austro-Hungarian rulers,

who followed the Spaniards, influenced

the companionable elegance of such meeting places as the Caffe

Gambrinus, with its mirrored walls, frescoes of nymphs, and

tables for gossiping.

Yet Naples, which has never enjoyed autonomy, has an undi-

luted and particular personality. Here were discovered ice cream,

pizza, mozzarella made from the milk of water buffalo pastured in

the meadows south of the city; it is the home of the street song,

filled with love and .^•:renuous mating calls.

Naples is also a mysterious and often disturbing place. Its reck-

^^1

less fantasies, pulling it toward the inven-

tion of so many pleasures, also draw it to

the dark. In the Cappella Sansevero, in

the center ot town, the skeletons of family

servants can be seen; they were preserved

in metal by the alchemical experiments of

the duke of Sansevero in the eighteenth

centurv'. Above, in the chapel, the sculp-

tor Sammartino car\ed a wonder of illu-

sionism with his effigy of the dead Christ.

The veil in which he lies wrapped looks so

diaphanous you feel you could blow it off.

Naples is a marvelous place to explore

on foot. Behind the facades of the palazzi,

the churches, shops, banks, and schools, a story may lie hidden

to which the exterior provides no clue. The pilgrimage church of

Santa Maria del Carmine, tor instance, presents a severe gray and

cream west front to the square; behind the austere walls the roco-

co interior runs riot in the local style developed by Cosimo Fan-

zago. And behind the magnificent rusticated fac^ade of the Gesii

Nuovo is an interior furiously alive with gold and colored intar-

sio—malachite, porphyry, jasper, and breccia.

The streets of the old part ot the city crisscross one another

Below: Santmima Anmmzuita, now being resuned. Above: Rimum sculpture. Museo ArcheologicoNazionale.



along three east-west axes

—

the Spaccanapoli (cleave Na-

ples) and its cininterparts to the

north and south, Via San Bia

gio dei Librai and Via dei Tribu-

nali. All along them, wonders

are concealed within wonders.

The Cathedral, where the

young gather on feast days to

flirt on the steps, contains four

distinct churches. In the an-

cient round Baptistery, with a

deep pool for immersion, are

some of the earliest Christian

mosaics in Europe—fifth cen-

tury-—hut they have been badly

damaged, most recently by the

earthquake of 1980. The beau-

tiful and harmonious Byzantine

basilica of Santa Restituta, at-

tached to the north wall of the

Duomo, faces the gates of the

Chapel of San Gennaro; the

saint's blood is preserved in this

sumptuous seventeenth -cen-

tury chapel, with its high dome.

It was built as a treasury for the

precious relics of Saint Januar- <,

ius's blood, which has liquefied |

in its crystal monstrance twice g

yearly, in May and September, ^

since the Middle Ages. The 1

faster the miracle takes place,

the better the augury. When
Vesuvius is active, the saint's

image is taken to the threatened slopes to divert or halt the flow of

lava.

show, whore people address one
another with fl(,)urishes, and the

traffic pt)licemen, with their

white handbags and pith hel-

mets, salute when you ask the

way. Although the southern

cult of honor is notorious, and

the importance of cutting a

dash

—

far' figura— inspires

much exhibitionism, Naples is

also a place that does not stand

on ceremony. It is this streak

that has given the city its repu-

tation for lawlessness. There
can be few places in the West
where so many one-way streets

carry two-way traffic, where red

lights are so invisible, where

salesmen will persuade you to

buy two left shoes, where nuns

drive bashed cars without tail-

lights. At the same time, the

tales of brigandage are exagger-

ated: your pocket is as likely to

he picked in New York or Lon-

don as in Naples.

Just before Spaccanapoli

reaches the main shopping

street, the Via Roma, it crosses

the Piazza of the Gesu Nuovo,

where the scugnizzi practice on

motorbikes the tricks New
Yorkers do on skateboards, and

the posters proclaim the luck of

Maradona the footballer, the

proud boast of the Naples team
—"He has made even Vesuvius

tremble"—beside the frothing marble votive stupa, or guglia, of

Cathedrals are expected to contain marvels, but after you leave the Immaculate Virgin, erected in thanksgiving for the end of a

this one, the pleasures of discovery continue. Even the pastries of plague. The convent Church of Santa Chiara stands on this lop-

A shrouded alabaster C/inst in ihc C appella Sansevero, now in

part a museum. Below. Pompeiian mosaic.

Naples are cunningly made to hold fragrant honeyed delights: the

sfogliatella, a wavy shell with ricotta and candied fruit inside; the

coma d'arragosta, a cornucopia brimming with cream; the pastiera,

Easter cake perfumed like an Arab sweetmeat; and the sanguinac-

cio, made for Holy Week out of chocolate and—once upon a

time—lamb's blood. Fish stalls with glazed picture tiles, groceries

like gleaming cold larders with splendid cheese and pungent sala-

mi, alternate with the cautionary stalls of corset vendors.

Splendor and decay obey no perceptible laws of hier:irchy in

this city: the windows of the finest carver

and mender of the famous Neapolitan crib

figures, Francesco Campbasso, on the

Spaccanapoli, are as grimy as any; the lot-

tery salesman touts at the feet of the stone

saint who intercedes with heaven from his

plinth; in wayside shrines adorned with

flowers, fairy lights, and messages, purga-

tory's fires are burning the parish priest in

his biretta alongside other sinners; and the

white kid boots worn by a child in the

street would put to shame the princes of

Aragon, who lie on the balccmy oi San ^

Domenico's sacristy in tattered coffins that g

look like actors' costume trunks. i

It is a city ofextravagant procedures and i

sided, animated piazza. The medieval building was gutted by a

bomb during the last war but has been reconstructed, and the fine

family tombs of the Angevins were rescued from the rubble and

reassembled. Within, Santa Chiara conceals a cloister, designed

by Domenico Antonio Vaccaro in the eighteenth century, that is

a wonder of ceramic art unrivaled in the world. The glazed ma-

jolica tiles of its shady pilasters and garden benches are painted

with biblical and pastoral vignettes and clusters of fruit and flow-

ers. The Franciscans still cultivate their little paradise.

Naples is not a city of greenery and

seclusion; the cloister of Santa Chiara is

exceptional. There is the usual Villa Com-
unale, or city park, where free concerts are

held in summer, and where the aquarium,

the oldest in Europe, is filled with flame-

colored sea urchins and live coral. The

great museum of Capodimonte, in the

former Bourbon palace, stands on the

heights, and children play football next to

signs forbidding it. But within a day's jour-

ney in any direction from Naples, some of

the most beautiful natural scenery in

Europe can be reached: the plunging crags

and seaworn arches of Capri, the tricks of

the translucent light in the Blue and Emer-
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aid jjrottoes, the shaded gardens of Ravello with their command-
ing views. In l\)::uoH, across the bay from Vesuvius, the lesser-

known volcano Soltatara steams and grumbles, and as you walk

on the glistening sultur yellow earth toward the hissing fissures ot

the many fwruiroli, you hear the bellowing and stamping of fires

below, like the Minotaur in his labyrinth.

No one who wants masterpieces will leave Naples teeling

impoverished. The Museo Nazionale houses one of the most

important collections of Greek and Roman antiquities in the

world, le.ss well known than the Vatican's only because the origi-

nal BiHirbon owners banned all reproduction, even drawing. The
museum at Capodimonte includes the greatest ot the Caravag-

gesque Neapolitan school, as well as Titian's sharp portrait of Paul

Votive shrines, such as the one opposite, appear frequently in homes

and niches around Naples.

Ill; the Certosa di San Martino displays an unforgettable array of

C^hristmas cribs; and in the church ot Mt)nteoliveto, the iMmen-
latum by Mazzoni, with life-size tcrra-cotta figures in contempo-
rary clothes, each in his attitude of grief a vivid portrait.

The heightened anguish in Mazzoni's fine sculpture is charac-

teristic ot one side o( the Neapolitan spirit, but the city has a

strong tradition ot hedonism, too. In the local version of the clas-

sical tale of Pygmalion and Galatea, a sculptor doesn't bring the

marble statue of a girl to life. Instead, a young woman mixes sugar,

almonds, honey, scented water, gold, pearls, sapphires, and

rubies in a bowl to make herself a husband, who turns out to be the

most beautitul boy in the world. In spite of their troubles, Nea-
politans know all about the good things in life. D

Marina Warner has written frequently about southern Italy for this

magazine.

SEVENGLORKHiSSIDETRIPS
The Conca d'Oro, the Golden Conch
Shell, as the curving cornucopia ot the

Gult oi Naples is called, is so beautitul and

fascinating that visitors forget Naples it-

self. Travel in spring or autumn—the sum-

mer is too hot and crowded. See Naples

first, then explore its surroundings.

Day One: The ruins of Cuma; the

Sibyl's cave; the volcano ot Solfatara; and S

the vestiges of Roman resorts at Pozzuoli ^

and Baia. On the way back to Naples, stop g

at Posillipo, on the sea, and eat the fresh- I

est t>f fish at Giuseppone a Mare (Via Ferdi-

nando Russo 13; phone: 7696002).

Day Two: Take the ferry or hydrotoil to Capri, which in spite

ofeverything is still an enchanted island, with breathtaking views

and an abundance ot wildtlowers in spring. Capri has drunk so

deep of the Mediterranean that its butterflies are blue, and so are

its (rare) lizards. Capri has many luxury hotels and restaurants. /

Faraglioni, Via Camerelle 75, attractive and not so expensive as

some, serves fresh pasta and fresh seafood with salads ofdandelion

leaves.

Day Three: Pompeii, an ordinary urban community ot ancient

Rome. Great villas and temples can be seen elsewhere, but only

here can you explore the shops and baths and houses, bourgeois or

humble, of 2, 000-year-old Roman families. Both Z( Caten'na, Via

Roma 20, and Anfiteatro provide delicious lunch and wines trom

the slopes of the volcano.

Day Four: Drive to Ravello, where the ancient Villa Rutolo

hangs over the sparkling gulf of Salerno. You can walk in the

shady woods of the Villa Cimbrone and on the nearby mountain-

sides, blooming with wild garlic in spring. Stay the night at either

of two famous hotels, the Palumbo or the Caruso Belvedere.

Day Five: Drive to Paestum. At ancient Poseidonia, the best-

preserved of Greek Doric temples stand by the sea in a complex

that still yields amazing treasures, like the trescoed paintings of a

diver and, from a tomb, of a dinner party, the earliest Greek

paintings to survive, with the earliest use of perspective yet dis-

covered. At the southern entrance to the site, the Nettuno restau-

rant, in a farmhouse, will provide a wonderful simple meal. Paes-

tum is one of the wonders of Europe and amazingly little known.

Either stay the night (the Nettuno has a sister pensione, the Alter-

go Villa Rita, Via Principe di Piemonte) and rise early to watch the

sunrise tint the magnificent ruins, or drive on to spend the night
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Wisteria drapes an arbor at Villa Cimbrone

at Amalfi (at Cappuccini-Convento , in a

tormer mttnastery, high over the harbor,

or the Hotel Luna, with a Renaissance

cloister, down by the sea).

Day Six: Amalfi. This almost Moorish

village ot whitewashed alleys and majolica

pepper-pot cupolas is surprisingly intact in

spite of the hordes of tourists who con-

verge on its tiny square and harbor. Da
Ciccio, ten kilometers along the coast in

the village ot Vettica, is a splendid seaside

restaurant where everything is good. Visit

the Grotta Smeraldo, a sea cave as strange

as the more famous Blue Grotto.

Day Seven: Drive back to Naples, on the way taking in Hercu-

laneum, engulfed at the same time as Pompeii but grander. Then
drive up the mountain road to the volcano and, if it is quiet, to the

crater. An eruption is still possible at any time. Travelers passing

the volcano salute it and the turbulent spirits in the magma core,

about five to six kilometers down in the earth.

A second week would allow visits to the islands of Ischia and

Procida, also in the Gulf of Naples; inland towns like Sant'Agata

dei Goti, Santa Maria Capua Vetere; Caserta and its magnificent

palace of the Bourbon rulers; Benevento; and, on the Sorrento

peninsula, Positano, Sorrento, and the cathedral of Salerno, with

a Cosmatesque pulpit and bronze medieval doors like Ravello's.

Such abundance, happily, means the traveler must return.

Vivid renuiins at Herculaneum, destroyed with Pompeii m A. D. 79.



NAPLES

ONTHEIR MINDS

FOUR WHO ARE SPARKING

THE CITY'S CULTURAL RENASCENCE

BV PATRICIA CDRBHTT

PH(IT()(iRAPHSBVI)A\lll(;A.)IBLE

About
Naples, it seems, the worst must he said first. Yes, the

city is a monument to inefficiency. The only thing to run

on time is saints' blood—San Gennaro's twice a year, and

Santa Patrizia's every Tuesday morning. And, yes, Naples

has such a terrible image that outsiders think of it as a vast

slum, festooned with drying laundry and populated by pizzciioli,

peddlers, priests, and strumpets, plus an occasional mafioso.

All that, of course, is simplistic and a little out-of-date. The
truth is that Naples these days is undergoing a genuine renais-

sance. Some even say it is reaching a par with Milan for business

acumen, with Rio de Janeiro for pulsating street life, and with

New York for artistic and intellectual fervor. In the process, the

city depends most heavily on its greatest asset— its people,

especially those agile-minded, assertive Neapolitans who
are increasingly bringing the most outlandish phenomena into

the realm of reality. Of these heroes, four stand out.

•

"I am laboring to put Naples back into the international art cir-

cuit, where the city really bek)ngs," says Lucio Amelio. He might

just be able to do it, too. Amelio is a topflight art dealer who
represents a galaxy of stars: Warhol, Beuys, Haring, Paladino,

Twombly, Rauschenberg, and Cutrone, among others. From a

headquarters gallery located in the elegant Piazza dei Martiri, he

directs a tentacular operation with branch offices in New York

City and West Berlin. As he sees it, Naples is "teetering on the

brink of creation and destruction—just like New York."

Amelio has much to do with the new creativity. "Since I first

opened my gallery, twenty-two years ago, I have prt)moted some
six hundred artistic events in the area," he says.

Nor is the gallery his only concen. He publishes exhibitit)n

catalogues, posters, books, and a quarterly. Recently he inaugu-

rated the nonprofit Fondazione Amelio. The idea for this institu-

tion, which he describes as a "permanent work-in-progress,"

came to him after the 1 980 earthquake: since 1 98 1 , he has invited

Patricia Corbett is a contributing editor of this magazine.
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seventy artists to Naples to create works inspired by the recent

upheaval. The resulting Terrae Motus Collection was donated to

the city and installed at Villa Campolieto, one of the eighteenth-

century palaces built by Luigi Vanvitelli along the Golden Mile,

near Herculaneum. Here, in the great frescoed halls, Richard

Long placed fifty-two lava stones in a circular formation evoking a

volcanic crater; Nino Longobardi scratched life-size graffiti on

the creamy walls; Michelangelo Pistoletto designed a modern

Annunciation oj the Earthquake: Polyptych; and Beuys shattered

glass and rocks around a rough-hewn table and stools.

"The quake turned out to be an extremely positive experience,

sparking oft an unparalleled burst of energy," Amelio says, look-

ing to the bright side of a catastrophe that killed over

10,000 and left thousands homeless. "The sense of desta-

bilization produced a fertile terrain for creativity." In fact, the

sudden surge of interest in Naples did help stem—even turn—the

tide of intellectual emigration. "Today we are beginning to have a

'Little America' here, just the way New York has always had a

Little Italy," Amelio notes happily.

His energy seems boundless. Between brisk remarks to his staff

("Keep the noise down," "Stay away from me with that ciga-

rette," "Is an^ionc' alive here.'"), he wraps up a long-distance tele-

phone deal for a Warhol Head of Christ ("Get it to me tomor-

row"). Despite his incessant contacts with the world beyond,

deep down inside, Amelio feels napoletanissimo. He states proud-

ly, "1 grew up in Via dei Tribunali, and my father was a mechan-

ical engineer—but in this city, I consider myself a prince."

•

Francesco d'Avalos has set himself a task fit for a real prince,

which is what he is, by birth. He is restoring one of the last pri-

vately owned great houses in town—his own, which he inhabits

with his wife, Antonella. His struggle—nothing short of heroic

—

in the face of Neapolitan bureaucracy and indifference has won
the admiration of even the most uninterested observers. The
prince's burden is not a light one. His family's residence for nearly

hve hundred years, the Palazzo d'Avalos del Vasto encompasses
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The art dealer Luao Amelia, before Villa Campolieto' s eighteenth-century portico, displays the work of one of his young artists

so much national, regional, and personal history that its resurrec-

tion would be difficult under the best of circumstances. It was

home to the hero of the Battle of Pavia, Ferranted'Avalos, as well

as to Michelangelo's muse, Vitroria Colonna. The original deco-

ration is thought to have included frescoes by Tintoretto and tap-

estries designed by Titian. Its current appearance owes much to

the Neapolitan neoclassical painter Alessandro Fischetti and to

Vanvitelli's contemporary Marit) Gioffredo.

"The house is bigger than I am," announces Francesco d'Ava-

los with a deep sigh. A composer, conductor, and professor at the

San Pietro a Maiella Conservatory, in Naples, Francesco d'Ava-

los sometimes rues the time he dedicates to the upkeep of his

property; yet his skill in re-creating the ambience ot the past is

considerable and touched by a theatricality that derives from his

musical interests.

"In decorating a room, it is the harmony of the whole which
concerns me," says the prince. To ensure visual uniformity, he
has trained craftsmen to execute /aux marbre panels, polychrome
cotto floors, tinted friezes, stucco moldings: "If something seems

to be missing, we invent it. Neapolitans have always been past

masters at copying, and, personally, I wholeheartedly endorse

fakes—the right kind, of course.

"The quality of individual pieces is much less important to

me," he continues; "you don't want to plant a flower amt)ng the

vegetables." FrRncesco d'Avalos gestures toward "unsigned" por-

traits offorebears, "unimportant" canvases by such artists as Allo-

ri, Loutherbourg, de Vos, La Croix de Marseille; a smattering of

"little sketches" by Vouet, Tiepolo, Pillement, and Vanvitelli;

and fifty-three engraved likenesses of musicians,which the prince

bought up piecemeal at Sotheby's and Colnaghi's. With equally

casual, understated elegance, a group of rare Apulian vases exca-

vated on d'Avalos territory graces a corridor console; before a

window stands a much-published circular pietra dura table, from

the collection o( Pope Pius IX; a dazzling candelabrum by the

Parisian goldsmith Thomire is set on the dining-room table. In an

abandoned bedchamber, d'Avalos points to an oft-exhibited gilt

canopy bed, perhaps sculpted for Marie of Austria's visit in the

late seventeenth century. Stroking one of the four life-size caryat-

ids, the prince vaunts its merits with typical Neapolitan generos-

ity: "It's big enough for three wives and a mistress."
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f- .cesco d'Avalos recognizes that Naples is a cit\' "where

noi .p.g works, but evervthing functions in its own, panicular

V, 3v. ' He could never live amAvhere else. "I am like any object in

this palace: here, taken in context, 1 have a special signiticance.

Elsewhere I am merelv another Neapolitan prince."

•

When in 19S1 he was appointed artistic director oi

Europe's oldest opera house, the San Carlo ot Naples,

the composer Roberto De Simone was absolutely over-

joyed. Not that he was anv stranger to success, being

alreadv celebrated throughout Italy tor his work in com-

bining ethno-musical research with composition and concert per-

formances. De Simone's bra\-ura adaptations offorgotten vernac-

ular works, such as .\l15tero Sapoleiano. La Gatta Cenerentola (a

revisitation ot the seventeenth-centur\- Cinderella tale), and the

Caritutti del Paston (the transcription ot a myster\- play), were best-

selling discs, popular T\' fare, and box-office hits. Even so, being

a native son of Naples, he derives his greatest satisfaction from

occupving the post that belonged to Rossini. l3oni:etti, and \ erdi

and presenting his own works on the same stage where the bel

canto masterpieces La Donna del Logo, Mose, La Sonnambula, and
Lucia di Lammermoor premiered. "TTie San Carlo was one of the

great myths of my youth," says De Simone.

A child prodigy who made his debut in the theater as an accom-

panist at the age ot nine. Maestro De Simone could hardlv help

absorbing musical culture: "My father was a prompter, my aunt an

opera singer, my uncle a violinist, my grandmother an operetta

star, my grandfather a member oi a commedia dell'arte compa-
nv. " At the age of twenu-four, with a conservatory- honors diplo-

ma in his pocket, Robeno De Simone embarked on his singular

career. His scores are often based on the music of his native cit>\

Indeed, their strong melodic line and compelling rh\thms have

caused some admirers to call them "Neapolitan musicals."

Something of a musical archaeologist (although he dislikes the

academic connotations of the label), De Simone often prefers to

use "unplaced" voices, which evoke the remote, sacred origins of

his compositions: "Their spontaneous qualits" can convey an

almost liturgical depth of feeling." In his recent Scoivit Mater, a

tribute to Pergolesi, the simplicin," ot the Greek actress Irene Pap-

pas, singing the title role in nonoperatic fashion, was exquisitely

Eudenthelou- are the fniits of Prince Francesco d'Avalos' $ strug^ to restore his ancestral home. Palazzo d'Aialos del \asto.
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moving. The fireworks of De Simone's Requiem in Memon' of Pier

Paolo Pasolmi were produced by a battery ot act>ustic devices:

orchestra, rock group, lyric choristers, and soloists.

The pieces composed or directed by De Simone, intimately

linked to the spirit and topography of Naples, are best enjoyed in

situ: at the august San Carlo, in the church of San Francesco da

Paola, in the outdoor Anhteatro Flavio, in the Maschio Angioi-

no, in the great circus tents hoisted in popular quarters. The
maestro's creations have also been repeatedly and successfully

exported—to Germany, the United States, France, and Aus-

tria—and this spring will be included in Paris's "Seine Napoli-

taine" celebration, demonstrating, in De Simone's words, that

"to be a Neapolitan does not mean that one is the prisoner o{ a

provincial straitjacket; it implies world citizenship."

•

If

Naples has an out-and-out champion, it is Baroness Mirella

Barracco. A tall, dark, tousle-headed girl with no preten-

sions, she is a former City College of New York lecturer and

now professor of English literature at Naples University. She

is also the mastermind of an ingenious matchmaking scheme,

named Napoli 99, that brings big money to the aid ot old monu-

ments. A nonprofit foundation, it takes its name from the revo-

lution of 1799, when the idealistic Parthenopean Republic was

crushed, and harks forward to the date 1999, a year in which,

presumably, Utopia will be, if not a reality, at least nearer.

When Barracco started Napoli 99, in 1984, it was her idea that

seemed Utopian. A friend forecast that the task ahead would be

"like attempting to carve your way through the forest primeval

with a penknife," she recollects. But Mirella Barracco and her

business-consultant husband, Maurizio, pressed on, trying to

raise money to restore their city's marvels. They soon found

themselves enthusiastically flanked by a group of foreign Napoli-

philes, including the literati Gore Vidal, Francis Haskell, Dennis

Mack Smith, Andre Chastel, and John Pope-Hennessy. Regular

press conferences (a rare occurrence even on the Italian corporate

scene) were scheduled to stimulate public opinion, and soon con-

tributions began to trickle in. So far, local banks, national air-

lines, car companies, and industrialists have given over $1 mil-

lion toward the restoration of major Neapolitan landmarks. To
spread the word (and raise money), the foundation also commis-

sioned a series of original "Neapolitan" posters by artists and

designers such as Milton Glazer, Folon, Ivan Chermayeff, Heinz

Edelmann, and Massimo Vignelli. An exhibititm of the works

will be traveling to the United States, probably beginning later

this year in Los Angeles.

The earthquake of 1980 "catalyzed our decision to become
more involved with restoring Naples; we felt compelled to lend

support to our desperately afflicted hometown." Moreover,

Mirella says, she wanted to have Neapolitans do the work. "Na-

ples is a tremendously vital metropolis, not a Third World out-

post. We wanted to help it regain a sense of confidence and trust

in its own powers of recovery."

Speaking of the warmth ofNaples's populace, Mirella Barracco

declares, "There is still an unusual degree of social cohesion

among us. Perhaps it comes from the incessant body-to-body con-

tact we experience going about our daily business in this crowded

town!" This indefinable, almost defiant quality of simpatia may
yet prove the essential ingredient in the Barraccos' formula. The
foundation's motto says it all: "A future for Naples's past."

Roberto De Simone (top), artistic director at Teatro San Carlo,

rehearses on the steps of the church of Sa7\ Paolo Maggiore. Baroness

Mirella Barracco (right) is dedicated to restoring such landmarks as

the cloister in the fovrteenth-century church of Santa Chiara.
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HANDY

PER SQUARE CENTIMETER. SNUFFBOXES MAY BE THE
MOST PRECIOUS WORKS OFART IN THE \^ORLD

They are ravishing to look at, certainly: of intricately engraved gold or even

platinum, some with plain surfaces, some encrusted with jewels or adorned with

enamel miniatures so fine they could only have been painted with a brush made
ofa single hair. Yet for the moment, our host, Peter L. Schaffer, one of the family

of owners of that venerable Fifth Avenue establishment A La Vieille Russie, was

holding one of these eighteenth-century snutthoxes up to our—ears.

"Can you hear?" he asked. "It goes 'pop' when you open it." A test of work-

manship: after two hundred years, the fit between lid and case is still perfect. "On
some of these," Schaffer continued, "they made it so that the hinges don't show.

You look at the lid and you can't tell if it's the front or the back."

Boxes of all kinds, he likes to point out, are the most collected of objects.

Snuffboxes are jewelry, jewelry at the top of the line. Most were made to be

BY MATTHEW FLAMM
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carried, by men, and thi>ugh rhc vof^iic tor

snuff petered out long ago, the elaborate,

spectacularly crafted boxes remain, he

proclaims, "per centimeter, the most valu-

able works of art in the world." Some
eighty ot the very finest—all from the

Rosalinde and Arthur Gilbert Collec-

tion—are on display at A La Vieille Russic

in a traveling exhibition organized by the

Los Angeles County Museum ot Art.

Box making as a fine art reached its peak

in eighteenth-century France, with the

craze for tobacco. For decades the French

artisans reigned as the undisputed masters,

but in time, foreign artists in the demand-

ing medium developed their own, highly

treasured and distinctive styles. English

boxes, known for a greater simplicity than

the French, were often decorated with

paintings of the countryside a la Consta-

ble. Swiss boxes often incorporated time-

pieces. Germans liked to fashion them

from such stones as agate, jasper, chryso-

prase, jade, bloodstone, and lapis lazuli.

Others made boxes with gold-studded lac-

quer, with micromosaics. The only limita-

tions on ornament were those of the art-

ist's imagination. Certainly, money was

no object. One early-eighteenth-century

French box carried in its day a price tag of

129,850 livres—about $3 million, in to-

day's money.

Besides being of a certain practical use,

boxes were status symbols and as such were

often given as gifts to reflect the wealth

and sophistication of the giver. No longer

were the heavy gold chains of the Renais-

sance (thinly disguised money) passed out

as rewards for services to the crown.

Chains ended up in melting pots, while

ornamented boxes became precious heir-

looms. Many monarchs not only dispensed

boxes with abandon but also commis-

sioned them for their collections.

"People like to say that there was a

snuffbox on every single windowsill of the

Hermitage—which, if you know the Her-

mitage, you know is impossible," says

Schaffer, "but Catherine the Great might

have had one in every room." Another
great lover of snuffboxes—and their con-

tents, evidently—was Frederick the

Great, who favored a variety too large for

the pocket; it had to be toted behind him
by a page boy. Even Napoleon, who in so

many ways opposed old royalist habits,

gave snuffboxes as gifts.

The most precious boxes that have

come down to us reflect in miniature the

grandeur of the dwellings for which they

were intended. Despite their dimensions,

the paintings on the lids and sides often

possess the monumental feeling of fres-

coes—and as that "pop" at their opening

nidicitcs, the boxes were meant to have

an architectural solidity. They need it;

they arc so intricately put together that,

once damaged, they are virtually impossi-

ble to repair. Says Schaffer, "They're like

little palaces turned inside out." D

The exhibition "Gold Boxes" continues at

A Lti Viedle Russic, 781 Fifth Avenue (at Fif-

ty-ninth Street), through April 1 1 and benefits

the Memorial Sluan-Kettering Cancer Cen-
ter. It travels from there to the Virginia

Museum of Fine Arcs, in Richmond.

Matthew Flamm is a free-lance writer living in

New York City.

Opposite: Two views of

a gold-and-enamel snuff-

box given by Napoleon to

his mistress Marie Wal-

ewska; it has a miniature

of the donor on the cov-

er, and his initial and

symbols of his victories

on the base. This page:

Gold, lacquer, and

mother-of-pearl box

(top) was made in Paris,

1743, while the bejew-

eled hardstone, gold, and

mother-of-pearl beauty

(above) was made for

Frederick the Great in

Berlin, around 1760.

The gold-with-enamel

box (left) was crafted

that year in Paris.
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Above: "La Lanteme, " an cuLipiatum of a pavilion m the park at Versailles. Below. The drawing room,
with Its Huet panels, a rare ebony cabinet mset with pietre dure, a painted fauteuil a la reine, and a glimpse of the marble entrance hall.
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LA
LANTEME

LIBBY KECK HAS

EEASSEMBLEI) THE REdAL TORIES OF

VERSAILLES IN (ALIFORMA

c
I

^'>"^

lizabeth Keek's house is aston-

ishing—no, it's overwhelm-

ing—in two ways," says Earl

Alexander ("Rusty") Powell

III, the director ot the Los

Angeles County Museum of

Art. "The first is that she has

put together a collection of

French decorative arts that bears compari-

son with any of the past or present collec-

tions of this kind in the world—Roth-

schild or Wrightsman—in terms of stun-

ning quality.

"The second thing is that, while the

Rothschild collections were assembled

over centuries and the Wrightsmans' over

decades, Libby has created the Elizabeth

A. Keck Collection and built her wonder-

ful house in just seven years."

The subject of this praise is the wife of

Howard B. Keck, the oil tycoon whose

foundation gave $70 million to Caltech in

1985 to build the largest telescope in the

world. Although it is without equal today,

a century from now its technology may
have been surpassed, whereas Libby Keek's

collection will become more valuable.

"Absolutely the only thmg in the world

that makes me believe in reincarnation is

Libby Keck," laughs the Paris dealer and

decorator Didier Aaron. "She has an infal-

lible eye, as good as any dealer or expert in

the world or better, and her taste is intui-

tive rather than merely cerebral, so I think

she must be some very rich eighteenth-

century noblewoman reincarnated."

A hazel-eyed, blond, fine-boned beau-

ty, Mrs. Keck explains her passion in a

soft, throaty voice. "I grew up in Oklaho-

ma City, where it's boiling hot most of the

tune, and m those days there was no air

conditioning, '^o I stayed indoors and read

and read: the Arabian Nights, and then

Dickens and Balzac, Tolstoy and Twain

and Victor Hugo. So 1 hxew that out there

was an extraordinary world.

"When 1 was fourteen, my parents took

me to Europe, and when 1 walked out of

the Ritz hotel and saw the Place Ven-

dome, I was struck dumb. That perfect

beauty, perfect proportion, so spare, so

simple, so quiet. I knew that I wanted,

someday, a house of that perfection. That

same summer, when we went to Versailles,

BY LEON HARELS PHOTOGKAPHS BY LIZZIE HIMMEL
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1 said to myself, 'Kings have walked down
these stairs; queens have sat in these

chairs; someday I will he surrounded hy

their kind oi beauty.'

It proved to be no idle, teenager's

dream. Much of what decorates Mrs.

Keek's house today was made for kings and

queens. In her drawing room is an ensem-

ble that consists ot a Japanese lacquer com-
mode and secretaire abattani made in 1 789

Elizabeth Keck in ncr luriary, behind hci,

the bronze horse she outbid Partridge for.

by Adam Weisweiler. There are three such

sets in the world. One belongs to the

queen of England; one is in the Hermitage.

Says Gillian Wilson, the curator ot deco-

rative arts at the Getty Museum, "How
encouraging that these two museum-qual-

ity examples ofeighteenth-century French

furniture have come to California, even in

a private collection."

esides the Weisweiler pieces,

the drawing room contains

four panels by Christophe

Huet, who painted the sm-

gerie panels at the chateau of

Chantilly and a circular mar-

ble, mahogany, and ormolu

gueridon from the chateau ot

St. -Cloud. On either side of the fireplace

stands a pair of marble jardinieres made in

the late eighteenth century tor the king ot

Spain (there are two just like them in the

royal palace in Madrid). Perhaps the most

valuable piece in the room, and Mrs.

Keek's favori'^e, is a black

lacquer bureau plat by Joseph

Baumhauer, generally
known by his first name. It is

from the collection of the

Austrian Rothschilds.

Mrs. Keek's point ot view
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is closer to that of the former owners of

these treasures than to that of many Amer-
icans. One of the more foolish and ill-

founded notions common among both pri-

vate collectors and museums in this cen-

tury is that the so-called decorative arts are

neither so important nor so prestigious as

painting and sculpture. If this ignorant dis-

tinction—unknown in the eighteenth

century—has had any happy side effect, it

is that the equivalent of a Leonardo or a

Rembrandt among tables and tapestries

can still be bought for hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars instead of millions.

Elizabeth Keck obtains such pieces, says

the dealer Jean Marie Rossi, because "she

is a careful, crafty, self-made scholar."

Mrs. Keck has another view: "I haven't

made many mistakes, because I do my
homework. I consult with experts, and

I've trained my eye. Of the few mistakes

I've made, some have turned out to be for-

tunate. For instance, last week two schol-

ars came here from the Louvre. They told

me that this pair of mirrors I'd thought

were very early eighteenth century^ were in

fact from the 1640s and made for the king

and that the musical clock in the library

was made for him too."

The connection with the Versailles of

Louis XIV is important. In recognition of

the building that inspired her, Mrs. Keck

calls her house La Lanterne. It is an adap-

tation of a pavilion de chasse called hy that

name in the park of Versailles. A maison a

la lanterne is a house you can see through

from front door to back, and beyond.

Mrs. Keck is aware that she is acquiring

major pieces and will he compared with

some legendary collectors. She makes

comparisons herself. "When I was in New
York recently it struck me that Frick and

Morgan, whose collections were largely

made up of what Duveen found and sold

them, were not really collectors. Duveen

was the collector," she says, raising a point

with which the museums might disagree.

"I've bought pieces from all the great deal-

ers, of course, but my very best pieces I

bought myself, at auction, bidding against

them. That large bronze horse from the

atelier of Antoine Coysevox I bought in

Monte Carlo. John Partridge was absolute-

ly determined to get it, but I outbid him. In

such competition I have an enormous ad-

vantage against any dealer who is bidding

for himself. He has to stop bidding at some

price that leaves him room

to add a profit to his cost. I

don't."

It is difficult to say which

oi Mrs. Keek's many master-

pieces is the finest—perhaps

the Joseph desk—but high
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I lie Juiuiu^ room: Sai^ia^^iic carpet, Ai>:^:^<. ^iuiirs, Cafjieri dock, Joseph bureau plat.

up on the list is the small, late-seven-

teenth-century writing table inlaid with

brass and lapis lazuli by Andre-Charles

Boulle. "That's another example of why
this ismy collection," Mrs. Keck explains.

"I bought that at auction in Monte Carlo

too. M)! eye, my heart, my love told me I

must have it. Of course, I paid too much
for it, as much as for a really great painting,

hut it is the most unusual piece ot furniture

I've ever seen, and there aren't two dozen

paintings in the whole world that are that

unusual.

"In the last seven years, I've tlown to

Europe torty or fifty times. I don't mean to

pretend I did all this alone. It would have

been impossible without the decorator

Jacques Grange or without the genius of

Didier Aaron, whose team of artists and

artisans supervised every tiny detail.

"For example, I sent those chairs by

Jean Avisse back to France to be reuphol-

stered. There are fine upholsterers in

America, but as Gillian Wilson of the

Getty told me, in France they know to rhe

fraction of a centimeter how high the seat

of a fauteuil or hergere should be.

"I was resolved that every single such

detail should be perfect, and with Jacques

Grange designing every floor, every ceil-

ing, every molding, I knew that would

happen. I was not a slave to tradition, but

when I departed from it, I wanted to know
I was doing it. I was absolutely determined

that La Lanterne would be warmer and

more welcoming than the traditional
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French house and that the way to achieve

this was color. So when Jacques designed

the traditional black-and-white marble

entrance hall, 1 used his design, but in-

stead ot black and white, 1 chose marble in

very dark brown and very light beige.

n the outside, I used eigh-

teen-inch-thick blocks of

limestone from Austin, Tex-

/ as, because the color's better

than Indiana limestone's.

/ ,/ I'm a painter, and color is

^ everything to me. On those

stairwell walls, I had origi-

nally planned to use period tapestries, but 1

decided that I needed bold color there.

Above: Seventeenth-century pedestal by

Boulle. Below: Statue depicting Asia.

and that big Helen Frankenthaler and the

Motherwell, too, could hardly be more

colorful. Without them, it was not alive

enough.

"And when 1 say that I didn't do it

alone, that 1 had the greatest help, 1 mean
the carpenters and masons and painters

—

at one time there were seventy-two labor-

ers in this house every day, finishing

floors, painting ceilings, installing boiser-

ie and slate shingles and lead gutters and

downspouts. Many ot them told me indi-

vidually while they were here, and others

wrote me letters after they lett, saying they

knew that never again in their lives would

they work on such a project, that they told

their wives and children how proud they

were to be part of this. When 1 say that

love built this house, 1 don't mean just

mine— I me, in their love

too.

"It seems to me that love

and the passion of genius

never die. They remain for-

ever in an object. There is as

much ot Boullc's spirit in
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that table today as there was the day he

finished it, and that is finally what always

determines whether or not I buy a piece

—

does it still throb with the strength, the

quality, the passionate spirit of the art-

ist?"

According to Jacques Grange, "what

makes Libby's house so warm is that noth-

ing in it is for show. Ever\thing is intended

to he used. For example, there are no peri-

od sofas, because the ones made then are

invariably uncomfortable. In her house

every sofa is the most comfortable avail-

able today, and she had each covered with

fabric handwoven to eighteenth-centur>-

designs, so they fit in perfe<:tly.

"In the eighteenth century, they didn't

have coffee tables, but some rooms in this

house can't be used comfortably without a

coffee table, so she had one made in

Lucite, and it disappears, just as the Lucite

stand she had made for the Carpeaux at the

head ot the stairs disappears and all you see

is the superb sculpture. Her rooms are wel-

coming and appreciated because they are

used. She didn't want anything only be-

cause of its history. If she couldn't sit on it

or write at it or put books or lamps or flow-

ers on it, she didn't want it."

A visitor keeps wondering, why is this

house more beautiful, warmer, more excit-

ing than others.' There are perhaps three

good reasons. The first is color. The indi-

vidual splendors in each of the Wrights-

man rooms at New York's Metropolitan

Museum are certainly the equal of Mrs.

Keek's, but they exist in an unchanging,

artificial light. One pair of chairs is even

covered in the original, 250-year-old fab-

ric. "Scholars and showoft snobs complain

when they see great period pieces re-cov-

ered," laughs Mrs. Keck, "but that's affec-

tation—they are ridiculous. I know collec-

tors so insane that they keep chairs cov-

ered in shreds and tatters to prove they are

authentic. 1 don't need to prove anything.

When Louis XIV or Marie Antoinette had

a piece that is now mine, it was covered

with brand-new fabric, and so they are in

my house, sometimes in the same pattern,

handwoven for me at the same mill in

Lyons as made the original.

"Every color, every yard ot fabric, every

inch of passementerie and gimp and braid 1

selected myself and had made by hand for

me. Look at these silk taffeta curtains here

in the drawing room. I selected them be-

cause 1 love turtledoves and

because the colors are per-

fect for the room I had in

mind. I didn't know until

afterward that the pattern

was originally designed and

woven for Catherine the
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L'l>l)cr Icji: Downstairs gallery , with chmoiscrie tapestry . Ri^'/u: Re^'ence clinmg room,

Kdndler porcelain on table, and a fine table a ^ibier. Lower left: Library, with

Gainsborough portrait and Caffieri firedogs. Right: Conservatory, with Desportes tapestry.

Great, and Marie Antoinette used it,

too!"

The second reason that La Lanterne is

so alive has to do with light. Surrounded

by its own, two-acre park, with tall French

windows admitting California's sunlight,

it has a live atmosphere, unlike many great

Parisian mansions, which are dim and
dreary even at noon.

The third reason visitors are so i)ver-

whelmed by La Lanterne is what's in it.

Cheek by jt)wl are literally dozens ot mas-

terpieces by Bernard van Risenburgh, Da-

vid Roentgen, Joseph Baumhauer, Phil-

ippe-Claude Montigny, Jacques Caffieri,

jean-Pierre Latz. Rusty Powell of the Los

Angeles County Museum explains: "Each

one, alone in a great museum or sur-

rt)unded by lesser pieces in ant>ther private

lunise, would seize the viewer's attention

and never let it wander—but not here. In

Mrs. Keek's collection, where every sin-

gle piece, from the largest commode to the

tiniest briile parjum, is the best ot its kind,

all combine to make a perfect whole rather

than being perfect individual pieces in an

imperfect background."

The Regence dining room of La Lan-

terne IS lit by an enormous chandelier oi

pt)rcelain flowers. "There are two like it,"

Mrs. Keck says, "one in the Hermitage,

the other at a castle in Bavaria." The din-
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The bathroum, mith its

chandelier, does its best to resemble a garden.

ing room's hoiserie and breche-de-violette

marble mantelpiece are from Edmond de

Rothschild's house in London. The floor is

of yellow and terra-cotta marble, and at

one end of the room is a super' > carved and

gilt labledgibier, almost identical to one in

Versailles. Over it hangs a full-length por-

trait painted by Aaron Shikler of Mrs.

Keck in a yellow Dior evening dress.

The library is almost pure Louis XVI,

but Mrs. Keck has again made whatever

exceptions please her eye. On either side

of the fireplace is one ofa pair of red Queen
Anne chinoiserie tables, and over the

mantelpiece hangs Gainsborough's por-

trait of Sarah, countess of Kinnoull.

e haven't had time to buy

many paintings yet," Mrs.

Keck confesses, "but that's

what I'll do next. I bought that

Anders Zom nude and child

in the conservatory—though

I'd never heard of Zom—just

because I loved it. My favorite

among my paintings is in the upstairs sit-

ting room, Mary Cassatt's portrait o{ her

nine-year-old nephew that I bought trom a

descendant of the sitter."

Though no room in La Lanteme, even

the most formal, is less than ingratiating,

the most relaxing of all is the conservato-

ry. Its chief delight is an eighteenth-cen-

tury tapestry, Les Nouvelles Indes, designed

by Alexandre Francois Des-

portes, the king of animal

painters. In it he has created

a glorious blue horse. Two
fine paintings by Desportes

ot hunting dogs are hung in

the narrow hallway, with the
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same throwaway luxe that put Pissarro and

Bonnard drawings in her guest bath-

room.

Scarcely less remarkable than her house

is Mrs. Keek's garden. "I didn't want a

French house in the midst oi California

trees—palms and eucalyptus. I wanted the

closest thing we have in America to the

traditional French plane tree, and that's

the sycamore. So we cut down every single

growing thing on these two acres except

for one oak and started from scratch.

"My landscape designer, Joseph Copp,

is a romantic dreamer like me and in his

area is as great a genius as Jacques Grange.

His men went all over Calitomia, and

where\er they saw an old forty- or fifty-

toot sycamore in someone's front yard,

they tried to buy it and often succeeded.

That allee looks as though the trees had

been here for generations, but in fact

they've been here for only two and a half

years. Those deodars are sixty feet tall. I

bought them from the Huntington and

moved them here.

"To get this house on three levels and

the garden too required removing thou-

sands of tons of dirt. When we first calcu-

lated how many trucks it would take and

how many months, we knew we had to

find another solution or else our neighbors

would justifiably be up in arms. I had an

army of engineers studying the problem

without success, until a Japanese engineer

suggested that instead of carting all those

tons away we could merely spread them

over our own two acres and raise the prop-

erty two or three feet—so we did."

There are few works oi art in the garden.

One of them is the first casting of Maillol's

Monument a Cezanne. "The Louvre has

the second cast, " Mrs. Keck confides with a

certain glee. The gardens are much sparer

than the traditional French garden. The
fountain visible from the conservatory, for

example, is not a group ot the usual mytho-

logical gods and goddesses but a stark gran-

ite boulder in the Japanese manner with a

single jet of water rising from it.

Some terraces are made ot a green slate

trom France rather than gray American

slate, and the stone floor of the conserva-

tory was also brought from France. "Libby

must have spent more just on freight than

anyone else does on building a whole man-

sion," suggests a friend.

Her bedroom is also full of masterpieces:

a japanned desk by Jacques

Dubois, a Jean-Franqois Du-

but chinoiserie cabinet, a

Claude-Charles Saunier lac-

quered chest of drawers, two

Charles Cressent chairs, a

1. H. Riesener desk. But the
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In her flowery bedroom, full of masterpieces, Mr

two most romantic things in the room are

new: a garden ot painted tlowers on the

ceiling and a lit a kipolomuse with delicate,

flying silk curtains. The adjoining bath-

room, bigger than many a bedroom, is also

a bower ot painted tlowers, lit by a chande-

lier with amethyst drops.

On a level below the first tloor, over-

looking the swimming pool, is Mrs. Keek's

studio, where she produces big, bold ab-

stract acrylic paintings. One was bought

by a collector tor the Museum ot Contem-
porary Art in Los Angeles from her 1985

show at the Stella Polaris Gallery, in Bev-

erly Hills. Her next show will be at New
York's Gimpel & Weit:enhotter Gallery.

"I don't have any delusions that I'm Rem-
brandt, but I love to paint," she says.

And how will she someday dispose ot

her house and the Elizabeth A. Keck Col-

lection—which she points out is hers

alone ? Might she give it to the Los Angeles

County Museum or the Huntington Li-

brary (she is on both boards), or might she,

like Dominique de Menil or Henry Clay

Frick, create her own museum.'

"To keep it all together as a museum is

tempting, after the work oi putting it

together. On the other hand, 1 have four

wonderful grown children who love beau-

ty. But happily I don't have to decide today

how to dispose of it. I'll just keep building

and buying and making it better." D

Leon Harris is a frequent contributor to

Connoisseur.
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You've heard the joke:'" the Jistiii-

fiuished professor wants to know.

"At the Berlin Philharmonic, they

play old fiddles and drive new cars. With
us, it's the tether way around." How nuicii

true history tits into a little quip. Gerhard

Bosse has served for upwards of thirty years

as first concertmaster of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra, in Leipzig, a city only ninety

miles trt)in Berlin, hut on the tar side ot the

wall. From the late nineteenth century to

1945, the fortunes of the two orchestras

ran parallel, even to the point of sharing

music directors. Since the war, though,

the Berlin Philharnuinic, at home in West

Germany's showcase exclave, has reveled

in prosperity unknown in the East. Under
the leadership ot the glacial Herhert von

Karajan, it has evolved into the very pro-

totype of the late-twentieth-century sym-

phony orchestra, its aesthetic suitahle to

hrave, new, futuristic worlds ot glass and

steel. It musical excellence could he meas-

ured in personal status symhols, the Ge-

wandhaus would make a shabby showing

indeed. As it is, the orchestra places in

the front rank ot international ensembles.

Gewandhauskapellmeister Kurt Masur,

the fifty-nine-year-old Brahms lookalike

who has shepherded the orchestra since

1970, sits in his spacious office at Karl-

Marx-Platz. "Tradition," he says. "That is

our capital."

Given the current state of the musical

world, the value placed on that capital can

only rise. Tradition here means many
things: at the simplest level, roots reach-

ing far back in time. The city of Leipzig put

a band of Stadtpfeifer—municipal pipers

—

on the payroll in the fifteenth century.

Coffeehouses in the eighteenth century

hosted the rival musical circles of Bach

and Telemann. In 1743, private sponsors

founded an orchestra society; in 1 78 1, it

moved into a building called the Gewand-
haus, which gave the orchestra the name it

has been known by since. The tradition of

the Gewandhaus encompasses the author-

ity of long experience and continuity but

also a wholeheartedly progressive spirit

that marked the institution in its proudest

years, under such starry music directors as

Felix Mendelssohn (Gewandhauskapell-

meister from 1835 to 1847), Arthur Nik-

isch (1895-1922), and Wilhelm Furt-

wangler (1922-28).

Listeners in the West sense the Ge-
wandhaus tradition first of all in the

orchestra's distinctive sound, a sound that

links us to the century-plus-a-decade

bracketing Beethoven's First Symphony

Matthew Gureiuitsch, a senior editor of this

magazine, profiled Jessye Norman in January.

Camaraderie on the podium: two contrabassists compare notes at rehearsal. Privacy

backstage: his concert dress i\ot quite complete, a French-horn player tries his instrument.

(1800) to Mahler's Ninth Symphony
(1909). In that expansionist and eventful

age, the concert hall was part temple, part

parliament. Music spoke from heart to

heart. Any orchestra so charged with that

time's living presence is bound to have a

cherished place in one's affections, espe-

cially since the number of such orchestras

is dwindling fast. The phonograph and the

jet plane have made the world of music

both a larger and a smaller place. Now ace

instrumentalists from New York or from

Tokyo can drop into vacant chairs like

computer chips into a board. Once anyone

anywhere can hear anything, everything

starts to sound the same.

The Vienna Philharmonic presents one

exception. No matter who is conducting

them, the players retain a candlelight-on-

satin sheen all their own. For many years, a

second exception has been the Concertge-

bouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, but with

the recent departure of the Dutch maestrti

Bernard Haitink and his replacement by

the young Italian Riccardo Chailly (a

glass-and-steel internationalist it ever

there was one), the Concertgehouw seems

fated to yield its place as standard-bearer in

the core repertoire to Masur and the

Gewandhaus. In recent seasons, the East

Germans have come to these shores bear-

ing the complete symphonies of Beetho-

ven and Brahms—the Beethoven taut and

dramatic, the Brahms majestic. We have

had samples of their Bruckner (rumina-

tive) and Mahler (mordant). This month,

they will visit this country again, on the

first leg ofwhat Masur calls their first Welt-

umsegelung—a voyage around the world.

The conductor likes to think ot his

ensemble as an "espressivo orchestra," and

the phrase points to what are the outstand-

ing attributes of the Gewandhaus: sponta-

neity—and its warm, rich resonance. The
principal coloration comes from the

strings, especially from the dark glow of

the cellos. The violas blend into that deep

shade, not, as is commoner, into the

penumbra of the violins. Supporting them

all is the mighty array of double basses,

ranged like biblical giants, with resonance

to match. Against the weft of the strings,

the brass stand out with a mellow fullness,

the winds with lean and plangent clarity.

The total sound is, in the most honor-

able sense, the sound of yesteryear. "Some

people don't think our method is good,"

says Johannes Forner, a music scholar

closely associated with the orchestra.

"They feel it is better always to have new
influences. But we think it is best to pre-

serve a basic sound by passing it on from

teacher to student. The Vienna Philhar-

monic does it this way, too, but it's

unusual. This way, you don't have to keep

explaining the same things all the time."

Close to 90 percent of the players come

from Leipzig's own Musikhochschule Felix

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, which Mendels-

sohn founded for the express purpose of

having leading players train their own suc-

cessors. Turnover is slow. The few open

positions will be filled, after due delibera-

tion, when the right player appears at the
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advertised audition. "Basically," Forner

says, "it's a lifetime job. If a flutist loses his

teeth, well . . . But otherwise ..."
When a visitor suggests that the techni-

cal accomplishment in Leipzig, though at

a high international standard, is not the

last word in razzle-dazzle, Masur offers no
apologies. "Technical perfection is always

elusive," he says. "Our musicians do not

play only in the concert hall but also for

the opera and at church services. It would

be easier if they did not circulate that way.

It can happen that I play the same piece

with completely different forces from one

year to the next. As it is, the players never

lose their joy in the music. We play with

devotion, and we take risks. A listener can

always tell whether you're playing in a

creative spirit. And 1 think that if we are

giving the music all we can, an occasional

speck of dust doesn't matter."

Ralf Gotz, a young, dark-eyed French-

horn soloist whose mastery Carriegie Hall

audiences have hailed with loud ovations,

admits that much of his inspiration comes

from other orchestras and, without

prompting, names a historic rival. "I am
always learning from what I hear, " he says.

"It is no good just to stew in your own
juice. In the classic repertoire, the brass of

the Berlin Philharmonic certainly stand

out. They are stronger than we are. We are

more restrained—and in modem pieces,

we really can't compare."

On the other hand, the Leipzig ensem-

ble has this advantage: they played what

we now call the classics—notably the

three B's—when they were brand-new.

J. S. Bach is linked to the city in a double

fashion. He spent nearly thirty years there

as the choirmaster of the church o^ Saint

Thomas; and it was Mendelssohn who
resurrected him from long oblivion. As for

Beethoven, the burghers of Leipzig took

up his symphonies virtually as fast as he

could write them. The Gewandhaus
played the Fifth within two months of its

Vienna premiere. (In Berlin, they waited

fifteen years. ) Before any other orchestra

thought to do so, the Gewandhaus played

all nine Beethoven symphonies as a cy-

cle—in the composer's lifetime. Starting

in the 1850s, Brahms played his concerti

and conducted his symphonies at the Ge-
wandhaus. And that is just the beginning.

Besides introducing his own music, Men-
delssohn champicined his friend Robert

Schup^ann. Bruckner's Seventh Sympho-
ny had its world premiere in Leipzig. So,

posthumously (in 1839), did Schubert's

Ninth, which the Vienna Philharmonic

Society had rejected as unperformable and

the world now knows, with colossal under-

statement, as the "Great" C Major.

Last winter, the Schubert showed up in

Leipzig again, on a sold-out subscription

series called "World Premieres at the Ge-

wandhaus," on a bill with two short mood
pieces {On Hearing the First CAickoo m

"IFyou PLAY INA
DETACHED WAY, you
CAN NEVERGIVE
ANYTHING EXTRA"

S/mng, Sianmer Night on the River; first pre-

sented in 1913) by the eccentric British

colorist Frederick Delius and the new
"concerto for orchestra" Die Windshraiit

(The Bride of the Winds) by the East Ger-

man composer Siegfried Matthus. Laid out

on a grand scale not dwarfed by Schu-

bert's, the Matthus score had been heard

the previous spring in Munich; now Ma-
sur, to whom it is dedicated, was leading it

for the first time, in a revised version that

technically counts as yet another world

premiere. What better occasion to sample

the full range of Gewandhaus traditions.'

*
On Monday morning, Masur is taking

the orchestra thrt)ugh the first of four

three-hour rehearsals for the program they

will play on Thursday and Friday. Though
the stage is full, only about half oi the

Gewandhaus players are present. Except

for the three first concertmasters, who do

not play in the opera or at church, the full

membership serves at both those locations

as well as in the concert hall. On their own
time, they all play chamber music, too.

Many belong to one or more of twenty spe-

cialized smaller groups; and anyone is free

to start another. "You never fall into daily

routine," observes Hiltrud llg, a first vio-

linist who has played with the Gewand-
haus for twenty years, a bright, articulate

woman wht^ in a land of grays wears crim-

son and against steep odds maintains a dis-

creet cosmopolitan chic. "Flexibility is

one of our key strengths. Thanks to play-

ing chamber music, we're used to hearing

ourselves and our colleagues. That makes

you play with commitment. If you always

play in the full orchestra, you must never

stand out for doing badly or for doing well.

Working in small groups makes you capa-

ble of a supreme effort. If you play in a

detached way, you can't ever give any-

thing extra. If you play in a committed

way, you can always hold something back.

We combine commitment and discipline."

These qualities are never in doubt as the

orchestra launches into Schubert's Great

C Major, but Masur has particular fine

points in mind. For such a big bear of a

man, he cuts a very light-footed figure.

Since a car accident several years ago, he

has found it uncomfortable to hold a ba-

ton, and he rarely uses one. The beat of the

music often courses through his whole

body; he tends to pump from the knees. As
one notices when one shakes his hand, an

outer finger is .still locked in a rigid curl,

but the cues he gives are clean and ex-

pressive. And he is eloquent with his eyes.

"Trombones!" he calls out in the first

movement. "Be careful not to start flat and

end sharp." And to the violins, in the sec-

ond movement: "Don't just accompany.
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Mciiwr at work. "I xvimld like lo he thought

of as a musician without an instrument—or

with the most multifaceted one of all.
"

The oboe solo has to stand out against

something fierce!" In the scherzo, he asks

for "more singing, less dramatics." In the

gorgeous, cataractHke torrents of the fi-

nale, he wants more-chiseled detail and a

broader sweep. "Remember where you're

headed! Don't play the bar lines! . . .

The fortissimi must be much more of an

outburst! . . . Violoncelli, a small re-

quest. You're rushing the crescendo too

much. Keep it a bit sly. . . . Just the

strings! Like pins here, like pins! . . .

Horns, even at fortissimo, keep it elegant.

Don't scream so. It sounds really vul-

gar. . . . The clarinets are wonderful.

Please keep it just that way."

Masur calls a break. The violins clack to

the floor like June bugs shaken from a tree,

and the maestro steps down to comment
on the Gewandhaus and its philosophy.

"In the West, there is a high demand for

perfection and economy—which means

there are few rehearsals and many perfor-

mances. So, in rehearsals, technical per-

fection is the main thing. Here, we can

take more time to enter into the spirit of a

work. The goals: musicality, spontaneity,

and an intellectual grasp of the material.

"

The cellist Hartmut Brauer, head of the

musicians union at the Gewandhaus and a

member of the orchestra for ten years, puts

it another way: "I want a concert to be

alive. It's okay to hear a mistake. What I

care about is living people making music

like musicians. You can't always deliver

the technical perfection people expect on

a record—but sometimes you can do bet-

ter. Those are the Sternstwiden—the hours

under a lucky star. And you have to play in

such a way that they remain possible."

*
Leipzig is not an inviting place to visit.

Thousands come each year, as they have
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tor centuries, tor rlie tnidc tairs. What
might they see in an idle hour between

industrial chemicals, heavy machinery,

and communications technology? The
Thomaskirche, where Bach vvi)rked, and
where the chorus he led still sings on Fri-

days, Saturdays, and the high holy days.

But tour decades after the bombs fell,

Mendelssohn's and Robert and Clara

Schumann's hcnises, for which the city's

musical institutions have vague plans, are

still unfit to receive visitors. The mu-
seum—unregarded and virtually unfre-

quented—has a handful oi masterpieces: a

theatrical yet harrowing Crucifixion, by

Cranach the Younger, with demons swirl-

ing at the foot of the cross; Hans Baldung

Grien's The Seven A^es, the ages repre-

sented by almond-eyed females, from babe

to crone; an Isle of the Dead, of Arnold

Bcicklin, more hypnotic by far than the

same artist's similar canvas that hangs in

the West. The zoo is a good one, with

frisky tiger cubs and red pandas tumbling

in their enclosures; and literary scholars

can always lift a glass at Auerbach's Keller,

where Goethe laid a diabolical scene in

Faust. The newly restored Nikolaikirche,

with pale-green palm leaves shooting from

pillar to vault, affords an unexpected oasis

of light and peace. Otherwise, the city is a

jumble of old structures that survived the

war and newish concrete boxes thrown up

since. Local industry, inefficient car mo-
tors, and low-grade fuels fill the atmo-

sphere with pungent fumes that sting the

throat and eyes. The only (more or less)

fresh air is indoors. The freshest air of all is

in the Gewandhaus; the building has the

luxury, rare in those parts, of high-grade

climate control.

Completed in 1981, the latest Gewand-
haus is the first concert hall to have risen

in East Germany since the war. It perpetu-

ates the name of the orchestra's first per-

manent home, in u.se from 1781 to 1884,

upstairs at a true Gewarvlhaus (house of

ck)th), the place where eighteenth-cen-

tury merchants gathered for the Leipzig

fair would display their wares. Above the

podium, the .sponsors inscribed a motto

from Seneca: "Res severa verum gaudium"

(True joy is a serious business). The senti-

ment stuck; the orchestra took the tag

along to each of its new houses. The .sec-

ond, the so-called New Gewandhaus,
which had nothing to do with cloth mer-

chants and was the model fiu Symphony
Hall in Boston, was destroyed in air raids

in 1944. From 1946 until the opening of

the present Gewandhaus, the orchestra

played in a converted meeting hall at the

zoo. The current hall—not di.ssimilar in

general layout to West Berlin's Philhar-

monic, where Karajan leads the Berlin

Philharmonic—has an elliptical floor plan

and seating that encircles the stage. It is

one of those fortunate rooms where every-

thing was done right.

Werner Seltmann, a solo bassoonist

who has played with the Gewandhaus
Orchestra for thirty-five years, is con-

vinced that there is no better house any-

where. "If you are going to play music from

every period, the hall must radiate calm.

This is a good place to play. You know,

there are always two acoustics—one for

the musicians, one for the public. For the

musicians, what makes it good is that you

can hear one another, and that the sound

doesn't change whether the hall is empty

or full.

"Here, for the musician, there is hardly

any difference at all in the sound with or

without the audience," he continues.

"That gives the conductors and the players

great control. We feel it twice as much
when we come back from a tour. You get

used to a good thing fast.

"But there's something else. You can see

A nontraditional touch: Max Klingers sculpture of Beethoven (1902) broods in the lobby.



'You can't always deliver the perfection of a record—but sometimes you can do better.
"

everyone in the hall from anywhere. On
the platform, the hall feels small, inti-

mate. That's good for the listeners, too. It

makes you feel that you're taking part in

the concert. We have to preserve the spe-

cific experience, the direct contact to

people making music. No technical me-

dium can ever he a substitute for that."

"We are so lucky here," chimes in Ulla

Ackner, the head of the orchestra's public-

relations office, who serves up hard facts

with a heavy sauce of ideological self-con-

gratulation. "We have no state interfer-

ence. The mayor of Leipzig [technically

the employer of all 200 musicians and 240

other employees of the self-governing Ge-
wandhaus union] would never dream of

telling Masur what to play. There is no
need to woo people for their money the

way we have seen in the United States.

There's no dictatorship of old ladies—no
offense to old ladies. Attendance is

500,000 a year, in a city of only 600,000.

The audience and the orchestra have a

dialectical relationship. We can and do

play a lot of contemporary music. The
audiences trust that if Masur has chosen

something, it must have substance. We
don't have to think in terms of the box

office. " A skeptical visitor wonders quietly

how long the state would lay off if the box

office did not confirm the cordiality of that

dialectical relationship.

*
In the rehearsals through the rest of the

week, Masur continues to file and polish

the Schubert. The Delius tone poems
practically take care of themselves. "We'll

have to let the cuckoo peek through a little

more here and there," Masur smiles at the

end of an early run-through that has come

off with liquescent tenderness. The new
Matthus score presents a real challenge.

Inspired by Max Ernst's painting of the

same name, Die Windsbraut conjures up

nature rs creator and destroyer in tempes-

tuous sound images that may well make
their way into the international reper-

toire. (Masur has already given its Ameri-

can premiere, with the New York Philhar-

monic.) The orchestra's assurance at the

first reading is little short of phenomenal.

The brass, which can be chancy, are in

fighting form. The tuba sounds forth as

firm as granite; the trumpets chase effort-

lessly through florid riffs. The hall quivers

with the buzz of the double basses and the

punch of the timpani. But Masur wants

more. He is at his strictest, though never

brusque. "Not so blurry! Observe the rests

precisely!" Everyone sits up at attention.

All of a sudden, a sharp attack. The winds

scream fearlessly as the strings flood down
in icy streams. Can this be the "tradition-

al" Gewandhaus?

We'll need more sound on the harp

glissando," the maestro notes.

Cornelia Seehafer, looking as an-

gelic as her instrument, answers, "I

know—but if I play full-out in all the run-

throughs, I'll have blisters for the con-

cert." She is authorized to save. Even at

the final rehearsal, with the composer in

attendance and a television crew swarm-

ing like locusts, she takes the passage light-

ly. Masur does not so much as issue a

reminder. ("I know I can count on her,"

Masur explains later in the day. ) After a

brief powwow with Matthus and a close

look at two or three trouble spots, Masur

calls a break.

When the players reconvene, it is back

to Schubert and a few meticulous pitch

adjustments. At the close of the quiet sec-

ond movement, Masur pinches off the

final chord with a delicate, sure gesture as

if picking a ripe peach. "It would be love-

ly," he says quietly, "if the hrst cellos could

make the passage"—and he gives the refer-

ence
—

"sound quite effortless, completely

relaxed. I'd appreciate it if we could play

that little bit again." The effect achieved,

he asks for the final few pages, which pro-

ceed uninterrupted in a burst ofbeauty as if

for the players' own sheer enjoyment.

Masur bows to the orchestra. ''Toi toi toi,
"

he says. "Good luck. Until this evening."

The rehearsal is over, an hour ahead of

schedule. Now all the Gewandhaus play-

ers need is the audience. The prospects for

a S terns ttmd£ are good.

*
Music is a universal language, they say,

and talent is a passport. Certainly it has

proved so for Masur. He is in constant

demand as a guest conductor the world

over. Americans hear him often, with

such orchestras as the New York Philhar-

monic and the Boston and Chicago Sym-
phonies. Still, his first allegiance is to the

Gewandhaus, where he chooses to spend

six to seven solid months a year—by indus-

tr>' standards, an extraordinarily high pro-

portion of time.

And the musicians.' Not many of them
could pull up stakes and go solo into the

free world. Still, ask them what they wish

for, and you will discover precious few

malcontents. Heiko Schumann, a cellist

and one of the orchestra's three newest

recruits, cannot think of a single thing.

Christian Funke, one of the three first

concertmasters, can. He wishes that he

could play the concertos he plays in Leip-

zig when the orchestra is on tour but recog-

nizes the commercial necessity that com-

pels presenters in international centers to

demand big-name guests. Uwe Klein-

sorge, an oboist and head of the entire

Gewandhaus union, wishes more top-

notch students would take up winds—and

that Masur would use his prestige to attract

more top-notch guest conductors from the

West; he names Claudio Abbado, Seiji

Ozawa, ZubinMehta, LorinMaazel. "It's

a

problem ofmoney. In Salzburg I heard that

Chailly gets $15,000 for a concert. We
have no dollars, no West German marks.

That might be our whole budget for a

year." Gerhard Bosse, the retiring first

concertmaster, notes that Western copy-

right owners of popular twentieth-century

scores, including several by Richard

Strauss, charge rental fees the Gewand-
haus cannot afford. Hiltrud Ilg wishes she
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had more time tor her tamily and to pursue

i)ther interests: "But it's my own doing. I

don't have to teach. 1 don't have to play

chamber music. It's my own doing that I

have too little time." Hartmut Brauer

hopes the new Gewandhaus will stand for-

ever: "The last one was destroyed, as you

kncm-. It that happened again, it would

he . . . not so nice. 1 wish tor peace.

Everybody does, so people never say it; but

maybe it's important to say it once in a

while.
"

And, of course, all the wind and brass

players want better, new instruments and

all the string players want better, older

instruments—except a lucky few like Ger-

hard Bosse, who has his magnificent Guar-

nerius (1694). Still, basically, everything

PORTS OF CALL
In April, the Gewandhaus Orchestra of

Leipzig embarks on its first tour around the

world. For the American leg of the trip,

the repertoire includes works by Beetho-

ven, Bruckner, Schubert, Schumann,
Tchaikovsky, and Mahler, as well as Bar-

ber's Adagio for Strings and the American

premiere of Bemd Alois Zimmermann's

Piano Concerto, with the East German
pianist Peter Rosel as soloist.

The following American dates are

scheduled: Wilmington, Delaware (April

22); New York (Carnegie Hall, April 23

and 24); Worcester, Massachusetts (April

25); Greenvale, Long Island (April 26);

Ann Arbor, Michigan (April 28 to May
1); San Francisco (May 3 and 4); Pasadena

(May 5 and 6).

From the United States, the orchestra

continues to Japan and China.

ON THE RECORD
The essential recordings ofKurtMasur and

the Gewandhaus Orchestra available here

are the complete symphonies of Beetho-

ven, the Slavonic Dances of Dvorak (two

sets, opusnumbers46and72), and orches-

tral songs ofRichard Strauss, including the

Four Last Songs, with Jessye Norman the

radiant soloist. These titles are all on Phil-

ips, on compact disc as well as on conven-

tional records and cassette tapes. An out-

standing set of the complete Brahms sym-

phonies (also on Philips) is out of print but

turns up quite regularly in specialty

stores—and should he reissued before long

on compact disc.

Travelers to the East bloc should he on

the lookout for the Gewandhaus/Masur

recordings on Etema, the national label oi

the German Democratic Republic. The
vast trove of riches includes masterly per-

formances of Bruckner, Mendelssohn,

Liszt, and Tchaikovsky.
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seems to be as it has to be. There are no

complaints.

How can it be so perfect.' "Tell me,"

asks a musician out of the blue, "do you

like Leipzig.'" An awkward questitm, the

visitor confesses. The Gewandhaus is a

splendid place. The people there are so

welcoming, so engaged with what they do.

But outside ... So little to look at.

Such sullen faces. The air . . . "Yes,

yes," the musician replies. "That's right.

It's dirty and the air is bad.

"You asked what I wished for. I will tell

you. On tours, 1 have been to so many
wonderful places. I wish I could share that

experience with my wife.

"Traveling is hard, you see. Inevitably it

broadens your outlook. It's difficult if your

wife, your friends, your sons and daughters

never get to go away. People walk around

here with a furrowed brow all the time,

with a hostile, dead look in their eyes.

When I come back from abroad, I really

see that again. I suppose eventually it hap-

pens to me, too."

No, the visitor reflects. In this building,

I have m)t seen that look on a single face.

Now everything makes sense. What, I

wonder, would Karl Marx have thought?

All around lies a gray sea of foreclosed

options, of guaranteed employment and

no hope of excellence. The Gewandhaus
is an island. Initiative counts here, and

commitment, and pride in one's craft.

Tradition. For a while or for a lifetime,

music is the great escape. D

The Gewaridhaus organ is a force to be reckoned with. Under the thrusting "Spanish

trumpets" stands the time-honored motto, from Seneca, "True joy is serious business.
'
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THE GIFTS THE DUKE OF WINDSOR
LAVISHED ON HIS WIFE ARE UP FOR SALE

QUEEN
WALLIS'S

JEWELS

BYEVEAUCHINCLOSS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY KENROIZU

THEY
say that THEY liked this bracelet and that THEY

want you to wear it ALWAYS in the evening. THEY
have told Mr. Van Cleef but are very sad THEY cant

make christen or write tonight. A boy loves a girl more

and more and more. " This besotted gibberish was written

in 1936 by the forty-one-year-old king of England to the

woman he loved. It accompanied a box containing yet another of

the jewels he had been heaping on Mrs. Ernest Simpson since his

first gift, of a diamond and emerald charm, in 1934-

No one who met the couple at dinner parties or in nightclubs

could fail to understand the dazzling metaphor of the prince of

Wales's, and then king's, blind infatuation with this twice-mar-

ried American woman: the jewels that blazed in her ears, on her

throat, wrists, fingers, and lean bosom. "Mrs. Simpson was glit-

tering, and dripped in new jewels and clothes, " wrote Lady Diana

Cooper. Another observer found it surprising, considering that

Mrs. Simpson dressed so simply, "to see that she wore such a mass

of dressmaker's jewels. At that they all screamed with laughter,

explaining that all the jewels were real." One evening she was

seen "literally smothered in rubies," and later, at the opera, "in a

simple black dress with a green bodice and dripping with emer-

alds—her collection of jewels is the talk of London."

It is the talk of the town once more, for on April 2 and 3, a year

after the former Mrs. Simpson's death, in her ninetieth year, the

collection is to be sold at Sotheby's in Geneva. For one of the

greatest sales of the last half century, there was bound to be

intense competition among the auction houses. Sotheby's won
out by nothing more labyrinthine than charm. Maitre Suzanne

Blum, who handled the duchess of Windsor's affairs after the

duke's death, received gently courteous letters from the Sotheby's

Geneva jewelry expert, Nicholas Rayner, offering help should

she ever need advice about disposing of the Windsor jewels.

When a face-to-face meeting took place, there was no further

question of who should sell her client's treasures.

The important pieces will be sold at 9:00 P.M. on Thursday, the

rest at four-thirty on Friday afternoon. There will be a live linkup

with New York, where people in the auction room will bid as

slides are projected of pieces they had an earlier chance to exam-

ine at first hand, in March, while the jewels were on display in

New York. Prices will be high. A small bracelet worth, say,

$10,000, may well fetch two or three times as much. The pro-

ceeds will go to France, where the Windsors had few friends and

whose language they scarcely spoke, but which gave them a tax

haven and a sumptuous home rent free—in particular, to the Pas-

Above: An emerald, ruby, and diamond brooch (Carder, Paris, 1957) u>ith the royal "WE" monogram formed from their initials.

Opposite: An articulated onyx and diamond panther bracelet (Cartier, Paris, 1952), which can abo assume stalking position.
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teii- institute, which now devotes itself to AIDS research. Amer-

iCciP.s, among whom the duke and duchess were most at home

during their long exile, are likely to be the biggest buyers.

By the time the prince of Wales was king, in 1936, his love

affair had become what H. L. Mencken called "the greatest news

story since the Resurrection." A divorce was hastily arranged for

Mrs. Simpson so that she could be crowned as Queen Wallis.

"Why shouldn't the king be allowed to marry his cutie?" Chur-

chill had asked, and Noel Coward perspicaciously replied, "Be-

cause England doesn't wish for a Queen Cutie." In December of

1936 King Edward VIII abdicated in favor of his brother, and after

the crowning of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, in May

1937, the man who had been prince of Wales, king of England,

and was now duke of Windsor married his beloved. The marriage

was to last thirty-five years, but the duchess once confided, "You

have no idea how hard it is to live out a great romance!"

Wallis Warfield Spencer Simpson Windsor had

grown up in Baltimore in genteel poverty and,

until the king began to shower riches on her, had

scrimped. When she was presented at court in

1931, the year she first met the prince, her finery

was mostly borrowed, though of her jewels she

wrote to her Aunt Bessie, "I am buying an aquamarine &. crystal

ornament and large aquamarine cross. . . . imitations but

effective." When the affair with the prince of Wales was well

under way, she wrote her aunt, "1 have 2 more bracelets and a

small diamond that sticks into my hair. Smart. Ernest says the

insurance is getting steep!"

As jewels poured from the royal cornucopia, her letters home

ceased to keep track. She reported "a lovely pin with 2 large

square emeralds for Xmas" of 1934. The next spring she could

boast of "some lovely jewellery to show when we meet. Not many
things but awfully nice stones."

And she noted sarcastically, "It's

clever of the US papers to know
who gave it to me."

Both she and the king rejoiced

in her displaying the new jewels

to let the world know what she

meant to him, though she told

the press, "It is true, 1 have a tew

nice pieces, but not anything to

compare with what really rich

women possess."

After the abdication, there

was a new and compelling reason

to keep Mrs. Simpson, soon to be

duchess of Windsor, beautifully

bejeweled. The king had not

o managed to make things right;

she would never be queen of England and wear a tiara after all. He

was desperate to make up to her for his failure. Throughout their

marriage he went on bedecking her with jewels fit tor a queen, just

as, ignoring his brother's refusal to make her a royal highness, he

demanded that the duchess be addressed as if she were one. The

woman who not long before had bought dresses for $59.50 was

now on the best-dressed list, setting a severe style that made an

Above; The duke and duchess of Windsor in wedding attire.

Right: Diamonds and rubies by Van Clecf& Arpels. Bracelet

inscribed "Hold tight," 1936. Necklace, "My Wallis from

her David," J 936. Earclips. Two invisibly set feathers:

a Christmas present, 1 936.
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appropriate background to her eye-bog-

gling diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and

sapphires.

Last^inter at Sotheby's in Geneva,

these treasures, packed in plastic bags

and laid in drawers, had the air of

articles to be called in as evidence in a

•court of law. Huge cocktail rings and

earrings to match looked like costume

jewelry, but weren't. A gold-mail bib

necklace covered in emerald and ruby

beads could have been stage jewelry for

a production of Aida. There was a plat-

inum bangle engraved "For our first

anniversary," in his childish handwrit-

ing, with two diamond-encrusted ru-

bies the size of taillights. The wide dia-

mond bracelet of silken flexibility by

Van Cleef, buckled with forty-five very

fine sapphires and marked "For our

contract," verges on the grotesque. She

wore it on her right wrist on her wed-

ding day. On her Icit wrist she wore a more appealing, modest

diamond chain hung with nine crosses made of precious stones,

each engraved to commemorate an event in their intertwined

lives. This was one of her favorite pieces. "The crosses are crosses

I've had to bear," she explained. "Each one stands for some-

thing. . . . Rather sentimental in this hardboiled world, isn't

it?" There is a touching gold Cartier bangle engraved "For a hap-

pier New Year 1.1.41," and a silver locket with a picture ot them
both, given at Easter 1947: "All the things 1 said each year in the

other locket 1935-1946 More &. more &. more." A charm repre-

senting a slipper and a Buddha is marked "Our Mr. Loo 7. Vlll. 34

6. VIII. 37," memorializing a beloved cairn terrier named Slipper

(also Mr. Loo), given her by the prince of Wales in 1934, that

died of a viper's bite shortly after their marriage.

She had a menagerie of jeweled beasts. Most remarkable are

the great cats designed by the brilliant Jeanne Toussaint of Car-

tier: among them, a brooch composed ot a diamond-and-enamel

panther crouching on an enormous sapphire, and panther and

leopard bracelets so beautifully articulated that every part of the

body moves with the wearer. While some of the other important

pieces seem misbegotten, these cats are masterpieces.

The
necklace that the king gave her for her fortieth birth-

day, on June 19, 1936, marked "My Wallis from David,"

is two twisted ribbons of diamonds and rubies, with a tas-

sel of rubies. A platinum bracelet set with rubies and dia-

monds, marked "Hold tight 27. III. 36," is the one "THEY
liked." There are enormous canary-diamond clips. She

was avid for canary diamonds and competed for them against

women with deeper purses. When Jayne Wrightsman outbid her

for an especially brilliant specimen, it put an end to their friend-

ship. There is a diamond of thirty-two carats, set in a ring, that

once belonged to Evalyn Walsh McLean, owner oi the unlucky

Hope diamond; it may go for a million dollars, though the duchess

thought nothing of wearing it about the house in Paris. There is a

lovely brooch representing the prince of Wales's feathers in dia-

monds. Then there are her pearls, two separate strands, one nat-

ural, one cultured, each bead the size ot a gooseberry, with a large

detachable central pendant.

The diamond necklace set by Cartier

with five pear-shaped emeralds as big as

gumdrops and hung with an emerald

pendant—which, like many of the big

stones, came trom Winston—is, on the

other hand, more mineralogy than jew-

elry, as the duke di Verdura, whose

jewels she sometimes bought, would

have said. The 19.77-carat emerald set

m the ring the king gave her to cele-

brate her divorce from Mr. Simpson is

one ot the finest emeralds that Nicholas

Rayner ot Sotheby's has ever seen. It

was originally set in platinum and was

remounted during the 1940s in yellow

gold. Both mounts are in the sale.

The Windsors were both passionate

about being up-to-date, so a great deal

of setting and resetting was done. It is

still a question how big a hand he had in

the design of his wife's jewels. Most of

her Van Cleef pieces are part oi the firm's standard repertoire, but

Sotheby's has several designs that Van Cleet submitted to the

king for the fortieth-birthday necklace, none ot which shows it as

it is. Can the king (as he then was) have made specific alter-

ations? He took a keen interest in jewelry long before he met

Wallis, lavishing superb pieces on his first mistress, the discreet

Freda Dudley Ward, who made no public show oi them. A car-

toon of the 1920s shows him surrounded by importunate women,
making his way into Cartier on the Rue de la Paix.

The second sale, at four-thirty on April 3, should cast a curious

spell of its own, not by the grandeur of the stones but by the poi-

gnancy of intimate trifies. Among these items—they will go for

up to ten times their actual value—will be a copper arthritis

bracelet framed in gold from Cartier; a Gucci wallet, its clasp an

intertwinedWW surmtumted by a crown; combs, cigarette light-

ers, lipstick cases, and gold necessaries still containing old powder

puffs and strange purplish-pink powder; and a black suede belt

with gold coins and a waist measurement of twenty-seven inches.

A few mysteries, however, still drift about the jewels. From the

beginning of the prince ot Wales's courtship ot Mrs. Simpson, it

was rumored that among the gorgeous plethora of gitts were emer-

alds left him by his grandmother Queen Alexandra, which strictly

speaking were crown, not private, property. "Even if they were

his to give her, my dear, " one woman complained, "—which they

are not—should she be flashing them in nightclubs?"

An event of 1946 seemed to confirm the rumors. The Windsors

had left Paris to visit England as guests of the earl and countess of

Dudley, outside London. With them they brought a trunk con-

taining the duchess's jewels as well as the duke's gold Faberge

boxes and Queen Alexandra's unset emeralds. The duchess

refused to lock the trunk in the strong room, preferring to put it

under a bed. During the visit a jewel was delivered to them from

Van Cleef in Paris that had not been ready when they left—a bird

of paradise incorporating a large sapphire. Late one afternoon,

when only the servants and a detective on duty were in the house,

burglars entered and made off with the trunk's contents, though

later the duke's Faberge boxes turned up on a windowsill (they are

not in the Sotheby's sale) and odd earrings were found on a golf

Above: Lipstick case; cigarette case ("David from Wallis Christmas 1935") and compact, each with a map on the exterior showing

the route of a premarital yacht tnp. Opposite: Sapphire ai\d diamo7\d jarretiere bracelet (Van Cleef), worn at the wedding, inscribed

"For our contract 18.V.37-"
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ctHirse. No dog had barked; no one had

heard a sound. No clue was ever discov-

ered; no jewel, it would seem, was ever

retrieved. It was after this event that

the duchess irritably told a reporter, "A
fool would know that with tweeds and

daytime clothes one wears ^old and

that with evening clothes one wears

platinum!"

The duke's first remark after the bur-

glary, their hostess (now Laura, duch-

ess of Marlborough) remembers, was,

"Now you see how stupid it was to have

that bird delivered from Van Cleef!"

Eiefore the theft, says Laura Marlbor-

ough, the couple had been discussing

Queen Alexandra's emeralds, which

they intended to have set in Paris. Why
had they brought them, in that case.'

For the same reason, perhaps, that they

refused to have the trunk locked up

safely in the strong room—because of

the desire to have these talismans always close at hand.

Suzy Menkes, author ot The Ruyal jewels, says that Queen
Alexandra's emeralds were private rather than crown jewels and

came to her either as a gift from her sister the empress of Russia or

from her husband, Edward VII, whose tour of India in I875netted

him an Aladdin's treasure from the maharajas. At Alexandra's

death they went not to the prince ot Wales but to her daughter,

after whose death they were sold to Garrard, from whom,
through Carrier, the prince bought them. No matter how
acquired, they presumably disappeared in the theft along with

everything else. But is Laura Marlborough correct in believing, as

the Windsors claimed, that they had lost everything! A list of sto-

len jewelry published by the assessors includes only ten items but

concludes with the heady words "et cetera." Among the ten are

none of great value—no sapphire-bodied bird of paradise, no
emeralds, except for a ring. What might "et cetera" comprise?

In The Windsor Story , by Charles J. V. Murphy, who wrote the

duke's and duchess's autobiographies for them, and J. Bryan, III,

this is stated: "A member of the Duke's staff remembers that the

Duchess's collection had been insured for $1,600,000. This was

rather less than its replacement value, not to mention the addi-

tional historical value residing in that part of it which had

belonged to Queen Alexandra. The difference was so substantial,

indeed, that it was not reconciled until the underwriters and the

Duke's solicitors had wrangled long and bitterly. The Duke's fear

that leakage of the true worth of his gifts to the former Mrs. Simp-

son would excite curiosity about his remittances from the Crown
worried him almost as much as the prospect of being out of pock-

et. At the end, the underwriters were generous; they paid for

copies to replace the lost pieces; and they reinsured the collec-

tion, restored and augmented, for $3,200,000 (double the origi-

nal appraisal), provided that at least half of it remain in a bank

vault at all times."

A rumor circulated for years that the mysterious theft had been

engineered by the royal family in order to retrieve the Alexandra

emeralds. Whoever the thief, if the Windsors indeed lost every-

thing, how do the jewels of the 1930s and early 1940s come to be

in the Sotheby's sale.' Are they copies of the originals made after

1946? Or were they bought back from

the thieves with the insurance money?
The fact that the markings on some of

the important jewels in the sale prove

that they are the original pieces lends

credence to the latter speculation.

There are other puzzles. The duchess

of Windsor, like other chic women of

her day, was a fan of Fulco di Verdura's.

He told a friend the story of how she

had bought from him in Paris a topaz

rose. She wore it, telling people it was

her own design, but after a while re-

turned to the shop, asking to trade it for

a thistle, one of the einblems in her hus-

band's regalia. "I would love to oblige

you," Verdura told her, "but alas, I

can't, for everything in this shop is

designed by me and I understand that

you designed this brooch." Where are

her Verduras today? The only item in

the Sotheby's sale is a heart-shaped

platinum box with a large blue beryl set in the lid. Again, what
has become of a forty-nine-carat canary diamond ring from Win-
ston that the duchess doted on?

One
possible answer is they are among the twenty-five

bequests the duchess of Windsor drew up before she

sank into a twilight in 1975. On her list were Princess

Alexandra, the duchess oi Kent, and the countess of

Romanones, an American, who received a very fine

bracelet, with a four-line inscription, beginning, "For

Their third anniversary 12 March 1936." Third anniversary of

what ? one wonders. There may have been a clue in the following

two lines, "too intimate," the countess says, to be disclosed,

though she admitted to one interviewer that they allude to a bath-

tub.

As the love story of the century, that of the duke and duchess of

Windsor is a rum affair. He was a middle-aged Peter Pan (as Ernest

Simpson pointed out at the beginning of the affair) who had never

had a mother's love. He found his needs fulfilled in the masterful

Mrs. Simpson and remained utterly and abjectly in love with her

to the end. In her way she loved him too, no doubt, though a guest

at their wedding wrote, "If she occasionally showed a glimmer of

softness, took his arm, looked at him as though she loved him,

one would warm toward her, but . . . the effect is of a woman
unmoved by the infatuated love of a younger man. Let's hope that

she lets up in private with him otherwise it must be grim."

The duke of Windsor's will had specified that should he survive

the duchess the jewels be broken up

before being sold. He wanted nobody

else to wear ttiese precious tokens of

his love. Sotheby's and the Pasteur

Institute have reason to be glad that

he was the first to go. D

Eve Auchinchss is an editor o/Connois-

seur. Special research for this article was

done i7\ London and Geneva by Mary

McDougall.

Opposite: Diamond bracelet (Cartier, 1935) with gem-set crosses, inscribed to commemorate key events. Above: Emerald and diamond

necklace mourned by Cartier, Pans, I960, with emerald and diamorui peiulant h> Harry Wmston that can be worn as a clip. Emerald and

diamond ring, to celebrate the divorce and engagement (Cariier). Below: Flamingo clip designed by Jeanne Toussamt (Cartier, 1940).
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LOOKINGBACK
ATTHE

NEWLOOK
lACHARLKSBRICKER

After the narrow, mingy styles of

the war, the New Look came as

an explosion of fabric and pet-

ticoats, everything every-

body'd been denied all those

years." Babs Simpson, in 1947 a fashion

editor at Harper's Bazaar, remembers how
everything at the magazine stopped when
word flew back across the Atlantic from

Editor in ChiefCarmel Snow to save plen-

ty of space to cover what she called the

New Look: Christian Dior's first collec-

tion. Dior lived on for only ten more years,

but what he accomplished in that all-too-

brief period was so extraordinary that the

Musee des Arts de la Mode, in Paris, is giv-

ing him a retrospective, which opened last

month. At the same time, the house he

founded turned forty and celebrated the

New Look, which launched it, with a

weekend of luxurious fanfare in its newly

enlarged Avenue Montaigne headquar-

ters. Festivities included the unveiling of

Marc Bohan's fall-winter pret-a-porter

collection, "The New Look Revisited."

Dior himself had chosen a more roman-

tic name for his spring line. He called it

"Corolle," to harmonize with his vision of

postwar women as femn\es'fleurs swathed

in skirts belling wide from rounded hips

Christian Dior at home in the courxtry.

below stem-thin waists—the antithesis of

the clunky, mannish silhouette that had

dominated fashion since 1940.

Throughout 1947, fallout from the New
Look explosion drifted onto more than the

fashion pages. In the autumn, when Sally

Kirkland moved from Vogue to write about

fashion for Life, she was struck by Dior's

capacity for monopolizing world news.

"The guys would say, 'What's the new look

this week, Sally?' The idea of an overnight

shift, absolutely putting your whole ward-

robe out of style, was definitely news

—

and, to some, upsetting."

Dior's fast trick was not the sleight of

hand it seemed. Part of his genius lay in his

ability to know, even if they didn't, that

women wanted to discard the exigencies of

wartime for a return to almost Victorian

ideas of femininity. Dior had dusted off

quite an old look, in tact, and given it post-

war polish, yet beneath a certain deceptive

sleekness these clothes were almost fetish-

istically satisfying in their feminine com-

plications. Like other smart women,
Evangeline Bruce, in her role as ambassa-

dor's wife, submitted elegantly to the New
Look: "One expected to be corseted."

Franqoise Giroud, former editor in chief

of Elk' and twice a French government

minister, is writing a book about Dior and

the "totally sensational" advent of the

New Look. "It w:\s a sociological phenom-

enon," she feels, "that went far beyond

fashion. Coming after so long a period of

restriction, it was a kind of vo!iif>tc'.

"

Mme. Giroud makes a distinction be-

tween the clothes and the man. "This

voluptuousness wasn't reflected in Dior

himself; he didn't at all resemble the popu-

lar idea of a homosexual dress designer. He
had the air of a provincial bourgeois,

Left: In the Place de la Concorde in the fall of 1947, Dior's elegant tailleur u'lth tiny jacket and voluminous skirt attracts all eyes.
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Left: A tailleur hahille /or spring 1950, u ah horseshoe collcir and petal skirt. Rigk. A taillciir jioni ihc "A i 1955.

which is what he was. He lacked eclat and,

oddly, magnetism. The first time he came
to New York the reporters were disap-

pointed. He looked just like anybody.

"Dress design wasn't his vocation. I

think the couture was really an expression

of other things buried deep within him: his

horror of our times and everything ma-

chine-made and mechanical. The New
Look was a step backward, not only in the

appearance of the dresses but in the way

they were made." Virtually all models

were stiffly lined with tulle, taffeta, organ-

za; most evening dresses were boned, and a

boned corset was de rigueur for day wear.

Yet as friends, buyers, and press

gathered in Dior's salon on the

chilly winter momingof Febru-

ary 1 2 , no one was sure what to

expect. The couturier was not

an unknown quantity by any means, but

this was his first independent effort. At
forty-two, he had been a presence on the

fringes of the couture since his twenties.

He hailed from a Norman family of rich

and hardheaded industrialists who manu-
factured fertilizers, and as a young man
Christian lived in comfort. His circle

included gifted personalities from the arts;

for a time he helped run an art gallery. "He
was not the star of his circle," Mme.
Giroud points out, "despite charm, intelli-

gence, kindness, and even a certain gai-

ety. He knew all about art, he'd studied

music, he'd even composed a ballet. But

he abandoned composition when he real-

ized he would never be a great composer.

He was an amateur. But as things turned

out, he found a way to express himself."

When the Depression forced Dior to

make a living, a designer friend persuaded

him to submit fashion sketches to coutu-

riers and milliners. Within a couple of

years he was selling his designs regularly

and writing for Le Figaro's weekly fashion

page. In 1938, the couturier Robert Piguet

took him on as a house designer.

The war intervened, with mobilization,

discharge, and brief exile to the south of

France. In 1942, Dit)r returned to Paris

and a job at the house of Lucien Lelong,

where he worked side by side with Pierre

Balmain. When Balmain left Lelong to

found his own house, Dior, now forty-one,

began to reflect. Why not me.' Just then,

he was approached by Marcel Boussac,

who, in addition to cotton mills and race-

horses, owned a faltering couture house

called Gaston. He wanted someone to put

Gaston back on its feet. Instead, Dior per-

suaded Boussac to set him up in a new,

small house for an exclusive clientele.

Taking with him Raymonde Zehnack-

er, a veteran of twenty-five years at Le-

long, Dior set to work in September 1946.

Mme. Raymonde became his indispens-

able femme a tout faire and a lifelong confi-

dante. Her flair, combined with the tech-

nical expertise of Marguerite Carre, a

veteran of Patou, ensured that the house's

workrooms would transmute Dior's vision

into faultless reality.

As important as Mmes. Raymonde and

Marguerite, though not a technician, was

Mme. Bricard. Mitza Bricard came from

ten years at Molyneux to serve as Dior's

arbiter elegantiae and muse. Babs Simpson

describes her as "extraordinary": "I don't

know whether she was or not, but she

looked like the essence of the most luxu-

riously kept woman, always smothered in

pearls and perfume—slightly but not ex-

cessively overdressed. And she made rav-

ishing hats."

By February 1 2 all was ready. The salon,

at 30 Avenue Montaigne, rustled with

well-mannered suspense. Then the first of

Dior's half dozen jeunes filles emerged,

wearing "Acacia." By the time "Cherie"

appeared, the audience was in his hands:

eighty meters ofwhite silk faille, constitut-

ing what Dior called his "most deliberate-

ly" New Look dress, swung in myriad

pleats from the mannequin's nineteen-

inch waist. The New Look, postwar fash-

ion, and the House of Dior were launched

in simultaneous glor>'.

"In 1947, I was only six years old," says

Marie-Pierre CoUe, daughter of one of

Dior's art-gallery partners, "but Christian

gave me and my sister Beatrice dolls

dressed in the New Look. He made my first

communion dress too. We called him Tio

Christian, Uncle Christian, and after my
father died, he becanie a father to us.

"

At once gourmet, gourmand, and com-

pulsive eater, Dior regularly took the mud
baths at Montecatini, near Florence, as a

cure. "When he went there in 1957," says

Mile. CoUe, "Mme. Raymonde and I were

with him for two weeks. The night he

died, October 24, we played canasta until

very late. I'd just gone up to my room,

when suddenly—clac.'—it happened. A
heart attack. For him it was a peaceful

death, but for the world a great loss.
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I lie ijuinusi^iiiiul \cu Ln>k: "Bar, " spring 1947. Over padded hips and anseted waist, a pink shantung jacket and black wool skirt.

"I was sixteen, and my dresses had
always come from Dior. They still do.

Much as you don't change dentists, I've

remained faithful to the house. It has

changed a lot, hut 1 know the people and
the workshops; 1 know they love me and
will ht me well. At the moment 1 have sev-

eral Bohans, very classic, very femi-

nine."

The New Look was perhaps too com-
plexly structured to qualify as "classic,"

but among Christian Dior's bourgeois vir-

tues were a love ot moderation, a dislike oi

ostentation, and a respect tor craftsman-

ship. The writer Susan Mar>' Alsop tells

this story: "When 1 lived in Paris 1 had a

very rich friend in New York who loved to

dress his beautiful wife at Dior. I was glad

to act as mtermediary. My friend ordered

three beaded dresses. I said to Dior, 'Isn't it

exciting, an order for three beaded
dresses!' Dior was appalled. 'Stop the order

and tell him to take just one. Beading is a

mimir French art, and I don't expect to

make money on it. 1 do these dresses for

the sake of the women who embroider

them, but the idea of anyone's having

three is absurd!' My friend in New York

didn't pay the slightest attention."

Olivia de Havilland began going to Dior

when she came to live in France, in the

midfitties: "1 never went anywhere else,

though 1 haven't been for ten years. I sup-
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pose some of my American friends still go
to the couture houses; few of my French
friends do. It takes a lot of money."

Three of Miss de Havilland's Hlms
remain to document the three epochs of

the House oi Dior. "In 1956, for The
Ambassador's Daughter, all the clothes

were by Christian Dior. In 1959, forLiM,
they were by Saint Laurent. And in 1962,

during Marc Bohan's first season, we chose
his things for Light m the Piazza."

Today, nearly thirty years after Dior's

death, the force ot his achievement con-

tinues to fuel the house's commercial vital-

ity, which rests on a complex licensing sys-

tem. Since Dior's name remains one of a

few instantly recognizable fashion sym-
bols, its owners license its use to some 200
companies, for products ranging from
stockings, lingerie, and men's shirts to

baby clothes and bed sheets. (Dior per-

fumes, though created at the time of the

New Look, haven't belonged to the house

since 1972.) No sacrilege is involved.

Christian Dior was ashamed of neither the

marketplace nor the profits to he reaped

there: it was he, after all, who approved

the licensing system, beginning with
men's ties, as early as 1949.

The Dior exhibition at the Musee des

Arts de la Mode is limited to Christian

Dior's own career as a designer, a decade

distinguished by constant and subtle evo-

lution. Before 1947 was out, he modulated

the "Corolle" line into the caught-up

skirts and flyaway jackets of "Envoi," and
intensified "Envoi" into the gathered folds

and asymmetric detailing of "Zig-zag." By
the midfifties, he had further refined his

shapes in the "H," "A," and "Y" lines.

Elisabeth Flory is an art historian whom
the Musee des Arts de la Mode delegated

to the House of Dior four years ago to

assure the gigantic task of researching the

Dior show. She ransacked and reorganized

Dior house archives stashed helter-skelter

in cellars and attics, and engaged in an

international hunt for mint-condition

Dior clothes. "Forty of our 130 exhibits

come from America. Evening dresses irom

the U.S. are generally in much better

shape; their owners wore them once or

twice and put them carefully away. French

customers always tried to get as much wear

out of a dress as possible."

Her favorite Christian Dior look,

"speaking sentimentally, not as a histori-

an," is 1953's "Tulipe" line: "Much sim-

pler, less chichi, much finer and more sup-

ple after the rigid architecture of the New
Look." From the depths of her ency-

clopedic knowledge, Mme. Flory can con-

firm the date of a collection with computer
speed and accuracy: "No, the 'H' line was
autumn-winter 1954—55."

The "H," "A," and "Y" lines, intro-

duced during Saint Laurent's first years as

an assistant at Dior— 1954 and 1955

—

were forerunners of the easier shapes he
developed on his own after Dior's death,

beginning with the roomy "Trapeze" line,

in 1958. Nancy White, Carmel Snow's
niece, had just taken over as editor in chief

of Harper's Bazaar. "As 1 recall, that first

collection was okay so far as the house was
concerned, and Christian had believed in

Yves so much that they gave him free rein.

They may have expected a carbon copy,

but that's not what they got."

Then came July 1 960. "We had Avedon
photograph Audrey Hepburn in Saint

Laurent's gray flannel dress with the bub-

ble at the bottom, a very good idea that is

still around—it was very influential." But
not, at the time, with the French. And the

same collection featured Saint Laurent's

notorious crocodile motorcycle jacket.

"The jacket and the bubbly silhouette

stood out as new and young," says Sally

Kirkland, who had the jacket photo-

graphed in the midst of a fleet of Harley-

Davidsons. "They were out on a limb; you
didn't expect them from a couture house.

"

Saint
Laurent's induction into the

French army that autumn and his

subsequent nervous breakdown
provided the House of Dior with an

excuse not to rehire him in 1961.

As a replacement, they brought Marc
Bohan over from Dior-London. "Marc was

well established," Nancy White recalls.

"The British press was crazy about him."

And tor the house, an experienced 'man

of thirty-four was a safer bet.

Bohan has in fact lent Dior stability,

even if his name has never had the potency

of Christian Dior's or Saint Laurent's.

Mme. Flory, however, likes his clothes,

"particularly the suits from the early six-

ties, very simply tailored, rather pared-

down, soberer than Saint Laurent."

"These days," Nancy White says,

"Marc does very much what the world

expects of him—not the press but his cus-

tomers." He rums out two haute couture

collections a year for the couple of

hundred women who can still afford to

roam from house to house snapping up

$3,000 blouses and $8,000 day dresses.

But the couture also serves as a laboratory

in which Bohan can develop pret-a-porter

ideas and guidelines for licensees.

As artistic director, he has a design staff

I

The romantic essence of the New Look: a pirate hat designed by Mme. Bricard ( 1 949)

.
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who prepare dossiers of texts, drawings,

photos, and fabric samples that offer li-

censees a precis of things to come. Final

approval of these trends is collegial, aiu

Bernard Arnault, head of the Ferret-Savi-

nel real-estate conglomerate, who now
owns Dior, often has a say.

Christian Dior's own couture de-

signs may well have gone un-

modified by business considera-

tions, but he guided the house

into ready-to-wear in 1948,

when he established (.Christian Dior-New
York. Even then, things had begun to

change for the haute couture. Princess

Charlotte de Faucigny-Lucinge, widow of

the writer Alfred Fabre-Luce, remembers

the first suit she ordered in 1947: "wool,

with a short jacket and a long, wide skirt of

unpressed pleats—kilometers of fabric and

extremely well finished." But Mme.
Fabre-Luce, like many of her French

friends, began to look for her clothes else-

where as the sixties got under way. "I

couldn't face interminable fittings. Of
course, there was an undoubted aesthetic

loss. You rarely see anyone in the street

who rises above the ordinary, now."

It was with Dior's amiable cooperation

that line-for-line copies of models from the

Paris collection were made available at

Ohrbach's within a month after they were

introduced. The store executive Rose

Wells Bing had Seventh Avenue manu-
facturers like Ben Zuckerman and Sey-

mour Fox run them up in the original fab-

rics. "They were labeled 'Monsieur X,' but

everyone knew. You couldn't tell the dif-

ference," Mrs. Bing says proudly. And
among those who bought these copies

every season were some of the very wom-
en, like Evangeline Bruce, who had been

iwilaKiiiiiiiMiM ^.—i' '
.»<-%

'"bchxmvxan, " a vaporous robe du soir of 1950—white tulle, lace, pink peonies.

among Dior's first customers on the Ave-

nue Montaigne.

Today Christian Dior-New York is pre-

sided over by Colombe Nicholas, who has

a Dior-gray eyrie twenty floors above Sev-

enth Avenue. She has her own design staff

to guide U.S. licensees and make modifi-

cations to Paris directives when these run

contrary to American market studies. She
prides herself on being "keeper of the

flame of our number-one and only asset,

the name Christian Dior."

In Paris, where the flame is also kept

alight, Marc Bohan stresses with saturnine

bluntness, "Dior is a trademark, like

Porsche." He prides himself on looking

forward, never back, and certainly his own
couture collections reflect the way cus-

tomers live now, not a retro preoccupation

with what their mothers wore.

The last word about the evolution of the

New Look (Dior himself created twenty-

one lines in all) may never be written,

either sentimentally or historically. The
subject is too rich. But the interior design-

er Jean-Frangois Daigre has a decisive

point or two to make about the esprit Dior,

which he feels vanished from the house

when the man did. "That was only natu-

ral," he says, but you sense deep regret.

Daigre came to Dior in 1954 with Yves

Saint Laurent, both fresh from couture

school. He stayed with the house fifteen

years, first designing dresses, later in

charge of decorating the boutique and the

windows to make better use of what his

boss perceived as a flair for the theater.

"There was a whole band of young enthu-

siasts in the house then," Daigre remem-

bers, "and there was a marvelous family

atmosphere, which sprang from his excep-

tional gift for relationships. Christian Dior

shaped my life" Daigre pauses. "He was

what people in the seventeenth century

called an honnete homme." The women
who wore his clothes use a more banal

adjective to describe him: "adorable." D

Charles Bricker ivrote about Roger Vivier for

the December 1 986 issue of Connoisseur.

Opposite: "May, " an embroidered organdy robe du soir (1 953), being fitted on the model

Alia. Left: The urukrpinnings of the New Look of 1 947—padding and tight lacing
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BUT IT CAME TO DIEGO GEOMETTI ANYWAY

BY MICHAEL PEPPIATT

Anybody today wht) really wants the best

original contemporary furniture or decorative

accessories will try to get some of those made
by the late Diego Giacometti. The retiring

younger brother of the artist Alberto Giaco-

metti, he was virtually unrectignized until the

last decade of his life. The culminating com-
mission ot his career was for the tables, chairs, and chandeliers in

the Picasso Museum, in Paris, which opened in September 1985,

two months after Diego's death. That job was a huge success. It

bred more interest, and now the Diego look is the talk of the

home-furnishings industry (see box). How would he have reacted

to his pi>sthumous fame.' Michael Peppiatt, a frequent contribu-

tor to this magazine, knew him and wrote this pt)rtrait just before

Diego went to the hospital to have what was to have been a rou-

tine eye operation.—Eel/tor

•

"What's thati"' Diego demands, dredging something formless

from the sauce on his plate. His craggily noble face has grown

stem. "I think it's veal," 1 say.

"Veal!" Diego snorts. "Veal is hkmcfnctte dc vcaii. That's a real

dish. Not this nouvelle cuisine nonsense. What have you got.'" 1

peer into my plate. "1 think it's beef," 1 say. "Beef!" Diego snorts.

"You want a hocuf hourgiu^Mm. That's real iood. All you get

nowadays is decoration."

Only the claret seems to find favi)r. Another bottle is brought.

"This used to be a good restaurant before it got so fancy," Diego

continues, on a note of gruff triumph, carefully sweeping bread

crumbs onto the floor. "Alberto and I used to come here often.

You could get boeuf bnurguignon then, you know," he says, glanc-

ing at me suddenly with amusement.

All the talk so far has centered on food and drink.

"Diego," I venture, "1 like real food, too. But what 1 reallv w ant

to talk to you about is your furniture—your sculpture."

"But there's nothing to say about it," Diego says, for the third

time this evening. His hands rise in a gesture of helplessness.

"But Diego," I insist, "1 can't just tell the readers we both like

hoeuf bourguignon and leave it at that. No one will ever ask me to

write an article again."

He smiles at this. At eighty-two he still has an expression of

childlike candor. And now, quite visibly, the game is called cat

and mouse.

"Oh, you'll manage, you'll think of something," he says easily.

"It must be marvelous to write, to have words just coming to you

like that."

A hundred yards down the street in this agreeably crumbling,

villagelike qiuirticr behind Montparnasse, Diego's little shed of a

workshop lies locked up for the night. Early tomorrow morning

he'll be there, in workman's clothes and a battered felt hat, pot-

tering around, drawing a little, modeling a little—doing all the

things he thinks it unimportant to talk about. It's clear he takes

the fame that has come to him so late in life with a big pinch of

salt. When I arrived in his modest living quarters, just behind the

workshop, he was thumbing, not for the first time, through a

glossy magazine full of glamorous color photos of his cramped,

dusty living room. "That's meant to be this place," he said, jab-

bing a calloused finger at the brightly lit, wide-angle shots, then

laughing in disbelieving glee.

Why, indeed, should he take seriously the fuss now being made

of him? For sixty years of his long life, Diego was simply the "oth-

er" Giacometti, the one in the background, who helped his

famous brother with the more manual tasks—building armatures

for the sculpture, preparing the molds for casting, then applying

the various coats of patina until the bronze took on the right fin-

ish. He became almost literally a second pair ofhands for Alberto,

with whom he worked, day after day, for forty years. The rapport

between the two brothers was so strong that they rarely needed to

communicate by words. Nothing testifies better to their deeply

instinctive understanding than Alberto's busts and portraits of

Diego. Alberto began making them, under the watchful eye of

their artist father, when they were boys tt)gether in the Swiss vil-

lage of Stampa and continued from their arrival in Paris, in the

1920s, until he died, in 1966.

It has been said that Diego's own creativity could not develop

while his brother was alive. Alberto's obsessive vision and relent-

less drive certainly dominated the relationship; and only a man of

Diego's unusual unassertiveness could have borne so secondary a

role for so long. Nevertheless Diego had, as he says with charac-
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The Giacometti menagerie'. /)i Diego's workshop (above), cari'ed owls, fro^s, and assorted domestic beasts awan final pLicement on a piece

of furniture or sculpture. Beh)w: Detail of La Promenade Jes Amis, made m 1983 /or his Pans home.

teristic diffidence, "always thought ot making objects. " And from

1950 onwards, whenever the growing volume ot work tor his

brother permitted, he designed a great variety ot turniture, trom

tables and chairs to lamps and chandeliers, from staircases to door

handles, usually made to order for well-known interior decora-

tors, art collectors, or museumlike institutions, such as the Fon-

dation Maeght, in the south oi France. Atter Alberto's death,

Diego found himselt not only with time on his hands but also at

liberty to indulge his own sculptural fantasy—which the presence

of a forceful, famous brother had inhibited. While he continued

to incorporate the sparse tautness of his brother's vision, the fur-

niture took on new accents ot pure playfulness that were Diego's

alone.

Though this master craftsman has lived at the hub of Europe's

intellectual and artistic life for sixty years, his imagination

remains rooted in the mountain-encircled valley in Switzerland

where he grew up. Surrealism and existentialism, the conversa-

tion of Sartre and Picasso, seem nothing to him compared to a
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youth spent wandering the rugged countryside and getting to

know the ways of animals—of watching the dogs and horses, the

owls, frogs, and foxes that now move freely among the knotty

branches of his furniture. They people Diego's mind and spring up

so naturally in his sculpture because, a lifetime later, it is still with

animals that he feels most at ease. "I used to keep a fox in the

studio, " he says shyly, as if revealing an intimate secret. "It was an

extraordinary animal, always playing, particularly at being dead. 1

used to come in, and the fox would be lying inert on the studio

floor. I'd pick it up and it would pretend to be dead, with its head

falling to one side and its tongue hanging out. So I'd put it back on

the floor and turn around and pretend to start working. Then
suddenly the fox would leap onto my back. I'd liked having it

around, even though it smelled very bad. But one day it wandered

off, I don't know where. Where would a fox go in Paris?"

Two cats—one ofwhom has the run of his living quarters, the

other, of the studio—now keep Diego company; and among his

happiest inventions is a birdbath held by a Jeeves-like feline in

sle'k bronze. A shy and extremely modest man, he seems at his

happiest in this whimsical menagerie, producing an ostrich whose

basketlike back serves to hold its own egg, or a tiny filigree stag so

realistic it seems to be sniffing the air—as well as any number of

wise owls, squat toads, and solid mice. A more public project of

special note has been the commission to design furniture for the

new Musee Picasso, in its splendid, seventeenth-century Paris

mansion. One of the roles of Diego's tables, chairs, and chande-

liers is to serve as a stylistic hyphen between the classical grandeur

of the town house and the auda-

cious modernism of the Picassos

it contains.

Diego was an inspired choice

tor the Musee Picasso, since his

furniture derives from ancient

sources, notably Etruscan and

Egyptian, while seeming wholly

contemporary. Such well-known pieces as the bronze table with a

cat's head at each comer, for instance, immediately recall the

deities of Egypt (a country that Diego in fact visited during his

footloose youth)
; yet the table looks at home in the most starkly

modem interior. Other examples, whether chairs or lamps, have

an archaic simplicity of form that puts them outside time and

place; it is interesting to see how well they accord not only with

modem but with every kind of "primitive" art. Their ability to

blend with different periods and cultures stems from the most

finely gauged proportions, from a universal sense of harmony.

This remarkable combination of grace and craftsmanship has

brought Diego an international reputation and far more demands
for his furniture than he can hope to satisfy. While he concen-

trated on completing the work for the Musee Picasso, the waiting

list of those who dream of having their environment enhanced by

one of his delicate consoles or sculptural chairs grew ever longer.

True to his calling, the master craftsman is concerned above all

that each piece to leave the studio correspond to his exacting

criteria of workmanship; whenever pressures to produce become
too great, he growls about not wanting to be turned into a "fac-

tory." Rather than court fame and wealth, Diego has turned his

back on them. With characteristic modesty (and a hint of weari-

ness), Diego says he can see no point in publications and shows,

but he has lived to see a curator at the Musee des Arts Decoratifs

begin to organize an exhibition celebrating the unsuspected range

of Diego's achievement—the event duly documented with a

splendid book about the artist.

Although a degree of affluence has come to Diego willy-nilly in

recent years, he maintains the Spartan style in which he and his

brother always lived. Proverbially tough (his cure for a toothache

a few years ago was to extract the tooth with studio pliers), this

mountain-bred man spurns most domestic niceties beyond a good

bottle and the pleasure of getting into dandy clothes after a day's

work. While Diego's daily routine has altered little, the area he

has lived in for half a century has changed beyond recognition.

Not only can one not find the hoeuf hourguignon of yore but, more

sacrilegious, the cafes that were the brothers' daily haunts have

become banks; high-rise buildings have started to tower over the

A GROWING PRESENCE
It is estimated that in his lifetime Diego Giacometti made
between 4,000 and 5,000 works. Usually he sold them to people

he liked. His old friend and customer the designer Jay Spectre

recalls, "You never knew when you were going to get anything, if

you were going to get anything, or what he was going to send you.

Despite many back orders, he was likely to let a newly assembled

piece go not to any of the people who had ordered it but tt) a visitor

he approved of, like Mrs. Paul Mellon or Mrs. Rex Harrison. " He
delivered when he was ready, without advance notice. One buyer

adds that when a long-awaited piece arrived (at a very inconve-

nient time), he could notbelieve what he was being charged. Had
Diego dropped a zero.^

For a typical handcrafted item, he might well have asked

$2,000 to $3,000. Today it would easily bring $45,000. Even

before his death, prices for Diego Giacomettis began to soar on

the open market. Now they seem to have firmed up, according to

the Madison Avenue dealer Anthony Delorenzo, who is asking

$100,000 for a single-commission console that would have sold

for about $3,000 in 1969. Limited-edition Giacometti rugs now
bring $8,000 to $10,000 at auction.

Diego's witty, archaic style continues to influence the home-

furnishings market, as it has {or a decade. Particularly notable is

Spectre's new line, "Diego Mon Ami." Items include pieces for

Century Furniture (small steel-and-glass side tables, for instance,

priced at about $990); lamps for the Paul Hanson Company (un-

der $500) ; rugs for Karastan (projected at under $ 1 ,000); and spir-

ited translations of Giacometti figures into design motifs for rea-

sonably priced Sasaki porcelain and flatware. So widespread is the

Diego look that one has to wonder if he will ever be referred to

again as "the other Giacometti." —Nancy Moving
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once eminently human maze of little hack streets. Diego appears

to be the one feature of the quartier not to have changed.

He puts his elegant felt hat on at a rakish angle, and slowly we
move out of the restaurant, into the familiar street. "This used to

be a paradise, you know," he says, stopping to let a cargo past. "It

was full of gardens when Alberto and I arrived. There were goats.

You could even get local goat cheese. Imagine that! And the

place was full of craftsmen. You could get anything you liked, any

tool you needed, made for you right away. Imagine, for sculp-

tors—a real paradise! But, of course," he adds, looking almost

embarrassed, "all that was so long ago." D

Diego's furnishings transcend any narrow definition of style. They

looked as good among the artist's ou-n clutter (above) as m the neoclas-

sical Jupiter Salon of the Musee Picasso (right).
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PiCASSO: ADMIRED BUT HARD TO

LIVE WITH, HIS WORK IS

STRANGELY STATIC ON THE MARKET

BY ROBIN DUTHY

4
BaigncLiscs ( l^lt<), ichich ikc artist refused to sell, now in inc Wnscc Ihcassn, in Paris

Art prices took off in 1986, with Rem-
brandt and Manet joining the hand whose

work has gone for ten milUon dollars. Jack-

son Pollock, Jasper Johns, and scores of

t)ther artists fetched record prices. So why,

amid this frenzy, has the Picasso market

run out of steam.' We are clealing, after all,

with a genius, and a prolific one at that.

It seems incredible, but the figures speak

tor themselves. A hundred or so Picassos,

excluding prints, are sold at auction every

year. Since 1975, the midmarket price

—

the average of the middle 80 percent of the

paintings sold—has climbed from $46,600

to $47,800, a rise of 2. 5 percent. The price

touched $53,000 in 1981 but fell to

$30,000 in 1984, before its recent recov-

ery. Prices have gone up 50 percent in two

years, but that doesn't explain the flat

trend over the medium term.

Whereas prices for an artist's work can

climb at an unseemly rate just after his

death, the situation since Picasso died, in

1973, is different. The number of Picassos

sold at auction doubled between 1975 and

1980, as the artist's heirs and other short-

term holders began to unload. They
tended to weed out the grade-two material

and hang on to the best. That process con-

tinues today, with collectors getting more

selective all the time.

Picasso painted in a bewildering range

ot styles, but broadly speaking it is his ear-

lier work that fetches most today. Of the

eight Picassos to have made over $1 mil-

lion at auction, most were painted before

1920. A great early painting, La Gom-
meuse (The Hooker), has been auctioned

three times. Its value rose from $3,600 in

1949 to $84,300 in 1960, clocking up an

annual 33 percent growth. Auctioned

again in 1984, the painting sold for

$1,547,000, suggesting an annual increase

over the second period of 1 3 percent. But

it is only the best Picassos that have done

their owners so proud. The definitive list-

ing of Picasso's work by his friend Chris-

tian Zervos, which started publication in

1932, now runs to thirty-three volumes.

Many of the fifty-thousand-dollar N» sur

un Lit or Vl'ttl' et Fruit oi the 1940s and

'50s are not worth the money. They may
remain a stable form of international cur-

rency, but they will always lag behind the

market. Such a prt)lific artist as Picasso

could not always produce masterpieces,

but he was apt to sell his mistakes.

If there is a decline in Picasso's status,

the reasons surely lie in the work itself.

Why, people always wanted to know, did a

man who could draw like Raphael not

make proper "use" o{ his gifts—in other

words, go on painting in the Western figu-

Robin Duthy's neii< book is The Successful

Investor.
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rative tradition.' And how obtuse the man
must be, they concluded, who could

squander his talents on such hideous and

degrading images. That was the philistine

response to Picasso's work. Then there

were the "believers," who recognized his

genius in his figurative work and took the

rest on trust, even though privately they

cared little for it. Thus Picasso watchers

have polarized themselves, leaving the dis-

criminating middle path almost deserted.

Picasso tended to duck questions about

the meaning of art. "Why," he asked,

"does one love the night, flowers, ever>'-

thing around one, without trying to under-

stand them ?" The answer is that people are

more curious about paintings, sculpture,

and other man-made objects, which are

presumed to have been created with an

idea in mind. Some artists refuse to

explain their work, on the grounds that if

they had been able to communicate in

words they would have done so in the hrst

place.

The collages of newspaper and other

nondurable materials that Picasso began to

make early in this century showed his dis-

dain for the artistic tradition, and there

can be no doubt that he was far from con-

cerned with what the general public—that

is, collectors-—thought of his work.

Whereas when Renoir died his studio was

crammed with trivial or unsuccessful

sketches, Picasso tended to keep only his

best works and those that meant most to

him. Fof that reason, the cream of his col-

lection, now housed at the Musee Picasso,

in Paris, is of the greatest interest.

Ironically, Picasso's death has put a

damper on the market, for as artists go he

was a journalist's dream. His genius, his

colorful sex life, and his immense wealth,

estimated at $300 million when he died,

provided a stream of publicity that kept

the public gossiping about him. These

peripheral personal matters were a prop to

demand, and they exist no longet.

Meanwhile, Picasso prints have been as

sluggish as the rest of the market, with a

rise of just 6 percent since 1975. Picasso

created over 2,000 lithographs, etchings,

and other kinds of print. The editions were

rarely fewer than fifty, and often more. At
least 100,000 Picasso prints are in circula-

tion; their midmarket price stands at

$1,930, compared to $1,760 in 1975. A
few famous images have risen substantial-

ly: the Minotauromachie of 1935 has sold

for $165,000; Le Repas Frugal of 1905,

which was selling in 1950 for $125, has

reached almost $100,000. Every genuine

original print worked on by Picasso up to

1972 can be found in the definitive listing

by Georges Bloch. (Investors should keep

clear of the limited-edition prints "after

Picasso" that have been marketed by his

heirs. They are taken from a plate on

which some other artist has copied a Picas-

so painting.

Picasso encapsulated neatly a popular
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view of art. "We all know that art is not

truth," he said. "Art is a lie that makes us

realize truth." Still, people want Picasso

explained, tor his paintings contain a host

of symbols that individually or together

must have signified something to him. His

Cubist works are full of concealed refer-

ences to his personal life. For decades, crit-

ics have tried to crack the code, and many
plausible interpretations of his work have

been published, but something about the

man remains enigmatic.

Picasso created a stir from the first. He
was given up for dead at birth, until his

uncle puffed cigar smoke into his face.

Almost from that moment his life was to be

packed with natural or self-induced dra-

ma. His sister Lola was bom three years lat-

er during an earthquake, moments after

the family had fled to a neighbor's house.

Soon afterward, Picasso's mcither trans-

ferred her affection—or so Pablo felt—to

Lola, and he retaliated by tying himself all

the more closely to his father. In that peri-

od the ambivalent feelings toward women
that permeate Picasso's work had their ori-

gin. T'lrough seventy-five years of paint-

ing, idealization of women alternates with

fury and contempt as he struggled to

reconcile his opposing feelings.

The artist's whole life and work may be

charted and best understood in terms of

the partners, male and female, on whom
he largely depended. The masterly study

by Mary Mathews Gedo Vicosw. Art as

Autobiography throws light on the mental

states in which Picasso worked and shows

indirectly why his work can be hard to live
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with and why, on market evidence at

least, his popularity may he wanmg. This,

of course, need not suggest a falling off in

admiration for his genius. It is possible to

admire Picasso without wishing to own his

more "difficult" work. Most people find

his work disturbing, and that is probably

how he would have wished if. He recog-

nized early on that the Greek ideal ofbeau-

ty was no more than a digression in the his-

tory of art, and sought other and more
powerful means of expression. If those

means aroused aversion and disgust, that

was too bad; the message must still be

delivered.

The great, seminal painting Les Demoi-

selles d' Avignon, which heralded Cubism
and changed the course of twentieth-cen-

tury art, portrayed a group of five prosti-

tutes from a brothel in the Calle d'Avi-

gnon, Barcelona. The preliminary sketch-

es for it included two male figures, both ap-

parentlv self-portraits, and though he ex-

Femme Assise au Chapeau (1923),

from the esuile of Edward James. Sold last

year for $4-29 million.

eluded them from the final version, the

painting had a deep, private significance

for Picasso that will now never be under-

stood. This was a foretaste of his later por-

trayal of women, though more compre-

hensible than the Cubist work that fol-

lowed. In the context of European art of

the 1900s, the leap into Cubism was sud-

den, though not unpredictable. As Alfred

Barr noted, Picasso's work proceeded more

by mutation than by evolution. The
Fauves had already disintegrated color; the

attempt to defy or elide time by simulta-

neously representing an object from differ-
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onr viewpoints Wci> Mirc to tulk>w

.

The disintegration of form that this

entailed revived terrifying childhood

memories. Indeed, the whole Cubist en-

terprise could never have been carried

through without the partnership and in-

volvement ofGeorges Braque. Even in the

later phase of Cubism, when Picasso

extended the color range and introduced

figurative elements, the fragmentation ot

the subject remained disturbing.

Picasso's most successful work was done

when a man or woman he loved or admired

was acting as a catalyst. Among the men
friends who triggered creative outbursts

were Apollinaire, Cocteau, Diaghilev,

Breton, Stravinsky. Eluard, and, of

"ART IS A LIE THAT
MAKES US

REALIZE TRUTH."

course, Braque. The effect ot wives and

mistresses on his output was patchy. There

were periods of happiness and productivi-

ty, but Picasso always got caught up with

women who were psychologically or physi-

cally frail. It was in the Spanish male tradi-

tion to see women as either wanton or

saintly. There was therefore many an idyl-

lic scene of mother and child, though,

curiously, it is the mother who is in an

ecstatic reverie, while the child looks pen-

sively into the distance.

As Mary Gedo points out, the early days

ofan affair brought forth erotic scenes. Just

before his marriage to Olga Koklova, in

1918, he began a series depicting a bull

goring a horse. The gored horse recurs in

Picasso's work as a symbol of women, and

the brutal sexual role of the bull or, occa-

sionally, Minotaur is unmistakable. The
violence lurking beneath the surface of

many of Picasso's images is another factor

making them hard to live with.

When relations with wife or girlfriend

turned sour, the change was soon manifest

in his work. The mutually hellish marriage

with Olga engendered a series of microce-

phalic women that reflected his anxiety

over her mental health and, later, during

her pregnancy, a series of giantesses

—

bovine Amazons staring vacuously into

space yet emanating some threat. And
after his affair with Mane-Therese Walter

went awry, unflattering references to her

crept into his work. When that relation-

ship too broke down, paintings of a psy-

chotic woman and other symbols of Picas-

so's inner turmoil were the evidence.

Even during the earlier Blue and Rose

periods, which Picasso himself refused to
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room. But order now, as quantities are limited!

r 1H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept. CNBF 047; P.O. Box 2318, FDR Station; New York, NY 10150
Enclosed is my check or money order (no cash, please) pd\able to H.M. SPECIALTIEStor $110. '35 lS^)').')5 plus $11.00 tor sjuppinj;, handling & insurancel lor the

Beniamin Franklin Desk and matchinf^ Stool Or charge mv MasterCard or VISA account as I have indicated

ACCOUNT #_ EXPIRATION DATE OF CARD.

SIGNATURE,
(we must have signature tor charges)

DAYTIME PHONE #.

SHIP TO (please print)_

STREET APT. #.

CITY- STATE. ZIP.
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or C.O.D. orders.) Please allow 30 days tor deiiver\ trom our receipt ot vour order. We ship via United Parcel Ser\ice wherever

possible. Overseas orders will take up to six weeks bv Parcel Post

Thr Hearst Corporation inw Si St NiA\ Niirk, \> KHll'i



Vacation ideas

from
Around the

World for the

Connoisseur

Reader!

See
Pages 77-81
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One of a pair of

very important late

Georgian girandole
made for the

Indian market.

England, circa 1830

Height 38

"

Diameter 22"

T!'!'r. ,„ >v^ , 1

' V'/'^v/j /

MARVIN
ALEXANDER, INC.
315 E. 62nd St., New York, N.Y. 10021

212-838-2320

chandeliers / lamps / sconces / candelabra

decorative accessories

Sorri), no catalog

^Mbm

Selket
Goddess
of Magic

Selket. goddess of magic, was found guard-
ing the Canopic Shrine of King Tutankhannun
(1352 B.C.) by archaeologist Howard Carter.

He was overwhelmed by her ethereal beauty
in the dim light of the tomb.

Artisans Guild offers a superb 11" replica of
cultured marble, meticulously hand gold
leafed and detailed on a black marble base,

plus a catalog of outstanding historical collec-

tables for $75. Satisfaction guaranteed or
full refund.

Toll free Visa, MasterCard phone orders:

U.S. & Hawaii 1-800-231-4921

California 1-800-231-6334

ARTISANS GUILD INTERNATIONAL 5-4
1005 S. Santa Fe Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 90021

I I

Selket
I—I Catalog only $5.00.

$75.00 D (apply to first order)

Name

.

Address,

City. State. Zip_

\\ \MI KK A.Nl IKI ASUKl-

THE 1986-87

STEUBEN CATALOGUE
The Stcubon Catalogue presents 20 new designs

amidst 144 pages of brilliant crystal objects.

A wide array of gift ideas and selections

for collectots. Priced from $123.

Enclose $5.00 cash or check with this coupon.

STEUBEN CLASS
C atalu^uf I!)fp.irlnifnt

lifth Avi-nuo .It =;hth Strwt, New Yi.rk. \ V IIHI22

N.imi'

Acidros

Cit\-

Z,p
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Art, antiques, jewellry, clocks

and watches, oriental carpets,

vintage cars and much more.

The international auction

magazine with over 5000

valuable offers every month for

collectors, investors and art

dealers.

The up-to-date

time-and money-
saving scheme:
1. Order your up-to-date

colour magazine "Auctions"

now (6 months free).

2. View at home in comfort

(all offers are not only

illustrated in full colour,

but also described and

limited by experts).

3. Bid by post, telephone

(or in person). No risks with

our 30-day warranty.

4. Delivery after the auction is

undertaken at your request.

5. World-wide auction service

for transport to all

Western countries, customs

formalities etc.

Express order for the

magazine "Auctions"

Tel. 62 34-801181,

telex 46 46 32

AUKTIONSHAUS
An der Fohlenweide 28-30

D-6704 Mutterstadt

Tel. 06234-80110
W.-Germany

INVESTOR'S FILE
discuss

—
"All that was just sentiment," he

told one critic—he was preoccupied with

pathetic women and, later, with pitiful

male figures, sometimes comforted hy a

small hoy. The image of the gored horse

symbolizing woman dates from 1901 but

reaches its most poignant expression in

Guernica, the massive canvas Picasso

painted in 1937 in protest against Franco's

bombing of the Basque village of that

name during the Spanish civil war.

Picasso let it be known that the bull stood

for darkness and brutality; the horse, for

the suffering people. Though he renamed

these symbols to tie in with the national

scale of the violent act done to Guernica,

the idea of the rapist bull and its female

victim is constant. Picasso's close friend

Jaime Sabartes states that Pablo was first

taken to a bullfight by his father when he

was three. If, as seems likely, he saw a dis-

emboweled horse, this may have recalled

to him, as Mary Gedo suggests, the trau-

matic vision of Lola's birth and thus fixed

in his mind the equation between life and

death, horse and woman, which he

painted to such effect in Guernica.

As critics delve further into Picasso's

inner world, their reconstructions of the

mental states in which he worked throw

interesting new light on the paintings

themselves. But their interpretations are

unlikely to make Picasso's work any easier

on the eye. On the contrary, they empha-

size the extreme complexity and confusion

of the artist's unconscious mind.

None of this can be expected to affect

prices in the short term, though it con-

firms Picasso's life and work as a source of

endless fascination. Whatever explains

the static prices of the last ten years, the

market for the work of such a man must

recover in time. D

PICASSO ON ART
• Nature and art, being two different

things, cannot be the same thing.

Through art we express our conception of

what nature is not.

• To me there is no past or future in art. It

a work of art cannot live always in the pres-

ent, it must not be considered at all.

• It is my misfortune and probably my
delight to use things as my passions tell me.
• Museums are just a lot of lies, and the

people who make art their business are

mostly impostors.

• When 1 am alone, 1 do not have the

effrontery to consider myself an artist at

all—not in the grand old meaning o{ the

word. 1 am only a public clown—a moun-
tebarik.

m
HOMES, FINE ART, HORSES
= AUTOS, BOATS,

AIRPLANES, BUSINESSES

72,000 INDIVIDUAL LISTINGS

V NO BROKERAGE
^r^ COMMISSION

COMPUTER
LISTINGS

UPDATED
DAILY

Nationwide 800-327-9630
In Florida 800-533-4663

Fort Lauderdale 305-462-2524

Publisnws ol For Sole By Ownet Dolo Boses
THE ORIGINAL Oldest & Largest Listing Service m the World

LE LOI^T^
DES ANTIQIMRES
presents its second catalog

A complete guide to tlic 250 art galleries

in thisworld centre of art and antiques

KIH iKi^c-. (
7<) illuMralJcms iii aiUnii) Size 2IX) x 2iS() iniii

PRICE : 60 FF ( + postage

)

y^
Return this orticr form to

:

LE LOl"\TiE DES .\NTIQUAIRES
Scrxicc lie Promotion

2. place du Palais-Roval 75001 Paris (France)

Tel. (331)42.97.27.20
\;mw Tel-:

Aililrcss:

Price:

France : 00 FF + postage : SJS FF = 85 FF
.\l)n)ad : (j() FF + ix)stagc : 35 FFor by air mail : (iO FF

ricasi: forw ar<l : copies x 60 FF
+ postage : Total : FF ^

Uncloscii bankers draft written nnl to SACiF.C ^

I inters will onK be aeeepted if aeeonipaiiieil In pa>inent
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AMERICO MARK

Continental Dimension, detail from 40" x 30" original oil by Americo Makk,

A sophistication of colors, precisely applied, adds an exciting contemporary dimension of freshness to the ancient dignity of Paris.

Lahaina Galleries
Mr> Waincc Strccl, Suite 213, Lalialiiu, Maui. Hawaii 96761

The new Makk art book contains over 200 full color reproductions of Makk paintings. To order, call toll free. U.S.: 1-800-367-8047;

Canada: 1-800-423-8733. Both numbers: Ext. 108.



UP & COMING
Hand reader, video

frontier, art world for
posterity

LOOK TO LOWE
Whenever anyone
tries to spot the best

young artists, the

name of twenty-sev-

en-year-old Adam
Lowe seems to come
up, especially in his

native Britain.

Among his genera-

tion, the image is back

in tavor, and Lowe's

particular preoccupa-

tions include such

readily recognizable

objects as bowls,

heads, fire, and hands.

"If you're not an ab-

stract painter and you

find the modernist tra-

dition barren, the power of images reas-

serts itself," he says.

Highly articulate, quiet but confident,

Adam Lowe has caught the eye of the pub-

lic. His work has sold well ever since he

graduated from the Royal College of Art,

in 1985. He has been hailed by prominent

British art critics as a young master, and his

work was included in the "85 Degree

Adam Lowe's Christ Dish: Pelagius

( 1986)—hot young talent rises m London.
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Here is one facsimile that even weighs the same as the original

Show," the pick at U.K. art graduates.

Most recently, he was commissioned by

the leading architect-designer Nigel

Coates to paint two works tor the Metro-

pole Restaurant in Tokyo. To allow him to

toil undisturbed, a studio was built tor him

by his client and good triend Adrian Cas-

sins, in Yorkshire.

Lowe pursues an aesthetic path ot his

own, mixing abstract with figurative art,

letting a strong image resonate in a less

defined environment. In his striking Head

and Bowl {o\\ on canvas, August 1985), a

dark bowl dominates against a deep slash

ot red. In tront ot the bowl, less clear, is a

head. Color and shape are bold; the con-

nection between head and bowl, however,

is enigmatic. "1 hate anything that can be

understood too easily," the artist says. He
likes his pictures to suggest rather than

state, to engage the onlooker's imagina-

tion. About him, Alistair Hicks, the Lon-

don Spectator's art critic, has been quoted

as saying, "He produces the painterly

image and is not afraid to tackle the most

complicated, theological subjects—dis-

tilled onto a bold canvas."

His work can be seen this spring at Jacob

Street Studios, a new gallery on Mill

Street. So far, success has not spoiled

Adam Lowe. He lives quietly in the East

End, London's burgeoning artists' quarter,

^ in a flat overlooking

. the river. His promise,

as of now, is enor-

mous.
—KathyO'Shaughnessy

MAKING BOOK
Michael and Linda

Faker's lives are inex-

tricably bound up with

the rare and ancient

manuscript the Kenni-

f( I cott Bible. They fell in

•| love on their second

g date while going to

i
r view it at Oxford's

ijl Bodleian Library.

|;p There and then, they

/ decided to make a fac-

simile of it—the most

taithtul yet of any

book. While working on the prc)ject, the

two became quite inseparable, married,

and had two kids. The result is visibly that

ot a labor ot love.

The Kennicott is a Hebrew Bible dating

from 1476—one ot the loveliest ot all illu-

minated manuscripts—and the Bodleian

is very protective of it. It took the Falters

two years to get authorization tor their

project. So meticulous was their approach

that the duplication of stains and blem-

ishes was as important as the development

of a parchment that closely resembled the

authentic vellum in density, transparen-

cy, and texture. Since the original artist,

one Joseph ibn Hayyim, deployed as many
as twenty-tour distinct colors in a single

square inch of design, computer-con-

trolled laser scanners were utilized to

obtain the finest color separations, while

gold and silver metal leaf were applied by

hand to each illumination by seven crafts-

men working simultaneously for four

months. Only in Italy could the Falters

find the skilled artisans able to tackle the

task, so the family moved there for the

duration. The entire undertaking took five

years to complete.

Published in a numbered edition ot 550

copies, the tacsimile is so extraordinarily

litelike in teel and appearance that one ot

its purchasers, Dublin's Trinity College

CONNOISSEUR



In these days ofcorporate turbulence,

Lands' End reaffirms its identity.

We're the ''cut and sewn'' people
from Dodgeville, Wisconsin. Period.

New paragraph.

We have recently made a stock

offering, and are now
numbered among the Nasdaq

quotations daily. So it seems a good
time to make sure you understand

we're the same Lands' End you've

always known.

From the beginning,

. . . we've been hands-on merchants,

and our cut-and-sewn heritage began
when the sailing enthusiasts for whom
we used to publish an equipment catalog

came to us for a good, serviceable

duffle bag. After a fruitless search for a

quality item, we decided to make our

own, and the Lands' End soft luggage

we're so proud of today was bom.

From there it was
an easy step to clothing.

Fairly soon, we found ourselves

searching out sources for rainwear,

sweaters, parkas, and other good, wann,
practical clothing. Even then, we kept

our priorities straight. First quality.

then price , and always, always service .

As we grew, we learned.

And as we learned, we grew. To this

day, we emphasize a preference for

natural fibers. For careful manufacture.

For adding features to make a good
item better. (Not cutting comers to

make an item cheaper.

)

At the same time, we fight for

every crying dime of value, becoming
direct merchants so we could bypass

middlemen. And staying out of

expensive quarters, trendy items, and

lines of merchandise we had no gift or

training to handle.

Finally, in terms of service,

... we offer the world's shortest,

sweetest unconditional guarantee:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD. We ship

most orders within 24 hours if an

item is in stock. And as big

as we get.

we'll always remember to think small

—

serving our millions of customers,

one at a time.

So, don't let anybody
tell you different,

. . .we're still the "cut and sewn" people

from Dodgeville, Wisconsin. Our toll-

free number is still 1-800-356-4444.

And when you call us, any hour of the

day or night, one of us will answer.

Just like always.

Please send free catalog.

Lands' End ZX-E2
Dodgeville, WI 53595

Name

Address

,

City

State

.

.Zip_

Or call Toll-free:

1-800-356-4444
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Dominant, nervous hand prints.

Then hands tell all (from top) : Marcel

Marceau, Sonia Rykiel, Paco Rahanne;

from Voyage au Creux de la Main, by de

Bony (above right) and Stephanie Leclair.

Library, exhibited it in its historic Long

Room, alongside the (genuine) Book of

Kells, and the art-and-book critic of the

London Observer commented that "it

seemed almost sacrilegious even to turn a

page." Among other notable owners are

the crown prince ofJapan and the libraries

of Harvard, Princeton, and Cornell.

Though gratified by such respect tor

their labor, the Falters would prefer the

Kennicott facsimile, which sells for

$5,500, to be regarded not just as an objel

d'art to be admired but something more—

a

real book. Says Michael, "1 first got the

notion when idly wandering round the

British Museum, where the most beautiful

manuscripts are displayed under glass, and

thinking what a great shame it was that all

I could see were two open pages, nothing

more." The Falters' Bible is intended to

survive something the original no longer

can—being read. —Gilbert Adair

HAND MASTER
Want to get to know the real Charlotte

Rampling.' Take a look at her right thumb.

Curious about the state of world terrorism?

Study Muammar al-Qaddafi's finger

spread. Wondering about the source of

Sonia Rykiel's fashion sense? Hold her

hand. So says Jean de Bony, a twenty-sev-

en-year-old Parisian who is making a name
for himself as the hand-print cataloguer

and analyst of the rich and famous. He has

booked and fingerprinted the likes ofRam-
pling, Paco Rabanne, and Guy Laroche.

In the prc^ess, he claims, he is developing

a "human science" he calls la chirologie.

De Bony, an advertising-school drop-

out, first startled le tout Paris by providing

quick personality assessments after shak-

ing the hands of celebrities. Then, he

began taking ink palm prints of willing

stars and from those prints produced what

he calls "temperament profiles." After

scrutinizing more than 3,000 sets of prints,

de Bony came up with his, er, "science,"

which to the untrained observer seems to

mix astrology, genetics, dermatt^logy, and

perhaps a touch of speculation.

"This is not palm reading and crystal

balls," de Bony says. "1 don't pretend to

predict the future." As he explains it, his

analyses dcrmothcrmiques (handshakes)

and digitaL>glyphes (fingerprints) allow him

to assess human capacities. Nothing less

than memory, intelligence, suitable occu-

pation, and relative independence are re-

vealed in de Bony's ninety-minute, $50
session. One of his many typically modest

conclusions: "The key to human will and

reason resides in the thumb."

Personality, according to de Bony, tails

into one of four temperament groups. By

judging the dryness and warmth of the

hand, de Bony can tell if you're in the

quadrant of bile, like the hair srvlist Alex-

andre (vitalite and octinte'); blood, like

Ldith Piaf ( Vitalite' but non-activite) ; nerves,

like Sonia Rykiel (opposite of blood); or

lymph, like the international arms sales-

man Sam Cummings (opposite of bile,

lacking vitality and decisiveness).

Further study of the Aqualac (non-

smudge black ink) prints produces a de-

tailed survey map of the mind, shc^wing

the interaction of regions that affect char-

acter. De Bony is now adapting his exper-

tise to satisfy the needs of personnel offi-

cers, insurance companies, and political

analysts. "1 just finished a study of the

hands of African chiefs of state," he says,

reterring to a job he did for Jeune Afrique

magazine on leadership qualities.

Looking forward to his own future, de

Bony plans to open a Museum ot the

Hand. He already has a plethora of prints

and bronze hand molds, plus a few remark-

able items. One collector has already do-

nated casts of the hands of Rita Hayworth

and Prince Aly Khan. "It's incredible," de

Bony says, "that these historical and psy-

chological artifacts were once used as mere

paperweights." Alas, the path to enlight-

enment has ever been strewn with obsta-

cles, has it not? —Allen Kurzwcil

£dith Piaf,

her palm.

GOOD-BYE, JUNK MAIL
Apo Oguz and Jerry De Santis are about to

revolutionize fashion. Not—one should

hasten to add—with a smashing new line

of fashion wear, but by dreaming up a new
creative genre that stands to become a

commonplace household item. A hybrid

of video and catalogues, the creature

already has a name: the videologue. It is, as

politicians like to say incessantly, an idea

whose time has come.

In plain English, the videologue is a
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ALVAR

Lh,:5i-wii\ LJii ^.111 Ldiivdb )M I A 03 -^ ) (r50xl62cm)

hn exhihition of recent works by Alvar,

comprising important paintings, limited-edition bronze sculptures,

ceramic bas-reliefs and original lithographs

will be presented from April 25 to May 31, 1987.

The artist will be present at the gallery on April 2 5 and 26.

Austin Galleries
781 Beach Street, San Francisco, California 94109

Austin Galleries are also situated at Pier 39 and Crocker Galleria.

For information concerning the Alvar exhibition please telephone Mr. Fred Laidlaw, Vice President: 415-775 7444
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mail-order catalogue that is

hlmeJ rather than printed,

h was originally the hrain-

child of a young Turk—no

euphemism, this—Apo
Oguz, head of a New York

video-production compa-

ny, who teamed up with

Jerry De Santis, owner of

Buyer's Marketplace, a

giant catalogue house serv-

ing such stores as Neiman-
Marcus and Harrods. To
launch their videologue

scheme, or Video Market-

place, as they call it, the

two approached a numher
ot major fashion compa-
nies; and already Royal

Silk, which sent out 25

million print catalogues

last year, has availed itself

of their services. In this

year's mailing. Royal Silk

has included, with its cata-

logues, an advertisement

for the video that Oguz
completed for the company
last December. Thirty

minutes long, it was shot in

Hawaii and retails tor

$5.99 (deductible from the

cost of the items ordered).

The first segment fea-

tures sultry models display-

inp some sixty garments

while sauntering through lush landscapes.

This is followed by a six-minute "How to

Care tor Silk" instructional tape. The vid-

eo concludes with fifteen minutes oi slow

motion and freeze-trame close-ups. Every

item is tagged with identification numbers

and prices. Shoppers either pht)ne in

orders to an around-the-clock number or

bxpaixduijj video's t'nipnv: the producer Apo
Oguz (left) on location m Hawaii.

William Carter left dancing and now turns his talent to directing.

fill out mail-order forms included in the

package. Says Oguz, "Video has tremen-

dous advantages over print: you can see a

garment in motion and from all sides, how
it flows and how it drapes. Plus, back-

ground sounds and music."

Oguz's own story is a paradigm of the

American dream. Just five years ago, Oguz

started a tiny business, A.N.S. Interna-

tional, importing Turkish films stateside,

converting them to video and selling

them. Today, the company boasts enough

high-powered production, postproduc-

tion, and duplication facilities to chum
out a whopping 7,000 to 10,000 tapes a

day. Knowing that by 1990 75 percent of

all Americans will own VCRs, Oguz is also

producing a monthly video fashion maga-

zine, InStyle, with segments on designers,

beauty, and makeup. Directed by the

award-winning commercial director Clif-

ford Fagin, it should be available this

spring. —Jot' Dolce

AN AMERICAN IN ROME
For years Romans have grumbled among

themselves about the lack

of contemporary- culture in

their town: no new music,

no new theater, no new
dance. Now, for starters,

thev are getting new
dance. In July 1986, the

Ministr\- of Culture hired

William Carter, a former

dancer with American Bal-

let Theatre and the New
York City Ballet, to head

up the sadly lackluster bal-

let of the Teatro dell'Opera

di Roma. He began work

last September.

In October, the ballet's

first season opened to un-

usually good reviews at the

Teatro dell'Opera di Roma
Brancaccio, a theater spe-

cially renovated to accom-

modate dance production.

The company performed

with the opera in Decem-
ber (and will again in

April); the two have been

more or less integrated

since the ballet opened, in

1880. Among the perfor-

^ mances this season are Paul

S Taylor's Aureole, AlvinAi-

^ lev's The River, and Jose

^ Limon's Moor's Pavane—
all familiar to Americans

but new ground to most

Italian audiences.

Among Carter's innovations are bring-

ing in guest teachers tor a month at a time.

The former dancer Lupe Serano, the New
York teacher Robert Danvers, and the

Danish dancer Henning Kronstam have

all given classes—and the Roman dancers

have felt the difference. "Another bene-

fit," says Carter, "is that they know how
interested I am in them." Indeed, after a

class, several dancers come up to ask ques-

tions or show off their loss ofweight or sim-

ply say hello. No previous director, includ-

ing his immediate predecessor, Maya Pli-

setskaya, has been better-liked, say his fel-

low administrators.

Next on the lean, blond choreogra-

pher's agenda is a plan to add to the reper-

toire (which now consists of such chest-

nuts as Giselle, Coppelia, The Nutcracker,

Swan Lake, and Don Quixote). Alvin

Alley, Paul Taylor, Agnes de Mille, Glen

Tetley, Roland Petit, and Antony Tudor,

among others, have been asked to contrib-

ute new ballets, and many are making trips

to Rome this year to look over Carter's
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FINE ART PORTFOLIO

In this dramatic new etching, Graciela Rodo Boulanger

captures the vigor and grace of movement, using a fluid line

and a radiant palette.

Printed on a special hand made paper from Auvergne, France,

each impression has been individually pulled from four engraved

plates created by the artist. The edition comprises 250 signed

and numbered impressions plus artist's proofs.

The Image size is 30% x 22 inches, plus margins. The overall

dimensions. 36'? x 25 inches, vary slightly, since each sheet

of paper has been individually created by hand.

SI,500.00 plus $10.00 shipping. In Connecticut add 7.5% tax.

To order, please call toll free 800-243-4004.

The Lublin Collection

95 East Putnam Ave., Dept C6, Greenwich. CT 06830

800-243-4004/203-622-8777 "Juego de Domingo" by Graciela Rodo Boulanger 1986 Original etching

ERIC
SLOANE

(1905-1985)

Exhibition and sale

of paintings

MONTH OF MAY

May we send you a brochure?

29x39Spring Freshet, Oil

CONACHER GALLERIES
134 Maiden Lane, San Francisco, CA 94108 (415) 392-5447
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Robert Pincus-Witten, art critic, immortalized by Timothy Greenfield'Sanders.

dancers and the theater's possibilities.

Unhke Nureyev, his counterpart at the

Paris Opera Ballet, Carter himself will do
little dancing. That way, he knows, he

will "have more time to concentrate on
[his] own choreography and training these

dancers." As he says, "Italy's been cut off

from the mainstream of dance— 1 don't

know the reasons—and many of my danc-

ers don't have much confidence. But they

have the potential to create a great compa-
ny. The romantic Italian spirit already

infuses their dancing. Their lives are so

filled with drama from the time th^^y are

bom that, in general, they have fewer

inhibitions than other Europeans or

American dancers. So, the stage is already

set for them to be wonderful."
—Valerie Gladstone
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MODERN CLASSIC
There was a time when it was common
practice for photographers to immortalize

their subject in static postures of somber

black and white. For Timothy Greenfield-

Sanders, those days are alive and well, but

with a slight difference. His subjects have

as much immortalized him as he them. He
has recorded a parade of top artists, art

dealers, collectors, critics, poets, and

painters through the eye of his lens. Old-

fashioned, black-and-white portraits oi

such discipline and sobriety are instant

gifts to posterity, immediate classics. And
now, as Greenfield-Sanders completes a

project with a leading Japanese fashion

house, Comme des Carbons, his reputa-

tion is reaching its peak. He has photo-

graphed for them three full catalogues of

portraits, showing various art-world lumi-

naries dressed in the latest designs of this

most avant-garde of fashion houses.

A native Floridian, Greenfield-San-

ders, thirry-five, came to New York's Co-
lumbia University to earn a degree in art

history. Next, he went to Los Angeles,

where he got a master's in filmmaking at

the highly prestigious American Film In-

stitute. Rather than shoot films, he took a

position shooting stills of Hollywood stars

for Amt'ncan Film magazine. Soon he was

recording the likenesses of Henry Fonda,

Richard Burton, and Orson Welles. What
really changed his life was the discovery in

1979 and purchase (for $50) of a dusty but

highly prized tum-of-the-centur\' Fulmer

and Schwing 11 -inch by 14-inch view

camera. So, when Comme des Gardens

called him to shoot its 1986-87 menswear

catalogues, he simply turned his trusty

camera back on his favorite subjects. "All

they wanted was for their clothes to be

worn by my people," he says.

The first three catalogues pictured the

critics Robert Pincus-Witten and Hilton

Kramer, the dealer Leo Castelli, the poet

John Ashbery, and the painters Robert

Rauschenberg, Julian Schnabel, Willem

de Kooning, and David Salle. While you

may have missed the catalogues, note that

many of the portraits (plus new ones) goon
exhibition this month at the Marcuse

Pfeifer Gallery, in Manhattan's SoHo dis-

trict. Next month, the Leo Castelli Gal-

lery, in SoHo, plans to show Greenfield-

Sanders's portraits in conjunction with the

publication of a book (Lumiere is the pub-

lisher) documenting the surviving Ameri-

can artists from the fifties. You can also

commission a private portrait for no more

than $1,500. —Paul Bob

Robert Rauschenberg, as he appears in

Comme des Gargons's catalogue.



NEL5ON GONCERJO
IN ^REE MOVEMENTS

Presenting a new
artistic triumph by

America's maestro of

marine themes: "Lahaina

Rhythms, Land and Sea"

by Robert Lyn Nelson.

Critics and collectors alike are singing the bravos and glorias of

Nelson's latest masterpiece, a spectacular triptych now released as

a prized limited edition. From its pastoral adagios to its eloquent,

soaring crescendos, this three-panel piece is filled with orchestral

splendor. As sunset reflects on Maui's sea like light through a crystal

prism, whales breach, dolphins glide, and countless dazzling fish

adorn a kingdom of coral. Overhead, a Laysan albatross shares

the air with a red-tailed tropic bird. Peace prevails.

Collector demand for Nelson's two previous triptychs resulted in

early sellouts. To order your set of this magnificent work, please call

toll-free: 1-800-367-8047 ext. 108. In Canada: 1-800-423-8733 ext. 108.

"Lahaina Rhythms, Lcind and Sea" by Robert Lyn Nelson. Limited-edition triptych

of450. 4x9 feet.

Lahaina Galleries
84S Wainee Street, Suite 213, I^aina, Maul, HawaU 96761
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CONTEMPTRNtCOMPROMISEHAS
JUSTroUNDTWOPERFEQVEHICLES
EXPRESSION* Learning to compromise, wisdom would t

us, is the essence ot growing older

If so, BMW has created a machine that reverses the aging

process. Two of them, in fact-the L6 and the M6. Reincarnations ^"^^

the European Grand Touring tradition that so exceed the commor
notions of luxury and performance as to be glittering anachronisrr

in a world of diminished expectations.

With the L6, the compromises and constraints of mass prodi

tion give way to the rigors of minuscule production. Thus, the L6

can encase the driver in a cockpit of hand-stitched leather While ifc

legendary 6-cylindef; 182-horsepower BMW engine ensures that

luxury never descends into lethargy

The M6, on the other hand, is a luxury car that was test-driverfct
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/here few luxury cars have ventured: before the cheering throngs of

le world's great racecourses.

To accomplish this, BMW's elite Motorsport Division imbued

lis BMW coupe with an astonishing 24-valve, 3.5-litet; 6-cylinder en-

,ine capable of developing 256 horsepower

So while being supported by specially-designed sports seats,

ou can enjoy a power plant so propulsive, it can rocket you from to

lO in a scant 6.8 seconds.

Guided all the while by BMW's Digital Motor Electronics, which

iptimizes engine performance on a millisecond-by-millisecond basis.

A microprocessing system that makes the M6 not only a su-

remely elegant vehicle, but a supremely intelligent one.

Together; the limited production BMW M6 and L6 are ada-

nant rejections of the belief that all cars are compromises on wheels.

Because while it may well be true that we live in an imper-

3ct world, nobody ever informed BMW's engineers.
THE ULTIMATE DRIVINGMACHINE.

BMWL6
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A SWEEPING SERPENTINE CURVE links the scrollJ amis h this early

IQtn Century sofa. 1 lie original design was jouna for Baker hii Sir Humphrey

Wahefiela, Bt., in Stratfiela Saye, home of His Grace The Duke of Wellington.

The e.xclusive Baker fabric is a seersucker silk with satin rihhons. Baker uphol-

steredfurniture andfabrics are available through fine furniture and department

stores, lou are invited to write for their names and you may enclose $b.00 for our upholstered

furniture catalogue.

k

Baker Furniture, Dept. 458, 1661 Monroe
Avenue, NAV., Grand Rapids, Michigan
49505. Showrooms in Atlanta, Chicago,

Cleveland, Dallas, Dania, High Point,

Houston, Laguna Niguei, Los Angeles, New
York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle,

Troy and Washington D.C.
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